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F ore,,-ord to the First Edition 

Hegel and l'ietzsche are the two end points between which the his
torical course of the Gennan s?irit in the nineteenth cenrury mo~. 
But, because Hegel's wc.rk has usually been viewed as the brilliant 
culmination of the systems of idealism, and random portions have 
been excerpted from ~ietzsche's works for opportunisric use, cau
rion has been necessary in the case of each. Hegel seems to stand 
vcr" far removed from us and Nietzsche very near, if we consider 
onl)' the latter's influence and the fonner's \\:orks. In fact, though, 
Hegel's work. mediated through ills pupils, had an effect upon intel
lectual and poliricallife which it would be difficult to o\'erestim~te, 
while the numerous influences exerted by Nietzsche since 1890 have 
given birth to a German idealogy only in our own rime, The 1\ierz
scheans' of yesterday correspond to the Hegelians of the 1840's_ 

In Contrast to the academic petrifaction of Hegel's system by 
scholars of Hegel and the popular \!.-arping of NietzSche'~. writings 
b~' worshipers of ~ierz.sche, lhe following studies seek to bring 
a:~urately to life the epoch which starts with Hegel and ends with 
~lerzsche, "transcribing" the philosophical history- of the nineteenth 
cenrury within the horizon of the present. To transcnbe history 
does not mean to counterfeit the irrevocable power of what has 
taken place once and for all, or eo increase vitality anhe expense of 
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truth, but to do justice to the vital fact of history so that the tree may 
be known only by its fruits, the father by his son. The twentieth 
century has clarified and made explicable the acrual events of the 
nineteenth. In the pl."Ocess, the deadly consish'nc~' of philosophical 
development since Hegel has made easier the pursuit of the con
secutive stages which have led to such an extreme I.'esult. 

Nevertheless, these stUdies in the history of the spirit arc not a 
contribution to Geistesgescbicbte in the usual sense of the word, the 
principles of which, having evolved from He~crs metaphysics of 
the spirit, han been so attenuated that they arc now tri\·ial. The 
spirit, as subject and substance of history, is no longer a foundation, 
bur, at best. a problem. Hegel's historical relativism has as its begin
ning and end "absolute knowledge," in.relation to which cvery stage 
in the unfolding of the spirit is a m:uk of progress in consciousness 
of freedom; the knowledge of the "spirit" achic\'ed by the historical 
sciences is not even relative, for there is no measurin~ stick bv which 
to e\'aluate the temporal process. All that is left o( the spirit is the 
"spirit of the age." But yet, even if only to be able to understand 
the age as an age, a point of "it\\, is necessary which will tran
scend the bare events of the age. But because the equation of 
philosophy with the "spirit of the age" gained its revolutionary 
power through Hegel's pupils, a studv of the age from Hegel to 

NietzSche ultimately will ha\'~ to yielJ the question: Is the essence 
and "meaning" of history detennined absolutely from within his
tory itself; and, if not, then how? 

The following studies in the history of the German spirit in the 
runeteenth century do not seek to give a complete ~story of nine
teenth-century philosophy, especially since material completeness 
of historical comprehension is not only unattainable, but would be 
contrary to the meaning of causal historical relationship. In the real 
history of the world, as of the spirit, insignificant occurrences very 
quickly can become significant events; on the other hand, what 
seems eventful, very quickly can lose all meaning. It is nonsense, 
therefore, whether in advance or in conclusion. to fix the totality 
characteristic of an epoch in all irs facets. The process of shift of 
meamng is ne''''er eonduded, because, in history .. it is never deter
mined at the beginning what u'ill result at the end. The purpose of 
these studies is solely to point out the decish'c turning point between 
Megel's consummation and Nietzsche's new beginning, in ordert· 
with the light of the present .. to illuminate the epoch-making signifi
cance of an episode wruch has fallen into oblivion. 
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In the perspective of an age which thought itself superior, die 
nineteenth century seemed capable of being comprehended in a 
single catchword and already of being "overcome"; but even Nietz
sche was still aware of being both a conqueror and an heir. In the 
perspective of history as a whole, an epoch is neither praiseworthy 
nor blameworthy; ~ach is both debfor and creditor. Thus the past 
century, to(), has its front runners and "fellow ,travelers," its promi
nent men and its average men, 6gure'sDoth lucid and' opaque in its 
rank and file. The nineteenth century is Hegel and Goethe, Schelling 
and romanticism, Schopenhaucr and Kietzsche, l\1arx and Kierke
gaard-but also Feuerbach and Rug~, B. Bauer and Somer, E. von 
llarrmann and Diihring. It is Heine and Borne. Hcbbel and Buch
ne~.]mmennann and Keller, Stifter and Strindberg. Dostoevski and 
Tolstoi; it is Stendhal and Balzac, Dickens and Thackeray, Flaubert 
and Baudelaire, Melville and Hardy, Byron and Rimbaud, Leopardi 
and d'Annunzio, George and Rilkc; it is Beethoven and ,,'agner, 
Renoir and Delacroi.x, l\1unch and J\1arc~es, van Gogh and Cezanne. 
It is the age of the great historical works of Ranke and l\1ommsen, 
Droysen and Treitschke. Taine and Burckhardt. and of fantastic 
growth in the natural sciences. Not least. it is Napoleon and l\1etter
nich, l\1azzini and Cavour, Lassallc and Bismarck, Ludendorfi' and 
Clemence au. It extends from the great French Revolution to 1830, 
and the.nce to the First "'orld "'ar. Blow upon blow, for good or 
ill, it forged technological civilization. and spread abroad over the 
whole earth inventions without which we can no longer e·.-en pic
ture our daily lives. 

Who could'deny that our life is firmly based upon this century. 
thus untierstaading Renan's question-which is also the question of 
Burckhardt, NietzSche, and Tolstoi-Dc '1110; V;V1"(1·t-Oll apres noZls? 

\ \. ere there an answer to this question based solely upon the spirit of 
thc age, the final, honest word of our generation, born before 1900 
and come to maturity during the First 'Yorld 'Var, would be a 
resolute resignation. a resignation without profit; for renunciation is 
easy when it r.enOOnces most. 

Sendai (Japan} 

Spring, 1939 
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Introduction: 

Goethe and Heger 

Goethe made German literature into world literature, and Hee:el 
made German philosophy into world philosophy. Their producnve 
power was of complete normality. because their goal was in com
plete hamlDn\" with their ability. \Yhat comes after them cannot be 
~ompared for breadth of-vision and energy of :iC-~6r.llplishme1lt;. i~ is 
exaggerated or exhausted, extreme or medIOcre, and more promlsmg 
than productive. -

1;1 1806 ~poleon came through Jena and \V ciplar;.in the .same 
year, Hegel finished Die Pb.171011leno/ogie des-Geistes and Goethe 
the first parr of F aus!, two works in which the German language 
attai~ed its broadest fullness' and most extreme compactness. Yet. rIle 
relationship between Hegel and Goethe is much less obvious than 
~ha~ bet\~'een other Gem~an philosophers arid rnen of letters, so that 
It gwes nse to t'he appearanc~ that they me'te1y tiVed ahmgsidc each 
othe~, withollt u'orking in common. "'hife Schiller was influenced 
by Kant, a~d the romantics by Fichte and Schelling, Goethe's view 
of t~e worlll of nacme and man was determined by -nonf l:)f the 
c\~slc~1 p'hilosophers. His work needed no philo~phica] props, be
c~use Its O\t'n thought was deep and his scie.ntific studies were pro
duced by the same imaginative power tflat produced his poetry. 

a 
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Thus "Hegel and Goethe" cannot mean that their life work is 
mu:ually dependent or interwo\'en, but :he connection may indeed 
m.:an that between Goethe's intuition and Hegel's comprehension 
there exists an inner relationship which points to both a proximity 
and a separation. To see that each paid his due to the work and in
fluence of the other is to recognize the distance they preseryed in 
their association. "'hile each did his own work, the mode of thought 
in which they worked was the same in its essentials, The diffcre~ce 
which both separates and unites them b~comes clear when we ob
sen'e that Goethe's "primary phenomena" and Hegel'S "absolute" 
encounter each other Just as respectfully as did Goethe and Hegel in 
their personallives.2 

Their mutual relationship exte,nds O\'er three decades. A few 
diary entries and oral remarks by Goethe, together with the few 
letters they exchanged, are all that document their relationship. In 
his works Hegel makes a few passing references to Goethe, with 
more detail about the theory of color in both editions of the Ency
klopiidie.3 Goethe reprinted a passage from one of Hegel's letters 
dealing with the same subject in the 4. Heft Zllr N attJT'z.::issensch,7ft. 
And yet their relationship went beyond this outward co-operation. 

On April 24, 1825, Hegel writes to Goethe describing the inner 
moth'es of his "dependence, or e\'en devotion": "For when I look 
back over the course of my spiritual developm~nt I see you inter
woven everywhere, and I could call myself one of your sons; from 
the nourishment you have given me, my inner self has obtained 
strength to resist abstraction. and has ordered its course aright by 
your system as by a beacon."· This corresponds to Goethe's state
ment to Varnhagen, after Hegel's death, that he experienced a deep 
RUse. of .grief over the. loss of this "highly talented, imponant 
I~ader." who had been such a "well-grounded man and friend, active 
in all fields .... The foundations of his theory lay outside my hori
ion, but wherever his actions touched on more, or even impinged 
'upon my efforts, I ah""ays reaped a great spiritual benefit."5 Even 
further from Goethe than the dogmatic foundations of Hegel'S own 
theories lay the subsequent constructions of the members 9f the 
Hegelian school, although he also mentions with approval well
~ted observations made by them. For example, even wlien he was 
~venty-eight years old he studied a book by Hinrichs ·6n ancient 
.tragedy, and used it as t~e point of departure for an important con
versation.iS Another of Hegel's pupils. L. von Henning. lectured at 
the Univeriity of Berlin on Goethe's theory of colOJ'-Goethe fur-
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nished him with the necessary material. The mQst independent of 
Hegel's pupils of that era was the legal philosopher E. Gans; he gives 
an ~account of a com'ersation Guethe once had \vith him: "He 
[Goethe] said, if philosophy would take it upon itself to give atten
tion to the thinQ"S and articles it treated. it woulej become all the 
more effective. also coming inro more conract with the empiricists. 
But the question would always arise whether it was possible t? be at 
the same time both a great scholar and obsernr and also an Impor
tant generalizer and summarizer .. -.. He acknowledged Hegel'S 
man\, insights both in nature and in history; but he could not refrain 
f ron; questioning whether his philosophical ideas would not have to 
under!!o continual modification morder to confonn to the new dis
coverres which would undoubtedly constantly be made. losing 
thereby their categorical nature .... Then he came to the TalJ1'
biicber. He disliked a cenain awl,."wardness and discursi"eness in the 
individual articles; he criticized my recension of Sa\'igny's History 
of Roma11 Law ill tbe Middle Ages on the grounds that 1 was trying 
to make the author do something he did not intend .... "7 

Here Goethe rejects the forceful importation of an alien system 
of thought; similarly. in a letter to Hegel. he emphasizes that in his 
scientific works he is concerned not with an "opinion to be put 
across""but with a :'methodology to be demonstrated." Anyone 
might make use of it as he likes. as a tooLS But this reservation is fol
lowed immediately by a recognition of Hegel's efforts which shows 
how strongly Goethe, too, was opposed to all undisciplined caprice. 
"\\·'ith great satisfaction.I hear from many sources that your effort 
to educate young men to follow rou is bearing fruit; it is necessary 
that somewhere in this amazing age a theory spread out from a 
central po4tt, which can be oJ theoretical and practical: .benefit to 
one's life. Of course there is no preventing the hollow skulls from 
losi~g themselves in vague ideas and fine-sounding, empty words. 
ThiS has a b~d effect on th~:hetre-r minds; for, per~eiving the erro
neous methodologies in which the others -have been entangled since 
YOUth, they withdraw into themseh'es, becoming abstruse or rran
~endenta}."p Quite ap:rrt from Hegel's "theory:' the des-ire for a 
fi~~ basis which could be passed on united Goethe with Hegel'S 
Sptrltual "activity." This difference characterizes the whole relation
ShIp b~tween Goethe and Hegel; it is expressed drastically in- a co~
versanon with Kanzler l\liiller: "I do not want to know any details 
~LHegelian philosophy, although 1 am somewhat attracted to Hegel 
IUll1Self."lO Somewhat later, in a more conciliatory mood, Goethe 
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writes to Hegel himself: "I keep my mind as open as possible to the 
gifts of the p1illosophel', and rejoice each time I can appropriate 
something which has been discovered by an ability nature was not 
willing to grant me."ll Thus during the entire course of his life 
Goethe felt himself at o~ce attracted to and repelled by Hegel's 
philosophy,12 and yet basically he was sure that they ag:reed in spirit. 
This is beautifully expressed in his last letter to Zelter: ~"F ortunately, 
the nature of your talent is focused on the single note-that is, the 
moment. Now, since a sequence of consecuti,"e moments itself is 
always a ~ind of ~ternity, it has been granted YOll ah,'ays to remain 
constant 10 the mIdst of flu.,., thus fullv satisfying both me and the 
spirit of Hegel, to the extent I under~laj,d him.;'J3 .., 

1 Goethe's Idea of Primary Phenomena 
and Hegel's Comprehension of 
the Absolute 

a Tbe Unity 
of P1-inciple 

\\That appealed to Goethe about Hegel was nothing less than 
the principle of his spiritual activity: mediation between self-being 
(Selbstsein) and being other (Andersseill). In Goethe's idiom, 
Hegel placed himself in the middle, between subject ,and object, 
while Schelling emphaSized the breadth of nature, and "Fichte, the 
height of subjectiyity.14 "\\nere object and subject meet, there is 
life; when Hegel places himself between object and subject by 
means of his philosophy 01 identity and lays claim to tliis position, 
we must do him honor."15 Similarly, Hegel had to see Goethe's 
subjectivity, the universal content of his self-being. Goethe's diag-, 
nosis of the "universal sicl'lJeis of t~e age" corresponds exactly to 
his fierce criticism of,the shallow subjectivity of the romantics: they 
ate'incapable of divesting themselves productively of their subjec
tivity and venturing into the world of objects.16 To discover and 
es~ablish ,the mid-point between subject and object. between being 
pro se and being per se, between the' inrer!lal and the external, was 

,the motivating force behind Hegel's entire philosophy of mediation, 
from his first systematic fragment to the Logik and E1lcyklopadie. 
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Through this philosophy, substance was to become subject, and the 
subject substantial. Similarly, Goethe's naive philosophizing centers 
upon the problem of harmony between the self and the world. J7 

The contradiction between them and its neutralization-under the 
terms subje~tiye "idea" and objective "experience," what is "appre
hended" by the senses and what is "c~nceived"-are discussed not 
only in the famous exchange of letters , ... ·ith Schiller,18 but also in 
four special essays: Der Versuch als Vermittler von Objckt U7ld 
Subjekt ("Experiment as Mediator between Object and Subject"), 
Eillwirkullg der 1leUerel1 Pbilosophie ("The Influence of Recent 
Philosophy"), Anschaucnde Urteilskrtlft ("Inruiti\'e Judgment"), 
and Bede7zken lind Ergemmf!, ("Reflection and Resignation") . 

. Goethe says that, in the process of viewing the unh"erse, man 
cannot fail to venture ideas and construct concepts with the aid of 
which he attempts to understand the essence of God or of nature. 
"Here we corne face to face with our real difficulty, ... that be
tween the idea and the experience there seems to be a certain gulf 
fixed; we exert all our strength to cross it, in vain. In spite of this, 
we strive constantly to overcome this gap by means of reason, 
understanding, imagination, faith, feeling, madness, and, if nothing 
else will serve, -with absurdity. Finally, after constant strenuous 
effort,- we discover that the philosopher might indeed be ri~ht who 
states that no idea is fully congruent with experience, but admits 
that idea and eXperience can, indeed must, be analogous."ID The 
philosopher mentioned here _is Kant, and the work in which he 
f?rges a unity put of conceptualizing reason and sense percep
tion is the Kritik der Urteilskraft. Of the Kritik der reinell Vernunft, 
on the other hand, Goethe rem-arks that it lies comrletely outside his 
field. Only one thing in it seems to him worthy 0 attention, that it 
renews tne "ancient primary quesdon": "How-much {)f our spiritual 
existence is derived from our own self, and how much from the ex
ternal world?" He himself, he contlnues, had never separated the one 
from the other; whenever he philosophized in his own way, he had 
done so with unconscious naivete, believing that his ideas really were 
"before his eyes.":!o Both as poet and as.scientist, he, likt.: namre,."tlad 
always proceeded both analytically and synthetically. "The systole 
and diastole of the human-spirit\\ias to me like a second respiration, 
never apart, always pulsing." Yet for all of this he had no words, not 
to m~ntion phrases. He had been kept from penetrating into the 
Iabynnth of Kant's Kritik der reinen Vemunft, at rimes by his 
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poetic gift, at tirres by his human understanding. alt!-ough he be
lieved he understood a few chapters and had gained much from them 
for his personal use. 

This relationship to Kant underwent a change with the appear
ance of the Kritik der UrteilskrJlft (1790), "'hich he had to thank 
for an "extremely light-hearted period:' Quire in line with his own 
work and thought, it taught him to "iew as a unity the products both 
of nature and of the human spirit (i.e" art), so that aesthetic and 
theological judgment illuminated each other. "I rejoiced that rhe art 
of poetry and comparati"e narural science are related so closely to 
each other, both being subject to the same faculty of iudgment."~l 
But at the same time Goethe had a critical awareness that his use of 
Kant's study went beyond the limits drawn by Kant. His mind did 
not want to be restricted to a purely discursi"e power of judgment; 
he claimed for himself that inruiti"e understandin!r which was, for 
Kant, an imel/ectus arcbet')'pus, that is, an idea, which is not a prop
erty of human nature. "Indeed the author seems here to ha"e in mind 
a dh'ine understanding, but only when we bring ourseh'cs to a higher 
lC\'el of morality through faith in God. virtue, and immortality, and 
approach the primal being (first principle), It might also happen the 

'same way in the intellectual realm: through perception of nature, 
eternally creating, we might make ourseh'es worthy of spiritual 
participation in its produCts. Although at first, unconsciously and 
compelled by an inner drive, I pressed indefatigably toward that 
origmal, typical entity, even succeeding in constructing a representa
tion in conformity with nature, nothing now could keep me from 
encountering courageously the 'ad,'enrure of reason.' as the old man 
of Konigsberg himself calls it,"~ This was also the point at which 
Hegel began in his treatise on faith and knowledge (1801), only to 

, draw from Kant's Kriti!: der Urteilskraft the conclusions which put 
an end to·subjective idealism and brought "understanding" to "rea
son." Both interpret the power of judgment as the producri"e mid
.poInt mediating between the concept of nature and that of freedom, 
bringing to lig:lt a "region of identity." KaI)t's reflections on. "reason 
in its realit,,,'" as beauty .standing objecth;cly before t~e' eyes" (in 
art) and as organization (in nature), already defined formally the 
aue concept of reason, although he! was unaware t.hat with his idea 
of intuitive understanding he was in the realm of speculniC>'n.· In 
fact, with the notion of an archetypal understanding, he alrea.dy 
had in his hands the key to unlock the riddle of the relatio~hip 
'Jetv'ecn nature and freedom. 
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Hegel and Goethe-and Schelling too-took this latter idea from 

Kant and uSed it as a point of departure. Both attempted the "ad
\'e;1ture of reason" by placing themselves-disregarding discursive 
understanding-in the middle between personal existence and the 
existence of the world. The difference between their ways of media
tion resides in the fact 'that Goethe sees the unity from the point of 
view of nature as it is perceived. but Hegel from the point of view 
of the bistorical spirit. This corresponds to the fa<"t that Hegel 
recog-nizes a "cunning- of reason," and Goethe a cunning- of nature. 
In each case, it lies in the fact that the affairs of men are subordinated 
to the sen'ice of a whole. 

b Tbe Difference 
i11 Exposition 

Howenr much their differing views of the absolute-as "na
ture" or as "spirit"-characterize rile relationship between Hegel and 
Goethe, no contrast in principle is indicated, only a difference in the 
manner of its exposition. When Goethe speaks of nature, trusting 
that it also speaks through him, he means the reason behind every
thing that lives, JUSt .as the primary phenomena are themselves a kind 
of reason, more ~or1ess perineating all created things.23 'Vhen Hegel 
speaks of spi~it, confident that it also speaks through him. he under
stands thereby nature as the otherness of the idea. while the spirit is 
a "second nature." As a consequence of this difference and agree
ment, Goethe, \\;th benevolent irony, could recommend his "pn
mary phenomena" for friendly reception by the "Absolute" on an 
occasion of a gift-giving. Ne"ertheless, it did not seem to him proper 
to speak of the absolute hip the theoretical sense/~ precisely because 
he always kept it before' his eyes. seeing it in its manifestations.::~ 

After a visit from Hegel, Goethe wrote to Knebel that the con
\"er~tion had aroused in him the desire to be together with Hegel at 
more length, "for what in the prin~ed communications of such a man 
appears to us abstruse and unclear, because we cannot utilize it im
mediately for- our own needs, immediarely becomes our OW11 in the 
course of live conversation, because we perceive rhat we are in 
agree~ent.with him in basic thoughts and ideas, and mutual de\'elop
ment and elucidation -of th~ could pro~bly lead-to rapprochement 
and agrcement."·At the same rime, Goethe was conscious of Hegel's 
app.roval: "Youi gracious approval of. the major trends of mv 
thoughts confirms me all rhe more in the same; and I believe that I 
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h~ vc made notable progress in many areas, if not in tenns of the 
whole, then for me and my soul Mayall that I am yet capable of 
achicving always be built upon what you ha\'c establish cd and con
tinue to devclop."zs This could just as easily ha\'c been wrinert by 
Hegel to Goethe, for in fact the work of thc one built upon that of 
the other. However great the difference in the type and range of 
their personalities, howc\'cr rich and acti\'e Goethe's life was in 
comparison to Hegel's prosaic existcncc, they wcre at onc in the 
basis of their work, through their recognition of "what cxists." For 
this reason they dertied the pretensions_of individ,uality, which is 
only destructive, never philosophically ~onstr\.Tctive, bccausc it has a 
conception of freedom which is only ncgati\·e.~(l 

.... -Howc\·er much Gocthe's free flexibility within the fixed frame
work of pursuit of his goal differed from Hegel's constructi\'c vio
lence, thc breadth o~ their mighty spirits exalted them both cqually 
high above the everyday view of the world. They did not seck to 
know how things are in" relation to us, but rather to perceh'e and to 
recognize what they are in and of themselves. 'Vhen, in his essay 
on experiment •. Goethe says that, like an indifferent and YCt dh-ine -
being. onc f!1USt seek and study "what is" and not "what pleases," it 
is quite in line -aith what Hegel S'.l~-s about pure thought in the 
preface to his Logik and Encyklopiidic. Both valued tbcoria, in the 
original sense of "pure vision." as the highest form of activity. 

Observation of objects at the same time revealed to .both their 
own nature. for which reason they rejected merely reflective se1f
~nowledge as untrue and unfruitful. ' J hereby confess that the great 
d~ty 'know thyself,' which sounds so importanr, has alwa~'s seemed 
to me tQ be susp~ct, .like a trick of priests in secret conspiracy who 

-wou1i:1like to --confuse man through unfulfillablc demands and lead 
hii1:t- 3:lVay from his proper acti\'ity in the external world to a false 
interior contemplation'. A man knows himsdf insofar as he knows 
the world. which he perceives onh' within iimself, and himself onl\, 
within if. Every new object. properly cxarr,ined, re"e.aJs a new organ 
,vifHin Us. "21 On the- 93me grounds Heg<;l,. tQO, rejects "the com
placent dC\'otion of the indh'idual to his own belm'ed- indh·jduallty," 
thar is, that which differentiates him as a- particular individuai bemg 
from the· universal being 1>f the spirit and the world.28 J'heir con
~eption of growth and existeQce IS directed at an existence which 
emerges from itself, objectifies itself. within the world. This concern 
about questiC..r1S of phenomena of an objective world, undistoned by 
machines, al30 ~haracterizes Goethe's relationship with Hegel in 
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matters pertaining to the theory of color. From the very beginning 
this was the actual concrete point of contact between them, although 
it was within this area, natural philosophy, that recognition and fol
lowing were denied them. The way they reached an understanding 
of the problem of ligqt and color shows most clearly ~he di~ergence 

. -in their method of procedure and in the manner m which they 
luoked lat their own work.29 

In the foreground of their correspondence one is aware of a 
feeling of mutual assistance, approval, a~d corroboration, espeCially 
on the part of Goethe, who calls Hegel an "amazingly accurate and 
acute man" whose words on the theory of color are ingeniously 
clear and penetrating, although not equally accessible to everyone. 
Hegel, he states, has penetrated so deeply into his work on optical 
phenomena that he himself has only now understood it clear\v.3o 

The divergence in attitude which lurks in the background appears 
only in the form of a polite irony, by means of which each asserts 
the individuality of his own method before the other. Goethe ex
presses this ironic distance in a well-considered choice of words in 
his letter of October 7, 1820, in which he insists upon the obvious 
nature of his "idea," carefully differentiating his method of com
munication from an opinion which must prevail. '~Te see it also in the 
previously mentioned dedication (If the drinking glass, which col'l
ciliatorily preserves the distance between the "absolute" and the 
"primary phenomenon." He expresses his reservations more directly 
in a conversation on dialectics preserved by Eckermann: Goethe 
distrusts the dialectic method because it mi!!ht he misus~d in order to 
tum falsehood into truth. One who is "dialectically sick," nowe\·er. 
can be healed o~ce l1..!Qr:uy lwnest SOldy--of ;Iaturei for nature is 
always an?e~ernanI ~ue, and will not let S!.lch.aickn.ess prevaiJ.31 

Hegel expreSS5-hlsiron);"!n Iilsstl.i6'6orn designation of Go-ethes 
primary phenomenon, based on observation. as a philosophical "ab
straqioq;" because it isolates from something which is empirically 
complex something pure and simple. and stresses it. -''Your Excel
lency may call your procedure in the pursuit of natural phenomena 
a naive met!Jod; I beli~ve l:may .. yield-sufficiently to. my faculty as to 
see and admire therein the abstraction by means of which you have 
h~ld fast to the simple. basic truth. only inquiring after conditions, 
dlScovering them, and tbro~~g.them in.t9 l'C~ef.~~_32-Goethe has dis
Covered thereby something \,i1ich is primarily merely visible, a 
tr~nsitory certainty of the senses; a "simple observational relation~ 
Shlp"; he has "elevated it to tht level of thought." and made it. 
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"permanem." V;e read much the same material in Hegel"s intricate 
letter of th:lOks for the drinkin{! glass which h:1s been scm him: JUSt 
as throughout the ages wine has-been a mighty suppOrt of natural 
philosophy, by inspiring the drinker and thus proying "that there is 
spirit in nature," so this glaS9-6Cmonstrates the ingenious {geisr;.:ol!) 
phenomenon of light. He "ishes thereby to retain his faith in the 
transubstantiation "of thought into phenomenon and phenomenon 
into thought." In a letter of February :!4. J 8:! I. Hegel writes that he 
has "understood nothing" of the many machinations of other color 
theorists, although in his case understanding comes before all else, 
and the "dry phenomenon" means nothing more to him th:1O an 
awakened desire to understand it. that' is, to comprehend it spirit
ually. This is JUSt what Goethe has accomplished (more than he 
himself realized) through his "spiritual sense of nature:' by breath
ing into nature an "intellectual breath"; this and this alone is worth 
talking about. lIs "The simple and abstract, which you most appro: 
priately called the primary phenomenon. you set in first place. then 
show its concrete manifestations as arising through the addition of 
further modes of effect and conditions, and regulate the entire proc
ess in such a way that the sequence p~~gresses from the simpler con
ditions t~nhe mere complex. \\'hell{his arrao.gement has been made, 
that which is complex now ap~ears in all its darin' through this de
compos~tion. To trace the pnmar)" phenomenon. to distinguish it 
from other, accidental surroundings, to conceiye it abstractly, as we 
say-this I consider a matter of 2Tcat intellectual uderstanding of 
narure: Similarly. I consider thiS whole' proc'ess to be the truly 
scientific portion of knowledge in this field."3~ Hegel interprets 
Goethe'); primary phenomena under the aspect of "essence" 
(Jl: eSe'll). The interest they m%ht hold for the philosopher consis~ 
in the fact that !:uch a "preparanon," that is, 'something m:lde promi
nent by the spirit, can actually be used for philosophical ends. "At 
the outset our absolute is something like an oyster. grey. or com
pletely black-just as you like. If we have struggled with it in the 
QircaioD of a,ir aDd.lig~ to the point where it desires the same of 
itself, we need windQl\"s if \\'e are to bring it out complCtdy into the 
light of day; our schemat:t would "anish into mist if we sought 
merely ·to transfer them into the mode\" confusion of ;l resistant 
world. It ,is here, it seems to us, [nat Your Excellency's primary 
phenc;>mena prove immensely useful; in this twilight. both worlds 
~ 'each other,' our abstrlJsc world and phenomenal exincnce
mtellectually and conceptually through irs simplicity, visibly or 
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sensibly through its sensuousness."35 For Hegel. then, Goethe's pri
mary phenomena do nor assume the starus of an idea, but rather an 
entity intermediate ben\ cen the intellectual and rhe sensual,. medi
ating ben\'een pure essential concepts and the accidental appear
ances of the sensual world. Hegel is even clearer in the next sen
tences. where he no longer masks his disagreement with Goethe, but 
openly declares ir: "Now when I discover that Your Excellency 
shifts the realm of the unsearchable and incomprehensible into the 
r~gion .wher~ we dwell, ... from whic~ we seek to jusri!y your 
new and pnmary phenomena, to undersrnnd them-one might say 
prm·e. ~duce. construe them. etc.-I know at the same time that 
Your Exct!Uency, eyen though you may ·not be grateful to us for 
this, e\~en though in fact your own yiews might arrack the taunt of 
'narural philosophy,' will at least be so tolerant as to allow us to con
duct ourselves with what is yours in our own innocenr manner. In 
spite of everything, this is not the "'orst that has befallen you, and 
I can rely on the fact that Your Excellency understands the ways of 
human nature, how, whenever someone has done anything worth
while, others come running, wanting to see something of their own 
accomplishe.d in the process. In spite of all this, we philosophers have 
~>ne enemy in common with Your Excellency, namely, metaphys
ICS." 

Thus finally the common element seems reduced to defense. 
against a common foe, the negation of that "damned bad meta
physics" of the physical scientists (Newton), who do not push on 
to a concrete notion, but subordinate abstract rules to empirical 
facts. \Yith all Goethe's receptiveness toward the "significant agree
ment" of such an "important man," the reserYation in Hegel'S recog
nition of h:s goals and a~complishments coul9 not simply escape hi~ 
notice. His reply merely hints at this thmugh a reference to Hegel'S 
"friendly attitude" toward the primary rhen.omena. 

In two letters of earlier d:ne their methodological difference 
seems to be an u~bridgeable gulf. In 1:';07, Hegel writes to Schelling 
about Goethe's theory of color: "I have seen a portion of the same; 
OUt of hatted for the cOQ"iration with which others ha\'e ruined the 
matter, he restricts himself completely to the empirical. rather than 
ptogressing beyond it to the other side. to the notion, ·which will 
Succeed, at most, in becoming dimly yisible."36 \Vhat Hegel here 
calls a mere dim "isibilitv of the notion means for Goethe a genuine 
self-revelation of the phenomena, in Contr.lst fO which Hegel's 
proofs of God seem to him "out of date,"37 and his dialectical con-
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structions an abuse. In r 812, referring to a passage in Hegel's 
preface to Pbiill0111C110/ogi(' in which Hegel describes the phases 
of plant development-from the hud to th; flower and the fruit-as 
a kind of dialectic progress, he writes: "It is probably impossible .to 
say anything more monstrous. To seek to destroy the eternal reahty 
of nature through a bad sophistical joke s~ems to me completely un
worthy of a r:nional man. If an empiricist, his mind chained to t~ 
earth. rcmains blind to ideas. one will pity him and allow him to go 
his W:1Y'k~\'ill indeed derivc much profit from his efforts. Bm when 
an outstanding thinker, who penetrates within an idea and knows 
quite well whar ir is worrh. in and of itself.. and what higher value it 
contains, in describing an immense process of nature. makes a jolie 
of it, distorting it sophistically. denying and destroying it by means 
of words and phrases which artificially contradict each other, one 
simply does not know what to sa)'.":l8 

The illusion of perspective from Goethe's point of view, which 
affected his relationship with Hegel. rests in the fact that the "idea" 
as understood by Hegel was not intended to describe a process of 
nature but a process of the spirit. By it Hcgel did not mcan the 
reason of natur~hich to him u'as rowerless, while :it was a11-
powerful to Gc~thc-hut the reason 0 history; and Hegel' "icwed 
the spirit of ~hristianity as the ahsolute in the history of the spirit. 
The actual disagreement between Gocthe and Hcgel thus becomes 
comprehensiblc.in their attitudes toward Christianity a{ld ~o\\'ard 
history.sll 

2 Rose 
and Cro~s 

a Goetbe's R( jcctioll of 
He~ers Assotiatioll of Reason 
'U'ith the C1'Oss: 

In 1830, for his ~ixtieth birthday, Hegel recei\'ed from his pupils 
a medal, displaying on the face his portrait, and on the re\'crs\: an 
allegorical representation: left, a male figl.1Tc, seated, reads from a 
book;-. behind him is a pillar upon which an owl crouchcs; at thc 
right stands the figure ~f a woman hoJdiT1g fast to a cross "'hich 
':~wers above her; bctween the two. turned tdward the seated figure, 
;s a naked genius whose raised ann points to the cross on the other 
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side. The attributes owl and cross allow no doubt concerning the 
inteuded meaning of the representation: the middle figure of the 
genius mediates betwcen philusophy and theology. This medal is 
still in the possession of the Goethe coilecrion; at Hegel's request, 
Zeiter conveyed it to Gocthc. 40 Of it ZeIter said, 'The head is good. 
and not unlike him; but I cannot be happy with the reverse. \Vho 
can demand that I love the cross if with that I am forced to share its 
burden?" \ Vhen Goethe received the copy intended for him. after 
Hegel"s death, he wrote on June I, 183 I to ZeIter, "The praise
worthy profile on the medal is very well designed by any standard. 
. . . I do not know what to say of the rever~e. To me, it seems to 
upen an abyss which I have always kept at a good distance during 
my rirogress toward eternal life. " To this, Zeiter replied, "I can 
easil~- belie"e that the Hegelian medal disturbs you, it was long 
enuugh in my possession; but you would really open your eyes in 
a!-.ronishmenr if you would inspect the contenrs of our new museum. 
~othing but the hands of great artists, hands which have fallen into 
sin through the most tasteless representations!" Half a year later, 
Goethe returns once more to the subject of his thorough dislike: "It 
is in1possible to tell what it is supposeJi to signify. That I have kno\\'l1 
how to honor and adorn the cross, as a man and, as a poet, I ha,-e 
proved with my stanzas ["Die Geheimnisse"1; bur that a philoso
pher should lead his pupils to this barren contignation41 via a detour 
onr the grounds and abysses of being and nonbeing-that I cannot 
accept. That can be had cheaper and stated better." Thus Goethe's 
a"hnoyance is directed .neither against the allegorical representation 
a~ such, nor against the Christian allegory; about the same rime he 
hlIllSclf devised an allegorical device for ZeIter, and in "Die 
Gcheimnisse" as ·.vell.as in lJ7,}hel111 Meister and Faust he employed 
~hristian' symbolism "as a man and as a poet." '''hat he objects to 
15 ~hat '~'p()n Hegel's medal the Christian symbol of the cross, in irs 
philosophical sense, is -appliea and misapplied on the detour via 
reason, instead of theology being left at the distance from philosCl
ph)" which befits them both. His letter continues:. "I haye a medal 
fro~lthe sC\'enteenth 'century with tne porrrait of a· bigh Roman 
cIenc; upon the reverse, Theologia and Philosophia, two noble 
\\-qmen, stand opposite each other, the relationship so b~autifully and 
purdy conceived, 90 perfectly satisfying"and delightfully expressed. 
that I keep the medal secret, in order to give it into the possession of 
nne who is w~rthy of it, should I find such a man." Further on, 
Goethe opposus the cross, towering above all else, on'another basis: 
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in its harshness and cnkdiry it stands opposed to the "human" and the 
"reason,'ble." which are indispensablr ~~ A wee\; Jfter recei\'ing the 
Hegel medal, and referring tC' his dc:sign for the ZeIter mdal, he 
writes: "An ain', decorati\'e cross is always a cheerful object; the 
loathesome wood of thf martyrs, the most repugnant object under 
the sun, no man in his ri~ht mind should be concerned to eXC3\'ate 
and erect." Yet when one is ei£!hty-two years olJ one must allow 
"the dear, accursed world to c;ntiime in Its foors He. as it has for 
millennia. in the name of God."43 Goethe's interest at that time in 
the de\'ice for ZeIter. together with the tempor;ll proximity of this 
remark to his ill humor regarding the Hegel meJ.ll. render it prob
able ,that the Zeiter medal. too. has s0111e relationship to th:tt cross 
which, contrary to e\'Cr~,thing rarional. stands upon the Hegel 
medal, recei\'ing through a genius its mediation with philosophy. 
Goethe rebelled a£!ainst such an introduction of Christianity into 
philosophy. In a com'ersation \\;th Eckenl1ann on February 4: 18~9. 
he says with regard to the philosopher Schubarrh: "Just like Hegel. 
he, too, drags the Christian religion into philosoph~', although it has 
no business there. The Christian religion is a mighty entity in itself. 
by means of which a sunken and miserable mankind from rime to 
time has worked its wav once more to the surface. \, 'hen this effect 
is accorded it, it is exaited above all philosophy,~tmcl needs no,~' 
port from it. Similarly. the philosopher does not need the apprO\'al 
of religion to demonStrate certain theories such as eternal existence." 
The same view is e\'idcnced once more in a com'ersation with 
K1nzlel' Muller, occasioned by-the confession of.faith of.a "ratjp.Q.al 
believer."" But it is characteristic of Hegdian philosoph~" wnich 
includes everything in irs dualities, that it is a rhilosophy of the spirit 
.based on the Christian log~s, a philosophica theologyo \ Ve ha\'e ~ 
metaphor for this amalgamation of 'the reason of philoso~\\'ith orin: 
theology of the cross in a famous passage from the preface to 
RechtrpbiJosopbie, where Hee-el calls reason a "rose within the cross 
of the present."n Of course,"this image is not connected \\'ith the 
allegorical representation upon Hegel's medal, which has a t:ross but 
'not a rose; but it illustrates Hegel's concepcion of the unity of pJulo
sophical reason and the Christian cross. 

Lasson has given an exhaUru\'e inrcrpretation of Hegel'S state
ment, reducing the theological significance of the cross un'til it dis
appears in a universal "(lichotomy" which is reconciled by reason. 
Ne\Oertheless, he'.himsclf points out the connection between Hegel's 
metaphor and the seet of the Rosicrucians,48 as well aF with Luther's 
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C03t of arms. with HeQcl"s own Lutheranism. and with the third 
cc:uenaT\' of thc Reform3tion (1 S 1 i). But if the: ~ross means onl\" 
c:s,sociauon between self-conscious spirit and prcsenr1~' existing 
rcali~y. why thcn-one must ask in disagreemenr with Lasson's in
terpretacion-does Hegel. in such a conspicuous place. label this 
esuangemenr."'ith the basic Christian concept of the cross? Ob\'i
oush- bccause hc understands both the cstr:m!!emellt .md reconcilia
tion'to exist, from the verv be~nnin~. in the realm of the histon' of 
the spirit, ha~~ing in min'd ChriSt's "death upon the cross. though 
l1:1Jc:,s:anding the "spirit" flf Christianity philosophically. Rea .. on is 
a rose within the cross of the present. not because cvcry estrange
me:1t ~trt\'es by its very nature for reunion, hut because the agony 
of. the estrangemcnt' and reconciliation ha\'C already taken place 
within history in the suffering God,4: But Gocthc's ohjection to 
Heed's "comiQnacion" is thc more siQnificant in that Goethe him
self: in "Die G"eheimniss('." used the rnctaphor of a cross garlanded 
with roses as a symbol of his idea of the "purely human." 

b Goethe's Associatio11 of 
Hrnlul7lity lJ1itb tbe Cross 

T~e <:;Qntent of t~, poem~s briefly as follow'S:. A ,'oung monk 
loses his wav in the mountains. finally arrh'ing at a monastcr\" above 
w~os~ door. there is "the s~mbol of a cross" garlanded \\ith roses. 
\\ uhin the, monas~ery twelve knightly monks are assembll!d. who 
had fortnerly '~een scattereq ~ s~cular life. Their spirjtual leader is 
a m\"Stcrious unknot\'n man who bcars the' namc "Humanus.'· In 
Contrast to this !,crsonificacion of pure and uni,'crsal humanil)~, each 
o~ thc twelve others reprcsents a particular nation or religion. with 
his own wav ot thinkm2"' and seein~. Through thciro lifc ragcrher 
under the le'adership of Humanus, thev havc bccn grantcd th'e one, 
inc\usi\'c spirit which is his. ~c nO\\"'\'islll~ to lc:wc them. Thcrc is 
no lor:tgcr any need for his pn:sencc, after he has had his effect upon 
them all, 

~hus. th~ religion of humanity is, ngt a..pomicular re(j~on among 
others. nor docs it copsist in tl1c mcre common belicfs of various 
religiom, as in Lcssing"s parable; it means ", hc eternal dllration of 
an elc\'ated human-conaicion:" Despite-~hi~, Gocthc's,own st~cmcnt 
refers the cross with the roses to the Christian ('vents of Holy \\·cck. 
~ 0 ~his faith of "half a world" Goethe gh'es "a completely new 
signifi.caoce" by mitigating °the theological rigc)r of the Christian 
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cross and by exalting it to a symbol of pure humanity. The roses 
lend !'.ofrness to the ";rllde'\\·ood." The symbol is not surrounded by 
any words of explanation; its meaning is. rather. to become visiLle 
mysteriously, to remain, like Faust. a "riddle manifest." Thc human 
mystery of the Christian cross is hintcd at by the "hardly under
stood word" of self-liberation through self-conqucst. To "die -and 
be born" makes up Goethc's humanistic Good Friday. To this ex
tent, both Goethe and Hegel hUI11anizcd (or spiritualized} Luther's 
theology of the cross; in the metjphor of TOSC and cross, they in
terpreted the dC\'ice of Luther and that of the Rosicrucians within 
the secular realm. 

There was nc\'enheless a di,'ere-encc in their use of the same 
symbol. For Goethe, it rcmains a syi"nhol which cannot be comprc
hcnded in words; for Hcgel. it merch' servcs to illustrate a relation
ship which can be con;prehcn.:!cd 'by concepts, Goethc absorbs 
Christianity into humanity. and "Die Geheimnisse" revcals the 
nature of the "purely human," Hcgel subsumes Christianity in 
reason, which, as thc Christiln toe-os. is the "absolutc." Goethe 
allo\vs the rose of humanity (0 wind freeh' about the cross, and 
philosophy to remain separate from Christianity; Hegel removcs the 
rose of reaSOR iRtO thc midst of the cross. and philosophical thouRht 
incorporates thc dogmatic c-oncc?ts of theology. In Goethe's inter
pretation of his poem, the story is placcd in Holy l\'cek; but for him 
the celebration of the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ means 
only the "ratification" (8esiegdul1g) of an elevated human condi
tion. Hegel's philosophy see1:5 to remOVi! the seal from the his
carical e\'ent of Holy 'Veek by turning it into a "speculativc Good 
Friday," making of Christian dogmatics a philosophy of rcligion, 
which identifies Chriscian sufferi~ with the idea Qf.the highest .free
dom, and Christian theology \\irh- philosophy .4/1 Goethe ;bjccted to 

this association from thc grou!1d up. Precisely b~cause he knows 
how to honor the Christian cross '.!as a roan and as a poet." he finds 
the detour of the philosopher repugnant, doing honor neither to the 
Christia.n faith nor to_ the reason of man. 

c Tbe Lutberan SnzSe 
of Rose and Cross 

Measured against the o~ainal Luthe~n sense of rose a~d cross, 
the divergence between Hegel and Goethe in 'thei,r {lttitude' toward 
~tianiry pales into insignificance. Luther's device has a black 
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cross in the midst of a heart surrounded by white roses; its meaning 
can he read from the legend: Des Christen Herz allf Rosen gebt, . 
'U'el111's mitten lI11term Kreuu stebt ("The Christian's heart walks 
upon roses when it stands beneath the cross"). In a letter written in 
I ~ 30 to Lazarus. Spengler,- Luther explains more 'prec}sely the mean
ing of the de\-ice: "Because you desire to know \vliether my seal is 
rightly concei\'ed, as a mark of friendship I shall let you have my 
first thoughts. which I wanted to fix upon my seal ~ upon a stamp 
of Ill" theology. First should be a cross: black, \\;thin the heart, 
which would ~lia\"e its natural color, that I may remind myself that 
faith in Him who was crucified makes us blest. For as- one believes 

. with his heart, one is justified. Now the facl that it is a black .cross 
mortiflcs, and is intended to produce pain; yet, it allows the heart to 

retain its natural color, docs not destroy nature, that is. does not kill 
but rather keeps ali\'e-/ustlls el1im fid~ vivet, sed fide crucifixi, But 
slIch a heart should stand in the midst of a white rose. to show that 
faith yields joy, comfort, and peace .... The rose is to' be white, not 
red. for the color white is the color of the spirits and all angels. Such 
a rose stands in a field the color of heaven, for such joy in spirit and 
in faith is a beginning of the heavenly joy which is to be: now 
already comprehended within, held through hope, but notyft mani
fesf;~;'~'\'e can re-a8' a: summary in antitheticif fonn in -a passa~ 
written in 1543, in juxtaposition with the device: "Becau~e Adam 
lives (that is, sins), death swallQws up life. But if Christ dies (that is, 
ic; justified), life swallows up death." 

:This CI~tian'.i~terpretat~on of the r~se and cr.oss 5t~nds in· as 
great a contrast to Hegel's rational reinterpretation as to Goethe's 
h~m~a~istic reinterpretation. For, paradoxically, the hean of the 
Chnstlan rests·.up~n roses only ~\'hen, fol.I.ow,~ng Ch.-ist, it assumes 
~hc cross of suffcnng, thus standing "beneath the ctoss. the cross 
In. th~ Christian sense is not mitigated through humanity, nOf, has it 
WithIn itself a rose as a rationa~ center. It is as nonhumanic;tic and 
nonr~tional as js the Christian in compatison to the natural man, 
that IS, Adam. Therefore it is only in a very at:tenuated sense that 
one can sp.ca~·Of aegel'~nd Gocme's·Protestant5n" 

d Hegefs 4n/J... 
GottlJe's ~rotesu 7lrimt" 

. ~egel's PI:otcstantism res~ upon the fact that he understood the 
pnnclp~of tge spirit, and thus the principle of freedem, as the con-
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c'prual de,·elopment and <:onsummation of Luther's principlc of as
surancc of justification by faith.~! Hc practically identifies .the per
ceptions of reason with faith. "This perception has been called faith. 
It is not historical (externally objccti\·e) faith. As Lutherans-I am 
one and will remain so-we ha\-e only that original faith."MI In this 
rational faith which knows that man's destin\· of freedom rests on 
his immediate relationship with God, Hegei vie\ved himself as a 
Protcstant. In this way he reconciled the absolute dichotomy be
tween faith and reason which Luther himsc:lf so radicalh· established. 
Ultimately. (0 Hegel. Protestanri!'m is identic;)l with the "uni,·ersal 
insight and education" which it effected. "Our uni,·ersities and our 
schools are our churches." Therein rests the essential contrast with 
Catholicism. 

Like Hegel. Goethe e"teemed the Refonnation as liberation from 
the "shackles of intellectual narrow-mindedness," while for Luther 
it was the restoration of true Christianitv. '~Once more we ha\-e 
courage," we read in a com'ersation about the Reformation from the 
last year of Goethe's lifc, "to stand with our f~et firmly planted 
upon God's eanh, conscious of ourseh"es ~n our God-given human 
nature,"~l Neither Goethe nor Hegel had any qualms about how 
little.a Christianity whose meaning resides il} a man's ability "to feel, 
as a man, great and frec" mightha\'c in common with its original 
meaning. Gocthe said, "\\'e shall all grow gradually from a Chris
tianity of word and faith to a Christianity of disposition and deed." 
This statement marks the beginning of the road which led from 
Hegel to Feuerbach, and further into radical cris~s. The contrasting 
·attempts of Nietzsche and Kierkegaard. once more to forcc the de
cision between paganism and Christianity, arc determined reactions 

to that amorphous Christianity represented by Hegel and Goethe. 

e Goethe's Christian Pagl111is1I1 
alld Hegefs Philosophical Cbristia71ily 

Goethe's statements regarding Christ and Christianity oscillate 
between a remarkable pro and-con; this deri\'e~ not £rem any wguo. 
vacillation. but frpm a defiant irony which shuns the either-or. "To 
me, Christ remaiQs a highly signifiCant but problematic entity"$:!-a 
remark which in'the mouth of anyone else would be the symptom of 
a trivial education; coming from Goethe, it comprehends a ,"·orld of 
contrasring lines of thought, which his .extraordinary moderation 
held in balance, 
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Goethe \Once described himself as a "decided non-Christian," to 
",hom the disco\'erv of the earth's monment a~)our the sun meant 
more than the: entire Bible. and another time as perhaps the only true 
Christian, as Christ would ha\'e him bes3-a contradiction-beside 
which srand ,the comments (in rhe same com'ersarion): the peder
asty of the Greek is as old as mankind, it is rooted in the nature of 
maon e\'en though contrary to nature; and. the sanctity of Christian 
marriage is of inestimable nIue, although marriage itself is un
natural! 

The ambiguous tension of Goethe's statements about Chris
tianity e:\"tends through sixty .year~, The Pr0111etbellS fragment of 
177 3 is 'already not only a rebellion against the gods, but-as Jacobi 
and, Lessing at once understood~4-an atrack upon the Christian faith 
in God, It was followed in 1774 by De?' E~~'ige Jude, an attack upon 
the Church and clergy, A year later Goethe sends a reply to Herder 
apropos the latter's ErJiimerzmgell 211111 Neuen Testa111em, thanking 
him for a "stimulating heap of rubbish." If only the whole doctrine 
of Christ were not so illusory as to be an insult to his human intelli
gence, he would be immensely pleased by the subject itself, as well 
as Herder's treatment of it, . 

In 1781, upon receipt of Lavater's published letters, he writes: "I 
have ne\'er looked so gladly upon your Christ and admired him a~ 
much as I ha\'e done throu~h these letters," It exalts the soul and 
furnishes occasion for the most wonderful meditations to see Lavater 
grasp with ardor this "crystal ,'essel," fill it to the very brim with his 
~wn pright red draught. and driok it down. "I grant·yQt1: this ple3$
ur,e gladly, for without it you must needs be miserable. "·ith your 
Wish and desire to deri\'c everything possible from an individual, 
~~d .~'ith ,the i~P9S!i.~ility ~h.at.:tn individual c~n eVer satisfy yout. it 
15 glorious that an image has been left to us from anCient times, into 
which you can rour your All. and, seeing yourself reflected in it, 
wors~ip yours,el ,Bur 'I can only call it unjust, an .~ct of robbery not 
befimng your good name, that you should pluck from the thousands 
of fowls of the air their priceless feathe~ as tho~gh they had been 
usurpe,d in or~er to etnbellish yaui ow~ bird of f>~~ with them, 
an aCtion which musJ appear to us gnevous and 'unendurable, we 
Who devote ourselves to the study of all wisdom revealed through 
rn~n ,and Man, aS'sons of God ,wprshiping him wilbin oursel~es 3'16' 

wltlun all his ch,ildren, I quite pnderstand that you ca~ do nothing 
t? change this~ and that you ate justified in yoUt' own eyes. But, 
5mce you repeatedly preach yow-"'bwn faith and ~trirtet l-also.find 
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it necessary repeatedly to show you our own, a brazen, unshakable 
rock of hum:mity, which you and all Christendom may occasionally 
dampen with the wans of your sea, but can neither innundate nor 
cause to tremble upon its foundations." I\10re pointedly. he writes to 
Herder in 1788: "It remains true: the fairy tale of Christ is the rea
son that the world is able to go forward another ten meters without 
an) onc coming to his senses; it takes as nluch strength of knowledge, 
understandin!!. and wisdom to defend it as to anack it. Now the 
generations arc confused, the individual is a wretched thing no 
matter what party he declares himself for, the whole is never a 
whole, the human racc tosses to and fro upon trivialities, none of 
which would he so important did it not ·exert great influence upon 
points which arc so essential to man!" About six years later, after a 
renewcd study of Homer, Goethe states in a com'ersation that he 
has just reali7:ed what indescribable mischief the "Jewish nonsense" 
brought upon us. "lJad wc never come to know the melancholy of 
the Orient, had Homer remained our Bible, how different a form 
would mankind have achie\'ed!" Thirty years later. in a letter to 
Zeiter on the occasion of the performa'nce of some Passion music, 
we find similar sentiments: "Hopefully 'Jesus' Death' ·will bring you 
a joyous Easter this time. also ... The cl&rgy has learned so well how 
to reap a profit from this. most wretched of all cV('nts; the painters, 
too, have profited so from it; why should the composers alone be sent 
away empty?" Four years later, he writes to Muller that he pities 
the preachers who must speak and have nothing to say, having as 
their subject "a sheaf which has been threshed for two thousand 
ytars." From ~h~ same period dates a remark to. Zcl~er apropos of an 
ecce hOmo pamnng: "Everyone who looks at It Will feel good, see
ing someone who is even worse off than he isP And once, when he 
was accused of being a. pagan, he ~eplied: "I,.a pagan? '''ell, I had 
Gretchen executed an:! let Ottilie sran'e to death; isn't that Christian 
enough for the peoplc?"~:' 

But in his Geschicbte der Farbenif!/Jre, under t~e heading of 
"Tradition," this same Goethe calls the Bible the book not only of 
the Jewish people but of all peoples, because it sets forth the history 
of one nation as a symbol for all the rest. ~'And as far as content is 
concerned, W~ should have to add very ·~tle to bring it completely 
up to date. Were one to append to the Old Testament an extract 
from Josephus, to continue the history of the Jews down to the 
destruction of Jerusalem; were one to insert a synopsis of the exten
sion of Christianity and toe dispersion of Judaism thrbugh the world 
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after the book of Acts; were one, preceding the Revelacl'on of John, 
to dra,,- up a summary-of-unadulterated Christian doctrine according 
to rhe sense of the Ke\\ Testament, in order to explicate and eluci
date the complicated exposition of the Epistles-then, in the immedi
are present, this work would deserve to regain once more it~ old posi
-tion not only as a uninrsal book bur as a universal library of all 
n.nions. Surely the higher the educational standards of the centuries 
become, the more it could be used for education, partially_as a fOlln
lbtion. partially as a tool. obviously not by dilettantes. but by truly 
\\-isc men." Finally, in the lVa71derjabre (11/1) Goethe declared_ 
Christianity to be the "ultimate" religion because it represents an 
exalted 'culmination. which mankind CUl..a.nd must attain; Chris
tianity alone has opened to us "the divine depths of suffering." 

But the detailed reasoning behind this is by no means Christian; 
it is ,-cry close to what ~ietzsche called the Dionysian justification of 
life. According to Goethe's theory, Christianity transcends ancient 
W:1~-S of sanctifying life because it includes positively within itself 
w"hat appears to go contrary to life. It teaches us to view as divine 
e\-en what -is repugnant. odious. and loathesome: "Lowliness and 
poverty. scorn and contempt; disgrace and misery, suffering and 
death"; it even teaches us to love sin and crime as ways by which to 
go fohvarcl:- ftis like "narm:e" in Sat)'Tos: both Urdil1g and Ul1dill~ 
(primal matter and impossibility; everything and nothing), a com
prehensive unity of contradictions. Life, we read in the fragment 
on nature. is "its most beautiful invention," and death "its device to 
hav.e much life." Bitth and .the gra\'e are one eternal sea. 

Starting from this concept of nature as divine. Goethe interprets 
the genuineness of the Bible and-its truth. But for him, the sun is no 
less true and q~ic~eni_ng than ~ ilie~_~pearance of Ch!isr! "What is 
genuine except everything excellent which stands in harmony with 
purest nattlre and reason, even today serving for our highest devel
opment! And what .iscounterfeit ~(;ept ..everything absurd, empty. 
dumb, everything which bears no fruit, it least no fruit of value! If 
t~e genuineness of a biblical docul)lent is to be decided by the ques
tJon ~vhether evesything it telk. us is true, then ina few points the 
gcnume~ess even of the Gospels could be doubted. . . . And yet I 
consider.rhe Gospels, all four,:_to be genuine; for there works within 
them the eflection of a majesty which proceeded from the- person 
of Christ. [t is of such-a: divinity as any the deity has ever assumed 
upon earth. If I am asked whether it accords with my na.tur-e Ito give 
hiql reverent worship, then I say, 'Completely!' I bow before him 
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as the divine revelation C?f the highest principle of morality, If I am 
askcG whcther it accords with my nature to worship thc sun. then I 
say once again, 'Complctely!' For iI:, likewise. is a rc\"clation of thc 
most high, and in fact thc mightiest which has e\'cr becn granted us 
monals to perceivc. I worship in it the light and crcati,'c power of 
God. whcrebv alonc we li"e and movc and have our bcing-. and all 
plants and aniinals together with US."M ~ 

Thus Goethe was able to call himself an adamant non-Chri~ti:tn 
anti at the samc rimc a"oid beinl!: taken for a pa!!,an, \ "hat he \\"tJr
shipcd as di\'inc was the producth'e powcr of the entire world. 
against which war. plaguc, watcr, and flamc can ha,'c no effcct':'~ To 
this Dion\'sian world of self-destruction and rebirth Christ, also. 
belongs, ~'hose tcachin{! extendcd the rcalm of what is to be re\'ered 
until It included even '"",!tat is moSt repugnant. "'hen, in the last 
month of his life, Goethe writes (spcakmg of the Bllccb.7C of Eurip
ides), seemingly in a strange anticipation of Kietzsche's idea of a 
crucified Dionysus: the piece prO\'ides a most fruitful comparison 
of a modern dramatic presentatlon of the suffering divinity in Christ 
\\ith the ancient presentation of a similar suffering, thence to issue 
all the more powerfully in Dionysus,ss 

The internal consistenC}- of. this statement can be measured by 
the fact that in the Ewige Jude, a Stunl1 lI11d Dra71?, Christ, who 
has had his fill of crosses, utters the unchristian words: "0 world 
full of wondrous complexit\-, full of the spirit of order, of casual 
wandering, thou endless chain of ecstasy and misery, thou mother 
who borest me even to the [rave! "'hom I, though present at cr~a
tion, do not particularly understand," 

Goethe's free and careless attitude toward Christianity, bascd 
upon the fact that he 'Jhad such~, emotions.~~~ b~caD)e a ~super
ficial and pale commonplace of the intelligentsia of the nin~eenth 
century, who thought that they' could claim Goethe as their leader 
because they thought their indifference reconciled diff~rci1ces. A 
typical expression of the jllstc milieu of this bourgeois-Christian cul
tural cl~, even duri~g t~e First ',"orld "'ar. was the popular for
mula "Homer and the Bible," both of which were carried in the 
rucksack. :Until ,'cry recently, this humanism tinged with Chris
tianity.left its stamp upon the'more or less fr<!ethinking speeches of 
Protestant school directors and pastors.'Somei>ibli~1 text w..ould be 
discussed, illustrated with Sfarements by ,'on H.umboldt, Schiller, 
and Goethe. Ov~rbeck characterized this state of affairs perfectly: 
"I: is the fashion for contemporary Christianity to give itself to the 
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world in its own way. in the world of today no man of importance 
can beha"e in anti-Christian fashion withour being daimed by Chris
tianirv with special preference. Among the Ch~'istians of 'modern 
obser',-ance, Goethe and Schiller. Feucrbach. Schopenhauer, \Vag
ner, NietzSche, and. naruralh-, their successors, must be content with 
this .... In actuality. we ,,:ill soon be at the point witn Christianity 
that all those great men will be much more familiar to us as de"out 
Christians than as apostates from Christianity. If nothing more were 
needed for evidence of such an estimation than to pluck our of their 
writings the raisins of 'wat:m' tones, apprO\'ing of Christianity, who 
would hesitate long before joining himself wholeheartedly to mod
ern Chri~ianity? "r,1I 

Hegel never ,·iewed his "understanding" of Christianity as a 
negation, but as a justification of the intellectual content of the 
absolute religion. In his mind, the Christian doctrine Of suffering 
and redemption was also determinati"e for speculative thought. A 
search through his works and letters for ironic invect.i,·es against 
Christianity would be in "ain; when he writes polemic, it is directed 
solely against inappropriate conceptual forms, barren of . ideas, 'as 
found in particular theological movements. In his old age' particu
larly he made the.express claim that his was a Christian philosophy.'1 
H'is biographer 'C'Ould 'describe Hegel's philosophy justly as a peren
nial definition of God": s~ greatly was it a philos~phy grounded on 
the historical basis of the Christian religion. 

However unambiguous to Hegel. was his mediation between 
philosophy and Christianit) .. it perforce became ambiguous to an 
equal degree when this mediation became a point of attack. The 
c.ritical component which was already present in Hegel's justifica
~I0n. became free.~nd independent as soon.llS the mediation disinte
grated. Because the ambiguity present in Hegel's conceptual Aufheb
U7Ig (exaltation or nullification) of religion could be interpreted in 
two ways, criticism, too, could' take Hegel's justification as its point 
of departure. On the grounds of Hegel's mediation between philoso
phy and Christianity .. it pressed for their differentiation and for a 
d~cision. The consequence of this process can be seen in thc"criti
ClSm of religion which passes from Strauss through Feuerba~h to 
~~uno Bauer and Kicrkegaard.G

!! Along tile way is re,-ealed, together 
With the crisis of Hegelian philosophy, a crisis of Christianity, 

.Hegel did not see a crisis coming in the history of Christianity, 
~htle Goethe. in 1830. saw it plainly befQre him. For one must 
either hold fast to the traditiopal faith witho!.lt allowing room for 
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criticism of it, or surrender oneself to c~iticism, also surrendering 
faith. A third course is inconceh·ablc. "IIumanitv is now caught in 
a religious crisis; how it will come through 1 do not kno,,', but~ come 
through it must and shall."4.'1 They both 5.1W the political crisis in the 
same way. The external impulse .was pro\'ided by the July Revolu
tion. 

f The End of the lf70rld 
of Goethe and Hegel 

-In J 829, in a convcrsation concerning the state of Europe. 
Goethe said to a Pole named Od\'nic that the nineteenth centun' 
"is not juSt the continuation of ti,e preceding one, but seems des
tined to bc the bcginning of a new era. For such great C\'ents as 
shook the world in the opening years of this century cannot remain 
without great consequences, even though the laner, like grain from 
seed, grow and ripen slowly."61 Goethe did not expect them until 
the aurumn of the century. The first consequence was the July 
Revolution of J 8 30, which shook all Europe. and gave all who 
experienced it cause to reflect. lmmemlann said that it was not ex
plicable on the basis of physical need, but only as a spiritual force 
and enthusiasm, similar to a rcligious movcment, alrhough the moti,'e 
force was not faith, blH "politics." More soberly, L. "on Stein con
cluded that it was the great event whereby industrial society came 
to power. The social truths which it made manifest concerned all 
Europe. and the doubt which anached to the victory of the bour
geois class concerned civili7.ation in general. !\tore than anyone else. 
Niebuhr felt the revolution to be epoch-making. His deeply resigned 
preface to the second tdition of the second part of his R01I/.,2111Iis
tOT)" ~ated October 5, J 830, sees "all hopeful prospects" threatened 
by a destruction,such as the Roman world underwent in the third 
century: annihilation of property, of freedom, Q( culture, of science. 
And Goethe agreed with him in his prophecy of a barbarism to 

. come; it was,' indeed. 1lready at hand, "we arc already in the midst 
of it,"6:. -

The symptomatic significance of the July Revolution was that it 
showed that the chasm of the great French Re\'olorion had closed 
only in ourward appearance; in reality the world stood at the begirt .. 
ning of a whole "Age of Revolutions," in which the masses were to 
win from the upper classes an independent political power.GO Kanzler 
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~1iiller gives an account of a conversation with Goethe in \\-hich the 
~attcr said that he could recvncile himself to the n,~w cris;s only 
because he saw in it "the greatest opportunity for intellectual exer
cise" which could come to him at the close of his life.6

' A few 
months later, Goethe writes to ZeIter that he finds it remarkable that 
after forty years the old frenzy should begin allover again. The 
strategy for such powers as remained should be to make the individ
ual paroxysms hannless. "If we survive, there will be calm again for 
a while. More I c~nnot say."GS More out of place than ever, there 
seemed to be present in this revolution an "unmitigated stri\'ing for 
absolutism-in this thoroughly conditional world."G:l He prescn'ed 
his sanM:y through the study of nature. which remains constant in 
the·midst of all change. "'hen Eckermann came to bring him the 
first reports of the ~e\"olution, Goethe said to him excitedly: "'Yell. 
what do you think of this .great e\'ent? The volcano has erupted, all 
is in flames, and it is no longer a transaction behind closed doors," 
But to Eckcrmann's amaze~ent, by "this event" he did not mean 
the political news, but a discussion in the Paris Academy concerning 
the methodology of natural science.7o 

Goethe recognized clearly that the world began to undergo a 
drastic change about J 830, as a result of democratic leveling and 
industrializatiOn. On Ekrober 1.;, J 828, he said to Eckennann on the 
subject of mankind: "I see a time coming when God will no longer 
have any pleasure' in it; he will once more have to destroy every
thing to make room for a renewed cre~ cion." The basis of bourgeois 
society and its social life seemed to him to be destroyed., and he 
viewed the writings of St. Simon as the ingenious outline 'for a radi
~al abolition of the existing order. \Vhat came to him from France 
m the way of modern literature he viewed as a "liter~t¥re of de
spair," forcing upon 'the reaaer' the' very' opposite oI \vnat iilen 
should be told for their own \\'ell-being.71 "It is their satanic business 
to exaggerate to the umlost linlit everything odious, everything 
loathsome, everything horrible, everything unwOIthy, along with 
the whole pack of the ,depra\'ed." Eve'rything is now "ultra" and 
~~~ansc~dent~~ in. thought .as, well as in action. "N 0 one knows 
hunself any more, no one understands the element in which he lives 
and moves', no one understands the mat~rial which he shapes. There 
~an be no .talk of pure .simplicity,. but of simple nons;.nse t~er~ is 
plenty.'> .Modern man' transcends himself an~ overedueates himself 
only to .remain fixed m mediocrity; he b~co~es more extreme and 
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more common.;:! The last document revealing his insight into the 
cur.rf!nrs of the age is a letter to ,Yo \'on Humboldt, in which he 
just~fies the seal ;f secrecy he put upon the second part of F ausr: 
',\Yithout question it would give me infinite pleasure to dedicate 
these very serious jests to my esteemed friends, widely. dispersed, 
whom I gratefully acknowledge, while they are yet all\-e-to let 
them see them and to hear their replies. But the day is really so 
absurd and confus,~d that I am convinced that the honest efforts 
with which I have labored so long on this strange edifice would be 
ill repaid; they would be dri,-en upon .the shore, lie there like a 
shattered hulk. only to be covered over by the drifting sands of 
time. Confusing theories for confused actions hold s\\·av over the 

"earth; I ha,-e n~thing better to do than. where possible, to augment 
what is mv own and has been left to me. to distill and redistill mv 
own indi\:idualiry, JUSt as you, also, my esteemed friend, are doing 
in your castle." "'ith these words, full of astounding firmness and 
resignation, Goethe's correspondence ends, five days before his 
death. 

Hegel was irritared by the July Revolution no less than Goethe. 
'Vith rage and hor;'or he saw the onset of new dissensions against 
which he no'w defendea the existing order as a genuine source of 
stability. In his last 'political writing, written in J 83 I criticizing the 
English Reform Bill, he called the desire for reform a "disobedi
ence" born of "courage from below." Accused of servility toward 
Church and State, he wrote to Goeschel on December 13, 1830: "At 
present the enormous interest of politics has swallowed up all others 
-a 'crisis in which 'everything previously dependable seems to be
came problematic. So little can philosophy stand up to the uncer
taint)r, violence, and evil passions of this great unrest, I hardly think 
thad~ can penetrate into those circles \\'hich rest so easily; it must 
.realize that-:ev~n for the purpose of bringing calm-it is only for 
the few." Attl'le close of the preface to the second edition of the 
Logik, he expresses the feal" that in a period politically so agitated 
there might be no room at all for the "passionless calm of purely 
thinking knQ}\,ledge." A few da.ys after finishing t~e,pIeface he fell 
ill with cholera and died. 

In their commun opposition to "transcendence," Goethe and 
-Hegel were ~til1 able to construct:8 world in \\:hich man can live 
with himself; but' even their immedia.te pupils no longer. found 
t~lves at home in jt. and misunderstood the equilibrium of their 
masters as the product of mere harmonization."3 In Marx and Kierke-
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gaard,14 the mid-point from which Goethe's, "nature" drew its life, 
- the ri1ediation in .. -hich Hegel's "spirit" moved, d:verged once more 

into the two extremes of internal and external, until finally Nietzsche 
sought, by ,a new beginning, to retrieve antiquity from the emptiness 
of moderniry and, with thi,s experiment, vanished in the darkness of 
insanity. I 
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I The Eschatological Meaning 

of Hegel's Consummation of the 

History of the World and 

the Spirit 

1 The Eschatological 
Design of World History 

For Hegel, the history of philosophy is not a process parallel to or 
outside of the world, but "the heart of world history." What domi
nates both equally is the Absolute in the form of "world spirit." the 
essence of which is movement, and hence history.l Not only does 
Hegel's work include a philosophy of history and a history of phi
losophy, but his entire system is historically oriented to an e.xtent 
which is true of.no previous philosophy. His philosophizing ~egins 
with historicotheologic;al discussions of the spirit of quistianity 
vastly transcending the historical sense of Voltaire, Hurne, and Gib
bon. There follow hist~ricopolitical writings and the first ethical 
systems, in which the ~condil~ :.med power of history is pr~ented 
as "rime which conquers all" .md "primal destiny."2 Here we read 
for the first time of the "world spirit," which has "knowledge of it
self in every form, eithe·r crude or highly developed, but in .any 
~e absolute." In every nation it gives expression to a "totality of 
life.':a Then follows phenomenology, as the history of the unfolding 
of the spirit and of the cultural stages of knowledge; here the sys-

II 
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tematic stages of thought and historical relationships are e'-en more 
ins.:parable. since the), ha\-e no empirically determined relationship. 
bur rather interpenetrate_ 

The goal of this elaborate dialectical movement of the spirit, 
'which li,-es in the element of history. is "absolute knowledge." It is 
attained through "recollection" of all spirits which ha\"e e,er ex
isted. This pathway of the eternally present spirit through the 
pre\'ious nature of hisror~' is not a detour to be a\-oided. bur the only 
practicable way to the consummation of knowledge. The absolute. 
or spirit. riot only has its external history. as a man has clothing, but 
is, in its deepest h.1ture, as a mm'ement of self-de\"elopmem, an entity 
which exists only by becoming:. As a spirit which continuously sur
renders and recollects. it is per se historical, e\-en though the dialectic 
of becoming does not proceed in a straight line toward infinity. but 
rather goes in a circle, so that the end is the consummation of the 
beginning. "~hen upon this path of progress the spirit ultimately 
achie\'es its full being and knowledge. or its self-consciousness, the 
history of the spirit is completed. Hegel completes the history of the 
spirit in the ~ense of its ultimate fulfillment, in which e\-erything 
which has taken place hitherto or has been concei,'ed is compre
hended in a unity; but he~pletes it al~ in the sense, of an escha
tological end. in which the history of the spirit is finally realized. 
And because the essence of the sprrit is the freedom of existing with 
itself, complete freedom is achie,·ed with the completion of its his-
~. . 

On the principle of the freedom of the spirit Hegel also (;Or1-

StruCts the history of the world, with a view toward a fulfilled end. 
In hi~ philosophy of history, the most important stages In the self
libeati'on of the spirit are the begmniftg -in the El1S£ and the ~n
elusion in the \\7 est. The world process begins with the great 
oriental kingdoms of China. India, and Persia, After the decisive 
"ictory of the Greeks over the Persians, -it continues in the Greek 
and Roman political edifices on the Mediterranean. It conciudes 
with l):te Christia,n.Gennanic kingdoms in the westc.ro part of the 
North. "Europe is identical with the' \' est,'" and "repr~sentS the con
summ1tion of world history, JUSt as Asia js the EaSt and the begin
~Jlg.!'. The sun, which rises in the East aoo sets in the "'est. 
is the uni,'ersa1 spirit of the world. During this .proc~. bitter 
.struggles educale the spirit to freedom. "The Onen~ knew and 
knows only that' ant man is free. the Greek and Romatl world, that 
.fome are free, the Gennanic worI<l knows that all ar! free." The 
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freedom peculiar to the Christian-Gennanic world is no longer the 
arbitrary will of an indi,·idual despot, nor 1s it the freedom of free
born Greeks and Romans. which depended upon sla\'ery; it is the 
freedonl of e,·ery Christian person. The history of the Orient is t~e 
childhood of·the world process, that of the Greeks and Romans Its 
youth and manhood, while: Hegel himself-standing at the conclu
sion of the Christian-Germanic world-produces his philosophy "in 
the old age of the spirit." 

In the Orient the substance of the spirit remains massive and 
uniform; the peculiar char-acteristic of the Greek world is the indi
vidual liberation of the spirit. A few important indil.'iduals produce 
a wealt~ of plastic forms; here we feel at home immediately, because 
we are upon the ground of the spirit, which independently claims 
for itself everything alien. The life of Greece is a true "act of 
youth": Achilles, the youth of poetry. opened it; and Alexander, the 
true youth, brought it to ,a close. In both we see individuality at its 
most beautiful and free, an .!ndividuality developed further in the 
struggle against Troy and Asia. Politically and spiritually, Greece 
is an anti-Asiatic power, and thus the beginning of Europe. This is 

. reinforced .by the nature of the land, which is not a lHlifonn conti-
. ne~,tal block, but lies scattered on many isles and p.eninsulas along 

the coasts of the sea. Here we do not find the physlcai bulk of the 
Orient; ·there is no single ri"er linking everything, like the Ganges 
and Indus, the Euphrates and Tigris. Instead we ha,'e a complex 
land, dispersed here ·ar.d there, well in accord with the nature of the 
Greek"city-states and the agitation of their spirit.:; 
. Because it lacked unity, this gifted land of individual persons was 
subjected to the political power of Rome, which was the first cre
ation of an independent state or "r.olicical generality," and, in turn, 
of private individuals. with speCIfic rights in relationship to the 
State.s \Vith its power to organize everything on an equal fooring, 
the Roma'n ~lpi~e laid ~h.e gi-oundwork for the Europe which was 
to come, penetr;ltmg pohtlcally and culturally the entire c0!1tempo
rary world . .upon the Roman ro;tds the Greek cultural milieu mm'ed 
everywhett!; \\1thout them Clfristianitv would never have been able 
to grow into a world religion. . 

The internal limitation of both the Greek and Roman world 
consists in the blind fate. which, in antiquity,1itill remained beside 
the spirit, so that ultimate decisions were detennined from ·without. 
I!T all "decisive" questions of life, the Gretks and Romans did not 
consult their own c4nscience, the "point of decision," but oracles 
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and signs. Before Christ, man ,"vas not yet a fully independent and 
infinitely free personality; at this stage of history, man's spirit was 
not yet free to itself, for self-existence.7 

The ultimate liberation of the spirit results from the irruption 
of Christianity into the heathen. world. "\ Vith the c(lming of the 
Christian principle, the earth belongs to the spirit; the earth is 
circumnavigated, and, for Europeans, a sphere." The Christian 
world is a "world of consummation," for "the principle is fulfilled, 
and thus the end·of days is complete."b Only the Christian God is 
truly man and "spirit" at once. The spiritual substance becomes the 
subject in an individual historical person. Thereb¥ the. unity of the 
di\'ine and the-human is finally brought to'consciousness; reconcilia
tion is given to man as the image of God. "This principle forms the 
axis of the world, upon which it revolves. The course of history 
leads up to this point and flows from it."9 Thus for Hegel the 
European way of reckoning time has not only temporary and con
ditional significance, but absolute historical meaning. In one decisive 
moment the European world became Christian forever. 

The spread of faith in Christ necessarily has political conse
quences: the Greek state was already a state of (democratic) free
dom, but only for "good fortune and genius." With Christianity the 
pripciple of absolute (monarchic) freedom appears, in wRich man 
knows himself to be identical \\;th the power to which he relates 
himself. The freedom of the Greeks depended upon slaves; Christian 
freedom is infinite and unconditional. 

The history of- Chcistianity is the unfolding .of the '~'infinite 
power of free decision"; in Christianity it attains its fulI stature. tO 

It extends from the acceptance of the Christian faith by the Ger
manic .peQple~, thrQugh. .the hegemony of the ,Roman Catholic .. 
Church, to the Protestant Refonnation, which reconciles church 
and state, conscience and law .. Luther was the first to bring to 
fruition the idea that man is intended to be free through his own 
agency.ll Further consequences of the Reformation are the En
lightenment and, finalIy, the French Revolution. The liberation of 
the individual conscience 'from the 'universal authority of the Pope 
created the necessary condition for the human will to decide to 
construct a rational state, the principle of which would be the 
Christian idea of freedom and equality. F or Luthfr~ the content of 
the Christian faith was determined by revelation; through Rous
seau's mediation, ~n the French Rc\'olution the Eui'~ean spirit de
termined for itself the content of its goal. 
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In this Illst stage of the history of the F.uropean spirit, "pure free 
will" is finally produced, which itself both wills and knows what it 
wills. For the first time man stands "upon. his head": the process of 
the world becomes ..identical with the intellectual process of philoso
phy. With this event we reach the conclusion of the philosophy of 
history, w.hose principle is "progress in consciousness of freedom." 
Thus for Hegel the so-called secularization of original Christianity 
-its spirit and its freedom-by no means signifies a reprehensible 
apostasy from its original meaning. On the contrary: it signifies the 
true explication of this origin through positive realization. I!! Just as 
the history of the Christian world is a progressive movement rran
scendirlg antiquity, so it is also the true fulfillment of the "yearning" 
of the ancient world. The Greco-Roman world is Qufgeboben (both 
"elevated" and "abolished") in the Christian-Germanic world. 
Hegel's basic ontological concept is thus doubly defined: as Greek 
and as Christian logos. On the other hand, it was completely. foreign 
to his concrete sense of history to restore once more the connection 
between the ancient world and Christianity, seeking to rerum once 
more to an abstract origin, "either" in Hellenism "or" in Chris
tianity.lS 

The ultimate basis of He$el's ~chatological system .lies in his 
absolute evaluation of Christianity, according to which the eschato
logical end and fullness of time occurred with the appearance of 
Christ. But because Hegel displaces the Christian expectation of the 
end of the world of time into the course of the world process, and 
me absolute of faith into the. rational realm of history, it is. only 
logical for him to underst~nd the .last great event in the history of 
the world and the spirit as the consummation of the beginning. In 
J!l~r, the history of the "idea~'· comes to an end .with Hegel; in 
recollection, he' understands all history "up to this time and from 
this time" as fulfillment of all ages. This is not contradicted by the 
fact that the.empirical proces's, withQut principle, and therefore also 
without epochs, goes on infinitely, without beginning or end. 

This historical consci9.usness of Hegelian philosophy entered 
intO'·the-·educatiort not oi1ty--6f·his pupils and successors, but atso of 
his· opponents. Even Burckh:irot continued to contain his thinking 
within the cir~umference of .Hegel's view qf history, consciously 
restricting' it to the ancient 1fnd Christian worlds,· although he recog
l1ized tnatthe spirit of (hc·ancient world is no longer our own, and 
'~har the modern srruggle for power and profit is movirlg toward an 
mtt:tf>retation of life w1iich is independenr of Christi3ility. In Spitf 
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of this insight and his opposition to .Hegel's "rational" schemariza .. 
tion of the world. he. roo. cvnfirmed Hegers esc!1arological cnnccp
tion. The last motif of Burckhardt's reflections on the history of 
Europe was the awareness that "Ancient Europe" is at an end. 

2 The Eschatological Nature 

of the Absolute Forms of the-Spirit 

a Art 
and Religion 

The principle of consummation dominates the nature of the 
three absolute forms of the spirit: art, religion, and philosophy. 
Corresponding to the three epochs in the history of the world, 
there are three in the realm of art: the symbolic, the classic, and the 
Christian-romantic. 

Because everr way of looking at the world is a "child of its 
time," the age 0 genuine seriousness of Greek and Chrisrian art is 
past. This end Qf art is not an accidental misfortune which befalls it 
from without by necesSity of rime and its prosaic meaning. It is the 
"product and progress of art itself," which bring it to an end when 
"e\'erything has been brought out" and there is nothing more left 
which is internal and obscure, still :;triving for form. At this point, 
absolute interest in art vanishes. t'But no\\: when art has mape mani
fest the essential world views within its idea, together with the 
general content belonging to these world ,iews. then it has liberated 
itself from this content, ~'hich.each time.is meant for a particular 
people, a particular age. The real need to take it up once more arises 
only \'.ith the need to tum against the content which, up to this 
point, has been the only valid-content; thus in. Gre~e Aristophanes, 
for example, turned against his age, and Lucian rebelled against the 
entire Greek pas{. and in Italy and Spain, af the close of the Middle 
Ages, Ariosto and Cervantes began to rum against the nobility."14 
In our own time, the development of reflectiye thought has turned 
the substantial forms of art completdy into a tabula rasa.15 ·"No 
matter how excellent we continue to find the Greek images of the 
gods, no matter how estimable and perfect we continue ~o find the 
representations of God the Father, Christ, and l\tary, it does not 
helpi we -no longer bow .)ur knees."le No BC'lmer or Sophocl~, 
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Dante or Shakespeare, can appear in our time: "'Yhar has been sung 
so well. what has been so freely procl:limed. is procbimed. These 
are materials, wa~'s of looking at things and comprehending rhem, 
which ha\'e been sung through. Only the present is ,"ital; everything 
else is palc and faded."17 

~ot only hayc particular subjects of art lost their. interesr, but 
the form of an in general has ceased to be the highest need of the 
spirit. For us, it is no longer the supreme way for truth tQ come into 
existence.lS It is no use to yearn once more to appropriate world 
,·iews oi the past. to become Catholics, for example, like many of 
the. romanticists, who want to "settle" themselves iq order externally 
to fix their uncertain dispositions. "The artist must not even need ·to 
achie"e purity in his own disposition, ha\'ing to watch for the good 
of his own soul; from the very beginning, his grear, free soul ... 
must know and possess its goal, be sure of it, and rely upon itself." 
Today especially, the spirit of the artist needs a liberating education 
in which all "superstition and belief restricted to particular forms of 
viewing and representation are reduced to the status of mere aspect 
and instance, o\'er which the free spirit has made itself master by 
refusing to see in them any per se sacrosanct conditions for artistic 
creation. Jnstead, it accords them val~e through the superior co~nt 
which rtfinds appropriate and puts into them in an act of rel"l~"ed 
creation,"J9 Thus transcending itself, art is equally a return of. man 
to himself, whereby it puts aside all concrete limitat!iohs to particu
lar contents. to achieve its ultimate goal. It.is in thls sense of per
fection'that Hegel interprets the humor in the. poetry df Jean Paul, 
and Goethe's uni"ersal humanity: his unbounded freedom with re
spect to the varying content of his particular activities, and the 
creedal naturellf.hiilitcr~ry output. wnose saipt is simply Humanus. 
"Here the artist reeeh'es his content from himself; he is the true 
spirit of man, determining his own destiny, obsen'ing the infinite 
variety of his own feelings' and situations, contemplating and ex
pressing them. To· him, nothing is alien which can come to life in 
the heart of mari.":!o Everything in which man can feel at home to 
'ail}, degree is 11 parenrill} stlhioct of this Art which Ms heeeme per
fectly free. 

In conclusion, wc also have the form of r~li¥ion. It is true that 
~he fonn of its internal consciousttess tow.ers abo'·e the~sllous 
consciousness of an; but itt too, is no, longer the supreme \\'a1 for 
~e spirit to dwell on eanh. At the close of th.c lenth lecture on the 
IftUlosophy bf reUgion,IJ Hegel poscd~ 'the question of the empirical 
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condition of the Christian religion at the present time, and inter
preted the "signs of the time," For it '-'might occur to us" to compare 
our age with the end of the Roman world, where reason took refuge 
in the fonn of private well-being and pri"ate justice because a uni
versal religious and political life no longer existed. In such periods, 
the individual lets the world be just as it is in order to look after his 
own well-being. What is left is the moral "iew of the world, the 
desires and ideas of the individual without objecti\'e contcnt. Then 
the time was fulfilled; this could be the case once more. now, when 
there is need for the justification of faith because thc religious forms 
which have hitherto been valid no longcr hold. "110\\' much," one 
might ask, "of this content of the Ch;istian faith will still be con
sidered true?" The clergy, whose duty should be to uphold religion, 
has itself fallen J?rey to rationalization: it propounds Christian doc
trine on the basls of ethical motifs and external hisrory. But when 
the truth of Christianity is described solely in subjecrj"e and his
torical tenns, "then it is all over" with it. "The salt has lost its savor"; 
what is left is merely skeptical "elucidation" and the' arrogant bar
renness of the educated classes, who cannot be teachers .to the 'peo
pIe, since such reflection is of no use to them. Thus Christianity 
seems to be passing-but this would be to close with a "false note." 

Hegel comes to terms with this consciousness of the historital 
condition of Christianity by claiming that the passing is an "acci
dental event," concerning only the external aspect of the world, 
from which he excludes the essential reconciliation. YVhat is to be
come of the "historical present" must be left to thc pres~nt to decide. 
The false note is without significance to philosophy, for its task is 
to establish an etemai kingdom of God; thc Holy Spirit livcs on in 

.. t;he congregation of philosophy, which ~ow takes ovcr the office of 
the priestly class in administering truth. 

:Just as critical reflection broke into art, so it has broken into 
. religion. It is a mode of thought which cannot be halted and must 
be carried through to its conclusion. because it is the "absolute 
judge" before which the truth of religion must prO\'~ i~elf. Just as 
art now becomes "the study of art," so now' also relIgIOn hecomes 
"philosophy of religion," the thinking spirit ha,:ing passed ~hc stage 
of immediate faith and mere enlightened understaAding.22 The sub
sumption of religion into philosophy of religion is also a way of 
taking refuge: religion takes refuge in philosophy. Rational tJ,ought, 
which 'furnishes religious feelings and cO.nceptions with a, Gllmpre
hended pattern of existence, must be recognized as tlu: purest form 
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of the self-conscious spirit. The science of absolute knowledge has 
becomt a true "spiritual cult:' "In such a way the two aspects of art 
and rchgion arc unireci in philo!>ophy: the objecti"ity of 3rt, which 
has lost its outward sensuousness, has onl\, exchanged it for the 
highest form. of objec!ivity. the foml of thought; and the subjec
tivity of religion is purified so as to become the subjecth'ity of 
thought. For on the one hand thought is the innermost, most indi
vidual subjectivity; and on the other, genuine th()ught, the idea, is 
the most impartial and objective generality, which can comprehend 
itself in its own form only through thinking."~3 

b Pbilosophy 

Philosophy, too, finds itself at a point of consummation. In his 
lectures on the history of philosophy, at both the beginning and 
the conclusion, Hegel included his own standpoint of philosophical 
consummation, bringing the kingdom of thought to completion. 
According to his arrangement of the history of philosophy into 
periods, his own system stands at the end of the third epoch. The 
first epoch extends from Thales to Proclus including the begin
ning and breakup of the ancient world. At its highest pinnacle of 
perfection, in Proclus, there takes place the ancient reconciliation 
of the finite and infinite. the divine world and the earthly. The 
second epoch extendc; from the beginning of the Christian era to the 
Reformation. In it, there occurs once more, at a higher level, the 
sa~ne reconciliation of the eard}ly ar:td t~e divine, so that i1\ tlte·th.ird 
epoch, Christian philosophy from Descartes to Hegel, the latter may 
perfect it.!!4 The philosophical systems of this final epoch bring 
about, through rational thouJLht, th.e r~conciliation whi~h l!reviously 
only had been hoped for.15 1n pnnclp'le, all are nothmg else than 
more or less complete .methods of urufication; at their culmination 
stands.Hegel's absolute system: the absolute Christian spiri~, ~om
prehending itself in its own element, reality, and recognizing it as its 
own. Thus the real world has become "spiritual" in the C-hristian 
sense. 

In agreement with this system of epochs, Hegel'S history of the 
~pirit is not given a mere preliminary conclusion at a random point; 
It is "concluded," definitively and cons~iQusly.26 On this historical 
basis, its logical form is no.t a verdict. but a "conclusion," a .merging 
of .beginning and' ~nd .. Like the conclusion of the Pbiinomeno}ogie, 
the.Logik, and the· Encyklopiidie, this conc.iuSion of ~ Gi!tcbicbte 
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der Pbilosopbie is no! 1n arbitrary "wc ha\'c arrh'cd at this point," 
bur rather a "we are at the {!oal"; it is an "outcome:' Like Proc\us, 
Hegel unified the world of the Christian lo{!os into the absolute 
totality of the concretely organized idea. bringing to an end all 
three epochs. With reference ~to Proclus. he states that such a uni
fication of all systems in a comprehensi,·e. total system is no mere 
eclecticism, but a "deeper understanding of the idea," such as must 
occur "from time to time." that i~. epochally.!!1 "'ith Proclus. Hegel 
continucs. the world spirit stands ar a great "mrning point" before 
the absolute break. that is. the irruption of Christianity into the 
pagan world. For Proclus. the di"ine nature of rcality was still an 
abstract ideal, before If became earrhl~' reality in the particular indi
viduality of the God-man Christ. Only then was thc longing of the 
ancient world fulfilled. From that point on, the task of the world (ro 
be rcconciled with the world spirit) was transferred to the Christian
Germanic world. In a lettcr to Creuzer,!!8 Hegel writes in a similar 
vein of the "enormous stride" which was principally due to Proclus. 
and formed the true turning point in the transition from ancient 
philosophv to Christianity. "~o\\' once more" it is rime to take such 
a stride. Thus it seems to him that nothing is more significant for the 
age than Creuzer's new edition of Proclus.29 

But what is the resuit of all this for Hegel's consummation of 
Christian philosophy? Ob\'iously this: it is a final step before a great 
turning and break with Christianity. If this is so, Hegel's consum
mation of ancient and Christian philosophy is the same thing as was 
Proclus' philosophy: a ,cdestroying reconciliation." Irs culmination 
is contemporary with the onset of a decline, a time when "e\'ery
thing is in the throes of dissolution and struggling toward something 
-new.1IaaSimilarly, Ale~ndrian philosophy was.the final flowering of 
the foundering Roman Empire; nor were the fifteenth and si.~teenth 
centuries, the close of the second epoch, any different, during which 
the Gennanic life 0/ the Middle Aees achieyed a ncw form. "Phi
losophy begins with the annihilation of a real world; when it ap
pears, painting its black picture, the freshness of youth. of vitality, 
has already gone. Reconciliation is 3 reconciliation not ill T~ality, 
hZlt in the ideal 'World. In Greece. the philosophers withdrew from 
the affairs of state; they were idlers, as the people called- them. and 
fled into the realm of ideas. This is an important observation; it is 
verified by the history of philosophy itSe1f."31 Even Hegel's philoso
phy of the state paintS this &Iack picture. It docs not seek to re
Juvenate a world which has become "ripe"; itS only desire is to con-
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tinue to know. As such knowledgl". it is an acknowledgment of and· 
a rcconciliation with "that whi.ch is!' Thought is nO\v completely 
alone within itself; and vet, at 'thc same time, as or{!anized idea. it 
comprehends the uni"erse as a world which has become "intelli
gible." sensible, and transparent. All extant "objectivity" has become 
one wjth its "self-begcning." "It scems that the world spirit has 
succeeded in discarding all alien, objective existence; it finally com
prehends itself as absolute spirit, begetting of itself e"erything 
which for it becomes objecth-e, calmly keeping .jt '\\;thin its 
power:'J:! In this unity of objectivity and self-directed acO\-iry we 
find the: conclusion of the fulfillment-consummation of the "mod
ern" epoch. Only from thi~ eschatological point of -view cm Hegel's 
conclusion of the Gescbicbte der Philosopbic be understood in its 
full pathos and gra\'ity: "The world spirit has now arrived at this 
point. The final philosophy is the result of all that have gone beforc; 
nothing is lost. all principlcs are retained. This concrete idea is the 
result of the. struggles of the spirit through almost 1;00 years 
(Thales was born 640 B.C.), of its most serious effort to become 
objective in respect to- itself, to know itself: Tantae molis erat se 
ipsam cognosceie mentem." The ambiguity of Hegel's "consumma
tion," meaning bl:!th fulfillment and conclusion, is proclaimed by the 
'transformation of VergWs "Romanam .condere gentem"3,3 into "se 
ipsam cognoscere mentem." This f!ansformation says: the laying of 
the foundations of the Roman Empire then demandec the same 
effort as is now demanded for the laying of foundations in the 
domain of the spirit. \\~ith.the "coUr2ge bom of knowledge:·.Hegel 
writes an end to two and a half millennia, thus opening a new era. 
In fact, he pronounces the end of the history of the Christian logos. 
Jle himself .says of art. that it lQsesabsolute.inter~t as soon as "ere.f)-
thing has been brought out"'; its successors are compelled to rebel 
against the entire past. The same is true of philosophy. which is 
brought to an end in him, :is a result of his c(')nsummation: with 
Hegel'S history of the spirit an entire world of language. ideas, and 
culrure comes. to an end .. Starting .f~om ~his end J?oint we ha\'e our 
own true Gemer-Gescblcbttt-·<Sptnt-Hlm>rY):....like a hi cur a non 
lucel1do. 

Hegel did not express directly the eschatological meaning of the 
consummation wrou£! it bv him, but' he did so indirecth-. He pro
claims it by thinking rctrospectivelY. in the "old agc o(the spirit," 
on what has passed, and also by looking ahead to a possible new. 
realm of the spirit, although in the process he expressly deilies any 
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acroal knowledge. Scattered rcference'~ ito America. ev~r since the 
beginning of the ('~ntury, thought of as the future land of freedom, 
admit the possibili[~' that the world spirit might emigrate from 
Europe. "Thus America is the land of the future; in it, in the time 
lying before us, . . . the significan~e of world history ,will be re
vealed. It is the land longed for_by all who arc bored ,Jith the his
torical armory of ancient Europe. 'KapQlcon is reputed to have 
said, 'Cette vIeille Europe m'ennnie.' B_ut so far, all that has taken 
place there is only an echo of the old world and the expression of 
an alien life; as a land of the furore, it concerns us here not at all." 
Similarly, Hegel concludes a reference to the future importance of 
the Slavonic world (which he saw _ a<; ap "intermediary" in the 
struggle between Christian Europe and Asia) with the statement 
that he is excluding this entire mass from his treatment. Up to the 
present it has not appeared as an independent force in the series of 
configurations assumed by reason. ""'hether this will take place in 
time to come does not concern us herc."34 In a letter to one of his 
pupils, Baron von YxkiilI. the content of which is preserved by 
Rosenkranz,35 Hegel expresses himself \\;th less reserve. Europe, he 
~tates there, has already become a sort of cage, in which only two 
sorts of men still appear to move about freely: those who are them
selves rurnkeys. and those who have found for themseh-es a place 
\\<-ithin this cage where they do not have to take action either for pr 
against the bars. But when conditions are such that one cannot ally 
himself genuinely to the state of the world, it is more advantageous 
to live completely as an epicurean. remaining solitary as a private 
indi\'idual-a position that IS admittedly that of an obser\'Cr, but yet 
of great effectiveness. Hegel contrasrs the furore of Russia to this 
cage of Europe. The other modern states haye apparently already 
attained the goal of their developolent. perhaps-have already passed 
t~eir peak, their condition has become stagnant. Russia. by contrast. 
bears withinjrs womb an "enornious possibility for the development 
of its intensive naturc."36 Rosenkranz interprets this as a lest on the 
pa~t of Hegel in order to cheer his Russian friend. This is most in
credi~le. lt is in this letter that he had a presentiment of the mood of 
the follo~'ing age, having himself in his Recbtspbilosopbie "painted 
a black pIcture." 

Ten years later, his reconciliation with "that whic;h is" was . .at
tacke.d by new estrangements due to the July Revolution. It is caUed 
into question by a "purposeless desire for innovation," against which 
he felt himself powerless to contend, while his closest pupils im-
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ported the shock from political reality into his philosophy. The last 
ulonths of his life were Wlbicrered by a quarrel over Uni':ersity 
politics with E. Gans, the subsequent editor of Hegel's GescNcbte 
der J)bilosopbie and his Recbtspbilosopbie. The latter's liberal inter
pretation of right stands at the beginning of the road which leads to 
Rugc, l\hrx; and Lassalle.81 

But the possibility of further progress leading to a new estrange
ment is already allowed for in Hegel's own historical consciollsness. 
and provided for. Philosophical knowledge about tht substantial 
aspects of a period has its locus, it is true, in the spirit of the period 
in question; it is thus only "formally," as objccti\'e knowledge, 
transcendent to the period. But at thc same rime, together with this 
conrrasting knowledge of the period, there is also postulated a 
divergence 'yhich leads to further development: the di"ergence be
tween knowledge and "that which is." From this follows the possi
bility, the necessity, of continual progress leading to new estrange
ments in both philosophy and reality. "Thus the formal dive'gence 
is also a real, a true divergence. It is this knowledge which engenders 
a new form of development."38 Through the freedom of its fonn, 
knowledge revolutionizes even its substantial content. The philoso
phy which perfects itself becomes the birthplace of the spirit. which 
then presses Oil [(J:a new', real configuration.s9 And. in actual fact, 
Hegel'S summation of the history of knowledge becomes the birth· 
place from 'which the intellectual and political de\'elopments of 
the nineteenth century arise. A few years after H~gel's death, Heine, 
at the conclusion of his Gescbicbte der Religion und Pbilosopbie ;11 
DeutscMmd (1834), tried to open the eyes of tllc 'French to the 
very concrete revolution which might proceed from the Reforma
tion and Gennan philosophy: "It se~ms to. me that a methodical 
nation like us liad to begin with tfte'Reformation. could only there
after engage in philosophy, and only after the perfection of philoso
phy go on to political revolution. This order l find quite sensible. 
The heads which philosophy has used for' reflection can be cut off 
later by the revohnion for whare,fer purpose it likes. But philosophy 
would never .ha\'c· been able to pse the heads .CUt off by the revolu
tion if the latter had preceded it. But do not become an.xious, you 
German republicans; the Gcmlan revolution will not take place any 
more.pleaSantly and gently {or havjng been preceded by.the Kanrian 
critique, Fichtian transcendental idealism, or even natural philoso
phy. Through these theories revolutionary forces have ,built up 
whicl) only awai~ the day on which they may break loose, tilling 
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the world with horror and awe. Kantians will appear who want 
nothing to do with mercy e,·en in the phenomenal world; they will 
plough up without pity the very soil of our European life with 
sword and axe. in order to eradicate every last root of the past. 
Armed Fichtians will arise, whose fanaticism of will can be re
strained neither throug-h fear nor through self-interest, ... indeed, 
in the case of a social uphea,-al, such transcendental idealists would 
be e,·en more inflexible than the early Christians, since the latter 
bore martyrdom on earth to attain heavenly bliss, while the tran
scendentalist considers martyrdom itself to be mere appearance: he 
is unassailable behind the trenchwork of his own thought. More 
terrible than all would be the natural philosophers, \\:-ho would 
participate acti,-e1y in any German re,-olution, identifying them
selves with the very work of destruction. If the hand of the Kantian 
strikes swift and sure because his heart is not moved by any tradi
tional reverence; if t~e Fichrian courageously defies all danger be
cause for him it does not exist at all in reality; so the natural philoso
pher will be terrible, for he has allied himself to the primal forces of 
nature. He can conjure up the demonic powers of ancient German 
pantheism. That lust for battle will flame within him which we find 
among the ancient Germans; it does not fight in order to destroy, 
or in order to win, but merely to fight. Christianity-and this is its 
greatest accomplishment-moderated somewhat that brutal Ger
manic lust for battle; but it could not destroy it, and if e,-er that 
restraining talisman, the cross, is shattered, there shall arise once 
more. _ . tbat mindless madman's rage of which the Nordic poets 
sing so much. That talisman is decaying; the day will come when it 
collapses miserably .•.. I \varn you, Frenchmen, ke~p then quite 
still, and for God's s;lke do not applaud! l\'e could easily mis
construe such an_ action, and, in our crude way, set you at rest 
somewhat brusquely. . . . I have good intentions roward you, and 
therefore I tell you the bitter truth. You have more to fear from 
Germany liberated than from the entire Holy Alliance, with all its 
Croats and Cossacks .... "'hat vou are actually _ch-arg~d with I 
never.lhave been able to understand. Once, in a beer-cellar in 
Gottingen, a young old-German declared that revenge must be 
takc:n upon the French for Konradin von Stauffen, whom mey had 
beheaded at Naples. Surely you haye forgotten that long ago. But 
we forget nothing. You see, if it e,-er amuses us to pick a quarrel 
with you, we shall have no lack of cogent reasons. In any case, 
therefore, I ad\'~se you to be on your guard. No matter what hap-
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pens in Germany, whether the Crown Prince of Prussia or Dr. 
"'irrh comes to power. keep yourselves always armed .. ~. I have 
good intentions toward you, and it frightened me mightily when I 
recently perceived that your ministers intend to disarm France. 
Since, in spite of your present romanticism, you are born classicists, 
raJ are well acquainted with Olympus. Among the naked gods and 
goddesses . . . you see a goddess who, although surrounded by 
such gaiety and pleasure, ne\'ertheless always bears a shield, and 
keeps her helmet on her head and her. spear in hand. It is the goddess 
of wisdom," 

The German re\'olution predicted by Heine did not break out 
.at that time, bur what took place through Hegel's pupils has con
tinued to ha\"e an effect down to the present .day. A decade after 
Heine's inflammatOry warning. there appeared in one and th~ same 
year, 1843. the following re\'olutionary works: Feuerbach's G"U11d-, 
s.'it:.c del' Pbilosopbie der ZukZl11ft; Proudhon's De la creatio11 de 
rordl'c dam rbU11wlite; B. Bauer's Das emdeckte Cbristelltu11l; and 
Kierkegaard's Eitber-Or. \ Vith the exception of Proudhon, they 
were all either pupils or opponents of Hegel, who put his theory 
into practice. Through their work it became clear that Hegel'S 
philosophical theology was really a culmination, a turning point in 
the history of the spirit and the culture of ancient Europe. In pjace 
of Hegel's mediation, there appeared the demand for decisio!1, sepa
rating once more what Hegel had united: antiquity and Christianity, 
God and the world; the inrernal and the external, being and exist
ence. On the other hand, only a well-ordered system such as Hegel's 
could be dissoh-ed once more into its components. The critical 
acuity of the left-wing Hegelians has its historical measure in the 
completeness of Hegel'S reconciliation. The reconciliation found 
irs most intelligible expression in his political and religious philoso
phy. Its destruction was the goal of his pupils' efforts, precisely be
cause. they were concerned with the "real" state and with "real" 
Christianity. 

3 Hegel's Recoriciliation of Philosophy 
With the State and the Christian Religion 

Hegel's Recbtspbilosopbie, which. appeared at the same time as 
the. first lecture on the philosophy of religion, is the concrete reali
unon of the abstract tendency to reconcile philosophy with reality 
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in all areas: political philosophy with politics, religious philosophy 
with Christendom. In both areas Hegel achieves a reconciliation not 
only with reality, but also within it, albeit "through comprehension." 
At this high point of his ~ffectiveness, he saw the real world as a 
wol"ld "confonned to" the spirit. In return, the Prussiao Protestant 
State appropriated philosopby in the person of Hegel}1l In the 
preface to the Rechtspbilosopbie, Hegel states "the relationship of 
philosophy to reality" expressly and polemically. Here lies the 
problematical point at which Marx and Kierkegaard met, in their 
thesis that the purpose of philosophy is to become realized. In the 
case of Marx, philosop~ical theory became the "brain of the pro
letariat"; in Kierkegaard's case, pure thoug~t became the "existential 
thinker," for existing reality seemed neither rational nor Christian. 

Hegel's political philosophy is directed against the view that, in 
reality, there has never been a rational state, that the true state is a 
mere "ideal" and a "postulate."41 Thus true philosophy, an "investi
gation of everything rational," is also the comprehension of what is 
"present and real." It does not postulate something in another world, 
an ideal state which is merely. meant to exist and never docs. He saw 
the existing Prussian State of 1821 as a reality in the sense defined by 
the Logik: an immeCliate union of internal being and external exist
ence, a reality in the emphatic" -sense of the word.42 Onc-e this 
"fruition of reality" -that is, ripeness for downfall-has been at
tained, thought no longer ~tands in critical opposition to reality. 
Instead, it stands "opposite" reality, reconciled, related to reality as 
-the ideal to the re.a1.43 Reason which is· conscious of itself (the 
philosophy of the state-) and rea~on as existing reality -(the real 
state) are united with each other; "in the depths" of the substantial 
spicit !)f. the age tltey ar:e one and the sameY But what lies "be
tween" existing reality and reason as self-conscious spirit. wha~ still 
separates the fonner from the latter and opposes reconciliation, this 
Hegel dedares-botb apodictically and vaguely-to be the "fetter of 
something abstract; not yet liberated to the point of being an idea.'''15 
This hiatus irratio1lalis is- bridged _by his elucidation of the idea of 
h'tional raliry by n'lean$ of di!ferentiation between '~ppearance" 
and "being," between. "varicgared -exterior" and "inne} drive,"4s 
between externally accidental existence and internal necessary 
raliry. Hegel ~cluded mere transitory, '{accidental" existence frO}:l1 
the interest of philosophy considel'td as a knowledge of reality. 
Later he was attacked with his 0\\-"11 weapon in the charge of u ac_ 
commodation" of things transitory. This adjustment to existing 
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reality in Hegel's comprehension of "that which is" is disguised by 
the fact that "that which is" covers both that which merely exists 
and also that which is truly real. 

For an understanding of Hegel's system, his philosophy of reli
gion is even more imponant than his philosophy of the state. It is 
not just one component of the whole system, bur its spiritual center 
of gravity. Hegel's philosophy is "worldly wisdOl\}"H and "knowl
edge of God"48 together, for its knowledge justifies faith. He states 
that God had damned him to be a philosopher;41f for him, the 
"language of enthusiasm" was identical with that of the "notion." 
Reading the newspaper stood on an equal footing with reading the 
Bible: "Reading 'the newspaper early in the morning is a kind of 
realistic morning benediction. One orients one's attitude toward the 
world according to God or according to the way the world is. The 
former giyes the same assurance as the latter that one knows how 
one stands."!iij True philosophy is itself worship, though "after a 
peculiar fashion": the philosophy of history is a theodicy; the phi
losophy of the state, a comprehension of the di\'ine upon earth; and 
logic, a representation of God in the abstract element of pure 
thought. 

For Hegel, the philosophical truth of Chr~tianity consisted in 
the fact that Christ effected a reconciliation of the estrangement 
between the human and the divine. 51 This reconciliation can come 
into existence for man, only because it has already taken place per se 
in Christ; but it mUst also be brought about through us and for us as 
individuals, in order that it may become the trJth which it already 
is.:;:! This unity of divine and human nature in general, which for 
Hegel was attested in the incarnation of God, was once more torn 
asunder by both Marx and Kierkegaard. 1\13rx's determined atheism, 
his absolute belief in man as man, is thus in prinCiple further from 
Hegel than from Kierkegaard, whose paradoxical faith presupposed 
the difference between God ~nd man. For Marx, Christianity is a 
"perverted w~rld"; for Kierkegaard, a worldless standing "before" 
God; for Hegel, heing in the truth, grounded on the incarnation of 
God. Divine and human narure -"in one man" -that is -admittedly a 
hard, a difficult expresslUn, but only so long as it is taken representa
tionally and n~t comprehended spiritually. In that ·"grammatical 
monstrosity" the "God-man," it is made clear to man that the finite 
weakness of human nature is not irreconcilable with this unity.1I3 

The reconciliation between the earthly and the divine. the 
"Kingdom of God,"" is viewed as a "condiaon." that is, a reality in 
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which God reigns as the one and absolute spirit. To produce this 
reality methodically through philosophy had been the goal of Hegel 
as a young man. In his history of philosophy it seemed to him thar 
he had finally attained his goal. The "Kingdom of God" of the phi
losophy of religion is identical with the "intellectual kingdom" of 
the history of philosophy. and ,,;(h the "kingdom of spirits" of the 
phenomenology. Thus philosophy as a whole represents the same 
reconciliation with reality as does Christianity through the incarna
tion of God; as the finally comprehended reconciliation. it is philo
sophical theology. It seemed to Hegel that the "peace of God" was 
brought about in. a rational way through this reconciliation of phi-
losophy with religion. . 

Since Hegel ontologically comprehends both the state and Chris
tianity on the basis of the spirit as absolute, religion and the state 
ha\'e a corresponding relationship. He discusses this. taking into 
account their disparity and pointing OUt their unity. This unity lies 
in their content, the disparity in the ,'arying forms taken by the same 
content. The nature of the state is "the divine will present," a spirit 
which unfolds into the real structure of the world; similarly, the 
Christian religion has as its content nothing less than the absolute 
truth of the spirit. Therefore religion and the state can anti must 
come to agreement on the ground of the Christian spirit, even 
though, giving form to the same content, they go separate ways in 
church and state.58 A religion of mere "heart" and "inwardness," 
hostile to the laws and institutions of the state and thinking reason, 
or-merely remaining passive ahd alloWing the temporal affa~ of the 
state to take their course, does not bear wimess to the strength. of 
religious conviction, but rather to its weakness. "True faith is un
concerned with whether Of not. it (;orresponds with reason; it is 
without regard or reference to reason.":i7 But this state of affairs is 
peculiar to "our age," and one might inquire whether it arises from 
a "real need" ot an "unsarisfied,\'lIDitv." True religion has no nega
tive bent in regard to the existing state, bur recognizes and affirms 
it, just as the state likewise recognizes "ecclesiastical confirmation." 
What to Kierkegaard's eA-rremely polemk concept of faith seemed 
an abominable compromise was for Hegel an essential agreement. Gil 

"It lies in the nature of the case that the State should fulfill its task 
by providing-the congregation with e\'ery aid fot its religious func
tion and ~uaranteeing it protection. Indeed, since religion is the 
factor which integrates the state in its deepest convictions, it may 
demand of all its citizens that they hold membership in a religious 
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denomination-am' denomination they like-for the state may not 
interfere in the content to .. n extent that would affect th·; 'inner 
nature of rhe representation. The state, which is hight\' dc.veloped 
in organization and therefore strong, can conduct itsel(all the more 
liberally in t1~is matter. completely overlooking details which actu
ally affect it. and putting up with denominations within it (of 
course. depending upon their number) which do not recognize 
religiously their immediate duties toward tht: state.":i9 Philosophical 
insight perceh'es that church and state are at one in the content of 
truth when both stand upon the ground of the spirit. In the Chris
tian principle of the absolutely free spirit, ther~ is present the abso
lute possibility and necessity "that temporar power. religion. and. 
the principles of philosophy should coincide. The reconciliation of 
universal reality with spirit, of the state with religious conscience. 
and also with philosophical knowledge, are all brought about."'/) 
Hegel's l'!Ji!osopbic des objcktii.:cn GeislCs closes with the sentencc: 
"The morality of the state and the religious spirituality of the state 
thus mutually guarantee"each other." 

",'ith his understanding of Christianity as an absolute and at the 
same time an entit\', connected historically with the world and the 
state, Hegel is (fie last Christian philosopher before the break be
tween philosophY"'and Christianity. Ifhis break was perceived and 
made final from two opposite directions by Feuerbach and Kierke
gaard. According to F euerbach, any mediation between Christian 
dogmatics and philosophy must be denied in the interest of philoso
phy and of religion.6l If Christianity is taken in its historically con

-ditioned reality. and not 3S an unconditional "idea." every philoso
phy is necessarily irreligious. because it explores the world through 
reason and denies the miraculous.6: In the same sense Ru~e. also, de-

'clared that"-all p~loso-phr from Aristotle on is "atheisn~."G3 simply 
because it studies and comprehends nature and m~n. On the other 
hand, Christianity cannot seek. to be merely one factor in the history 
of the world, a human phenomenon. "Philosophy and Christianity 
~n ne\'cr agree," begins an ~ntry from Kierkegaar:d'S' j01!rnal. For 
if I want to hold fast sOIJIethmg. of the narure.of Christianity, th~:l 
the necessity of salvation must extend to the whole man, and .hus 

.also_to kno\~I~d~e . .o~~ can i!1deed conceive of a philosophy "~u?se
queilt"to C~rJS(JamtY1 that IS. after a maD has become- a Chnsnan; 
but then the relationship in quC!:rion is no longer that of philosophy 

• to Christianity, put of Christianity to Christian knowledge-"unless 
one desires that pbilosophy prior to Christianity or within it should 
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arrive at the result that the riddle of life cannot be soh·ed." Bur if 
this were the case, philosophy at the height of its perfection would 
involve its own downfall-no, it could not even sen'e as a transition 
to Christianity, for it would have to come to a halt with this negative 
result. "In fact, here gapes the abyss: Christianit)" \"iews human 
knowledge to be defective by reason of sin, and set right by Chris
tianity; the philosopher seeks, simply qua human being, to account 
fo'r the relationship between God and the world; the result can 
indeed be said., therefore, to be limited. in the sense th:1t man is a 
limited being, but at the same time to be the ultimate possible for 
man qua man."84 The philosopher-judged frolIl th~ Christian point 
of view-must either "accept optimism, Of despair." because, as a 
philosopher, he does not know sah-ation through Christ.6r, In con
trast to this "either-or," Hegel di\;nized reason after the manner of 
Aristotle, and determined the di\"ine with reference to Christ! 

Hegel's reconciliation in the element of philosophy between 
reason and faith, and between Christianity and the state, came to an 
end around 1840. The historical schism ",:ith Hegelian philosophy is 
in Marx's case a break with the philosophy of the state, and in 
Kierkegaard's with the philosophy of religion, and in the case of 
both with the unified structure of state, Christianity, and philoso
.phy. This schism was carried out as much'"by Feuerbaen as by 
Marx, and by B. Bauer no less than by Kierkegaard-but in different 
ways. Feuerbach reduces the essence of Christianity to sentient 
man, Marx to the contradictions of the human world, Bauer explains 
its appearance on the. basis of the dissolution·of.the Roman w9I"ld, 
and Kierkegaard, surrendering the Christian State, the Christian 
Church, and theology, in brief, all its historical reality. reduces it to 
the .}lar.adox of a despair,ing, decisive leap .intq.faith. No matter to 
what they reduce the phenomenon of Christianity, they agree in 
destroying the bourgeois-Chr.istian world, and thereby also Hegel's 
philosQPhica~ theology of reconciliation. To them, re!1lit)r no longer 
appeared in the lighr of freedom to be at one with oneself, but in the 
shadow of man's estrangement from himself. 

Clearly aware of the complete end of HegePs·Christian: philoso. 
phy, Feuerbach and Ruge, Stirner _and Bauer, Kierkegaard and 
. M~, the true heirs of Hegelian philosophy, proclaimed a "revolu=
·tion" which absolutely negates the;existing state .and existing Chris
tendom. Like the Young Hegelians, the Old H~gelians also compre
·hended t~e esc~atologiCa1 significance of Heg~l's.theory. They we.~-e 
so thoroughgomg that as late as 1870 they still \1tewed all die plii-
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losophies which had appeared since Hegel as the mere later history 
of his s\"Stcm. whilc tne Young Hc!!elians underminrd his s\,stem bv 
means ~f his own method. In~ com~parison wIth the Neo-Hegelian!;, 
they had the advantage of not failing- to recognize the chim which 
is found at the end of the Logik and Pbii71ollJ.elwlogic, under "Sys
tem" in the Encyklopiidie, and in the "Conclusion" of the Ge
scbichte der Pbilosopbie. 



· II Old HegeJians; 

Young Hegelians, Neo-Hegelians 

1 The Preservation of 
Hegelian Philosophy 
by the Old Hegelians 

It is characteristic of the dhision of the Hegelian school into a 
right wing, composed of Old Hegelians, and a left 'wing. composed 
of Young Hegelians, that this division did not result from purely 
philosophical differences, but political and religiou~ ones. Its form 
grew ott of the polirit"Ji diYision.of the Fren~h Parliament, and 1ts 
Content out of diyergent yiews on the question of Christology. 

The differentiation was first made by Strauss,! and then ampli
fied by Michdtt;z i~ bas continued e\'er since, Following Hegel's 
breakdown of the Christian religion into "coment" and "form," 
the right wing (Goeschel, Gable~, B. Bauer)3 accepted the former 
positively, while the left wing subjected the content to criticism, 
together with the forms in which religion appeared. \Vith the idea 
of the unity of the di,-ine and human nature, the right wanted to 
preserve the entire Gespel storyl the center (Rosenkranz. and to a 
degree also Schaller and Erdmann) only a portion; wlule the left 
declared that, on an ideal basis, the historical accounts of the gospels 
I:ould not be maintained either partially or in toto. Strauss counted 
himself among the left. In his lectures on the personality of God and 
the immortality of the soul,4 Michelcr (together with Gans, Vatke, 
Marheineke. and Benary) suggested 3 coalition of the ~nter with 

IS 
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the left. Among the "Pseudo-Hegelians" he counts Fichte, K. 
Fischer, \Veisse. and Braniss. It· is today very difficult t(, imagine 
the liveliness of the cuntroversies on the question of rhe di"ine
human nature, the personality of God, and rhe immortality of the 
SOul,5 so familiar are we with the destructin outcome of the criticism 
of religion accomplished by Hegel's pupils. The debate. concerned 
with these theological questions, was no less significant for Hegel's 
continuing influence than that \vhich stemmed from his theory of 
the state, as developed by Ruge, Marx. and Lassallc. 

The majority Qf the editors of Hegel's works were Old 
Hegelians in the original sense of the school founded by Hegel. 
von Henning,.Hotho. Forster, Marheineke: as well as Hinrichs. C. 
Daub,. Conradi, and Schaller. They preserved Hegel's philosophy 
literally, continuing it in indi\'idual historical studies, but they did 
not reproduce it in a unifonn manner beyond the period of Hegel's 
personal influence. For the historical movement of tht:: nineteenth 
century they are without significance. In contrast with these Old 
Hegelians, the designation "Young Hegelians," or "Neo-Hegel
ians," arose.6 To avoid any confusion, in the following pages the 
tenn "Neo-Hegelians" will be applied exclusively to those who ha\'e 
rejuvenated Hegelianism in our own period. "Young fJegelians" to 
the radicai left among Hegel's pupils and successors, and "Old 
Hegelians" to those who preserved his historical way of thinking 
beyond the period of the revolution, through the entire centUry, 
each in his own free way. They can be called Old Hegclians because 
ther were not inclined t'Jward radical innovation .• Seen from this 
poilU of view, Rosenkranz particularly, but also Haym. Erdmann, 
and K. Fischer were the real preservers of Hegelian philosophy in 
the period between Hegel and NietzS(:he. 

K. Rosenkranz (1805-1879), rightly called by Ruge the "most 
liberal of all the Old Hegelians," made an accurate evaluation of 
the historical state of philosophy after Hegel in his two unsurpassed 
monographs on Hegel. 7 \Ve men of today, he says in his first ac
count, written in 1844, seem to be merely "the gravediggers and 
monument builders" for the philosophers-produced by-the second 
half of the eighteenth century, who died in the first half of the 
nineteenth: "Are we equally capable of provitling for the second 
half of our century a company of philosophic saints? Are there 
among our young men those whose Platonic enthusiasm and Aris
totelian devotion to labor arouse them to unflagging e1f.orts for the 
cause of speculative thought? Do our young men perhaps dream of 
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other crowns .... do they sec perhaps the gleam of the higher goal 
of 1ction, as doers, is it their idea to oring about the ideals of 
those philosophers~ ~ Or should they allow themselves to sink into 
indifference toward science and life, and. nor seldom having pre
matureh' hoasted tijemselves the victors of rhe day. find themseh-es 
without sufficient strength for the future? Strangely enough, the 
talents of our own day do not seem capable of enduring. They 
quickly wear themselves out; after a few promising blossoms they 
bec~me unproducti\-e, they begin to cop~' and repeat themselves at 
the very point where, once tne more inhibited and imperfect, one
sided and violent experiments of youth ha,·e been o,-ercome. a period 
6f powcrful sustained effort should follo\,- ... And, with a side thrust 
at those Young Hegelians such as Feuerbach, l\larx, and Ruge. who 
claimed to "re;lize';- Hegel's philosophy, he speaks of those ;'vho. in 
"self-fabricated pre-eminence of an ephemeral journalistic appoint
ment to leadership,'· improvise reform'i and revolutions in philoso
phy, of which they will never have any experience in their course 
through history. "These cavaliers of impromptu speculation, stum
bling about in the maze of their hypotheses, confuse the babble of 
their beer-hall adventure with the serious discussion of legislative 
assemblies, and the uproar of a critical brawl with the tragic thunder 
of barrie." In spite of all this, Rosenkranz had no reservations-about 
the dialectical progress of philosophy. Its emergence from its pre,-i
ous "alienation from the world" undeniably has extended and trans
formed its "relationship with reality." But' even in this it was Hegel 
who not only had asserted-but alsQ~ preserved the unity of-.theory 
and practice. namely in the identity of notion with reality, and 
through the explication of being in phenomenal existence. In con
~~ast, post-He¥.elian pJ1~~ophr ~:~I)ce m~re" is fallins into ~~e 

one-SIdedness· of abstract ontology (Bramss) and abstract emplfl
cism (T rendelenburg). Both tendencies of disintegration are com
bined in the existeI1tial philosophy of Schelling. The reflex of this 
abstract theory is the abstract practice of Fcuerbach, which makes 
palpability the criterion of reality: "Feuerbach is the -most deter
mined, the most brilliant epponent of. Schelling., but he- agrees. with 
him in ayoiding the development ... of his science-into a system.o 

He persists in-asserting embryonic generalities; and thus he cannut 
exert upon the further development of philosophy the influence 
which one might expect in view of the energy of the criticism with 
which he made his appearance. Like Schelling today, he does not 
venture further into the study of natm'e or the scate, ·He ~gins at 
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qnce with man as he li,·es and breathes; he has a mortal terror of all 
theories of being. potential b("ing. and necessary being, of eternal 
being- and imag-inary being-, etc .. as tht:'lH!h they were antediluyian 
phanwms. He ~ therefore appears more accessible. more particular, 
more human. more domesticated than Schelling, who deri"es real 
pleasure from im'enting processes within the status abSCOl1dit1ls of 
the Godhead, and knows how to capti"ate people with the mysteri
ous air of one who is initiated into primordial eYents.'·]Q All four 
parties, it is true. mon in an aura of decepti"e self-confidence in 
their "icwry; bur they han not attained Hegel's concretely organ
ized idea. in which all dichotomies (reason and reality, theor~' and 
practice, ideality and realit~·. thought and being-, subject and object, 
idea and history) are already oYercome in principle, and hence in 
reality. They all remain "abstract theolog:ians." who merely draw 
upon' conCrete reality for examples. lI disd;ining w knov,,' and com
prehend it. These extremes pro"oked by Hegel's philosophy must 
once more be submerged within it.'This philosophy is now entering 
its second epoch, more pemlanenr and free of the egoism of the 
schools. The task before us now is to execute its method throu$!hout 
the particular realms of knowledge. l2 In this process. without special 
preference for one thing or another. the uni"erse JTIUSt be gone 
through with equitable justice. 

But at this very moment .\lan: and Kierkeg:aard were directing 
their impassioned attacks against this tolerance 'inherent to all-inclu':. 
sive knowledge. They fought against Hegel's all-sided ness . within 
the one-sided element ()f thought, ,,;ith the most dogmatIc one
sided ness and intolerance ba!.elon "interest" in "reart" (economic 
and ethical) existence.l3 Rosenkranz could account for the "im
measurable sympathy." which. this faction of Hegelianism fOWld 
among the younger generation only on the grounds that it was 
"immeasurably comfortable"; "E"erything that has happened up 
to now is nothing.; we dismiss it. ''"hat we shall do next. we do not 
yet know. But all that will work itself out. once everything in exist
ence has been leveled to make room for our creations. Young
·Hegelianism casts suspicion upon Old Hegelianism with the simpl~ 
innuendo that the latter was seized with fear when confronted with 
t~e r~1 consequences of the system. while th~ fornler, with its rare 
Sincenty, was prepared to Qccept them. ThiS makes the younger 
generation uncommonly ·happy. A show of courage looks good."14 
Rosenkranz ~ppraiscs Die beilige Ftrmi/ie of ~tarx and Engels as 
merely a "clever book." And yet it was a precu~or of Deutsche 
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ldeologie, wirh which nor only Marx but Germ::m philosophy in 
general rook lean of irs belief ,in unh-ersal reason and the spirit, In 
Rosenkran7. vicw. rhe crisis ot German philosophy did not affect 
its entire substance. but only the temporary relapse of Hegelian 
ontology i~ro logic and metaphysics. and of the latter into a phi
losophy of nature and the spirit. I:. ,-\s a result of this separation. logic 
perished, and metaphysics regressed to the notion of "existence" or 
even "practical reality," Incapable; of manifesting the notion itself 
as the true content of real ennts. the\' take the need for a meta
ph~'sical principle (which is still present) and transfer it to ethics. 
Ethical philosophy has become the rage. and is destroying both 
metaphysics and knowledge of the: good through 'presumptuous. 
moralistic twaddle. Quite apart from his negative appraisal. Rosen
kranz' description of the state of philosophy after Hegel in fact 
grasped the decisi,'e traits, to the extent that they deri\'ed from 
Hee:el. 

~T\\'enty-fi\'e years later, in his second monograph on Hegel, 
Rosenkranz once more described the intellectual situation of the 
period. He beli~ved that he could demonstrate the weakness of all 
the actions taken against Hegel's S\'Stem up to 1870: "Since it has 
suffered so many and various defeats (if one is to believe the talk of 
its opponents), ir"must have been puh:erized into nathingness ... 
and yet it remained the perperu~l object of public attention. Its 
opponents continued to draw nourishment from polemic against it, 
the Latin nations continued to go further and further in their efforts 
to turn it aside; in short, Hegers system is still the focus of philo
sophical agitation. Even now, no other system exercises such a uni
versal attraction; even now, no other has turned all the rest a!!'ainst 
.it to such a degree; no other is " . ., so .ready . .an,d willing to -make 
use of all true progress of science."le Its opponents, old and young, 
ne"er cease repeating their traditional polemic, but the public has 
become more indifferent to such attacks-this,'-si~alizes rhe ';C[f)rv 
of Hegelian philosophy: "In the great political struggles·, in ci\-11 
and international wars, in the ever-expanding economic efforts of 
the nations, the consciousne~ of 'the age ,,"as gi"en a meaning'against 
which the significance of conflicts of philosop~ical schools. not to 
mention the quarreb of a few philosoph~rs. shrank into ephemeral 
insignificance. One must perceh'e ~early this transformation of our 
entire public life if one is to understand how greatly philosoph", too, 
I)as gained thereby, most of all Hegelian philosophY. It. more than 
any other, was dragged more deeply and dangerousTy into the un-
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folding crisis."17 A bit less confidently, h~ writes t\vC) years later 
after a SUiTer of thc "philosophical catcnwords of the present": 
"At the momcnt, our philosophy seems to h:J.\'C \·anished. but it has 
merely become latent to the extent that it has to adjust the truth of 
its principles to th~ immense wealth of new discoveries, which con
tinue to mount at such an enormous rate." A process of dissolution 
has set in, in which the epigones continue to battle each other. But 
they deceive themselves when they speak as ,though the onl~' ques
tion to be decided is ~"hether Hegel or Schelling, Herbart or Scho
pen hauer, will gain the upper hand. Keither ~\'ill one of the old 
systems arise once more, nor will a completely new one appear, until 
the process of dissolution is completed. "£yetything has ib time, ami 
when this has taken place, there may once more be a decisive step 
forward of knowledge. This step forward will probably be con
nected with a further transformation of the entire' ('()ntemporar~' 
religious world view."ls Rosenkranz did not realize that the decisive 
step against knowledge and against Christendom had already been 
taken in 1840. He himself, with indefatigable effort, presen'ed that 
readiness to accept all true scientific progress which he ascribed to 
Hegel'S mode of thought. EYen technology and the first world ex
positions, which Burckhardt found so appalling, were ipduded by 
Rosenkranz in the progress of "mankind"-as he now translates 
"spirit"-conscious of freedom. Far rcmoyed from pessimistic per
spectives, he saw in the uni\'ersal spread of interna~ional commerce, 
the book trade, and the press, an ele\'ation of mankind to the level 
of universality and "progress in the uniformity of our ci\,ilization."ID 
The sequestered life of bounded consciousness must now subject 
itself to the "rationalism of the thinking spirit and its leveling proc
ess." To de T ocqueville, T aine. and Burckhardt, to Dono&o -Cortes 
and Kierkegaard, this leveling was sinlply the evil of the age; to this 
cultured disciple of H~gel it signified a reduction of the remaining 
"particularities" to the general level of a spirit already seen from a 
humanitarian point of view. He attached positive value to this level
ing. In themselves, steam engines, railroads, and t.legraphs are ad
mittedly' no giiarantee of increaSing cultUral adv'a'nce and freedom; 
nevertheless, they must ultimardy sen'e for the "humanization of 
mankind," because universal laws, which have been discovered by 
science arid' broadcast by:die press so' that they are common prop
erty, are working irresistibly ~oward that goaPO J~st as the press and 
world travel strengthen, from day-to day. the self-consciousness of 
mankind, making a reality of the declaration of human rights, so 
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also the ne,,' geographical disco\'eries and subsequent commerce 
have engendered a true cosmopolitan spirit. In oceanic trade we set 
the truth of "the ocean of the spirit"!2! In this way, with undeniable 
consistency, Rosenkranz put the e\'ents of the nineteenth century 
into philosophical order, according to the Hegelian principle. 

A funher presen'ation of Hegelian philosophy beyond the pe
riod of the revolution was also effected by the critical-historical 
stud~' of Hegel made by R. Harm.:!2 More radical than Rosenkranz, 
he turned resolutely against Hegel's system. drawing even more far
reaching conclusions from the historical change. Unlike Rosen
kranz, he did not intend to refonn Hegel's philosophy/a but merely 
to eluciebte it historical1~'. To Rosenkranz, Haym's historical criti
cism seemed an "unfonunate error" and a product of "bad temper." 
In place of political aenon. he wrote his book. "which happened to 

be about Hegel. and was thus doomed to be diseased." By this "dis
ease" he meant the liberal tendencies of the time. to which Hegel 
appeared a reactionary. But in spite of this, the unusual bittern'ess 
of Rosenkranz' quarrel with Harm is not based upon their com
pletely divergent positions. but upon repulsion of an all too close 
contact. The divergence in their attitudes toward Hegel's meta
physics. which Rosenkranz modified while Haym abstracted from 
it. reduces itself t<rthe difnrenr wlly in which each brought Hegel's 
theory of the spirit into agreement with the changing times: Rosen
kranz through cautious humanization. Haym through ruthless his
toricization. The language used by Rosenkranz goes back beyond 
Hegel and Goethe to the culture of the eighteenth century: the 
political passion and deliberatel~' commerci;l form of expression 
used by Haym is already completely at home in the new century . 

. ~ On ,good tenns ~?~~ his time. he narrates not without pleasure ~he 
-' fall from pre-emmence of Hegers s~·stem. He recalls the period 

when one was considered either afl Hegelian or a barbarian, a con
temptible ,empiricist: one mU5t recall this period if one is to know 
what is really invotved in the .recognized domination of a philosophi
cal system. That passion and assuran~e must be brought to mind 
with which the Hegelians of 1,830 in absolute, deadly seriousness 
debated the question of what was to be the future content of world 
history, now that in Hegelian philosophy the world spirit had 
r~a<:hed its goal. 'knowledge of itself. One must rec.all this, and then 
compare it with the modesty with which our Hegelians of today. 
eveu the strictest school, those most true to the system, allow them
selves the thought that Hegel was "really not unproductive" for the 
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de"elopment of philosophy. In contrast to the epigoncs of Hcgelian 
philosophy. Haym confinns not only the decline of thi!' one system. 
but the exhaustion of philosophy in gcneral: "This onc great house 
has fallen into bankruptcy only because this whole line of business 
has collapsed. . . . At the moment. we find ourseh'es in a tremen
dous and almost universal shipwreck of the spirit. -and of h~lief in 
the spirit in general." An unprecedented re\"olution has taken place 
in the first half of the nineteenth century. "It is no longer an age of 
systems. no longer an age of poetry or of philosophy. Instead. it is 
an age in which. thanks to the great technolo!!ical disco\"(~ries of the 
century, material seems to ha,=-C come to life: The deepest founda
tions of our physical as wcll as our spiritual life are being torn up 
and remodeled through these triumphs of tcchnolog~·. Thc existence 
of the indi"idual as well as of nations is sct upon a new basis. forced 
into ne\\' relationships. "24 

The philosophy of idealism has not stood the test of time. "In
terests" and "needs"-two concepts which characterized the polemic 
of Feuerbach, Marx, and Kierkegaard-ha\'e brought it down. It is 
more than refuted: it is condemned. by the real. objecti"e course of 
the world and the law of "lh'ing historv." which even Hegel him
self recognized as the court before which the world is ludg'Cd. even 
though ft contradict the absolute claim of his system.:!:' Therefore. 
the task of the present can be only to comprehend the historical 
position of Hegelian philosophv, not to determine a new system in 
"an unready age." clearly inc;pable of "metaphysical legislation." 
The positi\'e side of this reduction of Hegelian philosophy to its 
J:tistorical elements is the referral of philosophical truth once more to 
its human origin, the "seI)se of truth." the "conscience and temper 
of man." Therefore the stud\' of history. as "an intellectuallv stimu
lating ~iscussion of human 'e"ents" is'the only legitimate' heir of 
Hegelian philosophy. _But to the extent that Haym subjects Hegel's, 
philosophy to objecti"e critjcism. he carries out only an acadpnic 
modification of those motifs of attack upon Hegel which had _ al
ready been brought out radically by -Feuerbach. Rugc. and Marx. 
That which Haym was the first to' aeclare unhesitatingly. and t,o 
make the guiding principle of his presentation. was also the concern 
of Erdmann, Fischer. and Dilthev. whose criticism of "historical rea
'Son" stands at the end of the' de\'elopment which grew out of 
Ht!gel's metaphysics.28 _ 

In 1834. J. E. Erdmann began his monumental work on the his
tory of philosophy from Descartes to Hegel. and finished it in 1853. 
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Bener than any other. it preserves the penetrating power of Hegel's 
historical sense. The inauspiciousness of the rime for a new edition, 
and the simultaneous appearance of Fischer's popular history of phi
losophy, led in 1866 to his publishing the two-\'olume Grulldriss del' 
Gescbicbte del' I)biiosopbie, the second edition of which appeared in 
1870. In the excellent supplement (which he says rook more work 
than the body of the text, because of lack of preparatory work), he 
discusses the period from Hegel's death to 18iO under the hf'adings 
"Dissol\ltion of the Hegelian School" and "Attempts at the Recon
struction of Philosophy:' At the conclusion of his work. in which 
he calls himself the "last of the l\lohicans" of Hegel's school, he 
asks wl\cther this preponderance of the historic:11 ;'iewpoinr oyc:
the systematic may not be in general a symptom of the decrepi
tude of philosophy. It is an undeniable fact that what little interest 
is shown in the study of philosophy no longer consists in philoso
phizing on one's own account. but in studying how philosophy has 
been conducted by others-like the preponderance 'of literary his
tory over poetry, and of biographies over great men. In the case 
of Hegel, the historical \"iewpoint was itself systematic; but it has 
become typical of the philosophers following him that their sys
tematic studies should be almOSt completely ignored. while their 
critical-historical works retain lasting importance, as in the case 
of Sigwan, Ritter, Prantl. K. Fischer, and Trendelenburg. E\'en 
'within the systematic branch of philosophy the predominance of 
the historical element has become apparent. It could be stated as a 
general rule that the historical-critical porti9n of these works com
prises more than half their bulk. Yet the comforting remark can be 
added that the history of philosophy is· not far removed from 
philosophizing, and a philosophical preseotadon .Q£ (he his(Qfr of 
philosophy is itself philosophical. The matter of philosophy is basi
cally indifferent, whether it be nature, the state, or dogma: "then 
why not, now, the histoT~' of philosophy?" "Thus in an~we~ tq the 
plaint that philosophers haye b~come historians, I would make clear 
that the historians of philosophy th~mseh-es carryon philosophy. 
Here, too, p~"rhaps; the Jan~~ which'wounds can bring healing." The 
historical significance of this argument can be measured by the fact 
that eyen today, seventy yearS later, we dearly cannot' do with
OUt it.21 

"'hile Rosenkranz still had a systematic basis which allowed 
him to "annul'" the claims of the younger generation, Erdmann, with 
His historical point of view. had to 'Content himself with depicting 
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the process of dissoluti6n of the Hegelian school as an historical 
datum .. -\11 thc e\'ents, after IS 30 prm'cd to him that ,oevcrrt1l1ng 
which seems so superbly joiracd together can be put asunder." From 
the historical point of view, he called Hegel the philosopher of the 
"~oration,"28 in conjunction with the political restoration after 
.the fall of Napoleon, and in contrast w Kant and Fichtc, whose 
systems corresponded to th: various phases of th.e French Revolu
'tion. Hegel restored what K.ant and those after him had destroyed: 
the old metaphysics, the dogmas of the church, and the substantial 
content of the moral powers. But there is no more danger of Hegel's 
reconciliation between reason and reality putting the mo\'ement <>f 
hisrorv to rest than the reverse. that their dissolution be final. On the 
c?nmiry, awareness of a job well done will gi\'c the spirit of man
kmd strength for new deeds: "But when there are to he deeds of 
great signfficance in the hist()r~' of the world. the philosopher to 
comprehend them will not be lacking.. nor the spirit which is to 
beget them."2D \Vith this "historical" perspecti\'e which looks be
yond the period of dissolution, Erdman refers the "impatience of the 
present" to future ages. Our lustra are not egual to. the centuries 
between the few, but truly decisive events in the history of the 
spirit, and Heger stilI awaits his .. _. Fichte!Sn 

The ~ctual mediator in the rene\\ al of Hegelianism-in the twen
tieth century is K. Fischer, whose Gescbicbtc del' neuerell Pbiloso
hbie began to appear in 1852, at a time when Hegel was as good as 
fQrgotten ~n Germany. As a friend of D. F. Strauss, as well as 
tfuough his rClatioli"ship with .F. Th. Vischer, Ruge, and Feuer
bach,s~ and his criticism of Stimer,3~ he was well acquainted with 
the circle of Young Hegelians, and at the same time distant enough 
Irom.their_llnpassioned disagreement with Hegel that he could view 
H~gel's accomplishment with the neutrality of the historical chron
icler. In conuast to Erdmann and his thesis of restoration, Fischer 
interpreted Hegel as a philqsopher of "evoliltion," and declared him 
to be the leading thinker of the nineteenth century, which he 
thought ,to be charactedzed by biological theories of evolution 
(La11mtd<~ Darwin) and"'hisforical criticisru'based on the evolution:' 
ar)' VIew af history (F. A. \\'(.If. K.. Lachmann, Niebuhr, l\1omm
sen, F. Bopp, K. Ritter;" E. Zeller). From 1818 to 1831, Hegel 
dominates his age through personal influence, and then until 1848 
thr<lUgh fits pupils who made critical use of his -philosophy, and 
nn;Il1y thro~gh -the appropriation ~f his historical viewpoint on the 
pan oT academic history, The ide;'.; of development inspired by him 

d 
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characterizes not only the historical criticism of the, Bible of the 
Tubing-en school (F: Ch. B~ur, Strauss),33 but also the historical 
criticism of economics in ,\1arx's Kapital (J 868) ·and Lassalle's Sys
tem del" erp;Ol"bel1el1 Recbte (J 86J)., Hegel also dominates the nine
teenth centmy in the antitheses of A. Comte and E. Duhring, Scho
penhauer and E. v. Hartmann. 

In detail. it is uue. much of Hegel's system may be untenable 
and deficient, but the essential fact remains that he was the firSt and 
only philosopher of importance to see history in the light of "in
finite" progress. By this. Fischer no longer meant Hegel's norion, 
but the simple infinity of an endless continuum. The spirit is to raise 
itself "to infinityl' through constant multiplication of the duties of 
mankind. He~el's conclusion of the Geschicbte dei' Pbilosophe, 
according to ~'hich the final philosophy is the result of all that haye 
gone before, means nothing more to Fischer than that Hegel's phi
losophy, by virtue of its historical inclusiveness, is temporarily the 
ultimate philosophy. but at the same time the first in which the 
development of the "world problem" is now taken over by the 
history of philosophy. 

Thus the preservarion of Hegelian philosophy comes about 
through an historicization of all philosophy, making it into a history 
of philosophy. Corresponding to this retreat into known history. 
there is a withdrawal from the events of the day, which were ac
cepted more or less resignedly after 1850. Trusting in the reason of 
history, Rosenkran'z expected a "new stride" of the world spirit; 
Haym, greatly disillusioned by the "triumphant misery of 'reac
tion," subjected himself to the "judgment of the age"; and Erd
mann, in defiance of the age, 'with careless irony set about the 
accomplishment of his historical taSk, while Fischer left the solurion 
of the problems to "evolution." The historicism which developed 
out of Hegel's metaphysics .of the history of the spirir1~ became the 
"ultimate religion" of me intelligentsia who still believed in educa
tion and knowledge. 

The great ac~omplishment of the "historical school" and the 
historical srudies of the spirit cannot blind us·'to the philosophicai 
weakness of 'a philosophy reduced to its own history. 'Vhat was 
meant by the "spiritual-historical worl.d," from Haym and Dilrhey 
on, is as far from Hegel's philosophical the~}ogy as WQ!i the mode 
of thought of the contributors to the HalJescbe 'abTbucber. The 
concept of Geistesgescbichte (spiritual or in'tenectu~l history)., 
which has come into ,·og-ue since 1850, has not much more than the ... 
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bare words in common with Hegel's notion of "spirit" and "his
tory:' Fur I lege!. the spirit as substance and subject of history was 
the absolute and basic concept of his theory of being. Thus natural 
philosophy is iust as much a spiritual discipline as are the philoso
phies of the state, art, religion. and history. This absolute spirit 
(absolute because identical with the absolute reli~ion of Christi
anity) exists by ltnowing itself; it is an historical spIrit to the extent 
that it has as its course the recollection of pre"ious forms of the 
spirit. "Its perse"erance in the direction of free existence. appearing 
in the form of chance, is history; but in the direction of its compre
hended organization, it is the science of phenomenal kno\\·ledge; 
both together. comprehended history. comprise the memorial and 
Golgotha of the absolute spirit, the reality. truth. and certainty of 
its dominion, without which it would be solitary and lifeless." A 
great gulf separates the idea of an infinitely progressing "spiritual 
history" from the spirit-filled infinity. Hegel accorded to the hu
man spirit the strength to open the sealed nature of the uni"erse, 
revealing irs riches and irs depth j3:i but from Harm to Dilthey it was 
the more or less avowed conviction that the human spirit is essen
tially powerless vis-a-vis the politic;al and natural ,,~orId, because it 
is itself ru;U¥..a finite '.',.e.xpression"·of "sociohistor..ical" ~eality. For 
them. the spirit is no longer the "power of an age. in itself cimeless 
because it is eternal presentj it is merely an exponent and mirror of 
the age. Thus philosophy becomes a "w.orld view" and "interpreta
cion of life," the ultimate consequence of '\\!hich is the self-assertion 
of-ApartlcuT:ir, individual" historicity in Heidtgget's Sei71 ul1d Zeit.36 

Fr:om a constructive p~int of vie";, F. A. Lange has evaluated 
impartially the scope of the post-Hegelian reaction, and presented 
it as alifnifa:tjQn to the "materialisrn"-of -the f1inet~nth cenrury.3i In 
the July Revolution he sees the end-of the age of idealism and the 
beginning of a turn to "realism." by which he meanS the influence 
of material interests upon spiritualJife. The conflicts ben\'een church 
and state, the sudden flowering of industries based upon scientific 
disco\'eries ("coal and iron" became the catchword of the age). the 
founding of' porytechnic: insntutions, tne· r;1 pia growth of transpor
tation systems (the first railroad was pur into operation in 18 35), 
the soc~opoliticaJ,creation of the customs union and dlC tradesmen) 
unions, but also the writings. of the "Young Germany" opposition 
(Heine, Borne, Gutzkow), the biblical criticism of the .Ttibing~n 
school. and the immense:popuiarity of Strausss.Lebe7J JeslI-all this 
together resulting in new· audience for, and' new importance gh'en 
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to those philosophical writings whose content lagged fdr behind their 
re'·olution;1r~- impulse. In association wirh thcse e,·cnts, "a theologi
cal and political crisis (If Hegelian philosophy which for violence. 
scope. and significance has neYer been equalled in thc course of his
ton· "3' resulted . 

. On the dividin!! line between Old and Youn!! Hegc1ians srood 
~lichelet, aco,'e in -many fields, the publisher of Hegel'S Gescbitl.,te 
der Pbiiosopbie and the Jel1enser Abbo17dhmgcl1. His long life 
(1801-1893) connects original Hegelianism with the beginnings of 
modern ~eo-Hcgclianism. to which he himself was related through 
the person of A.-Lasson (1832-1917) .8~ In his eycs. also. thc "pin
nacle" and also the "test" of Hegel's system was the philosophy of 
histciry.40 Yet he does not historicize Hegel's systcm radically. but 
leaves it grounded upon the absolute of the spirit. "The question of 
the century."·! which was the problem of bourgeois society. seemed 
to him soluble within the framework of the philosophy of the spirit. 
He wanted to introduce "science" into "life." in order to reali7.c 
Hegel'S thesis of the reality of the rational.·!! For what "is left" after 
Hegel i'i this: to elevate to reality the reconciliation in thought be
tween the-human and the di,-ine. to allow Hegel's principle to per
meate all areas of life. "And thus thought ceases to be merely the 
end result of a particular stage in the unfolding of the \, orId spirit; 
as befits the discrecion of old age, it also becomes the first principle. 
consciously serviceable for the. achievement of a higher stage .'·~3 
Philosophy. he writes fi\-e years later, in the style of the Young 
Hegelians, is not only the "owl of Minerva" which begins its flight 
at dusk. but also the "cockcrow" which proclaims the dawn.H With 
this twofold metaphor ~lichelet takes his place between Hegel and 
Marx, who likewise took o\'er Hegel's symbol, but instead of sup
plementing it, turned it into its opposite.41

; 

2 The O\"erthrow of Hegelian Philosophy 
by the Young Hegelians 

"There is nothing more illogical than absolute 
logic: it gh'es risc to unnatural phenomena, which 
finally collapse."~8 

Go£11f£ 

Through Rosenkranz and Haym. Erdmann and Fischer, Hegel's 
accumulared empire was historically presen'l·d. The Young Hegel-
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ians dh-ided it into provinces, undermined the s~·stem. and therehy 
made of it an historical force. The expression "Young Hegelians" 
first of all means merely the young generation of Hegel's pupils; in 
the sense of "left-wing Hegc:lians," it designates the radical party, 
re"olurismary in respect to Hegel. At this time the~' were also called 
Hegelil1ge (Hegelists) in contrast to Hegclitem (Begclites), char
acterizing the revolutionary tendencies of these youths: But at the 
same time, the differentiation bet\\'en Old and Y oun!! Hegelians had 
also indirect reference to Hegel's differentiation herwee~ the "old" 
and the "young,". which Sti~ner reduced to triviality. In Hegel's 
system of morality. the .ald ar~ those truly called to govern, hecause 
their spirit no longer thinks individually, htlt only "uni,·ersally."47 
As incarnate "indifference" to the nrious classes, they sen'e for the 
preservation of the whole. The elders, unlike the youths, do not live 
in a relationship of unsatisfied tension to a world which they find 
inappropriate, with "antipathy toward reality"; neither do they live 
in "conformity" to the real world. They are like old men, without 
any particular interest in this thing or in that, oriented to the uni
versal and the past, which they thank for their knowledge of the 
universal. In contrast, ·the young adhere to the particular and are 
attracted to the future, seek to alter the world; out of harmony with 
the world as it is, they set up programs and put forward demands 
with the wild idea that their first job is to set right a world which 
has jumped the tracks. To the young. the realization of the universal 
seems apostasy from duty. Because of this bent for the id.:-al, the 
~outh gives an~ppearance of haying a more noblellearr and being 
more selfless than the man who is acti"e on behalf of the world, 
adjusting himself to the reason of reality. "'hen compelled by neces
sity, youth. ~ake~. the. step .of recognizing things. as they are: a pain
ful desertion to the life of the philistines. But they deceiye them
selves in viewing this circumstance solely as an external necessity 
and not as a necessity of reason, in which lives the wisdom of age, 
free from all the particular interests of the present. 

In contrast to Hegel's evaluation of youth and elders, the Y Qtmg 
Hegelians repres-ented the p:trry of youth, not because they were 
themselves real youths, bur in order to O\'ercome the consciousness 
of being epigones. R~c~gnizing the fugaci.ty 6f al\ that ~x~sts, they 
turned from the "umversal'-' and the past In order to anticIpate the 
future, to 'promote the "panicular" and "individual," and negate that 
which eXIsts. Their personal lives exhibit the same characteristic 
traits. f8 
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\Yriting of Feuerbach, F .. t:.. Lange somewhere remarks that he 
worked his way up out of the abysses of Hegelian philosophy to a 
kind of superficiality. possessed of more character than spirit. but 
without quite losing the traces of Hegelian melancholy. In spite of 
its numerous "consequently's:' his system hovers in a mystic dark
ness which is not made morc transparent by his emphasis on "sensibil
ity" and "perceptibility." This characteristic is true not only of 
Feuerbach, but of all thc Young Hegelians. Their writings are mani
festos. programs, and theses. but nC\'cr anything whole. important in 
itself. In their hands. their scientific demonstrations became scnsa
ti?~al r.rocl.am:ltions wi.th whi.ch t1~ey turn. to ~he masses-pr .the i.n
dI"Jdual. \\ hoe\'er studIes theIr wrmngs WIll discO\'cr that, 10 SpItC 
of 'thcir inflammatory tone, they leave an impression of insipidity. 
Thcy make immoderate demands 'with insufficient means. and dilatc 
Hegel's abstract dialectics to a piece of rhetoric. The contrasting 
reflecrive style in which they generally v.orite is monotonous without 
being simple, and brilliant without b,eing polished. Burckhardt's con
clusion, that after 1830 the world began to grow "commoner," is 
borne out not least by the language \vhich now becomes current, 
which amuses itself with massive polemic, emotional bombast. and 
stark imagery. F. List js also an example. Their critical activism 
knows no bounds; what they sed; to bring about is in every case 
aAd at any price "changc."411 And yet, for the most part, they were 
desperately honorable men, who devoted their effecti\'e existences 
to what they wanted to see realized. As ideologues of growth and 
tinovement, tTiey establish themselves upon Hegel's principlc of dia
lectical negati,-ity, and upon the conflict which mons the world. 

It is typical of their mutual relationships that each tries to out,do 
the other in a process.of.murual cannibalism. They take thc problem 
presented'to them by the age and develop it to the extremc; they 
are deadly logical. United only against a common foe, thef can 
dissolve their persor:tal and literary ties -with infinite ease, separate, 
and then, according to the measure of their radicalism, revile each 
.other as "bourgeois';' and "reactionarr." Feuerbach and Ruge, Ruge 
M\d Marx, Marx and Baucr, Baner ahd Stirner-they comprise pairs of 
hOstile brothers, only chance detemlining the moment ~ach will look 
Upon the other merely as an enemy_ They are "cultured men run 
wild," frustrated existences wh~, under the pressure 6f social condi
tions, translate their scholarly knowledge into journalese. Their real 
occupation is "free" pamphleteering, perpetually dependent upon 
patrons and publishers, reaJers and censors. The world of letters, as 
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a vocation and means of earning a liying, came into its own in Ger
many about 1830.~o 

Feuerbach considered himsdf "a writer and hum~1I1 being" in the 
distinguished sense.f.) RUQ:e had definite journalistic talent. Bauer 
liyed from his writing. an~d Kierkegaard's life is conterminous wirh 
his "authorship." \Vhat unites him with the others. in spite of his 
passionate opposition to journalism. is the intention of seeking effect 
solely through his \\Titings. The special caBing which he ascribed to 
his "work as an author," na·mely. to be an author "on the bound;lry 
between the poetic and the religious," ii.ot only distinguishes him 
from. but unites him with the literar\- acti\'itv of the left-\\'jnQ: 
Hegelians, who mm'ed a10ng the bound'ary bct\,:een philosophy and 
politics, or politics and theology. Through the effons of these men, 
it became Hegel's paradoxical fate that his system. which like none 
pre\'ious demands "mental exertion." was popularized energetically 
and exened an enormous influence. If HeQ:el's statement is true, that 
the indi"idual man is positi\'el~- free anl really amounts to some
thing only in the "generality" of a particular class, 52 then F euerbach 
and Ruge, Bauer and Stirner. ~larx and Kierkegaard were only 
negati\-ely free, and amounted to nothing. "'hen one' of Feuer
bach's friends attempts to get him an academic position, ,F euerbach 
writes to him: "The more people make of me, the less I am. and ,-ice 
yersa, I am ... something onh- so long as I am nothinQ:." 

Hegel felt himself free "in th'e midst ~f'bourgeois rest~iction. For 
him it waS by no means impossible o!s an ordinary official to be a 
"priest of the Absolute," to be something and at the same' time be 
himse~f. lVith reference to the life of the philosopher in the third 
epoch of the spirit,lIS that is, since the beginning of the "modern" 
world, he says tnst even the phytieal circumstances in which phi
losophers live are different from what they were in the first and 
second epochs, The philosophers of antiquity were "plastic" indi\id
uals, each framing his life according to his theory, with the reSult 
that philosophy as such determined '3ls0 the position of the indiyid
ual. In the Middle Ages, they were primarih· doctors of theology 
w~a taught philosophy, and, as derics, were'separate from the rest 
of the world. In the ttansition to the modern "'orId, they, like 
Descartes~ continued to wander about: always in inner srruggie with 
themselves and in external stru~~le with the conditions of the '\'orld. 
Since then, philosophers po l~nger compris.e a separate class; they 
are what they are, in perfectly ordinary relationship to the .state: 
officially appointed teachers of philosophy. Hegel interprets this 
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transforJTIation as the "reconciliation of the worldly principle with 
itself:' It 1S open to each and e"ery onC' to construct his own' inner 
world" independent of the force of circumstances which has ma
terialized. The philosopher can now entrust the "external"' side of 
his existence to this "order," juSt as the modern man allows fashi()n 
to dictate the ~"a,' he will dress. The modern world is in fact this 
poi,\'er of universal mutual dependence in [he context of e\'eryd:1Y 
life. The important thing, Hegel concludes, is "to remain true to 
one's purpose" "'ithin the context of the normal life of a citizen. To 
be free for truth and at the same time dependent on the state-to 
him, these [\\"0 things seemed quite consistent with each other. 

It is typical of Hegel that, within' the "system of needs." he 
remained true to his purpose ,which transcended this system. Simi
larly, it was to be typical for all who came after him that for the 
sake of their purpose they withdrew from the common order. Be
cause of the scandal caused in academic circles b\' his Ged,111~'c71 
uber Tod l/11d U11Sterblicbkeit, Feuerbach had to resign his position 
as Pr;'i.hltdozcm at Erlangen, at best to continue to lecture priyatcly 
"in a village which didn't e\-en ha,"e a church." He only appeared 
once more in public, when in 1848 the students called hinl to Heidel
berg. Ruge was e,'en harder hit by the fateof re\'olutionary intelli
gence: constantly at odds with the; authorities and the police, he 
immediately lost his teaching position at Halle. His attempt to found 
a free academy in Dresden fell through, and the /abrbiicber fiir 
Wissenschaft ul1d Klmst, ot which he was joint editor. had to cease 
publication after a ,few yearS of productite eft'ecti\'eness. To a\-oid 
imprisonment for a second time, he fled to Paris. then to Switzerland. 
and finally 'to England. Because of his radical theological "iews, 
B. Ba\:JeF was removed from his.. teaching .position and .thus becarn~ 
an independent writer, and the center of the Berlin "inaependents." 
And yet the continual struggle with the necessities of life ne,'er so 
much as made a d~nt in his firm character. Stirner, who at first had 
been a schoolte;lcher, was reduced to miserable poverty, and finally 
scratchea out a li"ing by translating. and selling milk. ~Iarx failed 
tn his pla.n of gaining a lectureship in philosophy at B6nn. First he 
took over publication of the Delltsch-Fral1zOsiscbe J.lbrbiicbcr, 
among whose contributors were Ruge and Heine. Later. in Paris, 
Brus~e£s. and London, he lived on scanty honorariums, newspaper 
work, subsidies, and credit, ~ierkegaard could never make up his 
mind to use his theological degree ro obtain a cure, "to settle him
-self in finitude" in order to "realize the universal." He lived; "upon 
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his own credit," like a "king without a countrv," as he called his 
lift as It writer, and material1r Oal the estate left him by his father. 
which was exhausted just at' the moment that he coilapsed from 
exhaustion in his fight against the church. Schopenhauer, Duhring. 
and NietzSche. too, were only briefly in the employ of the state. 
After his abortive attempt to teach at the Uni\'ersity of Berlin in 
competition with Hegel, Schopenhauer withdrew once again into 
private life, full of scorn for "uninrsity philosophers." Duhring 
was relieyed of his instructorship for political reasons. and. after 
only a fe\\' years, ~iet7..schc withdrew from the Unjversiry of Basel 
forever. He admired Schopcnhaucr. not least for his independence 
from state and societ\', All of them either withdrew from aU con
nection with the existin.g world, or sought to o\'erturn the existing 
order through re\'olutionary criticism, 

The schism of the: Hegeli:m school into right and left wings was 
made possible by the basic am,biguity of Heg~rs dialectical Allfbeb
ungell ("suspensions")" which could be interpreted conservati\'ely 
and revolutionarily with equal ea:;e, An "abstract" emphasis on one 
side alone was all that was necessary in order to arri\"C at F. Engels' 
statement. which characterized the entire left wing: "The conserYa
tism of this point of "iew is relati\'e; its revolutionary character is 
absolute" because the historical process is a mo\'(:menr of progress 
and thereby a perpetual negation of e"erything presently exisong.~'" 
Engels demonstrates this re\'olutionary character 'with Hegel's state
ment that what is real is also rational. At first glance. it seems reac
tionary. but in truth it is revolutionary. because by "Fealiry" Hegel 
does not mean simply that which happens to exist, but rather "true" 
and "necessary" being. Therefore. the apparently consen'aon 
thesis of th~ philosophy of right can be subjected to '~Lthe, rules"~ 
of the Hegelian system and be turned into its opposite: "All that 
exists is worthy of perishing."~:· Hegel himself, of course. did not 
draw this conclusion of his dialectics so sh.1rply; instead, he contra
dicted it through the conclusion of his 'system and disguised its 
criticalIy revolutionary aspect under a consen'ati~'c dogmatic cloak. 
Therefore he mast be freed from himself. Realitv mtist be brou{!ht 
to the point of reas,on through methodical negao(,n of all that exiSts, 
Thtls both sides of the schism in the Hegelian school can be traced 
back to one source: Hegel united two principles in one metaphysi
cal point-the reason of reality and the reality of the rational.:;6, 
These were once more separatt d, into left and right, fi~ in the 
question of religion, second in the question of politics. The right 
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wing emphasited that only the real was rational. and the left wing 
that only thc rational was real, while for Heg-el the conscr\"ari\'c and 
revolutionary components. at least fornlaily . were gi\'en cqual 
wei!!hr. 

In regard to contCnt. the methodical oyerrhrow of Hegelian 
philosophy atradcd first of all its character of being a philosophical 
theolog~·. The batrle was fought over the atheistic or theistic inter
pretation of thc philosophy of religion: does the absolutc have irs 
real existence in Gnd become man, or only in mankind?~'; In this 
struggle. Strauss anJ Feucrbach opposed the dogmatic remnant in 
Hegel'S. philosophical Christianity. At this point. as Rosenkranz 
says, Hegel's philosophy "within its own- boundaries went-through 
the epoch uf sophistry." bur not to be "rejuvenated," rather to re
veal. in Bauer and Kierkc!!;lard, the radical crisis of the Christian 
religion. The political crisIs turned out to be no less important. It 
was revealed in the criticism of the philosophy of right, which Rugc 
began and Marx brought to a head. For both prongs of the attack. 
without themseh'es being aware of it, the Young Hegclians reached 
back to thc theological and political writings of Hegel's youth, 
which -had already stated quite bluntly the problems involved in 
measuring the bourgc.ois state and. ,the- Christian religion against the 
Greek polis and its popular religion. 

Three phases can be discerned in the overthrow of Hegelian 
philosophy. Feuerbach and Ruge undertook to alter Hegel's phi
losophy to bring it -into agreement with the spirit (l the changing 
time; B. Bauer and Stirner brougnt'all philosophy to an end in radi
cal criticism and nihilism; ~Iarx and Kierkegaard drew the e~, .. treme 
conclusions from the chan~ed situation: M;rx destroyed the bour
geoi5-capitalisric, and Kieuk~aI1Q the bourgeois-Christian world. 

a L. Feuerbacb:;s (18°4-1872) 

Lil,e all philosophers of Gemlan idealism, Feuerbach staned 
from Prot.estant theology, whic.h he studied in Heidelberg with 
Paulus and t"he Hegelian Daub. Me wrli:es home that the lectures of 
the fomler are a spider web of sophistries, a rack upon which words 
are tortured until they confess something which was never meant. 
Repelled by this "expectoration of a delinquent geniuS'," he wanted 
to go to Berlin, where Schleiennacher and Marheineke, as well as 
Strauss and Neander, lectQred. Philosophy is mentioned only in 
passing, but even in his fim letter from Berlin he writes: "I am 
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resoh'ed to dedicate this semester primarily to philosophy. in 
order to complete the prescribed progTlm in' philosophy in this 
course of studies all the more thoroughly. and with more practical 
usc, Therefore 1 am attending Logic and \lctaphysics and Philoso
phy of Religion with Hegel. ... I am infinitely pleased \\'ith 
Hegel's lectures, e,'en thou{!h I am bv no means resoh'eJ to become 
a Hegclian on that ground, ... " Ha\'ing conguereJ his father's 
opposition, he de\'oted himself entirely to philosophy. studied two 
years with Hegel. and concluded his studies with the dissertation Dc 
;,atione una. u~li'i..'ersali, inji71ita,:;1t _which he scm to Herrel in I£;! 8. 
accompanied by a letter, in which he called himselt [he Lmcr's 
immediate pupil. who hoped he had made his own something of his 
teacher's speculative spirit. 

The revolutionary changes which Feuerbach later was to under
take in Hegel's philosophy already can be seen through the tangle 
of Hegelian concepts in this letter of the twenty-four-year-old 

, Feuerbach. He excuses in ad"ance the failings of his dissertation 
with the statement that it is intended to be a "li,'ing" and "free" 
appropriation of what he learned from Hegel. He already lays e~
phasis upon the principle of "sensuousness"; ideas should not remain 
above the sensuous in the realm of the uni,'ersal. but should descen4 
from the "hea,'en of their colorless purity" and "unity with them
seh-es" to obserYable particularity.so in order to incorporate them
seh'es in the definiteness of phenomena. The pure Logos demands 
an "incarnation." the idea, a "realization" and "secularization." He 
remarks in passing-as though he had a premonition of his own fate 
-that with this "materialization" and "realization" he does not have 
in mind any popul:;.:,-ization of thought. or even a transfonnation of 

_ thought .in~9 fixed obsewrion, and of concepts into mere im.ages 
and tokens. He justifies the tendency to secularization with the 
statement that·it is "rime for it," or. "what is the same thing," it is 
gt:ounded in the spirit of Hegelian philosophy itseU. which- is- cer
tainly not'a mere academic subject. but the concern of mankind.e! 

The anti-Christian bent is likewise gh'en clear expression in this 
letter. The spirit stands at the beginning of a new "wortd perioo'; 
the important thing. if the idea is to attain fuI.I realization. is to 
dethrone the "self"-tnis "only spirit which exists"-which has 
dominated the world ever since the beginning of the Christian era, 
thereby eliminating the dualism of sensuous world and supersensual 
religion. as well as that of church and state.lI:! "Therefore the im
portant thing now is not the development of concepts in their Ufti-
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versal foml. in their withdrawn purity and self -<.'onrained existence; 
rather. the important riling is trul~' to destroy all pre\'jous historical 
ways of looking at rime, oeath. this world. the nt'xr. I. the indi\·idual. 
the person, the person as seen beyond finicude in the absolute and 
therefore called absolute. namel\, God, etc .• in which is contained 
the foundation of all history up [~ the present, as well as the source 
of all Christian conceptions, both orthodox and rationalistic. "'e 
must bore throu!!h to the \'err fQundations of truth." All these arc 
to be replaced b~' the insightS contained in reccnt philosophy, e\'cn 
though the" are onl .... "entangled" there. Christianin' can no lon{!er 
be considered the absolute religion. It is onl\, the antithesis to the 
ancient worleL and h:ls exclud~d nature from the spirit. Similarly 
excluded from the realm of the spirit. death-that narural e\'ent- is 
considered b~' Christianity to be thc "most indispcl\Sable laborer in 
the vineyard of the Lord,"c3 

HO\\' at home F euerbach was in Hegel's thought, in spite of this 
more than "free" appropriation, is shown by his criticism (1835) 
of von Bachmann's Amibege/;/i· Hegel himself could almost have 
written it. In sixty-four pages, he does away with Bachmann's 
"concept-free" empiricism \\;th a penetration and superiority com
pletely in line with the philosophical criticism whose nature Hegel 
de\·~loped(l~· an~ llsed upon all human understanding.C6 Feue1'bach' 
differentiates two l.;nds of criticism: that of knowledge and that of 
misunderstanding. The one enters upon the positive nature of its 
object, and takes the central idea of the author as a measure by 
which to e\'aluate; misun,gerstanding, coming from without: attacks
,\\,hat is philosophically positi\'e; it is always concerned with other 
things than its opponent is concerned with, and where the latter's 
concepts transcend its own ideas, it understands nothing. Feuerbach 
points out to "B:lchmanri that he did not in the least understand 
Hegel's theories of the identity of philosophy with religion, logic, 
and metaph~·sics. the subject' and object. thought and being. notion 
and reality. Bachmann's criticism of Hegel'S idea of God is gross 
persiflage.; the superficiality and g~~\1ndl~ssness of his o?j.e~tions to 
HegePs "deepest and most exal.r:ed' Idea is beneath 2niCTJtlCISI1'l~ 

In view of this academically correct use of the Hegelian cate
gories, it is understandable that Roscnkranz could write se\'en years 
later: "\Vho would ha\'e thought. that the Hegelian philosophy, 
which Feuerbach once defended whh me against Bachmann in his 
polemic agaimt the latter's Amibeg-r/, would be so degraded in his 
hands!"67 Feuerbach himse1f later explains his criticism of the Ar1ti-
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bcgel with reference to Lessing's criticism of thc opponents of 
gnhodoxy. He says that he was only an "intcrimistic" defender of 
Hegel against an unphilosophie attack. and that it would be most 
premature to think that whoe\·cr writes against thc opponents of 
something is himself unconditionally in favor of what is heing at
tacked. Rather he had the Al1til.,egel within himself. "bur because 
he was as yet only half a man. I commanded him to relllain silent.'·tiS 

Feuerbach's own opposition appeared in thl' open only in 1839, 
with the publication. in Ruge"s ,.7hbi/(+cr. of an article: "On the 
Criticism of Hegelian Philosophy." In all important points this 
criticism is in complete agreement with the previously demolished 
criticism by Bachmann. F el1erbadl. roo. nou· negates ahsolurcly the 
dialectical identity of philosophy and theolog~·. of llOtion and 
rea\ity, thought and being. What he had pre\·iouslr defended 
against Bachmann as Hegel's l110st exalted idea seems to him now 
"the nonsense of the Absolute." The absolutc spirit is "nothing else 
than" the departed spirit of theology. wandering abbut like a ghost 
in Hegel's philosophy. 

In 1840, Feuerbach once more took aeco\mt of his relationship 
with Hegel. He calls Hegel the onl\, man who eyer caused him to 
learn what a teacher is. ~But what 'we ha\'e been as pupils n~'er 
vanishes from oi.lr heing. eyen though it tn:l)' from our conscious
ness. Not only had he studied Hegel. he also taught orhcrs, con
vinced that it ·was the duty of a young lecturer to acquaint the 
students. not with his own opinions. but with the teachings of 
recognized philosophers. "i taught Hegelian philosophy ... at 
first as a man who identifies himself with his subject ... because 
he does not know anything different and better; later. as a man who 
differentiates and sef' arat;s himself from his subject, gi\'ing it jts 
historical due, but al the more anxiolls to grasp it properly." Thus 
he was ne"er an absolute Hegelian. holding rather to the essence of 
Hegelianism, subjecting e\"Cn the absalu~e system to the "law of 
universal finitude." "As.a hudding author. I rook the point of "iew 
of specuJative philosophy in general, and of Hegelian philosophy in 
particular, but only insofar as it is the final. most comprehensi\'e 
expression of speculative philosoph~'. "6(> 

Twenty years later-:-m 1860-Feuerbach summarized his posi
tion in regard to.Hegel for the last rim.e. In contrast to the "heroes 
of the spirit," he calls himself a last philosopher, relegated to the 
uttermost limit of the realm ·of philosophy, beyond the intellectual 
exaltation of system. In a style that reminds us of Kierkegaard's 
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polemic, he calls Hegel the paragon of the self-sufficient professional 
thinker, whose -real existence is looked aftcr by the-state and there
fore is meaningless to his philosophy. He put an hisroricai halo upon 
the lecture platform: "The al1solute spirit is nothing more than the 
absolute professor."7u 

But of what docs the transformation, proclaimed by Feuerbach, 
of the philosophy perfected by Hegel consist? A memorandum 
from 1842-43 on "The Necessity of a Transfonnation" gives the 
most important points. Philosophy is no longer within the epoch 
which included the de\"e1opment from Kant to Hegel; in fact, it no 
longer falls primarily \\'ithin the domain of hisrory of philosophy, 
but rather the immediate courSe of world events. Therefore a "de
cision" must be made. either to continue along the old track or to 
open a ne\\" epoch. But a radical transformation is necessary; it is a 
"demand of the age," more precisely, of the age that is coming into 
the present from the future. 'The p_eriod of breakdown of an his
torical world view is necessarjl:-' filled with conflicting demands: 
some think it necessary to presen'e th~ old and banish the new, 
others think it necessary to realiz~ the new. Which party recognizes 
the true need? The one which sees the need of the future-the antici
pated future-the one which shares in forward progress. The need 
for preservation is something artificial, something itself evoked
reaction. Hegelian philosophy was the arbitrary unification of V1ri
ous existing systems, superficialities, with no positive strength, be
cause it contained no absolute negativity. Only he who has the 
courage t-o be absulutel:-' negati\'e has tl1e strength to create some
thing new."7l To race fOf\varD into an anticipated future was also 
the intention of Ruge, Stirner, Bauer, and Marx, because they all 
saw in the present 01';1)' something temporary, not. like Hegel. some
thing eternal. One and all. up to Nietzsche and Heidegger,.they are 
"preparatory" philosophers.72 

The initial impulse was given to this overthr.ow of Hegel's phi
losophy of recollection by Feuerbach's Thesell ZlIT Reform der 
Pbilosopbie and Gnl1ldsiit':.e dcr Pbilosopbie der Ztlktmft. The 
dwelling place of the ·s}lirit, we read in a letter written ab'6ut this 
time, has collapsed; we muSt make up our minds to "emigrate"-an 
image which we shall meet 'again in ~ lan.:-taking with us only our 
private possessions. "The carriage of history is a confined carriage; 
just as it is impossible to get inside if the right moment is allowed to 
slip by •... so likewise if one wishes to go along. one may take 
alOt;lg only what is absolutely necessary, what is one's own, but not 
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all the furniture,"73 n metaphor which. for its "iew of history, is 
reminis~nt of Kierke!!a:ud's ima!!c of the "defile" throll!!h which 
\!\'eryone must pass. an~d of the "one thing needful." "A m~n cannot 
concentrate himself too much; one dung-or nothing," says Feuer
bach,1~ 

Feuerbach ··criticizes Hegel from the viewpoint of the intended 
changes.'~ Of necessity philosophy is now in a stage of "disillusion
ment." The illusion in which it has rested hitherto was that of self
sufficient thought, thar the spirit could base itself upon itself. while 
nature-both the namre of the world and of man-is determined by 
the spirit. The anthropological presupposition of this "idealism" or 
"spirinlalism" is the isolated mode of existence of the thinker as a 
thinker. Hegel, too, in spite of all "suspensions" of opp6Sites was an 
extreme idealist, his "absolute identin'" was in fact an "absolute one
sidedness" on the side of self-assured thoutrlk Stanin!! with "I am" 
in the form of "I think," the idealist "iews-his contemporary world, 
his environment, in fact the whole world, as merely the "other side" 
of his self, as an "alter ego," with the emphasis on the ego. Hegel 
imerprets the "other," that which I myself am not, as my "own" 
otherness, and thereby mistakes the specific independent existence 
of nature and other people. He builds his philosophy upon a self
conscious, purely philosophical found:nion; he mistakes the non
philosophical beginnings or principles of philosophy, Therefore, 
Hegelian philosophy is subject to the same reproach as all modern phi
losophy after Descartes: the reproach of an unrepaired breach with 
the observations made by ~he senses, an immediate presupposition· of 
philosophy. There is, of course, an unayoidable discontinuity which 
resides· in the nature of science, bur it is mediated by philosophy's 
ability to engel\der itself aucof non philosophy. "The .philosopher 
must insert into the text of philosophy what Hegel put in a foot
note: that parr of man which does not philosophize, which is against 
philosophy and opposed (0 abstract thought."76 Thus the critical 
starting point for Feuerbach's inquiry into the "thOll mediated by 
the senses" was the traditional point of departure of the philosophy 
of the spirit from cogito ergo. rum. 

The historical motive behind idealism's disparagement of natural 
sensibility as "mere" naturalness can be found in the origin of 
modem philosophy in Christian theology. the principle of which is 
called the pure "self" in the letter to Hegel. Thus Feuerbach's at
tack in the Gl1l11dsiitze is directed against Hegel as a philosophical 
theologian, "Modem philosophy is a product of theology-it is noth-
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ing else th,an theology broken up and transformed into philosophy." 
"The contradiction mherent in modern philosophy, ... that it is a 
negation of theology based upon theology. or a ne~ation of theology 
which is itself a thcolog~': this contradiction is particularl~' charac
teri,stic of Hegelian philosophy." ""·hoc,'er docs nor surren~er 
Hegelian philosophy does not surrender thcology. The HegelIan 
doctrine that reality is determined by the idea is only the ra
tionalistic expression of the theol.l g-ic;11 docrrine that nature ... 
was created h~' God:' On the nth ... ; lund. "Hef!elian philosophy is 
the last refuge. the laSt rationa!lstic support of theology." "Just as 
once the Catholic theolo~i;lIls became de facto Aristotelians in order 
to comb;\t Protestar:risl11. so nuw the Protestant theologians must 
becoflle de ju!'e Hegelians in urder to combat atheism." "Thus in the 
highest principle of Hegelian philosophy we have the principle and 
resulr of his philosophy of religion. that philosophy does not d.l1\·ali
date the dogmas of theology. but rather establishes them through t'he 
negation of rationalism. . . . Hegelian philosophy is the last ambi
tious attempt to re-establish lost. defeated Christianity by means of 
philosophy, by following thc uni,'ersal modern procedure and iden
tih'in{! the negation of Christianity with Christianity itself. The 
much:lauded speculati,'e idcntity of spirit and materiai, infinite and 
finite. di"ine and human. is nothinf! more than the accursed paradox 
of the modern age: the identity of belief and unbelief. theology and 
philosophy. religion and atheism. Christianity and paganism, at the 
very summit. the summit of metaphysics. Hegel conceals this conrra
dictior) by making of atheism, the negation, an objectiYe component 
of God-God as a process. and atheism as one component of this 
process. 

But the. infinite of reli&ion .and philosophy is and was never any
thing else than something finite. and therefore definite, but mysti
fied-something finite with the predicate of being not finite, that is. 
in-finite. Speculati,'e phil9sophy made the sa~l1e mistake as did the
ology: it mad~ predicates of- the infinite out of predicates of ,&nite 
reality simply through negating the definite predicate through 
which they ate what they are~.A philosophy like Hegel's, which 
deri,'es the finite from the infinite. the definite from the indefinite. 
will ne"er ar];i\'e at a true placing of the finite and definire. "T.he 
finite is derived from the infinite. that is, the in-finite. the indefinite, 
is defined, negatedj- it is :ldmitted that the infinitc is nothing without 
definition, that is. "ithout finitude. Thus the finite is set up as the 
reality of the infinite. But the negative inon-cntity of the absolute 
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remains in the background; the postulated finitude is thus always 
abrogated. The finite is the negation of the infinite, and the infinite 
the negation of the finite. The philosophy of the absolute is a con
trarliction." The beginning of a truly positive philosophy cannot 
be God or the absolute, nor "being" in itself without anything 
~hi~h is to be, but only what is finite, definite, and re'al. But, above 
aU, mortal man is a finite reality for whom death is affirmative. 

"This new . . . philosophy is the negation of all academic phi
losophy, although it contains within itself whatever truth there is in 
the latter, ... it has ... no language of its own, ... no princi
ple of its own; it is thinking man himself-the man who is and knows 
himself. ... " But if this name of the new philosophy is translated 
back into that of "self-consciousness," the- new philosophy is being 
interpreted in the sense of the old. is being set once more upon the 
old foundations. But the self-consciousness of the..oM philosophy is 
an abstraction without realit)" for only the individual human being 
"is" self -consciousness. 711 To construct an "anthropological" phi
losophy, one determined by man, means for Feuerbach in the first 
place: take care for the sensuous basis of one's own thought, the 
mode of which is definite. s~nsuous observation which fills thought 
with me!lPing. In the second place: have regard for one's fellow 
man who confirms one's own way of thou~ht, who is the epistemo
logical p-artner in intellectual dialogue. Attention given to both as
pects will take thought which moves independently. which is 
restricted to deductive logic, will open it to the world and set it right. 

The first aspect, sensuousness, is never melely the essence of 
human senses, but also of nature and corporeal existence in general. 
Fischer has remarked7!l that, for F euerbach. the senses were the third 
estdte; hitherto scorned, which he elevates ro total significance. 
Hegel, on the _contrary, extols thought as ha\-ing no need of sight 
and hearing. The true concept of "existence" derives only from 
sensuousness, for the real existence of a thing is pronn by the fact 
that it encounters us palpably. that it cannot be thought of, im
agined, and merely conceived.80 This "sensuali~m" of Feuerbach is 
most readily apparent in his criticism of the Hegelian dialectic of 
som and body. 81. In opposition to it. Hegel asserts that this, like all 
Hegelian "identities," is in actual fact only an "absolute one
sidedncss." Hegel sees nothing in the ideas of those who think that 
man should n'pI have a body. because the body demands care for the 
satisfaction of its physical needs, thus diverting man from his spirit
uallifc aod making him incapable of real freedom. "Philosophy must 
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recognize that the spirit can exist for itself by relating itself to ma
teri;)l partially as its own corporeality, partially as external world. 
The spirit must then take what has been so differentiated and restore 
it t6 unity through antithesis and resolution of the same. Of course 
there is a closer connecrion between the spirit and its own body than 
between the rest of the extemal world and the spirit. Because of this 
necessary cOlUlecnon between my body and my soul, the activity 
which the latter engages in vis-a-vis the former is not . . . merely 
negative. Fmt, I must assert myself in this immediate ~amlOny of my 
soul and my body .... I may not scorn my body and view it as an 
enemy .... If I order my life according to the laws of my bodily 
organism, my soul is free \\;thin its body." "Completely true," says 
Fcuerbach, but Hegel continues immediately with: "Nevertheless, 
the soul cannot call a halt at this immediate unity with its body. The 
forlll of immediacy of that harmony contradicts thel notion of the 
soul-itS characteristic of being an ideality which refers itseH to it
self. In order to correspond to its notions, the soul must transform 
its identity with its body into an identity determined or mediated by 
the spirit, take possession of its body, make of it a compliant and 
we11-adapted implement of its activity, transform it so that the soul 
may refer to itself within the body." The word "immediate," Feuer
bach continues, is used innumerable times by Hegel; but what this 
word refers to, the immediate. is completely absent from his phi
losophy. He never gets beyond the logical notion, because from the 
start he makes the immediate into one component of what is most 
mediate: the notion: How could Hegel speak of an immediate unity 
with the body, since the body has no truth, no reality for the soul, 
since, according ro Hegel, the soul is only a notion mediated 
through the suspension. the negation of corporeality, is itself, in 
fact, the notion? "",,'here can we find even a trace of IDlmediacy.. " 
asks Feuerbach, and he answers: "Nowhere. \Vhy? Because, as 
everywhere in idealism and spiritualism, the body is only an object 
to the soul, an object even of the thinker, but not ar the same time 
ground of will and consciousness. Therefore it is completely over
looked that we perceive what is corporeal before our con&ciousness 
only through a corporeality behind our consciousness which is not 
objecti\OC to us. . . ." Of course, the spirit fon115 and determines the 
body, and this to such an extent that a m~n who has a spiritual pro
fession, and orders his way of life ~ccOrdingly, his sleeping, eating, 
and d~inking, at the sa~e rime ~lso ~etc~llines i~directly his st.omach 
and Circulation accordmg to his wIll. But seemg the one Side, let 
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us not forget the other side; let us not forget that. howenr the spirit 
..:onscioush· dercrmine~ the bud,'. it was itself uncor.scioush- so de
termined by the bod~. For ex~mple. as a thinker I detrr~ine my 
body according to my purpose because constitmiye nature. allied 
with destructive tim~, have organized me into a {hinker; I am thus 
a thin'ker by fate. How and as ~what the body is determined. so the 
spirit is detemlined. , . ," Cause becomes effect, and yice nrsa. 
Thus Hegel's recognition of sensuous-natural corporeality is only 
true under the hypothesis of a philosophy of the spirit which builds 
upon itself. The idealistic notion of self-consciousness no more rec
ognizes the independent reality of other men than it recognizes the 
r.eality of sensuous-natural corporeality ,~~ 

For Feuerbach, the fund3mental exponent of sensuous-natural 
corporeality is that organ which is not mentioned by name in proper 
society, although by nature it has great signif.cance in the history 
of the world, and exerts a power which dominates the world: the 
natural sexuality of man_ The true "1" is not "a neuter 'it' " but, "a 
priori," either a feminine or masculine existence; thus. eo ipso fated 
to be a social being.- Philosophy could abstract fron1 the difference 
between the sexes only if it were limited to the sexual organs. But 
,!~ pe~eates the -u;bo/e man: including h~s specifically feminine or 
mkscuhne percepnon and thought. Consclolls of mysctf JS a man. I 
recognize thereby the existence of a being different from me, a being 
which belongs to me and contributes to the determination of my 
own existence. thus before I understand myself. I am g:rounded in 
th~ existenc;e of others by nature. h1y thinkIng only makes me con
SClOUS of what I -am already: a being. not ungrounded. but groundeg 
upon 'another existence. Not "I," but "I and Thou" is the true prin
ciple _of lif~_and thought. 

The most-real relationship between I and Thou is loye. "The 
love of another tells you what you are." "The truth speaks to us, 
nQt from within our own preoccupied self, but from anot~er. Unly 
through communication, only through the com-ersation of man 
with man, do ideas arise. Two human bein~ are necessary for ~he 
begetting of -another human being, spiriruaUy as well as physi~allr. 
The unity of- man with -m~n is the first and last principle of phi
losophy, truth, and universality . For the essence of man is contained 
only in the unity of one mm wit~ ~lIlother, a unity which is based 
upon the real difference betWeen I and Thou. Even in thought and 
as a philosopher I am a man among others." 
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'''ith this appeal to the lo\'e \\,hich unites mankind. Feuerbach, 
the critic of Hegel, com~ remarkably close to the young Hegel. 
WhOSf concept of the spirit had as its point of dep'arture the SUSPC'l

sion of differences within the "li\'ing relationship" of loye. Later, 
howeyer, Hegel was to use the e~tire strength of his, thought to 
differentiate philosophically-concretely I his concept ot the spirit 
into its various attributes: "sensual." "pc;rceptu:1I," and "rational" 
consciousness; "desirin{!"" and "ref1ectin{!"," "sen'i\c" and "master
ful," "spiritual" and ''reasonable'' self-~onsciousness. In contrast. 
Feuerbach's "IO\'e" remains a :sentimcntal cliche without an\' defi
nite attributes, although it is the unified dual principle of his phi
losoph~': of "sensuousness" and the "ThOll." 

A further consequence of Feuerbach's radical transformation is 
the changed attitude of philosophy toward politics and toward re
ligion. Philosophy is itself to become religion. and also politics. a 
kind of political world \,iew which replaces the religion of the past. 
"For we must once more become religious; politics must become our 
religion, but it can only do this if we ha\'e something: ulrimate in 
outlook, something :which will make politics into a religion,"S3 But 
the ultimate for man is man. The thesis that philosophy comes to 
occupy the place of religion leads of necessity to the further thesis 
that politics becomes a religion; when the man, poor in earthly 
goods, replaces the Christian. the fellowship of work must repl~ce 
the fellowship of prayer, 'Yith complete logic. Kierkegaard ex
plains the resurgence of politics out of the disappearance of the 
Christian faitht4 with equal logic. Feuerbach deduces the necessity 
of man's becoming political from his faith in man as such. "Religion 
in the usual sense is so far from bein{!" the bond of the state that it is 
rather the dissolution of the same," ~lf God is Lo'-d, man must rely 
upon him and not upon men, If, on the other h:lOd, "men fonn '3 

state. they deny thereby ;11 prlll'i faith in God, "Faith in God did 
not found tbe states. but despair' O\:er God, ,. Subiecti\'el~'. the origin 
of the state is explained bv "faith in man as the god of man. "8:; 

Aparr from the Christian felicion. the secular stat~ naturally be
come~ die "essence of all realirjes." the "uniyersal emin"," and the 
"prO\'idence of man," The,state is "man wfit large." the state in 
relation to itself is "absolute man"; it becon-tes at once t~e reality 
and practical refutation of faith. ~'Th\1s practical athei.sm is the bond 
of the state," and "men now throw themselves into politics because 
they recognize that Christianity is a religion that robs man of politi-
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cal encrgy."t<6 Feuerbach did not give up this com'inion e\'en after 
the failure of 184f\, which convinced him that it was not the time 
and plJce for realizing the political world ,·icw. Thl: Reformation 
destroyed religious Catholicism, but a political Catholicism arose in 
its stead. "'hat the Refomlation had accomplished' only in the 
domain of religion mllst now be striven for politicall)t: thc trans
formation of the "political hierarchy" into a democratic republic. 
F euerbach 's actual interest was the concentration and e~tension of 
the powcr of the statc as such, much more than thc outward form of 
a republic. This is cven more true of Ruge. !\lan.:, Bauer. and Las
salle, and is shown by the circllmstance that later they viewed Bis
J:narc.k not as an enemy, bur as a pacemaker along the road to their· 
previolls re\'olutionary goals.'" In a lener wrinen in 1859. F euer
bach says, "As far as German politics is concerned. our motro is 
famous: quot capita tot Se1lSUS. BlIt Gennany can neyer be put under 
one heading until it comes under the control of onc head; and it will 
never come under the control of one head until somcone has the 
courage to stand with sword in hand and proclaim: 1 am the head 
of Gemlany! But where is this union of heart and head? Prussia, to 
be sure. has the head, but not the heart; Austria has the hearr, }Jut 
not the head. "Sg 

l\leasured by the stmtlard of Hegel's history of the "spirit'" 
Feuerbach's massive sensualism must seem as a step backward ~n 
comparison to Hegel'S conceptually organized idea, as a barbariza
tion of thought which replaces content by bombast anti s~ntime!'t. 
Hegel's final doubt, ~vhet~r the tumult of his cc,mtc:llporaries lind 
t'he "deafening loquacity" of \'anit), left any room at aH for passion
less kno\\' ledge. is drowned our by the verbose rhetoric of his pupils, 
who repbced philQspphy. with.the.interests of rhe da~. Upon tIegel's 
friendship with Goethe tollows the "idyl" bctween "Ludwig" 
(Feuerbach) and "Konrad" (Deubler),60 whose ingenuous worship 
of the "great man" was thoroughly in confomlity. with Fcuerbach's 
disposition, basically so inoffensive, And yet it would be ~ great mis
tak~ to s~ppose that, n.lou~ted !Jl)O~ the st~eQ. of a ~ead p~'il.os"Whf 
of the sp1m. one coutd tick roughshOd. o\'er the 'matcml !SU1- of 
the nineteenth century. Feuerbach's effort to make Hegel's philo
sophical theology tangible and ii,llite simply became the staodp~ 
Of the age. Now-consciously or unconsciously-it belongs· to a1l
ofm. 
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b A. Ruge (/802-1880) 

l\1ore completely than Feuerbach, Ruge based the new philos(i
phy of the new age upon the statemcnt that "evcrything dcpends 
lJp()n history·'; "it goes without saying," he adds as a good Hegelian, 
"philosophic.l!" history."I". But history is philosophical not only as 
history of philosophy. but also, and primarily, as merc course of 
c,·ents and consciousness of history. "True reality" is "nothing else" 
than "consciousness of historical time," which is the "t;ruly positive, 
ultimate outcome of history."~l The "historical idea of an age" or 
the "genuine spirit of an age" is "absolute master"; the only thing 
nlid in history is "that which is the ~6wer of the age." The absolute 
natm!! of the spirit is real only within the process of history. which 
is determined in freedom by the "political entity," man.92 

In contrast, the spheres of the absolute in Hegel's system are 
mere attempts to absoluti7e history which is in itself absolute. "\Ye 
attain the absolute only in history, but in history it is attained at all 
points. before 'and after Christ. l\lan is everywherc in God. but the 
final historical form is also, as form, the ultimate; the fumre is the 
limit set to everything historical. The form of religion is not per
fectcd in Christ, that of poetry in Go-cthc, that of philosophy in 
Hegel; thcy are all so far hom being the culmination of the spirir 
that their greatcst glory lies in being the beginning of a oe,,· de
velopment."o:; Everything falls within history; therefore, whare,-er 
is the "newest" philosophy is "truly positive,"_ containing within 
its~lf the future as its own lh·ing negation. "The historical spirit" or 
the "self-consciousness of the age" corrects itself in the course of 
histof\-, which must also be the e~d of Hegel's s\·stcm.94 

Thus a ritle such as Our Svste1l1, or die lVisdo111 (l71d MO'i.'e111e71f 
of 'tbe TVorld in Our Ti7llc!l~ has morc than incidcntal reference to 
:he time. This "system" is itself a philosophy of time, of the age, 
J mr as the wisdom and mo,·cment of the world are one. Thus thc 
ir)llrth volume of Ruge's Aus friiberer Zeit addresses the Germans 
fi rst of all by speaking of the "spirit of our rime." In this_ work. fol
jowing the pat;te'm of Hegers j1i$wry of philosophy,. he gives an 
excellent pop~lar history of the development- of pHosophy fron~ 
Pho to Hegel, concluding with the "critical development of phi
l~sophy ap~ the spirit of the age." Here, also, he thinks of philo
sophic thought as a partner of the age, f9r _the general spirit of the 
age, ts:>gether with its particYlar philosophy, fomlS one and the same 
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mO\'ement of the spirit. And in actual fact. no age has been so per
meated with philosophy in all realms, including ;ournali~l1l. belles 
lettrcs, and politics. as was this epoch. through the influence of the 
Young Hegelians. It is an a priori of their philosophy that the spirit 
of the age-which Ruge occa~jonally equates wirh "puhlic opinion" . 
-always and necesSarily "keeps pace" with the philosophical spirit 
of the age. "This conscious unity of the world spirir and the philo-, 
sophical spirit" is characteristic of our age."'; But Ruge was firmly 
convinced that the spirit of the age, by its ,'er~" nature. was progres
si"e," just as he was com'inced that the course of time cannot be 
turned back. No reaccion can defraud the spirit of the age of its 
power and logical conclusion. Referring roO the I tlbrNicbcr he pub
lished. he says. "The ultimate victory is \'ictor~' in the spirit. Thus 
when we speak of a position taken by the Jabrbiicber toward his
tory, and thereby (!) of its future course. particulars are furnished 
by the public spirit. or. more accurately. the spirir which. though 
present, is kept from being mIl)' public. For it is an open secret that 
the ostensible spirit of paid and guarded newspapers is not the real 
spirit, nor the disinterested spirit of ancient learned academies, nor 
the spirit capable of life."97 Thus t.he truly present spirit of the age 
is under certain circumstances a public secret; but under all circum
stances it is this spirit which' drives history fo~rtl to \'ictoo/-~"fhe 
"reason of the age" is easy to recognize; anyone can know it if he so 
desires. 

F or all the Young Hegelians, the actual discO\'erer of the unity 
between philosophy and time was none other .than Hegel. ToO jus
"nf)" their radical historiciiation of'the spirit. they appealed to 
Hegel's preface to his Recbtspbilosopbic·, which.says. "As concerns 
the individual, each is a sol'! of his time; and philosoph\' is their rime 
comprehendtd iJ\ thought. It is just as' foolish to imagmc ttnt- Some 
philosophy transcends its present world as to imagine that an in
dividual can transcend his time."oll Hegel drew a reactionary con
clusion from the circumstance that no theory can transcenp "its own 
time, oppos"ing and rejecting any imagined "fmperati,"e," :and refused 
to construct a world upon we "yielding"elemem~' of "pUrpQ&e,~~ a 
world which is not but should be. His pupils, on the other hand. on 
the basis of the ~ame idenrit); between spirit and time but with their 
eyes to the future, ins~sted up~n what should be. They ..sought. to 
place philosophy at the service of the revolution, following the 
progress.of time. In spitC\ of this contrast in orientation, which in the 
one case looked ·to the past, in the other 50 the futUfe, b&th held to 
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the thesis of the necessary unanimity of philosophical conscious
ne5S and historical fact. ItO For Hegel. the ilisrory of the spirit was 
the heart of world history. 'Similarly, the Young Hegelians rook 
the "ttue" course of e\'ents as the criterion for the mm'ement of the 
spirit; they took the measure of the "ery reason of history with an 
historical measuring rod. 

A.s a result of the basic connection made between history and 
the spirit, Hegel's system was also used for reflection upnn the age 
in which it was developed. In the case of Ruge, the conclusion is 
twofold: Hegelian philosophy is "contemporary" with the French 
Rc\·olution. which exalted the frec indi\'idual as the purpose of the 
5tate, Hegel does the same by showing that the absolute is the think
ing spirit. and its reality the thinking inJi\'idual. As a political pro
gram. the spirit of freedom li"es in the Enlightenment and Re\'olu
tion, as metaphysics, in German philosophy.IUU In Hegel. human 
rights attained philosophical self-consciousness; there can be no fur
ther development than their realization. The same philosophy which 
gained for the human spirit the highest dignity Of absolute freedom 
is a contemporary of the "counterattack of the spirit of the past" 
against freedom in' thought and political .purpose., Thus Hegel was, 
related to both 'the 'progressive and reactionary spirit of die age; 
insofar as he ',"'as the latter, he was umr-ue to his own prrnciple, 
progress in consciousness of freedom. Therefore it is the task of the 
progressive spirit of the age to free Hegel'S philosophy from itself 
by means of the dialectic method. According to He~el's statement 
that "the pr~ent, is uppermost,"lOl it js the absolute nght of the age 
which has superseded him to defend his system critically against 
himself, in order to accomplish the principle of unfoIaing and free
~om. Through negation, history unfolds th~ truth contained in 
Hegel's 'system. It does this by removing the still present contrast 
between "notion" and "existen~e," through theoretical critiCism and 
practical revolution. The Getman revolution of r848 is the practical 
aspeCt of this theoretical correcrit)fl.J02 

The Hallescbe labrbiicber ftir deutscbe IVisse1lScbaft fl71d KU71St 
(I &,8- 184'3 }~'were the litenli)- organs for the lIheoretical ground
"' .. ork of the practical revolution. A fter their f~rced removal from 
Prussia to Saxony, they were renanled the Deutscbe J abrbiicl'er. 
Ar:nong,thei:r'~nrributors were Sttauss, Fep,erbach. Bauer, F. Th. 
VlScher; E~ Zeller, Droysen, Lachmann, J. Grimm, and \\T. Grimm. 
Ruge's-asserrionin rheiorc'Word to the fourth series is no ove~tate
menr: no other German scholarly perio.dical ever experienced such 
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satisfaction. seeing its discussions become events which went far 
beyond the circle of theoreticians, b~c')ming involved in all of life. 
T(') the present day, German philosophy ha; nothing comparable to 
this journal which could equal it in critical forcefulness, effecti,·c-
ness, and influence upon political theory. • 

The criticism undertakcn in the Jabrbi~cbe1" is primarily con
cerned with religion and politics. Rosenkranz censured the brusque, 
"atheistic-republican" tone of Ruge's writings. To him .the German 
atheists seemed awkward and childish in comparison to the weII
mannered and well-educated followers of Holbach. 101 But compared 
to Bauer's radical overhauling of Strauss's and Feuerbach's criticism 
of religion, Ruge is extremely modera~e, and. Rosenl,raoz' last studies 
show that in this matter he was not far remO\·cd from Ruge: in his 
'case, too, the unfolding of thc spirit had been tacitly changed to the 
progress of mankind. 

;\lore decisive than Ruge'~ abolition of the Christian religion in 
a "humanized world of liberated men" is his criticism of the state 
and of politics. In an article in the Jahbiicber entitled "Politics and 
Ph~losophy," he differentiates the Young and Old Hegclians. The 
latter accommodate Hegel'S philosophy to what exists, while the 
former translate the philosophy of religion and the philosophy of 
right into at'negating and postulating ~Icti\"ism." Therefore the 
Young Hegelians are compelled to protest, on the one hand against 
Hegel's "modesty," which transfers political reality from the obvi
ous present course of events to a state of affairs in ancient England 
which was no longer true even in his own tillle;10~' on the other h9nd, 
thl:y protest against the "arrogance" of absolute philosophy, which 
seeks to be a "present-day apocalypsc" through recollection of what 
has been, whereas philosophy aCtually merely be~ns ~heJ.!It~re 

-through its criticism in the pres~-nr:Tnstead oT const;ucting an abso
lute state by means of the categories of !ogic. the present existence 
of the state must be criticized hisrocicallr with reference .to the im
mediate future. For only the spirit of the age, as it realizes itself, is 
truly comprehended reality, as Hegel himself reaches "in a hundred 
passag~," although he avoided.e,:erything thar might give offense-·to 
the church and the state. 

Rugc's fundamental criticism of Hegel's philosophy of the state 
is contained already in. his review of the second edition of the 
Rechtspbdosopbie.1oo Its greatest merit he sees in the fact that Hegel 
made self. determining will the basis of his theory of the state, so that 
the "State is the substantial will which knows itself and fulfills its 
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Imo\\·lcd!!c, while ar thc same timc it has i~ mcdi:ttc cxistence in rhc 
frec will and knowledgc of the indi\'idu:ll.!': The grc;lt defect in rhe 
cxecurion ot this principle is that "Hegel dc)cS not cxprcssly include 
histo~', with rhc effcct of irs entirc CODtcnt. in his philosophy of 
right. but ra~her puts it at thc end"-in cOl!qast to his aesrhctics, the 
sy~tcmatic dc\'elopmcnt of \\;hi~h is thoro'ughly historical. 

The precondition of dc\'eloped history is of coursc the existing 
statc. for all history is the history of states; ~t the starc is already in 
itseli ;m historicalmo\'cmenr toward frecdom. which is never prcs
em absolutely, but only as the act of liber-.nion, Hegel cxhibits only 
thc sraric concept of the state. but not, the idea of the srate in mO\'c
mcm. ('hc motivc forcc of which is histor~', The absolute system oi 
freedom must now bc followed by the hi::;rorical system. the prescn
tation of freedom both real and to be rcali7.ed, "In place of the 
systcm of abstract and theoretically absolute dcvelopment. wc h;1\"c 
the system of cuncrete development. which c\'crywherc gr'lsps the 
spirit in its history and places at the end of e\'ery history the demand 
of its futurc," Hegel's speculativc contemplation must be awakened 
oncc more by Fichtc's energy, lOS for his polcmic against what 
"should" be leads to "forms of existence \\;thout concept" and thus 
to recognition. of that. which merely exists. without' being in agree
ment with its truc concept. For examp1e. in Hegel'! systerFI the royal 
and go\"Crnmental power, the national assembly and the bicameral 
system, are such fomls·of existence con~4icting the spirit of history, 
Hegel has no faith'in the majority,.and ~tes all forms of election, 
But for Ruge, not to,have faith in,this means not ~o have· faith· in the 
spirit (of the age)! It is a stupid object-ion that the Illasscs are dumb, 
and "J;"cspectable only in riots."lu:, "In whose nal11e then do they riot, 
aAd ho"" -'iJQeS it happen that they. cpnquer o~!y .in .. the name of the 
spirit .of world history? How does it happen that the riotIng of thc 
masses turned our to be purposclcss neithcr in 1789 nor in ,813, and 
the majority by no means to be wrong? To hold to the statement, 
pbilos-opbiu pOllcis C011fe11ta est jlidicihus, represents a total failure to 
underS[;)t)d thc spirit and its process. On thc contrary, truth subjccts 
the world en masse, , " ., Those who al'e wise,;n their wisdom, wi11 
never leave. the majorit\, for long. ~n4 when the prophets of a new 
spirit are in the minority to start with and , , , perish. then the 
acclamation, the e~ag1!ctation .eyen. of their merirsis all the more 
assured them among p~sterity. , , ,The truth Dfmemajority is not 
abs?l:ute. but on the whole it is t~e -assurance of .the spirit oj the age, 
politlcal or historical truth, And if only o~ individual in a National 
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Assembly knows the word of the spirit of the age and speaks it (and 
such will ne,'er be lacking), then surely only egoism and malicious 
caprice remains in the minority. The majority shares its relati\-e 
error with the historical spirit and its assurance in general. which 
of course cannot prevent itself in turn from being negated by the 
future. "110 

The conviction of the truth of the masses is itself '''-irtue.'' This 
is the "discovery of our century," which eluded Hegel, although it 
is only a consequence of his s~-stem of thoug-ht, which includes the 
spirit in the world process. Hegel denied this truth on the basis of 
his own ,-iewpoint. still not sufficientl~- histor~cal. That is, contrary 
to his own principle. he doubted the power of the spirit; othen,-ise 
he WQuid not have expended so much effort in excluding the mass 
of the electorate from his system of rights. In its place, he arrind 
at the establishment of the classes and the absurd stipulation of 
primogeniture. In reality, even the material interests of the masses 
cannot go against the unfolding of the spjrit, because, ever, material 
progress is also spiritual progress if history is "all" and a product of 
the real spirit. 

As in the case of Marx, Ruge's criticism of Hegel's philosophy 
of right111 rests upon the principle of critical differentiation of meta
physical "essence" (TVescl1) from historical "existence" (Exist": 
enz). The general essence of the state is identical with that ~f the 
spirit, and thus definable by the general categories of logic (uni
versality. particularity,. indh~duality) and the philosophy of the 
spirit (will and freedom); but the real state, to which Hegel refers 
in agreement with his thesis of the reality -of freedom, is an historical 
existence, which therefore can be comprehended only h~torically 
alld criticized only with reference to its substantiality. "In logic or 
in the study of the eternal process . . . there are no existences. 
Here existence. the thinker and his spirit, is the indifferent basis, 
because what this individual does should be nothing else than . . . 
the unh'ersal action (of thought) itself ... 'Ye are concerned 
here with the universal essence as sUch. not its existence. In the 
natural sciences, the existence of tbe natural objt'cr is of ito' interest. 
Although ... the proc~es which erist are tbe object of exami
nation, they are nevertheless the indifferent, ever-recurring example 
of the eternal law and eternal behavior of nature in the course of its 
seIf-{'roducrion. Only with the entrance of history into the realm 
of science does existence itself become of interest. The movement of 
history is no lo~ger the cycle of recurring forms, ... but rather it 
brings to light new forms in the self-production of the spirit. As 
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this existence. the constirution of the spirit and the state in \"ariolls 
a!!es is of scientific interest. The circumstances of its formaoun arc 
n'O longer indifferent exalnples. but stages in this process. The pe
culiant\" of these historical existences is important for knowledge 
of them; the matter of concern is this existence as such."Il: There
fore, JUSt as dogmatic theolog~' was criticized by Strauss. Hegel'S 
absolute metaphysics of the state must be hi~roricall)' .criticized. 
This criticism is also the onl)' objecriYC criticism, because it judges 
according to the course of ac(U:!1 e\'ems, The historical change from 
universal essence to indi\~idual historical exisrence is nor yet present 
in Hegel'S philosophy of t!ght .. which, therefore. has the same im
palpable' character as his pheno.menologr. ~'The Hegelian state ',' , 
IS no more real than the Pl:ttomc. nor \\,111 It e\'er become more real; 
for although it refers' to the present-day state in the same way the 
Platonic did to the Greek. e\'en callin!! it by name, it does not dr:m' 
its conclusion from the historical process. 'and therefore has no di
rect effect upon the de\'elopment of political life and consciousness. 
Here the French are far in ad\'ance of us: the" are historical at all 
points. Among them the spirit is vital, and fornls the world accord
ing to its own design."·1l3 In order to prevent historical criticism 
from appearing." Hegel makes metaphysical essences of historical 
existences, for example~ giving a s~eculative demonstration of .he
reditary kingship.114 But the true connection of the concept with 
reality is not the apotheosis of existence into concept, but the reali
zation of the concept in actual existence. Even freedom never exists 
absolutely, but ah"a~'S relati\'e to specific .e~te.rna.l.~~cumstances of 
existence from which man liberates himself. Hegel remains on the 
side of the purely theoretical spirit and purely theoretical freedom, 
3lthoug~ hehimself,st~ted in the openin~ pa~agraphs of his philoso
phy of right that will IS only the other Side ort'hought, that theory 
IS itself practice, and the difference between the two is merely 
,,:hether t.he spirit [Urns inward or outward.l.l~ German philosophy 
~lsco\'ered theoretically this practical side of theorv~ but practica11y 
It hid it. True science does not go ba<;k to 10gle, bur out into the real 
~'orld of histol')~'''logic itselfis.drawn'into ~to~" ~d mUSt aHqw 
Itself to be comprehended as existence, because it belongs to the 

. st,ruc~re of this particular philosophy and th~ only'truth is in fact 
hlStonc:!!. E't'en truth is always in motion, it-.is sel~differentiation 
and self-criticism,lIc 
, , Similarl}\, the theoretica1 one-sidedness of Hegel's phiiosophy of 
~g~t can only be comprehemed historically 'and only bistQrico:lly 
)ust!fied, "Hegel'S age was not very fa\'orable for politics; it h .. d no 
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political journalism or public life whatever."117 The spirit retreated 
into theory and renounced practice. But Hegel had learned roo 
much from the Greeks and had lived through the great Reyolution 
with too clear a consciousness to avoid seeing that the extant, dy
nastic state of bourgeois society, with police and civil service, by no 
means corresponded to the idea of a public community, a "polis." 
Thus his rejection of imperative demands grows Out of a lad: of 
logic, the roots of which lie deep in the Prussian-German situation 
in which Hegel liyed. The systems of Kant and Hegel are systems 
of reason and freedom in the midst of irrationality and subjugation; 
?ut they.were constructed in such a way that they both hid this 
mcongrUity. 

K;m niade the famous statement to Mendelssohn: "Of course I 
think many things with absolute com:iction which I would neyer 
have the courage to say; but I shall never say anything that 1 do not 
think."IJ8 This divergence between public pronouncement and pri
vate thought restt; upon the fact that, "as a thinker," Kant was as 
different from himself "as a subject" as was the public life of his 
time from the private, and the general morality from the conscience 
of the individual. A subject was not allowed to be a philosopher; 
therefore, he becomes a dplomat, but without losing his "self
respect." His limited viewpoint is historically the ,Tiewpoint of 
"Protestant narrow-mindedness," which knows freedom only as a 
question of conscience, because it separates private from public 
virtue.119 

The c;ase of Hegel is even more dubious, because his philosophy 
elevates the Kantian viewpoint on morality and moral responsibility 
to a universal and political code of ethics. Now, as a philosopher, 
~l;Iegcl ~id not. have any sin1ilat: conflict with. t!1e Prussian Srate; on 
the contrary, it confirmed him in his philosophy, and thus he could 
declare himself to be on the side of thought, on good terms , .. ·ith the 
state.' But his agreement is on.ly apparent; it could only last as long 
as the absolutism of the Prussian Stare was reasonable enough to 
recognize the reason in Hegel's system, while Hegel, for his part, 
merely had an interest in securing his absolute system of knowledge 
and making it a force within the life of the state. Although Hegel 
originally was no enemy of political activism and criticism of the 
state, ·he later restricted himself to the development of his theory as 
such .. In his inaugural speech at Heidelberg. he declared his con
viction that philosophy should not engage in political reality, in 
which the enormpus interest during the period of me wars.of libera-
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tion displaced all interest in knowledge.120 To this, Ruge asks in
dignantl}, "What is- this supposed [0 mean?" and answers, uN othing 
less than: 'Ld us continue, gem~tmen. f:-om where we were before 
the revolution and the war, namei\-. in the furtherance of inner free
dom, the frec:dom of the Protes-rant spirit or abstract theory, of 
which philosophy is the ultimare perfection: Hegel perfected this 
form of freedom, bringing it to a climax; now it can only retreat."121 

This restriction to the notion as such was bound to lead to con
flict with reality; for, when a clear view of the essence of the state 
has been achieved, it is dri\'en to confront reality as criticism. Theo
retical freedom, in its private e.-cistence, was bound to disconr. 
through' censorship, that it is practically without value, because it 
is not itself public propert~-. But the "practical passion" of truc 
knowledge cannot be restrained. The conflict from which Hegel 
was preserved was resen-ed fa=- his pupils, "and so it becomes clear 
that the age, or the attitude of c0a5ciousness toward the world. was 
radically altered." "The denlop:::enr is no longer abstract; the age 
has become political, albeit there is still much lacking hefore it is 
sufficiently political."122 Nineree~th-century man, Ruge writes ap
ropos of a criticism of the "aesthetic" period of German civilization. 
cannot do without "ethical and political passion."I~a 

Transition from philosophieai criticism to political acth-ism and 
from narrow-minded conscience to broad-minded party loyalty 
typify Ruge's development. I!:. T ~-pical also is his forced retreat to 
the kind of historicism which no longer consciously makes history. 
but only writes "history. ~esid~ the p~blication of his own. collected 
works, the last ptece of work he performed in exile was a transla
tion of Buckle's History. of Ci:·;!i:Jti011 ;11 El1$!,ltllld. The task of 
theore~i~al !=ri~cism_ an~ P!~:~C"2~ re,-olution aga~nst the ~.xisting or
der, which- he mtroduced,_was raken up and connnued wlth absolute 
consistency by Marx. 

c K. Marx (/818-/~83) 

\Vhen Ruge went to Pam, after the banning Qf thcJJeutscbe 
I ah-biicber and there founded the Deutscb-Frl1ll,:.osiscbe "1br
~~i"b('r, it was l\larx who pro\-ided most of tbe assistance with this 
Journal. In it appeared in I~++ .\larx·s discussion of the Jewish 
quesrlon, the introduction to the criticism of the Hegelian philoso
phy of right, and an exchange of correspondence btrween Marx, 
Ruge, Bakunin, and Feuerbaeh. Soon afterward, Marx broke \\-i.th 
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Ruge. The extremely han;h judgment passed b), Rugc upon \1arx 
as a person.1Z

:. and,the no less ullfa\'orable opinion expres!-ed by 
Marx about Ruge. do nor alter the fact that they held principle!' in 
common. in their criticism of Hegel. The difference rests upon the 
fact that. in respect to scientific rigor and impact. \ Iarx far sur
passed the journalistic talent of Ruge. Of all the left-wing Hegel
ians. he was not only the most radical. but also the onh' one who 
was a match for Hegel in conceptual acuit~· and also in' erudition. 
Ruge's rhetoric is an essential component of his writings; Marx's is 
onl), a means to an end, and does not weaken the forcefulness of 
his critical anal\'Ses. How well schooled he is in H<:!!c1 i!' shown 
less by his earh: writin{!s referrine dirtcr!\' to He!!e!. ~ which were 
influe'nced 1)y F euerbach. than b): D.tS Kapit.?!, T-hc an:liyses pre
sented in this work. adthoug-h far remm'ed from Hegel in conrent. 
are u~thinkable without the incorporation of Hcg~)'s manner of 
reducmg a phenomenon to a norion. 

As he grew older, Marx came to determine the ;1Ctual course of 
histoq: by tbe changes in materia{~o-duction, and, to view the 
.§t[uggJe of t~ economic classes as the solemoti,'e force of all his
'torr, He thought he had" sercled accounts with iris -'~onner philo-
sophic conscience," but basically the original dialogue with Hegel 
remained e,'en after his tratisition to criticism of the econom\'. His 
first and also last criticism of Hegel beg-ins with an antithesis to 
:-Iegel's consummario'n. The question whIch mo\'es Marx in his dis
sen~rion concerns the possibility of a new beginning after that con
clUSIOn. 

His dissertation of 1840-1841 on Epicurus and Democrirus con
tains an indirect argument with the situation brought about by 
Hegel. Epicurus and, ~emoc~f.US. are \'iewed in connection. with 
Greek philosophy as perfected by Plato and Aristotle; an analogy 
is drawn to the dissolution of Hegelian philosophy by its ·material
istic and atheistic epigones. The introductory portion. di~cussing 
the relationships of classical Greek philcs~phy to the later philo
sophical sects. alludes to M,rx's own relationship to Hegel. "Greek 
philosophy.seemHo eFlcounter what a good tragedy sh;uld not en
counter: a feeble cndin~. "'ith Aristotle. the Macedonian Alexan
der of Greek philosophy. the objccti,'c bistory of philosophy in 
Greece 'seems .to come to a, halt. . A',. Epicmreans. Stoics,skeprics, 
all seem an inappropriate pOStscript, completely 'out of proportion 
·to their mighty premises.I

' llle But it would be' an error to assume' 
that Greek philosophy simply lived out its life; history shows that 
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the so-called decomposition products of Greek philosophy became 
the archetypes of the Roman ·spirit. the independcnt and intensive 
indiyidualin' of which is beyond doubt. And C\'en if this was tf'Ic 
end of classical philosophy. 'the death of a hero does not resemble 
the "bursting of a frog that has puffed himself up." but rather the 
setting of the sun. which promises a new day. "Furthermore, is it not 
a remarkable phenomenon that new system!> appear after the Pla
tonic and Aristotelian philosophers who made philosophy all
inclush'e, systems which do not depend upon these pre\'ious ample 
intellectual forms. but rather. re:-lchin!! furrher b.lCk. rum to the 
simplest schools: in physics. to the n:ltl~·Jl philo~()phers; in ethics. to 
the Socratic school?" Is. therefore. the net,1 :-It this time, after the 
departure of classical German philosoplJY. for.a similar concentra
tion and simplificaticm of philosophy. such as wcnt from Athens to 
Rome? But how. after Hegel. can we achicH' any point of view 
which neither copies him nor yet is completely arbitrary? Only 
through a radical disengagement from Hegel's iJ.ll-inClusiye philoso
phy, through a "suspension" of it which will also "realize" it. Phi
losophy is always at such a "nodal point" when its·abstract principle 
has become totally concrete. as in the case of Aristotle and Hegel. 
rhen the possibility.of continued developm'!nt in ,a straig~t line is 
mterrupted;· a full Circle has been descnbed. Two totaHHes now 
stand confronting each other: an all-inclusi\'c philosoph~·. and. op
posite it, the actual world of complete nonphilosoph),. For Hegel's 
reconciliation with reality was not within reality. but only with it. in 
the element of comprehension. Now philosophy must ~tself "tur~' 
outward" and engage the world. As a philosophy of the state, It 
becomes a philosophical politics. Then philosophy. which in Hegel 
was comerminous with the intelligent world, turns directly. tq thl! 
really existing world. and against philosoph),. This two-edged be
ha\'ior is the consequence of the division of the entire world of 
theory and practice into two mutually ex~lusi\'e totalities. Becaus~ it 
~ two totalities which confront each other, the disunion of the 
newly de\'eloping philosophy is itself total. The objecth'e uni
versality of a perfected philosophy "breaks dOWl1!-first into.·:the 
merely subjecth'e forms of consciousness 9f an indi\id.1I:11 philosophy 
which grows out of it. This teillpest. in which e\'erything wavers, 
fol~ows upon such nodal points of all-inclusive philoso} hy with his
toncal necessity. \, 'hoe\'er does not see this necessity ~\·ould have to 
~eny. as a logical consequence, thllt man can co!,tinue his spiritual 
Me after such a phil9sophy. Only this. theory Il]Jkes comprehensible 
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the appearance after Aristotle of Zeno. Epicurus. and Sextus Empiri
cus, anll after Hegel of "the usually llaseless, impm'efishcd experi
m:!nts of recent philosophy~"127 

In contrast to the other Young Hegelians, who only ''''anted to 
effect a partial refonnation of Hegel, ~larx g-4ined from history the 
insight that philosophy itself was at stake, "The halfhearted ones"
meaning philosophers like Ruge-"at such times hold to a, "iew con
trary to that of all generals. They think they C'lO repair the damage 
by a reduction in forces. by dissipation. by a peace pact with the 
real demands. \"hen Athens"-thilt is, philosophy-"was threat
eI!.ed by devastation, Themistocles"-that is, l\larx-"urged the 
Athenians to desert it completely, and to found upon the sea. upon 
a different element"-that is. upon the clement of political and eco
nomic practice. which must now be understood as "what is"-"a 
new Athens"-that is, a completely new kind of philosophy, which 
is not even a philosophy, according to the old definitions. It should 
also not be forgotten that the age following such catastrophes is an 
age of iron, "fortunate if characterized by the clash of titans, miser
able if like the centuries which limp along after great arristic epochs; 
these latter busy themselves with copying in plaster and copper what 
sprang from Carrara marble. But these are rimes of titans, these 
rimes v.'hi::h followed an all-inclusin philosophy and its fonns of 
subjective development. for gigantic is the dichotomy which is their 
unity. Thus Rome followed upon Stoic, skeptical, and Epicurean 
philosophy. They are wretched rimes and inflexible, for their gods 
have died, and the new goddess has the dark shape of fate, of pure 
light or pure darkness. The colors of day light arc still missing. But 
tl:e heart of the misery is that the soul of the agt! ... satisfied with 
itself ... cannot give recognition to ,!lny reality which has come 
into existence without its aid. The fortune in such misery ie;, there
fore. tqe subjective fonn ... in which philosophy, as' subjective 
consciousness" relafes itself to reality. Thus, for e.-xample, Epicurean 
and Stoic philo~ophy were the positi,'e results of their rime. Thus 
the noct!Jrilal 1)loth, when the universal sun has 'set. seeks out the 
bmp:light of !he indin.:ual.·'128 The statement that the new goddess 
has the dark form t),' an uncertain fate, either of pure light or of 
pure darkness, refers back to Hegel'S image of philosophy being 
carried on in the grey twilight of a world which has been com
pleted. For: Marx, this says: now, after the dissolution of the phi
losophy completed in Hegel, we cannot yet see with certainty 
whether this twilight is the evening twilight before the onset of a 
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dark night, or the twilight of dawn before the awakening of a nc,,· 
day.129 For Hegel. the seneseence of the real world is concomitanr 
with a final rejuvenation of philosophy. For )\1arx. who anticipate .. 
the future, a philosophy brought to completion is concomitant with 
the rejuvenation of the real world in opposition to the old philos(,
ph)". Through the realiiation of reason in the real world, philosophy 
as such is suspended, enters into the practice of existing l1onphiloso
phy. Philosophy has become Marxism, an immediately pr;lcrical 
theory. ' 

In Hg~ldh.c_ 'World was ~iven phjl(~sophical form; in ~1arx, 
philosophy must become completely worldly. Hegel's system is seen 
as a single abstract totality, ha\'ing a~ its other siu(' a tot31 irratioll
ality. Its inner polish and self-sufficiency is hroken; the "inner light" 
in Hegel's philpsophy becomes a "devouring flame," reaching our; 
the liberation of the world from non philosophy is at the same time 
the liberation of nonphilosophy fr0111 philosophy. From the then
rerical point of view, this new kind of philosophy does not. yet 
transcend Hegel's system, but is included within it. Therefore. the 
new way of philosophizing is aware of itself only in contr3St to the 
complete system; it docs not yet understand that its own dissolution 
of Hegelian philosophy is the most appropriate realization of the 
latter. For He.?-ers principle is ~lso Marx'~ pri.nciple: the uni!r of 
reason and reality, and reality itself as a union of essence and ~XISt
_cnce. Therefore: lHarx is forccd to attack in two directions: against 
t1'ic real world, and against existing philosophy. This is so b;cause 
he seeks to unite both in an all-inclusive totality of theory and prac
tice. His theory can beconle practical as criticism of \,·hat exists. as 
a critical differentiation between reality and idea, between essence 
and existence. In the fon11 of such criticism,. ~i~ th~.o!Lprepares the 
way for practical changes. On the other hano. one can argue bacl;:
wards from the nature of the "revolution" to the historical character 
of ~egelian philosophy. "Here we see the curricuiznn '1.~it"c of. a. 
philosophy narrowed down to its subjective point. just as the death 
of a hero can be made to tell the story of his life." 
.. ·Marx kld such a radical uDderstanding of the new situation that 

he could develop from a critic of the Hegelian philosophy of right 
.to the a.uthQr of Das Kapital. For tbis reason, he could better under
.stand Hegel'S "accommodation" to polipcal reality~han could Ruge. 
"It ·is conceivable· that some accommodation or other could lead a 
philosopher to some" inconsistency or other; he may even b.e aware 
of tlflS himself. But· he is not aware of the fact that the possibility of 
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this apparent accommodation has its deepest roots in an inadequacy 
or an inadequate formulation of his principle itself. If a philosopher 
really occomr:iOdated himself in this way, his pupils must explain on 
the basis of his essential, inner consciousness what he himself saw in 
the form of exoteric consciol1sness."13o Because Hegel'S philosophy 
does not include the world of theory a11d of practice, essence and 
existence, it must necessaril~- compare itself with what exists and 
accommodate itself, The entire concrete content of what is to be 
comprehended is al\\'a~-s predetermined for it by what-in the sense 
of that which exists-"is," 

The dialectic of theory and practice forms the basis not only of 
Marx's criticism of the idealistic philosophy of the spirit, but also of 
his criticism of Feuerbach's mate,rialistic philosophy, In the eleven 
theses on Feuerbach (1845), ~larx designates the major defect of 
earlier materialism: it apprehended sensuous reality only under the 
form of "obsen-ation" (theo!ia), and therefore as an already present 
"object," but not as the prod~ct of the acti\-ity and practice of 
sentient human beings_ l3l On the other hand, idealism, taking the 
subject as its point of departure, gave full weight to the latter's pro
ductive acti\'ity. but onlr in the abstract, as a spiritual f~amework. 
Neither spiritualism nor materialism understand "r.evolutionary," 
i.e., practical-critical. acm-ity. which contrIbutes must to the cre
ation of the human world, The historical reason for Feuerbach's 
limitation to a materialism of mere observation lies in the barriers 
erected by late bourgeois society, a society of mere consumers wno 
~o not know that everything they consume is the historical product 
of common human activity, that e\'el! an apple is the result of trade 
and world commerce, and is not at all just suddenly "there, "13:! It was 
Feuerbach's great. merit within this limitation to dissoh'e the reli
gious world into its secular basis, but without calling the latter into 
question either theoretically or practically. Feuerbach, too, "inter
preted" this world alienated from man differently, namely, hu
manly; but according to him the primary task was to "tramforyn" it 
through theoretical criticism and p~actical revolution,133 "'ith Marx, 
'fhe will to chMtge-the world does not mean direct action alone, but 
at the same time a criticism of previous interpretations of the world, 
a transformation of being and consciousness; for example, the 
'''political economy'.' is to be transformed both as actual economic 
:systein and as economic theory, for the latter is the consciousness of 
the fomler.1St 
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Using Engds' procedure.m popular Marxism simplified rh(" dia
lectical relationship between theory and practice hy freezing it ul"on 
an abstract-material "basis." the relationship of which to the theo
retical "superstructure" can be inverted with equal ease. as 7\1. 
"'eber shov,ed. 13

'; If, on the contrary. Marx's original insight is 
aahered to. then e\'en Hegel's "theory" can be seen as practical. 
F or the deeper reason why Hegel allows the content of his compre
hension to be ad\'anced without seeking to alter it through "criti
cism" lies not only in what it "interprers," ,but in what it stri\"Cs for 
as a practical goal. Hegel's comprehension sought to make its peace 
with reality. Bur Hegel could reconcile himself to the contradictions 
in the empirical world because, as the last Christian philosopher. he 
was in the world as though he were not of it. On the other hand, 
Marx's criticism of the existing order is not moti\'ated by mere 
"desire for change." It has its roots in a Promethean rebellion against 
the Christian order of creation. Only the atheism of man with faith 
in himself must also see to the creation of the world, This atheistic 
motif of 1\larx's "materialism" is expressed in the theme of his dis
sertation on two classical atheists and materialists. For him. Epicurus 
is the greatest representati\'e of the Greek enlightenment. He was 
the first amon~ mortal men to dare to defy the {!ods of hea\'en. The 
philosophy ot human "self-consciousneSs" ac'kno\\'ledges Prome
theus as the most honored martyr in the philosophic calend~r. 
against all the gods of heaven and earth. l !!; The destruction of the 
Christian religion is the prerequisite for the construction of a world 
in which man is his own master. 

Therefore, ;\larx's criticism of the Prussian State and He{!eli:m 
philosophy of the state begins with the statement that criticiSm of 
r~ligion-the "prerequisite for all criticism" of the world- is essen
tiall\, concluded. "It is therefore the duty of history. the beyond of 
rrurh ha\'ing \'anished, to establish the trutJ1 of thiS world. Philoso
phy is in tile sen'ice of history. Irs primary duty. once the sacred 
Image of hU~lan self-estrangement has been unmasked. is to unmask 
self-estrangement in all its unholy fomls. Criticism of hca"cn is 
transformed tberebv into critieism'of earth. criticism efreli{!ion into 
c.riticism of right. c'riticism of theology into criticism of politics."138 
Together with philosophy. economic criticism stands in the sef\'ice 
of history. This is the·starting-voHK.for an ~derstanding of Marx's 
peculiarly "hiStorical" materialism, His historical studies. of the class 
struggles in France, the French Civil \Var, the Eighteenth of Bru-
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maire, and the German bourgeoisie are not a mere b~'-product of his 
politico-economic analyses; they are an essentiJI c-omponem of his 
basic concepti,)n of the entire human world as being h_i~roric:11. 

In spite of his presupposition that philosophic theory stands in 
the service of historical practice.J.Jarx's criticism is not direcred. as 
one would expect, at immediate_ political reality. but rather at the 
Hegelian philosophy of the state: instead of at the "original," at a 
"copy." The reason for this apparently "idealistic" turn lies within 
historical reality. The German political situation in the forties is an 
"anachronism" within the modern European world, dating from the 
French Revolution. German. history has not eyen caught up with 
what has,taken place in France since J 789. '.I'Ve h:l\'e shared in the 
Restoration of the modern nations without sharing in their revolu
tions. ""e were restored; first, because other nations dared a revolu
tion, and second, because other nations suffered a counterre\·olution. 
the one time because our rulers were afraid, the other time because 
our rulers were unafraid. \Ve, with our pastors in the lead. found 
ourselves in the company of freedom on the day of its burial."139 
Germany has experienced only one radical act of liberation, the 
Peasants' War,HO and it came fO grief in the Reformation~ in which
Germany's revolutionary past _manifested itSelf "theoretically," j.e., 
religiously. Bur today. "when-theology itsf!lf has come to grief, the 
greatest bondage of German history, our status quo, will come to 
grief in philosophy," that is, in Marx's historical practice of philo
sophic theory. InteUectually, the Germans have already anticipated 
th~ir future bistory in Hegel's Recbtspbilosopliic. the principle of 
'which transcends the present state of affairs in Germany. ""'e are 
philosophical conremporaries of the present, without being its his
torical contemporaries. German philosophy-is -the ideal extension of 
German history .... Among the 'progressi\'e nations, there is a 
practical dissociation from the modern conditions of the srnrc. In 
Germanv, where these conditions do not even exist, there is critical 
dissociatlon from the philosophical reflection of these conditions. 
German philosophy of right amtthc statejSJhc only pan of.German 
history «tat stands on a par -with the nfficial modern preSent. fhe 
German people must therefore.includc tbis dream hisrory in its arti
tude toward existing conditions; not only the:;e conditions~ but also 
their abStract ~tension must be subjecte;4to criticism. The future 
of the German nation cannot restrict itself to an immediatc denial 
of its real political and legal conditio.n~, nor to an immediatc execu
tien of ideal con-ditions. In its ideal coriditions, it possesses the im-
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mediate denial of its real conditions; and, in the view M its neirrhbors, 
it "has almost outlived the immediate execution· of its ideal ~ondi
tions.'·Hl 

To what extent this criticism makes Marx an Hegelian or Heg-el 
a "~Iarxist" is shown by Hegel's e:\-position of the diffJ!ring re)ati~n
ship between philosophy and reality in France and in Germany. He, 
too, states that the principle of freedom is present in Germany only 
as notion, while in France it has achieved political existence. "The 
reality which has come to the fore in Gemlany apptars as an act of 
violence of external circumstances and rdction ag-ainst it. "H~ The 
French h1lvc a "feeling for reality, for action, fo~ getting a thing 
done. \ \' e have all kinds of commotion within our heads ... and 
the German head prefers'to lie quietly with its sleeping cap on, 
operating completely within itself."H3 

From this difference, Heg-el drew the following- conclusion: 
these two forms, each one-sid'ed, of theoretical and practical free
dom must be comprehended concretely out of the "unity of thought 
and being," the basic idea of philosophy. In actual practice, with this 
·speculative move, he did not place himself above particular reality, 
but rather on the side of Genllan theory. 
,. YVith regard to the relariomh~p of philosophy ro reali.f)', ~Iarx 
took up a twofold position: he opposed the practical demand of a 
simple negation of philosophy, and also the mercl~' theoretical criti
cism of the political p!lrty. The one side believes that German phi
losophy docs not' belong to realif)', and would like to abrogate 
philosophy without realizing it; the other side holds that philosophy 
can be realized without :lbrog-3ting- it. True criticism must do both. 
It is a critical ana-lvsis of the~ modern state, and at the same time a 
dissolution of pre\:ious political consciousness, the final, most uni
versal expression of which is Hegel's philosophy of right. "Only in 
Germany was the specula~ive philosophy of· right P?ssible, t.his 
abstract, rapturous thougltt of the modrrn state, the real.ty of whIch 
remains in the beyond. . . • Conversdy, the German idea of the 
mo~ern S!at~, abst'racting frC':u rea/l1wi, was possible only because 
and to tlte·ex.tent that the modern state itself abstracts from '.real man, 
or satisfies the wbole man m a way which is merely imag-inarv. In 
politics, the Germans ·have tbOllgl1t what the other nat' ions 'haye 
done. Germany was their theoretical conscience, The abstraction 
and arrogance of its thought always kept pace with the one-sided
ness and modesty of their reality. Thus if the status quo of the 
German political structure expresses the perfection of the 'Incien 
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regime. . . . the status quo of Gennan political theor~- expresses 
the imperfection of the modern !'orate. "lH .\1arx's dominant interest 
in theoretical criricism of the philosophy of right is based on this 
practical significance of the Hegelian theory for Genmn history. a:; 

The dialectical unit~- in .\1arx's e\-aluation of German philosophy 
and reality differentiates him from both Old and Youn~ 'Hegelian
ism, which still lacked the practical or material viewpomt necessary 
for the comprehension of the real history of the world. In the draft 
of a preface to the DClIfscbe Ideologic. !\larx derides the "innocent 
fantasies" of the Youn!! Hcgelians. whose revolutionary cliches 
are received \\j.rh a~\'e a~d ho;ror by the German public. The pur
pose of the Deutscbe Ide%Sf,ie was to unmask "these sheep who 
think themseh'cs waIns" and were so thought by others, as well as 
to show that the boasting of these philosophers merely reflects the 
wretchedness of conditions in Gennanv. 

"As German ideologues report," begins the section on Feuer
bach, "in recent years German~- has gone through an uphea\'al with
out parallel. The decay of the Hegelian system. which began with 
Strauss, has de\'eloped into a world-,\ide ferment, into which are 
pulled 'all the forces of the past.' In the uniYersal chaos, mighty. 
empires have been formed only to ,-anish once mOAe, heroes tia'-t; 
emerged suddenly only to be hurled b<lck into the darkness by more 
daring and more powerful ri,-als_ It was a revolution in comparison 
to which the French Re"olution is a children's game, a world 
struggle in the presence of which the battles of the diadochi seem 
petry .. The principals displaced each o\her, the heroes of thought 
O\'erthrew each other with unexampled rapidity, and in the three 
years from 1842 to 1845. more was set in order in Germany than 
had been iY:1 the pre"ious three Cflltw:ies. "14e But in. actual fact, there 
is no revolution at all. but only the ·"decay of ·the absolute spirit." 
The ,-arious philosophic "entrepreneurs" who had previously lived 
off the extension of the Hegelian spirit speedily formed new. alli
ances; they squandered their inheritance in mutual competition. "At 
first it was carried on in a way rather ordinary and without imagina
.non. Later, when·the German marker 'Was ftood~d and. irt spite of 
every effort, the wares were not popular on the world market. the 
business was destroyed in the customary Ge.rinan way: mass pro
duction of outwardly attractive goods. reduction ofqualiry, sophis
dcation of raw. material, false advertising, sham purchases. bill
jobbing, and a system of credit without any basis in teality. The 
competition turnell into a bitter struggle, which we nOw acclaim, 
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construing it as an historic re\'olution, prochcing enonnous results 
and gains, To e\'aluare correctly this philosophical medicine show, 
which awakens a beneficent feeling ot national pride e\'en in the 
breast of a respectable Gcrman citizen, the local narrow-mindedness 
of the whole Young Hegelian mo\'emcnt, in order to display the 
tragicomic contrast ben,'ecn the real accomplishments of these 
heroes and the illusions entertained about these accomplishments, it 
is necessary to take a look at the whole spectacle from a standpoint 
outsidc of Germany."I4; 

In contrast to French criticism, German criticism never left the 
realm of philosophy, e\'en in its most radical efforts. "Far from 
subjecting thcir uni\"ersal philosophical hypotheses to searching 
critlcism, all their questions arose within the framework of one 
particular philosophic system, the Hegelian, There is a mystifica
tion not only in their answers, but e\'en in the questions themseh·es. 
This dependence on Hegel is the reason why none of these recent 
critics eyen attempted a criticism of the Hegelian system, howev~r 
much they all declared that they had transcended Hegel. Therr 
polemic against Hegel and against each other is limited to the fact 
t~at each takes a page of the Hegelian system and turns it against 
tb.e whole, as well as against the pages 541ken out by ,the others. At 
first. p,ure. undistorted' Hegelian categories were taken, such as sub
stance and self-consciousness; later, these categories were profaned 
\'lith more secular names, such as 'species,' 'the individual,' 'man,' 
etc,"BS 

The real acc;omplishment of German criticism is limited to the 
criticism of theology and religion, under which ethical. legal. and 
political ideas were' subsumed. The Young Hegelians ''.criticized'' 
e\'erything by.the simple expedient of declaring it "theological"; the 
Old Hegelians "comprehended" everything as soon as it could be 
reduced. to Hegelian categories, Both parties are united by a com
mon faith in rhe rule of uru,:ersal notions; the one side attacks this 
nile as usurpation, while the other considers it legitimate. The Old 
Hegelians. want to conserve the old consciousness, the Young 
~egeljans want to revolu6onite it, both equaHy far from the true 
hIstorical situation-whether the consciousness they insist upon IS 

'''human'' (Feuerbach),. "critical" (Bauer), or "egoistic" (Smner). 
''This demand that the consciousness be altered elves way to the 
demand .that existing reality be interpreted differently, ·that is, be 
granted recognitiofl· by means of a different interpretation. In spite 
of their purportedly 'earthshaking' words, the Young Hegelian 
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ideologues are the greatest conservatives. The youngest of them 
ha\'C found the right form of expression for thc'lr acti\'ity when 
they state that they are only fighting against 'cliches.' But thc), 
forget that they themselves have nothing but cliches to opposc to 
these cliches, and that they arc not attacking the real ,,"orld when 
they merely attack the cliches of this world. The onh- results of 
which this' philosophical criticism was capable wcrc a fe,,", O\1e
sided clarifications of Christianity from the viewpoint of history of 
religions. AU their "other claims are merely further emhellishments 
of their pretension of having furnished discO\'eries of historic im
port with these insignificant clarifications. It never"->cclllTcd to any 
of these philosophers to inquire into the rt!lationship hct,,"een Ger
man philosoph~' and German realit~" into the rehnionship of their 
criticism to their own material cm'ironment."Hf' The boundary of 
their theory was historical practice; within this limitation, rhey 
went as far as possiblc without ceasing to continue to exist in philo
sophic self-consciousness, 

In opposition to this entire Gennan ideology. l\larx de\'Cloped 
his materialistic vicw of history. which has since determined the 
thought of non-Marxists and anti-l\larxisrs more than the\' them
scl\'c~ realize. In resp.~ct to Hegel's spiritual wor41,.it makes ~o basic 
difference whether Geistesgeschicbte after Hegel is gi"en a ma
terial interpretation based on the economic factors of production. in 
general sociological tenus, or based on "sociohistorical realit~r," 
whether history is organized bv classes or bv races. The\' all, like 
Marx. \vould comprc;~end "the 'real life-process" and "the "particular 
way of J,i\'ing"; these are not unconditional. but are the very pre
condition for a particular mode of thought. "A point of view is not 
unconditional. "·It proceeds- from "real .eondirions.-· it never lcav~ 
them for· a moment. Its preconditions are human beings, not in some 
fantastic abstraction and seclusion, but in their rcal . , . process of 
developmellt under specific conditions. As soon as this active lifc
process is described, history ceases to be a collection of lifeless facts, 
.as is tbe case even with the abstract empiricists, or an imaginary 
action of imaginary subjects, as is the case with the idealists."liO 
Marx declares this conditionality of all historical existence alone to 
be uRConditional. Hegel's meraph\'Sics of the history of the spirit is 
developed thereby to the most' e~treme position possible, made 
tern poral, 3nd placed in the service of history. 

From this historical poine of view, Marx sees all previous history 
in the role of'mere "prehistory" leading up to a total transformanon 
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of the existing economic siruation, the way in: which men produce 
their physic:l.1 and intellectual life. To this "nodal point" !n the 
histo~y of philosophy there corresponds a. point of intersection in 
the hIstory of the wQrld between the future and the past. The only 
thing radical enough to he compared to Marx is (he con\"erse pro
gram of Stirner, whose book divides the entire history of the world 
into two sections, entitled ",\lan" and "I." 

d AI. Stimer (1806-1856) 

Somer's book Der Eil1zige ul1d seil1 Eige1lt/ll1J has usually been 
considered the -anarchic product -of an eccentric, but it is in reality 
an ultimate logical consequence of Hegel's historical system. which 
-allegorically displaced-it reproduces exactly. Stimer himself ad
mits this derivation from Hegel in his discussion of Bauer's POS,lll1lc. 

At the conclusion of his hist~ry of philosophy, Hegel himself sum
moned men to grasp the spirit of the age and bring it from obscurity 
into the light of day-each in his o\-\"n place. Marx, too. saw Stirner's 
book as a srudy of history after the pattern of Hegel. and furnished 
evidence in detail.151 Stirner's Hegelianism is disguised by Jlis ascrip
tion of names to the Hegelian caregories which are popular. and 
thus gives an impression of be'ing mort concrete, presuming himself 
thereby to be above the history of the "spirit."Ir.~ 

The "indiyidual and his individuality" draws life from the belief 
that it is the beg;nning of a new epoch, in which each individual "I" 
becomes the owner of his individu:II world. For this revolution, 
Stifner rerurns to !'creative nothingness." Starting from this point, 
he outlines the history of the "old" and "new" world of paganism 
and Christianity . .against an..es.chatological horizon.:. "I" am th€; new 
beginning. To the citizens of the old world, the ''''orId was a ma
terial truth, after which came CIn-istianitv; to t005(, of the new, the 
spirit became supernatural truth, after wllich comc' Stimer, fo1l6w
ing upon Feuerbach. The last offshoot of the "sj)irirual" history of 
Christianity is the political, social, and human~ "liheralism" of th~ 
left-wing Hegeliarts. whidt Sdmer overtrum~ witll his "alliance."of 
egoIStS." Radicaf-that is, without roots-as hc is, he has put bchjnd 
him the "worldly wisdom" of the Greeks, the "theology" of the 
Christians, and the "theological insurrections" of the most modern 
atheists. 

For two thousand years, man has. boen at work trying to profane 
the ~p\rit which originally was h01y. The Christian faith in the spirit 
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which ci,-cs life rcached irs final and hie:hest form in Hce:el. The 
process~which began at the close of the Catholic Middle Ag.es dme 
to a clima\: in him, Luther sanctified all secular being through faith; 
Descartes. through foundation in thought; and Hegel. ~through 
speculati,-c reason, "Therefore Hegel. a ~Lurheran. succeeded , : , 
in applying the notion to everything, In e\-erything there is rea~on. 
that is, Holy Spirit,"I:':! But in light of the "perfect bagatelle" 
achic\-ed bv Stirner. the difference between Luther. Descartes. and 
H,eg~1 shri'nks to nothing_ They all belic\-ed in someth,ing di,-inc 
wlth1i1 man. they were not yet aware of completely ordmar), man,' 
JUSt as he is, who is his own "I." FiRalh-, thc '''man'' of hl1m:mirari:lI1-
ism still seemed to be a di"ine truth; but he is onl" a "solemn clichc." 
which Stirner transcends with his "absolute clicJ1C" of the indi,-idual 
as the end of all cliches. Therefore his point of deparrure is neither 
spirit nor man, bur exclusively himself. At the utmost limit of a lost 
faith in the Christian spirit and the pagan world, Sorner's "I" creates 
its world Out of nothing. And it becomes evident that man has no 
uni"ersal "destiny" anl "dutv" at all.lj~ for the significance of the 
indi"!~~al resides solely and uniquely in his own individual power of 
acqm~lt1on. 

If ~ne ne"ertheless inq.uires after a llni,-ersal destin\' of man. one 
is still within "the magic circle of Christianic\" .. and w'ithin the st,lte 
of tension between -universal (di,-ine) "eSsence" and indi\'idual 
(earthl~') "existence." Christianity, which was as concerned as was 
a:ltiquity about the di,;ne, ne\'er achie,-ed an unambiguous history 
within the world. The Christian had before his eves the sah'atio:l of 
the world as the I~end of days." or the sah-ation of man as the "goal 
of history"; neither saw history in the immediate "moment."I:,:; 
which is the temporal locus of the "I." On:)' man as "I." freed from 
magic; neither a citizen of the Christian kingdom of God nor an 
official in He.gcl's spiritual kingdom of the world, is per se the his
tory of the world-"and that transcends Christi:tnity!" The indi
vidual has no concern for the rest of the, world. which lies at his 
disposal. "If I r.ely upon myself, an indi"idual, I am grounded upon 
the transitory, mortal creator of myself. coRsuming' myself, and I 
may say: I rely upon norhing." Thus Stinler ends his historical 
system, based on the consummation achieved by Hegel, on a note of 
extreme 'reduction of everything to the finite and temporal, no 
lon&er considering tile general "species" of man as Marx, but only 
the ~'I'" 
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From the standpoint .of the materialistic conception of history. 
Man. tore into this svstem in his criticism, Sallkt Mar, as a "spirimal
hisror~'" which has become "phantom-history:' Stirner confuses the 
"locai outcome in Berlin," that the entire world "i5 sick and tired of 
HegeUan philosophy," with his "individual" world empire. "In the 
case of a provincial Berlin schoolmaster or writer, ... whose activ
ity is restricted to hard work on the one hand and intellectual pleas
ure on the other, wi,ose world extends from Moabit to Kopenick 
and is boarded up behind the Hamburg gate. 'Whose connections 
with this world arc reduc'ed ro a minimum h~' his miserable position 
in life, it is unavoidable, in the case of sllch an individual, that he 
have an intellectual need to make his thought as abstract as his person 
and his life."l~.r. Such a thinker must let philosophy come· to an end 
"by proclaiming his o"-n lack of thought as the Fnd of philosophy 
and its triumphant entrance into corporeal life," while in reality he 
was only "spinning upon his speculative heel." 

~larx's purpose is to demonstrate positively that Stirner is merely 
the most radical ideologue of decayed bourgeois society, a society of 
"isolated individuals." '''hat Stirner liberates himself from are not 
real-life situations, but merely intellectual situations. He himself 
ne\'er sees through them because he is trapped in the private egoism 
of bourgeois society. Therefore he makes of the pri,-:tte indi,;dual 
and pri~'ate property an absolute "category" of the indi"idual and 
property in general. In opposition to this thesis -of the property of 
the "individu21," Marx demanded an expropriation, in order to gi,-e 
to man as "a member of a species'.' the world as his own. Stirner and 
~Iarx philosophize against each other in the same desert of freedom: 
l\1arx's man. alienated from himself, must transform the entire exist
ing world through re,-olurion. in order to be at one \\-ith himself 
under the new order; on the other hand. Stimer's (IT,"" haying -freed" 
itself completely from e,·erything. has nothing else to. do 'than rurn 
back to its own nothingness. in order to make use of the world just 
as it is, to the extent that it is serviceable to him. 

e B. Bafler (18o~f88i-)-

Bauer's literary work begins with a criticism of the accounts of 
the s;vnoptic ~pels, and. cnds with a profusion of historical stUdies 
which treat the revolutionary movements of the -eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries in France-and Germany. JI;1 His thought is com-
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pletely historical. as is tme of all the younger Hegeli:ms. The highest 
stage of intellectual activity is the historical process. In comrast to 
the left-wing Hegelians, who wantcf: to continlle the practice of 
philosophy, he proclaimed the final end of metaphy~ics; for his own 
part, he devoted himself to a permancn.t criticism thc "purit~,,, of 
which did n'Ot permit a practical application. He sought neither to 
"transform'" the existing world, nor "make use of it" for his own 
purposes, bu.\. rather, critically to illuminate the historical situation, 
Even his attitude toward Hegel's consummation is dCren11ined his
torically; the conclusion of the Christian-Germanic world is seen 
against' the background of the rising powcr of Russia. In 1853. hc 
wrote a' study entitled, Russ/a71d lmd d.u Gcr1lJ,mClltllJll. which 
anticipates some of Dosroeyski's ideas. In it. hc anal\'Zcs the histori-
cal position of German philosophy. . 

Kant's philosophic and political ideas movc within the limits of 
the French Re\'olution, in which he sa\\" the hig-hest surety for the 
natural moral tendency of man to progress. H; arrivcd at his view 
of the task of history on the basis of his knowled!Ze of this revolu
tion. Fichte fla,tterel the pride of the Germans by representing them 
as the primal creative people, and linked the restoration of the rest 
of m~kil'ld to the self~gssertion of their nature. Hegel's consumma
tion of lmowleJge, as a reco1lection of past history. represents a 
conclusion. He exclu8ed from his presentation the possibility of a 
break with aU prior civilization. and did not allow the question of a 
new age t<!> arise. "All these German philosophers who expressed 
most grandly 'and purely the views of their nation were thinking 
only'of the ',,"est-for them, the East did not exist-there was no 
rehitionshlp for them between the Gen11anic 'world and RUSSia. And 
yet Catherine, as early as in the time of Kant, had hrought this entire 
iand mass under. the power ora dictatorship which Ll~ surpassed' in 
power, influence, and historical signific.;lI1cc that of Charles Y of 
Spain or Louis XIV of Francc.".1~8 The question of today is 
"whether the Germanic world will sun·i\'e the downfall of our old 
civilization, (for nothing is more certain than its downfall), or 
whether thl?. Ru~an (Ultion alone will' deten11ine the n~w civiliza
tion, whether [he age' that is beginning will be called the age of 
Russia, or the German name wiII stand m'xt to the Russian."159 
"Th~ German question ~nd the Russian question are the only two 
y~t:il questions of modern Europe, but the latter is already so pre
cISely formulated that its answer must precede that of the other. 
It is supported by an organization so great that \:he power to which 
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its conduct is subject can detcrminc the moment in which it wishes 
to provide the anSWd" and cut through r.he Gordian knot."160 

In connection with the dissolution of Europe. Bauer c\'alu3res 
"the end of philosophy"lSI as the natural conclusion of an historical 
de\·elop'ment,.as a transition to. a new organization Qf the world, ooth 
political and spirimal. "Is it a mere accident that philosophy~ to 
which the Germans ha\'c dedicated their best minds for the p:tst 
eighty years, should collapse at the yer)' moment in which Gemlany, 
with all its National Asscmhlies, congresses, and trade confercnces, 
is seeking in vain for tile locus of inner strength which would oe 
necessary to organize it? Is it a mere accident ~that the conqucring 
power \\'ith which philosophy subjugated all the individual sciences. 
moral as well as physical. should be completely destroyed. that the 
supremacy which it has hitherto exerted o\,er all other sciences 
should be called into qucstion in the very momcnt in which the 
nation that convulsed the \ \' CSt in the name of philosophy . . . has 
likewise lost its offensi\'e power? ... Is it a mere accident, finally. 
that in the very moment in which the spiritual supremacy of the 
metaphysicians has attained its culmination a nation is asserting its 
dictatorship over the continent. a nation to which, from the very 
beginning of its existence. the philo~ophic work of the "~est has 
remained alien. which holds no brief with the metaphysics of the 
"'cst, and which-we mean the Russian nation-knows only one 
point of view, what is practical? No! There is no doubt: the catas
trophe which has siJ1\ultaneollsl~' befallen the entire European politi
cal system, constitutionalism as well as metaphysics, is an inwardl~' 
consistent evcnt."IG:! The uni,'ersiries. Bauer continues in detail, ha\'c 
lost thcir attraction, their professors of philosophy are mere re
peaters of antiquated systems; they no longer produce a single new 
thought which could mO\'e the world as in the past. The uni\'ersa\ 
poverty of the time. a spiritual and economic "pauperism,"16.1 has 
destroyed all interest in metaphysical ~tudies. 'Vith good reason the 
number of students enrolled at the un,iversities declincs each year, 
While the ~ngineering schools are gro\\'ing. Even the academies bear 
witness to the decline of general studies.. since they are 'fillin'g om 
their ranks with the most ordinan' men. "The nations which seek 
finally to come into being through the subjugation of nature need 
only'the engineer, who builds industrial firms on new ~na logical 
principles, or ovenhrows pre\'iously fearsome difficulties in the 
setting up of means of communication. He is the man in whom the 
nations in their practical struggle with space and time put theirnust. 
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Bur the~o ha,oe neither the time nor the inclination to listen to phi
losophers guarrc1 ()\'er rhe concept of time and space. nor to interest 
themsel\"('!' in the c;kill with which these S:lmc philo!'ophers make the 
transition from idea to natureo And the !!oyernmems: The standin!! 
armies a re their philosophic schools, which have agreed for the pres~
em ((l instruct rhe nations in the onl~' system appropriate to the age: 
peace and order. :\ t the uni"crsities, they only put up with the 
teachers of the old metaph~osics as one puts up with an old ruin 
beside a new establishment as long as pressing needs do not demand 
its demolition." "And Europe is rig-ht. It is onl~o expressing what 
German criticism had stated and be!!Un to carry om ten years earliero 
If Europe has turned away from~ metaphysIcs' fore\"(:ro thi. .. same 
metaphysics has been destroyed forc,oer by criticism. There will 
never again be a metaphysical system set up. that is, none which \\ill 
claim a place in the history of choilization."lc4 

Instead. imperialistic dictatorships will dominate Europe, 
through which the question "Russia or Europe?" will be decided. 
"The illusion of the March Re\Oolution that the time has come in 
which the members of the family of nations, protected by the new 
principle of equal rights against pre\'ious influe!1ces in their self
determination. will constitute themselves independentl\" and. work 
togeth~d n . peace (an musion wl1teh has been expressed in tfie . . . 
experiments of indi\'idual go,oemments. as well as in the idea of a 
Congress of Nations and in the deliberations of me p~ce con
gresses), this illusion. as all the others which determine the era of a 
new freedom-sipce-th~ downf~1J of pre\"iol..ls barriers of personal. 
acthoity, must be dissolved in the recognition of a power more 
rigorously appliedo They will all suffer the same fate as the illusion 
which sees a cQrnplete solutiqn ~n ~ndh'iduali~Jl1, the result of the last 
sixtv vears of rev.olirtion, but is forced daily to disco:"oer that this 
indh·idualism is only a temporary arrangement; it comprises only 
O11C aspect, and. i~ l?ound bv an iro~ law to its opposite, imperialism 
and dictatorship.':J6r. The destruction of the 'old alliances and classes 
has robbed the 'individual of his personal importance as a member of 
"articular bod.ics. and slJ9iected him m an "expwnded ~ of 
centralization' and the absolute power of the v.'hole." ""'or I- has 
~ee~ freed: but itS libe~tion h~s resulted in a m~re p~werful ~ntral
lzanon' whIch gFasps With !in If OR ann all. the mdlvldual e~nces 
which felt happy an'd protecte~ in their pre\"ious sedusion. com
pelling them to subniit or perish." Once again there will be a law 
over mankind, just as'in the old "military-theological world" before 
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the French Re\'olution, taking mankind into its protection and 
orderin£! irs (;l1loriom.· thou{!ht, anJ volition accordill{! ro fixed 
standards, But we do not ye~l have the "historical sciellce of law" 
which could grasp the popular spirit of the masses as did the old 
moral order. In this area. the natural sciences still maintain their lead. 
Between rhe anarch\' which faces us and the form of society and 
~o\'Crnment which is yet to come, our contemporaries are rc;otless 
indi\·iduJl~. anxiously asking. "\\ 'hat now~ "-Supp()sing that their 
diss;'ltisfacrion with today already contains the strength of the 
fumre. 

In contrast to them. Bauer_takes his stand upon his 0\\'\1 "seli
being:' 'as the true philosophical standpoint in periods of radical 
change, "'hen the political power of Rome colbpsell. the Christiam 
were the "party of the future" precisely because they a\'oided all 
political acti\'ity. Similarly. what is necessary now is refusal co be
come im'oh'cd in the existing order and assertion of oneself against 
the powers of gO\'ernment ~as the nucleus of a new community, 
"Like the earl V Christians, all who bear within them an idea tran
scendin{! the moment are absolute strangers to the affairs of state. 
],qst as the Christians' opposed their passi~e resistance co the momen
tarv "ictorv of the Empire and waited for their future. so now entire 
p'ahies ha\'c withdra,,,,n into passi,'e resistance against the dominant 
moment,"lG6 At such turning points of history. positiye creati,'e 
power necessarily appears negative. Toward the existing state and 
religious tradition. Socrates boasted of his lack of knowledge,ls. the 
Christiat:ls were concerned for nothing beyond the sah'ation of the 
soul, and, at the end of the Middle Ages, Descartes bade man doubt 
e"erything which is not based on self-consciousness, But just these 
"heroic:: deeds of negation"'68 created new worlds, Similarly, the im:: 
portant thing now is to will nothing-of the old-in order to gi,'e 
mankind dominion o',·er the world. for this man needs a new begi~
ning based on his own strength, a beginnjng 1\'hich-in contrast to 
the revolutions of 1789 and 1848-must not be iO\'oh'ed in anr of 
the dead elements, . 

'\~ith Hegelian faith in the. '}etemal course of history." Bauer 
destroye~ the present in his critical-historical works. surpassing the 
negath',ity of romantic iron'~' in. t~~ sa~e way as Kierkeg~ard. but 
for a dIfferent purpose. ThIS crmcIsm IS absolute bcc:mse It recog
nizes nothing all being absolutely valid, e,'en negating itself in its 
Own critical process. Iris therefore quite delibcrarel), different from 
the previous philosophic, theological, and political criticism of 
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Feuerbacll. Strauss. and RugC". who all desired to be positive and 
were therefc-e forced to he one-sided, "'hile Baller analyzes thc 
variom: non;:'lItiries with stoical equanimity. fhe basic thenlc of his 
historical criticism was the French RcnJlurinn as the beQinninj:! of 
a uni\'ersal destruction. But his O\\'n peculi;u crirkal a(,cOl~pli5hl~,em 
consisted in the "discO\'er~'" of the Christi;mit~· both represented 
and at the Same timc attack cd hy Kierkegaard. His critical nihilism, 
limited only by his faith in history. did nor ha\'e an extended in
fluence in Ilis own da, .. hut more th:m a cenmrv later came to life 
once more in a ncw "parry of the furure," Political writers of the 
circle of the "Resistancc" rouk up Ihllcr's idcas and applied them to 
the present. ](111 ' •• , , 

f S. Kicrkcg<7tTrd (1813-/,(;55) 

If Kierkegaard is not taken as a mere "exception." but as an 
outstanding phenomenon within the historical movement of his 
age. it becomes clear that his "indi\'idualit,," was not at all indi
y.1QJJal. bUL~,,\\jd_espread reac(io~- to the con' temporary condition of 
the world. A contemporary of Bauer and Stimer, of Marx and 
F euerbach, he ~'as above aILds.e_!L,~ritic of the events of his tim~, 
and his Either-Or .. in matters of Ch~m.l'lity. was a1su aetenninCtl 
h}:_d1!!~cial a~oliJical movement. "In tinies like thcse everything 
is politics," begins the foreword to his two obsenrations on the 
"individual" (1847), which concludes with the statcment that what 

, the time dem~nds, ~:M.l1£~.o.~,i~Lr.dpmls, is th~ opposire of wha~ it 
needs, namely somghjng,~bs9Iurel)' fiml. It is the misfornme of the 
present to have become mere "time:' wanting nothing more to do 
with eternity. In tbe work which Kierkegaard in r R 5 1 commended 
'to 't11e present Tof""self-c'xaniination," we read in the discoufSe on 
the outpouring of the Holy Spirir that today hardly anyone can he 
found who does not believe in the "spirir of thc age," no matter 
how much he mav otherwise be blessed with medjocritv and stand 
under the curse of paltry regard. "Even he believes,' firmly and 
obstinately, in the spirit of the,age." He 'Considers tlll: s.pi~ of the 
age something higher than himself, although it cannot be higher than, 
the age" over which' it han~ suspended like marsh gas: Or.' he be
lieves'in the "~orld s.pirit'~ and the "human spirit" of the' entir.e 
species, in order in this manl)er to be able to believe in something 
spiritua~: And yet no one believes in the Holy Spirit, who wo~ld 
have to be conceived definitely; ~Ut in the light of the Holy Spirit 
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all those other spirits are leyil. In an age of dissolution a man is un
stahle; he therefore preicr!> co rely on something unsteady· the spirit 
of the age. in order with a dear conscience ro be able ':0 yield to 
e\'erv breath of the age,I") 

Br seeing himself;5 a "~cri~:e against the age." Kierkegaard 
\'iewed himself historically, :md oriented his task according to the 
character of the age. The indivlilu_~t1itr .nLlh~~xistence which de
~id~s for itself.loLoI..~vns( Christianity has a precise relationship 
to the uniyersality of the anonymous puhlic course of world history. 
The indiyidual is to make known "that the author ... knows how 
to express absolutely decisively with a single word the fact that he 
understands his age and himself in relationship to it," that he has 
comprehended the fact that it is a "time of dissolution." as Kierkc
gaard doubly emphasizes,171 It is a conscious reference to the "de
\'elopment of the world." namely k\'eling of all decisi\'e differences, 
which led Kierkegaard to emphasize the isolated individual, while 
the same historical circumstances, in the cas~ of Bauer, produced the 
critical position of "self-being"; in the case of Stirncr, the nihilistic 
position of the "individu31"; and in the case of Marx, the socialistic 
position of the "member of a class." 

This-.attitude..:.roward his 01\:'0 age and toward time in general 
also determines' Kierkeg3arcl's idationship to Hegel's 'philosophy. 
I Ie saw it#~s representati\'e of the leyeling of the indi\'idual existence 
·in the universality of the historical world, of the "dispersion" of 
",an in the "world· process." Similarly, his attack upon Hegel's 
"system": j~ dire~t'ed'not only ag~insr systematic philosophy, but also 
19ainst the system of the entire existing world. as the ultimate 
\~isdoni of which he saw Hegel's philoso~phr of history. His criti-

. cism. of _ Itegel . a..t:td the age: .pegins wirh the con~ept of irony 
( 18~p ),1'12 the "absolute neg;Tti\'ity" pf which he propounds as the 
truth of subjectivity ag.ains.t-Ilegel's systematic and historical inter
pretations. In Pbilosopbical·F",l.f!;111C11tS ~Iicitl)' denies Hegel's 
:'sy~~m_Qfe.~$tepce," for there could only be a system of existence 
If from it can he abstracted that which its "ery essence implies, the 
.ethical egcistence of the·individl1;,l1. In this clivergence of the system' 
frOin the world resides the truth of indi\'id~al existence, for which 
the history of the world is merely concurrent and accidental. But 
Hegel~·.c·'ulative way Of thinking ha!i ruined the nineteenth cen
tury fQr 'this 'seriousness of existence. "It is perhaps·Jor this reason 
that our.~ge·is d~splcased when it must act, because it has been spoiled 
by . .fipeculation; . . " thence " . . ;he many fruitless experiments 
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by which man attempts to beC'ome more~ than he is. men joining 
themselves tog~rher in social ~roups in the hope of influencing the 
spirit df history. Spoiled by C'onrinuol15 converse with the historical. 
man seeks solely that which is significant, man concerns himseli 
soleh' for what is accidentaL the historical issue. rather than ,,·h:lt is 
essential, what is innermost, freedom, mora"lity."H3 In comparison 
to ethical existence, the "quantit3th'e dialectics" of history is mere 
trimming. Bur the Hegelian refuses to be content with the subjcc
tiyirv of existing:. 'Vith a kind of mag:nificent unselfishness. he s('es 
in e,'ery age a nloral substance and an~idea, as though his own exist
ence were metaph~'sical speculation and the individual wcre the 
g:ener:ltion. He commands a view of entire forests b,' takin£ no 
~otice of the individual trecs.l;~ ,~ 

In the n:trural world. the sing:le indi\'idual stands in immediate 
relationship to his species; whoc;\'er impro\'es a breed of sheep affects 
all the indi\'iduals of the spc;cies. Bur when the indi\'idual is a 
spirirually defined human being. it would be foolish to suppose that, 
for example. Christian parents automatically beget Christian chil
dren. The development of the,.spirit is an act of the indi\'idual him
self, and therefore it does not suffi'e:e to be born in the nineteenth 
century, for a man cannot achie\'e his full starure with the aid of 
liistory and hi~ generation. "The more the idea of."the generation, 
even in ordinary thought. gains the upper hand, the more terrible is 
the transition to being an indi\'idual existing man. instead of belong
ing to th~eci~ and saying, "'·e. our age, the nineteenth cenrury.' 
I cannot "aenv that this is e:\:tremeb' difficult, and· therefore. Il:reat 
sacrifice is ·required not to reject it:" 'hat is an individual exiSting 
man? Y ~ our age· knows only toO well how linle ne is; bur this 
is the ,PC"culiar immorality of the age. Every. age has its ownj ours 
consistS perhaps not in pleasure and enjoyment, ... but in an ... 
extravagant disregard for the indi\i.dual. In the midst of all the 
jubilat!on over our a~ and the nineteenth ce!1tury is heard the note. 
of a secret disregard for human life: in the midst of the importance 
of the generation, there reigns a despair over human life. Every
thing'.:"everyfhing·seeks to be included. everyone seeks to deeer.'e 
himself historically in totality, no one wants to b~ an indi"idual 
existing man. Thence possibh' also the ·many anempts to hold fast 
to Hegel, even on the part of people who have ·seen the diffi~~cies 
in his philosophy. There is a fear that if anyo,ne becomes an indi
vidual existing· man he will vanish withOut. a trace, so that not even 
the daily papers, . . . much less historical philosophers, will mke 
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am- notice of him_ ... And it cannot be denied: withc)\lt~hicdl 
tlUeli~.ous eRtRH5i:u;Ql. a man must despair upon findinp- himself an 
indi,-idual man-but nor otherwise:·!;;' The apparent courage of the 
!!eneration hides the real cowardice of the indi"iduals_ who nare to 
ii\'(, {lnl~- in great mass acti,-ities, i~ order to .be something. The indi
,·idu31 confuses himself with the age. the century. the generation, 
th.:. pubLic, the mass of mankind. 

Since Hegel omits the individuaL his talk of progrcssi"e "be
com in!!" is mere illusion. In fact. he understands world histon' as 
the co~clusion of a ··being'· which has already come to he. excluding 
any real "becoming." to ~'-hic,h belong action and decision. l7G Just a~s 
irrclC\,;'tnt to the indi,-idual existence as Hegel's recollection of the 
past-is the prophecy of his pupils about t'he ~possihle progress of the 
world. ]n all seriousness. it can mean nothing more than an amuse
ment such as skittles or cards. savs Kierkegaa'i-d at the conclusion of 
his criticism of the age. . ~ 

He was able to c~nfront his age with ~decision only hecause he. 
too. participated in its events, e,'en though negatively, He himself 
expresses the manner of his indiyidual participation in a metaphor. 
his age appears to him like a ~hip under . way, upon which he finds. 
himself. together with other passengers. butna,rjng a cabin alone for 
himself. The bnurg;eois realin- of ~this bemg alone was an isolated 
private life, which~ however, 'does not prC\'enr him from following 
the public events of the world. 

He saw in his litde Denmark, as, in "a complete preparation," the 
d~·nf;tll of me Europear. "consnfutiont jn the' face of which he 
considered the "indi,-idual"-who happens to be the basis of Chris
tendom-as the sote salvation of the age: The progress of the world 
toward. complete le,-elirur ,ano the Christia,n imperative to exist 
berore God as oneself both "Seemed to him to coiricide like a 'form
nate accident, "E,-erything fits into my thenry [of the jndi.\-iouall 
completely; people will soon See how I am the one who 'understood 
the age." Kierkegaard notes, with the pride of the exception which 
~nderstands the rule precis~ly~ because jt is the excepti~n.m He 
~li~ t-he 'iCRtastrophe": of tt S.;. 8. Inti· thought he coo-td prt-dict 
that, unlike the ReformatioR~ this time t1le .political movement w(,uld 
turn. imaa reli![ious movem~nt. Dri\'~n faSter and fastc:,br growing 
pasMon, all '.'f Europe:has wandered·JmG ptoolems whIch cannot be 
answered in the medium of the world,.bur only in the presence of 
eternity. How long the state of mere eOr1vulsion wflJ rem:iin canno~ 
be guessed, .but it is certwn that erernttywill once again he con-
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sidered, when the race has become fully exhausted through suffering 
and loss of blood. "To obtain etern;"v once more, blood is necessarv. 
but blood of a different sort. not that of; a thousand slain sacrilices, 
no, thc valuable blood of individuals, of martyrs, the mighty dead, 
who can accomplish what no liying man who has sacrifices slain by 
the thousands can accomplish. what these mighty dead themselves 
were unable to accomplish alivc. bur only dead:_ to force a raging 
mob into obedience. precisely because this raging mob was able to 
slay the martyrs in their disobcdience."178 In this decisive moment of 
"sudden change," only martyrs will be able to rulc the world. but 
not as ordinary earthlv rulers. "'hat will be needed then are sacred 
ministers, not 'soldiers and diplomats: "Ministers who can separate 
'the crowd' and make ,it into indi"iduals; ministers who would not 
make too great claims on studving. and would desire nothi!1Q' less 
than to rufe; ministers who, when possible, though powerfull~: per
suasive. \vould be no less powerful in silence and patient suffering; 
ministers who. when possible, though trained to know the human 
heart, would be no less trained in withholding judgment ~nd con
demnation; ministers who would know how to use authority to 
make sacrifices with the help of an; ministers who would be 'pre
pared, trained, and educated to obey and to suffer, that they might 
relieve, caution, edify, calin. bunHso compel-not by force. by nn 
means, no, compel through their own obedien·ce-and abon' all. 
suffer patiently all the rudeness of the sick without being disturbed . 
• . . For the human race is sick, and, speaking spiritually, sick unto 
death:"179 

Thus in spit~QLhis . .pQlemicJlgai~lSt Hegcl~s process, the force of 
th~lc.LLell.en Kierkegaard..IO-.historicaLsp~culation and. against 
Marx to an anticommunist manifesto.J-Ie 1~1l.t so far as to predict 
tbe danger which would CQIJ1C: when.Jhe G:Jt;l..,o;trophc; broke: false 
prophets of .christianitp\,jILthen arise, imoenrors of a new religion. 
who. infect~_·with_d~mons, _will_arrogantly declare themsekes 
apostles,Jike thieves .in __ the ..costume of .police. Thanks to their 
promises, they will receive terrible support from the .age. until it 
finally becomes.clear that the .. ap-e stands,~ need.:of the absolute. and 
of a truth which is ~qually valid for all ages. \Vith this view toward 
a restoration of Christendom ~t1lrough martyr-witnesses wno allow 
themselves to bl! slain for the tTlI' h, Kierkegaard is the conrern-l!9rar.,Y 
antithesis to Marx's propaganda (If h .proletarian world revolution. As 
the acwaJ strength of Cornrow iIDl. Kierkegaard- saw the ''ingredi
un" of Cbris,?an religiosjtY whi\:h it still contained.180 
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g Scbcllillg's C01111(:ctiol1 
If'ifb tlx Y 01l11g H cgelit1715 

1\5 

The many-pronged attack made by the Young Hegelians upon 
Hegel's s~'stem wa~ promoted by Schelling in his last years, as be 
lectured on philosophy in 1841 in Berlin. Among his listeners were 
slIch nried contemporaries as Kierkcgaard, Bakunin, F. Engels, 
and Burckhardt. 181 The polemic with ~vhich Schelling opened his 
"posith'e" philosophy was directed against Hegel's ontology as 
being merely "negati\'e." comprehending merely potential being 
but not real being as it comes to the attention of thought. ',"ith this 
bsr e\'eQt itt' the' history of classic Gemun philosoph~' begins the 

philosophy of existence" which i\larx and Kierkegaard developed 
in opposition to Hegel. the one externally, the other internally. 

The term cxistc11tia was originally a scholastic concept, the 
opposite of csscmia. In the Christian philosophy of the i\liddlc Ages, 
e\'erything created by God shared in this dichotomy, but not God 
himself. Of him, it is true to say that his being exists essentially. 
because his essence is characterized by perfection, which is itself 
characterized by existence. Only in God do essence and existence 
occur together or as one. The demonstration of this was the purpose 
nf-the "ontological": proof of God o:f Anselm of- Canterbury, :md 
the same line of argument was taken by Descanes, Spinoza, Leibniz, 
and \ Yo Iff. The first criticism to attempt a radical refutation w~ 
Kant's, on the grounds that the "existence" of a' "concept" cannot 
be, s.eparated from the concept it,seif •. 4"t concept, one hundred real 
d()tlars and one hundred potential dollars are iridifferentiablc; what 
differentiates them-the positi\'c quality of "existence"-li~s outside 
their "whatness," their essence.', This critical distinction between 
r::b.u somethlng is and the faCfcmn~,,'as'()nce more suspended by 
Hegel. His logic defines the "real" as the "immediate unity of 
css;nce and existence, or the inward and the outward." Ther~fore 
what, according'to the older v'ic~", cha.racterizes only the being of 
God, Hegel applies to everything which is, everything that is 
"truly" or in the "enipbati<;" sense.:;I. [e:j14r. For it: is "trivia}" W 
Contrast essence as something sOlely inward to reality as something 
solely outward. Rather, essential being, that which is real and has 
effect, is the "idea" or the "n9tion.", Ia cot1tr~t.to this e.quation of 
essence and existence, Schelling insisted oQce more upon the con
trast between a "positive" and "negarive" philosophy, but not in 
order to returBto Kant, bUt to go beyondH~l.182: 
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Schelling's philosophical turning against Hegel's "rational" phi
losophy to a philosophy centered on existence had been expressed 
long before his philosophy of m~-thology and rC"ebtion in the 
preface to a work by CousinWi (1834) and in his .\Iunich lectures 
on the history of modern philosophy,1St but it was publicly dis
cussed in numerous writin!!S on I\" after the Berlin lectures. I':, ,\" e 
meet all the motifs of his ~ critiCism also in F euerbach and Ruge, 
Marx and Kierkegaard. as well as in Trendelenburg. to whosc criti
cism of Hegel. Kierkegaard frequently refersy~6 

In Hegel's logical ontology, Schelling misses the justification for 
dialectical progress and the rransition ftom idca to nature. Pure 
thought cannot result in rrue mO"ement or in any yital pcrccptinn 
of the world, because there is no empirical basis for the deliqcrare 
lack of preconditions in irs inunanent moyement. The s~·nthesis of 
"becoming" out of pure being and nothingness is an illusion. An 
"abstraction of an abstraction," such as pure and nCUOllS being, can 
never proceed from itself. go toward something, and return to itsc:lf, 
or even give itself up to nature. This can be done only by something 
that really is, something positiYeY' The further definition of being 
in the dialectical progress of becoming is possible for Hegel onty 
because a more substantial being already exists and because the 
thinking.spirit itself is·already such. "-ha't unknowingly guides the 
pro.gress of Hegelian logic is its ten/linus ad quem: the real world, 
in which science makes its appearance, the perception of which is 
already presupposed. ISS '''ithout its interpolation, Hegelian being 
would remain unfulfilled as \\"ha~ it is, namely, nothing. ISO PrimarY, 
highest being is itself a particular being. e\-en if only as the tho.ught 
of. an existing subject that thinksY'o But Hegel's philosophy of 
reason seeks being without an\,thing which is to be, its idealism is 
"absolute""to the extenflhat he does not eYen discuss the question 
of.posith·e exjsrence. Hegel completely removed all these a priori 
empirical data, which w~re thus accidental,1\ll by substituting the 
logical notion for that which li"es and is real. He hypostasizes this 
not!on .by the strange expedic:nt of a!\cribing to it a self-movement 
wluch It does not possess. As soon as his system takes the-serious step 
from the negative aspect of existence, that is; the mere1~7 logical, 
into reality,102 the thread of dialectical mO\'ement is brokeR com
pletely, and there remains a "wide, ugly ditch" between "wharness" 
and "tharness" (W as-sem and DoISs-sei71). "A second hypothesis 
becomes necessary: for some reason, apparently to interrupt the 
~ore~om of mere logical being;, ~t oc~urs to the id~ to disintegrate 
mto Its components, thereby gtvmg nse to nature.' 1113 
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Philosophy claims to ha\·e no presuppositions;l\o~ but irs fim pre
snpposition is that the purely logical notion tend~ by irs ,-ery nature 
to m-errhrow irseif only to fall back upon itself. rhus something is 
said concerning: the notion which can only be c071cci--..:ed of somc
thincr li,-ing-. The second fiction is the breaking: off of the idea from 
itself in order to be determined upon nature, ~-hereby the empirical 
data ,\-hich were pre\·iously rejected return through the back door 
of the idea's unfaithfulness to irsclf.-\Yhat Hegel factually prO\°cs is 
only that the purely rational parr of reality is insufficient. His theor~· 
of being comprehends only the negative-uninrsal aspect of being. 
the "non-inconceivable" and "non-preconceivable" .p.ortio_n without 
which nothing exists; but it does not include that whereby some
thing exists, truly positin existence· which contains the negative 
\\-ithin irsclf.1P

:; In order to raise philosophy to this positive le\-el, it is 
necessary to will what has being. "what is or exists." Instead. Hegel 
takes that which merely has being-the culmination of all logical 
notions-and makes of it pure being, which in fact is "nothing." 
JUSt as whiteness does not exist without a white object.1lto Through 
this differentiation of the negathoe being of essence and the positive 
"haying 'being" of existence, philosophy is confronted with one 
great final transformation. On the one hand, it will give Ii positive 
explanation of ieality, without, on the other hand, depriving reason 
of its priority of being in possession of the absolute prius "even of 
the godhead."197 

Hegel's notion of God. on the contrary, is one and the same 
\\'ith the creative force of 'he notion, the pureLy rational narure of 
~\-hich he denied.1eB As a result, the popularization of his ideas 
mevitably-Iead to the pantheistic-atheistic conclusions of his pupils . 

. For if the.abso1~te is IlOt.-CODceived as_historical existence but as a 
process immanent to the notion, then the knowledge which man 
has of God becomes the only knowledge which God has of him
self.19B Thus. .the "deepest note of _popularity" for this system is 
reached; it is astonishing only that it did not gain a following in the 
"mass of the public," even though it is probable that H~gel himself 
~trld tiOt have been pleased by this dilurion of his't"Ptought. All 
this derives from the single blunder of treating logical circumstances 
as though they were real. 200 -

. In the introduction to his Berlin lecturesj Schelling fonnulated 
his starting with "existence" .even more radically. P&sitive philoso
phy, unlike negative-rational philosophy, proceeds not from 
thought to bein~, but from "immediate being" to thought. Its 
thought is free because it is intentional thought, and its system is 
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"a priori empiricism," whose point of departure is that which 
"blindly has being" or "immediately exists." The true path of man 
as a philosopher, and even of God, is to liber:1te the self from blindly 
encountered being, the "ecstatic," to "break a\\'a)"" from what 
blindly exists to true independence. "--hat blindly exists "cannot 
help" existing; it is "accidentally necessary." "The entire world is 
this suspended, immemorial blind exisrence.'"2('1 From the Hegelian 
point of view, Marheinekc could jUq remark that Schelling actually 
confirms Feuerbach's theolo!!,', since he is content with "such 
trivial categories" as "literal" a~rid "figuratiyc." 

In Schelling, the problem of being in the anti-Hegelian mO\'e
ment arrived at the point whcrc Hcidcg-ger once more took it up. 
For who could deny that the "facricity" of D.1Seil1 , which lies in 
the brute fact of i)nss-Sci71t'~ that Ge·worfel1beit and E71t-,::ul'f 
correspond to "immediate existence" and "breaking- away" from 
this necessary accidenr? The difference with Schelling lies in the 
fact that Heidegger erects upon Kierkegaaro's basis a "system of 
existence" (Daseill) which lacks Schelling's tension between the 
negative and positive philosophy of "reason" and "existence." For 
him, the general "essence" (W esell) of Daseil1 resides only and im
mediately in the "existence" (ExistC7l'Z) of the indi\'idu_al,20s which 
remains unaware of its origin and gml and has simply "to be" by 
accepting the innocence of Dasein-the "cannot he1p it"-as "guilt." 
For Schelling, the Hegelian "being" was a mere "potentiality for 
being." in the sense of a possibility, and stood in contrast to reality. 
For Heidegger. this potentiality for being becomes an ontological 
predicate. precisely of real existence (Existellz). 204 . 

Schelling was not alone in his opinion that Hegel's ontology 
lacked immediate -l"ef.erence to .tea1 existence and observation; the 
Young Hegelians agreed with him. His statement that Hegel only 
"affects" the real and transforms it into a "wasteland of oein!!" 
agrees with the criticisms of Feuerbach, Marx, and Kierkegaa,;d; 
the latter defends Schelling against Hegel because he, at least, made 
ah attempt at putting a halt to the reflection of thought upon 
itself. 205 Therefore Schelling was justified in stating that it was 
superfluous to come to the defense of the Hegelian philosophy 
against him. Even those who took Hegel's part and opposed him 
"did so partially at least: not in ot-der to oppose positive philosophy; 
on the contrary, they themselves also wanted something 9f the sorr. 
Only they were of the 'Opinion that this positive philosophy would 
have to be erected on the basis of the Hegelian system and could not 
be erected upon any other; further, the Hegelian system lacked 
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nothing more than their elf on to continue it in a positive direction. 
This. they- thought. could come about in a continuous progress, 
without interruption and without any turning bacl;:.'·~tlG Conuary 
to this attempt, by 1832, Schelling had already become convinced 
that Hegel'S philosophy could not be extended; it would have to be 
interrupted in order once more to return to the "course of true 
prugress."~07 Ten years later, when he ga"e his lccrures in Berlin, he 
could pride himself on h:l\'ing most of the Hegelians in his audience. 
after they had sho\\-n him c"cry respect in public and in private:_ 
'The tension is unbclicyable, and already ... all precautions han 
been taken to sec rl1.lr rhe enormous pressure to get into the largest 
lecturc 'room. itscli rebti\'cly small, does not cause an" ditfi
culri'es. "~('8 Bm his assurance of victory was bitterly disappointed. 
while the rcyolutioll:lry impulse of the Young Hegelian.c; reached a 
high point in its polemic against Schelling's "latest attempt at re
action."!WU But a decade later. reaction had overpowered even the 
Young Hegclians and br<;JUght' their "progress" to an end. The 
political and ecclesiastical reaction of the fifties pulled the historical 
rug out from under their philosopny, which was obligated to the 
spirit of the age. while Schopenhauer's view of the world achieved 
enormous, though delayed, effect, traceable less to its positive con
tent than to its attirude of alfenation from politics and history.~ln 

"Pessimism" and "optimism" became the catchwords of the 
hour,:m because they corresponded to the prevalent resignation and 
discontent, as well as to a desire for better times. In the process, it 
docs not make any basic clifference whether -the "philosophy of 
misery" had its start in the misery' of economic· (Proudhon), uni
versally human (Schopenhauer), or spiritual (in the Christian sense 
r Kierkegaar~] ), existen~e;\\'hether the philosophy of misery or the 
"misery of philosophy" (Marx) -was emphasized; whethc~-tP~e-vhlue
lessness (Bahnsen) or the "value of life" (Diihring) was asserted; or 
whether, further, its value was considered estimable (E. v_ Hart
mann) or "inestimable" (Nietzsche). All these phenomena-have· in 
~ommon that existence itself was called into question. SchC?penhauer 
111 partic~lar became the philosopher of~-the<'hout, "sitting like a 
speculative Job up0Il: the ash heap of finiteness," thereby gaining the 
re~ard of Kierkegaard . .21!! This 'U'( ,rid of suffering ~ .produced by 
bhnd "will," and "idea" can give I 0 better counsel thail to cease to 
will. •. 

. The history of German pJillowphy has not recognized the full 
~!gni.ficance of gus reactioo, nor the preceding and basic revolution 
m ~pi.ritual and political life. For this reason, it has never achieveJ a 
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true understanding of the history of the nineteenth century. In con
WISt (0 the antirevolmifJn2r)" philosophers of the French Re,"u!u
tion, who came.fro~n the noble classes. the German philosophers of 
the age of the bourgeois reaction are without breadth of vision and 
wjrhout a fixed spiritual position. In the si:'(ties, the opinion was 
prevaleht that Hegel and his pupils had been passed by the return to 
Kant pr.cpared by Schopenhauer, withom awareness t\ut this re
vitalization of Kant was connected with an inability to deal with 
those questions which had e\'oIYed from ~he dialogue' with Hegel in 
the forties. 

The customary "appendices" to the history of philosophy sincc 
HClIcI indicate. by their external form, that "exh:1Ustion" of the 
sp;-it. with r<!ference to idealism, was considered as its disintegration, 
while the destructi\'e force of the mo\'ement remained unrecog
nized. In his two-\'olume work on Hegel, K. Fischer disposes of 
Hegel in two lines; and. as late as the fifth edition (1916), Fried
rich Oberweg's Grlmdriss der Gescbicbte der Philosophic devotes 
only two pages to Engels and Marx. Even F. A. Lange's history of 
materialism does not mention Marx at all in the text, and in the list 
of sources only as the foremost scholar in the field of national eco
nomics. In spi'te of the re\'iew of his dissertation in the Hnllcscbe 
!.1hrbiicher, Kierkegaard remained unknown, and the critical
historical dissolution ~ of Christianity was left to a theology the dog
matics of which, analogously to systematic philosophy, had itself 
already degenerated into history of dogma and church history, com
parative religion, and psychology of religion. The danger and im
p~rtance of the radical philosophical and theological movement, of 
which the original Hegelians were well aware, was forgotten. It 
could appear -that nothing significant· had taken place between 
Hegel's death and the revitalization of Kant. Seen in the context of 
the real to~l course of the century, however, this apparently so 
unmotivared return to Kant can be explained: the bourgeois intelli
gentsia had ceased in practice to be an historically oriented class, 
thereby losing the iniriati,'e ~d impact of their .though.r. Tbe..philo
sophical movement of the forties comes to an end, together with the 
end of the political revolutionary mO\'ement. The rerurn to Kant, in 
the way it took place, shows a .fe«eat behind the limit of questioning 
which the Young Hegelians had reached in religious, social, and 
political matters.2lS In the history of Neo-Kantianism. the bourgeois
Christian world, the very foundations of which had been attacked, 
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experiences an apparent rnitalization, and only in the crisis of Neo
Kantianisrn did there: arise the attempt to . efurbish Hegel. 

3 The Refurbishing of 
Hegelian Philosoph~:--br 
the :-\ eo-H c1!cii:ms ... 

The principle of the refurbishment of Hegel was first and most 
clc;lTl~- determined by B. Cruce. through the distinction between a 
"dead" and a "li\"ing portion of Hegelian philosophy.:!u The dead 
portion consists primarily of the natural philosophy, but also the 
logic and philosophy of rc:ligion; the living, th~ theory of the objec
ti\-e spirit, to the extent that its absolute systematic claim can be 
reduced to an historical claim. This division, which denies Hegel'S 
s\'stem as a "'hole. is abo true of the German re\'i,-al of Hegel. Bur 
\\-hile in Italy the tradition of ~egelian philosophy continue"'d unin
terrupted because the questions contained in it were ne,-er made 
o\'ersubtle, in Germam- a deliberate revival was necessary, in the 
face of the general disappronl into which Hegel had fallen. Scho
penhauer's prophecy:!l~ that the period of Hegel's fame would be a 
permanent blot on the escutcheon of the nation and- an object of 
ridicule of the century was destroyed by Neo-Hegelianism: Scho
pen hauer's memory was presen'ed only through the mediation of 
~ietzSche, and. at {he beginning of the twentieth century, Hegel, 
contrary to all expectations. seemed to be resurrected. Ha\'ing gone 
for eighty years wlth'out a new printing, the Logik appeared in two 
new complete editions; Hegel'S posthumous works were published. 
together with a commentary on his early works, a He~el lexicon, 
and a literanire on Hegel which already passed counting.:!J8 The 
new Hegelianism i~elf has become histO~lCally self-conscious and 
reftects its changts.:!lO A Hegel ~ociety and Hegel Congresses dem
onstrate die study -of Hegel. But the matter in question is not the 
~()tward fact of this re,·italization. but whether and'how the present 
tune answers the question. pos~d by the original Hegelians. of his
tory and of time in e;eneral. 

Dilthey above ail understood historical consciousness as a prob
lem oj philosophy and ~f ,the spirit. In the process, his treatment of 
He~el) philosophy of the historical spirit is of decisive importance. 
ThiS 1S true both for his.EinJeinmg il1 ·d.ie Ge;steS'U';ssmscbllftm 
( 1883), which sought to be a criticism of "historical" reason, and 
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for his later works on the structure of the historical world. More 
than all the other Ne{.-Hegdians togethe., Dilthey· revitalized 
Hegel's h;storical mode of thought and made it productive for the 
present through his luge'1ldgescbicbte Hegels (1905) and his sys
tematic historical works. His dialogue with Hegel goes back into the 
sixties-in which also appeared Stirling's The Secret of Hege/~~lI1d 
continues through the last years of his scholarly life. A sort of mid
point is provided by his revision in 1900 of K. Fischer's wllrk on 
Hegel. 

As in the case of Havm, the critical criterion for Dilthe\,'s dis
tinction between what is' p£nllanent in Hegel's philosophy an'd ",hat 
is transitory is historicity. He considers the nonsensical portion uf 
Hegel's philosophy to be the contradiction between the historical 
consciousness of the relati\'itv of all historical reality and the meta
physical conclusion of the s):stem.!!lS The self-contained form of the 
absolute system is incompatible with the "great, future-laden 
tliought of development" and the "facts" upon which it is based. 
"HO\\· can this claim be maintained in the midst of the immense 
system of worlds, the multiplicity of fomls of de\'elopment which 
take place upon them, the limitless future "'hich is hidden in the 
womb of this universe, continually marching forward to new struC
rures."!!lll In contra-;t to Fischer's e\'olmionary interpretation. how
ever, Dilthty is certain that the developmental theory of the nine
teenth century is not that of Hegel, but, rather, contradicts him.:!2u 
Hegel's final systematization of nature :md the spirit in the logical 
fOffil of a syllogism presupposes a world which is no longer ours. "If 
the spirit i~ to attain to absolute knowledge upon tillS earth, then 
it must once more become the mid~point of the worlJ; and in fact 
Hegel's entire natural philosophy is constructed from this poil1J: of 
view. The unfolding of the spirit upon earth must reach its conclu
sion in the principle of the disco\'ery of the absolute philosophy. and 
Hegel-'s entire history of the world and.history of philosophy is con
structed from this point of view."221 For Dilthey, the "foolishness" 
of such a claim is beyond doubt, because his idc:r of the "reality" of 
the world is measured by '~facts" dis~O\·ered by positive sciences. 
and n9t, as in the case of Hegel, by the pnilosophical notion.222 

"Through all Hegel's writings runs t~e hopeless struggle against the 
s~ences of nature, mart, and history."2:!3 -This reference to Hegel'S 
polemic attitude toward the procedure of the positive sciences is the 
more noteworthy in that Dilthey indicates thereby the groundless
ness of any revitalization of Hegel which disguises the unbridgeable 
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(Tap between modern scientific consciousness and Hegel's specula
~i\"C "science," forgetting that Hegel called the sciences the "edifice 
of an understanding deserted by reason," whose unhindered expan
sion is inadmissible.224 But if Hegelian philosophy is the only true 
"~cience," it is necessarily different from Dilthey's TVelta71scbauul1g 
ooctrine, which undertakes merely to be the "expression" of meta
physical "needs." As a result of this radical difference in their criti
cism and evaluation of science and reality, Dilthey finds Hegel'S 
effort to comprehend the totality of the 'spiritual world, historical 
"of itself," to contradict the explanatory principle of the abso
lute spirit. Hegel subordinates to the "real" historical world of the 
human spirit an "ideal" realm of logical predicates which. being 
timeless, are incapable of explaining a real development in space and 
in time. In the nineteenth century, Hegel's philosophy came to grief 
on this interweaving of a "chimerical" notIon of a deYclopmem not 
temporally conditioned with what is real in time. Similarly. the at
tempt to accomplish the wrongly conceived task by means of dia
lectics is completely useless and must be discarded. ~2~ To concei,·e 
this task aright and enable it to be accomplished, Dilthe~' reduces 
Hegel's speculative "comprehension" of the notion of reality to an 
analytic "understanding" of its most universal structures. Thus the 
"logos" of what has being is transfomled intCl a··relative "meanin!!," 
aJld Hegel's ontology into an empirical an~lysis of reality.::::G All tllar 
remains as the permanent portion of Hegelian metaphysics is the 
"historical intentions" with their metaphysical-theological founda
tion removed, which is precisely the final portion of the system. 
Hegel's lasting significance rests in his theory that the nature of 
e\"er~· phenomcno'O of life is to be understood historicaJly.~:!~ 

Besides logic and natural philosophy, Dilthey also considers that 
the philosophy of religion has sllccumhed to the course of history: 
the thesis of the absolute status of the Christian religion, which is as 
central to Hegel's historical systematization of th~ spirit as is the 
central place of the earth in the uruverse to his natural philosophy. 
"'\That is imperishable in him" is rather the, recognition of the 
historic-al relativity -of ·all·truths; even ..religious and .el'hical. "Every
thing is relative, absolute is only the nature of the spirit itself, mani
festing itself in all this. Nor.is there. an ~nd to the knowledge of this 
nature-.of the spirit; no .final formulation, each..is l'elatiy(!, each ha.<; 
done enough if it has sufficed for its age. The relativity of the notion 
of property logically 'led to the revolution of the social order; this 
great doctrine also led logically "to· the relativity of the doctrine of 
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Christ.'·~~~ But with this transformation of the absolute into historv, 
,,-hich-becausc it makes everything else rela.:\-e-itsdf acquires rhe 
nature of the absolute. Dilthe\' does not refurbish He£"el. but rather 
the Hegelianism peculiar to Ruge and Haym. \' -hose criticism an
ticipates all the motifs of his occupation with Hegel. But in contrast 
to the radiCalism of the Young- Herreli:ms, Dilth(\-'s historicization 
of Hegel's metaphysics has ~o re~oluti(lnarr purpose. 'Yhat he 
sought to P':lt forward was ultimately only a philosophical "attitude" 
which had grown out of his "reflection upon the logic of historical 
consciousness:' In him, the metaphysical passion of Hegers spirit. 
re\'ealing the depths of the universe. is reduced to a "reflection" 
which knows that the reigning "anarchy in all the deeper persua
sions":':~t' is to be remo\'ed neither throurrh the rcfolJrbishinrr of an old 
metaph~'sics nor through the construction of a new o~e. Hegel'S 
world, dominated by spirit, becomes "sociohistorical reality." in 
itself neither rational nor irrational. but in an indefinite way "sig
nificant." But the significance of the world is no-Ior:ger based upon 
the world itself, but is the product of our attitude toward the world 
and our understanding- of it. "\\ -e" do not import meaning into_ life 
from the world, but rather the contrary: "W~ are open to the possi
bility that meaning- and -significance only come into being in man 
and hili' history.'''7he g-re3t "obiecti"e forces of human history.f,
the objecti\'e spirit of Hegelian -philosophy-constitute the substance 
to which the individual must clinrr if he is to understand human life 
on the baSis of himself, without dogmatic theology or metaphysics. 
That this answer fO the problem of history is not really a philosophi
cal answer, that in fact Dilthey's lifelonrr efforts to construct a 
philosophy on 'the basis of historical co'Osciousness per se were 
brought to nought by the honesty of his knowledge, cannot hide the 
fact that he- was the only productive: refurbisher of the Hegelian 
position. precisely because he surren~red it. 

The "revh-al of Hegelianism'~ was ('Ificially proclaimed by '\7in
delband:30 in a speech in 1910. Today. its formulation can only 
produce a kind of amazement at the inlpo\'crishment of the spirit. 
U·ithont..any 4l'iginal reference·torHegd. this offici:rl re\'ival takes 
place by means- of a detour via a revived Kant. "If post-Kantian 
philosoph), was forced to direct its conceptual work toward the 
development of th~ system of reason. it )'·;15 in fact a necessary step 
forward which lea.from Kant, via Fichte and Schelling, to Hegel. 
The repetition of this process in the progr.css of the most recent 
philosophy fl"Olll Neo-Kantianism to Neo-Hegelianism is not acci-
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dental, but is an objecti\'e necessity."231 Like Kant before him, 
Hegel is now experie Icing "in the alternation of g\:!lerations the 
alre~rnarion of recogr'ltion." This progress in the return to Hegel 
means that Kant's critique of reason demands an historical basis, his 
critique of namral science must ~e expanded to ,the domain of "cul
tural science," the'laner naying dcnloped so enormously in the hi!.
torical sciences of the spirit. But in order to make an abstract study 
of the copious de\'elopmenr of "rational nlues," Hegelian philoso
phy is necessary; it is best able to illuminate the principles of trye 
spiritual world. "It is a hunger for a world "ie\\' that has seized our 
younger generation; it seeks to be filled in Hegel." But "'indelband 
ll\'oiJs the question of what changes in the spiritual em-ironmenr 
have' begotten this attitude: "it suffices that it is present, exploding 
with elemental force!" The younger generation yearns to return 
from metaphysical desolation to "a spiritual basis for life"; this need 
is panicularly well met by Hegel'S uni\'ersal philosophy of the his
torical spirit, which demonstrates a "total meaning of reality." In 
addition, there is the "evolutionary optimism" of his theory, whereby 
he gains the' victory over Schopenhauer's pessimism and Nietzsche's 
boundless individualism. In this sense, the return to Hegel means a 
step forward. But Neo-Hegelianism must keep itself free from the 
"strange external uappings" and "metaphysical rashness" of the 
older Hegelianism; the dead husk must be discarded and the living 
kernel retained. But this fruitful kernel which remains is the insight 
that we participate in the reason of the world as a "species under
going development." Today it is impossible not to see that this pro
gram is nothing but husk, and its concepts the cliches which an 
optimistic bourgeois class borrowed. from Hegel, cliches which by 
no means display any "ekmental:' force of the spirit. .. .-. 

In basically the same way, but with emrhasis on the Prussian 
element and the Protestant consciousness 0 freedom in Hegelilln 
philosophy, G. Lasson232 understood the task of Hegelianism to be 
a result of Kantianism. In his twof-old capacity as Prussian Hegelian 
and pa~tor, he undertook the meritorious new ueannent of Hegel's 
works. The weakness of the ret>eate~ path froin Kant to Hegel is 
shown by J. Ebbinghaus.233 Soon after his enrollment in the party 
of Hegel's "absolute" idealism, he \\'ent back once more to Kant, 
only to end up finally with "·olff'. 

Only R. Kroner seriously undertook \\rindelband's program, in 
his work Von Ka11t bis Hegel and in a Ku!turpbiJosopbie2J

' organ
ized along Heg..:lian lines. Kroner says: "To understand Hegel 
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means to see that he simply cannot be transcended." That he ne'"er
theles:. could intend to rcfurhish He!.el for the present has its basis 
in his equarion of the immediate task with that accomplished by 
Hegel.!!3~ The presuppositions of philosophy have altered ir1 the 
meantime; but to master this upheaval the reclamation of the classical 
tradition is necessary, such as we- see most perfectly incarnate in 
llegel. Above all, Hegel attained the reconciliation of the secular 
and religious consciousness, overcame the antithesis between antiq
uity and Christi:mity, and forged a bond uniting the Greek with the 
German spirit. 

During the war, Hegel's dialectical identity of the ideal with 
reality was patriotically simplified: "German idealism and German 
sense of reality." according to Lasson,!!:\!: ha,-c revealed themselves 
overwhelmingly as a "miraculous unity" in Hegel's philosoph~" and 
in the world war. According to Kroner,~3; reality and the ideal pur
sue and accompany each other step for step in the German state. In 
this period the acmal historical meaning of the academic refurbish
ment of Hegel revealed itself as the self-assertion of the Christian
Germanic, or more precisely the Prussian-Protestam self-conscious-
ness, disseminated in battlefield editions of philosophy. _ 

If this Hegeli;mism had r~lly understoo~ as it procl.aimed. mat 
the presuppositions of our life and thought have basically ahered. and 
Hegel's world is no longer our own, had it taken serious I)' its paren
thetic insight that Hegel'S destiny was Feuerhach,238 it would have 
had to recognize the apparent contradiction bet\,veen the absolute 
and historical sens-e of Hegelian philosophy as being a contradiction 
only because we no longer belie,'e in the absolute starus of Chris
tianity and the spirit founded upon it. Hegel's eschatological sys
tem can he co~~ended .only on the basis of thi~ hypothesis, but 
the idea of an infinite progress of spiritual history a priori s~ts aside 
the Christian consciousness of rime, even as secularized by Hegel. 

Therefor.e the actual inconsistency in Kroner's Hegelianism re
sides in his affirmation of the Christian nature of the Hegelian spirit 
while denying the conclusion ~f the history of the- -spirit which 
follows frl:im- it. He does not want to admit that I J egers -philosophy 
is in fact the consummation of the principle of Christianity, and that 
his mediation between_antiquity and Christianity is not ao "inherit
ance," but was already called into question a centur:y before. 

In order to resolve the contradiction between "systcm-» and "his
tory,"239 Kroner reads into Heacl a contradiction which is much 
too mddem to be characteristic M Hegel, namely the contradiction 
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between historical limitation and unlimireo "validitv." Hegc\ suf
fered this conmldiction with "magnificenr 'Jnconct-r~." On the one 
h;1Oo. he stated that e\ery philosophy is its age grasped by thought. 
;llld on the other the eternal absoluteness of the spiril. Kroner first 
~ceks to explain the unity of these two statements on the formal ~
Icctic;lllcn\. Hegel's considered insight unites both because history 
i~ itself a work of the spirit. "History is not merely history, it is abo 
the producti"e spirit of mankind. it is the house ... in which it ... 
resides. and which it continuallv constructs and reconstnlcts. "~4IJ 
h:roner sees his further development of Hegel in this light, and 
hence misunderstands the <;vnclusion which he represents. He him
,,<:If relllarks that Hegers philosophy contemplates the past like no 
other. conscious of an historical completion. and the: subseqllent 
course of e\"ems seems to confinn this view all too w('I\.241 But in
~read of elucidating the supposed contradiction between system and 
hi~rory in the light of this historical question, Kroner asks: what 
ri~ht.had Hegel to claim "absolute validity" for his system "in spite 
of' this historical resignation? Hegel equated the truth of his system 
with truth per se, at the same time thinking more in historical terms 
than anyone before him, while on the other hand his history of phi
losophy belongs tp the system~ He resolved this contradiction by 
making a systematic aspect of the historical in order to escape the 
danger of historical relativism. 

But historical relativism is a vcry modern problem (and now no 
longer even modern); it did not exist at all for Hegel. His peculiar 
~ccomplishment is not the transfonnation of the hisrorical aspect 
uno a systematic one-Dilthey was the first to undcrcake this-but 
rather the reverse: the joining of the systematic to the historical. It is 
no accident that only after Hegel do we ha\"c an historical aspec:t of 
the systems of philosophy, a so-called history of ideas and problel1l~. 
But in his case the historicization of philosophical truth is equally 
far fe'mm'cd from hoth histoticism and \"alidity. The modern claim 
for validity per se derives historic~lly from pre-Hegelian philoso
phy, and is a postulate of Neo .. Kanrianism. And only when con
~rol1ted with a postUlated "troth per se docs It.. historicity collapse 
IOto an historicism whi~h relativizes validity. As a consequence. the 
COntrast ~.f system and history is not resolved, as Kroner would like, 
tru-ough "metahistorical" history and the formalistic argument that 
the thesis of the historicity of the spirit is itself metah'istorical be
calise it seeks to "be true" for all epochs. If Hegel causes the eternal 
to be manifest in the temporal, this is not the result of any formal 
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dialectics, but an intrinsic metaph~'sics of the Christian logos. In 
fact. as Kroner himscli remark!-.:!4: his phil(lsoph~' includes within 
itseli the Christian co,sciousncss of thc "cnd of all things," becausc 
Hegel does all his thinking cor.scious of the absolute sig~nificance of 
the historical appearancc of Christ. He li"cd in the "millennium," in 
which "we all shall meet ag-ain," "n:lmeh' in reality-for in my 
thoughts I have long dwelt ~there,"~ ,:< Therefore nut any present 
moment at all was for him "the hig-hest." bur onl\, that which, likc 
his own. is a "final link" in the '''sacred chqin" 'of the past, now 
appropriated by thought in its full exrcllt. Not any present moment 
at all, as in the case of Hegel, is "both beginning- and end" and "for 
this reason absolute:' rather onh~ thc time ,~hich extcnds Jrom 
Thales to Proclus, from thence to' Hegel. makes it possible to write 
a period aftcr the "now" of "up to now," Of course, Hegel says 
literally that "for now" the series of spiritual configurations has 
been concluded by his own work. But this does not mean "solely" 
"that his philosophy is the high CSt form attained up to now,"2H as 
any "com'inced" philosopher would have to assert of his system; 
the time intended here is the rime of "from age to age,"24~ which 
Hegel counts in thousands of years, just as he measures the truth of 
systems according to the measure of their totality,:l46 Only in every 
sacred moment, not in every moment, is there a spmtual "jolt;$
which alters from top to bottom the sum total of all that has gone 
before, And hence there is no interruption of Hegel's historical way 
of thinking in favor of a systematic way, but after Hegel there oc
curs a complete chaf\ge jn the .spirit of the age, and corrsequently in 
systematic thought. Thus Hegel's statements concerning the history 
of the spirit hitherto do not simply have the innocuous meaning 
"that ~he present as such is not and cannot be the .objectj)f:historical 
stud}'. ;'1247 The "simple truth" of such statements "is that, aware of a 
conclusion, Hegel effects the consummation of the history of the 
spirit. But the.n it is no longer necessary to defend him against the 
charge that he viewed his own age as the end of history. It was 
ob"ious to Hegel that an empirical course of e,oenfS continues indefi
nitely; In contrast, tAe history ofiothe norion was indeerl cdncluded 
in him. And so, in spite of his historical resignation, Hegel did not 
claim absolute validity for his system; rather, as a result of his his
torical knowledge;. he was more the master of systematic thought 
than any before or after him. In his unification of all pre,·ious his;
tory, the accent does not lie on the "previous," accented by Kroner. 
as though no reference to the futUre were intended. Rafher, the 
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accent is on the entire "thus far now," that is, "finally," the world 
spirit has come; and this entirety is deliberate goal. Hel!el left an 
open question as to what might proceed from it in the (mure; but 
because three epochs han no,,- been concluded, and not because the 
"pusent cannot- be studied historically, did Hegel consider history, 
taken abstractly, to be ended. He, more than anyone else, encounters 
the present in an historical context based on the recollected past. It 
is':no accident that his immediate successors carried their philosophy 
into an anticipated future, only to "iew their own period from that 
point. of \'iew as "historical" in the opposite sense of the word. \'-hile 
Hegel brought into the present ,,-hat had been and had come toj)e 
in the past, the criticism of the existing order by the Young Hege
lians Drought into the present. from the opposite direction. the task 
of the future. In contrast, l'eo-Hegelianism silences both the past 
and the future because it misunderstands the historical si{!tlificance 
of the break with Hegel, and does not recognize that" our own 
Geistesgescbicbte (spirftual history) begins with the collapse of the 
Hegelian spirit. 

Scholz, too, undertook to explain the supposed contradiction 
between the "absolute and transitory significance of Hegel's sys-
tem.!!4S Fllom the. formal point_ of vjew there is an inconsistency 
which carAnot be completely remond; but the absolute claim can be 
explained from the fact that Hegel lived in the consciousness of 
having grasped the absolute for the first time as it should be grasped 
if .it is to have any influence on reality, namely, as "constantly rela
ti\'izing itself. n The absoluteness of his sys(em would then consist in 
an abs9lute relati\'ism, because Hegel-in contrast to Kant-repre
sents the absolute as an ever-present spirit, immanent in reality.2~9 

In the realm of natural philosophy, .Scholz considers that this 
attempt failed completely; in the realm of the historical spirit it mer 
with partial" success, namely: if the proof of the meaningfulness of 
all events is interpreted as a liypothetical procedure, designed to 
overcome the difficulties which stand in the way of a belief in the 
meaning of history, even in Hegel's own consciousness. In any case, 
a ~as"c"-ev"a1uation of Hegel'S meat\ing for the present has to praceed 
!rom the fact that he was the first to make philosophy aw~re of 
ltself.as the thought of time; this thesis affects t~e entire relationship 
of philosC?phy to the historiCal reality of our lives. This joining of 
the tempor:,tl character of philosophy to its substantial content guar
antee'S the permarrent importance of-Hegel. Every philosophy is the 
self-consciousness of its age; but this does not mean that it is a mere 
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mirror of its age, but rather that every generation must undertah 
the task of philosophy with nc"" strength and in its own \vay. pre
cisely because there is no phi/osop/.1i.l iJtrCllllis in any ex(cmal sense 
of eternity. The positivc consequencc of the transitory narure of 
philosophy is its continual rejuvcnation. TJ,e significance of this 
idea can be properly evaluated only when one remembers rhe pre\'i
ous srate of affairs. "Prior to Hegel, no great thinker dared so cou
rageously (0 put philosuphy into the stream· of life. They all stood 
on the bank, thinking it their joh to build a hridge across it. for 
eternity. The few wl10 thought otherwisc \vere not great thinkers. 
but skeptics or relativists. Hegel'S true greamess rests on his'-hreak 
with Eleaticism. without even dipping his fin!!ers into skepticism or 
rclati\'ism in the definitivc sense of thc word. Fate was so kind to 
him that not e\'en the shado\\' of such a thought ever appcated to 
him. His spirit was anchored so firmly to the absolute that his 
peculiar brand of relati\'ism was a merc product of his grcat con
sciousness of absolutcness. "~:.Q Thus philosophy becomcs an etcr
nally living acti\'ity, excluding any re\'ival of past systems. The 
philosopher who is to do justice to this transitory nature must be 
the most persevering and producti\·c spirit of his age, a man \\'ith the 
surest capacity for makin!!" distinctions in order [0 be .able tQ .diff er
-entiate what is "aluable from wh;lt is worthless. and what i!. signifi
cant for the future from what is merely (Opical. Because Hegel com
bined the broadest view \\;th the deepest critical ability. he was the 
first after Aristotle and Leibniz to achie\'e an attitude toward hisron' 
which does not relllain cxternal ro plulosophy. By \'ie\\'ing the· past 
as ha"ing an effect on thc futurc. philosophy becomes the conscious
ness Qf the age, and continuity becomes the principle of the histor
ic~l.pr?cess (in Hegel'S. cas~, to an ~lIgcratcd extent-, with which 
we cannot agrec, because an absolute conrinuity contradicts the 
transitory character of philosophy). Bur one thing remains decisi\'c: 
the gra~p' of historicity of the:spirit, a concept to which Hegel gave 
a pecuharly German dcvclopment. 

The refusal of Hcgel's philosophy, in contrast to that of Vico 
and Hec~eI', ro-tonsider the future, even for a moment, is interpretcd 
b)' Scholz as a mere renunciation of romantic speculation, a "sense 
of reality." The o.riginal Hegclians saw the eschatological concep
tion of"Hegcl's system as the problematic basis of its inClusiveneSs; 
~holz reads into the tcmporality of Hegelian philosophy a motif of 
limitless self-reju\·enation whicn caimot be derivcd from Hegel him,
self. He did his thinking in·the "old age" of the spirit, which corre-
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sponds to thc complete fulfillment of the spirit which has returned 
to itself. But for an eV:1lu:ltion of He!!ers si!,!T1ific:mc( . the decisin 
question is whether this boundar~' of his hiStorical meaning is not 
completely borne out by the history of the German spirit subse
quent to him. In this case, the actu:\t.significance of his metaphysics 
of the historical spirit lies in the fact that it brought to an end the 
epoch of "Germanic" philosophy as "Christian" philosophy. 

J. Plenge was acutely aware Of. the epochal boundary which 
separ:nes us from Hegel. It caused him to pose once more the ques
tion of Hc!!el's attimde toward history and to draw ~Iarx into the 
stlld~' of HegeL!!:'1 His study once more opened the doors to the 
qucstions ",i1ich had been asked a hundred years before by the 
Young Hegelians, particubrly Bauer. It hegins with the statement 
that it would be unworthy of Hegel merely to repeat philosophicall~' 
what he had already said better. In his eyes, this would be the very 
death of the spirit, which lives onl~' in onrcoming ncw dichotomies. 
"He would ask us, was I nor followed hy a new antithesis, coming: 
from without and within? Formally, as the empirical knowledge o'f 
a scientism broken up into separate disciplines. Materially, as the 
socialism of Karl Marx, which !(few out of m,' own school, drew its 
su~~wnce frOJll._my dialectic~ and develo.ped into the irresistil_)le 
course of the social ad,·enrure. You want -~) rcmrn to mc as to the 
vehicle of a victorious unh'ersal affirmatiof'l; but you are too weak 
to reach me beyond these antitheses, instead of being brought to a 
~~It hy them-as though my periad bad been older and more finished 
than eyen I was willing t<> co~strlie it."1~2_ Hegel arid !\farx boxh 
reco!rl1ized thc fundamenral historical nature of :til human life; it is 
our duty to make use of thcir design, without gi"ing uncritical sup
..p~F.f £0 eid,eF.2r.3 

The way in which Hegel. and evcn Marx, yiewed the systcm of 
OUr world was limited; only in the course of the nineteenth cemurv 
Aid "eruption of-energy" _set in, which ultimately led to the \ '" II rid 
\\'ar and the upheavals following in its wake; Hcgel could not fore
see this at all, and Marx only iDsofar as it pertained to c:1.pitalism. 
The inventions of ttie ninetee'r\th ceffiQry~ together "'itH the or
ganization of economic, sOCIal I and miIitaiy structures which they 
made possible, opened for the first time a "world" which now in
cluded in Mrual fact all'the historibl rraiiom; of the earth. ,"Tirh 
reference to this new world, Ple~gc attempts to restrucmre the 
prcvious histo.ry Gf Europe and to dcrermine Heg-ells historical place· 
from the standpoint of the present. The Christi:m Middle Ages, the 
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modern era. and the ninereenrh century, with which once more a 
new .epoch begins. are the three suhsidiary periods of an h:storical 
era preceding- the newly arri\"Cd ··world':'sysrcm· which begms with 
the \,"orld \\"ar. In contrast. Hegel's conclusion of world historv 
with the Christian-Germanic world was still based upon a Europe 
not yet aware of the historical significance of America and Russia, 
nor the new dialogue with the East. "Between us and Hegel there 
lies a period of history for \\'hich we do not ha'.-e a generally recog
nized descripti\'e name. The 'Age of Capitalism' refers onl~- [(I the 
... continuing process oi economic reform .... 'Bourgeois 50-
ciet\·: without the connotations ... so illogicallv attached to the 
word 'bourgeois: is really too plcasant-sounding (or such an explo
sh'e C\'ent, and the future misunderstandings could easily be e\'cn 
more dangerous, because a socialistic work-a~rm\' would need at least 
as much discipline and order as does the middie class. One solution 
is to take the famous phrase applied by Goldberger to America at 
the turn of the century . . . and extend it to the entire nineteenrh 
century: 'the century' of unlimited possibilities'! This phrase well 
describes the reaching out of mankind toward greater and greater 
technical achieYements, and the whirl of personal success for the 
fortunate exploiters and profiteers in this rising market. But prob
~bly the best name for the demonIC power of this .evolutionary proc
ess, which transcends anything that has e,'er existed pre\;ously. is 
'eruption of energy.' All the forces of the earth are unleashed; the 
effect is to overwhelm mankind. to force our society into an incal
culable transformation, qeyond the control of any insight ·or of any 
will, which finally . . . through the fault of everyone, if there is 
fault, ends in world war and world re,'olurion. In the process, the 
pictUre of.reality is extended by the .reslllts of science.ta.~easur ... 
able and yet calculated cosmic distances, . . . with the result that 
e,'erywhere the eternal equilibrium of unchangeable laws is lost .... 
'Development' becomes untamed erupting energy which pays ~s no 
regard. Human society is tom loose from~ all uni\'ersal systems regu
lating its behavior, both orderly systems and systems assumed for the 
sake of order; my consistent ,;ew of aU .realit),. is loSt. There is no 
longer such a thing as a world view. There are onl), sciences! Spe
cialized sciences fitted into no c:omprehensivc order. of a total sys
tem. . . . The only principle in the backgrou~d is an absolute faith 
in science as a method whIch r~ac~es a sure knowledgc even of the 
last things, leading to the tende ncy to concei\'e these laSt things as 
an absolute torce which man may use in his maintenance of society. 
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bue whose product he is. Material ... as energy! Friedrich List 
and Karl \i.,rx both pue their faith in fort·e. Thi~ i!' the world of the 
real n:neteemh centun-. of which He~el had no idea. although it 
was coming: imo being -under his \-ery eYes.":.!;>i ~ 

Through all rhe struggles of races ·and nations, peoples and 
classes. the onrcn;ning of time and space, through the technification 
of the world, e\·crywhere pushes forward to a consciously organized 
world system and to a "history of world organization," although it 
is impossible to know whether this tower of Bahel. with its con
fusion of tongues. can be made a lasting creation. Hegel, in contrast, 
wanted tQ..explain the absolute completely in the midst of the ~truc
ture of his own world. In spite of the breadth and assurance of his 
gaie. his yiew of thc world was still completely restricted to the 
Christian-humanistic historical entity, although e,'en during his life 
the stud~' of history began to transform the traditional picture, re
,·ising it in the light of newly discovered historical sources from the 
Orient.2~~ This restriction to a central portion of the European 
domestic world has an e,'en deeper basis in Hegel's philosophical 
position. namely. in his idea of the state and of religion. For Hege1\ 
the French Re"olution was the great event; but he intenti~nally 
overlooked the possibilities arising from it, even though iri hi~ own 
period it was obvious that the Age of Revolutions was just begin
ning. "He had no premonition of the bewildering influences which 
were to come upon Europe from all moer the world. This is the fault 
of his method itself, for what dialectics has once dealt with indeed 
-remains :tli\:e within it as a suspended compooent, but it n~ver has ~ 
basically new effect in its own right." The ultimate basis for this 
closed character of Hegel's svste'; lies in his attitude toward Chris
~anitr. "For Hegel. Christ is'thc_!f,ro!utionaryo( his synrh~sis, uni
tying once and for all the world \\·hich stands at the point of utmost 
antithesis. Hegel viewed ChriSt without reverence or emotion . . . 
with deep scientific tension :IS the problem of problems, because in 
him the infinite becomes finite, because he, as 'one of these,' in his 
very human life, includes \\'ithin ·himself the All, demonstrating 
~nclusi\'-eIV' the essential union of ma'n with God."Jli8 In this, ab· 
Stract logic'al process loses all Its original, human power; at:t\lally, 
t~e Protestant State suffices for this hist.orical purpose of the Hege
~an world. On the basis of this to~at spiritunli7:ation and seculariza
tion of the Christian supernatur~l world, the tr,ns·irion from the 
~eri?d of actu~l Christianity to the modern- era has no p~rtic~lar 
SIgnificance 'fbr Hegel; me modem era loses fhe impetus of hlstoncal 
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progress which, in the stonny course of the ninetccnth century. 
finally drives it to the Fir')r \\' arid \\"ar. The modem ~ra becomes 
simp(v a fulfilled Christianity, cnmpletely awarc of itself. "Hcgel 
O\"erloo].;s thc transformation of the picture of reality into an en
tirely new dimensional structure and the incipient unification of all 
the ci\·ili7..3tions of the earth into one single theater, which distin
guishes the modern era, no matter how ml~ch it remains a subsiJiarr 
l)eriod in the course of Europe's decline. from all the human past 
and thereby from the beginning of the 'Vest European period with 
the age of 'Christendom.' Of course it remains true that the assur
ance of being superior to the world which typifies the- modern eLl 
at its peak is built upon this same assurance of Christendom, ~ub
jected to God; this then grows into the frenzy of scientific superi
ority of the nineteenth century. emla\"cd to its own products! "257 

In contrast to the demands of his method, Hegel's historical system 
only apparently concludes with a complet~ reconciliation and 
systematization of the experienced antitheses. In reality. its PC?litical 
conclusion is a radical hostility between warring national states; its 
religious conclusion is a Protestantism split up into sects, itself still an 
irreconcilable opponent of Catholicism. 

Hegel's achievement in the study of history, magnificent in spi.te 
of these limitations, was onl\' corrected in the nineteenth century fly 
F ~ List and l\larx, bath of ~-hom. in contrast to the bourgeois" his
torians, sought with a quick grasp to shape their assumptions con
cerning the meaning for the world of the new technical and so:=io
economic advances. "YVithour overmuch concern for Hegel, List 
viewed the national state as the vehicle of history and provided it 
with the economic weapons with which to secure its equal rights 
with other nations. upon which the world system was to grow. 
Marx, the spiritual heIr of Hegel. like List, considered economics 
and science to be the real joh and basis for existence of mankind; 
just for this reason he saw them as the seedbed of class conflict and 
of class wars, which he considered would have to be undergone until 
the final world system of work "was achieved. 'Ve take them both 
only as examples of the way the facts of the age shoved Hegel's sys
tem aside, showing morc simple ways for thought. Sim~ltaneously. 
there have been attempts to answer questions which Hegel had 
answcr'ed wrongly -or not at all, or had not even seen-incomplete 
answers, in their one-sidedness lacking the scope for which Hegel 
strove."258 It remains to be asked whether the basic concepts of 
Hegel's philosophy of history can be applied to the phenomeOll of 
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the period of the world juSt peginning, e.g., the dialogue of the 
'v:'rious cultures and the b'eling process going on beyond tillS dia
logue.!!59 Against this possibilit)~ one would s~rely ha~'e to say that 
only as corrected by ~brx can Hegel be used for a real understand
ing of the nineteenth century. "Above all, with a proper "iew of the 
basic truth discovered b,' !\hrx. one can see in the utilization and 
subjugation of all the forces of the earth and the reaction upon 
society of the instruments forged for this purpose an enom1Ously 
powerful effect of the: producti\·e power of our hum:m spirit, of 
which we are able to see only the immediate consequences. . .. 
But these, one and all, are other paths than Hegc1..took.,,!!r.1I 

.In contrast to this sociological appropriati'On of Hegel. formu
lated in such a way that it might frighten off the casual reader, the 
academic Neo-Hegelianism of the twentieth century, totally deriva
tive, shut its eyes to the historical insights of ;\larx and Sorel. It 
failed to understand the philosophical problem of the nineteenth 
century. The German intelligentsia became aware of so-called 
MarxiSm only through the political propaganda of National Social
ism and its polemic staging. 

In Germany, original Hegelianism was forgotten; the revi,'al of 
Hegel came about through Neo-Kanti3nism ... But iri Russia the 
Hegelianism of the fortie;' in the form of nihilism, J\hrxlsm, and 
Leninism, underwent continuous development down to the present, 
and made history. In 1931, there were three congresses on the occa
sion of the centenary of Hegel's death:. one in Moscow, and two 
others in Rome and Berlin. In spite of their·mu~al antipathy, they 
belonged together as had the Hegelian right and left of the previous 
century. As then. the greater degree of culture belonged to the epi
ganes. the' historical powe-r to these who- warned Jlrogrcss and intCK ... 
preted 'Hegel by means of Marx. But over one thing the idealistic 
and mater:ialistic dialectics 0'£ both parties were agreed: the notion 
that they were able by a simple operation to separate the "dead" 
from the "living" pomon of Hegel's philosophy and to use either 
~hc spiritual "content" or the dialectic~l "m~thod" in isolation.26~ 
But the real sundering of what Hegel's mediation had joined to
gether had already been accomplished; in opposite directions, by 
Marx and Kierkegaard. That these two dogmatic and mutually op
posed critics of Hegel were both under the spell of his concepts' 
demonst~ates the poweraf the .spirit which could produce such 
extremes. 



III l-hc Dissolution of Hegel's 

l\1ediations in the Exclusive 

Choices of 1\ larx and Kierkegaard 

1 The General Criticism 
of Hegel's ~otion of Reality 

The attack of Marx and Kierkegaard separates precisely what Hegel 
had unified; both oyerturn his reconciliation between reason and 
reality. Marx takes Heger's political philosophy. as the object of his 
criticism; Kierkegaard's attack is directed against his philosophical 
Christianity. The result is not only a dissolution of Hegel's system. 
but at the same time of the entire system· of the bourgeois Christian 
~\-orld. The philosophical basis of this radical criticism of the exist
Ing order is their quarrel with Hegel's notion of "reality" .as "unity 
of essence With existence. "1 The attack is c1irected primarily against 
a single statement from the preface to the Recbtspbilorophie: 
"\Yhatever is rational is real; aDd whate~r iuealis r.arional." 

It is difficult today to conceive of the serious struggle and enor
mous excitement which this sentence produced even during Hegel's 
lifetime. As heirs of the nineteenth century, we thin'k of "reality" as 
"facts" and "data," of a realism \(-hich could arise only after the 
breakdown of the Hegelian Real-Idealism.2 The immediate cause of 
this transformation in the norion of reality ·was none other than 

III 
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Hegel himself, through his unparalleled ele\'ation of the real, con
tcmporary world as the content of philosophy. It is essen~ial that 
philosvphy give to the content of consciousness the form of thought 
and thus "reflect" upon reality; it is equally essential to realize that 
its content is none other than the content of the world or empirical 
reality. The degree to which philosophy corresponds to reality can 
eYen be considered an external touchstone of its truth. But not any 
and everything in existence is "reality" in the same sense and to the 
samc degree; for this reason a distinction must be made between real 
existenc'C and what is merely "transitory," "meaningless," "acci-
d I "" I 1" d" dim ". S I . enta, ep lcmera, an ru entary. eXistence. uc 1 an accI-
dental reality, which equally could not exist, docs not deserye the 
"emphatic" name of a genuine reality.3 As a result of this distinc
tion between accidental existence and reality, Hegel could s~ in 
the dictum of the preface to the Recbtspbilosopbie 'luite "simple" 
statements, while for his successors the v were extremely ambi{!uolls, 
depending upon whether the first or the second portion' of the~ state
ment was emphasized, that is, whether the criterion of interpretation 
was taken to be the sole realitY of the rational or the sole rationalitY 
of the real. But even E. Gans: the editor of the second edirion of tl{e 
Recbtspbilosopbie, could find no fallacy in Hegel's statement; he 
defended it as a simple truth against the attacks \\~hich It had drawn. 
"Straightforwardly interpreted." it says no mure and no less than 
that "in order to be true to its narure, what is truly rational con
tinually takes form in the world, achie\;ng acrualiry;' and what truly 
exists in the world contains within the world tht:" justification of an 
inherent rationality."4 Hegel's statement is nevertheless by no means 
self~evident; this is prond by the simple fact that Hegel found it 
necessary to justify it, and particularly the way in ,,·hich he did so. 
He appeals to both God and the world. in contrast to the theologians 
and philosophers who ohjected to tbe rationality of reality. This 
statement, sa)'s Hegel, must be immediatdy obvious to theologians 
because it is precisely the doctrine of God's dominion over the 
world, and philosophers must know enough to realize that "not only 
is God real, he is that which is- most real; he alone· is tnlly real," 
Thus-like the efficacy of the "idea"-the equation of reason with 
reality is based on a philosophy which is also a theology. Its ultimate 
goal is to bring about, thro~gh .recognition of the conformity of 
God and the world, the reconciliation between "self-conscious rea
son" and "reason which has being,'·' that is. realitv. Ruge and Feuer
bach, Marx and Kierkegaard, challenged the ~alidirY of Hegel's 
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reconciliation between reason and reality in a way which anticipated 
the ar!!umenrs from HaYnJ tr Dilthey. 

R~ge took over Hegel's notion of reality as the union of essence 
and existence; precisely for this reason he could object co Hegel'S 
development of this principle in political philosophy on the grounds 
that he had absolutized (in the sense of universal essence) particular 
hiscorical forms of existence which in themselves are transitory. In 
this manner Hegel allowed reason to withdraw from present, real 
liie. losing historic.l! "interest" in these political forms as such.5 He 
gives the reader t\\"o separate foundations: at times, he supports 
inJi,·idual existence upon a universal essence; at others, he supports 
J uni"cr!i;11 essence upon historical existence.1) 

Fellerhach's criticism is not directed against the faihire of the 
logical predicates in the face of historical e;istence, but against their 
in;lJ<:lluac~' fur empirical existence,7 which for him was the criterion 
of what "'as real. As empirical existence, reality appears immediately 
as what it is; but for Feuer~ach this immediacy means not merely 
"not-yet-mediated." as it does for Hegel, who defines being, with 
reference to the spiritual acti"ity of mediation, as that which is im
mediate. By confronting being. within itself, as the immediate, spec
ulative thought can apparentl~' resolve the antithesis between real 
hein!!" and thought "'irhollt difficultv.S In contrast to this excoQ'itated 
imm~di;1cy of being, which is tho~ght, Feuerbach asserts the positive 
and primary character of immediately empirical reality, which 
ne"ercheless is Dot something from which thought is absent or which 
is self-evident. Evert more direct than empirical obsen'ation of ob·· 
jecti"e reality, for which one must go outside of himself, is the mere 
subjective mental image of something, which can remain completely 
with what js ima2:ined, In order that ~~pirical observ~_tion may ex
hibit that which has being in its reality, there is need for a change 
such as that from. the oriental dFeam world ·to Greek darity, which 
allows us to vIC'\\' that which hils-being in its genuine form.s In con
trast, the intdlcctual "obsen'ation" of Hegelian speculation-is a con
structive cogitation in identity with itself. It does not achieve this 
Teal world, 'but only the actualization of a theological, shadow 
world. Christian theology is also the basis for Hegel's thesis of the 
rationality of the real. "The identity' of thought and being is . . . 
m«eJy the expression of the divine nature of reason-the expression 
of the fact that ... reason is the absolute essence, the embodiment 
?f all truth and reality, that no antitheSIS to reason exists, that reason 
IS all, just as in traditional theology God is all, i.e., all that is essential 
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and truly has being."lo Only empirical being, palpable to the senses. 
which is different. from the rhinkin{! of a thoueht. attests like an in
COl ruptibl: witness the true being. as tlie in'dependent realit~- of 
something which itself has being. But for the thinker as a thinkerll 
there is no real being and no real existence. no Daseill and no per
s('ity, although these all exist for the man who thinks empiric:t1ly.l~ 

"-ith this concentration on existing reality as perceptible to 
sense, ah\'ays ha,-ing particular significant content. Feuerbach de
liberately relinquishes ontological inquir~- into undifferentiated bc
ing. such as is predicable equally of ever~·thing that has being. I:; For 
purel~' ontological thoug,ht. the empirically defined "this" is not 
essentiallv different from any other "this" or "that." because the 
lo!!ical form of "this" in e\'erv case is the same for all data of the 
se~ses.H Thus Hegel'S dialectic of empirical certaint~- dissoh'es 
everv really indi\'idual "this" in uni"ersallo!!ic. although the IOQ"ic is 
a mere word. "this" alone being an object~ Bur just as the w;rd is 
not the object itself, so an imagined or merely stated "this" is not 
an empirically real being, the existence of which for me is alwa~-s a 
"practical" qu~tion. The mystery of being does -not re\'eal itself to 
thought in uni,"ersal terms, but to empirical obsen-ation with the 
senses. to sensitivity and passion. "Passion alone," says Feuerbach. 

'. aQ"reeing- with Kferkegaard. "is the token of real existence." because 
p'assion ~ alone is reall)'; concerned whether something exists or not. 
For purely th\!oretical thought, this practical distinction is of no 
interest.11i Even mere sensitivity has a -fundamental and not mereh
empirical significance for the" knowledge of being. The hunger 
which demands nourishment re,"eals in the sense of emptiness a 
corporear understanding of the apundance characteristic of reall~" 
ex~sting being. Like love and passion, it is an "ontological proof" of 
an invoh'ed existence which is realI" concerned with "being-." Onh
what effects a change in mr sjtuation. what is pleasant 0; painfuL 
can show that it "is" there or is lacking. -And onlv thol1g-ht which 
allows itself to be interrupted by obse"r\,ation, sensation~ and pas
sion. rather than continuing- on ah\'av~ within the confines of itself 
can-eomprehend, even theoretically, ,,,hat "reality" is.lt. 

Marx and Kierkegaard also directed their criticism of Hegel 
against the norion of real existence. Ruge is concerned primarily 
\Vith the ethical and political existence of the body politic, Feuer
bach with the sensuous existence of the corporeal human being. 
Marx with the economic existence of the masses, and Kierke!!aard 
with the ethical and religious existence of the individual. For Ruge. 
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historical existence re\"eals itself to "interest," understood politically; 
for F euerbach, all real existence reveals itself to sense pe.rccptlUn and 
passion; for l\larx, social existence is rcn:alcd through empirical ac
ti\'ity as social practice; and for Kicrkegaard, ethical reality is rt
"ealed to the passion of inner acti\"ity. 

The Russian and Polish Heg-elians of the forties were also con
cerned with "real in'." The existential motif of their disag-reement 
with Hegel is expressed \\;th an openness and directness ·which is 
peculiarly Sla\"onic. The classification of the Russian intelligentsia 
into "'Yesterners" and "Sla\"ophiles" is determined philosophicall~' 
by their adherence to Hegel and his pupils or to Schelling's attack 
upon Hegel. But Schelling's demand for a positi\"c rhilosorh~' of 
reality is determined by Hegers claim to comprehend reality as the 
sole content of philosoph~-; for this reasoq, both sides of the Russian 
dialogue with German philosophy were determined by Hegel. The 
best e\'idence of this is the letters of the Russians srudvin!! in Ger
many at the time: for them, "Germany" and "Hegei" a~e practi
cally synonymous. 

During his transition from the \\' estern to the Slavonic orienta
tion, J. "T. Kireiewski1i (1806-1856) de\'eloped the thesis that 
,\Testern thought in toto lacked a full and complete relationship 
between the person. as an intellectual spirit. and reality. He saw the 
ultimate- basis for this in the' ,"estern Eur.opean relationship between 
church and state, between faith and knowledge, as it developed 
after the breach between Rome and Constantinople. The destructi\'e 
ideas of the eighteenth ce-nrury, with their incorrect view of Chris
tianity, are the result of the exaggerated rationalism -and fragmen
tation of "'estern European thought. In Hegel'S philosophy, the 
uni\'er~al European belief in the sllsceptibili_ty of ideas and reality to 
~rganization reached a climax. But Hegel brought "the systematiza
tion of the world on the basis of human self-eonsciousness to an 
insurpassable culmination, creating thereby the basis for Schelling'S 
demonstration of the "nerrati\'ity" of this mode of tholleht, alienated 
from li\'ing reality. "Anlso today the simatio, of phil~sophy in the 
\:\"est- is as follows: conscious-()f ~he restricted sphere of validity of 
all rational abstraction. it cannot progress further in this direction; 
~either can it find another, different direction, precisely becltuse all 
ItS streRgM has been used up in the completion- of the old system -Df 
a?stract rationalism. "18 In contrast, Russia has preserved the tradi
tion of the -ancient church in irs monasteries :Irid in the doctrines of 
the FatherS of the Greek Church;'this tradition includes the concen-
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tration of aU spiritual activity upon the whole. un fragmented indi
vidual. "\\-estern man is incapable of comprehending a living rela
tionship of all spiritual faculties. in which none :lCts wItham the 
other. He has no understan-ding of that peculiar equilibrium of soul 
which characterizes the individual brought up in the Orthodox tra
dition~ determining even his external mien and gestures. E nn amidst 
the whirlwind of fate ... his conduct displa)"-s ... a final depth 
of calm._ a moderation, dignity, and humility which witness to an 
equilibrium of the soul, a deep inner harmony of feeling for life. In 
contrast, the European seems to be in a perperual ecstas~-, his appear
an~cs are officious, almost theatrical, he seems full of agitation in his 
inward and ourwa-rd bearing. which he nc\'erthcless exertS himself 
frantically to bring into artificial symmetry_"!!> Bur if Europe will 
only surrender the principles of its untrue Christianity and return to 
the stage of pre-Christian thought. then. perhaps. it will be capable 
once more of receiving the true doctrine, which is neither allied nor 
opposed to reason. 

1\1. Bakunin (1814-1876) interpreted Hegel's philosophy pri
marily as a "new religion," in the hope of soh-ing all his p-ersonal 
pro~lems through complete dedication to .the "life of the absolute." 

I He even soughno determine the course of his brothers' and sisters' 
lives on the basis of Hegelian philosophy. "Through the spirit 
everything lives, everything is brought to life. Only to a dead eye 
is rel1lity dead. Reality is the eternal life of God .... The more 
alive a man is, the more he is permeated by self-conscious spirit ard 
the more alive, reality is for him. . . ._ TV hat is rca/ is rational. The 
spirit is absolute power, the source of all power. Rea~ity is the life 
of this spirit"; as a consequence, it is all-powerful. .. ."20 In the 
il?-troducrion to his translation of I)cgel's Gymnasia/redell, he pro
claimed the necessity of a reconcilfation with reality, and explained 
Hegel's sentence to himself in a way that was radically optimistic; 
for to revolt against reality is the same as to destroy every vital 
source of life within oneself. "Reconciliation with reality is within 
... :all spheres of life the great task of our age; Hegel and Goethe 
are the priReipal representativeS of this reconcili~tion, this retUrn 
from death to lif.e."21 

Starting from this point, V. G. Belinskij (1 8 1 0-1 848) drew 
further conclasions. Be writes to Bakunin: '$ln the smithy of my 
spirit there has gtown a peculiar meaning of that great word 
'reality.'" I look at th~ r.eality which I pceviously so despised, and 
tremble, ..•. because I have come to l,l.llderstand its rationality, 
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because I sec that nothing must be removed from it, that no aspect 
of it must be criticized: ... " "Reality! I repeat this word when I 
ari~e and when I go to bed, by day ~nd by night, and reality sur
rounds me, I feel it everywhere and in everything, even within my
self, in that new alteration \}'hich is noticeable in me from day to 
day." "Now I daily -meet with practical people, and it is ·no longer 
hard for me to breathe in their company ... " "I fonn my judg
ments of everyone not according to some preconceived theory, but 
according to the data given by himself, I know how gradually to 
enter into the proper relationship with him; therefore all are cOI-uent 
with me, and J am content with all. I am beginning in conversation 
to discohr interests in common with people with whom I pre\;ously 
thought I had nothing in common. I demand only what may be 
demanded of me, and for this reason receiYe only good and nothing 
evil. ... " "Not long ago I discovered a great truth which (until 
now) had been unknown to me. . . . I recognized that there is no 
such thing as a fallen man. who has betrayed his calling. I no longer 
look down upon anyone who has ruined his life through a marriage, 
who has extinguished his reasoning power and his genius in his oc
cupation; such a man has no guilt. Reality is a monster, anned with 
iron jaws: it seizes by force anyone who does not surrender himself 
frecly and devours him."2!! In this RUSSIan reinterpretation of 
Hegel's emphatic reality we find the passion peculiar to Belinskij, 
which caused him to reconcile the highway of reason, not with the 
"blue sky" of infinity, but with "garden variety" reality.23 He 
ceased to be a romantic, and sought to sen'e Russian reality, up to 
and including an absolute recognition of Russian absolutism, which 
estranged him from all his friends and ultimately brought him to a 
crisis which finally f.orced him into opposition to. Russian .reality. 
Under the influence of Bakunin and Herzen, he went over to the 
side of the left-wing Hegelians. Two years after the lette~ just 
-quoted, which he wrote to Bakunin. he cursed his base longing for 
a reconciliation with miserable reality. The human personality is 
more than all history, and Heine is more than all the "professional 
thinkers" who defend reality z it is.:!4 I have long guessed that 
Hegel's philosophy is merely one thing among· others, perhaps very 
important, but that the absolute nature of its conclusions is rot, that 
it is better to die than to accept them witlingly .... For him, the 
subject is not an end in itself, but only a means for a momentary 
expression of the universal; and for him, the universal is a Moloch, 
for it flaunts itself in the subject and then discards the Sbbject like a 
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worn-out stocking, I hJye particular reasons for being angry with 
Begel. for I feel th;n 1 was basically true ro him whcn I nude m\' 
peGee with Russian reali~y. , , ,Ali" Hegers chatter ahoU[ mo(alit~· 
is complete nonsense. for in the objecti\'e realm of thought there is 
no morality. JUSt as thcre is none in objective religion. The destiny 
of the subjc:ct. the indi\·idual. the personality. is more important 
than the dcstiny uf the, entire world and more important than the 
h<:alth of the Emperor of China (i.e .• Hegelian. universality), .. ~:. 
The onl\' true reconciliation with realin' seems to him to be that 
which Rugc preached as the turning of 'the0ry into practice,:!~ He 
yiewed Hegelian philosophy. indeed, as the highest achie\'emenr of 
our culturc, bur at the same time as the means whcreby dUs culture 
dissoh'es itself in transition to a ncw form which the w~rld will take; 
to turn away from Hegel means revolt against philosophy in gen
eral. 

The philosophy of Count A. Cieszkowski (1814-1894):.!; is basi
cally no less Sla\'onic, but in its abstract discipline and the way in 
which it construes questions, it can scarcely be distinguished from 
Gennan Hegelianism. In r8p, he stUdied at the Uniyersity of Ber
lin, attending the lectures of Miche1et, Hotho. 'Ycrder, Gans. Hen
ning. and E'i-dm.ann. His impression of the Genn:ms \'VaS .that they 
were the most "synthetic" and at the same time "abstract" of peo
ples. "They ha\"e no sense at all of concrete life. In Gennany, eyery
thing is met with healthy and powerful appro\"al; but all these ele
ments lack organic and hannonizing accord. Everything 9issolves 
into particularities,:~nd thus .rhe total picture is itself something ab
stract, a chimera, a caput 111ortuznl1. Knowledge and life, ideality and 
realit)r, are separated from each other. There is a constant hither and 
thither."28 CU!s..zW:skL s.pught to .resolve this mutual "alieoacion" 
of theory and practice, of knowledge and life in the Siayonic spirit 
through a "philosophy of action," based on a "Christianism" which 
was to bring Hegelian "logism" back to the original Logos of the 
Christ-word.2~ In Hegel'S philosophy he saw a final state which 
could be oVer~ome only by passage from the element of thought to 
the element ofwiU; "'e~use onl)" the will re\'e:ds a new future.80 On 
the other hand, Hegel's consum'mation also-motivates CiesZ"kowski's 
rer,urn to the origins . of (>hilosophy in the original stages of Greek 
phIlosophy,'l to wInch '-Marx~ Klerkegaard, and Lass:dle also re
ferred in contrast to the end.reached by Hegel. His disagreement 
with Hegel centers on the latter's notion of "universality:" The tnre 
spirit is not a·universal and impersonal "thinking," but the spiritual 
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acri,oity of the "complete self."3~ For the most part. Hegel contrasted 
the uni\"Crsal ro the parricular and resolved bClth in real individuality 
-but occasionally he al!'o contrasted the universal to the particular 
/111.1 the indi,oidual. Cieszkowski explains this terminological confu
sion thus: that in e,oery case the universal remains dominant fCir 
Hegcl. so that in spite of his protestations of arriving at the concrete 
"one:o the individual is surrendered to uniyersalin' and the subject to 
substanceo Ac<.:ording to Cieszkowski, the third way in which a 
resolution mav be achie,oed between indi,oidualitv and uni,oersality 
i!' through thc' perfect indi,oiduation of the spirit in the divine persono 
Only there does substanc~ actually become subject03:; In other 
word~. Cicszkowski \\Oishes to reach the Christian position within 
the framework of Gemlan philosophy of the spirit. a position which 
~ierJ,;,cgaard developed in a paradoxical manner against the thinking 
of the uni,oersal. His goal is a philosophy of life in activity. which 
ha~ God as the self. perfect in itself, freely creating from itself.s• 

F t:om this standpoint there develops a far-reaching correction of 
Hegel's philosophy of history, which Cieszkowski expanded in his 
Prolegomena zlIr Historiosopbie.3

:' In contrast to Hegers di,oision of 
history into the Oriental world, the Greco-Roman world. and the 
Christian-Germanic world, he sets forth the following- threefold 
di,oision: Ancient world to Christ. Christian-Germanic worl~i to 
Hegel, and, as the third, the future, which is a component of all 
historicity, not only in the case of prophets but in e\"ery case. be
cause history is not a deterministic process, but a free and responsible 
act.i,oity. "'e stand at the beginning of future history; it will bring 
the synthesis of the pre-Christian and Christian forms of the world. 
In his writings he disclIsses the concrete question of the future world 
as the refonn of Christianity and of political society.38 

2 The Critical DistincotioBs 

of Marx and Kierkegaard37 

a Marx 

In his criticism of dle Hegelian philosophr of right, Marx does 
n9t quarrel with Hegel's principle, but only with the concrete 
working out of what he, too, asserted: the unity between reason 
and reality, and berween universal essence and individual existence. 
The essence of political existence is the polis-nature of the social 
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organism, the "political universality." Hegel is not to be blamed for 
depicting "the nature of the modcrn state. . . . h\lt for holding 'that 
which is' to be the (:ssenCl: of the statc."3' He myscifies (?lJlpcirj,l. 
thereby turning the contem of his idealistlc exposition into "the 
crassest materialism," justifying philosophically that which merely 
happcns·to exist. His mediation he tween bourgeois society and the 
state does not really remove the comradicriPIl between private
egoistic and public-communal existence; in fact, this very mcdiation 
points up this contradiction as being unresoh·ed. "Hegers grcater 
insight lies in the fact that he percei\·e~ the separation hetwcen bour
geois society and political society as a comradi(·tion. But his crror 
lies in being contcnt \\~ifh tlie appearancc of a rl:solution."1I9 In 
reality, the "real man" of bourgeois s()cict~· is the private indiyidual 
of the existing constitution, because the abstraction of thc state as 
such and that of pri,·atc life are in themselves a contradiction.40 

"Therefore if a man would act as a real citizen, \vould achieve 
political importance and effectiveness. he must step out of his bour
geois reality, abstract from it, withdraw from this entire organiza
tion into his individuality; for the onl" existence which he will find 
for his status as a citizen· is his pure, uinnixcd individuality. \Vithout 
him, the existencc of the state as an administration is impossible; and 
without the state his e:cistencc in lMfrgeois sociHyis imposslb1e. 
Only in contrast to these solely prcsent social units, only as an in
dividual, can he be a citizen of the statc. His existence as a citizen of 
the state is an existence which lies outside of his social forms of 
existence, and is therefore purely individual.'!41 

As a citizen of the state, the bourgeois is necessarily a stranger, 
someone external, foreign to himself-just as foreign and external as 
his private life t:emains to the state. His state is an "abstract" state 
be~aose it· is a bureaucratic administrative power which .abstracts 
from the real, that is, private, life of its citizens; just as they as indi
vidual human beings abstract from it. The choice of a man to be a 
t:nember of a state remains necessarily an abstract choice so long as 
the real situation of life presupposes a separation between public an.d 
private realms.42 as a private . individual, separate~ f£6m the public 
universality of life, he is himself privately detennined. In com
munistic society. "the reverse is true: thcre, the individuals as in
dividuals particIpate in the state as their res publica; Commun~m. as 
Marx, the Hegelian, understood it, is the true resolution of condi
tions of existence which have no essence, the social identity of~sen
rial reason with the real existeIice of human beings existing as " 
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social organism. Hcgel achic\'cd this reconciliation only in the realm 
of thought; in rralin', hc wok as the content of his description the 
hisrorically condititlllcd contradiction bctwcen privatc-individual 
;md public-communal cxistence. 

This modern contradictiun existcd neithcr in antiquity nor in 
the 'fiddlc Agcs. For the actual private individual of antiquity was 
the slavc who had no sharc in the social organism. and who, thcre
f·ore, was not a "human bcing" in the full-sense of the word.43 In 
the "fiddle Ages, c"cry sphere of pri\'atc life was at thc same time 
public and corporate; thc life of rhe people and the life of the statc 
"'ere identical, cvcn though rhe indi\'idual man was not free. pnly 
the French Revolution produced the absrr;lction of pri\'ate life. to
gether with the merely political stare. concei\'ing the freedom of 
the bourgcois as a negati\'e freedom from the state. Bur true freedom 
is a freedom of the highest social natllre, in a "society of free men." 
And yet the sense for frccdom left the world with thc Grecks, and 
the sensc for equality vanished with' C~ristianity into the blue of 
hc:wcn, Only a radical rcvolution of the existing conditions can 
produce a polis extended to become a cosmopolis. the "true democ
racy" of a Classless society, reali7:ing Hegel's philosophy of the state 
in the.tlemempf modern society. Onl~' in the polis obhe future can 
the wQTJd in tact become our own. the isomorphic "otherness" of 
our sef\'cs; in contrast. the bourgeois, private individual necessarily 
remains alien in his public world. 

In complete contrast to this philosophic communism, Kierke
gaard treated the pri"ate indi"idual radicalIy. as an "individual," 
opposing the inwardncss of self-being to the outwardness of whoIc
sal.e relationships. For him, the two unique prototypes of individual 
CXI!;tenceare Socrates in the Athenian polis and Christ against the 
entire wo.rld, consisting 0'£ both JeWs and Gentiles. 

b Kierkega.lrd 

In the last pages of his Concept of h(my, Kierkegaard indicated 
that ir :was the "task of the age to translate the results of scientific 
kn.o:w1edge"-mcanipg Hegcli~nism-"into ~e~onallife." to "appro
pnat;e~ tnem personally. For It would be rIdIculous for sameone to 
teach throughout his whole life that "reality" has absolute signifi
cance and then to die without :my further evidence of this validity 
than having proclaimed this wisdom. The negativity of irony is 
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useful as a means of \'erifying reality; it teaches us "to nuke realit~· 
real" by giving it the appropriate emphasis.H Aftcr finishing hi~ dis
serration. ~ierk~gaard undertook the trip to Berlin in order to hear 
Schelling. expecting oi the latter's posiri"e philosophy an elucida
tion of reality which he did not find in He[!~l. \Ye read in one emr\" 
of the journal: "It makes me happy to have heard Schelling's secon'd 
lectures-indescribably so. Long enough have I sighed. and my 
thoughts sighed within me. He spoke of the relationship bet\\ cen 
philosophy and reality; and. when he spoke the word 'reality: m~' 
thoughts leapt for io~' within me as did the child .in Elisabeth's 
womb. I remember almost e,'erv word which he said from that 
moment forrh. At this point. perhaps. clarity is possible. This o'ne 
single word. which reminded me of all my philosophical torment 
and agony."45 This expectation immediately gavc way to disap
pointment: ""Iy age does not allow mc to assimilate drop b~' drop 
what I would scarcely open my mouth to s\\'allo\\, all at once. I am 
too old to listen to lectures. JUSt as Schellin!! is roo old to !!i,'c them. 
His whole theory of 'potencies' betrays co'fnplete impotence."46 An 
epigram in Eitbel'-Ol' reflects his disappointment with both Hegel 
and Schelling: "Listening to philosophers discourse upon reality is 
often just as misleading as seeing in the window of a secondhand 
~ore a sign which says: Pressin!! Done. If YOU bring YOUr washing 
to have it preSsed, you ha\'e been taken in.'The sign hanging ther~ 
is 'only there to be sold."4i From this time on, there runs through 
Kierkegaard's works a more or less explicit polemic against philoso
phy's claim to comprehend reality tbrough reason. 

Unlike· Marx, Kierkegaard sees Hercl's failure to come to grips 
with reality not in' a failure to follow through with his principles. 
but in Hegel's deHherate equatinn J>.f essence wiIh ex:st~n~c. This 
R[eyenrs him from eyer describing a "real" existencc.a_but rather only 
an ideal "ahstract existence," For the esse7lti.Tof something. 'i.:.:bat 
it iSLQtll~~r.nS irs universal narw~ •. exi$/.fl1ti'T,Jbat.sDmething is, con
cerns irs particular jndh·.iduafuy....tbq>arlli;ular~m~.!1.ce.Qf. you. and 
me, for whom it is a matter of c(lTlcem wberher ir i~ Qr notY' Kierkc
gaard'5 criticism of Hegel goes back to Kant's criticism of the 6nto
logical proof of God, in order to iustify his differemiation between 
essence and existence as the "onh- honest way to think of exist
ence. ".9 But Hegel could not see that existence "spariates" the 
analysis of being, because he did his thinking not as a man, but as 
one possessed of a particular talent; a prOfession:H thinker. He under-
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stood onl\- the notion of being, bur not its reality, which is alwa\-s 
indi\'lduJf.:;(I Bur the categor\'~ of indi,'idualin- is' not one CatelZOI-Y 
among others. bur the definition of all rcalit), par excellence;~ foI-. 
according to Aristotle, the only thing which really exists is "this 
p;micular something," the individual thing which is present here 
and now.1I1 Hegel's theory of tne notion admittedly posrularcs in
Ji\'idualiry as the only thing that is real, bur in indifferent mediation 
between the particular and the 'W1i,'ersaF,2 For him. indi,'idual re
:1lir~- is self-reflected particularity of the uni,-ersal; thus the indiyid
ual man is a particular instance of uni,'ersal humanity. the essence 
of which is the spirit. Kier~egaard did not deny this \Jni\"ersality of 
llumanity. [his commOlLpr.o.p.crty of all mankind; bur he considered 
it realizable., only in the indi\"idml, in conrr:lSLlO ..... whom the uni
n:.r~- of [he spirit (Hegel) or of mankind (!'Ibn;) seemed to him 
without existential m.eaning. 

Basically, Kierkegaard's polemic against Hegel'S notion of reality 
only consists of variations of the one central idea that no "svstem" 
of existence can come to grips with reality and that a "paragraph" 
discussing reality within the system is an absolute protest against 
the system.63 "If the last se~tion of the logic is gh'en the headil)g 
'Reality,' th,e advantage 'is gained of gi'iHg the 'appearance that we 
'haye arrived in the logic at toe highest point-of; ·if you will, at the. 
lowest. But meanwhile we see the disadvantage: neither the logic 
nor reality is done any service-not reality, for the logic cannot 
make room for contingency, which is an essential part of reality
mt logic, for when it has thought of reality it ·has ·taken into itself 
something which it cannot assimilate; it has anticipated what it is 
~ntended merely to predispose. The penalty shows up clearly: all 
m\'estigation,into what reality is becomes difficult, perhaps impos
sible for a time, because the word must be granted time to reflect 
upon itself, time to forgoet its mistake."M 

The "contingent" 'Or evert "miraculous"115 which Hegel excludes 
from the notion of reality consists precisely in the fact thafanything 
Whatsoever exists and that I exist at all.1I6 It is this mere "existence" 
wili<!for comprises absolute' "i1\tC!res~in Rality, while- Hegelian ab
straction demands that the philosopher, in fact, be disinterested. IIT 

The ''interest'' of metaphysics is the downfall of the immanence of 
tire SYSteUl,6i within which being Mid ~othingness are· indifferent 
pO~ibiliti~.?f 'pure thought. For, for·~ man who h~s~lf e.x~ts, 
eXIStence IS In ltself a matter of greatest mteres,; "reality 15 hiS 111-
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volved interest in existence." "'Vhat reality is cannot be expressed 
in the language of abstraction. Rcalit)· is :10. 'inter-esse' in the mid~t 
of the hypothecical abstracl unity of thought and being.":':' 

Thus Kicrkegaard clcyatcs the brute fact of existence to the 
status of decisive reality.-nansfQTDling the universal problem of 
heingintQ3ll inquiry into humau existence .. the actual problem is not 
'what it is bllt tbat.it...Wts at all. Similarly, the existential philosophy 
which derives from Kierkegaard no longer inquires into esscmill 
apart from ex;stem;a; instead. existence per se seems to 'be solely 
essential. 

Kierkegaard shares this grounding of reality in "interest" with 
Feuerbach, Ruge, and Marx, albeit the interest in the case of Feuer
bach is sensuous, of Ruge ethico-policical, and of Marx practical 
and social. Kierkegaard calls this interest "passion" or "ardor," and 
contrasts it to speculative reason.eo The essence of passion is that, in 
contrast to the conclusive "tcrm~nation" of Hegel's system, it com
pels a de-terminationsl w~ich decides "either" one way "or" an
other. A decision par excellence is .the leap, this "decisive protest 
against the inverse methodological process," namely, dialectical re
flection.82 The determined passion of a decision ready for this leap 
determines an immediate begin.ning. \YWle the beginning of Hege
lian logic truly starts not with the "in1ll1ediate," but with the product 
of an extreme reflection: pure being in general. abstracted from all 
real existence.63 'Vith this definition of existence, Kierkegaard 
tednces the self-knowing realm of .IarionaLr.e.aJit}Uo . .rhe '~Qnly re
ali£}7 of which an existing per.:!QJLb.:l.~ more than mere knowledge," 
nameI.y..-the reality "that...h.e . .trWy js."6-l To thought, which is ori
ented . historically, this may seem to be "acosmism"; but, it is 
nevertheless the only way to take the encyclopedic •. fragmented 
knowledge of the age and guide it back to its origin, once again to 
receive a primary inlpression of existcnce.$~· Bur it would be a mis
take to conclude that the existing person docs not think at~ll bqt 
seizes knowledge like a Neapolitan begg-ar. Rather the thinker refers 
everything to himself because of his interest in an existence which 
understands itself. '\l'hich participates in ideas but docs' not itself 
exist as an idea.' TI1e task put bl'fore Greece was to attain the 
abstraction of" being"; now, the situation is reversed4he difficulty 
lies in.arriving once more at existence upon the height of Hegelian 
abstraction. To understand oneself.as one actualiy is was the Gree~ 
principle, and to an even grea~er degree the Chriscian principle,i but , 
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<:.\."er since [be victory of rhc..~s.tem.," . .a man no longer loves, be
licn:s .. ..and acts himself-he only wants to kno\\ what all this is. 

Kierkegaard's polemical notion of reCaI e.xistence is directed not 
only against Hegel, but also as a corrective aFst the demandc; of 
the age. Individual existence. limited ro itself, IS (I) the only reality 
par excellence in contrast to the system; the latter includes every
thing on an equal footing. levcling differences (between being and 
nothingness, between thought and being. between universality and 
individuality) down to thc C\'cn plane of indifferent being. It IS (%) 
thc reality of the indi\"idual in contrast to the historical universal 
(world hlsto~):. and. thc gcncration. thc crowd, the public. and th~ 
agc), whith has no conccrn for the individua1.as such. It is (3) the 
inwaro existence of the indi\'idual in contrast to the external super
ficiality of circumstances. It is (4) a Christian existence before God, 
in contrast to Christianity made superficial in the spread of historical 
Christendom. And it is (5) above all, with all these characteristics, 
an existence which decides either for or against life as a Christian. As 
an existence which decides one way or another, it is the antithesis 
of "discretion" and of Hegel's comprehension, which have no place 
for an Either-Or.(\; 

"Shortly before the revolution of 1848, Marx and Kierkegaard 
gave' to the demand for decision a language whose 'words even now 
press their claim: Marx in the C01mnunist Manifesto (1847) and 
Kierkegaard in a "Literary Announcement" (1846). The one mani- \ 
festo ends, "EroJerarians of all lands, unite! "-the other ends with \ 
the demand that each »Tork out..:bis"."<m'l1.~h"atiQn, otherwise; any 
prophecy as to the future course of the world is bearable, at most, as 
a joke. But viewed historically, this contrast merely represents ~'9 
aspeCTS of a common desrructiQQ Pi' t~ b·Qv.rge.9i~::-Christi:tn , ... orld. 
Marx based his revolution of the bgurgc()is-capitalistic wC?!ld upon 
the !11ass of the proletariat, while Kierkcgaard, in his struggle a,g..ainst 
the bourgeois-Christian world: depJ:D9~ completely upon the indi
~idual. This corresponds to Marx's v·iew of bourgeoi!'i society as a 
society of "separate individuals:' in which every man is alienated 
from" his "species:" and to Kier.kegaard',. ~ 1:)f £hiisrianity 'as a 
Christendom extended en masse, in which no one is a follower of 
Christ. But Hegel mediated these .contrasts .of existence, making of 
them one eSsence: bourgeois society and tbe stare, the ·.state and 
,Christendom; Therefore, the selectIve decisions of Marx and of 
Kierkegaard are intended to emphasize the differences and the con-
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tradicrions within that mediation. Marx's target is the alienation of 
man from himself produced by capitalism. Kierkegaard's i!' the 
alienation of the CI.riHian from himself prGduced by Christianity. 

3 Criticism of the Capitalistic \V orld 
and Secularized Christianity 

a Marx 

j\larx analyzed the alienation of man in the realm of the St.lte. 
society, and economy. The political expression of this alicnatw!1 i~ 
the contradiction between bourgeois societv and the state. its im
mediate social expression is the existence of'the proletariat. ahd i~s 
economic expression the existence of our conunodities as mcrch:tn
dise. Capitalism, private economy with pri\'ate owncrship, i~ the 
antithesis of communism, communal economv with communal 
O\\'nership. But even the criticism of "politicai economy" is and 
remains oriented toward the totality of the historical world and the 
related form of human existence.6~ The inhabitant of the capitalistic 
world is alienated from himself because capital, merchandise, and 
paid labor are the ,()bjectiye expression of circumstances under 
which man as producer and consumer is not (in the Hegelian sense) 
"at one" or "free." 

The difference between Hegel's "S\'Stem of wanrs" and Marx's 
"criticism of political economy" is sh'own by the fact that Marx 
attacks as an alie11ation of man from himself what Hegel views as a 
posith:e component of all human activity: self-renunciation. The 
spirit-that universal essence of man-is an interpretation of irself 
within the world, and at the-~e time "self-recollcction," that is. a 
return from renunciation to itself. The result of this mo\'ement of 
the spirit is a mediation at every stage between its own being and 
all other beiJ?g, "a ten~ency to b~come prop?rtio.natc to itself in the 
otherness of Irs own bemg." Stamng from thlS umversal structure of 
the spirit, which "ex-ists"GtI and renounces itself productively, gen
erating the world, Heg~l viewed the particular relationship benn:en 
man and "object" as "property;' which he describes'in more aemil 
as "possession," "use," and "renunciation."To An object fulfills its 
purpose by being utilized by others. This use is not external or for
eign to the objtct itself; for it exists to be used, its entire existenre is 
existence-for-a-purpose. The complete use of an object is the object 
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itself, juSt as 3 fielc realizes its own pleculiar being th!"ough i~ yield, 
ThuNhe substance of an object is ~(s ~-externalit~· ," "'i,ich :5 realized 
through use. \\'hen I h3\'C full usc of it, I ha\'c ir as "proporty: just 
as in my relatiomhi? to an object. the totality of my personal sclf
manifestation 311d the total use of my human powc.:rs is idcntic.ll with 
the sclf-m:lnifesting life of the personality.' I There fo11o\\'s. for 
Hegel, the following ,-iew of the renunciation of human acti\'ity: 
"Out of my particullr physical and spiritllal abilities and possibilities 
for acth·ity. I can su:-render indi\'idual productions and a tcmporary 
use to another indivijual. because. by this limiwion. thcy aCljuirc 
an external relationsbp to my totality and unh'cfSality. Through 
the renunciation of.M!l my time. made concrete through labor. and 
the totality of my projuction. 1 would make it5 \'ery substance. my 
uni\'ersal acti,'ity 2nd realit),. my personalit),. the propert~· of an
other."·2 Hegel illusrrates this difference between partial and toral 
renunciation by the difference between the sb"e of antiquity and 
the modern domestic ... :\s a rule the Athenian slave may ha\'e had 
easier tasks and rr.or::: intellectual work than our sen'ams:but he was 
nevertheless a sla\·c. because the entire scope of his acri\'ities was 
surrendered to his master." In contrast, Marx concludes from the 
system of production that really exists that even a "particular" ac
tivity can surrenJer the entire man. evcn thoul!h h'c'be legallVC ~is 
own master since nobody compels him to scll his labor, Ne\'erdieless 
the'real existence of the "frec" wae-e earner is less frec than that of 
the sla\'e of antiquity.,£\·en though~he is thc owner of his own labor 
~nd has eqQal ri~ht5 with th~ owner of the means of production. 
and surrenders only J particular kind of work for a particular len~h 
of time, he ne"ertheless becomes completely the sla\'e of the labor 
markct because his S3lable labor is the only.thine- which he in fact 
posscsses ~nd mUSt surrendcr If he is to exist at aU.'iS'For Marx. the 
wage carner incorNl!':ltcS the unh'crsal problem <>f boure-cois socien', 
,the economic !larure.of which· consis~ in the production of a de
personalizcd world of merchandise. The mercantilc nature of all our 
commodities ~nd the corresponding use made of human beings is ~ot 

, : resffiacd to the sphere of economics; it· dcfiAes every malJ.ifestation 
?f human life, irs mode of production. as a surrcnder, a salc. Even 
mtel\cc{Ual and S?irirual producrion becomes merchandise, a book 
becomes an item in the book market.T•t .'~There is one great fact 
which is characteristic of the ninetecrlth century, and which no 
party can den\,. On' the one l1and~ industrial and scientific forces 
have becn brought to life such as no previous era of hiseoty could .. 
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dream of. On the other, signs of deterioration arC' evident, a deteri
oration which places the famous horrors of the last da~'s of the Ro
man Empire in the shade. Ir. our time e\'erything sC'ems pregnan: 
with its opposite. ~lachines are endow-:d with the- wonderful power 
of reducing human labor and making it more pruductin:: we sec 
how they lead to hunger and overwork The ne\\"I.,' released powers 
of wea!th, by a strange quir).; of fate. hecome sources of p()\·ert)'. 
The triumphs of art seem to be hou!!ht :1£ the price of ch:uacrer. 

, Mankind becomes lord over narun:. \;U\ lml) becomC"s slave of man 
or slave of his own base natun: .... The outcome of all our im·en
tions and all our progress seems to be t1~at material forces acquire 
spiritual life. and human existcoc(' hcc(}mC'~ a dumb. materi:l1 force. 
This 3nt:1!!(lllism het\\"('en modern illllus!r\' an,l science on the one 
~and, modern misery and dec3\" on the orlit·r; this contrast between 
the prodllcti"e forces and the' social conditions of our epoch is a 
hcr. a palp:lhle. o\·erwhelming. and indispmable fact. ~lany parties 
m:l\" l:ullenr this fact; others l1l3y \'earn to he fid of our modern 
capabilities in order thereby to be rid of our modern conflicts. Or 
they may imagine that such ob"ious progress in economics demands 
an equally obvious step backwards in politics for its consummation. 
For our own part, we do not mistake the crafty spirit which con
tinues yigorously to produce all these conflicrs. \Ye know 'that the 
new powers of society, if they arc to accomplish good work, de
-mand new men . ... "75 

A phenomenological analysis of this uni,'ersal problem is given 
in the first portion of Das Kapital, in w~ich !\lan.: exhibits the mer
cantile character of everything we prodllce. In merchandise he sees 
revealed the basic ontological structure oi our entire physical world, 
its "mercantile form." It. ch:u3ctcrizes hoth the alienation of man 
from himself and the alie-natiml of the \,:orld of thin!!!' from- him.76 
The sociocritical and also human point of this economic analysis. 
however, appears in Das Kapit.ll only in passing remaf"ks an~ foot
notes. On the other hand, it lies at the nl y surface of the report 
on the debates in re the law dealing with theft of wood, published 
in 1.8~z.T7 _This contains the first. exemplary disclosure of that basic 
inversion of "means" and "end." or of "object" and "man," which 
leads to the alienation of man from himself. To be related to oneself 
as to S9methin~ other. something alien, this extreme "externality" is 
what Marx in his dissertation called "materialism," describing him
self as·an "idealist" seeking to abolish this alienation. Parting. with 
an object is self-alienation, because man does not ~xist for the object, 
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but the object for him. \ \ 'hat i\1arx see1,s to show is the following: 
the wood which belongs to an owner and can be stolen is not mere 
wood. but a thing of~econl)mic and social, and therefore human, 
significance. As ,,;'ood which exists in this context, it is not the same 
thing to its owner as possessor of private property as it is to the non
owner who takes it away. Therefore. a punishment which is to be 
humanly just as well as juridically correct cannot come about as 
long as the former thinks of himself merely as an owner of wood, 
ha"ing this "narrow-minded" ,·jew of himself. and the latter is also -

- not c~nsidered as a hUIll:lIl heing, but as a person who has stolen 
wood. In either case. rh(· 111:111 is characterized hv a dead object, a 
"m.ater'ial power." something- nonhuman. and "su'hsumed" under--it, 
if he is not himself capahle of controlling the products of his labor in 
their social conrext. But the man can b~ defined by mere wood be
cause this wood is itself an objectin expression ~f "political" cir
cumstances. Therefore, -"the idol~ of wood can conquer and men 
can be sacrificed to them." "Thus if wood and the owners of wood. 
as such, determine the laws, these la\ys will not differ at all except 
as to the geographical point a~ which, and the language in which, 
they arc framed. This depraved materialism, thi~ sin against the 
Holy Ghost of the nations and mankind .... is a direct consequence of 
that doctrine which the go\"ernment newspaper of Prussia preaches 
to the lawmakers: when considering a law dealing with wood, con
sider only wood and forests; do not attack the specific material 
problem politically, that is, in the context of the purpose and 
morality of the entire state.".78 'Vhen, bv reason of certain social 
conditions, such a thing as wood can become a criterion for the 
being and beha\'ior of men, things themselves become the measure 
of man through the reification of human. self -consciousnc::~s., • __ . 

Marx ask; this same question in the Deutsche Ideologic. Here, 
too, he asks' whence comes this "alienation" which com<'_" between 
men and their own produci:s, so that they no longer conttQI· "the 
mode of their mutual relationship," "their circumstanc~s achie\'e an 
independent power over them," and "the power of their own life 
overcomes them"? How does it come about that-within -the involun
tary "growth of in-di\:idual interests into independent class interests, 
the personal conduct of the individual must become mar~rialistic and 
alienated, existing as a power .. , independent of the individual"?79 
The answer is, through the division of labor. The entire manner of 
work that has existed up to the -pr~ent must be abolishc:dj' it -must 
give way to a total "inde.eendence." This transformation doeS not 
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mean a cessation of the division of labor into mental and physical 
ak'ne. but 'also an abolition of the opposition between city and 
councry, which is merely "the crassest expression of the subsump
tion of the individual under the division of labor."80 But it can be 
abolished completely only in ; society whic~ transforms human 
nature as-well as the institution of property. 

Thus Das Kapital also is more than merely a criticism of political 
economy; it is ·also a critcism of the human member of bc)urgeois 
society guided by capitalistic economy, the "ec,onomic cell" of 
which; is the mercantile form assumed by all products of labor. "'hat 
was originally produced for use is not immediately exchanged. as 
~eeded, to be utilized; instead it comes onto the market as an inde
pendent mercantile value, taking this detour from the hand of the 
seller, for whom it has merely ~xchange value, to the hand of the 
user as purchaser. This independent existence of an object intended 
for use in the form of merchandise exemplifies once more the uni
versal fact that in the bourgeois-capitalistic world the product domi
nates man. To discover the process which led to this perversion, 
l\1arx undertook his analysis of the "objective appearance" of the 
modern social conditions of labor in the "fetish nature" of mer
chandise. As merchandise, an ordinary table is a thing both tangible 
and superrangible. ,"'hat is tangible is only what it is, nor as mer
chandise, but as an object intended for use: On the other hand. what 
it is as merchandise which costs money-because it costs labor and 
time-is on the surface an intangible social relationship. In this man
ner, it "not only stands with its legs upon the floor, but in compari
son to all other merchandise stands upon irs head, and from irs 
wooden head develops worries, more miraculously than had its in
:iividual parts begun to dance." "Thus the mysterious nature of rhe 
mercantile form consists in one simple fact: it reflect:; back to men 
the social ch3ractcr of their own labor as an objective character of 
the products of this .. labor, as namral social characteristics of these 
things. Thus it also .s~ows that the social relationship of the pro
ducer to the total labor is a social relationship of objects which 
exists independently. Through this lJ1Iid pro quo, the products of 
labor become merchandise, tangible-intangible or social things: . . . 
It is only the particular social relationship of men among themselves 
which presumes to see here the phantasniagol'ical forrn·.ot a relation-· 
ship between things. Thus if we are to find an analogy, we must 
escape into the mists of the religious world. Here the products of the 
hwnan brain seem endowed with a life of their own; they seem self-
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sufficient forms, related to each other and to man. The products of 
the-human hand behave similarly in the mercantile world. I call this 
the fetishism whIch adheres to the products of lahor as soon as they 
are produced as merchandise; it is therefore inseparable from the 
production of merchandise."81 

But the producers of merchandise, that is, of objects of every 
sort which assume the form of merchandise, have dealings with one 
another only through the exchange of their merchandise as mer
chandise. Therefore. the relationships which lie behind this mer
chandise appear to the producers, not as bbor relationships among 
men; these social relationships appear to them to be purely "objec
ti\"c" rt:b~ionships amo;1g thcmseh·cs as producers of merchandise. 
COhversely, the matcrial relationships among the various items of 
merchandise acquire the character of quasi-personal relationships 
betwcen self-acting mercantile units in a market which obeys laws 
of its own.82 Man is not immediately aware of this perversion, for 
his self-consciousness is reified to an equal degree. 

The fact that this perversion is historically conditioned is veiled 
by the definite value attached to merchandise, in the form of 
money.83 Thus it appears possible to alter the price of the merchan
dise but not the mercantile character of commodities. In order to 
sec that such an economic system, in which the productS of ·labor 
become autonomous vis-a-VIS the producer of them, is completely 
perverted, one must compare it with other social and economic sys
tems. \\'hatever verdict one reaches about the "dark" Middle Ages 
ry-pe of personal depcnden~ typical of that period, at least the social 
relationships of individuals in their various forms of labor appear in 
this context as their own personal relationships and not "in the guise 
9f social r.elationships .atnQn.g objects. ,,~~ Beca~ISt; ."personal depend
ency relationships constintte the given social basis, labor and its 
products have no need to. take on a fantastic form; differing from 
their reality. The natural fol'm of labor, its particularity, and not (as 
in the system of mercantile production) its abStract univcrsaEty. is 
here its immediate social form."H5 From this historical perspective,_ 
Marx develops the possibility of a future communistic social order, 
in order to contrast the "perspicuity" of its social relationships be
tween the laborers a?d _their productS to the .opa9ue· perversion of 
the modem· mercannle-,world. Thus the mercannle world can be 
abolished only through. a radical transformation of the total concrete 
life-situation of man as he exists-in society.Be To. this rerum of ob
jects from their role as merchandis~ to therr role as commodity, there 
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corresponds the necessity for a return of reified man to the state of 
"natural" man. w hose nature is to be entirely social. "If man is social 
by nature. he can develop his true narure: onl~' within a society; the 
power of his nature must not be judged against the power of the: 
individual in isolation, but against the power of society."87 From 
this fundamental postulate, Marx's proletarian socialism follows in 
the footsteps of Hegel's Aristotelian pro[Otype: the po/is, in which 
man is a political animal whose freedom is a personal integrity based 
on relationships with others. 

b Kierkegaard 

Kierkegaard protested passionately against this idea of social 
existence because he saw "in our time" e\'erv kind of association
whether in the "system," in "mankind," or ill "Christendom"-as a 
leveling force. "It is our of the question that the idea of socialism 
and the community should become the sah'ation of the age. . . . 
The prinCiple of association (which is valid at best in respect to 
material interests) in our time is not affirmative, but negative, an 
eva~ion, ... a mirage whose dialectic is: by strengthening indi\'id
uals, it enervates; the common bond g-i"es streng-rh of numbers. but 
ethically it is debilitation."8H SocblisID's great rusrakc _was t(J SlIP

pose that the problem of equalit¥-is_soluble m the mec.ium of the 
world, whose essence is variety. 

Kierkegaard's particulaL~QnCem was not human equality. but 
Christian individuality jn contrast TO the "crowd." In contrast to 

"fantastic theories dealing with society." he sought once mnre to 
decipher th(; paled "original of indi\'idual human conditions of 
existence," for the confusion of the age can be countered only by 
givi~g the necessary "ballast" to human existence so that it may 
endure within the Stream of time with roms in eternity. Kierke
gaard, too,' was concerned with the alienation of man, bur not 
within the world-rather .vithin contemp~rary Christendom which 
had declared its solidarity with the world and with the state. 

In his pamphlets, wllich'he i:rititled "The MOmCt'll," in which a 
decision was to be made for Christianity or the we 'lid, Kierkcga~rd 
drew the ultimate conclusions from his ~;ll to effect change.~{l \Vith 
extravagant irony he protests against the "Protestant mediocrity" 
of the Christians of ·.the established Church, mediating between the 
worl.d and Christ, and also against Hegel'S mediation between the 
stat; and Christianity. The first sentence of the first pamphlet be-
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gins with an ironic exegesis pf Plato's thesis that philosophers should 
rule the statr. "Somewhere in his Republic. as you know. PIMfl says. 
'One can hope for justice only when those' men come to pO\\'cr 
who have no desire to. . . .' This statement is also true for other 
situations where something (meaning Christianity) is intended to be 
taken seriously." The true politician and the true Christian can have 
no desire to rule because they know on the one hand what the state 
is, and on the other, what Christendom is. Bm in the so-called 
Christi:m State, the ~um:m becomes the "patron" of the di\'ine. 
"How in the world," asks Kierkegaard, with an allusion to Hegel. 
"did such an absurdity ever occur to such a reasonable entity as the 
starc"-to become "patron" of thc di\'ine? "',"ell, that 1." a lonf: 
stor),; primarily, it is bound up with the fact that in the course of 
time Christianity has been accorded its true character-as the di\'inc 
-less and less. Think of a statesman about the time 'of the appear
ance of Christianity in the world. and ask him. 'Quid tihi \'idcrur~ 
Don'r vou think dlat would be a good religion for the state?' Prc
sumabiy he would think you were mad and not deign to gin you 
an answer. BlIt when people adhere to Christianity our of cowardly 
fear of what others will think. out of mediocrity, our of oppor
tunism. the matrer appears in a different light. In such a case it could 
trul\' seem that Christendom (h;1\'ing become a miser3bk creamre 
. . : through its treamlent at the hands of it~ adherents) should bt 
very thankful for its protection through the state, since in this man
ner it still continues to be respected."90 Man cannot become tht 
patron of God, for true Christianity is nothing more nor. less than 
following Christ, an absolute renunciation of the entire world. But 
the world exists for man primarily in the fonn of the state, and so 
the "moment" is aimed at the acknowledged .lie in. the. ~pparent 
understanding between Christendom and the state. "Let us assume 
that the state" cmplo)'c;d one thous3nd officials who earned a li\'ing 
for themselves and their families , .• by opposing Christianity; 
that would indeed be an attempt, if possible, to make Christiani~y 
impossible. And yet this atrempt ... would bQ in fact far less 
perilous 'than whatactuaUy 'happens: thc staTC t:mploys one thousand 
officials who, as 'heralds of Christianity,' have ... a pecuniary 
interest first in having people call themselves Christians . . . aod 
second in having things remain as they are, so that these poople do 
not get to know what in truth Christianity is. . . . And the effec
tiveness of this state of affairs is n9t described as opposing Chris
tianity and for this purpose employing one thousand officials, fur-
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nishing them and their families with a . living; no, they 'proclaim' 
Christianiry. they 'extend Christianity: they 'work for Christianity'! 
... Is not this practically the most t>erilous thing concei"able for 
the purpose of making Christianity irnpossible?"111 This Christianity 
of the State Chw:ch. or even of the {'eople .(as represenred in Den
mark by Grunafvig02

), is the oppOSIte of the truth proclaimed by 
the New Testament. The extension of modern Christendom has 
done away withLhristianity. Hegel's reconciliation between church 
and state turncd into the religious revolt of Kierkegaard and the 
social revolt of Marx. 

In 18. BTlI11laire des Louis Bonaparte ,P3 l\'1arx describes the era of 
the bourgeois revolution by stating that its passiom were without 
truth and its truths without passion. Its world. completely prosaic. 
continues to produce only by borrowing; its deyclopment is a con
stant repetition of the same cycle of tension and rebx:ltion; its con
trasts grow more and more violent. only to be reduced ;,tnd resolved; 
its history is without event. its heroes without heroic deeds. Its "su
preme la~\'" is "indecision." In his criticism of the present under the 
heading of "leveling."94 Kierkegaard uses almost these same words 
to describe t~is world barren of passion or decision; to the leveling 
of significant differences he opposed their accentu3ti?!l. As concrete 
instances of this leveling. he analyzes that 'which reduces ~peech and 
silence to irresponsible chatter. that which reduces private and pub
lic to private-f>ublic publicity, that which reduces form and content 
to a fonnlessnesi without content, that which reduces concealment 
and rev~lation to repr~en~ation. that which reduces loyc and de
bauchery to. passionless flirtation, that which reduces objcc.tive 
knowledge and subjec6ve conviction to an unconvincing argument. 
T<? the ban~ptcy of this "world grown old.," Marx opposed the 
proletariat, Kierkegaard. solitary existence before God. The eco
nomic disrurbances seemed to him to ·ha\'c merely symptomatic 

. significance: "They indicate thal: the European constitution . . . 
has undergone a total change. In the future we shall have inward 
disturbances-secessio in montem sacrum."95 Even more decisive 
;Chan the ecoOORlic. 8CtCIM. and political'bankrnptcy toward which 
Europe is Jnoyirig is itS spiritual decline, its "confusion of tongues" 
brought about by .the high-speed press,. The best solution would be 
to sileoce'the chimes.o£ ame for an hour, since this WQuld presum
ably not succeed, he woul~ address his contemporaries in the words 
of the financial expens: ·'E~()J1omy.- energetic and vigorous econ
omy measures!"" .that is, reduction of human exis;ence to the ele-
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mentary questions, to the bare ques~ion of existence as such; this was 
for Kierkegaard the other side of what ;\larx c~lled the "secular 
question as to the \'alue of life." Thus both ·criticisms are based on 
the same hostility w' .... ard the existing order: to ~larx's secular criti
cism of t·he bC?urgeois-capitalistic w'orld there corrf!sponds Kierke
gaard's equally radical criticism of ~he bo~rgeois-Christian world~ 
which is as far removed from primiti\:c Christianity as the bourgeois 
state is from the polis. ~tarx confronts the external, existential situa
tion of the masses with a decision, and Kierkegaard the internal,&~ 
existential relationship of the individual to himself; ~larx philoso
phizes without God and Kierkegaard before God-but these obvious 
contrasrs have a common. presupposition in their dissociation from 
God. and the world. Both no longer look upon existence as Hegel 
did: as pure "ex-isrere," as the appearance of an internal essence in 
the appropriate form of existence.lIs For Kierkegaard. it is a retreat 
to individual existence which makes decisions according to' con
science; for Marx, it is an ad"ance to a political decision ~f circum
stances considered en masse. Because of an identical hostility toward 
Hegel'S rational world. they separate once more what he had pur 
together. Marx decides for a humanitarian, "human" world. and 
Kierkegaard for an otherworldly Christianity which, "humanly 
speaking," is "superhuman." 

\Vhen intellectual history between Hegel and ~ierzsche is un
derstood in its systematic and historical logic, it becomes evident 
that Marx's economic analrsis and Kierkegaard's experimental psy
chology belong together both conceptually and historically: they 
comprise 011C antithesis to Hegel. They comprehend "what is" as 
a world determined by merchandise and money, and as an existence 
shot through with irony and the "drudgery" of boredom. The 
"realm of spirits" of Hegel's philosoph~r becomes a phantom in a· 
world of labor and despllir. For Marx, a "German ideology" per
verts Hegel's self-existent "idea:' and for Xierkegaard, a "sickness 
Unto death" perverts the self-satisfaction of the absolute spirit. For 
both, Hegel's consummation of history becomes the temlinus of a 
prehistory leading up to an ex,lcnsive revolution and ~n.. intensi~"J: 
reformation. His concrete mediations are converted to abstract de
cisions for the ancient Christian God and a new earthly. world. In 
place of Hegel'S active spirit, Marx substituted .a theory of social 
practice, and Kierkegaard a reflection of inner activity; thus both 
consciously and deliberately deny tbeorill as the title of highest 
human activity. Far apart as they are, they are closely related to..each 
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other in their common attack upon the existing order.9
(o and in 

escaping from Hegel. \ Yhatc\'er separates them also confirms their 
unry in the same fixation uplm tpar toral estrangement between the 
earthh- and the di\'ine which, at the tum of the nineteenth centur\" 
Hcgci had taken as the point of departure for his reinstatemcnt of 
the absolute as the highest fonn of union between opposite~. 

4 Estrangement as the 
Source of Hegel's Reconciliation 

Hegel's reconciliation with "what is" itself developed out of tbe 
same thing- which it ga\'c rise to: a fundamental estrangement from 
the existi~g- order. Hegel lived through this crisis t~gether with 
Hiilderlin;~his racit diss'Ociation from the friend of his youth mar],;s 
the beginning of his reconciliation with the world as' it is. Hegel 
turnel away ~from his "youth," whose essence is indi\'iduality and a 
merely idealistic generality. In the last sentence of the first version 
of his system, dated precisely September 14, 1800, Hegel decided in 
favor of a bold "agreement with the age." in order not to remain 
estranged from himself arid from the world. But ;if such an agree
ment wen~~ignoble arW base," Hegd confesses at this decisive 
turning-point in his life, the only thing left would be the "absolute 
One" of isolation and fixation, either upon the bare subjectivity of 
internal existence, or the strict objectivity of the ext~rnal \vorld. The 
ultimate aDd absolute wOllld rhen be the self-estrangement of life, -
('me and ('mire, into "absofute finitude againSt absolut~ infinity." For 
the estrangement per se, it makes no difference whether man 'consid
ers himself absolutel~' independent or absolutely dependent upon a 
distant God, whether he views himself as an isolated individual or as 
an existence en masse, whether he is turned totally outward or totally 
inward; for each of these extremes already implies the other, and 
"the more independent and separate the internal becomes, so like
wise the more indepcRdent and separate the external becomes." 

Shortly afrer finishing the 1i~t draft Qf his sysrem, Regel writes 
to Schelling1011 that the "ideal of his youth" has become a "system," 
and he would like to optain a university lectureship in order to exert 
some influence once more Ypon human life. By accepting an ordi
nary position he pla~ed ~imself witl~in ~he -system of the. cxisti~g 
world. But even durmg hIS early penod 10 FranHurr he snll va,cJT
late4 between the painful pleasure 6f ~trangemcilt and the power 
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of reconciliation; not only did he not yet want to enter into an 
"alliance with the world:~ he enn wanted to p~-event it .101 And 
e\-en ,n the age of forry he claimed his bride as the "agent of recon
ciliation" between his '''truc inward self and the way~l behan-too 
frequcntly-t~wards reality."lo~ But in principle, as early as the rurn 
of the nineteenth century, Hegel had already decided for the reality 
of thc world as the "objccti\'c clcment."103 From that point on he 
became implacably opposed, ro the point of wrath and derision, to 
all those soul!\ fragmented by romanticism, overcome by the "ver
tigo of the spirit," estranged from themsekes and the world, gloria: 
ous in their misery. From the fate of H()lderlin and then of the 
romanricss he became convinced that it was more than personal mis
fortune not to "find oneself' and fecI "at home" in an\" world: it 
was "untnnh" and the cruelest "fate of being without a (ate." 

But ne\"erthcless this estrangement remai'j,s as a "presupposition" 
of philosophy.llH The other presupposition is unity as the pre de
tcrn)ined" goal. During his stay at Bern and at Frankfurt. Hegel 
experienced this twofold presupposition of the absolute as the pri
mary "source of the need for philosophy." At the time he left 
Frankfurt, he explicated it in the context of the general condition 
of the world; and in the first Jena essays, hc interpreted it abstractly 
as the" identitv between ldentit\" and ncmidentitv ."11:~ 

Hegcl's crisis is not documented in reflection upon himself. but 
in his analysis of the "world crisis" in an epoch of transition, lOG The 
tendency, already decisive, to reach an agreement with the age is 
expressed first in a criticism of the existing ord-;:r, becausc this criti
cism is the prerequisite for any agreement with "what is." In this 
description of the contemporary world crisis. which for a time 
remain'!d unpublished, Hegel anticipated many features of that 
criticism which Marx later developed fully. On the othcr hand, 
the antitheses which Marx believed he discO\'cred in He~el's media
tions are just-those which Hegel reconCiled. The mediating analyses 
of the philosophy of right proceeded from a criticism of the existing 
order which itself discovered the antitheses to be mediated. This 
made possible Marx's criticaI-anilck upon Hegel's justification of the 
existing order. \Vithout the possibility of knowing anything pf 
Hegel's criticism,l°7 the young Marx in 1841 referred back from the 
llegel qf 1811 to the young. Hegel of 1798~just as Feuerbach's 
religion of love ar.d Bauer's criticism of. Christianity acnlally go 
back to Hegel's early theological writings. The cnticism of the 
Young Hegelians repeated the crisis which Hegel had gone through 
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himself before overcoming it in his system. It is therefore no mere 
coincidence that Marx oft~n describes the cnsic; of bourgeois societv 
in the same way Hegel had already described it, befor; discovering 
how to "overcome" the "lost extremes" of morality in a state mod
eled after Plato and Rousseau, empirically the PruSsian State. 

As Hegel characterized the world crisis, all the phenomena of 
the age indicate that satisfaction is no longer to be found in the old 
life. But in order t<? "abolish what is negative in the existing world, 
in o.rder to find one's place within it. in order to live," a transition 
must be found from "idea" to "life," from reason to reality. Par
ticularly in the German Empire, the "ruling totaliry" has vanished 
as the source of all justice; it has isolated itself and made of itself 
something particular, rather than uni,·ersal. Even the individual 
citizen is no longer a whole person when. as in the existing tension 
between church and state, he is "shattered" into two "fragments," 
into "one person for the state, another for the church."108 Uni
"ersality of life occurs only as an idea. YVhat public opinion109 has 
already decided upon, thiough loss of confidence, docs not take 
much effort to be brought to the attention of everyone. (It was 
Marx's concern to bring this to the attention of the proletariat as a 
class.) The vanished "totality" of the whole must be restored. And 
.in the philosophy of right'~ Hegel··sought to demonstrate that the 
idea of this universal totality is also present as a reality. First, he 
discovered the contradictions. He sees such a contradiction in a 
man's restricting himself to a small, subservient world of personal 
possess.ions, in which mere "o~jecrs" become absolute-rhe world 
of the "philistine"llo and of "merchandise"-and. corresponding to 
it, a transcendence in thought of this narrow world "reaching to
ward heaven"-in Marx's terminology, irs "solemn completion" 
through the spirit of material conditions. In addition, h~ sees the 
correlated antithesis of poverty and luxury,1l1 a constant theme of 
Marx. A better man rightly disdains this life, which is restricted on 
all -sides, as is "offered" and "permitted" to him; but it does not 
suffice only to "imagine" true nature and mak~ the cotuent of the 
ima~ination .one's constant-.companion, as did HoldeFlin m "Wy
penon." Man "must also experience what is imagined as something 
living," through the real resolution of existing contradictions. But 
this can come about only after thin~ ~ave come to a.head, "when 
life as it presently exists has lost irs power and all its dignity!' Ac
cording- to Hegel, as 1ccordihgro Marx, the exi~ting orde~ is at-
1acked and defeated not through external and U\ternal VIOlence 
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directed ag-ainst itself or the world, but throug-h its "own truth." 
This truth: hidden within the present order and~digging its grav"e, is 
the sou!rht-for universal basis of ri!rht. For the sake of its own 
existenc'e, even that restricted life m~st base itself on this, although 
it has disintegrated into abstract pl!~cularities, until a better life 
denies it the living right to make this claim. And time has already 
brought a hint of such a life. "The age is mpving irresistibly toward 
the actions of great individuals, toward the movements of entire 
peoples, to\\'ard the way poets have represented nature and destiny. 
Through metaphysics, the restrictions are given their boundaries 
and- their necessity i!l the context of the whole."m 

In his essay upon conditions in \Viirnemberg. Hegel, with the 
revolutionary passion of righteousness, concludes the necessity for 
change. The alienation which is conscious of itself is a consequence 
of the fact that it is possible to imagine and describe, to hope for and 
to bring about. other, better times. in contrast to "what is." Thus in 
times of alienation, "what is" is not an "eternal present." but a transi
tory form of existence. something which merely happens to be 
without true reality~ Then to "comprehend" it means what .it also 
p1eant to Marx: not a mere understanding; but criticism and trans
formation. "Uai,,'ersal and deep is the fe~ling that the strucrwe of 
the state, as it now exists, is untenable; universal is the anxiety that 
it will collapse ~nd injure everyone in its fall. 'Vith this conviction 
in one's heart, is this fear to become so powerful that it will be left 
entirely to luck what ~vi1l be overthrown, what preserved, what win 
stand, or what will fall? Should one not himself desire to desert what 
is uiltenable? Calmly discover what must be termed untenable? In 
this evaluation, righteousness is the only criterion; the courage to 
p~actice righteousness 15 the only power that -can eliminate com
pletely what is ins~c~re~ with ho~or and glory, and bring forth an 
assured state of affarrs. How blind are those who would like to 
believe in the continued endurance of institutions, constitutions, 
laws which no longer agree with the customs, the needs, the opinions 
of. mankind. fr:om which the s!,irit has fled; who would like to be
lieve that [omls with which understanding and feeting no longer are 
concetned are mighty enough to conrinue to comprise the bond of 
a people! A.U anj:mpts-to reawaken co~fidence in situations, parts of a 
constitution, In which people no-longer belie~, .all anempts to glosS. 
over tht gravediggers with fine words not only cover their clever 
inventors with disgrace, but prepare the way for a much more ter
rible exp10sion, in which the demand for improvem-;!nt is joined to 
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revenge, and the deceived, oppressed masses t:th vengeance for this 
dish()nest~·. . ';' 'But if an alteration is to take place. something must 
be altered. It is ncccssarv [0 state such an ol"'jol1s truth because the 
anxiety which must, differs from the courage which will. The men 
who are driven b" the former feel and admit the necessit" for 
change; but when -it comes time to make a beginning. they exhibit 
the ~eakness of wanting to retain all that they ~happell to be in pos
session of, like a spendthrift whv is under the necessity of limiting 
his expenses, but finds indis'pC!'.5:!ble all of his ,,'ants which he is 
ad"ised to cut out, is unwilling to give up a!1ything. until finally his 
necessities. as well as his luxt1ri~. are taken from him. A people. the 
German people, must not display such a weakness. Objecti\'ely con
vinced that a transformation is necessary, they must not be afraid 
to conduct an investigation in de~.iil. 'Yhoe\'er suffers injustice must 
demand the removal of the injustice: whoever possesses undeserved 
go~ds must surrender them willL.'1g1:· ... 113 

This breakdown of unit\' be:''\'een the internal and the external. 
betwe~n private and public liie. has the result that the whole is 
·"without spirit." or, as Marx say'5 (from F euerbach's point of view), 
·"inhuman." Thus for Hegel. as for ~larx, the positive goal of the 
CIiticis!]l,. <?f the existing order is the restoration of a spirit-filled (o~ 
tiuman) uility in the whole of rc.:.I life. 

In spite of this summons to effect a transfomlation. Hegel's 
criticism is' no Marxist manifesto. As a political writer, he seeks to 
comprehend "what is." Such a comprehension is the express goal 
of his next critica1 discussion apropos the Gelman Constitlition~ it 
is penneated with melancholy ~onation. Despite biting criticism. it 
seeks only to come to a better understanding of the present state of 
affairs, and eyen promote a .'~m~rate toleration." Hegcl..disguises. 
the ambiguity of this transirion from criticism to understanding by 
eliminating the difference between the ideal and reality til the notion 
of the idea; he. removes the c.6nrrast between what should be and 
what is, as "destiny," necessary bemg.ll~ He explicates the propo
sition concerning understandin~ as follows: "The thoughts con
tait'rcd in this' w6tk ian Have 0-0 other purpose or effect h'i their 
public expression than the understanding of what is, and thus the 
promotion of a more tranquil riew of the same, toge.ther with a 
mode' ate toleration 'in actual contact and in words. For it is not ' 
what is that makes Us vehement and causes us suffering; it is wh.lt 
~ not as it should be. But if "\lOt recognize that ·it is as'it must be, 
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that is, it is not arbitrary or accidental, we also recognize that, it 
should bl~ SO."ll~ But how does Hegel recognize what must be, and 
hence also what is as it should be? By claiming- to understand ~'hat 
the purpose of the "world spirit" is. 116 -

But the boldness with which Hegel bases his insight into what 
mllst he on the self-conscious spirit of h~ry must be corrected by 
his own enlu3tjon of the Gennans, in the context of the previous 
quotation and with reference to the supP9.sed necessities of politics. 
He says of the Gennans that "on account of their notion," in other 
words precisely because they are so philosophical, they appear so 
dishonest as to admit the true naNre of nothing. "Caught in an 
eternal ~ontradiction between what they demand,and what does not 
take place as they demand, they appear not only censorious. bur, 
when they speak merely of their notions, insincere and dishonest. 
They include the idea of necessity in their notions of right and 
dury, but nothing comes of this necessity. Thev are themselns so 
accustomed to the fact that, on the one' hand, their words always 
contradict their deeds, and on the other they attempt to make of the 
facts something quite different from what they really are, and to 
reinterpret them in the light of certain notions. But it would be 
completely misleading to try to learn about what, usually happens 
in Germi'lny from the hotions of wmt should ha4>pen .. namely. ac
cording to the laws of the state. For the- dissolution of the state is 
most easily recognized when everything goes contrary to law. It 
would be equally misleading if the fQrrtt derived from these laws 
wer~ to-Dc. taken in truth for the basis and! purpose"tJf the same. Fer 
just on account of their notions tbe Germans appear so'dishonest as 
to admit nothing as it really is, nor to present- a th~ng to be either 
more. or less than it really amounts to. Thev rem:tin true ... to 
dicir notions, but as a rule the Hicts do not agree; and tl1us which
ever side would reap an advantage seeks to bring both together 
through words, by force of notions." 

B~t Hegel's reconciliation itself contains the same dic;honesry as 
is present in the censoriousness of which he accuses his fellow 
countr)l.a~ t4 is_not acc~den;al, rhOlt. his ai~ closes with a 
problematic accommodation. Botp. the challc:ng~ to the existing 
order and· the accommodation to it a're disguised by the ambiguity 
in ci>mprehendihg ":wh~t is'':; this can in<;lude... .. mat 'which mere.!v 
happens to exist as well ;lS what is truly real. Us1Rg.as a bridge this 
fundame'ntal ambiguity in the notion of realitylU as, "what .is," 
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Hcgel progresscd from cstrangement ~o union. from youth to old 
:.tge. and from the French Re\ vlution, via Napoleon's rule, to the 
supremacy of Prussia. 

Hegel went through the same course of progrcss i:1 his relation
ship to the' Christian religion as he did in ,his rei:uionship to (he 
state. The philosophical justification of the doctrines of Chris
tia~ity !S preceded by a criticism of theology and of Christianity 
wh~ch IS matc::h~ only by Hegel's pupils. A lcttcr written to 
Schelling in 1795 proclaims an unconcealed JOY O\'cr the dilemma 
of Protestant theology, which thinks that it cin restrain the "pas
si~n ?f do~atics.l' '''\Vhat you tell me of ~hc th~ologico-Ka~:ian 
(51 dm placet) course .of . .phIlosophy :It Tiio1l1gcn IS not surpnsmg. 
Orthodoxy smnds immm':lhlc so IClng as its profession, bound up 
with secular advantages, is wown int~ the tomlin' of the stare. This 
interest is too strong to bc ginn up so gtJickl~'" ... If this hunch 
reads something which contradicts their com'icrions (if we would 
honor their verbiage by calling it this) and the truth, which they 
perhaps sensc, they will say, 'Yes, that's probahly true:' and then 
go back to sleep, and the ncxt morning drink coffce and pour it into 
another's cup as though nothing had h~ppened. ".1preO\'er, they will 
readily accept anything; -offered them which will help keep them in 
their routine. Bur I tKink it would be interesting ro· be as annoying 
as possible to the theolggians who fetch the material of criticism for 
the strengthening of their Gothic temple, to disturb them in their 
antlike ip,duSt1"f, to make everything difficult for them, to block 
every retreat until the:v can find no more and are forced to display 
their nakedness to the 1ight of day. "1 II! 

Not many years later, Hegel differtntiated the spirit of JU'daism 
and of Christianity from that of the Greeks. Romans, ~d Gcrmans 
in a way which excludes the possibility of any dialectical mediation. 
Christianity has destroyed the sacred gro\'cs, dcclared nati\'e re
ligious fantasy to be scandalous supe~tition, and given 1'5 in return 
the fan~sy of a people "whose climate, whose law, whose culture, 
whose interest are alien to us, whose history has not the slightest 
connectio'n with m,.·~"A David. a Solomon lie within the iinagina
tive power of our people; but the heroes of our fatherland lie buried 
in the historical studies of scholars: they are as interested in an 
Alexander, a Caesat.:etr:., "M in tbe stor)'. of aCharleJ19l,glle or Fried
rich Barbarossa. With the possible exception of Luther among the 
Protestants, who cOQld be our ·her.oes; since we have never been a 
narion?"lIi But ewell' th~ Refonnation, that uniql}e event in the his-
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£Ory of Germany with both n:l~ion;1i and religious significance, no 
longer livcs in the memor) of the people. bur only in the annual 
recital of the Augsburg Confe!>sion, which Dores everyone listen
ing.120 "Thus we ha,'e no ,reli~ous fantasy nati"e to our soil with 
relennce to 'our history, and we aru completely Wlthout politi~l 
fantasy; only her~ and there among the common people traces of 
a native fantasy remain ali\~e, under the name of superstition, retain
ing a phantom memory of a hill once haume~ by knights. or a 
house, by monks and nuns" .. poor, sad remams of an attempt at 
independence and an attempt at individuality; the entire enlightened 
class of the nation considers it their duty to stamp all this out com
pletely .... "121 Contrast the festh'als of Athens. equally religious 
and' political, in which the educated and uneducated could all par
ticipate because a year within the walls of Athens was sufficient to 
become acquainted with the cults, games. and festivals of the polis. 
with their history and organization, The biblical narratives, on the 
other hand, simply because of their dogmatic and historical content. 
of necessity remained alien to the free play of imagination. which 
operates best in the local context. It was no more possible to make 
Achaea the fatherland of the "Tuistonians" than it is to bring "Ju
daea" near to contemporary Germany. The gods, altars, sacrifices, 
and festiva!s of the Greeks and Romans had no "positive" me~ning. 
no meaning externally definable and capable of being taught; but 
they sanctified all of everyday life, while we must forre ourselves to 
read a moralistic meanin~ into the stories of the Bible. a meanin~ 
which usually contradicts our empirical hypotheses. How shoul~i 
the Chriqian have any occasion to pity the "blind" h:!athen? "One 
of. the pleasantest sensations of Christians is to comp:ue their o\\'n 
happiness and knowledge wit~ rhe misery- and blindness -of the 
heathens; it is one of the commonplaces whither the spiritual shep
herds delight ro lead their sheep in the l1)eadow of self-satisfaction 
and proue humility. t~, place this happiness direCTly before their 
er~, in which,process the blind heathe':l usually come off a poor 
second .... ,.But we could quickly discov~r that we migl\[ better 
sa\'e our pity by a failure to distoycr among the Greeks, tnose lacks 
whi<;Q. characterize our present practical reason-to whose charge 
much can be laid."l22 

But how can we explain the fact that this fantasy religion; roored 
'in the general life of the po/ir, could be supplanted by ~the positiye 
doctrine of Christianity? "How could belief cease in gods to whom 
cities and empires ascribtd their origin, to wh{lm the peoples daily 
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offered sacrifice. whose blessing they implored upon :11\ their busi
ness. under whose banner <llone their annics were vicroriollS. to 
\,"hom the~" ga,"e thanks for their victories. to whom their happiness 
dedicated their songs and their seriousness. their prayers. whose 
altars, riches. temples. and statues were the pride of ,tbe peoples, 
the glor~' of their art. whose worship and fesri"als were merely 
the occasion for general rejoicing; how could belief in these gods, 
woven into the web of human lif~ with a thousand thrdds, be torn 
loose fr0111 its context? ... How strong must be the coumerforce 
which can overcome that force! "1::3 

The answer which Hegel, as a young man, !!":we to this question 
coincides with that gi"en later b~' Bauer and 1'\ictz.o;che: the pene
tration of Christianity can be explained only on the basis of the 
decadence of the Roman world. 124 Only when the freedom of pub
lic life and its virtues collapsed and the Romans led merely private 
lives l :!:, could a religion g-ain a foothold which had no use for politi
cal self-sufficiency and freedom. because it came itself from a people 
of "the utmost depravity." "The doctrine of the depravity of hu
man nature was conceived of necessitr within th~ womb of this 
depraved fragment of mankind. who wcre even c~m~pelled to despise 
themselves Jrom the moral point of view, althou~h in other respects 
the\' considered themseh"es the fa\'orites of God. On the one hand, 
it agreed with their experience; on the other. it satisfied their pride 
by ~emoving their guilt and finding a ground for ~ride ev~n in the 
feehng of misery. It made an honor of di~zrace. It sanctified and 
made 'eternal their incapacity by rna-king a si~ of the "ery possibility 
of any strength."I!!fo To Romans fallen from power. \\"110 had saved 
themselves from death through flight. bribery. :lnd ma~·hem. who 
had lost all self-rC$~~ .~ligious attitude must" ha\"C been welcome 
which, undcr the name of passi,'c obedicnce, converted impotence 
and dishonor inro honor and the highest of virtucs-"throu[!h whicn 
operation these men· amid look with happy wonder upon ~ the con
tempt of others and "their own fee\in!! of disgrace an~ see it trans
formed int-o pride and glory." "And t.hu~ we see St. Amhrosc or Sr. 
Artthony, together with :I crowd of people whose city is being 
approached by a herd of barbarians, not hastening to defend it upon 
the walls, but kneeling in the churches and the streets imploring the 
divinity to turn aside tbeir terrible"misfortune. And why should 
shey have been willing to die fighting? "12i Thus we read; it is a 
theory which coin~ides with Bauer's and Nietzsche's thes-is of the 
origin of Chrislianity from the resentmcnt of a slavc morality. 
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Through this "reversal of nature," the divinity gained a "posi
tivity" or "objectivity" which stands irreconcilaLly opposed to any 
li"ing relationship with it. "In this manner, through its objecti,-e 
God, this spirit was revealed. Men began to know such an astonish
ing amount about God, as though many secrets of ·his nature, in so 
m;ny formulas, had not heen \\~hispered, like other secrets, by one 
man into the ear of his neighbor. but shouted out to all the world. 
and children learned then~ by heart. The spirit of the age was 
revealed in the objectivity of irs god, as he was placed, not in in
finity, according to his measure, but into an alien world, in which 
we ha,-e no share, where we cannot settle by ollr own doing, but 
can at best beg or charm our wav in, as man himself became a not-I 
and his di,-inir\- another not-I. it was revealed most dearh- in the 
multitude of 111irades it produced. which took the place of man's 
own reason in the realm of decisions and com-ictions. 'Yorst of all, 
men fought, murdered, defamed, burned, stole, lied, and decei,-cd, 
all in th~ -name of this god. In such a period, the di,-inity m\lst 
completely na,-e ceased to be something subjective, being trans
formed completely into ,an object. The perversion of the maxims 
of mPlality follows easily and logically from this theory."128 The 
capacity for such objective belief presupposes the loss of freedom 
and self-determination. Hegel views the legal spirit of Judaism as an 
extreme case of such a loss,120 a spirit which Jesus sought to conquer 
with his religion of love. But even this battle against "positivity" did 
not achieve a complete "sense of wholeness,"-however much the 
IiX'ing relationship of love had reduced the separation between the 
"spirit" and the "real." A further development was still ner.essary in 
order to achieve a "mating" between the divine and the human. to 
guarantee satisfaction to thc yearning for this mating, and to make 
of religion a complete life. For, all the historical fornlS of the Chris
tian religion hayc retained tbe. basic principle of contrast and oppo
sition. Both the union of the mystic with God and the connection of 
the Catholic and Protestam Churches with the course of the secular 
world have been unable to brins real life and worship into agree
ment: "between these extremes, found -in the contrasting of God 
and the worIa, the divine and -life, the Chr-istian Church has de
scribed the circle ~ackwards anp forwards; but it is against its essen
rial nature to find pe.ace in an impersonal living beauty_ It is its 
destiny that church and state, worship and life, piety and virtue. 
religious and secular activity can never be joined together."J30 It is 
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juSt this unification which Hegel later considered he had effected in 
his philosophy of the spirit. whose truth is the "whole."131 

After Hegel had turned away from HOlderlin's yearning after 
the Greek situation of a beautiful hannony between religious and 
political life, he undertook to build the "kingdom of God"132 philo
sophically within the .~xisting order of reality and to elevate dog
matic Christianity to the le,·el of philosophical existence, in order ~o 
guarantee to the human spirit that sense of belonging in the histori
cal. world which he considered the peculiar characteristic of Hel
lenism. Even in his early writings he considered that the task re
served for "our davs" was a vindication of the treasures which had 
been squandered O'n heaven as the property of mankind-"at least 
in theory." But at that time he was still in doubt what age could 
possibly possess the strength to assert this right and claim possession 
of these treasures.133 This doubt, more than justified, fell silent from 
the moment that Hegel decided upon an understanding with the age, 
so that "what should be" surrendered its claim under the rigor of 
reality. By thus coming to tenns with the existing world, even at 
points where he disagreed with it, Hegel found a way out of the 
revolutionary criticism of his youth. From this time forward! specu
lative mediation became the standard of his criticism. And just as he 
could never have shared Marx's te,'olutionary detennination for a 
radical transfonnarion, so he would also have rejected Kierkegaard's 
demand for an "e~isting thinker"; for him. this was no problem. He 
once called thought in an existential context merdy "having life 
and opinions," in the old-fashioned manner. He distinguished three 
types: "A few men have life and no ·opinions; others only opinions 
and 80 life; finally. there are some who have both, life and opinions. 
The last are rarer than the first; as usu:;tl, the most common are those 
in the middle.~'134 Having life and· opinions in equal measure, HegeI~ 
was assured of his superiority both to the extremes and· to medioc
ri~; in contrast, Marx and Kierkegaard went to the utmost extremes 
in· their tQtal alienation from the existing order. 

But such an alienation between subject and object cannot seek 
to remain as it is, according to Hegel. By its very nature it is an 
alienation between what was originally one and seeks to become 
one again. Man must be aole to aetas a native in what is other and 
strange, in order not to be a.stranger to himself in the othemass of 
the world outside. Hegel saw the Greek way of life as the great 
prototype of such "e,ustential indigenousness" -even when his bold 
acknowledgment of "what is" forbade aU yearning for the past.18:l 
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''"hat makes the educated European feel at home among the Greeks 
is the fact that they made the world their homeland; they di~ not 
seck to go "above and beyond." They manipulated, transformed, 
and com'erted the substantial alien beginnings of their religious and 
social cqlrure to such an extent that it became essentially their own. 
And thIs is just what philosophy is: ~'to be at home ''lith oneself-that 
man be at home with his spirit, be no stranger to himself." 

Fop· Marx and Kierkegaard, the world in which Hegel felt "at 
home" had become alien. They were "abo\"(: and beyond" it, or it 
was "absurd" and "transccndental:' as Goethe had called the spirit 
of the coming century. l'ictz.sche especially was no longer at home 
anywhete; all was "transition" and "destruction." EYcn in the Greek 
waY'of life he could no longcr recognize existential indigenousness 
and plastic meaning, but only tragic pathos and the spirit of the 
music inspired in him through ""agner's modernism. 



The PhilOSOphy 01 History 
Becomes the Desire' tor 
Eternity 

IV Nietzsche as Philosopher 

of Our Age and of Etcrni ty 

"One never goes funher than not knowing where 
one is going." 

GoETIfF. (Maxims. 1)01) 

The way which leads from Hegel to )Jierzsche is marked by the 
names of Young Germany and of the Young Hegelians. who ga,"e 
Hegel's system historical efficacy by undermining it. On the other 
hand, Nietzsche's historical efficacy can be judged by the fact that 
only very recently has an attempt been made to take Nietzsche's 
apparently disconnected aphorj~ms and put them together system
atically according to a .fixed plan.l. In neither case is thetr effective
ness limited to philosophy as such; it permeates the totality of spjrit
ual and political life. Hegel· then, like Nietzsche today, was a 
password-which was not necessarily to' be taken literally. 

NietzSche's historical place has usually been determined accord
ing to hi! ~IMionship to SchopenhaueP>-and Wagner, without reg:ard 
for the disparity of their historical locus. Schopenhauer's moralistic 
evaluation and un historical view of the world still have their roots 
in the tmcien regime, while '''agner's literary fervor derives ftom 
the revolutionary Hegelianism of the forti~s. ~heir effect upon 
Nietzsche is to be differentiated accordingly. That portion of &ho
peflham:r's thought which gained a positive! place in Niet7,sche's 

n& 
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philosophy derives from natural philosophy: the vision of an eternal 
recurrence of what is essentially thc same ill the app.arenr'flux of the 
historical world. In contrast, "'agncr's reformatory plans had thcir 
effect upon Nietzsche's temporal will to the future. NietzSche is 
related to the revolutionary criticism of the left-wing Hegelians not 
only through Wagner's relatidnship to Fcuerbach, but also by his 
own literary attack upon D. F. Strauss. which reaches a logical con
clusion with the Amicbrist. In his criticism of Christianity. he con
curs with B. Bauer. whose criticism of religion developed ont"' of 
Hegel's philosophr of religion. And so, historically considered. the 
coincidence that Stirner's book appeared in the year of Nietzschc's 
birth seems as neccssarv as the connection betwcen Nietz.c;chc·s at
tempt at a new beginning and the Norhing which is reached in 
Stirner. Nietzsche lcarned of I-::ierkegaard through G. Brandes, but 
it was too late for them to become personally acquainted. Nietzsche 
seems never to ha,'c concerned himself with Marx. A comparison of 
the two is nevertheless justified. because Nietzsche is the only man, 
after Marx and Kicrkegaard. who made the _decline of the bourgeois
Christian world the theme of such. a fundamental analysis. The 
antithesis between his theory of 'recurrence and Kierkegaard's 
"reiteration" of Christianity ic; immediately_convincing; the histori
cal connection betwet;n Niet7.5che's criticism of civilization and 
Marx's criticism of capitalism is less ob"ious,2 because it is hidden at 
firs-t by Nietzsche's own bourgeois status3 and -his lack of concern 
for social and economic questions. Heine must be included among 
the Young Hegelians in the extended sense.; NietzS~he thought. him 
so significant a figure that he did· not hesitate to name Heine in the 
same breath as Hegel and himsclf.4 'Yhatever abyss separates Nietz
sche's anti-Christian. philosophy from Hegel'S philosophical the:
ology and his "hammer" from Hegel'S "speculation" is bridged by 
Hegel's pupils through a consequent series of revolts against the 
Christian tradition and bourgeois culture. At the beginning and end 
of this bridge stand Hegel and NietzSche; the question is whether
beyond Nietzsche-there is any practicable path at all. 

1 - Nietzsche's Evaluation 
of Goethe and Hegel 

In agreement with_ his demand fQr a dl!cision between antiquity 
and Christianity. NietzS~he saw injiegel all insidious theologian and 
in Goethe an upright hero. But at the same rime, he was cOi~scious 
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of the affinity of their spirits and dispositions. "Hegel's mode of 
thought is not far distant from Goethe's (d. Goethe Oil Spinoza): 
The will to di"inize the uni"erse and life. in order to find peace and 
happiness in observing and investigating them. Hegel seeks reason 
everrwhere, before reason one may submit and be content. In 
Goethe, a kind of fatalism, almost joyful and confident. a fatalism 
which does not rebel, \ ... ·hich does not weary, which seeks to form 
from itself a totality in the belief that deliverance comes only in the 
totality. where all seems justified and good."" To him. Hegel and 
Goethe, together with Napoleon, constitute.a meaningful event for 
all Europe and an attempt .to overcome the eIghteenth century.s 

The first image which Nietzsche had of Goethe was not without 
critical resen'ations; these, however, retreated more and more into 
the background. In the third Ull:.eitgcmiissc Bet1'Qcbul1lg, after a 
description of the nineteenth century. he puts rhe question: in such 
a time of downfall and explosions. who \vill preserve the "unage of 
man"? Three images have determined humanity in the modern era: 
the man of Rousseau, the man of Goethe, and the man of Scho
penhauer; Nietz.sche interprets himself in the "heroic life" of the 
laSt. From Rousseau there emerged a popular strength which led 
to revolutions; Go.~the represenr.s. .. a power which is not so ~nacing. 
he observes -and organizes, but does not lead to revolutionary over
throw. He hates everything violent, all discontinuity-that is, every 
action. And thus Faust the liberator of the world becomes a mere 
world traveler. All domains of life and nature. all past history. arts, 
mythologies. ·all -realms-of knowledge see·the 'insatY.ible observer fly 
past, the deepest craving awakes and is appeased. even Helen can
not bring him to a halt-and now the moment must come for which 
his sco~nhd-companion ·has been lying ig. w~ At some rand~m spot 
upon earth the flight ends, the whirl ceases, Mephistopheles is at 
hand. \Vhen the German ceases to be Faust. there is no greafer dan
ger than that he become a-philisrin.e and fall prey to the devil-only 
the powers of heaven can save him. The man of Goethe is . . . the 
theoretical man at his highest. He keep'!; alive upon the earth only 
by assembling for his nourishment everything great 'and notable ... 
and living upon it, even though it is only a life from one appetite 
'to the next. He is not the active man: rather, whenever at some 
point he becomes a part of the existing otder of active tnen there is 
.one thing certain, that no good will result, •.. in part.icuhlr, no 
'or<le.r: will be overthrew;"_ .The man of Goethe is a preservillg and 
conCIlIatory force, . . . JUst as the man ~f Rousseau can easrl'y be
come a Catilinarian."7 Similarly, he says in his remarks abOut Wag-
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ncr that Goethe was indeed a great learner and scholar, but his 
widespread network of rivets seems not to bring its forces together 
to the sea. but to lose at least an equal amount in its twistings and 
turnings. There is something nobly extravagant in Goethe's nature, 
while "'agner's (that is, Nietzsche's) course and current might 
perhaps terrify and frighten ofU But later, when Nietzsche himself 
attained a kind of perfection in Zaratbustra, he silenced his previous 
rcsen'ations and acknowledged Goethe's way of life all the marc 
positively. For it was not Goethe's fault thar Gennan culture lay 
down upon the Schiller-Goethe foundation as upon a sofa.9 At the 
height of his powers, Nietzsche comprehended why Goethe, whl) 
wanted to be neither "a writer nor a German by profession," could 
ne\'er achieve the popularity of Schiller, bur in spite of his fame 
remained isolated and was forced to disguise and defend himself 
from his admirers.1O "He 'belongs to a higher genre of literature than 
'national literatures' belong to: for this reason, his relationship even 
to his 'own nation is not that of life, nor of innovation, nor of ob
solescence. He lived and continues CO lin onl\" for the few: for the 
majority, he is only a fanfare of vanity which is sounded from time 
to time across the Gennan border. Goethe, not only a great and 
good man, but a culruret Goethe constitutes for the history of the 
Germans an episode without issue; for example. who could point out 
anything of Goethe in the German politic;s of the last seventy years! 
(Albeit there certainly has been a bit of Schiller and perhaps even a 
little bit of Lessing at work there.) "11 Goethe-we read in another 
passage-\'v'rote over the heads of the Germans, because in every 
respect he stood far superior to them. "How could any people be 
equat to Goethe's spintuality in well-being and well-wishing."12 His 
followers Were Qnl):' a small band-Of "the best educated. experienced 
by virtue of age, life, and travel, }u\'ing outgrown the German 
nature: he himself would not ha\'e it otherwise." Far from "ideal
ism," he looked ~pon this drifting of Gernun ci\'ilization in his 
own way: "standing to one ·side, gently resisting. reserved, fortify
ing himself more and more upon his own: better course," while the 
rest of the world thought that the Germans had "quietly discovered 
a comer of heaven," as these very Germans were already beginning 
to exchange thei.r idealiStic ciVilization for industrial, political, and 
military undertakings. is 

\Vhat exalted Goethe so far above all the lesser spirits was the 
fact that he not only desired freedom, but was in full possession of 
it. FrQm the vantage of this attained freedom he could afford w pro-
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mote what he himself despised and to be an advocate of the whole of 
life, irs illusory truth and its true illusion. "In the midst of an age 
undisposed to realism. Goethe was a convinced realist: he said yes to 
everything that was congenial to him; he had no greater experience 
than that ens reaJissi111U7J1 called KapoleoQ. Goethe concei"ed a 
man: strong, well-educated, physically skillful, 5elf-possessed. re
spectful of himself. This man may dare to permit himself the entire 
scope and wealth of narure; he is strong enough for this freedom. 
He is a man of tolerance, not out of weakness, but out of strength, 
because he knows how to turn to his own advantage what would 
be the ruin of the average person's nature. A man to whom nothing 
is forbidden, except perhaps weakness, whether it be called vice or 
virtue. 'Such a free spizi: stands in the midst of everything with a 
joyful and confident fa~:llism. firm in the belief that only the par
ticular is reprehensible. that, in the context of the whole, everything 
is redeemed and affirmed-he no longer says no."14 But, at the same 
time, this is the formula for ~ietzsche's "Dionysian attitude toward 
existence"; and, in fact. me last aphorism of the lVille zur Macht 
seems to come from the same spirit as Goethe's Fragment fiber die 
Natur. 

Nevertheless, NietzSChe's will to power is as different from 
Goethe's nature as the extreme from the moderate;'seething power 
from ordered cosmos. desire from ability, and the destructive vio
lence of attack from well-meaning irony.15 This difference is espe
cially clear in their attitudes toward Christianity. Once, it is true, 
Nietzsche remarks that me "cross': shollld be seen 115 Goethe saw 
it.J6 But he himself saw it quite differently: he wanted to teach men 
laughter instead of suffering. and called his laughter holy. Zara
thustra mocks Christ's crown of thorns by crowRil)g himself with 
a crown of roses.17 These roses have no human or rational relation
ship to the cross; Zaramustra's "rose-wreath crown" is purely a 
polemic contrast to that of -the crucified. Th~s pern;rsion is the final 
end of the symbol of the cross -with roses, which derives from 
Luther! Goethe was not an anti-Christian, and was therefore the 
more genuine pa~n; his "god" had no need to oppose any other, 
because by his very positive nature he was disincliIJed to any such 
denial. But that his consummation of freedom had no influence upon 
German civilization is as fatal as it is understaadable. "The . . . 
~erm~ns think they only h3v~ spirit when t~~y are 'paradoxical, that 
IS, unnghteous."18 They may mdecd beIiev7 10 rdeas, but they do not 
observe the phcnomelU; 111 therefore, thclf WeltanscbauU1lg is an 
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ideological phantasy. In the nineteenth century, this lack of pure 
opservation of the "World brought to po'\ver the pupils of Hegel
uninfluenced by Goethe-and made them the "actual pedagogues 
of the Germans of this cenrury.":!o 

One such idea taken from Hegel's philosophy was that of 
"evolving" or "becoming." "We Germans are Hegclians, e\'en if 
there had never been a Hegel, because (in contrast to all the Latins) 
we instinctively ascribe to evolution a decper mcaning and higher 
value than we ascribe to 'what is: ":11 The Gcrman is In' nature an 
Hegelian in not being content with thc immedi;ltc asp'cct of phe
nomena; he "gets behind the appearance," and thinks there is 
scarcely any justification for the conccpt of "being." In this respect, 
Nietzsche sa)'s, Leibniz and Kant were also "Hcgelians." More tnan 
in the rules of logic, German philosophy putS its faith in "credo 
quia absurdum." with which Germ:m logic makes its appearance in 
the histon' of Christian doctrine. "But even tocLl\', a thousand years 
later, we' Germans of today ... haye an ink lin!! of the trm·h. of 
the possibility of truth, behind the famous dialectical principles with 
which Hegel assisted the German spirit to gain its victory ever 
Europe-'contradiction moves the world, all things are contradic
tory to themse,lves'-for we are pessimists, even in logic.":!2 Nietzsche 
constructed hlS own paradox of the eternal return from the sc1f
dissolution of nihilism, thereby consciously leading the logic of 
contradiction one step further, and once more developing a credo 
out of the absurdum.~ 

Nevertheless, Nietzsche's pessimistic logic)s set apart by its radi
cal criticism of Christian moralitv and theolo!,!\', which he saw 
dominating Hegel'S philosophy o'f histor~·.2~ "'ith this insidious 
theology, Hegel set his own initiao"e at no.ught. which consiste.d jlJ 
the fact that he was already on the road to mcluding even the nega
tive-error and evil-in the total nature of being. "In conformitv 
with the grandiose attempt which he made to persuade us finally of 
the divine nature of existence with the aid of our sixth sense, our 
'historical sense,' " he became tbe great obstacle preventing a libera
tion fram Christianity and its morality.2;; This philosophical his
toricism had the most dangerous effect upon German civilization, 
for it would be "terrible and devastating" if such a belief in the 
meaning of history w~e ~o ~ead to an. idolization. of ~he actual. "If 
every result contalils wlthm nself a ranonal neceSSIty, If every event 
is the victory ... of the 'idea'-then quickly kneel and go do,,:n 
the whole. 'stepladder' of 'results' upon your knees:~26 For the fu-
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ture, Hegel made History, as belief in the meaning of history, a sub
stitute for religion.27 This historicism, which developed out of 
Hcgcl's metaphysics of the history of the spirit, became more 
futuristic than the un historical world view of Goethe, who derived 
the forms of development and life of mankind from observation of 
nature. 

2 Nietzsche's Relationship to 
the Hegelianism of the F onies 

Niettsche's starting point, historical philology, from the very 
beginning gave him a different attitude toward history than Scha
penhauer, for whose philosophical ,·iew of the world the study of 
the natural sciences is basic. NietZsche's final assessment of Hegel. 
in spite of all his criticism of historical meaning, is not least deter
mined by this opposition to Schoperihauer's unhistorical back
ground. Through his "senseless r!lge against Hegel," Schopcnhauer 
led the entire last generation of Germans to break loose from the 
context of German culture, "which . culture ... has been a lofti
ness and divinatory acuity of the sense of history." But in this respect 
Schopenhauer was impoverished, unreceptive, and un-German to the 
point of genius.28 

At the time Schopenhauer began his work, the sense of history 
was represented m05t influentially in German philosophy by Karl 
Fischer. In regard to the latter's histpry of recent philosophy, Scho
penhauer says: "Incurably tainted by Hegelism, he CORstructs the 
history of philos·ophy according to his aprioristic models; I, as 
pessimist, am the ne~essary anti.thesis to Leibniz, the optimist. This 
is derived from the circumstance that Leibniz lived in an age that 
was full of hope, but I, in an age desperate and wretched: ergo, had 
I lived in 1700, lwouJd have been a spotless, optimistic Leibniz, and 
he would be I, were he alive today!"29 This is the madness wrought 
by Hegelism, that is, the sense of history grounded in dialectics. And 
he adds the remark tharms pessimism arose between t814·.and 
1818, and in the latter year-the year of the appearance of the first 
volume of Die Weft als 'Wille l.Ind VOTstelJung-was already "in its 
finished state." But the years between 1814 and 1818 had been the 
most hope-filled period in Germany; as a consequence, Fischer's 
explanation is nonsense. But this rejection of the sense of history is 
not contradicted by the fact that. Schopcnhauer's historical effect 
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began when the German intelligentsia had been prepared for it by 
tbe failure of the revolution. Fcuerbach's letters. _-\.. Herzen's remi
niscences, and R. \\'agner's aur.obiogr::phy furnish .1 clear picture 
of the degree of resignation suddenly pro\'okcd by Schopenhauer's 
success. As early as 1843, Schopenhauer was able to use this con
nection between his late success and the spirit of the age. He writes 
to his publisher that the ,latter should publish a new edition of his 
work, with the addition of a second ,·olume. so that it might finally 
attract the public notice it desen·ed. This is to be hoped, "particu
larly at this time, now that the pretenses of the s\\"aggeril1g heroes. 
of the podium, which have gone on so lonf!'. arc being unmasked 
more and more, and reco[!nized in their futilin'; while at the same 
time the need for philosollhy is felt more strongly than e\'er by a 
sunken religious faith. so that interest in philosophy has become 
vital and uni\'ersal. but on the other hand there is nothing to satisf\' 
this need."30 But this is a propitious moment for a re\:i\'31 of hiS 
work; its coincidence with the completion of his work is pro\'iden
tial. "'ith satisfaction. he confirms that e\'en Hegelians like Rosen
kranz and the contributors to the H allesc"e J abrbTicber cannot a\'oid 
acknowledg-in[! him.lIl On the other hand. the idea of any connec
tion between his philosophy and "'agner's music was so far from 
him that he greeted the polemic against ". ag-ner with joy: "Dr. 
Linder has S(.J1t me two very interesting issues of Ecbo . .. , In them 
the aesth. cossack criticizes '\\'a2'ller verv much along the lines of 
what I have said. and with great justice: Bra\'o! "32 \ "hen, in spite 
of his negative response to two "singular documents of admiration:' 
from the Ziirich '\. ag-ner circle. he recei\'Cd from the "master" him
self. "upon wonderful heavy paper," the Rillg of tbe Nibelullgs with 
a dedication, he remarked very laconically: "A series of four operas 
he wants to comp'ose someday, probably the real work of art of the 
future: seems completely phantastic: only re3d (he prologue: wc 
shall see."33 

Seventeen years later, 'NietzSche, together with \Vagner, de
clared himself to be a disciple of Schopenh3uer. and dedicated Die 
C ~bllrt der Tragodie to him as "exalted pioneer," a work which in 
fact derives from the spirit of "'a~er's music. It appropriatcs to 
itself the Greek reminiscences and ultramodcrn revolutionary tend
encies of "'agner's work Die Ktmst und die Re7;J(J/mioll {1.8'49); 
basically, even when he declared himself to be "anti-". agner," 
NietzSche remained in the power of his opponent. whose superiority 
consisted not least in the fact that he kncw how to "direct" and have 
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an effect. E,'en \Vagner's first musical experience had not been 
actually musical; the imprcssion he received. as a boy. of ""eber's 
production of Del' FrcisciJiit'Z W;1S: "1'\ot an cmperor, not a king
bur to stand up and dircct like that! "~l To mle an orchestra, to in
toxicate thc. crowd and mo\'c them. that was and remained the 
ambition of his theatrical carecr. ~ictzsche, after he had turned his 
back on thc "performer" and had seen through thc "magician" with 
the acuteness of disappoimcd \·cncrarion. called him a commanding 
artist in an age of the dcmocratic 1l1as~es. 

In the iri"troduction to Die ]\.1I11St ulld dic 1\,"-..'olutiol1, "'agner 
cites a passage from Carlyle's description of the French Reyolution 
as the third act of the history of the world: "If the second portion 
hegan ei!!htecn hundred ,"cars a!!u, I bclic\'c that this will be the 
thrrd po;tion. This is the ... iic;1\'enly-hcllish event: the strang
cst -rhat has taken placc for a thousand years. For it marks the 
cSCJpe of mankind into anarchy, into ... the practice of being 
ungoverned-i.e., . . . into an im'incible re\'nlt al!ainst false rulers 
and false teachers-what I charitably interpret as ~ ... search for 
true rulers and teachers. This occasion of erupting self-cremation 
. . . should he noted and examined bv all men as th~ strangest thing 
that has ever taken placc. Centuries of the same still lie ah~ad of u;, 
scveral u'nhappy, sordidly agitated centuries . . . before the" old 
has been completely consumed and the new appears in recognizable 
form."3:; 'Vagner's summons to a revolution in art found itself in 
c'omplete agreement with this outcry of thc aged Carlyle, and also 
with the consciousness of cri3is o( the Young Hegelians, which 
points forward to Nietzsche's epochal consciousncss of the crisis in 
the history of nihilism. He then delineates how greatly F euerbach 's 
writings have enthraUed hil)1, .p~p~ularl.y the norion~ ()f his phi
losophy of art. At that time he belrevcd that he could see his own 
"artistic man" prefigured in Feuerbach's concc:)tion of human na
ture, "From this sprang ~ ~rt'ain. passionate cQnfusion, which re
vealed itself as an overhastineSs and unclarity in the use of philo
stlphic schemata." 'Only subsequently did this "misunderstanding" 
become dear to him. Just as Nietzsche could later say that he had 
ruined his "Dionysian intuitions" through formulas taken from 
Schopenhauer al1d "fashionable modernism" by setti~g his hopes 
upon \"agner, ftom whom norbing was to be hoped. so \\"agner 
also regrets that he introduced confusion. with Feuerbach's formu
las, into his first essay. In both cases, t·he subsequent correcrion 
eonfirms the original dependence: that of \Vagner upon the revolu-
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tionary fervor of the forties, that of Nietzsche upon that of Wag
ner. In thc foreword to Die Geburt der Tragodie, 'written in 1886, 
Nietzsche himself points out that, in spite of its apparent Hellenism, 
this work is still a work of anti-Hellenism, intoxicating and obscur
ing as "'agner's music. "the confession of an J 830 Romantic under 
tbe guise of the pessimism of 1850"-a self-criticism which contains 
more truth than the conclusion of the foreword with the laughing, 
dancing Zarathustra. But while Nietzsche did not test his will to 
spiritual rC"olution in any political reality, Wagner took a personal 
part in this intoxicating drama, first of all in Leipzig in 1 830; accord
ing to his own report, he joined in\,.like a madman in the destruc
tions. Similarly, in 1849 he hurled him'self, with Rockel and Bakunin, 
into the current of events in Dresden, which he greeted in writing 
with Feuerbach-Marxian phrases: "I desire to destroy the rule of 
thc one over the other. of the dead over the living, of matter over 
thc spirit; I desire to shatter the power of the mighty, of the law, 
and of property. Let man's OW1l will be his master, his O'U,'11 desire 
his only law, liis 0''1.::11 strength his total property, for tbe free 1I11t1l 

alone ;s sacred, and llotbi71g is higher than He .... And behold the 
hosts upon the hills, they lie silent upon their knees . . . rapture 
beams from their ennobled" countenance, a brilliant gleam streams 
from their eye, and with the heaven-shattering cry '/ mil a man' the 
millions. the living revolution, 1171111 become God, pour down into 
the valleys and plains Imd proclaim to the whole world the new 
evangel of prosperity!"88In this period, \-Vagner was politically and 
spiritually as much a "freethinker" as Heine. Like Fcuerbach's 
axioms for the "philosophy of the future," he wanted to design a 
"wOFk of art of the future."3i "The future of our educational institu
tions" is the theme of Nietzsche's lectures, in which he penetratcd 
the aftereffeci:s of the "desperate adolescents" of Young Germany.38 

Wagner had by far the better sense of r.eality. He understood the 
problems of art -as being the problems of public life; and explained 
the decline of Greek tragedy with the dissolution of the Greek 
polis; similarly. he viewed the spirit of the industrial enterprises of 
our great cities. a6 being also the natUre of modem arristlc activity. 
He depicts the original and broken relationship between art and 
public life in terms that are taken literally from. the Hegelian school 
-it would be possible to isolate the individual notions which derive 
from HeSel and Marx. An arose originally from the "self-conscious 
universality" of life; the "god~f 5 percent" is today the master and 
organizer of all artistic endeavors. The "heroes of the srock ex-
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change" dominate the market of modern art, while, in contrast, 
Greek tragedy was the "free expression of a free universality." The 
tragedies of Aeschylus and Sophocles were "the product of Athcns" 
-the modern theater is "a blossom in the morass of the modern 
bourgeoisie." Genuine art of the present must of necessity be revo
lutionary, because it can only exist at all in opposition to the eXisting 
order. "Out of its condition of ci"ilized barbarism, true art can rise 
to its dignity only upon the shoulders of our great s~ial movement: 
they both have a common gpal. and both _ can attaih it only when 
they recognize it in common." \\'ith regard to the epigraph from 
Carlyle, Wagner, at the conclusion, demands that the Tevolution in 
art must'be JUSt 'as radical as 'the overthrow of paganism by Chri,c;
tianity. "Thus Jesus would ha,'e shown us that we men are all equal 
and brothers, but A polio would have given this grFat alliance of 
brothers the seal of strength and beauty; he would have led man 
from doubts of his owo worth to the consciousness of his supreme 
divine power, So let us erect the altar of the future, in life as in 
living art, to the two most exalted teachers of mankind: Jesus. who 
suffered for mankind; and Apollo, who raised them to their joyous 
dignity!" In contrast to "'agner, who immediately translated the 
Greek god into a pseudo-Germanic god, Nietzsche, as early as Die 
Geburt der Tragodie, set Dionysus in the place of Christ, arid finally 
exposed 'V«gner's Christian-Germanic hero as a typical instance of 
German misrepresentation. But originally he had planned to dedi
catc himself to the service of \Vagner as a kind of chief propagandist 
of Bayreuth. His subsequent attack upon ,"'agner is comprehensible 
on the basis of this oricinal admiration for him. 

Following the impulse of Bayreuth, Nietzsche wrote the first of 
his Unzeitge1l1(isse BetrJ.cbtllJlge1l about D. F. ~tra!-i~, a criticism of 
the "narrow-minded intellectual" (Bildungspbilister) which is al
ready implied in "'agner's work of an of the future. This attack is 
directed against the "new belitf' of Strauss; but, at the same time, it 
is a considerable step along the road to that liberation which Strauss 
had himself produced in the general consciousness Qf the age 
through his early writings against the old belief. Not-eveJl NietzSChe 
denies his respect for the young Strauss, who was basically "a man 
of strong and profound scholarly and critical character."39 In Ecce 
H 01710 he boasted of ha\'ing given expression to his own liberation 
through criticism of the "first German freethinker." A critic also 
understood this to be the point of his work, seeing its t:lsk as the 
production of a "kind' of crisis and ultimate decision in the problem 
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of atheism." But for this reason, NietzSche also could feel more 
antipathy toward the "libre~ peHseurs" seeking: to impw\'e [hI! 

world. who had not the least i1otion of this d("ci~in: aspect of libera
tion, than toward their opponents. The difference between the re
ligious atheism ·of.Strauss and the anti-Chrisrianit~· of l'ietzsche is 
basically the sarfi~c as Nietzsche pointed our in \\'af!ncr'~ notion of 
"sensuousness": "'agner indeed formulated it after F euerbach's 
example, but then. "readjusted his ideas:' ultimately preaching an 
ecstatic "chastity."tO Nietzsche's "atheism" also underwcnt read
justment and finally proclaimed a ncw faith. \ Yhat nC\'crtheless 
distinguishes the two transfonnations is the fact that 1'\ietzSche 
never lacked character, as he accused Wa2ner in refc-rence to the 
latter's attitude toward the "Empire" and toward Christi~lIlity.~1 
Wagner could not be unambiguous because his Illusic sought to 
"mean" something that it was not in itself. "\ "hat docs Elsa mean? 
But there is no doubt: Elsa is 'the unlimited spirit of the people!" 
Throughout his life, \-"agner was a commentation on an "idea" and 
without logical clarity. Among Germans. such clarity is a fault, 
namely, a lack of "profundity"; in Nietzsche's vic\\', Hegel's influ
ence is to blanle for this. "Let us remember that during the period 
when Hegel and Schelling 'were seducing people's minds, "~agner 

c;.:"Was YO'Jng. That he divined, that he grasped with his hands. what 
only a German takes seriously-'an idea -implies something that is 
obscurt, uncertain, ominous." \Vagner understood this taste, he 
invented for himself a style which means "infinit~,,', he conceived 
music as an "idea," and became the heir of Hegel. "The same kind 
of person who reveled in Hegel. today re\'el~ in "'agner; in his 
school, they even write like Hegel! The youth of Germany under
stood him better than any. The two words 'infinite' and 'meaning' 
were already enough; they somehow ga\"C an incomparable feeling 
of well-being .. , . \Vagner's genius at building castles in the air. his 
roving, rambling. and rOlITIing through the clouds. his E:verywhere 
and Nowhere-all are the same as Hegel used in his day to entice 
and to seduce!"'2 

Nietzsche had ;1 alr.eet connection' with 'the Hegelian ~chool 
through his relationship to 13. Bauer. In him, we read in the retro
spection of Ecce Homo, he had his mo.st attentive reader after his 
attack upon Strauss. In letttrs to Taine, Brandesj and Ga~t, he lauds 
Bauel' as his only reader, indeed as his "entire public," besides \Vag
nero Burckhardt, and G. Keller.4s Nietzsche kne~\' Bauer"s ZUT 

Clientierung uher di-e Bismarcksche Aaa (1880).41 it is not known 
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whcthcr he was also acquaintcd with the thcological writings of thc 
fortics. The probability 'cannot be rejected, especially since Ovcr
beck followl:d, and in part rC\'ic\\ ed. Rmcr's \\'ork in criticism of 
religion.·:' Howevcr this may bc, the correspondences between 
Nietzsche's Antichrist and Bauer's E1Itdecktes Cbrisle11t11111 are so 
obvious that they at least indicate a subrerranean movement in the 
coursc of the nineteenth ccntury, and larc no less informath'e than 
the corrcspondences bctwccn Bauer's criticism of Christianity and 
that in the early thcological writings of Hegcl.4G 

Stirner is nowhere mentioned in Nietzschc's writings; but O\'cr
bcck's wimess proves that Kicrzsche knew of hinl, and not only 
througrl Lange's history of matcrialism.n Srirncr has often been 
compared with Nict7..5chc. to thc point of asscrting that Stirner was 
the "intellcctual arsenal" from which ~ict"lschc dcrh'cd his weap
ons.41! Others consider Stirner a forger of cliches whose petit
bourgeois mediocrity is completely beyond comparison with Kietz
sche's aristocratic status. Such eyaluations do not touch upon the 
historical problem. Both can be separated by an entire world and 
yet belong together through the inner consistencr of their radical 
criticism of Christian humanitarianism. And so it lS easy to imagine 
that Niet7..5che was so "economical." as Overbeck called it, with his 
knowlcdge of Stirner because he was both attracted to and rcpelled 
by him, and did not want to be confus{'d with him. 

Above all, they ha\'c in common a consciously epoch-making 
relationship toward Christianity~ from which follows their idea of 
a "surmounting- of man." It is no accident that the norion of the 
"supemlan" nlak{'s· irs first appearance in irs particular philo
sophic sense in thc circle of Stirncr.49 Thc superman was originally 
thc God-man and Christ-man;r.o aflcr Fcucrbach's anthro[-ologicaI 
usc, it changcs its meaning: in relationship to the universally human, 
the supennan becomes on the one hand il1human, and on the other 
more· than merdv human. 1\1. HCSS~·I employed the words "super
man" (Vbermemcb) and "brute" (l!tnlle11scb) in this sense, 
applying thr former to Bauer and the' latter to Stimer. Bauer's 
thesis, that in' the Christian religion man wDrships "brutality" as- his 
essential n3tUrc,C,:! corrcsponds to Stirner's thesis that so long as 
Christ is the superman, man can not be an "I." Therefore, the sur
mounting of Christianity is identical with man's sunnouJJting of 
himself. This connection bennen the God-man Christ, 111dn of 
Christian anthropology, and the individual's personal "I," which is 
a "brutc" in contrast to the former. corresponds [0 Nietzsche'~ no 
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less consistent connection between the death of God and man's 
surmounting of himself for the goal of the superman. who van
quishes both God and nothingness. By recognizing the full signifi
cance for the humanity of man in the "great event" of God's death, 
Nietzsche also saw that for the .individual man, possessed of a will, 
the death of God is a "freedom for death."53 

Nietzsche's passing remark that the acrual pedagogues of the 
Germans of the nineteenth century were the pupils of Hegel, has far 
more significance than Nietzsche himself could know.54 The road 
which leads via the Young Hegelians from Hegel to NietzSche can 
be characterized most plainly with reference to the idea of the death 
of God: Hegel based his consummation of Christian philosophy 
upon the origin of the Christian faith in the death of Christ upon 
the cross as the "truth" of "ungodliness";55 NietzSche used the end 
of Christianity as the basis for his attempt to overcome the "men
dacity of millennia" through a repetition of the origin of Greek 
philosophy. For Hegel, the incarnation of God means a once for 
all reconciliation between human and divine nature; for NietzSche 
and Bauer, it means that man in his true nature was broken. Hegel 
elevates the Christian doctrine that God is "spirit" to the plane of 
philosophical existence; Nietzsche declares that whoever said that 
God is srdfiltook the longest step toward unbelief,51t a step that can 
be overcome only through the rebirth of a corporeal God. 

3 Nietzsche's Attempt 
to Surmount Nihilism 

"That is the new stillness that 1 leamcd~ its din 
about me spreads a cloak about my thoughts." 

If Nietzsche is declared to be the philosopher "of our time," the 
question must be asked what meaning time had for him. Three 
things can be stated with reference to his relationship toward time: 
( I) As a European fatet Nieasche is the 'first ·phllost1phcr of our 
"era"; (1) as the philosopher of our era, he is eEJually timely and 
untimely; (3) as a l~t admirer of "wisdom," he is also a philo$opher 
of eternity. 

I. In the last ch~pter of his last wprk. Niet"LSche explained to the 
world why he is a "[ate') and a "man of destiny," "I know my lot. 
One day a memory shall attaeh to my . • . name, the memory of a 
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crisis the like of which there never was on earth, of a profound 
collision of comciences. of a decision demanded agaulSt every.thing 
that had pre\;ously been believed, required, sanctified. I. am not a 
human being, I am dynamite . . . I oppose as has never been op
posed. and am nevertheless the opposite of a negative spirit. . . . 
""ith all that, I am of necessity also a man of destiny. For when 
truth enters the lists a~ainst the lie of millennia, we shall have con
vulsions, a spasm of earthquakes . . . the like of which has never 
been dreamed. Then the concept of politics will be completely dis
solved in a war between spirits, all authority structures of the old 
society will be blown into the air-one and all, they rest upon a lie; 
there ~'ill be wars the like of which has never existed on earth. 
From my time forward earth will see great politics." , 

This ecce homo, branded as the fate of Europe, can appear as 
the megalomania of a diseased mind, but also as prophetic knowl
edge, as madness and as profound insight. In his mad insight. ~ietz
sche, the pensioned professor of philology, became the crucified 
god Dionysus, who must sacrifice himself to determine the spiritual 
fate of Europe. But a~ the same time he had the feeling. that he was 
ultimately only a "buffoon"-"of eternities." 

Conscious of being the first philosopher of his era and "some
thing decisive and fateful" "between tWo millennia,'" NietzSche 
could also say: his work has time. In 1884 he writes from Venice: 
"My work has time, and I want to avoid at all costs being confused 
with the task which stands before the present as its assignment. 
Fifty years from now a few perhaps . . . will hay,: eyes to see 
what has been done through me. But at the moment it is not only 
difficult, but completely nnpossible . . . to speak of me in publIC 
without falling far short of the truth." Thus the proper time for 
Nietzsche's philosop!llc purpose is not his own, dominated by 
'Vaguer and Bismarck; what Nietzsche, the approved discoverer of 
"modernity" and prophet of an age-old doctrine, saw was 3een by 
looking far into the furore. 

By looking bach'wards, Nietzsche foresaw the future appearance 
of that "Ehropean nihilism" which declares that after the downfall 
of the Christian belief in God, and thus also of morality, "nothing is, 
true," but "everything is permitted." "What I am telling" -we read 
in the foreword of Der JV ille -mT Macb"t-"is the story of the next 
two centuries. I am describing what is coming, what can no longer 
happen any differently: the rise of nihilism. This story can already 
be told; necessity itself is here at work. This future speaks already 
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through a hund~cd signs. this fatc is announced e"erywhere; to this 
music of the future all ears are already tuned. Our emire bJropean 
culture has long beer. mO\'ing with a torture of tension thar grows 
from decade to decade, as though approal:hing a catasrrophe: agi
tated, violent, pre~ipitate. like a ri"er rushing to\\'ard irs end. no 
longer taking thought, afraid to take thought. In comrlSr. he who 
speaks here has done nothing pre\'iously other than taking though~ 
as a philosopher and hermit by instinct. who found his profit in 
apartness. in being an outsider. in patience. in hesit;ltion; as a dare
devil and explorer, who has already lost his wa)' in e"ery labyrinth 
of the furore; ... who looks bac1)..\\'h~n he tells what is to come; 
.as the first complete nihilist of Europe. who has li"ed through his 
own nihilism to its end-who has it behind him. beneath him. beside 
him." 'Vith masterful psychological skill. -:\'ierzschc portrayed this 
European nihilism in its historical origin and irs forms of appearance. 
in science and art. in philosophy and politics. The result of his 
fifteen years of takin£! thou£!ht was Del' Trille ':111' .:1I.1c/.-t, contermi
nous "Ath his theory of eternal recurrence. 

Nihilism, as such, can have two meanings: it can be a symptom 
of final and complete downfall and a\'ersion to existence; hut it Can 
also be a first symptom of recovery and a new will for existence-a 
"nihilism of weakness or of strength. This an1bi~uit\' of nihilism as 
the origin of modernity is also "'that of NietzSche' himself: "The 
happiness of my existence, perhaps its individuality. lies in its des
tiny: to put it in the form of a riddle: as my father. I am already 
dead. as my mother, I still -live and .£!TOW old. This double oestem, 
from the topmost and bottommost run~ on the ladder of life. both 
decadent and beginning, this if anythmg explains that neutrality, 
~hat freedom from prejudice in regard to the whole problem Q{ life, 
that perhaps characteriz~s me. I have a finer sense for signs of in
ception and downfall than any other man has e\'er had, in this I am 
thejnstructor par e~cellence:' I know both, I am both." Therefore 
in Zaratbustra he left the question open which he really was: a 
promiseI' or a fulfiller, a conqueror or an inheritor, a harvest or a 
plowshare, a ~ick man or a-man recovering, a fabricator or ~ truth 
teller, a liberator or a restraioer, because he knew that he was neither 
the one nor the other, but both together. This ambiguity· of Nietz
sche's philosophical eXistence ·also thancterizes his relationship to 
time: he is of "today ~nd yesterday," but a]so of "tomorrow and 
the next day 'arid time ro come." This knowledge of yesterday and 
-of tomorrow "enabled him to interpret "his present 'philosophIcally. 
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As a "fragment of the history of [Christian 1 posterity." his philoso
phy is ;t1so a fraglll('IH of Greek ;uHiqui.y. ~ietzschl' is therehy the 
l'hilosoph<. r. not only of tht: most recent period. but also of a most 
ancient period, and hence of an "age:' 

: • .Because 1'ietzsche was "untimely" in his relationship to his 
period and to contemporary philosophy. and bs remained untimely. 
he was and is also "timely." a philosophic criterion of the period. 
This is -at any rate the way in which he interpreted the timeliness of 
his untimeliness. The foreword to the second of the Ul1:.citge111iisse 
Rcrr,lc/:It1l11gen close::; with the statement th:lt it is only as the "pupil 
of fonner ages." particularly the Greek, in which ". estern philoso- _ 
phy has its fountainhead. that he. "a child of his own time." could 
acquire such "untimely knowledge." As a classical philologist. he 
did not know what the purpose of an acquaintance with Greek 
antiquity could he except this: to work against his time. and thereby 
upon his time. and so perhap~ [0 the ad\':mtage of a future time. 

In his last U71:.eitge1l1iisse BetracJmwg of 1888. on "·agner. 
Nietzsche explained his relationship to his time in more detail. as a 
"surmounting" of his tif'lc: "\\'hat docs :l philosopher demand first 
and last of hi~self? To surmount his· time in his own person. to 
become timcl!JSs. 'Yh.:tt gh'es him his fiercest conflict to .withstand? 
That which niakes him a child of his time. Fine! I am as much a child 
of this time as '''agner. that is. a decadent: only I realized this. only 
I resisted it. The philosopher in me resisted it." The philosopher 
ovcrc~me in him the mere contemporary of his time. making Nietz
sche thereb}" th(' philosopher of his time. who passed his "test" by 
refusing tn be di':ertcd from his "primary task" by the great political 
mO\'ement of Germany. nor the artistic movement of \'"agner. nor 
the pl¥losophic--movement of Schopenhauer.IIT By surveying the 
rise and faU in the growth of turopean man. from Aeschrlus to 
"'agner and from Empedocles to himself. in the entirety of his
torical time, he was able to look deep within his own time also. 

Unconnected with this untimely conformity to his time which 
belongs to Nietzsche as the .rhilo~opher of his age is the rarticular 
acruaiity which he enjoyed m the l'hanging ptfspective 0 his" liteF
ary suc·cessors. If we survey the \'arious modes of actuality gone 
through by ],:ierzsche in the course of forty years in the eyes of 
P. Ga~t. of.G. d'Annunzio and A. Gide, of R. Pannwitz and O. 
Spengler, of Th. l\lann an4 R. MUltil, of G. Benn and R. Thicl.~s 
we can see a vcry· cl't:ar picture of tht spiritual problems besetting 
the period following him. The same mutation is reflected in the 
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philosophic literarure on Nietz.sehe from Riehl to $immel and from 
Bertram to Jaspers:1~ut none of this is any longer "timely." if we 
mean by this that the inclinatioflS ,.,f one's own time are the proper 
standard by which to measure understanding of philosophic goals. 
In such a case, in conformity mth irresistible "pr~ess" of each 
vanishing moment, the Nietzsche of the last and most recent period 
\ .... ould alone be timely, as interpreted p,articularly by Klages and 
Baumler. In his· ingeruous aversion [0 will and spirit,' Klages divides 
Nietzsche and declares him to b: an "orgiastic" philosopher of the 
"body" and the "soul," retaining the Nietzsche of Dionysian phi
losophy at the expense of the will to power and to nothingness. In 
his desire for battle, Baumler interp~ the Nietzsche of the will to 
power and [0 nothingness as an "heroic realist" and political philoso
pher, at the expense of the Dionysun philosophy of eternal recur
rence. These are but two contr~nz .arieties of one and the same 
prejudice in the spirit of a time hostile to the spirit. They are both 
equally far removed from NietzSChe's entire philosophy of the will 
to nothingness and to eternity. 

Even further from Nietzsche's battle against his own and every 
"period" is the interpretation wl-~ch claims he is neither a philoso
pher of the will to power nor one of eternal recurrence, but -I:hat he 
is a random anthology of statement: which happen to be attractive at 
the moment. Because Nietzsche deoelops his thought in a thousand 
aphorisms and not as a system. one can find in him in particular 
whatever one wishes: matters sta..rrlingly timely and matters amaz
ingly untimely. A few brief examples can illustrate: at the c-onclu
sion of Ecce Homo, Nietzsche says that only in him does the war of 
the spirit become one with "grf2t ?Olirics"; but he also says, at the 
very beginning of Ecce Honw ·mat he is file· !'last of me anti .. 
political Germans," and more German than any "Imperial" German 
of the day. These statements seem to contradict each other. but in 
reality they comprise one and the same thought. Precisely because 
Nietzsche represents the idea of gre.u European politics. he can also 
call himself the last of the antipo!i~cal Germans in respect to the 
contemporary affaits of Imperial politics. and say that to under
stand him at all one must have put behind him all ."miserable talk of 
politics and national self-interes:." ~ietzsche says that war and 
courage have accomplished more great results in the world than 
love of one's neighbor; but he a}sQ says that the "greatest events" 
are nor our loudest, but our "Stillest hours." He attacks the "free 
press" :>pirit of liberalism, but in equal measure all "party spirit"; 
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the mere ide:'! of belonging to some party, "even if it were one's 
own," arouses his disgust. He criticizes the democratic spirit of 
bourg-eois societY; but also, under the title V 0711 neue1l Giitze71 
(The New Idol), he says that the state is the most callous of mon
sters, and out"'of its mouth proceeds the lie, "I, the State, am the 
people." He believes in tile necessity of a return to barbarism and 
the "masculinrzation" of Europe, coining for it the phrase "blond 
beast"; but he also characterizes \Vagner', heroes as brutes with an 
ecstatic sensuality, and his "Germanics," as "obedience and long 
legs." He speaks in favor of selective racial breeding, but no less 
against undeserved sel.f-admiration. in the madness of anti-Semitic 
racism.56 He makes fun of the "land of culrure~' and "pure knowl
edge," and sacrifices the "cultured indiVidual"; but also, as a cul
tured individual himself, he confirms the general "plebeianizing" of 
taste and the growth of barharism. He demands that those who 
"command" should take precedence over those who "obey"; but at 
the same time he refuses to be "shepherd and dog of a herd," and 
states that the "German servant-soul" has been idealized in the 
military virtue of absolute obedience. He talks of the necessity of a 
"ruling caste"; but he knows that. the "trainability" of men has 
grown tQ monstrous prop onions because they ha"e nothing to say 
to each other. Finally, he develops the "will tQ truth~ as "will to 
power"; but he also says that one must never ask whether tne truth 
will turn out to be .advantageous or f~tal, and that Der Wille z7Ir 
Macht is a book exClusively for those who still enjoy thinking; but 
the Germans of today are no longer thinkers; something else im
presses and pleases then:t.60 If a man-wishes t~ base II philosophy for 
"our time" upon NietzSche, let him hear Zarathustra: "I am a rail by 
thef'~rasp me who can-but I am not your crutch:~ In order to 
grasp a philosopher, one must above all grasp his thought; and for 
this, NietzSche desired readers who still had time to think,61 

3. NietzSche's actual thought is a thought system, at the begin
Q.ing of which stands the death of God, in its midst the ensuing 
nihilism, and at its end the self-sunnounting- of nihilism in eternal 
recurrence. This corresponds to the threefoid fransformation of the 
spirit in the first speech of Zarathustra. The "thou shalt" of the 
Christian faith. is transformed into the liberated spirit of "I will"; in 
the "desert of hi':, freedomio to be nothing. there takes place the last 
and most difficult transformation: "I will" becomes the eternally 
recurrjng childlike game of destruction and creation. "I will" be
comes "I am," that is, in the totality of being. \Vith this final trans-
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formation of the freedom to be nothing into the freely willed neces
siry of an eteronal recurrence of the samt:. therc.~ is fulfilled, for 
Kierzsche, his temporal fate as an "eternal fateo" His ego becomes 
his fate. And ecce /J01110, this accident of existence, is meant to show 
that one "becomes" only what one already "is," because the highest 
constellation of being is necessi~'. in \\Ohich accident and self-being 
coincide. 

Shield of necessity! 
Great constellation of bem2 ~ 
-that no wish arums. -
that no "Ko" dcfile~. 
eternal "Yes" of being. 
eternal'" J am th,· "Y~es": 
for I lo\"c thee. 6 eternity! 

Under the "shield of necessity:' that is. of antique Fate, the 
accident of existence is once more. in the totality of being. 

The importance of eternity to ~ietzSche's philosophy. and thus 
also of the decisive "moment" irl which it shows itself once for all, 
can be seen in the fact that the third and fourth portions of Zara
°thustra conclude with a hymn to eteqUty, anA£cce Homo was in
tended to conclude with the poem "Glory and Eternity." Bur the 
pro~lem of eternity, how it comes to mean eternal recurrence, is 
found in the way by which l'ietzsche surmounted "time" with 
"man." It is a way of escape from the history of Christianity. Nietz
sche calls it "the self-conquest of nihilism," which proceeds from 
the death of God. Zarathustra is the "victor O\'er God and nothing-
ness." On the basis of this essential connection between the "proph
ecy" of eternal recurrence and the "prophecy" of -nihilisrn,62 Nietz
sche's theory assumes a double aspect: it is a self-conquest of nihilism 
in which the "victor and the vanquished" are one.63 They are one 
as the "twofold will" of Zarathustra, the Dionysian -"twofold gaze" 
into the world, and the Dionysian "twofold world" are one will, one 
gaze, and one world.64 This unity of nihilism and recurrence derives 
from the fact that Nietzsch'e's will to eternity is the converse of his 
will to nothingness. 

But how can one continue to will the classical necessity of thus
and-not-otherwise with the freedom of will which derives from 
Christian existence-unless through a wiUillg of obligation, which 
unites both? This superhuman will is twofold in respect to time, 
because it continues to will what it is obligated to do, because it 
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paradoxically unites the will to the future with the will to the past. 
The whole problem of NietzSche's "ultimate" ",ill is systematically 
and historically comprehended in this twofold will. which wills 
against itself. The solution of this problem is the subject of the 
chapter of Z.mubustl'Q entitled "Of Redemption," namely, from the 
past. 

Zarathustra sees the surrender of the entire post, in two ways. 
Some reduce it to a preparatory symptom of their decadent present; 
and for others, past time comes to a close with "grandfather."65 
Neither way can redeem us from the past. "To redeem everything 
in the past and to,IC-cn:ate all 'it was' into a 'thus I.willed it!'-that 
would be a redemption! YVill, that is the name of the liberator and 
bearer of joy; so I taught you, my friends! But now learn this in 
addition: the will itself is still a prisoner. The will liberates; but 
what is the name of that which fetters the liberator? 'It was'-that is 
the name of the will's gnashing of teeth and solitary affliction. . . . 
That time does not run backwards, that is its wrath; 'Thus it was'
that is the name of the stone which it cannot roll away." But because 
the will which wills the future is incapable of taking revenge on 
what already is, what has already been willed and done, this life of 
will-and man is will, since no god tells him any lon~r what he 
"shall" do-becomes its own "guilt" and "punishment. Existence 
becomes "again and again its own act and guilt," precisely because 
it is not itself responsible for the accident of its existence, which has 
always come to be present prior to an act of will, but, as a will 
which has -existence, wills to be responsib1e add yet is not able to be. 
And therefore the will becomes unwilling antipathy, rolling "stone 
upon stone" against the burden of the existence which has befallen 
it, until finally madness preaches: All perishes, and therefore all 
deserves to perish. Resentment over the past time of the deed already 
done devalues it to the status of something merely transitory, unless 
"the will should finally redeem itselt'~ 35 in Schopenhauer's mera
phy~ics, and "willing becomes unwillingness." In contrast, Zara
th?stra's cre~tiv~ ~ll say:s to ~hc stone which is the burde~ of an 
eXIstence desIgrung Itself in valh: ~But I -wllled ~o:' and Wln con
tinue to will it through all eternity! But when did he speak thus? 
And when 'will it come to pass that the creative will to the future 
will replace the past? And who taught him to will to retUrn in place 
of unwillingness, to bring happiness in place of bringing pain? 
Zarat~ustr~ ~nswers this question as the te.acher of e~emal be inK' 
For, m willIng the eternal recurrence of tIme- and bemg, the will 
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itself ceases to be a uniform movement into an endless infinity, and 
becomes a circle, willing both progress and return. It is this twofold 
will, which continues always to will what is forced upon it. that is 
meant by Nietzsche's Clamor fati." In it the totality of time and 
being merge in a future, which has already been, of a being which 
is still becoming.88 Thus Zarathustra's soul is the "most necessary,'-' 
"plunging joyfully into accident"; but it can do this only because 
"all things ha\ye their currents and countercurrents, their ebb and 
flow," in it, as in the "highest mode of all that has existence,"6T but 
"that is the very notion of the Dionysian"; and its formula is not 
merely the will to destiny, but to destiny as fate, "subjecting destiny 
to destiny."68 

Kietzsche a~cordingly differentiated his teaching of redemption 
from the belief of the ancients in a destiny with power O\'er both 
gods and men, and from the belief of the modems in the freedom of 
will: "Formerly man believed in soothsayers and astrologers. And 
therefore'it was thought, 'All is destiny! Thou shouldest because 
thou must!' Then again all soothsayers and astrologers were dis
believed: and therefore it was thought, 'All is freedom: thou canst 
because thou wilIest!' "89 In contrast to these alternatives, Nietzsche 
wished to unite the willing~ of the individual with the cosmic im
perative. 

But how, ir\ view of the modem freedom to will and to be able, 
should it be possible to recapture that ancient intimacy with what 
must be and cannot be otherwise, in order that the fate once \\Titten 
in the stars be transformed into an individual f:ae through a willing 
of necessity, so that the individual may finally say, "I myself am 
fate, and have determined e.xistence since eternity," "I myself am 
among the causes of eternal recurrence"? For this. must net the 
new prophecy be itself this unity, first of that written in the stars 
of heaven, and second of that which comes from nothingness. which 
is the ultimate truth in the desert of freedom of the individual's 
ability? Therefore, is not the whole which it proclaims a "heavenly 
nothingness"? And does not this linking correspond also to the 
twofold way by which the twofold wilt comes to its twofold truth, 
namely, thro~gh a decision ana an inspiration. the latter as, true as 
the former? A decision made by the will, which a~ the utmost 
extreme of freedom prefers "to will nothingness rather than not to 
will," and an inspiranon, in whi~h being inspires what has been thus 
decided with itself: these together compnse the problematic ap
proach to Nietzsche's twofold truth, whicH, as. a teaching of the 
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self-overcoming of nihilism, is his "credo quia absurdum."'iO This 
alone is truly "untimely." because it is a theory of time and being 
which completely transcends time. No one after Nierzsche reached 
this extreme point of conversion. The fe.w who still asked after 
eternity turned to the "eternal" truths of the Catholic Church, 
spoke "of the eternal in man:' became intoxicated with forgonen 
"images" of cosmic life. conjured with "codes" of being,71 while 
the majority obeyed the summons of the rime, which offered them 
the racial hardware of a political zoology as a substitute for eternity. 

"Beyond man and rime,"" Nietzsche sought to transcend the 
whole "fact of man together with time, and escape the dc;t~liction 
of the modern world. Then there happened what he had himself 
told of the sufferer who "bore his ashes to the mount" and "sought 
to reach his goal with O1le leap": "It was the body which despai~ed 
of the body-which groped about the last walls with the fingers of 
a maddened mind ... . "~z 

Another, who clid not seek to reach his goal with one "leap," but 
rather glorified the "sequence," did not construe eternity as a 
"possibility" of life:;:; but saw it present in every moment of his 
corporeal e~;stence. For this reason, Goethe's phrasing of the ques- . 
rion of "will" and "must" differed from Nietzsche's. By really li,..jng . 
within the totality of all that has being and 'not transcending ~ 
himself, he could achie"e the insight that the entire circle of appre
hension is included in the unification of "will" and "must." "Lessing, 
who had an aversion to restrictions, has one of his characters say: 
'''Must'' is forced upon no one.' A clever, cheerfu1 man once said, 
'Whoever wills gi"es himself a "must.'" A third, admittedly a learned 
man, added, ""hoever understands also will,'''74 namely, what he 
must. The insight-of the thinker couesponded.to .. the experience of 
his life: when Goethe received the news of the death of his only son, 
and had to bear double the burden of his old age, he wrote to ZeIter, 
"I have no other c-oncern than to retain my physical equilibrium; 
everything else follows of itself. The body must, the spirit wills, and 
whoever sees the necessary course prescribed to the action of his 
will need not deliberate much."'3 

Goethe developed this thought further with reference to Chris
tianity and antiquity. On the occasion of Reformation Day, he 
writes tQ 2elter that the basis and foundation of Lutheranism is the 
absolute antithesis between law and Gospel, and the mediation 
between these two extremes. If necessity and freedom, with their 
distance and proximity. are substituted for these words, we see 
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clearly that within this circlc "e\'erything is containcd that can be 
of interest'to man." In the'Old and New Tes(amcnts, Luther saw 
the symbol ')f the great, recurring structure of the \\'orld: "On that 
side law, aspiring to love, on this side 100'e, which strins against the 
law and fulfills it, but not by its own strength and power, but 
through faith, through exclusive faith in the all-powcrful l\lessiah, 
proclaimed everywhere."76 From this little bit, one can realize that 
Lutheranism does not oppose reason when the hrrer decides to vicw 
thc Bible as the mirror of the world. Therefore. Goethe \ projected 
Refonnation power should begin with the ''Thou shalt!,. of the 
thunder upon Sinai, and conclude with the rcsurrection of Christ 
and the "Thou wilt." 

Freed from considering the "exclusin" faith in the dogmatic 
truth of the ijible, in his essay "Shakespeare und kcin Endc" Goethe 
discussed the same problem of "must" and "will" with refercnce to 

antiquity.77 He lists the following antitheses between thc old and 
the new; antiquc and modern, pagan and Christian, nccessit)· and 
freedom. should and must. From the lack of co-ordination between 
the last two members derive the greatest and most numerous tor
ments which can afflict man. "'I;en the consequent "dilemma" is 
slight and soluble, it provides the occasion for ridiculous situations; 
when it is greanmd insolublc. it begets tragic situations, In the litera
ture of the ancients, the disproportion between what man sbouJd 
do and what he accomplishes is dominant; in that of the moderns, it 
is the disproportion between what he 'U:ills to do and whar he accom
plishes. What a man should do is imposed upon a manJrolll without, 
what he wills to do he imposes upon himself. In the one case. all 
appears to be destiny, in the other freedom. The inescapable im
perative, which, !s only ,",:hetted and_hastened by, <;<lWlteraction of 
the will, is incarnate in the ancient law of city and of custom, as 
well as in the laws of the cosmos; its goal is tile 'well-being of the 
whole, "Tilling. on the contrary, is free. and fa\'ors the individual. 
"It is the god of the new age." and here lies the reason why our art 
and character reryain eternally separated from that of classical 
antiquity. Shakespeare~s 'uniqueness deriycs from the fact that he 
combines the old and the new to an "extravagant" degree. establish
ing an equilibrium in the individual character between what is de
manded arid what is willed;·Each·'character in his dramas "must"; 

, but ,as' a human being, each "wills." He succeeds in this unification 
because he does nor-cause an immoderate will to spring from within, 
but 'has it brought about by an external occasIOn. "It becomes 
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thereby a kind of imperative and approaches the ancient" In his 
heroes. Shakespeare conlbines the old and the new world to our 
joyous astonishment. And this is the point that we mu!>t learn in his 
school: instead of unduly exalting our "Romanticism," that is, our 
modernity, we should attempt t; resoh'e within ourseh'es that ap
parently irresolvable antithesis, the more so because a single great 
artist has already accomplished this miracle. 

How well Goethe's remarks on Shakespeare can be applied to 
Goethe himself can be seen from the fact that e\'en a romantic saw 
Goethe's greamess as his ability to unite what is "essentially mod
ern" with what is "essentially ancicnr."70 Schlegel's only error lay in 
seeing in Goethe the first representati\'e "of an entirely new artistic 
epoch;' setting out to approach this goal'. In the history of the nine
teenth century, he was rather the last man to feel the difference 
between ancient and modern, as well as between pagan and Chris
tian, to be a problem demanding a "decision.". In doing this. Nietz
sche was obliged to seek to recover the. closed view of the Greek 
world at the apex of modernity "which is at its wits end," forcibly 
to unite his "I" with Fate. In contrast, Goethe's nature realizes 
antiquity within the area of the modem'. Goethe yisualized the 
contrast between the ancient and modern no! only in great tragedy, 
'but also in everyday life: "Card games, too, may be looked upon as 
a kind of .literature; they, too, consist of these two e!emen~. The 
fonn of the ganle, in combination with chance, takes the place of the 
imperative. preciseJ~~ as the ancients knew it under the fonn of 
destiny; the will. in comoinativn with the abiliry of the player, 
opposes it. In this sense. J would call whist ancient. The fonn of this 
game sets limits upon chance, even upon the will. W'ith given part
oers and opponents, with the cards 1 happen to have in my .hand. I 
must control a long series of chance events, without being able to 
escape them; in I'Hombre and similar games, the reverse takes place. 
In the latter case. a great many doors stand open to my. will and 
hazard; I can refuse the cards that! receive, let them 'be put to 
various uses, discard them partially or il1 toto, call upon luck for 
aid. even reverse the procedure'lmd derive die greatest advantage 
from the worst cards; and so this. SC1rt of galHl' bears a thorough 
resemblance to the modern way of toinking anlj writing." Such an 
"easy-going" reflection is inconceivable in NietzSche. The Spell 
which fought on his side was, as he knew. "the magic of the extreme, 
the temptation which goes to. extremities,"T9 but not the more gentle 
enchanmlent of equilibrium, which is unpretentiuus. To the !adical, 
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Goethe is a compromise, because th~ radical-contrary to erymology 
-is without roots. -

The "German spirit," whose history wt: ha\'e traced from Hegel 
to NietzSche, was measured by a generation taught by NietzSche 
according to what NietzSche wished a'ld \vhat he opposed. Innumer
able are the pamphlets, books, and speeches in which the Third 
Reich was called the "fulfillment" of INietzsche. But no one who 
takes Nietzsche's work seriously, or "expounds" it, can fail to 
recognize that Nietzsche is alien both to the "national" and to the 
"social," JUSt as, on the other hand, the spirit of "Bayreuth" is re
lated to the instincts of more than Bismarck's Reich. To see the 
abyss which separates Nietzsche from his latter-day prophets, it 
suffices to read his writings against 'V agner and his remarks on the 
Jewish question, and the converse question of what is "German," 
without editing or excerpting_ But this does not contradict the 
obvious fact that Nietzsche became a catalyst of the "movement," 
and determined its ideology in a decisi,-e ~ay_ The attempt to un
burden Nietzsche of this intellectual "guilt," or even to claim his 
support against what he brought about is JUSt as unfounded as the 
reverse effort to make him the advocate of a matter over which he 
sits in judgment. Both crumble before the historical insight that 
"forerunners" have ever prepared roads for others which they 
themselves did not travel. More important than the question 
whether NietzSche's historical effect speaks for him or against him 
is the discrimination of spirits according to their relationship to the 
period in general. However much Nietzsche sought to make rime 
eternal, he was nevertheless-from his attack upon Strauss to his 
attack upon Wagner-more of his own time than he desired to be, 
precisely because his stance toward it was polemical, untimely; As 
antagonist to Bismarck and Wagner, he moved within the circum
ference of their "will to power-," and even his timeliness in the 
Third Reich rested upon the fact that it was the heir of the Second. 

Nietzsche was unable to grasp an eterniry which is immanent in 
tUne; when he glimpsed it for one moment, he was-"six thousand 
feet beyond man and rime"80-without liis faculties. Goethe's 
Werther Wll!l indeed timely, but Iphigenia and Tasso were not. The 
more dense and inclusive Goet\1e's environment became, the more 
all IUs relationships to his rime were transformed into the ton
a:et.e generalities of his spiritual gaze. Goethe can never become 
timely or untimely, because he is forever a pure spring of truth in 
the relationship of man to himself and to the world. 



,v The Spirit of the Age 
I 

.j3.nd the Questi on of Eternity 

1.. The Spirit of the Ages 
Becomes the Spirit of the Age 

The phrase "spirit of the age," which during t'he forties became the 
watchword of progress, originally had nothing to do with the par
ticular age and its pretended historicity. In Goethe's Faust, the 
"Spirit of the Ages" refers only to the past ages, with the skeptical 
comment that it is the gendemen~ (they are lli,tc;~rians) own spirit 
in which the ages are reflected. 'From the same period as Goethe's 
outline for Faust comes Herder's essay on Shakespeare, at the con
clusion of which Goethe is na'med as the friend whose duty it is to 
translate the genius of Shakespeare, whose world has already passed, 
into our language and the spirit of the prescnt. Just as each great 
man philosophizes ''within the great temper of his rime," so every 
nation must im'ent its drama afresh according to its own history, 
"according to the spirit of the age, customs, opinions, language," 
and not imitate the past. ThuS in ~position to a dead tradition, 
Herder appeals to the individual spirIt of the age, the language, or 
the nation. For the "soil of rime" cannot always prodllce the same 
thing in every age. But if, in a "rime changed for the better or for 
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the worse," a great man should create a drama just as great and 
eriginal as those of Sophocles or Shahspeare. then. in spite of the 
changes of the time, he would accomplish the same thing: a repre
sentation or "historia" taken from the great book of world events. 

Thus the spirit of the age refers to its own particular age, 
insofar as it means the individual right of the present in contrast to 
a tradition which is no longer effective. It is not in itself a temporal 
spirit; it is rather-analogously to the spirit of the people or of the 
language-always one and the same splfit of the whole "sphere of 
mankind," which assumes a particular mode of appearance in differ
ent ages and among different peoples. 

The French Revolution, with its destruction of tradition. had an 
historicizing effect upon the consciousness of its contemporaries. 
Thenceforth the rime of the present, in contrast to the entire "past," 
views itself expressly as belonging to the course of history. looking 
toward the future. Herder is also a superlative source for observing 
the way in which the spirit of the age becomes problematic. In the 
first and second collection of his Briefe zur Beforderul1g der Hu-
111llnitiit (1793), the spirit of the age is presented with an awareness 
based upon reflection. Typically. this reflection begins with a criti
cism of the age, that is, a critical distinction between this particular, 
new age and all the former ones which have preceded it. "How does 
it happen . . . that, in comparison with the poetry of former times, 
our poetry has so little to do with public affairs? . . . Is the Muse 
now fallen asleep? Or does she have . . . something else to do, with 
the resulr that, not awakened by the spirit of the age, she does not 
hear the tumult about her?"l Therefore. Herder seeks to take note 
of what '-the divine messenger, time," brings to us, and, following 
the example of Horace~ who lived in an even more critical time, to 

break "the blossoming of the time." Of course, poetry must not 
seek to in\"oh'e itself too greatly in the "conflicts of the age," for 
the "immediate historicat situation" will soon be past; but as a 
~'voice of the age" it follows the "spirit of the age,"2 and often there 
moves within it even a "prophetic spirit of the ages." Such book 
and periodical titles as Th-e Spiritual SiNlllti071 of the A-ge, Voices 
of Our Age, The Turn af the Age, and Bet'<L'een tbe Ages, have 
their historical genesis in the peculiar consciousness of time pro
duced by the French Revolution: only since then has the particular 
age been a final court of appeal. 

But what exaody is this spirit of the age, so often appealed to 
and discussed? "Is it a tutelary spirit, a daemon? . . . Or perhaps a 
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breath of fashion, the sound of an aeolian harp? It is thought first 
one thint!', tilen another. 'Vhence does it come? ":hither does it 
seek to g'O? \ "here is its authority? "'here its might and its power? 
l\lust it rule? l\lust it serve? Can it be controlled? Can we read about 
it somewhere? How can we learn to recognize it on the basis of ex
perience: Is it the genius of humanity itself? Or its friend, herald, 
sen'nnt? ":1 It permeates all spirits: everyone. whether acti\'e or pas
siYC, is subordinated to it. it has all power, it sees all-like wisdom in 
the biblical Book of' "isdom (7: 2 2). But only the Reformation. the 
sciences and arts, liberated it; the art' of printing ga\'e it wings. Its 
mother is abstract philosophy. and its father laborious "experiment." 
It is th~ totality of historical consequences: it is very ancient. and at 
the same time e\'er new. "It has gathered from former ages, it gathers 
from the present age. and it presses forward to future ag!!s. Its 
power is grear. but invisible; the prudent man observes and makes 
use of it; the imprudent man gi\'es it credence. usually too late. only 
b~' virtue of its accomplished effects."4 As the spirit of history, it 
both dominates and serves man; but those who actually control it 
are not the many. but the few who dare and suffer 'much. The 
{leetin!! fashion of the age is irs counterfeit sister. with whom it 
occasi~nalh' enters into i~structi\'e association. A man can become 
familiar wIth it best through his O\\'n experience and through tales 
which are written in the spirit of their own particular age. Not 
least, as the spirit of our age, it is a herald of humanity; indeed, letters 
pertaining to the advancement of humanity were the occasion of 
Herder's reflection upon time and the age, As the spirit of our age, 
it is the spirit of the age of the "universal spirit" of a Europe "en
lightened or in the process of becoming enlightened," the "European 
world spirit," both present and pregnant with future. As spirit. it is 
an aspiring movement, force, and effect which produces life; as 
spirit of the ages, it is inteT\\"ovcn with the sequence of historical 
circumstances; and, as the spirit of our age. it refers to the universal 
spirit of Christian Europe. 

This humanity which detelJl1ines the. spil:jt of the ag.e was .still 
at work during the forties, but with an essential change. The spirit 
of the age of which the Young Germans and Young Hegelians 
speak no longer has the spiti.tual outlin~ of: H~rder's humanity. In
stead, apart from any particular content, it is a temporal movement 
of progress per se. Under the influence of Hegel's equation of phi
losophy with the thought of History, the spirit of tbe ages is trans-
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fonned into the spirit of the age in the narrow sense of the word. 
The major components of this change of meaning,nmst be examined. 

In Hegel's early theological writings, that is, eyen before 1800, 
the revolution through which Christianity conquered the pagan 
world is included in the "realm of spirits.":' on the grounds that it 
was begotten by the "spirit of the age." This great transfonnation 
in the spirit of the age became the historical model for the epoch
making conscioqsness of the nineteenth century. Nevertheless, for 
Hegel himself, this talk of the spirit of the age does not mean a 
reduction to temporal tenns of the spirit as such. In spite of all 
aprioristic schematizacion, this was brought about only through 
Fichte's leCtures on the' "characteristics of the present age" (1804-
05). It achieved popularity through Arndt's Geist der Zeit (180;), 
in which "loathing for the present" takes refuge in the "spirit of the 
past" and "prophecy of what is to come." This work, together with 
Fichte's lectures, marks the beginning of that chain of historical 
criticism which extends to Marx and Kierkegaard, and further to 
\Vagner and NietzSche. Nevertheless, even fo~ Fichte the "spirit of 
the age" is still basically an "eternal" spirit, and thus by no means 
temporally detennined. But because Fichte saw his own age com
pletely dominated by sinfulness. and undertook his criticism from 
this point ef view, he was forced to tet up a distinction within one 
and the same chronological period: within the same period, various 
ages can intersect; not all contemporaries of a particular age are a 
"product" of the act\lal chllracter of the age.8 Fichte makes the 
claim that his own observations on the present age are not a mere 
product of the age, out are raised above the ages and are beyond all 
time. But are they not then a meaningless dream set in a meaningless 
time, without signific~nce for "true and real" time? But what is real 
time in contrast to the meanirtgless time of mere amusement? "A 
thing falls within true and real time when it becomes ~ principle. a 
necessary basis and source of new manifestations of time which 
have never' before existed. Only then is it a truly living life. beget
ting of itself other life."? Thus the criterion for Fichte's criticism of 
the present .age is the sigm~cano& of the life of the presenr for the 
future; at the conclusion of his lectU1"es, he believes that in the re
newal of religious life he can recognize the true movement of the 
pr~ent toward the future. 

From Fichte, the phrase "spirit of the age" enters the romantics' 
criticism of their period; finally, among tJ1e writers of the thinies 
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and fornes, it becomes a universal slogan. In the midst of the radical 
changes taking place between ages. all events arc referred more and 
more consciously to the spirit of the "epoch," and the feeling of an 
epoch-making turning point between two ages grows; thus the final 
age as such becomes the destiny of the spifit. 8 ~his is what len~ all 
talk of the spirit of the age that contemporary note which adheres 
to it even today. "It is characteristic," writes the author of Epi
gonen,9 "that we speak always of the age, of our age. But where does 
it begin. and what is so special about it ... ?" In Immennann's 
work. Miinchhausen, the liar, in whom the Lord God enclosed all 
the "winds of the age." incorporates the universal spirit of his age. 
the reverse side of which is the expeetation ·of a new age. But e\-en 
in Tmmermann there still Ih·es Hegel'S consciousness that beneath 
the dazzling surface of the age there pulses an eternal world spirit 
which is orily waiting to break through the shell in order to achieye 
present existence. The spirit of the age. incarnate in Miinchhausen, 
is not the spirit of eternity, which "in silent abysses carries on its 
secret work," but rather "a silly clown" whom "the cunning old 
man"-Hegel's "craftiness of reason"lo-has sent up "among th~ dis
orderly mob." This ambiguous sense of time, which separates the 
present into t~mporal and eternal components, as surface and depth, 
was lost in the Young Hegelians, together. ·with the consen'atiye 
aspect of Immermann's revolutionary criticism of the age. Their 
attitude toward time is made fast unambIguously to the two poles 
of a radical criticism of the existing order and a preparation for the 
future. which is not only hoped for and awaited, but actively willed. 
The spirit of the present age is given a progressive interpretation 
which looks to the future, as the spirit of the true direction of the 
age and thus of the spirit. Theoretical criticism and practical change 
transform the constant "planning," which Immennann sees as a 
characteristic of the age, into theoretically grounded .action_ In the 
forward movement of the age. history, as progress, is elevated to the 
status of ulgmate arbiter even of the spirit; the spirit of Hegelian 
metaphysics is consistently made temporal. 

Together with this consciaus emphasis on time. there arise the 
substitutes for eternity which characrerize the century of the spiritls 
final realization. Immermann composed "chiliastic" -sonnets reminis
cent of the Christian expectation of the millennium; their language 
sounds like an anticipation of George's poetry, and they also have an 
inner connection with George's proclamation of a new "kingdom." 
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'Veary with hearing thc yoke of the agc and sick of contempt, he 
addresses the future king. ahout whme throne there we ayes a wrcath 
of arabesques, as the gre~tcst indi,-iduals ha\'c desired. 

I {!3Ze into our ni!!ht and see the st3r 
"'hich !!ivcs the future a!!es their direction. 
'Vhen Stlties !>ee its be;lut~ous reflection 
They turn their thought!> to where their rulers are. 

h!> da,' will come. But still that da\' is far. 
Before it all the present da~-'s collection 
Of fahlc~ shows its fooli<;h imperfection. 
Tomorrow's seed is planted by that star. 

This furure ruler in the fullness of time will not he a hero sur
rounded by war; neither \\;11 he be a prophet who \\·ill enslave man 
through the power of his word. He does not preach. nor does he 
tcach mankind a prayer; "naught to thc eyes he gives, and naught 
to the ears." He is an incarnate god and a magnificent human being. 

The appreciation accorded to Immerman~n posthumously by F. 
Engelsll shows how much even the radicals considered him a spokes
man of his age. Engels' description of the iUcmorabilicl1 and Epi
gOl1cl1 comes to the conclusion that Immermann recognized the his
torical demands of the age. and that'he himself ~hould be reckoned 
among the "moderns," bur that his Prussian sympathies. to an extent, 
closed his mind to the course of histon-. He concludes his essay wirll 
a reference to the youthful nature of" the "new" age. whose touch
sr.one is the "new philosophr.'.' In~~trast to the youth "of twenty
five years ago," as depicted b~' Imrnennann. the youth of today has 
gone_ through the school of H.:gel. Many a seed within the system 
has sprouted and grown magT.lificenth-. and so the hattle for the 

.- ":realization of freedom must be conrimied. In !\farx. the chiliasm of 
the Epigonen and the passion for freedom of the Young Hegelians is 
transformed into the political eschatology of the C011Tmunist Ma71i
festo. At the end of the dialectlc of capitalism stands the torality of 
collective man, exercising control oyer production. But even this 
state of affairs is sti1l a realm Slf povorty and need; vnly beyond it do 
we find the true "realm of freedom,"12 the "kingdom of God." upon 
earth. as Hegel early called the goal of his work.13 

Kierkegaard's Christian reaction derived fmm the same epoch
making consciousness. Time, whose affliction is transitoriness. stands 
in need of something absolutely secure. "for the more a man thinks 
he can do without the e~-ernal ... the more he ultimately needs 
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it."H In contrast to the "artificial apings" of etprnity within transi
tory life, in his religious discourses Kierkegaard preaches the "ex
pectation of an eternal salvation" and the "unchangeableness of 
God.'·l;, If man. who is subject to constant change, approaches this 
thought with complete seriousness. he will be plunged into anxiety 
and despair. but also given peace and blessedness. For man's effort 
to be himself despite an eternal changelessness is in vain. The time 
which is decisin for man is not eternity itself, but the "moment," in 
which time and ctcrnin" touch.16 This is the actual time of "deci
sion," because in it tim~. which hastens unifonnly past, divides into 
the dimensions of future, past, and present..But if time is to be so 
differehtiated. the moment must not be an atom of time. but rather 
an Instant of eternity. Time as such has no real present; it exists only 
in the moment. as the salient point of decision. The Greeks could 
have no idea of this meaning of the moment, as more than something 
evanescent;l' only Christianity, with its consciousness of sinfulness, 
could also produce the consciousness of transitoriness and eternity, 
From the Christian point of view, the moment is the reflection of 
eternity in time, "its first anemft to bring time to a halt." Here 
begins the history of the spiritua existence of the self. It was a mo
ment in the strictest sense for Kierkegaard when he attacked the 
Church and confronted his time with ~the <lues'cion whether it was 
ready to admit the seriousness of eternity. But historically viewed, 
his attack upon the existing order of Christendom had deeper roots 
in the spirit of the age and greater consequences for the' future than 
his attempt to make time come to a halt before Go'::. 

And thus it is no chance coincidence. hut is rather a natural con
sequence. that Heidegger drew purely secular conclusions from 
Kierkegaard's Protestant Christianity, blunting the point of his 
paradox, is Out of Kierkegaard's "sickness unto death," he retains 
only the death and eliminates the despair. Thus despair arising 
from being-in-the-world19 becomes the self-assertion. of existence 
(Daseil1 ). and death becomes the highest authority, of being which 
rests upon itself.:!O Together with this delimitation of temporal exist
ence, time itself is broilght to 3" stop by means' of death. As the only 
certain and a priori secure point, death becomes the actual mmc 
sums of fillite existence, s~ that time, when examined from the point 
of v-iew of deatn,· itself acqwres the a.ppearance of eternity and 
pennanence.21 The expectation of future nothingness as the only 
cenain futurt- of rhe being of the individual transforms Christian 
eschatology into its opposite: the death of this theory of being, no 
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longer Christian and yet still somehow Christian, is the last judg
ment of existence within the world, which-it knows not why
must "be," simply by being "ther .!., (d.l; D.l-seil1. "being there:' 
"existence"). As the al'IL'ays presupposed goal, death takes over the 
role of eternity in an existenc~ which is resolutely fixed upon e\'ery
thing and nothing.22 

What Goethe calls the "all too fleeting," and Hegel a "sandbar 
of ttansitoriness" is in Heidegger's fini~e metaphysics ~f finitude the 
rock .on which eternity runs aground. This philosophy of transitori
ness not only has a theological "baclsaround," it is in its \"ery sub
stance a theology without God, having "sprung" from Christianity 
in a double sense. For this reason it was acutely aware of the ancient 
relationship of being to time as perpcruaI" present or "presence.":::! 
But eternity as perpetual pre$cnt is not only the basic Greek concept 
of time, beheld in heaven, but also that of Hegel and Goethe. 

2 Time and History 
for Hegel and Goethe 

a The Present 
as Etemity 

"Fort\l.nately your talent is directed towards the 
tone, that is, towards the moment. Now, since a 
consistent sequence of moments is itself always a 
kind of etemit5", it has been granted to you al
ways to be constant in the midst of everything 
transitory; you satisfy thereby both me and 
Hegel's :;pirit,. insofar.as 1 ullderstand it." 

Goethe's last letter to Zeiter, 
March II, 1831. 

HEGEL Hegel's first analysis of time2
• is a paraphrase of 

Aristotle's discussion of time. In harmony with the Greek view of 
time, Hegel also describes it as the "now" (wv). The now has lln 
"t:normous right," because only the present truly "is," in contrast to 
what is already past and what does not yet exist. The individual, 
finite now is nevenheless only a point in time which "stands op
posed" to the infinite whole of time, which is an eternal circle. In 
the dialectical movement of time, in which the future becomes the 
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past, while the present. always passing, presses onward to the future, 
the different ~spects of time arc redllced ro a perpetual present, 
which comprehends within irself both past and future. The true 
present is the eternity which is immanent in time. "Only the present 
is; before and after are not. The concrete present is the outcome of 
the past, and is pregnant with the future. The true present is thus 
eternity."25 The important thing is, therefore, "in the outward form 
of what is temper.al and transitory to recognize the substance which 
is immanent and the eternal that is present."!!6 "Hie Rhodus, hic 
saltus!" Care for the future, on the contrary. vanishes in the "ether" 
of the absolutelv free consciousness.:!; And because the truth of 
"Cromls, who be~ets all and destroys what he bc~ets:' is the eternal 
present. and Hegel does not measure time by ·what is finite and 
transitory, the "notion" is the power of time, and time is not the 
power of the notion.!!!1 The totality of the stream of time is not itself 
in the temporal process; a moment of the process can be forced inro 
it, but never the totality of time, which is beyond process. In the 
infinite duration of eternity the limitation of what is transitory to a 
portion of time is suspended, that is, elevated, preserved. and abated. 

What is true of time also characterizes the spirit of the hisrory 
of the world; it is simply "present." "It is not already p~st, nor is it 
yet to come; it is completely now." "The spirit has within itself all 
the stages of the past. The way the -spirit lives in history is to be a 
cyclic recurrence of various stages. . . . V.'hen we are dealing with 
the idea of the spirit and see all of world history merely as its 
manifestation, tf1en we are dealing only with what is present, no 
matter how great the past through which we wander. Philosophy 
deals with what is present, what is real."2D According to Hegel, the 
spirit's relationship 10 rime consists simply in the fact that it must 
"expound" itself in time as well as space, nOr in any innate temporal 
quality of the spirit, arising from time and falling into its power.SCI 

T~is concept of time waS' already surrendered by Hegel's pupils. 
At odds with their own tinle and the existing order of reality, they 
constructed their present according to the pattern of the future. In 
Hegers speculation, they no longer saw philosophic theory, bur only 
an apostilSy from historical practice. The question of eterpity is left 
to a theology which has seen its day., and philosophy is made over 
to the consciousness -of the age. The relationship between the spirit 
and time is decidt:d unambiguously in favor of time. Motives sinUlar 
to those of the Young Hegelians led Heideggel'. also, in his criti-
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cism nf the Hegelian analysis of time,SI to eliminate eternity as ~cing 
of no consequence and to ascribe all importance to historical exist
ence as such, limited absolm:eh' b\' death. "T he reflcction of death in 
finite existence is the "moment." "'hen judged on this basis, Hegel'S 
"now" seems ro be nothing more than an accidentally present point 
in the continuum of time. far removed from any existential under
standing of time as it grows ripe. Heidegger attempts to explain 
Hegel's "vuhzar" understandin!! of time as arising historic all v from 
the "'''irruption'' of claSSIcal ontology, which measures rime i~ terms 
of SpilCC and "world time." On the other hand. it can be seen that 
the concept of time claimed by Heidegger.as be1.lg "primiti,'c" has 
its primitin home in the Christian e\'aluation. of rhe saecu/u711 or 
"world time." even though Heidegger himself onl~' hints at this 
origin of his concept of time in passing.32 lea\'ing this historical sub
stance of existential ontology in the background. Thus he can say 
that it is in Yain to seck to explain the "ecstatic" phenomenon of 
the mbment and the priority of the future on the basis of the "flat
tened" now and "accidentaliy present" ('t'orhal1del1) present. Bur 
the question remains whether an analysis of time oriented according 
to Kierkegaard's "moment," which reduces the present to a rime 
merely "accidentally present," contains a cruer understanding of 
time than Hegel, wh().'still following Aristotle. comprehended the 
totality of time, and, as a philosopher, was free of amciery over 
his own "ability to be whole:' Only if Hegel had sought to be 
"momentarily" for his own time33 could one sa\" that he had leveled 
the now and accommodated "world time."34 . 

The true crux in Hegel's analysis of time is not that he thought 
of eternity. bur that-in spite of his study of Aristotle's Pb.,·sics-he 
no longer saw it as it was primiti\'ely seen by the Greeks. in the 
circling co.nstellations of the hea,'ens and the real "ether." bur rather 
ascribed it to a spirit. in the notion of which the Greek and Christian 
traditions arc ine~ .. tricably entangled. As philosopher of the Christian
Germanic world, Hegel undersrood the spirit as ,,,ill and freedom. 
For this reason, the relationship of the spirit to rime, which he views 
in the Greek fashion as an. everlasting present and recurrent cycle. 
remains in fact a contradiction and a riddle, solved only by Hegel'S 
pupils in favor 6f freedom of the will, for which the future is 
primary. But even for Hegel the liberation of the spirit effected by 
the irruption of Christianity was the absolutely critical point in the 
history of the spirit. In Hegel's philosophy, this historical moment 
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in the growth of the Christian spirit is considered one with the 
eternal present of the Grc:ek view of the world. 

GOT:THE At the level of words, Goethe's view of time is identi
c;ll \\'ith Heg~l's concept; bur the way by which Goethe arrived at 
the \'iew that the eternal is immanent in time is as different from the 
\\";1Y in which Hegel arrived at the same idea as Goethe's sense of 
nature is different from Hegel's intellectual speculation. In in
numerable passages Goethe sings the praises of the present and the 
moment, not the violently "decisive" moment, but rather the mo
n~ent in which eternity appears of its own accord. Nothing should 
be anticipated, nothing regre,ned. Once, when a toast 'was pr()posed 
to reminiscence, he declared vehemently that he did not approye a 
reminiscence: whatever we experience of any importance must enter 
at once into our inner self and live ,vithin us eternally, shaping our 
lives. 1\lan must learn to appreciate the present and the condition of 
the moment, because every condition, indeed every moment, is in
finitely valua!:>le: "it is the representative of eternity as a whole."3~. 
The archetype of a perpetual present was for Goethe the being of 
nature, whose generation and passing revealed itself to him as a meta
morphosis of somethin~ ever constant. MOI'phology in particular 
taught him to see the 'efernal in the transitory." Hegel's description 
of "spirit" is true of Goethe's "nature": "Everything is always 
present in it. It knows no past and future. The present is its eter
nity."S6 "Nature is- always Jehovah: what it is, what it was, and 
what'it will be.~' In'.ppetic perfection there. unfold from the sam~ 
thoughts three poems from Gott und lVelt. "The eternal makes 
advance in all: For all to nothingness must fall. If it persistS" in stand
ing still." ends the poem "Eins und Alles." "Nothing to nothing
ness can fall! The eternal makes advance in all. And therefore live 
your life in ioy," begins "Das Vermachtnis." "Nor time, nor power 
can ever mutilate a form which life continues to create," we read in 
"U rworte." 

This view of the totality of cimeS7 is true not only for God and 
the world, hut MSO fM-the'life,of man: here, roo, the present is all. 
"All love refers to the present; something that is pleasing ta me in 
the present, appears to my mind's eye when absent, awakes the 
desire for its renewed presence the fulfillment of this wish is.c~om
panied by a lively enjoyment, the continuation of this joy by a 
pleasure which is always the SIlme. This is what w~ actually love, 
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and it follows that we can love whatever can come into our pres
ence. To say the final word: ~he love of what is di,"ine is always 
striving to realize in the present that which is highest.3s Such :in 
exalted realization of man in the totality of the world is expressed 
by the poem which is called "the present" and concludes with 
"eternity."39 . 

Not only the present, in which eternity resides, but also the 
fleeting moment is infinitely valuable.4° Even the value of the past 
depends upon the seriousness with which the present moment is 
encountered, whereby what is transitory is preserved for the future. 
For this reason Goethe commended diaries of all sorts. "All the 
same we value the present too little, . . . discard most things in 
order to be free of them. A daily review of what, has been achie\"ed 
and e;xperienced has the effect of making a man aware of his activity 
and contented with it; it leads to conscientiousness. '''hat is virtue 
except what is truly suitable for e\"ery occ~sion? In such a daily 
diary, errors and mistakes come to light of their own accord, the 
illumination of the past profits the future. \Ve learn to value the 
moment when we treat it at once as an historical moment."41 It is 
also a kind of eternity when man gives to moments~ as they vanish 
away, the logical order of a "series," thus remaining constant in the 
face of what is transitory. With the desire to unire his view of 
eternity in time with the Christian, Goethe wrote to Countess Stol
berg, after he had recovered from a deadly sickness, "To live long 
means to outlive many things: men whom we have loved, hated. 
ignored; kingdoms, capitals, even forests and trees which we sowed 
and planted in our )rouths. We outlive ourseh-es, and are completely 
than~ful if only a few gifts of body and spirit are left to us. \Ve 
can take pleasure in all this that is transitory if only the eternal !s 
present WKfl us in every moment; the transitoriness of rime causes 
us no suffering."·:: A "supreme moment" in which eternity resides 
is also the final word of Faust as he dies. In this conviction Goethe 
considered himself at one with Hegel, as his last letter to Zelter 
shows. . 

Nevertheless; Goethe's sense of nature .rejected the belief in tM 
reasonableness of history, which teaches that th~ eternal presence of 
"what is': is revealed primarily in the history of the world and as 
spirit. The deeper reason for. his antipathy toward the world of 
history lay in hlS insight that Christianity had effected a srparation 
between the natural world and the "idea." "The ideal was merely 
religious, Christian.,,·a Their evaluations of the historical world 
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accordingly diverge. Hegel holds to the idea of world history as an 
emanation of the spirit, whose absolute nature is grounded upon 
Christianity. Gocthe views the course of the world as an emanation 
of nature, which is itself reason. Their attitudes toward history 
reveal the differenc;e between their apparently identical conceptions 
of time. 

b Hegefs Philosopby of History and 
Goetbe's View of the Course of tbe TV m·ld 

Etymologically Gescbicbte . (,'history," "story," "event") 
means the same as Gescbehell ('-'happening," "event"). In Greek, 
bisfOreill means "to inquire after something" or "to investigate 
something," and by report and description to gi\·c infonnation about 
what has been inquired after and investigated. The two basic mean
ings of Gescbicbte and history have bcen covered over and assimi
lated by many secondary meanings. it The meaning of history has 
traveled so far from its original meaning that among modem his
torians reflection upon the history of "historicism" has almost re
placed the investigation of events. The first historians of the \Vest 
did not study the "Rise of Historicism"; they were explorers, with 
their eyes and ears open, and told us in exemphtty fashion whati:hey 
had seen themselves and learned through others. What is meant by 
"world history" since Hegel's time is as remote and abstract as this 
original meaning of bistoria is concrete and natural. Ever since 
Hegel, world history, in .contrast to historia; seems to- be pncisely 
what one has not seen and experienced, inquired after and investi
gated for himself. And yet the events of each single day, everyday 
history ~ show. us on a _small scale something of world history <)0 a 
large scale. Before any universal history, the daily papers ttansmit 
every day the events of the world; our own time in particular can 
flatter itself that it is daily experiencing world history on a grand 
scale. But together with world history as a whole, which passes us 
all by without regard, there is also another kind of event, which 
attracts less attention but, for.all that, is none the less reaL. tae un
pretentious events in the tourse of man's daily life, and the unifonn 
events of the course of the natural world. 

A trivial example may clarify:.. the front page .of every news
paper contains a large-scale repon of world history as a whole; a 
few pages later, the reader finds stories reponed which are small, 
less remote from everyday life, such as news of the social life of the 
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city. And finally, in a corner, stands the daily weather report. Any
one who has not becom(: dulled through habitual re~ding of the 
paper will ha\'e to ask the following question: \ \'hat ha;'e these 
three spheres of life in common, large-scale world history, the small 
e\'ents of daily life, and nature, whose course is neither tri"ial nor 
imposing? The simple facr thar man must live in the midst of nature, 
his environment, and world history. determines the way philosophy 
must approach the events of the world. 

Hegel dcli\'ered hi~ kcturc on the philosophy of history in the 
years 18:: 2-23 and 1830-3 I. The introduction explains the principle 
of his study: the unfolding of the spirit.· and also of freedom, in 
stages. The spirir, which, as world spirit dominates history, is nega
tive vis-a-vis nature; that is, progress in the unfolding of the spirit 
toward freedom is progress in liberation from subjection to nature. 
In Hegel's philosophy. therefore. nature as such has no independent 
positive significance. It is not the ground of the history of the world, 
but only its geographical terruin. The natural relation of land and 
sea, the configuration of the coasts, of the mountains and plains, the 
course of rivers and the form of mountains, rain and drought, hot, 
cold. and temperate climate-it is true that all of these have an influ
ence upon the historical life of man, but it is never absolutely de
t:!rminacive. To the "natural type" of a particular "locale," there 
corresponds the type and character of the people living thc:re, 
hecause the spirit displays itself in time and space. Hegel frequently 
developed these correspondences berween the world of nature and 
the world of the spirit in great detail"~ In principle, nevertheless, 
nature was for him merely the natural "arena" of the spiritual events 
of the world. For Goethe, nature is the key for understanding these 
events . 
. - -Furthetinore, the everyday life of mankind is without substan
tial significance for Hef!el's ide2 -of world history. It is true that 
every individual has a "alue which is independent of t;le "tumult of 
world history"; ·and the interests and passions which dominate the 
"smal! circles" of human life are the same as in the great theater of 
the world. But world history moves upon a higher plane than that 
of everyday life, whose ethical criteria do not obtain for political 
events. Of course, it can happen that a. single individual who per
sonally opposes the historical progress of a universal idea stands on 
a higher moral level than one who commits a crime which serves as 
a means to the end of historical order. Bur in such conflicts, both 
parties stand "within the same circle," namely. the universal course 
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of eventS; and it is ultimately absurd to make moral demands of 
historical actions and oppose politics w1th morali~,.4f1 The absolute 
ri~ht of the world spirit rranscends all particular rights. \\'ithin the 
movement which involves the "world as a whole," indi\'iduals are 
only means to the end of this whole. 

'Therefore, for He(!ei the only reall,' valuable indi\'iduals are 
those who are "histori~," who bring to fruition the great universal 
purposes of world history by representing a "national :;pirit" and an 
"idea" destined to dominate. For example. Hegel considered 1'apo
Icon such an individual. \\ 'hen the latter arri\'ed in Jena in 1806, 
llq~cl wrotc in a letter, "I saw the Emperor-that soul of world
wide significance-riding on parade through-the city. It is indeed a 
wonderful sensation to see such an indi,'idu;ll. who here. concen
trated at one point, sitting upon a horse, encompasses the world and 
rub ir.l! rven Napoleon's downfall only corroborates this historical 
,·ie\\". In I ~ 16, Hegel writes to Niethammer. "The more universal 
affairs of the world .. , give me most occasion for more uninrsal 
observations. wh,ich the individual and proximate, how(,"er interest
ing. only: remove from my mind. I am convinced that the ''''orld 
spirit has given our age the command to advance. Such a command 
must be obeyed. Thi" state marches forward irresistibly. like the 
closed ranks of an !Oarmored phala.nx, with a'motion as imperceptible 
as that of the sun, through thick and thin. Innumerable light-armed 
troops of both sides surround the flanks, most of whom ha\'e no idea 
what the battle is 'about; their heads are battered as by an invisible 
hand. N6) deception- can bring about .delay.; it can reach as far as the 
shoelaces of this colossus, and smear a bit of polish or of mud on 
them, but cannot undo them, much less rake off his di"inc shoes with 
the • , • clastic soles. or even the seven league boots. once they 
have been PUt on, The safest (inwar.dly and outwardly) course is 
probably to keep the giants advancing always in sight. In this way 
one can hold one's ground. and edify the -entiJ:e company of ze~ots 
by helping spread pitch to snag the shoes of tne giant; amusing one
self the while by giving an assist to rhe solemn confusion." The 
reaction agahN Napoleon \V8~ weli described by the Jacobins: la 
Ve,.jte en fa JCp(}ussant, on fembrasse. It stands within the same 
sphere as that against which it reacts, and ultimately putS its seal 
upon the events i~ presumed it detested the mOSt. As far as the fUss, 
of the "personal ants, fleas, and bugs" is concerned, the "kindly 
creator" meant it only for jests, sarcasms, and 'malicious sport. with
out haying an) appreciable effect upon me proportion of good or 
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evil, Hegel has a lofty conception of world histOry as a histOry of 
national spirits, states. and historic individuals who carry out the 
"notion" of their agr , For Goethe, roo. ~apoleon was a "compen
dium of the world," but because he did not s\'Stemariz.e on the basis 
of an idea, but rather lind by inruition. he' saw in ~apoleon not 
only a mere "agent of the world spirit," but an inconcei\'ablc 
"phenomenon," a "demigod." a co;npletcly extraordinary man who 
emereed from the "ab\'ss," 

If the principle behind the C\'ems of the world is neither nature 
nor the e\'eryday iiie of man. but rather "idea" and ·'spirit." then 
it must be asked upon what He~c:1 bases tlus "ideological" history 
of the world, and in what relationship it stands to thl. imm<:.1iJtc 
experience and intuition of real life, 

The basic phenomenon of hisroricallifo is cba11ge, the perpetual 
succession of nations, states, and indi\'iduals. of birth and death. of 
vigor and decay, initiating and destroying, The noblest and the 
basest. actions of heroism and outra~es-nothing remains constant. 
And in all this process we recognize something ~f ourselves: human 
acci\'ity and suffering. The "self-seeking" of individual men, to
gether with that of entire states and empires is the "most potent" 
influence. Immense labors turn to dust. and the smallest e\'ents pro
duce the greatest historical cor.sequences. Periods of energetic free
dom and abundant wealth alternate with periods of miserable 
dependence and wretched po\'erty. An unprejudiced \'iew of this 
play of human passions and sufferings. irrationality and violence, 
provides neither a basic idea nor a rational goal in the histon' of the 
world. It is a "confused heap of rubble .... and a "shambleS" upon 
which the fortune of peoples, states. and indi\,iduals is sacrificed, It 
is just this "immediate" \·iew of histon' which makes. Hegel ask 
why, for what purpose, this all takes pl~ce, Hegel belie\'es that. as 
a Christian philosopher, he can answer this question by secularizing 
the Christian doctrine of pro\'idence and com-erring the sah'ation 
story of Christianity into a secular {heodicy. for which the di\,jnc 
spirit is immanent in the world, the state is an earrhly god. and all 
history is di~ine. 

In contrast to historical empiricism and "emotional reflection" 
~p~n ~t. t~e t~k of the philosophy of history is to disco\"Cr the 

prmclple :, ~:hlch permeates all change. By using the "ere of the 
notion" to obtain a rational ,.jew of the world. it recog'ni7.cs the 
rational content of world history. although not in e\'er)' individual, 
"accidental" existence, but in the world "as a whole." According to 
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Hc!!cl. thc rational principle of the world consists in itS perpet1.lal 
"progrcss in consciousness of frcedom." knowing that freedom i~ 
"producing a workl" here. Heger!' philosophy of history traced thi~ 
proccs!> t'onsistc!ltly from the Oriental world through the Greco
Roman world. to the Christian-Germanic world. At the end stands 
thc liberation effected in Europe by the French Re\·olution. 

This mctaphysical historicism of the Hegelian system replaccs 
rhe vanished doctrine of providcnce of the Christian religion. Even 
today. as fait h in the meaning of history, this historicism is thc r(:
ligion of the "educated," whose skepticism is not \'igorous enough 
to live entirely without faith; it is the cheapest sort of substitute. for 
what is cheaper than the faith that over the long course of history 
c\'crything that has e\'er happened, with all its consequences. must 
ha\'e a meaning and a purpose! E\'en those who know nothing of 
Hegel continue to think today in the Hegelian spirit, to the extent 
that they share his admiration for the power of history, using "world 
hisrory" to disregard the demands and miseries of the day. Only 
such an honest thinker as Burckhardt was free of thc fascination 
which Hegel exerted on his successors, The actual pupils of Hegel 
com'erred his metaphysics of history into an absolute historicism; 
that is, they retained merely this historical aspeCt of the absoluteness 
of the spirit which unfolds historically. and made the events of the 
a!!e into me supreme power o\'er e\'en philosophy and the spirit, 
The "historical idea of an age" or the "genuine spirit of the age" is 
exalted by Ruge to the posicion of a supreme master which is right 
in e\'ery case, "For-he concludes f10m. HegelH-the "spirit" is real 
only in the world process which is brought about by the actions of 
men. For Hegel's pupils, the "historical spirit" or the "self-con
s.ciousness of ~he,age" is the criterion of what is true and what is 
false, because only history in the course of time reveals what is the 
truth of the age, through itS success. But if "everything falls to 
history." the history of the world and of the spirit is in principle full 
of promise, for its principle is progress toward the future, which is 
the essence of time. Thus the Young Hegclians rransfoml Hegel's 
retrospective and reminiscent historicism .into an historical futurism; 
they desire to be more than the consequence of history. they want 
themselves to be epoch-making and thus "historiC'," 

As a result of the political reaction to the eventS of the forcies, 
this active historicism of the Young Hegclians died down, and from 
Haym to Dilrhc)'. historicism was content to water down Hegel's 
metaphysics of the history of the spirit jnto a "spiritual history" 
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without metaphysics. But the Fascist revolution which emerged in 
Iraly and Germany after the First "'orld \Var led to a revitalization 
of the ac~i\'istic his[()ricism of the' fortic:.. Those who were his tori
cal1y educated felt it at first to be only negative, an "antihistori
cism."·~ But already in Nietzsche it was revealed as .a will to the 
future, and only for this reason was it so critical of "historical" cul
rure. As was the case a century previously, the desire is to be 
consciously "historical," to engage in more than "antiquarian" 
retrospection. 'V hat leading statesmen do and preach today i!; done 
with the desire and awareness of being a priori "historic"! Men think 
in tenns of centuries and millennia. ~ot a wcck passes without some
one delivering an "historic" speech. that is, a speech which-in con
trast to a commemorative speech-commemonltes the future, because 
it is assumed that only the centuries to come will appreciate what 
we do today. The future is trusted to gi\'e historical right and his
torical justification to the actions and events of the present; man is 
convinced that history is the last judgment. Even in this pen'erted 
use of the word "historic' can be heard the solemnity given it by 
Hegel. 'Vhen man engages in extravagant historicism. it makes no 
real difference whet~er he is retrospecti"e or expectant, tired of the 
past or greedy for the future. 

However extravagant Hegel's systematiz.1tion of history as 
"progress in consciousness of freedom" appears in light of its im
mediate, empirical aspect, the reason it could become so popular lies 
in its own kernel, from which the Christian theological hull can be 
stripped off. 

The outline of the Hegelian system consists in its mcasuring the 
course .of history :iccording to temporal progress; that is, on the 
basis of the final stage, it argues bad\.··wards to thos~. preceding as 
necessarily leading to it. This orientation toward an historical se
quence presupposes t~at the only valid aspect of world history is 
that which has many consequences. that the sequence of world 
events should be evaluated according to the rational principle of its 
success. But success is not only the highest court of appeal for 
Hegel's historic~l.theory; it is also a constant measure of e\·eryday. 
life, where the assumption is likewise made that the success of some
thing proves its superior right to that which is unsuccessful. Thus 
the popular kernel of Hegel's speculation lies in the universal con
viction that only what is succcessful is proven right. Through Dar
win's theory of evolution, in the nineteenth century this belief also 
received an apparent support in the realm of nature. Under the 
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influence of economic competition. Darwin disco\'cred the law of 
"narur:ll selection," according to which the h~er species of animals 
arise through the sun'intl. in the "struggle for existence," of the 
fittest over ~the less fir. Hegel's philosopll)' of history and D:lrwin's 
biological theory'" both started from what is empirically success
ful. and argucd backwards to the supposed necessity and inner right 
of its appcarancc. Their admiration of historical and biological 
forccs led to an idolization of whate\'er force happened to he yic
torious/o 'Yhate\'er, on the other hand. vanished from the l11CI1IOr\' 

of history because it was destroyed or remained unsuccessful. was, 
according to Hegel's formula. an "unjustified existence,":'1 

"S .. G 1 " I .. "S uccess. says a erman proyer). crowns t 1e masrer, , uc-
cess," says ~iem,che, with equal right. "has always been th<: g-reat
CSt of liars.":':! Success is in facl! an indispensable criterion of hUIl1:m 
life. hut it proves everything and nothing: e\'cr~,thing. b('<.:au~c in 
world historv as in everyday life only that which is successful re
mains. and nothing, bccause c\'en the greatest popular success pro\'Cs 
nothing of the inner worth and true "historical greatness" of what 
has acrually been succcssful.r.d Things wretched and stupid. base
ness and madness, have often had the greatest success, It is quite 
remarkable when a \'ictorious power proclaims the fame and honor 
of those it has conquered and not merely tne ostensible rig-ht of its 
own successful power. Never has an f,jstorical power come to be 
without violence, injustices, and offenses; but for good or ill. of
fended mankind accustoms itself to every change. while world his
tory "gathers great treasures at our expense/'M -

'Vhoever has really experienced a slice of world history. rath('r 
than merely knowing it through hearsay. speechcs. hooks. and ncws
papers, will have to come ro the ,conclusion that Hegel'S philosopl,lj' 
of history~'~' is a pseudothcological schematization of history ar
ranged according to thc idea of progress toward an eschatological 
fulfillment at the end of time'; it does not correspond at all t.o yisiblc 
~eality. The true "passion" of world history dOl~ not reside only 
In thc sonorous and imposing "quantities" with which it deals, bur 
~Iso in the silent suffering it brings upon men. If there is anything 
10 world histor~' to be admired, it is the power, the patience, and 
Stubbornness with which if continues to re-create .mankind after all 
losses. destructions. and injuries. . 

The way in which Goethe looked at history is far removed from 
Hegel's schematizarion, not because Goethe was a "poet." and 
Hegel a "thinker," but rather bec;ruse Goethe's pure human disposi-
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cion was as open to nature and the c\"Cr~"da~" life of man as to the 
great e,"ems of the world" Through his po~ition at the court at 
Weimar. he cxperienced world history at much closer proximity 
than did Hegel. The historical c,"cms with which Goethe came in 
contact werc the coron.uion of Eml'eror Joseph II in Frankfurt 
(1764), the Seven Years' 'Var (1756-63). the death of Frederick 
the Great ('786). the ourbreak of thc French Re,"olution (lib9), 
the German campaign in France ('792). the Battle of Jena and the 
end of the Hol~' Roman Empire of the German Nation (1806), the 
Assemi)ly of Princes at [rfun and the parley with ~apoleon 
(1808), the burnin!! of \loscow (,8,:), the Prussian wars of lnde
pendence (1813-14). ~apoleon's downfall (1815). "\Ierrernich's 
ascendancy. and finally the Paris. July Revolution (1830), .,) ha,"e 
the great ad,-antage ___ of having been born at a time when great 
events were the order of the day. which continued throughout my 
long life, so that I was a li,'ing witness of the Se,-en Ye~ars' "-ar, 
next the separation of America from England, thcn the French 
Revolution, and finally the whole l'apoleonic era until the downfall 
of its hero and thc subsequent e\'ents, I have arrived thereby at 
quite different conclusions and insights than 'will be possible for all 
those who are now being born, who must appropriate those great 
happenings thrcrugh books which do not understand them, "56 

That historical event with which Goethe not only came in con
tact, but against which he was forced to direct his entire life, was 
:the French Revolution, to whose outbreak he was all the more 
sensitive for ha\'ing ,USt returncd from Italy in order to settle at 
\\~eimar, Only a few passages in his works and letters betray the 
degree to which this historic cataclysm of the existing: order upset 
his inner peace through its p~rceptible effect upon human conditions. 
"You can well imagine thanhe French Revolution was also a revo
lution for me, For the rest. I am studying the ancients. and following 
their example as well as may he done in Thuringia," we read in a 
letter to F. H. Jacobi,57 1'1 the midst of dissolution he clung to his 
studies "as to a spar in a shipwreck," and tried to master this "most 
terrible of all occurrenc06" th;"ough literature, with an effort which 
he called "boundless." ""~hen I look back o\'er the many years, I 
see clearly how dependence on this immense object so long de
voured my poetic abilit\· to almost no result; and yet it made such 
an impression upon me that I cannot deny, when I still think of 
continuing Die 1lIlJiirlicbe Tocbter1 this remarkable prodlfCtion takes 
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shape in my thoughts. e\'cn though I do not ha\'e the courage to gh'c 
myself O\'cr to working it up In detail.":ls 

Forty years lafer. luoking back O\'er what he haJ accomplished, 
Goethc distinguishes himself from the younger generation by the 
criterion of this en;nr. so decisi,'e did he feel that historical discon
tinuin' in the thou!!lm and affairs of men.:.e None of his revolution
ary dramas was succ(;s!>f ul. bur only IUs description of the campaign 
in France, 

One sentence is usually quoted from this classic representation 
of a period of war. a sentence which sounds very Hegelian. It refers 
to the bombardment of Yalmy: "A new epoch of world history 
begins at this place. roday; and you can say rhat you were there," 
Bur'the proper meaning of this sentence can be understood only in 
the context of what follows. \".,hich shifts the historical accent to 
the entirety of real and banal e"eryday life: "In these moments. 
when no one had nothin!! to eat. 1 claimed a bite of bread from what 
had been acquired earlier today; furthermore, of the wine. which 
yesterday had flowed so freely, enough was left to fill a brandy 
bottle, .. . "60 In another passage, where Goethe returns once more 
to his statement. he continues in the same fashion: "But this is the 
way man li,·es. especiall~' in war; he is satisfied with what is un
a\·oidable. and tries to fill the intervals between danger. deprintion. 
and dismav with pleasure and amusement. The same was true here. 
The oboists of Thadden played 'Ca ira' and the 'Marseillaise: 
while one bottle of champagne after another was drained."81 

These two remarks are much more characteristic of the mood, 
tone, and content of the description than the isolated historical state
ment. The persuasi"e truth of Goethe's account rests upon the com
plete fairness \\ith which he depicts soldiers and civilians, peasants 
and nobles. rC\'olutionaries and emigrants, friends and enemies, 
leaders and followers. excitement and boredom, exertion and fa
tigue. hung-er and trurst. He'describes the entire course of the real 
life of men~ in the midst of war's confusion in the proper mixture; he 
neither glorifies the Story in monumental terms nor trivializes it 
critically; he \'iews it without prejudice, ts a -phenomenon. 

The prejudice to which world history as a whole can seduce us 
consists in viewing this history in the abstract, without the realities 
of human life and real situations. ts though 4t were a 'World in itself 
without relevance to people that act and are acted upon within it. 
Goethe was not guilty of such philosophic abstraction. He does not 
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construct "n:trional spirits" as incarnations of ahsolute "principles," 
bur r;uher tells quite ~raphical1~' how he felt the desire to car in 
that historic moment of the bombardment of Valm\". After Goethe's 
rerum from Bohemi:!. when the "Holy Roman Enlpirc of the Ger
man l'ation" came to an end, he confesses that at that moment he 
was more disrurbed by a quarrel between his attendant and his 
coachman than by that important, but vil~rue and distant. evcm. 

Similarly. he confesses in a letter to Zelter th:u the "Jeremi:lds" of 
the world. after Napoleon's victory in the Battle of .lena. seemed to 
he mere "empty cliches," although they were occasioned hy great 
e\·ils. "\ Yhen someone bewails what he and his surroundings have 
suffered. what he has lost and is afraid of losing, this I he;r with 
sympathy, am glad to talk of it, and glad to gin· comforr. Bm when 
men lament some great thing that is supposed to be lost. which no 
man in Gennanv has set eves on once in his life, much less worried 
about, then I nlust conceal my impatience in order not to be im
polite or appear as an egoist."cz A short while before the battle. 
when Goethe's friends were enthusiastic and could think of nothing 
but war songs. \Vicland asked him why he was so quiet. Goethe 
replied that he had also composed a ":'ar song. which, to the unwill
ing amazement of the others, he recited: Val1;tas! Val1;tas! Van;ta.f!tJ3 

Durin~ Napoleon's campaign in Russia. he wrote to C. F. von 
Reinhard: "The world is larger and smaller than is thought. . . . 
\Vhoevcr moves, touches the~ world; 'and whoever remains still, is 
touched by it. For this reason we must always be ready to touch 
or to be touched. That Moscow has been burned does rtot matter to 
me. History will have its story to teU in the future. Delhi was de
stroyed oniy after conquest, but it was the conquest of the con
querors; Moscow is destroyed after conquest; but it is iliat of the 
conquered. \Vere 1 a speaker, it would provide me with much 
amusement to develop such an antithesis. But now when we come 
back to ourselves, when in such an immense, enonnous misforrune 
you have lost brothers and sisters and I have lost friends. who werc 
close to my heart, then of course we feel the rimes we live in. and 
how seriaus \\\e must be if we are to be gay after our fonner fasft
ion."CH The statement about Moscow may seem cynical. but cyni
cism is usually only the grosser manifestation of a truth, which in 
this case is the fact t~t world historv loses all true meaning when 
we do not come back from it to ourselvcs and what is neareSt to us. 

But where Goethe views world history in its own power, dis
regarding man, it does dOt appear to him as "reason," but as a 
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phenomenon of nature, In 1802, on the occasion of rending an 
hisroricopolirical work, he wrote to Schiller. ~Tahn as a whole. it 
presents the frightful aspect of brooks and streams which. by natural 
necessity, rush together out of many heights and through many val
leys. until finally they bring about the overflowing of a great river 
and a flood, in which all are destroyed. those who S':lW it comin!! as 
well as those who were unsuspecting. In all this monstrous experi
ence there is nothing to see but nature: nothing of what we phi
losophers would be so happy to call freedom. Y\'e shall wait and see 
whether Bonaparte's personality will amuse us: further with this 
glorious and d9tl1inating appearance."c:, Bm e\'cn l"apolcon was 
looked upon b~' Goethe not as a step towards freedom. bur as a 
natural phenomenon at war not only with princes and peoples. but 
also with the very elements, eliminating e\'erything standing in the 
W~ly of his great plan: "At every moment he is pursuing hi~ purpose. 
Whatever ~tands in his way is cut down and remo\'ed, e\"en if it were 
his own son, Other princes and great men give themseh-c~ onr to 
numerous aversions and diversions; he loves e"cr\"thing that can 
serve his purpose, hov,,'ever much it is at variance wfth hi; indi\'idual 
mood. He is like a good conductor who, while e\'eryone has his 
fa\'oritc instrument which hc' prefers, knows how to make use of 
them all in his orchestra without Ion and \\'ithotlt hate. Therefore. 
the end result is the same. and an individual has no ad\·antaQe. 
whether he is loved or hated by hin}, He certainly has no love for 
the Duke of Weimar, and yet this does not disad\:antage the latter. 
Similarly. those whom he Ions derive equally little ad\'antage from 
the fact. He lives at all time within an idea, within a purpose, within 
a plan; and one must beware coming in its way, because on this point 
he shows no indulgence. In shorr. Goethe let it .pe known that 
Napoleon directed the world according to the same laws by which 
Goethe directed the· theater."G6 

He admired Napoleon's '''enormous understanding of the \vorld" 
and his more than human will, which clearly and decisively sub
ordinated everything to his political purpose, For him, Napoleon 
was the incarnation of the twO ~rcac powers through which every
thing of consequence an~ pernlancnce in the world comes to pass: 
"force and consequence," Consequence, the consistent pursuit of a 
goal, represents for Goethe in the realm of human caprice what uni
versal "reason" is for Hegel.G7 "Bur conseguence, unyielding, strict 
consequence, can be applied e,·en by the most insignificant, and will 
seldom fail of its purpose, since its silent power grows without 
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ceasing O\'er the course of time. "'here I cannot act with cnnse
quence, cannot exerr coatiJ~uous influence. If is ad"isabk not to seek 
to act at all. To do so \\"0uld be onh- to di5turb the natlJral evolu
tionary course of thing-so which bring-s medicine for its 0\\0 

wounds. without being- able to {!uaramec~its taking- a more favorable 
courie." Force, ne\·crtheles5. ';'casily becomes unpopular. incites 
counteraction. and is actually g-i"en ()n1\' to a fc:w favored indi\"id
uals,"G~ H, knew that "absolute acti"it~"" of whate\'er sort, must 
lead to "bankruptc~·." while "flexibi)ir~: coupled with a firm will" 
conquers in the end O\'er merc \·jolcnce. 

Freedom is nenr gained b~' mere de~iring: 
\\'ho would h;l\'e all. must be o'er all the master. 
His victory teaches strife to those aspiring; 
His cunning makes the others' cunnin~ \'aster; 
Thus force" and rreachen' arise untirIn£!. 
The world at rest is pregnant with disa~ster. 
The birth-pangs make humanity aghm. 
Threatening each day as though it were the last.69 

But the human sum and final truth of world history is shown as 
much in peace as in war, beca\i5e the human CorIdition as sllch reo 
mains constant throughout all change, In the prO\'ocati"e com'ersa
tion which Goethe had with r:he historian Luden, he says, "And 
even if you were able to study and examine all the sources, what 
wouid you fi~d? Nothing else .than a great. truth which has long 
been known;for whose confinnation one ooes not have far to look
the truth that men ha\'e been miserable in all lands and in all ages. 
Men have always been troubled and worried; they ha\'e tortured 
and martyred 'Cach other; the" ha\'e made their brief lives bitter for 
themseh'es and for others. and have been unable either to see or to 
enjoy the beauty of the world and the s\\'ee.m~ss of existence which 
the world offers them. Only a few ha\'e, been comfortable and 
happy. The majority, ha\'ing experienced· life for a while, would 
rather leave the scene thaR begin 'over again. That which g~'C or 
gives them still some hold on life was and is only fear of death. Thus 
it is today; thus it has always been; thus it will probably always be. 
That is ,simply the lot of man. "'hat further evidence" do we 
need?"70 ,\Then Luden replied that the life of individual men is not 
the histollical life of peoples and n300ns. Goethe answered, ,"Jt is 
the same with nations as with indi\'idunls. Nations consist of individ-
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u:lls. They. too. come to life like indi,-iduals, behan as strangely, 
though for a some\\-hat longer time, and likewi5e die either a violent 
death or a death brotlg-hr about by old age and fragility. The total 
misery and total woc of indi"iduals is- the misei}- and woe of 
nations. ";1 

It is extremeh' characteristic that Goethe did not owe this un
usual humanitarianism of his historical "iew. which was more rigor
ous than spnpathctic, [0 any study of the history of the spirit, bur 
rather to his study of nacure, which he felt to be "true," "solid," and 
"orderly" in every phenomenon. His familiarity with plants and 
bones. with stones and colors, de,-eloped in him the_patience and 
attentiveness which does not construct systems and does not gain 
knowledge by force, but rather allows phenomena to reveal their 
own secrets. letting them speak for themseh·es. It is not a mere 
escape from politics and world e,'ents, bur rather an essential por
tion of Goethe's positi"e nat.ure, when in the midst of the French 
Re"olution he occupies himself. with the metamorphosis of plants, 
during the campaign in France, with the phenomena of color, and 
during the July Re,-olution, with morphology. and when he was 
more concerned with the scientific dispute between Cuvier and 
Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire t,hl\!J the political cataclysm.'2 

In nature he recognized a law of change such as cannot be 
demonstrated in the c;urse of world historv; ~for this reason he saw 
his "primary phenomena" in nature rather than in history. "'hile 
Hegel had a "spiritual" conception of history, in agreement with 
Christian theology, which was his point of departure, and saw in 
nature only the "otherness" of the .idea, Goethe saw reason and 
ideas in nature as such, and found in it an approach to the under
standing of man and.of history: ","Tithout my studies in the natural 
sciences, I should' never , . . have come to know men as they are. 
In no other realm can one so easily obsen'e pure intuition and 
thought, the errors of the senses as well as of the mind. weaknesses 
and Strengths of character. Elsewhere, everything is more or less 
flexible and insecure, and can be more or less controlled; but nature 
has no sense of hl!mor, it is'always true, always· serious, always 
rigorous, always rif ht, and mistakes and errors are always on the 
pan of man. It scorns the inadequate. surrendering itself and re,-eal
ing its secrets only to the men who is prepared, honest. and pur~."T3 

Kanzler Muller once expressed astonishment when a pupil of 
Hegel left jurisprudence for the study of the natural sciences. 
Goethe answered lacoaically, "From his study of law, he could 
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gain nothing more than insight int(J) the wretched condition of 
man; therefore he tUlned to nature."H \Ve r::ad again. "For almost 
a 'Century now the hwnanities have no longer influenced the minds 
of me men engaged in them; it is a real piece of good fortune that 
nature has intervened, drawn the cssene& of the humanities to itself, 
and opened to us the way to true humanism from its own side."':; 

Following this road from nature, which is both indi\'idu;ll and 
orderly, to the realm of human caprice,. Goethe clung to his scien
tific insight into-the law Qf change: in all that li\'es, there rakes pbCl' 
a constant alteration of forms, ~ metamorphosis of what remains 
the same. "'Vhen onc views the doin{!S and acti\'iries of men over 
the course of millennia, a fcw uni\'ersal fonnulas can be recognized, 
which ha\'e always exerted a magical power onr entire nations as 
well as indh'iduals; these formulas. eternally recurring, eternally the 
same under a thousand various embellishments, are the secret g-ift to 
life of a higher power. Each man translates these formulas into his 
own peculiar language, accommodates them in a variery of ways to 
his own restricted circumstances, and, in the process, often adulter
ates them so that their original meaning can scarcely be recognized. 
But again and again this meaning reappears unexpectedly, now 
among this people, now among that. and the alert im'estigator can 
pur together OUt of such fommlas a kind of alphabet of the world 
spirit. "7& 

Goethe did not decree this alphabet of the world spirit as a "prin
ciple" of the spiritual world, but rather observed it in the primary 
phenomena of the natural world and tested it in the realm of history: 
to the extent that it could be tested. For he knew that the action and 
counteraction of men, which comprise the history of the world, are 
to an extent "incommensurable" with the notion, because law and 
chance may work at cross purposes, while Hegel was forced to 
eliminate chance in order to maintain his philosophicotheological 
schematization. Goethe saw me foundation for such an explanation 
in the historian's ability to derive an ad\'antage from the uncertainty 
which is present jn everything historical.77 In spite of the limitless 
S€ope of aU histo-rical activity, one can observe in it a universal law. 
As a totality, the history of the world moves in cycles which rise 
like a spiral, as the past recurs with analogous situations. "The circle 
of man's course is definite enough; notwithstanding the -standstill 
brought about by barbarism, it has gone through its cyde more than 
once. Even -if a spiral movement is ascribed td it, it still returns again 
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and again to the region through which it has already passed. In this 
wa~'. all true views and all errors arc repeated."'s 

Burckhardt's view of world history was formed according to 
Goethe's view of the events of the world; for ihis reason, he is the 
only modern historian to ~..it as it is. But in comparison to Goethe, 
even Burckhardt remained an Hegelian, because he did not vic\\' 
nature immediately, but rather through the mediation of art, and 
presupposed the distinction=-berween "nature" and "spirit," between 
study of nature and study of history, which had been made a C01l1-

m011place by Hegel, Ranke. and Droysen. All historical realms of 
learning which deal with the spirit suffer from this di<;continuity 
between nature and spirit,79 which originates with Descartes. There
fore, Goethe's bitter struggle against the natural science of ]\;ewwn 
is in agreement with his ironic attitude, which reached the lenl of 
satire. toward the current official historical disciplines. It was nor the 
result of mere "antipathy,,,Ij(l but rather of the firm com'iction t1~at 
world history. viewed purely historically, is the most "aosurd" 
thing under the sun,81 "a tissue of nonsense for the higher thinker."82 
The work of the historian is not only uncertain, thankless, and dan
gerous,83 it is a "mishmash of error and violence," a "refuse can 
and junk pile; at best ~governm~Ui 'proje~r," Vihat History trans
mits is, like any newspaper story, a Bistorcibn of the truth, composed 
of wishful thinking and tendentiousness, special pleading and Stu
pidity, cowardice and lies. How much docs e\'en the best historical 
study give us of the real life of a people, and how much of this little 
bit ls true, and how much of what is true js certain?84 

In our 0\\-11 time, two paths ,have been taken to escape this his
torical skepticism. In their effect, they both belong together, and 
both avoid Goethe's imight, into .the seriOllSIless of the problem Qf 
historical epistemology. Sorrie have rejected in advance any knowl
edge of historical truth by diverting their poetic enthusiasm to 
"heroes,~' transfOJ:ming world events into a "myth" or a "legend."8s 
Others have made a virtue of necessity by stiffening their subjective 
~tandpQint into a dogma, and their distaste of objective knowledge 
mto the will to "decide~ and judge." In contrast" to these modem 
escapes from the difficulties of historical knowledge, Goethe in
sisted that physical and ethical phenomena be StUdied as purely as 
possible, that is, as they ate. Consequently, Goethe's ofr-quoted 
statemenr about the "rewriting of history" had a very different 
meaning for Goethe than thar usually read into it. 
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This phrase about "rewriting" history comes from Goethe; but 
he himself ~ses it as somerhinf! "someone has saId." The pass?ge in 
quc:irion. from one of his letters. refers to Sartorius' hisrorical srudy 
of the rule of the Ostrogoths in Italy. In context, it reads: "Someone 
has said that world history must from time to time be re\\Tinen. 
'Vhen has there been an epoch that made this as necessar~' as does 
the present one? You ha\-e prO\ided a superb example of how it 
should be done. The hatred of the Romans for the victor, even when 
he was kindly. presumprion upon outmoded pri\·ileges. the desire 
for a different stare of affairs without ha\'ing anyrhing better in 
view, irration:tl hopes. haphazard undertakings, ailiances \\;th no 
prospect of benefir. and whate\'cr else is the unhappy retinue of 
such rimes-you han described all that magnificently, proving to 
us that such things really happened in those days."86 

Thus for Goerhe rhe rewriting of the pasr by no means had the 
now current sens~ of a self-assertion of the present; on the contrary: 
it meant a justification of the past. It describes e\'erything just as it 
"really" took place in those days. This claim to historical objec
thity is only apparently contradicted by the circumstance that 
Goethe's agreement with Sartorius' description of a time long past 
contains a tacit reference to his awn time, since Goethe. thinking 
of the victors and vanquished of a former age, was also thinking m 
his letter of 1811 of the supine reaction of the Germans to l'apo
leon's rule. The experiences of the "present epoch," which neces
sitate the rewriting. do not influence it, but rather make possible for 
the first time a proper understanding of what took place then; for 
what is taking place now reminds us of what has taken place before. 
History repeats certain basic forms of human destiny "with a thou
sand ~arious embellishments," and it must therefore be re\\TIttt1t 
"from time to time," because it is only under analogous circum
stances that the fantasies, wishes, hopes, :lnd undertakings of past 
ages can appear as they really were. Goethe's concrete mode of 
thought was so far from any polemic attitude toward objecti\'e 
knowledge of historical truth in favor of an e\"3lu~ting subjecti\'ity 
that he discarded the writing of history precisely at 'the point where 
it seemed to him to be "dishonest," because it was subjectively based. 

Even more clearly than in the letter to Sartorius, Goethe ex
pressed his views on the rewriting of history in his history of color 
theory (at the conclusion of thl' third section): "That world history 
must be rewritten from time to time is not doubted in our day. But 
such a necessity does DDt arise because much of what took place has 
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been disco\"eTed only larer, hur because new points of view are 
{!i\-en. because t.c who lives in time which SEoes forward is brou!!hr 
to new nntage points from which the pa~t can be sun-e~-ed and 
evaluated in a ne\\" manner_ The same is true for the sciences." In 
particular. the eightcenrh century, which might be called "self
satisfied." should be re-examined in this liSEht, because it did many an 
injusrice to the preceding ages~ "Skepticism and debunking" le"d to 
the same result in this century: "an arrogant self-sufficiency," a 
rejection of e,-er~·thing that cannot be taken in at a glance. and a 
suspicious bck of forbearance for "daring but unsuccessful efforts." 
Goethe accuses the historians of the eighteenth cenrury of a lack of 
"thorpughness and fairness" in their evaluation of other people and 
other ages; for this reason he thought it necessary to submit the 
works of this period to a rewriting. Goethe's sense of justice resists 
the "exorcism" of the Enlightenment, which banished the "spirit" 
together with the "ghosts," but by no means-as was the case with 
the exorcists of rewriting-historical and human justice toward other 
men and aSEes.€'7 

It. was Kietzsche's questioning of the value of truth in general, 
and the usefulness of historical truth in particular, which ga\'e to the 
phrase "writing bisrer)''' that acti\:iitic meanin.g which rranSf{lrms it 
mto an easy justification for e\'err arbitrary reordering of the past. 
"Only with the utmost power of the present may you interpret the 
past: only through ~he most powerful exertion of your noblest 
traits will you discover ,,:hat i~Jh~ past is great and worthy of being 
known and of being preser\'ed,l's, said NietzSche. But this ~ not a 
claim for any self-righteous superiority of the present as such. In
stead. it replaces an "objectivity" which has become dubious. be
caUSe it is equally tolertnt of e"\'t:'I"~"thing. with a higher objectivity, 
namely, justice. which judges.89 Nietzsche's followers strayed (ar 
from this sense ('If justice. Fe~ling themselves to be "architects of 
the future," they thought" they were automatically possessed of 
those noblest traits without which the message of the past cannot be 
deciphered. They thought .they could hold up an empty scholarship 
and an outworn culture through indisputable "evaluations." through 
"response," "reorganization," "revolution," and existential "deci
sion." German history from Charlemagne to Bismarck. the history 
of Christianity, the history of philosophy, art. and literarure: aU 
were "rewritten," that is, told in a way thev had never been, but 
which carrresponded to ~e "historical self consciousness of the 
twentieth cenrury."id 
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The same Goethe who described so bitterly and sarcastically the 
inadeqt.acies of historical study. himself opened new and prof!res
si"e ways in the realm of history, In the historical portion of his 
theory of color, he pro\'ided a standard for the treamlent of "spirit
ual history" by discussing a series of scientific discoveries and con
cealments with reference to the character and \\"(l\' of thought of 
human beings. but not abstractly as a history o( mere ideas and 
opinions, For he understood the actual history of realms of I\no\\'l
cdf!c as the conflict of the individual with immediate cxpcri{'ncc ami 
mediated tradition, because in the last analysis it is the "indi,'idual"' 
who can "open himself to a more inclusi,'e 'nature and a Illore inclu
sive tradition."ol In addition, his sketch of \\'jnckclmann shows 
man'elously how even art can be treated historically from the stand
point of man; and particularly in DicbtulIp", 1I7Id n"abrbeit, he 
showed how an individual man caught in the action and counter
action of his historical environment ~develops into a man whose life 
is of significance for the entire world. 

Let vanish all the fleeting mystery! 
In vain yOU search for c"oun'scl there. 
For virtUe .lies within past history, 
Enshrined in deeds beyond comp3re. 

And thus what Jives in.perpetuity 
Gains po,ver from what comc.~ after it; 
Reflection source of continuity, 
Alone brings man eternal benefit, 

This is the question'S sole solution 
'Vhich seeks our other fatherland; 
What's constant in our earthl\' constitution 
Fulfills eternity'S demand. ' 

These verses contain whatever • 'historical sense" Goethe had, 
But in his old age, after finishing the Wallderjabre, and forty years 
after the French Revolurion, he looked back upon all that had 
taken place, and was forced to conclude that. as a result of the 
cataclysm of the e.xisting order, the younger generation was in
capable of producing a life work which of itself would endure and 
ha\'e a lasting effect, He writes to ZeIter: "I must now attempt to 
see, day by day and hour by hour, what remains to be done in order 
to assist the healthy growth of what has been begun and give it 
practical security, There are many excellent young people, bur the 
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idiots all want to begin at the beginning. independently. with
ollt help. ineffectually, and work to do justice to what is unattain
able. ] look upon this course of e,'ents since I i89 and know what 
could have been accomplished if someone had inten'cned out of un
mixcd mori,-es. and everyone had not tried to hold on to a peculium 
of his own. It is fitting now. in 1819. that I ha,'e a clear "ision of the 
future, perhaps state it publicly; but even if I succeed, it won't hclp. 
For what is true is simple and gives men little to do; ,,-hat is false 
gives plenty of opportunity for wasting time and strength,,'!'2 

It is easy to miss seeing that what is true, to the extent that it has 
made itself heard in Germany during the past century. can be seen in 
Goethe and not in morc recent figures, It is usually not understood 
that the exception to the ordinary is not what is conspicuous by 
excess and denciency, but what is complctely normal. 

In Goethe's house at "'eimar. his existence in time made itself 
visible and palpable in space. At a seemly distance from it there 
stands the ~icrzsche Archives, to which a pretentious hall was 
added, somehow appropriatc to the early style of Zaratbustra. It is 
intended to promote the expansion of the "Niem;che movement," 
the growth of "Zarathustra's way of life." and the "somehow" re
lated creatin forces of Young Germany.S3 The Niet7-sche Hall of 
the Third Reich is ~ietzsche'~ "Ba~-reuch," by which Wagner took 
revenge on ~ietzSche, The other Germany, older in years, can be 
seen in the ordinary house of Goethe,9~ 
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I The Problem of 

Bourgeois Society 
"This man cares for himself and for his family 
. . . and at the same time he also labors for the 
common good. . . . On the one hand he is called 
bourgeois, on the other. citoyen. Townsman and 
citizen of the nation. the one as much a formal 
townsman as the other." 

HEGEL 

Rousseau's writings contain the first and-clearest statement of the 
human problem of bourgeois society. It consists in the fact that man, 
in bourgeois society, is not a unified whole. On the one hand, he is 
a private individual, and on the other. a citizen of the state, for bour
geois sociery has a problematic relationship to the state. Ever since 
Rousseau. the incongruity berween them has been a fundamental 
problem of all modern theories of rhe state and society. The totali
tarian States of the present day are an attempt to answer Rousseau's 
question: How can man, who is by nature himseU semething entire, 
be brought into conform!ty wirh the completely different entirety 
of the societe politique? A true confonnity betWeen the two seems 
impossible; and therefore, in the education of an individual, the 
decision must be made whether to bring up an h01mlle or a c;toyen, 
a human person or a citizen of the state. "Celui qui dans l'ordre civil 
vell( conserver la prima ute des sentiments de la nature ne sait ce 
q.u'il velK. Toujours en .contradiction avec lui-meme. toujours Hot
tant entre ses penchants et ses devoirs, il ne sera jamais oi homme ni 
citoyen; il ne sera bon ni pour lui ni pour Ies ai.ures. Ce sera un de 
ces hommes de nos jours, un Fran~is, un Anglais, un bourgeois: ce 

us 
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ne sera rien."l Thus the human problem of "our days" is rhe fact 
th,u the modern boyrgeois is neither a citi7.en in the sense of the 
ancient polis. nor a whole m:II.'. He is two things in one person: Oll 
the (Inc hand, he belon!!S (0 himself, and on the other. to the o;-dre 
ci,::il. The Christian origin of this distinction is made plain by Rous
seau's appeal (0 the untainted "nature" of man in the Christian con
ception of Paradise and the Fall. Emile be{!ins with the distinction 
bctwet"n the way man was when he left the hands of the Creator of 
all thin!!s and what has become of him enr since he left this ori!!inal 
order a'Od entered society. -

1 Rousseau: 
Bourgeois and Cito),el1 

"Le patriotisme ct l'humanite soot deux \,ertus 
incompatibles . . ." 

Lerrr.:s de 1.1 .\1 (mug':.' 

In tr.e CO'1ltrat Social, Rousse~u demands an "alienation (Otale de 
'cnaque associe avec tous ses droits a toure la communaurc." a com
plete renunciation oflthe indi"idual on behalf of the community. the 
protot)'pe of which is the ancient po/is. But in his COl1fessio11S. the 
same Rousseau acknowledges his indi"idual personal identity after 
the fashion of Augustine. This contrast between the Christian and 
classic tradition is characteristic of all European culture. It is ex
pressed in Rousseau by the either-or of (Christian) "humanite" and 
(classical) "patriotisme"; we see it in the contrast, characteristic of 
the modern bourgeois, between "homme" and "citoyen." 

The first and second DiscouTsz (1750 and (754) are both a 
criticism of modern chilization. ~Ut are completely opposite in 
respect to their pC'sirive goals. The first tr.eatise gives us the picture 
of a complete and unified citizenry. after the example of Spartan and 
Roman patriotism; the second describes a Golden Age, analogous to 
the Chr~stian myth of Paradise. The one .,glorifies the true citoyen, 
the other, the original hOl1nl1e; these are the two archetypes of a 
nonbourgeois mankind. The first attempt at a resolution of this 
antinomy is contained in .the Discours SUT fEcol10111ie. But even 
here the rights of man are not identical with the duties of the citizen. 
The possibility of harmonizing them is the problem of the ComTat 
Social and Emile (1761). For this harmonization to be possible, the 
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private will of all indi,"iduals ('i.·%nte de tOllS) must be identical 
with the common ,,"ill of the \\'hole ('-.:o!ollfe ghlCrtl!e). \"hich is 
something other than a merc will of the majority" But at the same time 
the '\'olonre generale" must be identical with "conscience di,"ine," 
the religious conscience of the indi,"idual. Finally. the .unity of the 
political community with the Christian religion. and of patriotism 
with humanitarianism. is to be !Zuaranteed by a "religion ci,"ile."3 

The rigor with which Rouss~au de,"elops the antin~my from the 
very ourset compcb hi;n to seek a sollltion at thc ,"cry point wherc 
the problem arises: in thc relationship bctween the state and religion. 
In thc C011tl'tlt So(i.11. he argues as follo\\'s: 4 Initially. e\'Crr political 
order justifies itself b~" religion. and each religion is for irs pan 
restricted to the stJte within whose boundaries its culrus is observed. 
The destinv of the state stands and falls with that of its !Zods. This 
relationship of ham10ny was aIrered with the entrance~ of Chris
tianity into the ancient world. It separated religion from politics 
and proclaimed a hea\'enly kingdom abo,'e all earth I)' dominion, 
And e,"er since Christianity itself became political in the form of 
the Roman Catholic Church. Europe has been Ih'ing in a schism 
between state and church. empire and papacy. The man who be
longs to a Christian church cannot be a full and complete citizen of 
the state. for his religious conscience opposes his political con
science. Rous;;eau accordingly distinguishes two kinds of religion: 
first, the religion of "man." which has no national boundaries and 
no particular form of worship and corresponds to Emile's confession 
of faith; and second. the national polytheistic state religjons. He 
judges Catholicism to be a compromise between both, while the 
religion of man is said to be true Protestantism. The attitude taken 
by the state toward religion depends on its uS6fulness; that of (he 
indi\'idual man depends on its truth. The result is that (he uni\'ersal 
religion of man is true. but useless. and the particular heathen state 
religions are useful but not true. Rousseau attempts to reconcile this 
opposition in a religio11 civile. In the dogmatic sense, it is neither the 
religion of Christian revelation nor a heathen state religion, but the 
religion of the citizen as man or man as citizen. Yet e\'en here, 
Ro~sseau's reconcilement is only apparent. At one moment he sup
POrts the religion of mankind which transcends all national pecu
liarities, and In the next. the most exclusive nationalistic education 
and national religion. The religio11 ci'l.'iie which is intended to com
bine the advantages of both remains a mere program and compro
mise. When Rousseau was attacked for his attirude toward Chris-
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tianiry and compelled to defend hi5 position in the Lewes de la 
MOlltll.!!I1(,. he was bound to CODle to grief: "Le patriotisme et 
l'humanitc !10m deux venues incompatihles dans leur energie et 
surtout chez un peuplc emier." \\"hoenr wants both attains neither 
the one nor the other. Similarly, he finally despairs of any possi
bility of "conformire" between the "volomc gcnerale" and public 
power, He compares the resolution of this question to the squaring 
of the circle, and calls it the "abimc de 1a politique dans la constitu
tion de l'ctat." 

In his drafts of constitutions for Corsica and Poland. Rousseau 
addresses himself once more to the idea of a Citizenry completely 
along classical lines. in which thc polis is c\'erything and the indi
vidual nothing. To these marginai young nations he does not recom
mend the COlmat social and religio71 ci,.:iic. but rhe classical idea of 
the citizen. But when he comes to speak of the great anciem states 
of Europc. he docs so in a spirit of resign:uion. The concluding 
question of Emile remains unsoh-cd: how can something right and 
whole be made of thc modern bourgeois: In his scheme for Poland, 
he gives expression to his yearning 'for a sound mankind. but at the 
same time he descends into the abyss of his private existence. finally 
to conclude with the despairing Re':':(>1'ies d'w1 I>r0111C'1lC'U r Solitaire. 

Scarcely ele\'en years after his death. Rousseau had a following 
without precedent in the French Re\·olution. which he foresaw but 
would not abet. He himself was afraid of that for which his writings 
gave others courage. To him, the truths which he pronounc~d 
seemed ominous, because it was in vain to seek to stop up the springs 
of evil and bring men back to their original equality when their 
hearts have been corrupted once for all. He writes to the King of 
Poland: "There is no longer any remedy except a great revolution 
which would be almost as terrible as the evil which it could hea~ 
which it would be a crime to seek to bring about." In Emile, w~ 
read: "You depend on the present order of~<;ociety without consid
ering that this order is subject to una\'oidable revolution. . . . \Ve 
are approaching a critical situation, and the century of rcvolutions. 
I consider it imp~ible that the monarchies of Europe should be 
able to endure any longer." Despite this fcar. Robespierre prepared 
his great speech, in which he proclaimed as national religion the 
religion of bourgeois humanitarianism described in Emile, in the 
very house Rousseau had lived in. Similarly. in 1788 Marat pro
claimed the contrat social in a public garden irt Paris; it thereupon 
became the bible of the Assembly. "Cest la faute It Rousseau," 
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Napoleon said of the French Revolution, whose chasm he sought to 
fiJI in.1i 

The Revolution was immediately preceded by the polemic of 
Sieyes with the provoking title Qu' ~st-ce que Ie tiers hat? (1789). 
The expression "third estate" alrea<\v indicates the. problem .of the 
society which preceded it:' in comparison to the first fWO estates. 
the nobility and clergy, this numerical designation has no particular 
content of its own. It is first of all only a denial of the privileged 
estates of the feudal system. A critical contemporary of Sieyes de
fined if therefore as "the' nation, minus the nobility and clergy." 
The positive goal of this denial of all previous tradition was~ the 
production of a constitution which would rest upon the sovereign 
sociaT will of citizens with equal rights. In contrast to Rousseau. 
Sieyes did not want an absolute democracy. bur rather a representa
tive democracy, making use of the majority principle and a single 
legislative assembly of representatives of the people. For him, the 
"volonte generale" becomes a "volonte commune." For the first 
rime, total political power is accorded to the middle class, ro which 
Sieyes himself belonged, 

His work begins with three questions, to which he gives three 
brief answers. I, \Vhat is the third estate?-Everything! 2. \Vhat 
has it been hitherto~-"!':othing! 3, "'hat does it delTland~-To be
come something! Then the revolutionary means are explained 
which must be used if this nothing is to become everything. The 
third- estatt has a right to this because it perfonns "useful labor." 
while the clergy and nobles are useless usufructuaries of its lahar. 
It includes the farm labor of the peasants, the processing of raw 
materials by the hand workers, the mediating work of the merchancs 
and the higher educated classes (teachers ... ~ officials, lawyers, etc.). 
It is itself already a "complete nation." Sieyes means the same by 
"la nation" as Rousseau does ·by "Ie peuple," The community of 
individuals united in the third estate rests upon its community of 
"inrerest," which also furnishes the basis for equal political rights. 
This typifies the economic nature of bourgeois society which e\'er 
since-for Stein, Hegel, and Marx-has ~tennined it, down to the 
present. 

In the same year came the "declaration des droits de l'homme 
et du citoyen." It is even today the basis of all-democrarie stares. 
The distinction between b011n11t' and citoyen is conspicuous in the 
title. It implies that man is conceived in opposition to his status as a 
citizen, and that the rights of man vis-a-vis the state are of inore 
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concern than the duties of the cltlzen. Thus the declaration of 
human ri!!hts is much more liberal than the cOl1trat social, which 
demands a renunciation of :Ill the ri!!hts of man in fa,'or of the com
munity. As G. Jellinck has shown,6~the prototype of this foundation 
of human rights upon freedom and equality is the Christian idea that 
all men. as crearures of God, are born equal, and that no one. as 
likeness of God. has a prerogati"e O\'er his equal. The French Re\"o
lution is a distant consequence of the Reformation and- its struggle: 
for freedom of belief. The Ch·;tas Dei upon earth becomes the 
social contract, Christianity becomes the .reli!!ion of humanitarian
ism. the creature of Christianity becomes namral man. the freedom 
of each indi\'idual Christian becomes the freedom of the citizen 
within the state. and reli~ious conscience becomes the "libre com
munication des pensees et des opinions." As a conseqlJence of this 
origin in Christianity, the \'ery first basic principle CoLes hommcs 
naissent et demeurent libres et egaux en droit") is incapable of har
monization with the pagan theory of the state, which posrulated that 
"bv narure" there are free men and sla\'es. On the other hand, to 
m;ke effecti\'e its claim for the formin~ of man, the totalitarian state 
must log-icalh' do battle with both the ;i~hts of man and Chriscianit\", 
because~ it is' a hindrance to the equati~n of h0111111e with citoyin. 
But in ~tnal -fact Napoleon's dictatorship brought an end to free
dom and equality except for legal equality, and bourgeois society 
soon brought forth a new inequality between the third and fourth 
estate'i. 

2 Hegel: 
Boutgeois Society 
and Absolute State 

"The principle of the modem states has this enor
mous power and depth: it causes the principle of 
subjecth'ity to .perfect itself to the independent 
extreme of personal indh'iduality, lind at the same 
time brings it back to substantial unify, thus pre
sen'ing this unity within itself." 

Rechtsphilosof!bil', 260 

Hegel experienced three great political events: in his youth, the 
Frtnch Revolution, as a grown man, Napolt:on's world rule; and 
finally, the Prussian wars of liberation. These events also determine 
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the transiorm:uions of his political thought: from a radical criticism 
of the eXisting order. through the rec("gnition of Napoleon. to 
jll~tification of the Prussian bureaucratic State. His Rccbtspbiloso
{'hie. published in 182 I. contains both a theory of bourgeois society 
(I.'omme as bourgeois) and of the state (cito), en as citizen of the 
stare). Like Rousseau's C01lt1'at Social, it is based upon twO tradi
tions: that of thc ancient polis and the idca of freedom of Protesrant 
Christianity. Plaw's state and Rousseau's social contract (of which 
He!!,,1 rook the idea of the ri!!hts of man, but not that of the duties 
of t~he citizen) arc: the two po~srulatcs upon which Hegel elentcs the 
reality of the Prussian State to a pbilosophical existcnce. The means 
\\'hercb~" he accomplishes the harmonization is the dialectic media
tion between the indi\'idualistic principle of bourgeois society and 
the totalitarian principle of the state, bctween individual particu
larity and political totality. 

According to Hegel, the principle of the French Re\'olution is 
the freedom of the rational will which forms the world as thou{!h it 
were its ow~. In his philosophy of history,7 he describes the re\':'olu
tionan' power of the ideas of the French Re\'olution' with the 
solernO words, "For as lon{! as the sun has stood in the firmament 
'~'ith tb~ planets re\'olyin~ ahout it. it ~as remained unseen that man 
stands" upon his head. that is. upon his thoughts, and constructS 
reality accordingly. Anaxagoras was the first to say that yolo; rul~s 
the world; but now man has finally come to realize that thought IS 

meant to rule spiri:ual reality. It was a glorious' sunrise. A feeling of 
exaltation reigned at that moment. an enthusiasm of the spirit filled 
the world with a~\·e. as though a real reconciliation between the 
di\'ine and the world had finally taken place." Even as the State 
Philoso~her of Prussia. Hegel celebrated the anniversary of the 
Re\·olunon. 

In his philosophy of right. he an:alyzes the limitations of the 
reconciliation. To Rousseau belongs the honor of ha\'ing made the 
rational will the principle of the state, but. he nevertheless failed to 
recognize the true relationship between state .and soc-iety. He was 
unable to achie\'c a positive resolution of the .contradiction between 
the "volonte.de tous" and the "volonte generale." because he under
stood the will of the whole as the common will of indi\'idual citi
~ens, bUf not as something truly general. lI As a consequ~nce, u~on 
m a state was reduced to a mere social contract whose basIS remamed 
the t:apricious acquiescence of individuals. This resulted in conse
quences destructive of the self-sufficient totality of the per se 
rational state. Thus the French R e"otution had been right in demol-
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ishing a state which no longer corresponded to the idea of freedom, 
but it did not furnish any new foundation. By reason of deficient 
principle, it effected an enormous revo!urion. 'but did not organize 
a new community. It confused the state with bourgeois society by 
defining the state i.n terms of mere protection of private property 
and personal safety. The ultimate purpose of the state is held to be 
the particular interests of its indi\'idual members, but not the true 
general interest of the state itself. It seems to be left to the bourgeois 
to choose whether or not to be a member of the state. 

Thus Hegel's criticism of bourgeois society is directed against 
the liberal conception of the state as a mere means to an end, an 
attitude classically represented in Gennany by W. yon Humboldt. 
Bourgeois society, according to this theory, is a mutual association 
or a "system" of "needs," and its principle is indi\'idualism. In it, 
every citizen defines his own purpose. Everything else is nothing to 
him insofar as it cannot be made a means to his end. Each individual 
is free and at the same time dependent upon all others, for the well
being or ill-being of each is interwoven with that of all others and 
is secured only in its economic context. For bourgeois society, the 
state is merely based upon "need" or "mutual understanding"; that 
is, it has no substantial meaning of its own; it is merely a "formal" 
union and generality abo'i.'c the particular interesrs of the individuals 
making it up. 

Despite this, the nature of the state also t:nters into the constitu
tion of bourgeois society, because even for its particular ends the 
latter.is dependent upon the uniyersal whole of the "Statf'.~ ,"Tilly
nilly, the individual member of bourgeois society is educated behind 
his back to the generality of his personal interests. Bourgeois society, 
lost in its extremes (e.g., poven), and wealth), is forced against its 
will to become the true state as an absolute community. Because the 
state is itself substantial, objecti\'ely filled with spirit, and moral, the 
individual is possessed of substance, objectivity, and morality only to 
the e:\-rent that his life is "general," that is, politicaJ.1O 

This idea of the state, which is the critical criterion for Hegel's 
analysis of bourgeois society, is only 'apparently the result f1f :I 

dialectical development of modern society.l1 In reality, it springs 
from quite a different source: the polis of classical antiquity. It 
serves Hegel as a model because in it the public community was in 
fact also the substance of personal life and destiny. This introduc
tion of the ancient idea of the polis into modern society does not lead 
Hegel to a negation of the principle of :bourgeois society., but rather 
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to its ··suspension." Hc uses the ancient ideal of the state as a cri
terion for his criticism of bourgeois society. hilt aiso uses the indi
vidualistic principle of tlu~ society as a criterion for the mere sub
st;1luiality of thc ancient community. In principle. Hcgel wants both 
aspects of freedom: the indcfinite ."1 will it'" and the delimiting 
willing "of something" definite. I

:! He seeks to combine frccdom's 
option with its substance. Therefore. his criticism of Rousseau's 
social contract corresponds to an inverse criticism of Plato's state. 
In comparison with modern society. the ancient state has the ad
vantagc of substantial universality; but as a state it is "merely" sub
stantial. and the individual person is not yet "let loose" and "liber-
3ted" or' cl11ancipa{ed.l~ The ideal of the Platonic state contains 
injustice against the "person." to whom it allows no freedom. 1I 

because Plato excludcs from thc statc all private individuality for the 
sake of maintaining traditional morality. 

The new principle, which is higher and which defcated the 
ancient state, the Platonic state could not witlistand; it is of Chris
tian origin. It is the principle of the "infinitely free personality," of 
c,?ery individual man as such. Christianity made this principle of 
historic importance bv placing every human being equally in a 
relationship with God.iliUpon this Christian principle rcsts, accord
ing to HcgeL thc "irrcsistible powcr" of the idea of freedom belong
ing to the French Revolution. "Thcre is no idea so generally known 
to be liable to the grossest misunderstandings. and therefore really 
subject to them, as the idea of 'freedom,' nor is there any idea 
bruited about so unthinkingly. Since the 'free spirit' is the 'real' 
spirit. to misconstrue it leads to the most monstrous practical conse
quences. . . . 'Vhole continents, Africa and the Orient, han ne,'er 
shared this idca, nor do they share it now; the Greeks and Romans, 
Plato and Aristotlc, even thc Stoics did not share it; on the contrarv, 
they knew only that man becomes truly free through his birth . : . 
or through strength of character, education, philosophy. This idca 
came into the world through Christianity, according to which the 
individual as such is of infinite value as an object and end of the 
love M God. and is thus intended to have an absolute relationship~o 
God as spirit. hmng this spirit dwelling within."16 

The political consequence of this principle is the modern Euro
pean state, whcse task it is to reeoncile the principle of the polis
the substahtial generality-with the principle of the Christian reli
gion-subiective individuality. In this dialectical harmonizatioD of 
two opposing powers Hegel sees, not the peculiar weakness, but 
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rather the strength of modern ~ate~: The generality of the polis i~ 
of 110 ,"aluc without the particular willing <lnd knowing of the !ndi
,·iduals. and the inJi\'iduals are of no vJlue when the\" do nor rilem
seh"es will the general will of the state. The modern state can afford 
to allow subjectivity to de\'elop to the self-sufficient extreme oi 
particularity because this exr:-eme. for its own part. is able to bring 
subjecti\'ity back to the sub5tantial unity of the state (§ :60). Hegel 
considered this synthesis not only possible. but act:.lally accom
plished in the contemporary Prussian State. The contrast between 
prmHe and political life. as \\'ell as between the bourgeois and the 
citoyeu seemed to him. in the '"general case." to be reduced to a 
difference completely encompassro h~' the totality. and to be sus
pended. 

Hegel thought that property possessions. the family. and mar
riage were safeguarded according to the sense of bourgeois society. 
Only at the edges of the philosophy ot right do the problems appe.lr 
which determine the future dc'"elopment of bourgeois socicn': the 
question of how to control rJ-:.: pOverty brought ~ about by ~\'ealth 
(h44 ff.). the progressi"e divlSion of labor (§ 198). the necessity 
of organizing for the masses fo:-cing their way upward (~290 and 
301 ff.), and-"after the fifteen year farce" of the restoration of the 
French monarchy-the collision with ··liberalism."' with the increas
ing claims of the will of "the many" and its empirical generality. 
which now seeks to rule by force of numbers. 

Hegel's pupils and successo:s PUt asunder \\ ~at he had so skill
f.ully joined together, and demanded decisions in place of his media
tions. "'hile Hegel everywhere sought the mean. the Young Hegc
lians became radical and extreme. The extremes of bourgeois society. 
which in Hegel's system of needs ar.e redus::ed..to aspects of .a tOlal 
whole, become self-sufficienr .. and dri"e toward a dialectic that no 
longer fits within the framework of He~elian dialectics. ~larx de
cid~s against the state of bourg(!lis sooicty and in fa\'or of a com
munistic commurutv; KierkeS!aard. a~ai.'m the existing relationship 
between church and state and in fa"or of a restoration of primith'c 
Christianity; PF~udhon. agaiftst the existing stare and in favor of a 
new democratic order; Donoso Cones. against atheistic democracy 
and in favor of a Christian dictatorship; ~Stirner. against the entire 
previous history of mankind and in fa\'or of a "union" of egoists. 

Halfway between Hegel and .\Ian: stands Lorenz von Stein, 
whose theory of bourgeois soci~' is ail historical analysis without 
a basis in history. His concept of dle state is still compietely Hcge-
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li:1I1. bur hi~ concept oi society is already influenced by the rise of 
the industrial m:lsses, L-xcr !'ince the state surrendered its lceitimate 
:llltlwrin' in the Fn'nch Re\'{,lurion. it ha!> been able 10 aC\;ie\'e its 
o\\'n ends. power and freedom. only by ad\'ancing thme ends of 
societ~' b;lscd upon profit. It is thereby drawn inro the social mO\'e
mcm and must attempt to extend citizenship to the working classes, 
Irs actll.ll purpose ,is ro make all citizens into free and equal persons; 
but because participation in go\'ernmenr is .determined by property 
:lnd eJllc:ltion. the state itself becomes a phenomenon of the domi
n.mt order of societ\'. which itllcIf is the "source of all freedom ~nd 
IJck of freedom:' it is still a political unity, but no longcr abon:. 
bur rather in the midst of the bourgeois societ\· whicb fulfills it. Its 
life consists in the continuous de\~elopment and resolution of the 
conflict between social and political forces. At the moment. the 
latest stage of this dialectic, after the "political society" at the rime 
of the Restoration, is the "industrial societ\''' since 1840' Bur Stein 
holds fast, on the one hand, to Hegel's idea that history is progress 
toward freedom, and recognizes on the other that the principle of 
modern society, di\'ided into unequal classes, is mutual dependence; 
he therefore concludes with the question whether freedom is in fact 
opposed to state and society. 11 

3 l\1arx: 
Bourgeoisie 
and Proletariat 

"The abstraction of the state as such belongs only 
to. the modem eta. because the abstraction of 
prh'ate life belongs onl)' to the modem era." 

If'erkc, I, 1,437 •• 

~larx and Hegel both analyse bourgeois society as a system of 
needs,. whose morality is lost in extremes and whose principle is 
egoism. lJle difiercnce b~t\\'efn their·ctWc.ll aIl2~~ consists in I~ 
fact that Hegel'S suspension preseryes the difference between par
ticular and general interests, while Marx suspends the difference in 
the sense of removing it. for the purpose of prodllcing an absolute 
community with communal economy and communal ownership. As 
a result, his criticism -of Hegel'S philosophy of right is directed pri
marilY agginst the- nlatiunship between stafe and society. Hegel is 
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Del' Ei71:.igc mid scil/ Eir.:C71t1i7Jl (1844). In it. not only does the 
membn of bourgeois socitty and the prolctaria reach a nadir. bur 
man a~ sllch loses all ,'aim, Stirne:r rcdm.es the idea of bour~eois 
hUI11:lIlitarial1i!'<:1l t ... the" r' which claims as its own property e,7ery-
thing it can acquire. The French Reyolurion did not liberate bour
geois society; on the contrary. it begot an obedient citizen. depend
ent on the stolte for protection. This mediocre citizen lin:!> un 
secllrir~' nnd legal imegrity. The "social liberalism" of the pruk
Llri:l!1 \\'orking class is iusr as limited as this "political liberalism" (lj 

the b(lur!!eoi~lc. The: on" dlife:rence is {hat the one make~ itsdi 
subject t~ the state and propcrt~-. the other to society and labor. 
The ultimate form of faith in n1Jnkind is the "humane liberali~n~" 
repr<:~l"ntc:d b\ Bruno Bauer. He recognizes neither the bour{!eoisie 
nor the \\,orki'ng class; he mere"- criticIzes unflinchingh- all fO~llJs (If 
establishment a~nd e"ery particularity. The man possessed of this 
critical consciousness is indeed clothed onlY in rags. but he is far 
from bein~ naked like the "1" who is rid of e\·ervthi~g. 

',"ith ~this. his indi"idual "I." Somer cons{dered himself above 
e"ery social limitation. whether proletarian or bourgeois. Marx 
ne"errheless demonstrated to him in the Deutscbe Ideologie that the 
social truth of his "indiyidual" is the decadent bourgeoisie. "The 
sole thing which he has to his credit is ariamst his will a.nd without 
his kno\\~ledge: he is the expression of the~German p~tit bourgeois of 
todar. whose aspiration is to become bourgeois. It was complctely 
logical that. narrow-minded. timid. and prejudiced as these bOlir
g{~ois are. "the indi,-idual" should swagger into the world as their 
philosophical representati,·e. equally gaudy. bragging, and imperti
nem. It is quite in agreement with the circumstances of the bour
geoisie that they want nothing. to do with tb~ir thcoretical braggart. 
nor he with toem, that they are in mutual disagreement and that he 
must preach his own pecuiiar egoism: no\\' pe~haps Sancho will see 
the -umbilical cord which connccrs bis 'union' with the Customs 
Vnion:':3 Stimer absolutizes bourgeois egoism, the pri"ate indi
vidual. and private ownership. making them into gem'ral "cate
gories" of egoism, the indi"idual, and o""ership. From the socio
logical point of view. he is the most radical ideologist of bourgeois. 
society, which is per se a .society of "isolated indi,·iduals." "'hat 
Stirn~r frees himself from is not real conditions of existence, but 
merely conditions of consC'iousne~ which he himself cannot see 
through because he is engrossed in priY3tc egoism as the principle of 
bourgeois society. His thought. as well as his actual life, stoud at 
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the extreme limit of his world. \\ hich had lost irs subsClncc and 
become disillusioned. 

5 Kierkegaard: 

The Bourgeois-Christian Self 

"Empero~s. l.i;lg;. popes, Jesuits, generals. dip!o. 
ma~ ha\'t hitherto been able to rule the \\ orJd at 
a decisive mfJmem; but from the time: of the insti
tution of thto fourth estate it will develop that 
onl\" ml!'tn~ can rule the world." 

" TI,'e Ol/e Thing XUCSS,lT) 

Kierkegaard follows Stirner as the antithesis of Marx, Like 
Stirner. he~ reduces the entire social ,\'orld to his o\\'n "self." But at 
the' same time he finds himseJ:' in absolute opposition to Stirner; 
instead of grounding the indi\'idual upon creati\'e nothingness. he 
places the indi\'idual "before Go~:' the creator of the world. His 
criticism of the present. which appeared in the same year as the 
CUlmmmist Ma1lifesto, is thereiore directed both against emanci
pated "mankind" elevated by 'l.in to the status of a fundamental 
principle and against a "Christen.l0m" emancipated from the imita
tion of Christ. His basic concept of the indh'idual is a correctj"e to 
the "mankind" of Social Democrac\' and the "Christendom" of the 
liberal intcl1igentsia. For t~e r~:1cj?le of association is not positivc. 
but negath'e; it wcakens the in.h·idual human being through an 
enormous merger. Only as an indi\'idual self can a man now realize 
his universal humanity, but not by becoming a member of a class 
(Marx), or on the contrarfb~'" absrracting from the concrete world 
he li\'es in (Stimer). In' the former case, says Kierkegaard, men 
would all become equal laborers ill a factory, wearing the same 
clothing and earing the same rood from a'common pot; in the latter, 
man loses all his concrete identity by being stripped to complete 
nakedness.2

" ,In Reitlltr mode of existence does he, as.an indj\'idual, 
himself realize the universal nature of man. 

Kierkegaard put forward this "unh'ersality',' of the human self 
as a lemand, without himself beirl2 able to realize it. Throughout. 
his life he remained an outsider. ;t the utmOSt limit 'Of bourgcois 
society, because he could not brirtg himself to ~ngage in a pro
fession and "settle down with (he finite" through marriage. Only 
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literarily did he give the inward nature of his self a social existcnce. 
in the figure of "Assessor \,,:ilhelm:' who represents the 'ethic;l\''' 
It is the t.lsk of rhi~ IPoral philosopher to justify the generalit~ of 
normal human life to an aestherician. This exprcssl~' char,lctcrizes 
the concrete self of Assessor \\'ilhelm as b()urgeoi~. "Alrhollgh he 
is himself his own goal, this goal is nevertheless something external; 
for the self that is the goal is not an abstract seli which would be ;it 

home anywhere, and therefore nowhere. bur a concrete seli that 
stands in' activc association with this parricular elWlfonmem. these 

,circumstances of life, this world order: it is a scli not merely per-
SOlUI. but social. bourgeois."~~ This self. which is bound lip with 
the world realizes irself in a hourgeois pro~ession and ;1 bourgeois 
m;lrria!!e, but in such a way th:n all external circlIlllst;mces are to be 
made lnternal. To the ol;jection of the ae~thctici;lll t h.lt surh an 
intern;ll appropriation of external cifrullIstances has objective limits 
which spell its downfall. he replies th.lt even need and po\"erry could 
hold nothing- ag-ainst him. "wcre he e\'en to dwell in three small 
rooms," ""~th ~God's help," even under these limitations (a minimal 
existence, which nevertheless still remains bOllf!!eois) a man can 
succeed in transforminiI the external into something internal; as 
Lurher rightly sail!, no Chrisrian e\'er died of hunger. ~ 

This jl'qific:ation of bourgcois-Chrisrian existence. which hovers 
between ethical seriousness and aesthetic iron\'. is ncn:rrheJess made 
relative through Kierkegaard's critical insight inro the dissolution of 
both the bou;geois and ~Christian worlds, The blame for the whok 
present state (J S4S) of the European world nlllc;t he b,1me b}' a 
"conceited, semieducated bouriIeoisie. demoralized Uy the flatteries 
of tbe press." which supposes that as the "public" it' can rule. "Bur 
perhaps never before in history has nemesis been scen ro C.OijlC. so 
speedily; for in the same instant, at the S:lmc strokc'. that the bour
geoisie made a decided effort to grasp power, the fourth estate arose, 
l'ow people will of coursc say that it is rb~?)' who arc guilty, but 
that is not true: they are only the innoce!1t \'icrillls left in the 
way. who are shot down, ex~crated; and this is called self-defense. 
even is sclf-dcfense,jn a certain sense: self-defense. because the 
bourgeoisie o\'errhrew the st:lre."~': \,"hile in fonner ages recog
nized authorities could rule the worlJ. ever since all ha\,; sou£Iht to 
be equ;tl it has b~come impossible to rule. in ,the true sense of the 
work I , with secular means, Therefore. Kicrkegaard's political de
mand is pureh; and simply th:lt rule be carried our with absolute 
authority, Bur' at such moments the actual government of the v,,'orld 
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is no longer in the hand$ of secular ministries. bm of martns. who 
cOIH1,.cr lly allowing themselvcs to be sbughrcrcd for the tr·mh. Thc 
;m-herypc and proWt~·pc of the Christian marr~'r is Christ. cweitic\! 
hy the mob. that truly "indi\'idual" God-mall. Only in his presence 
can the problem of human equality be solved; but not in this world, 
whose nature is to conrain more or less inequali.ty. 

6 Donoso Cones and Proudhon: 

Christian Dictatorship from :\bm'c and 

Atheistic Reordering of Society f rum Bclo\\' 

"Proudhon i~ the ()pp(l~it(' (If wh:1t he appear:. to 

be: he suppon~ freedom an,! equality. and in 
realit~ builds the foundation ior dc'pori'Ill." 

COItU~. /), T S~.I.:t Gou,'s 

"L'holllmc cst destine a "inc sans rcliQion." 
PROl:PHO:-:. Dc J.t~ creaiion d.' 
l'ordrc dmlS /'brml.t1Oit~ 

T() th" radical Protestant reaction of h lerkcgaard 'aeainsr :orhe 
leveling of mass demo~racy, there corrcsponds. at ~the sanle time. in 
Spain the radic:tl Catholic reaction of Donoso Cones to the social
istic movemenrs in ·France. Cones was himself an imponant states
man of an ancienr Catholic noble fanlik. He describes bourgeois 
socict\· in exacrh' the same temlS as Kicrkegaard an~ !\Iarx: as an 
undifferentiated :'clasa discutidora:' without "truth, passion. or hero
jSlll. It eliminatcs heredit3n' nobilitr. bur docs nothing to combat 
t~e aristocracy of wealth; It accepts' the sovereignty neither of rhe 
king nor of the people. Hatred for the aristocracy dri"es it to the 
left, and fcar of radical soci;,lism to the right. The opposite of its 
wordy indccisi\'cnes$ is thl.· decisive atheistic socialism of Proudhon. 
In contrast to him. Cortes represcnts the political theology of thc 
Counterre\·oluti(.'ll, to whidl the French Rc\'Olution, which declared 
man and the peuple s(lnrcign .. apI~earcd .as. a r~"olt. a~ain~t the 
created order. But because the·tullc of Chnsuankmgs 15 commg to 
an end and no one any longer has the courage to rule by other 
means than through the will of the people, there is only one rehledy 
left: dictatorship by the government fr0!TI above in order to prevent 
thc dictatorship of re\'olution from belo\\'. "If it wqe nCCl ~ry to 
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choose between freedom. on the one h!lnd. and dictatorship 011 the 
other. rhere would be no difierence of opi!1ion .... Bur that is not 
the question. In reality. freedom does nut exist any\\ here in Europe . 
. . . The necessary choice is between the dictator!>hip of re\'olurion 
and the dictatorship of gO\'ernmenr:'~; C<>f[es,chose the dicraror
ship of gO\·ernmenr. because it is less oppre,~in' and shameful. and 
comes from purer realms. and uecJlIse the: Jict;lrur!>hip of the saber 
is to be preferred to the dictatorship of the dagger. JS being more 
noble. He summarizes the experience of the: r<,'\'(llurion as follows: 
"I looked about, and sa\\' rh'e Lour!!cois socie:tie~ £!rown sick and 
fragile. all human circumstances cOI~lpljc;ltCd and ~onf lI~c:d. I saw 
rhe peoples inroxicated with the wine of rebclli()f), and freedom 
vanished from the earth. I saw triounes cro\\'ncd, Jnd dethroned 
kings. 1'0 play e\'er contains such violem transformations and up
ht!a\'als. such ad\'ancements and degradations. Then I asked myseli 
the question. Does this confu~ion perhaps result from al\owing the 
basic principles of morals and order, presen'cd in the sole: possession 
of the church of Christ. to be forQotten? .\1\' doubt was turned to 
certainty when I realized that today only th'e Church pro\'ides the 
imaQe of an ordered socien'. that it alone is the calmin£! element in 
the general tumult. that it alone is inwardly frec, ,hat o~ly in it does 
the subject obey with Ion properly constitmed authority. and 
authority on its part pro\'es itself JUSt and {!e~idc in its orders, that it 
alone is the school from which proceed great citizens, since it 
possesses the an of life and the art of death. of life which produces 
the holy, and of death which bCQcts mart\'rs,":1~ 

Proudhon. too. was an opponent of the bourgeoisie. bur for 
different reasons than Cortes: he hated them with the rage of the 
pan'enu who would like to re-form the worid; C()rtcs~ despised 
them with thc passion of the m:m for whom they wcrc the gra\'c
diggers of, all sacred tradition. Proudhon declared that the time of 
thevlogy and Christianity was past; Cortes. that there was no social 
and political sah-ation outside the Catholic Church, oecause only 
the Christian 'Go~ completely re\'eals what m311 is, thereby also 
founding a hunll!n socier) ,::0 

On the other hane. only a world grounded upon Christianity 
could become radic-dlly atheistil' and make the attempt to constitute 
itself by its own power. and rule itself. Cortes S;IW such presumption 
of man in the French Revolution and its "philosophic civilization." 
and to counter it he recommended dictatorship from above, In 
another way. his great opponent Proudhon cunfirms the Christian 

Woo •• 1" 
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schema of histOr\', At the conclusion of his criticism of relii!ion,~" 
\\"rimn in I ~-+~ 'he"rerall~ in this '!.fast hour" of the Chrisri:1n rc:li
!!ioll the rrood deeds and noble inspirations which proceClied from ir. 
1r laid rh~' ioundation of human societ\', gan to the modern n;niom 
their unity and pers()nali{~', sanctioned rhe laws of the state, :md, 
e\'en in the nineteenth cenrurv. filled magnanimous sOllls with ze;i! 
for truth and justice, In 1860. when P;oudhon substantiared th<.: 
"dissolution socia Ie,"' he sa\\' this unegll;lbl crisis of European his
tory as one which wrute an end to the phenomenon of Chrisrianity: 
"T oures les traditions sont usees, roures lcs cro,'ances abolics; en 
re\'anche. Ie nom'eau programme n'est pas fait.' ie ,'ellx dire qu'il 
n'est pas entre dam la (wnscience des O1:1SS::S; d:: lit cc q'Je i'appc))e 
/.7 difsolwhm, eeSt Ie moment Ie pIllS atroce de l"exisrenct des 
socictcs, Tout se rcunit pour desoler Ies I Tommes de bien: pr(t~ 7i~u
tion des consciences, triomphe des mcdi(lcritcs. confusion du \"rai 
et du faux. agiotage des principes, bassesse des passions, I:ichetc des 
ma:urs. oppression de Ia \"crite, recompense au mensonge. , , , Je 
me fais peu d'illusions et ie ne m'attends pas, pour demain, a "oir 
renaitre dans notre pays. comme par un coup de baguette. la libertc. 
Ie respect du droit, l'honnctete publiqlle, Ia franchise de l'opinion. 
la bonne foi des journeaux. 1a moralire du gOU\'crnemenr, la raison 
chez Ie bourgcois et Ie sens commun chcz Ie plcbien. , , ," "Les 
tueries ' ... ie1ldl'o71t et .Ia pl'oftTatiol1 qui su;"':ra ces baim de Sa1!g ser.7 
effl'o)'able. Nous ne \'errons pas l'ceuvre du noU\'el age; nous com
battons dans ]a nuit; 'il faut nous arranger pour supporter cene \-ie 
sans trop de tristesse en faisanr notre de\'oir. Aidons-nous 1es uns et 
les autres; appelons-nous dans rombre er chaque fois que l'occasion 
s'en presenre, faisons justice, , , ,"31 

7 A. de Tocqueyille: 

The Developmeilt of Bourgeois Democracy 
Into Democratic Despotism 

"There are three men with whom I spend some 
time eaeh day: Pascal. Montesquieu. and Rous
seau," 

De Tocque\'illc's study of American democracy appeared be
tween 183P and 1840; his Fiistorical analysis of the IIncien regime aRd 
the French Revolution v,'as published in 1856, Personally. his atti-
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tude toward the e\'ents of his period was in complete balance. "I 
came into the world at the close of a long revolution which de
strc;),ed the old SLue and founded nothing permanent. When I 
began my life, aristocracy was already dead. and democracy not yet 
born. Thus my instinct could not lead mc blindly ro choose the one 
or the other .... Since I belonged myself to the ancient aristoc
racy of my fatherland. I neither hated ~lOr em'ied it, nor had I any 
particular lo\'e left for it when it was destroyed; for one allies him
self willingl\' only to what is aliH. 1 \\'as ncar enoug'h to it to know 
it well, and' far enough from it to he able to C\"a~luatc it without 
passion. I can say t1;e SJllIe abollt delnocracy." Bc.rause of this 
neutral position uetween two age~. he had a "gout de tete" for 
democratic institutiom.. and a\sC! an "instinct aristocratiyue" against 
them.3~ Like Burke and Gentz he was neither a determined oppon
ent of the French Revoluriol1. nof its fricnd. And uecause he 
possessed in the l111cioJ regime a criterion by which to evaluate the 
Revolution, his attitude toward it cuuld be remarkablv clear. 

The great proulem of his studies is the tension bet'ween freedom 
and equality. The emancipation of the third estate brought about a 
leveling and equali7.ation, but the question)s whether bourgeois 
democracy also makes men free. By freedom, de Tocquevil\e means 
not merely independence. but the dignity of the man responsible 
for his own acts, without which there i~ neither true command nor 
true service. The first enthusiasm of the F rencn Re\"olution was nor 
only for equality, but also for free institutions; bur it very quickl~; 
lost its passion for fr~edolll. retaining op..ly that for equality. Both 
are not of the same age, nor have the\" always worked toward the 
same goal, although f~r a moment th<,' appeared equally open and 
po~\'erful. The striying for equality j, older anll more pemlanent. 
Equality had long been the goal of the Christian church, of trade 
and commerce, of fiscal economics, of the inycnrion of printing and 
fii-earnls, of the colonization of America. and finalh- of the literan' 
Enlightenment. Younger and less lasting is the belll f that men. can 
become equal only through freedom. \"hen 1':apoicon made him-_ 
self master -ef .. -the- Revolution,- freedom abdicated- in . favor Qf 
equality. He was dealing with a .nation in which all law, custom, 
and morality had been dissolved. This allowed him to carry o~t a 
deSpotism in a l.orm much mpre rational than had-e"er previously 
been possible. "After, in the same spirit, he had formulated -and 
passed all the laws which were to order the myriad relationships of 
citizens among themselves and to the State, he could create all 
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executi",' power at the same time and so subordinate it thar. taken 
all wgl:ther. it wa~ merely a simple. ~reat gm'ernmemal machine. 
who~e motive po\\'cr hl: alone was," \ \,hilt e\'ery indi\'idu;ll over
valued his o\\'n worth and independence. the public order as a whole 
was tending tn\\'ard a "polirical pantheism" which robbed the indi
,·i.lual of his cxist('nc(', A superb administrati,'e machine assured 
N apolcon'~ p(;'H:r wit hin r rance, and his military genius outside ir. 
Bur men hecame inditTcrcllt to their desrim'. Llr n:mO\'cd from all 
gr;lnd sense oj ciriz("n~hip stIch as distingllish~d the ancient polis 
democracies. in which it was precisely the c(lllstraim of the poiis 
which produccd tht most extreme indi,'iduality, In t ht ancient 
polis. in the medie\'al corporate states with their manifold corpora
ti('Ib and ri!!hts, anlllikcwisc in the tnannics of till' Iralian Renais
sance. thcre~ li\'ed more personal and political freedom than in mod
ern "despotic ckmncr;l(,~"" A democracy loses all its value ii it only 
l1ukes men equal withol\f producing freedom, For in a delllocracy. 
i reedom is the only counH.'rpoise to b·eling. uniformit~·. and cen
tralization, In ,-\merica and Ell~land, democrac,' has succeeded in 
creati:1g' gcnlline\~' free insritutronsj~~ because of their compierely 
differem origin. the democracies of the continent of Europe did not 
understand how to make use of freedom. It was their fare to push 
onward to de~pntism. in accord with their own origin.:>' The ancient 
aristoC!"3c\' had forged a great chain out of the citizens; its manifold 
links reached fron'; the" peasant to the king. Democracy broke 
~sllnder this legitiniated structure of parricular classes and rights. 
I~olated e;lc:h from the others. made them all equal and thereby ripe 
tor subjection b,- one despotic central power. So rhe Re\'olurion 
succeeded in making of the "free" citoYCl1 "something less than a 
human being."· . 

Together ,,·ith collecting all social forces. the despotism which 
proceeds from hOlll1!eois democracy also incre:,!scs rcrrnacti'\'eh- the 
isolation of tilt. indi\'iduals: It oj)POSCS all free co-operati~n in 
thought or action, "Sinc"e in such societies men arc not linked [0-

geth~r b\' c1ass~s, castes. {!uild" or tribes. thev tend too great1\- to 
care onh: for their own affairs'. : : ana restrict themseh'e~'to a '-doll 
egoism In which e"er~' public ,·inne suffocates. Despotism. far from 
opposing this tendcm'~·. makes it irr.esistibk for it robs the citizens 
of all shared {!oals. all mutuality, al1 f1ccessin' of {:onsulation, aU op
portunity fo~ acting in a social frarnework. They were already 
Inclined to isolate themscl\'Cs: it cuts them off, immures them in 
pri,'ate life. "3:, Bur the greatest evil of aemocTatic despotism is not 
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subjection to a le"elinf: cemral power. bm cl)e injustice of this sub
jection. For the French RC"olurilln made men far too independent. 
enl;ght(;Jl(d. and skeptical to continue to believe in the righ of an 
aLsolure but illegitimate power. "'hat Sieyes fail.:d to understand 
was that the stru£rgle against the nobilin' and c!c:r!:!y not onl\' de
stroyed their pan}cula~ pri"ileges. but tradition' In generai. the 
"mother of right." The consequence of this de~trl1ctioJl of tradition 
is the "doctrine of necessity," which putS all too high a value on the 
unity of the nation. and all too Iowa nlue on the indi"idl1al man. 

toward the end of his life. de T ocque\'illc. the aristocrat. had 
the feeling of being "an obsolete worshiper of freedom:' while his 
d~mocratic contemporaries u'anted to han a master. and made of 
readiness for sla\,eT\'" a "basic elemem of \·irtue:· In Germam'. J. 

Burckhardt continued de T ocquc\'ille's line of thought about de
mocrac\", drawinf[ the outlines a bit more dearh' so as to cause his 
contemporaries "'in least to subject their subordInation to a critical 
examination ... 

T ocque\'ille was of the opinion that bourgeois democracy was 
essentialh' aimed at securitY and well-beinl!. mediocrin' without 
human greatness. About 1830. he'writes in ht~ memoirs. the victory 
of the middle class to the exclusion of the nobilin' and the lower 
cbsses '~as already complete and nna1. It forced' its way into all 
public offices and accustome.d itself to li\'ing by the profit motive 
and public funds. The result was a rapid expansion of the a\'erage 
wealth. The character of the middle class became also the intellec
tual attitude pf the government of the first bourgeois king. "It was 
an ~cti\'e, diligent, often dishonest spirit; occasionally, because of 
"amty and egoism, bold ,,:jth fainthearted temperament; moderate 
in all"hings, except the desire for ;lO easy life; in a.word. mediocre; a 
spirit which. if combined with that of tOhe people or of thl! nobility. 
would ha\'e been able to accomplish miracles, but by itself. capable 
of p'roducing nothing more than a government without \Oirility and 
greatness. The master of all society to an extent thJt had nC\'er been 
possible for the nobilitY •... the middle class, as soon as it tooj{ 
O\'U the. go\·ernID(1At. t~ 'On the appearanct of a pri\Oate under
takingo It entrenched itself bebind its power, and soon afterwards 
behind its own egoism. Its repres~ntati\'e~ cared more for their 
pFl\'are atfQjrs than for affai~..()f state, more faT their persoool com
fons than for the greatness .of the nationo"SG Together with this 
unphasis on private comfort. there appeared also a po .. :crful tend
enc~ "to level e\Oerything to an average, as private g00d was com-
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bined inextricably \\;th public good: link splendor and linlp misery. 
bur an average prospepity; ""ule original knowledge and little gross 
ignorance, but a general semiliteracy; little hatc and little love, bur 
relati"ely pennanent customs. Thus de T ocquc\·ille. fulfilling 
Goethe's predi~tion of the demeaning of a middle-class culture, de
picts those men, orderl), but average. tilnid and egoistical, of the 
middle class, which had just acquired political power.31 In such a 
world, a dwarf, if only borne by the wa"e of the democratic masses, 
could reach the summ'it of a mountain which a giant standing dry on 
the shore could ne\'er climb, Tohe mediocre condition of bourl!eois 
democracy makes truly historic greatness impossible, And ther;fore 
in such a ·period. everything is healthy 'which ad,"ances the ideal of 
individuality, of the responsible p,erson; and e\'eryrhing is dangerous 
which increases the power of the generality. of the genus and 
species.3~ 

Sorel, too, at the end of the nineteenth cenrun' sought to exert 
influence upon tht working class within democracy. but against its 
bourgeois character. following the course outlined by de T ocque
ville. 'Vhile de Tocque\'illc's experience in America had com;nced 
him that democracy of necessity lacked virile passion and martial 
virtues. it was iust these which Sorel sought to couple ·with S")cial 
Democracy. The sum purpose of his historical and sociC'philosophi
cal srudies can be expressed by the question: How. after the decline 
of bourgeois ideals and illusions, can modern society be renewed? 

8 G. Sorel: 
The Konbourgeois Democracy 
of the \Vorking Class 

"Plus ie re(iecitis :1 ces questions, plus ie me per
suade que Ie tra"ail neut sen"ir de base a une 
culture qui ne ferait pas regret~r 13 ch'ilisation 
bourgeoise. La guerre q\ie Ie proletariat doit con
duire contre ses maitres est propre .••. :1 de, 
\"e1op~r en lui des sentiments de sublime qui font 
aujourd'hui complctement dHaut a la bourgeoi
sie." 

Les iIlusio11S tIll progrer 

Sorel concludes his Retle:rio1lS sur /n vio/el1ce, which made him 
the tutor of Mussolini, with a "Pour Lenin." Its concluding sen-
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tences arc: "I am now :tn old man, whose existence depends on the 
smallest ac"idents; hm ne\"errhcless. hefoTe I !!o to 111\' t;r.l\·e. I may 
yet sec the humiliJtion of the prc)~ld bourgc;,is del1l~)c~;}(.'ics which 
today [1919J exult So (.'ynically"-so great was his ~corn for the 
bourgeois society of modern -democracy. In contrast ,tv it, he ad
mired the middle class of old, which accomplishcd productive work 
proportiunate to its rc;\1 circumstances. But an upper stratum of con
sumers arose from the productivc middle class and came {o power; 
instead of the manly \'irtues of discipline and rentlllclation they 
culri,"ated humanitarian illusions and intellecrual aherrations; he 
therefore denied the bOllr!!eoisie all the virtues which he ascribed to 
the class-conscious \\"orki~l!! class. 

In Sorel's stud~'. four stages can be distinguished in the de\'elop
ment of the bourgeoisie: I. The prerevolutionary bourgeuisie of the 
eighteenth century. It occupies an independent position beCilUse it 
consists primarily of ropl officials and functiunaries. As a subordi
nate class. it developed no aptitude for ruling. Sorel calls it a "classe 
de commis." 2. The revolutionary bourgeoisie of the end of the 
eighteenth century. It represents the "illusion du progrcs" and con
sists of dilettantes who have learned to do nothing properly. The~r 
spokesmen are literati who dabble in politics. and the Encyclopedists 

. 'who can '=talk ahout e\'ert'thin!! and n'othin!!, because the\" arc Ilot 
intellecrual workers and' sch(;lars. Their characrer ic; "arLitrarv" 
and their "audacity" an irresponsible "temerity." Thcy have ~() 
respect for historical tradition. are without intcllectual training. and 
arc basically sentimc!ltsl. S" The disillusioned bourgeoisie afrer 1850 
under Napoleon III and Bismarck. Their rC\'olurion:try myrh has 
faded. The new captains of industry are 'realistic and interested in 
large-scale capitalism; ther take ()\'cr the leadership in this it:tdusrrial 
epoch of the acquisitive bourgeoisie. 4. The "cllltU1:ed" bourgeoisie 
at the end of thc nineteenth century. Their representatives are the 
epigoncs of re\'olutiooary litcrature: political po~rs like P. Claudel, 
G. d' Annunzio. and \'1. Barres. This same overrefined hourgeoisie 
which is "ulrra-policee" and secks to lin in peace can ;1150 ~k\"Clop on 
pape, an enrhusiasRl f .. .Ir waF. "'l.cs- codronnerics vienn"cl1t tou~ n~
turellcmenr sous la pJume des ccri\'ains qui pretcndent ill! roduirc 
des imitations de la tr.agcdie et d_e I' cpopee mythologiques dans .Ies 
avcnrures de la vie bl~urgeoise."811 They are artists, not to h~ faken 
seriously either in their political actions or' in their religious CQ~
vel'sions. In conrrac;t to t!lis decadent bourgeoisie, without -the en-
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ergy of capitalism. SorcI entrusted the task of history to the reyo
lurionan- ener~\- of class-conscious trade unions, a task which [-he 
bourgc~isic ca71' no longer fulfill. He did not look upon the prole
tariat either in sympathy or indignation as a class of the exploited, 
h~t as a rescn'oir of sound instincts and creative power needing only 
proper selection and leadership to become capable of founding and 
ruling free institutiolb. and comprising a "classe de maitres." Nietz
sche's ideas on "master-morality ,"~o applied to Marx and Proudhon, 
t~opif~- his thought historically. He wanted to give to the re"olu
tionary trade unions martial virtues in place of the illusions of prog 
ress of the third estate. The virtues 1)f the modern arm\, of labor are 
JTJartial ,oirtues because. like war, the\, demand a unity of all strel1[!"th. 
extreme exertion, patience, and readiness for sacrifice. The clir~ of 
the workers creates a "civilization de producteurs." It is the hero
class of our epoch in its progress toward rational domination of the 
"oorld. nQt vulgar bur sublime,H because it knows what pain and 
exertion arc while the bourgeois seeks only painless pleasure. The 
intellect of the bourgeois floats abstractly far abon the material 
conditions of life; the spirit of the productive worker, on ·the other 
hand; ~ike the s-pirit of gODd architecture, is united technical1y with 
the purposes and demands of real life. 

In his reflections upon power, Sorel expresses the com-iction 
that only a great war awakening every energy will bring to power 
the men who han the will to rule and the capacity to goyern, or a 
great e,,-rension of 'power of the proletariat, which can eliminate the 
"platitudes humarutalles" of the bourgeoisie as well as of parliamen
tary socialism. But when the philosophy of violence was triumphant 
in reality between 1914 and 1918, Sorel did not see a confim1anon 
of his views in the war, but instead a victory for democratic ideals, 
for industry and plutocracy. "Jamais on ne ,-it une telIe soif de car
nage chez les gouvcrnemems et amant de servilisme chez les peuples 
qui se laisseni entrainer dans des guerres, dont Ja fin s'eloigne chaque 
jour," he writes to B. Croce in 19' 5. As f~r as the bourgeois spirit 
is concerned, it.is im'incible, because it appeals. to nearly every base 
instinct of hian. "Then Sord died. in .I 92 z;_ he. lij.:e- ilauberr and 
Proudhon, was resigned to the. "triumph of medi(j( iry"4~ and base 
n,lture of human passions. He was deeply convinced that the natural 
course of all history is decay. and that movement in the other direc
tion, toward human greatness. is an anificialmovement. wrung from 
the ~neral movement of tlecay. Not only did he fight against: de-
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mocracy, but also quite as much against the state which had been 
uansfoffiled into a "Church:' which usc~ public fort·(., to conrrol 
peoplc'!- cOJ1!;cience. guide their ~pirit. and reduce thel1J to egu31ity.4:1 

9 ~ietzsche: 

The Human Herd and Its Leader 

"The~e samt new conditions whidl lead on thc 
anragc to a ... gentrai degradation of man to a 
common mean. a u~Cflll. har';·\\ orkinc .. , , hand\' 
herd animal. are extrcmcly \\ ell adapted to pr~" 
viding an origin for exceptional indidduals of the 
most dangerous and anracti\ c: nature .... The 
democratil.ation of Europe is at the same time a 
spontancou) arrangement for the breeding of ty" 
rants," 

If'erke, '"II, %07 

As a critic of the existing world, ~ietzsche was to the nineteenth 
century what Rousseau had bten to the eighteenth. He is a Rous
seau in re,'erse: a Rousseau, because of his egually penetrating 
criticism of European ci,·ili7.atKm, and in reyerse. because his critical 
standards are the exact opposite of Rousseau's ideal of man. Recog
nizing this relationship. ~ietzsche sa\\' in Rousseau's image of man 
"the greatest re"olmionizing force of the modern era." which had 
also exerred a decish'e influen~ upon th.e fomlatibn of the German 
spirit through "Kant, Fichte. and Schiller," At the same time, he 
terms- him a "monstrous birth at the threshold of the new age," an 
"idealist and canaille" in o~~ .Ee~son: .Bis ~oncept of cqualil);-~t the. 

~'unequal equa:T;"and'brought to power a slave morality. His demo
cratic-humanitarian ideals counterfeited the true nature of man, 
which is not humanitarian, but rather a "will to power." 

Bourgeois .democracy is without substance; it is the "hiscorical 
fonn of the decay of the state," while r3dical socialism piQmQ.tes 
despotism. Both movements t~ther tedut~man to a member of'll 
herd. Both the intelligentsia of the propertied classes and the un
educated class of laborers without propeny are caught up in this 
leveling process. and therefQre no longer prO\'ide a foundation for 
the renewal of ci,·ili7.ation. A shorr nme written in 1 Sj 3 casrs 3 

gJaring·light on the_sit\lation as seen by ~ic.t7.sche in tile mids,r of the 
national prosperity following the "ictory o\'er France rhe-,nre1li-
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gemsia and inrellecrnals must be s:lcrificed. for the money and goods 
economy of the propertied c1asf;es has become mean and conrempri
ble. Thoughtless and srupid. they ha\'e no ideJ of the danger which 
threatens them from the quarter of the working class. On the other 
hand. eycn the uneducated classes ha,:e·been at1('cted b\" the leayen 
of comemrorar~" universal education, and are far dist,l'm from any 
genuine popular culture. If the \\ orking: c1asse~ should com'ince 
themseh·es· that they can easily excel the prohciency of the edu
cated and propertied. then. says ~iem;che. "we are finished," He 
cominues. "But if this docs not happen. then we are really fin
ished. ",:. 

In Z,natl·mtilr. ~ietzsche ridiculed this entire world of decayed 
humanity, and shaped the image of the "las~ man:' His anritype is 
the superman. :\s a philosophic concept to O\'ercome nihilism. this 
idea has no immediate social content and political meaning; but it 
becomes concrete indirectly. in Xietzsche's historical reflections 
upon outstanding "exceptional men," and in his idea of future 
Herre17111e71scbel1 ("master-men"), whose task it is to gi\'e a goal to 
the existence of the herd-men of democrac\·. 

The democratic le\'eling of the masses. i-esulting in a degradation 
of man, and also. the breedIng of a ma~ter caste. \~'hich le;ds to the 
exaltation of indiyidual 1l1en-these belong to!!ether like the t\\'o 
faces of a coin. A posthumous note states ~that ~Zarathustra's hatred 
for the democratic system of le\'eling is "only a front." In reality, he 
is 'pleased that the world has fimlly "come so far." for only now 
can he carry OUt his task. namely. the· education of a master caste 
which renounces its own pleasure and comfort, :llIowing these to 
the lowest in the new hierarchr.40 The "mediocrity" of the majoritY 
is the necessary €>ondition for the, existence of' "exceptions"; to
geth~r with the "herd-animal." there develops also the "h~ader
animal." "And would it not act}1ally be a kind of goal for the demo
cratic mo\'ement. its redemption aQd justification. if someone should 
come who would make use of it. so that finally its new . , . order 
of slann' .. , might gain that Jligher form of mas.terful. Caesar
like spirit: men who might supportthemseh-es on this society. ifl
\'oh-e themselves in it, raise themscln's by means of it:- . . . The 
face of Europe today- gi"es me, much hope: a bold master race is 
forming there upon the surface of an extremelr intelligent herd ... , 
The same conditrons which furrhcr the de\'e)opment of the herd
animal also further tAe development of t.he leadcr-animal."41 Re
ferring to l"apoleon anci Bismarck. he snys: "A man who has de-
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\'eloped and preserved a strong will. together with a great spirit. 
has oener prospects than e\'er before. For in this democratic Europe. 
the capacity of men to submir to training has become very great. 
~len who learn easilv. who submit easil". are the rule: the herd
animal. extremely intelligent. has been' prepared. Wlwe\'er can 
command wi1J find those who lIn1St obev."~~ Democracy brin£!S 
forth a tr.lctable mass in the hands of "large-scale politics.'; By thIS. 
~iet7.sche meant a farseeing plan including all of Europe. deter
mined by the question of the future mastcrs of the earth. He 
thought primarily of Russia and Germany, but not of the Anglo
American world. The new maste~ of the earth shall "replace God" 
for rhe unbelie\'ing masses. Like Napoleon. they will be men of the 
people. and at the same rime stand above them in ahsolute se1f
confidence. as lawgi\'crs and men of \'iolence both. Under their 
leadership. the lab;ring masses will learn to feel like soldiers and 
carn' out their orders. 

No less instructi\'e than thi~ idea of the future masters of the 
earth, who will make usc of democracy's le\'eling as a means to an 
end, is the opposite possibility. that the gc)\'ernment of the \vorld 
will fall into the hands of the ··mediocre." because in a "mesquin 
age" the~' will be the survh'ors of the fUture. "In an agitation ·50 
extreme in both its tempo and means. such as our ci\'ilization pre
sents, the human center of gravity is mo\·cd .... Under such cir
cumstances. the center of gra\'ity of necessit~, belongs among the 
mediocre: mediocrity. as the surety and \'ehicle of the future. cO.n.-
50lidates its .position against the' rule of the mob and the eccentrics 
(both usually in league). This produces a new opponent for the 
exceptional man, or a new temptation. Assuming that he does not 
accommodate himself to the mob and sing son~ rO<p4ease the insnnct 
of the disinherited, he will have to become 'mediocre' and 'conserva
tive.' . . . Once a!!,ain . . . the whole spent world of' rhe ideal 
gains a talented spokesman .... R~:mlr: fllediocrity acquires spirit, 
appeal, genius, it becomes entertaining. it seduces. . . ."411 



II The Problenl of lVork 

In the nineteenth century. work and t!ducation became the substance 
of the life of bourgeois society. No previous century e,-er dissemi
nated education on such a grand scale. at the same time de\-eloping 
such energy of work. B.urckhardt ironically called it the "century 
of education"; Marx subjected its s.ystem of "..-ork to criticism_ Work 
becal"l1e the mode of e~istence of the "wage earner," and {he "pos
session" of education became the privilege of the "educated." Yet 
there appears an essential unit\" in this allotment of work and educa
tion ro two s.eparate classes: 'it became the goal of the worker to 
gain for himself the privileges of bourgeois education, while the 
educated could not a\·oid calling themselves "intellectual workers" 
in order to prevent their privilege from seeming an injustice. The 
perplexity of the bourgeois intelligentsia in Gennany became 
clearly apparent after the war when-following the example of the 
Russian worke~ £ouncils-they established in "lllullecrual" work
ers' council , ... ·hich ga,-e itself the task of healing thc -breach between 
proletarian work and bourgeois education. The reduction of this 
opposition was also one of the pre""eminenr tasks of 'National Social
ism. which brought young students into contact with the people in 
work camps, and pemlcated the mass of the wage earners with 
political ideology, a -deriv:lti\'e of bourgeois education. Both the 
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separation of work and education, making of them two extremes, 
each implying the other. and their reduction to a mean of "popu
lar culture" bear witness to twO aspecr~ of the same situ,nion: work 
is no longer in a position to contribute to the education of man as 
such. 

It has not always been as natural as it is today for e"ery man, 
whether he be merchant, physicinn, or wiirer. to term his occu
pation "work." "'ork has gained its social respectability only \"ery 
gradually. In the Christian conception. it was originally not in it
s,elf a meritorious accomplishment. but the wages and punishment 
of sin.1 Man must work b\' the sweat of his brow ever since he has 
been condemned to labor'throu!!,h his Q"uilt. As a severe, accursed 
imperao\·e. work means essentialiy need~ affliction, and misery. Bib
lical man does not enjoy the "fruits" of the "blessing" of work; 
instead. he atones through work for ,'iolating the fruit of paradise. 
Even Pascal still maintained that work mtrely proves the emptiness 
of worldly acti"ity. which presents the illusion of being busily 
filled, using this di,'ersion to distract man from the misery of his 
existence.2 Only in Protestantism did there de"elop that regard for 
secular work which is represented classically by Benjamin Franklin. 
But even the complete secularization of t~e Christian tradition, 
which took place in the eighteenth century. 'hs in opposition to the 
teaching of the Church. It brought about the acceptance of the 
boursreois estimation of work. which has dominated ever since, as an 
accomplishment which provides life with significant content. Now 
man enjoys with a clear conscience the fruits of the work he has 
done.s It becomes the preferred road which leads to satisfaction and 
success. acclaim, srratification, and riches.· Not only 11WSt the man of 
the bourgeois epoch work, he desires to work, for a life without 
work would seem to him not wonh ming, lived "in vain." He 
thinks of work not merely as an ascetic acti,{ry which preserves him 
from the vices of boredom and intemperance by forcing order upon 
his acti,irY; he also sees it as that which leads to a successful conclu
sion. \lith independent, construcrive meaning. It becomes a source 
of all earthly proficiency, virtue. and happiness. In this purely secu
lar e,·aJuation of work. the Christian estimation of it only appears in 
me emphasis laid on' its meritorious difficulty, which allows a hint 
of the conception ohhe curse to shine through. Similarly, freedom 
from work is considered a quasi-paradisiacal condition, although 
continuous leisure produces a State of deadly boredom in the man 
whose life is detcnnined by work. The two basic meanings of work, 
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on the one hand miser\" and toil (111o/cstia). and .l( the same time 
accomplishment (oPll5: opera). show up also in the history of its 
meaning. Originally. "Iabor" means primarily the- hard \\'ork of 
agriculture and therefore working in dependenr servitude. But at 
the same time the work which oppresses the farm laborer and for 
which he recei,'es his daily wage is also a creariyc accomplishmenr, 
like that which produces other workll.:' 

This double meaning docs not dc:scribc irs enrire nature. how
eyer. \York is rather sin1ply parr (Ii human existence. to the extenr 
that there is any actirin- at all in the: \\·,)rld. It was the fulL original 
meaning that Hegel ascribe.d tQ it .. \ccording to him. work is not 
a particular economic acth-it~-.6 to be conrrasted. say. to leisure .or 
pIa):, but the basic way in which man produces his life. thereby 
gi\'ing form to the world. Hegel comprehends this mO\'ement be
twee~ selfness and otherness under the completely universal notion 
of the spirit; for him. therefore. work is neither physical nor inrel
lectual in a particular sense. but spiritual in the absolute ontological 
sense. On the other hand. it only becomes clear from the point of 
view of Hegel's philosophy of the spirit how Marx and Engels. in 
their disagreement with him, could arrive at the paradoxical asser
tion that the German labor movement is the heir of classical Ger
man philosophy. 

1 Hegel: 
\\T ork as Self-Renunciation 
in Forming the \Vorld 

"Ora et labora~ Pray and cul1iC _ in other cont~~ts. 
cursing is when you say. 'Oamn~': but in religion 
all th~se otherwise separate things arc joined 
together. The eanh is cu-rsed; and thou must eam 
th,· bread b,· the sweat of th,' brow! To work 
m~ans to d~tro\' or cuTSc the ~-orld." 

H~GEL (Rosenkranz, 8tF1t LP'beTI, p. ;.n) 

Hegel discussed the theme of work three times: in rhe Jena 
lectures, in the Pbiino7nro%gie, and in the -Rechtspbilosopbi,. In 
the lectures of 1803-<>+1 he describes its spiritual character as being 
primarily a "negative attitude" toward natute. \Vork is not an 
instmct, but a product of "reasonablen~," a ~made of the spirit.t 
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No animal works by the sweat of his brow; it satisfies its wants 
immediately from nature. Man. on tht contrary. is distin{!uished by 
his producing bread indirectly. using nature only as m~ans.s This 
"mediation" between needs and their satisfaction comes about 
through work, which for its part is mediated through the means of 
tools and machines. \York is a "middle term" between man and his 
world.9 As a mO\'emem of mcdiation. it is not negative in the merely 
destructi\'c sense; it is, rather, a fashioning or "formin{!." and there
fore positi\'e dl:strucrion of the world which is presentb~' narure. In 
contrast to the drive of animals, which satisfies its greed simply by 
de\"(>uring the object and thus making it vanish, and therefore must 
always "begin again from the hcginning" without producing any
thing pcrmanent, a work, spiritual human work, is constructi\'c by 
means of tools; by the process of formation, it produccs something 
permanent. that is. something which stands by itself.1° 

Natural, indi\'idual skill is not sufficient to accomplish such 
work. The individual aequires the skill necessary for work only by 
learning univcrsallaws of ' ... ·ork, whereby he overcomes his "natural 
unskillfulness." Work turns the subjecti\'e acti,;ty of the individual 
into "something other" than it seems at first glance, namely, into a 
"universal," because it has been learned according to unh'ersal laws. 
Each new im'ention of better tools and more efficient methods of 
work not only comes about in opposition to already extanr customs 
and rules, but also produces something new, to the benefit of all men. 
Just as work is one of the distinguishing characteristics of man, so it 
also, as a manif91d and complex activity. begets problems which are 
peculiar to the spirit. 

The tool, by means of which man opposes his activity to nature, 
is an "existin~! rational middle tem' between th~ worker and that 
upon which he works; it is the constant in the process of work. Its 
function is to remove man from any living connection with nature 
by putting a distance between him ~nd the inunediate destruction of 
the object. But the tool is itself still an inen thing, with wh~ch I act 
only fonnally, making myself a "thing.'·ll Only the machine, which 
is a self-sufficient tool, is a perfect mediator of work Through it, 
nature is deceived by man, as he causes it to work for him. But this 
deception has its revenge upon th~ deceiver: the more he subjugates 
nature, the lower he himself sinks. "By using machines .•. to 
manipulate nature, he does not escape the necessity for work, but 
only defers it, removes it further from nature, no longer confronts 
nature as one living being confronting another. Instead, this nega-
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tiYe ,·itality vanishes; the work that he is left with becomes itself 
more mecl;ani<:ai. He succeeds in reducine- work for the whole, but 
nN fo( the individual. Rather he increases it. for the more mechani
cal work becomes, the less value it has, and the marc he must work 
in this fashion.:'l!! In the course of the nineteenth century, this work, 
n"lcdiated by machines, became the general fate. Together with the 
isolation of the work performed, it increases the quantity of what 
is shaped by the work. The value of work decreases proportionately 
as rhe quantity of production increases. '''V.ark becomes even more 
ausolutd~' dull, ... the skill of the indi,,·idual becomes infinitely 
more limited, and the consciousness of the factory workers is re
uuccd to complete apathy. The connection bet\\;een the type of 
wo,rk performed and the whole unending mass of needs increases 
incalculably, becoming a blind dependence, so that a far-distant 
operation often restricts the work of a whole class of men who 
sarisf~" their needs by its means. making it superfluous and of no usc. 
] USt as the assimilation of nature becomes more convenient through 
the introduction of intermediaries, so these stages of assin1ilarion are 
infini£ely divisible. and the large quantity of conveniences makes it 
once more absolutely inconvenient. "13 

Originally, work satisfied the immediate needs of the individual. 
bur it becomes abstract and ~ninrsaL that is. no one produces what 
he himself needs. Instead of \\lorking toward the reality of satisfying 
his specific needs, everyone works for the universal possibility of 
satisfaction in general. It is impossible for a man to satisfy his needs 
except by collaborating in the to.tal satisfaction of .eycryone's need.so" 
without regard for his own particular needs. For example, he works 
to produce a luxury in order to meet his basic needs for food and 
clothing. He does not work to satisfy his concrete needs, but. to 
satisfy the "abstraction" of a g~neral need. Thus the value of work 
no longer resides in what it produces. bur in the fact that jt enables 
a man to satisfy his own needs iQ.direct1y, through the ~niversal 
interdependence of all work. The dialectical antithesis of this gen
eralization of work into a system is the specialization of work, just 
as the simplification of work to particular jobs leads to the"mula.. 
plication of lobs. Work becomes sin1pler, more monotonous, and 
more spcci;llized, because eac;h individual produces one individual 
aniele. and more complicated, because this diffusion of a concrete 
whole into a process with man~· divisions and subdivisions leads to 
an endless number of restricted specializations. The more man frees 
himself from the concretion of na~ the more he controls nature, 
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the more he also becomes dependent upon nature; for the more an 
indi\'idual's knowledge becomes rcslTicred to the production of one 
absuacr article, the b~ capable he muq be of satisfying all his other 
needs,14 

The concrete reality of work. the "materially existing notion," 
the process of becoming more and more abstract and universal. but 
also more "spiritual." is moneY-"a great im'ention," It is the "poten
tial satisfaction of all needs:' whereh\' the abstract ,'aluc of all 
merchandise becomes real. ~lonc\' can be used to stand for all need, 
because it is an abstraction fron; c\'eryt:hing particuLu. because it 
reduces everything to a common denominator b~' virtllc of irs spirit
ual unit\, and universality, .. ~ eed and work. raised to this lc\'c! of 
uni,'ersality, constitute In themselves , , , an immense S\'stC!ll of 
solidarity and mutual dependence. a sflf-acti\'ating life of what is 
dead, movin£! to and fro with a blind. elememal motion. and. like a 
wild animaI; demandin~ consramh- to be controlled and held in 
check." I:. - , 

The type of \\'ork performed also distinguishes the manners and 
thought of the working classes, di"ided by Hegel into three sec
tions: farmers, hand workers. and merchants.le The work of the 
farmer has not attained the le\'el of spiritual abstraction. but re
mains elementary and concrete, It is intimately bound up with 
the natural c')nditions of the basic needs of life. Although the 
work of the farmer. like all work. is a negath'e activity, it is so 
only to a limited degree, For the farmer ~ still lets nature work 
directly for itself b~' using earth and sky, warmth and cold, rain 
and drought as natural forms of assistance in tilling the soil. His 
attitude is, therefore, determined more bv faith in nature and the 
labor of his family than by confidence in the legal insrituti~ns of 
bourgeois society. Because the success of his work is to a large 
extent dependent upon the giftS and chances of nature, the work of 
his hands does n()t produce anything independent, such as the hand 
worker produces. The latter's boure-eois occupation foryns the 
transition to abstract work and the "knowlcde-e of the unh'ersal." 
By imposing form upon nature, the hand worker makes of it an 
independent work, whose.form, throue-h the work of his hands, has 
a, self-sufficiency which is based upon the self of the work which 
fonns it. \\'hat the object upon which he works is by nature, is 
restricted to the natural material. which is more or less serviceable 
and workable. This independence from nature de\'e1ops in the class 
of hand workers a consciousriess of law which is positive in com-
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parison to that of the farmer, who asks of the law only that it not 
disru:-b him. E,-cn furthcr remm-ed from the nature of thin~ is the 
merchant class. which imposes form on nothing. only excbnging 
what has been formed by others through the abstract means of 
m(lm'~-. The "spirirual" aspect of work is most purely expressed in 
the monment or exchange of finished goods. The work of the 
merchant class is free of all immediate connection with need and 
use. The object of its work is split into the two spiritual abstractions 
of article of commerce and money. An object no longer has nlue 
in itself, but only according to the "meaning:" that it can have for 
someone, according- to its derived nlue. which is "hard cash," 
-'toney the mediUI~1 of exchange, is more than a medium of work: 
it is a "formal principle. of reason," something spiritual because it. 
is abstract and uni,-etsal. It is the essence of the spirit to be able to 
abstract from even·thing- that immediately exists, even from its own 
being-.li The attitUde otthe merchant is therefore this "rigor of. the 
spirit," whose legal expression is strict laws of exchange. "'He builds 
factories upon the misery of an entire class, no matter what destruc,.. 
tion is entailed. 

Hegel'S primary insights into the nature and problem of work 
which were sketchecl.in thest: manuscripts, not intended for publi
cation, were partiall~- systematized in later works. The Recbtspbil
osophie discusses work as the first component of the "system of 
needs." The work of bourgeois society is to supply particularized 
means of satisfying minutely defined abstract needs. l8 Here the es
sence of work is made dear: mar. only "is" insofar as he is produc
ti,-e; he must produce himself and his world because his entire 
existence is completely mediating and mediated. In this process of 
productive wark there dev.elops "culture," theoretical as well...as 
practical: diverse forms of knowledge, the ability to imagine means 
suited to particular ends. the ability to comprehend .complicated 
universal relationships. All this arises in consequence of the differ
entiation of needs, means, and work. \Vork is culturallv educati"e 
in that it accustoms men to being busy in generaPP and to ha\;ng 
regard for the will of others. It teaches objecth-e physical ~ctiviry 
and uni,-ersally applicable skills; it disciplines man ,and raises itim 
to the universal level of the spirit. In contrast to the barbarian, who 
is essentially lazy, the man who \\'or1.-s is botn cultured and cul
turally producti\·e by virtue of his needs. Bur work can have this 
educative effect only because it is itself a form-giving activity on 
the spiritual level, capable of making absttactions. 
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The Recbtspbilosophie was written twenty y~ars after the 
.lena lectures.2o In it. Hegel no longer treats the peculiar proble\l1 
of work, which deri\'es particularly from the intervention of the 
machine, as an unsolved problem. Instead. he touched upon it onl~' 
in the positiye context of spiritual progress, which is brougl¥ about 
bv the fact that division of labor causes work to g-row more abstract. 
ShniIarly, he recognized as "nodal points" in the developm'ent of 
modern society the problem of organizing the newly developed 
"masses"21 and the question of regulating the extremes of pO\'ern' 
and wealth.22 Bur he does so with a marginal reference to the still 
very promising possibilities in emigration to Amcrica. 2

:' 

'''ithin the scope of the purpose of his s~-stem, "'hich was to 
mediate contradictions, Hegel was extremely realistic and far
sighted. This is shown by the first paragraph of his System del' 
Bediirfl1isse, in which he treats the new science of political economy 
with a philosophic seriousness equaled only by J\ tarx. J list as in the 
philosophy of history, so also in the science of economics, Hegel 
sees rational necessity in the midst of an apparntly random con
fusion of arbitrariness and indigence. It is therefore a science which 
does hopor to thought. If Marx had been able to see the critical 
expositions of the Jena lectures and the commentary on Stewart's 
PoliticafEcol10111Y ;~( he would ha\'e been able to dC\'elop his own 
statement of the problem, our of Hegel's, much more directly than 
he was able to on the basis of his study of the Pbiinoml?l1%gie. The 
Hegelians Rossler and Ruge occupy a middle position between 
Marx's concept of work, which is ecunomic, but philosophically 
based, and Hegel's, which is purely speculati\·e. 

2 C. Rossler and A. Ruge: 

'Vork as Appropriation of 
the W orId and Liberation of lUan 

Following Hegel, Rossler views work as a process of "appropria-=
tion,"25 which springs from the freedom of the- active spirit. It is 
part of the moral definition of the man who sets himself a goal. 
There are two modes of appropriation. The first affects a direct 
alteration of nature for the sake of the individual, as in the assimila
tion of ncrurishment. It is restricted to indi\;dual fOnDS of life, and 
is not generally communicable. This mode of appropriation is shared 
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bv men and animals. The other is communicable, because it is 
~ediated by organs of another order: tools and-machines. The indi
rect organS o( appropriation can be used equal~y well by every 
indivldual; they are exchangeable and communicable. They trans
form nature into a world which belongs to man, and is suited for his 
use. The production of the means for this appropriation of the world 
is called work in the highest sense. It transcends all individual needs, 
and its energy lies in the contin.uous subjugation of nanlral drives. 
in respect to which work essentially represents discipline. Their 
satisfaction does not consist in a separate pleasure, but in the realiza
tion of the power of appropriation itself, whose free activity tran
scends every goal which has been attained and every stage in the 
suhjugation" of the world. The hil.torical development of \~'ork as ;\ 
spiritual and moral power of appropriation takes place only ill 
Christianity. All the pre-Christian religions knew work only as a 
suhordinate means for achieving other ends. bur not as an end in 
itself. Bur even within ChristianitY', Protestantism alone gave work 
the freedom to become "infinitely progressive productiVIty," mak
ing it a worthy ethical component of the whole of human life. It 
comes to full flower in the "community of work" which is bourgeois 
society. The result of the free mutual exchange of work is "uni
versal inrrinsic \'aItles"; in spite of theit-materilll nature. they do not 
contradict the spiritual nature of man, which is proved precisely by 
its penneation of what is material.26 In contrast to the individualistic 
life-context of the family, bourgeois society, by means of work, 
creates also an "appropriation of the personality"; it makes of each 
individual, even if not in his totality, a colhiborator, working to
ward the common ends of production for society. In spite of his 
polemic against the "ridiculous aberration of socialism,~' Rossler 
hoped for a "universal freedom and education" based upon the 
sharing of work. 

In his study of the hist!lry-of .philosophy,27 Ruge was even more 
decisive in making work the outcome of the history of the spirit. 
Plato, Aristotle, and Hegel brought ,abour great revolutions, but 
fear of the practical eonseqaences made them set a limit to their 
liberation of the spirit of progressive dialectics of thought before 
reaching the realm of social castes, guardians,-and cl~. The acmal 
hlstory of the spirit and its liberation hllS removed this bar .. and made 
work a universal principle. It is one with education, because it is 
itself educative bv its -very nature. "We know now thar there is no 
form of work which is degrading, that work alone fUrthers man's 
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freedom. Hegel himself . showed ho\\'. through work. the sIan 
become!' master of hi!' mac;ter. If <111 work is to be innobled. it is 0111\

necessar~- to de\'clop [he proper notions and see what work is, what 
it accomplishes. E\-ery day i[ re-create!' mankind." It is a "sdf
bearing god," who makes "man our of man."~' Ruge organizes the 
history of philosoph~' from the standpoint of the uni\'ersalization of 
work. Its highest attainment is the Aristotelian polity. but under
stood as bourgeois socien-. dcmocraticalh' organized. He sees the 
Republic of the United States of :\merica'as t1;e ulrimate realization 
of this ideal of a polis in which e\'ery citizen acts spontaneously as 
a worker. This creatin character of work was comprehended by 
Hegel only to a \'ery limited extem. and by Aristotle not at all. 
"AlthouQ'h' Aristotle see!> very well the necessaT\' function work 
fulfills for the state. he fails tC) recognize its creath'e character and 
the nobility of the way in which it educates and liberates the world. 
He fails to recognize that it brings to pass the subjection and trans
formation of the external world and the human world, that it does 
this not as mere life, but with a rational spirit, as liberator of itself. 
The worker is not an animal, bur an intelligent man. ".-ork is no 
IQnger infected with the idea that it is demearllng when it is seen and 
und~erstood in its creatiYe activity, which p;rmeates everything. 
Through the work of hand workers and artists. the spirit -achieyes 
itself in its otherness; through science. in its own element. But in the 
case of the state, Aristotle -omits both. For him, the work of civil 
society is beneath the state, that of philosophy abm'e it; but in 
reality the former is its heart. the latter its head."z~ For Aristotle, not 
every. man is a member of the state, and thus a man i~ the true sense; 
there is still only a class of fully enfranchised citizens. "The Aris
totelian state is not yet a community involving all its mem~e!S in 
the struggle for freedom; it is onty the superstructure of full cltlzens 
who do no work, but make all the others work for them, in order 
to carry on war, art, science, and affairs of state. For him, 'slavery' 
and 'work' are still synonymous. He does not yet possess the civiliz
ing. dignifying concept of ",.ork which subjects nature. Time has 
brought forth this concepr. bbt nor yet put it 1rtto effect. The diffi
culty lies in constituting the state of bourgeois society, based on 
need, as a state based on freedom. making of the substructure a 
superstructUre, that is, making it the only structure. As long as the 
state, as the 4Gmain of freedom, confronts the state of necessity
the domain of slavery of labor and industry-the totality will lack 
the basic principle: that the work of each individual has as its end 
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the whole. and the whole has as its end the: good of each worker. so 
that there arc onh- \\;orker~ and no drones; for 'onh' what is active 
is free: ":\11 \\'(lrk 'is the liberating acti\'iry of thillking 111;1.11; as such. 
it is the most important confirmation of man's peculiar being. it is 
"the sale somce of salvation and blessing:' Modern society in par
ticular is hased upon it, and is therefore the first trulr "human" 
society. "Only the worker produces bourgeois. that is, human. so
ciety; all the culture of nature and the spirit is his work; he is the 
f'Ttber of 111Qllkjll.-f:·~1 Intellectu;!1 or ahstract work is also a kind of 
work. the kind in which man best exercises his peculiar abilities. 

Ruge emphasizes thi~ universal significance of work in contrast 
to the narrow economic concept of work. The principle of eco
nomics is merely \'alue. and its abstract form. money; but the prin
ciple of society based upon work is not the mere production of 
value. but the production of value as a means toward the "produc
tion of man and his own in the natural world:' "All value which 
the worker produces is produced only in order to produce man, ... 
bodily and spiritually." Thus the real meaning of "Socialism. as 
opposed to national economics, lies in the fact that the latter stopS 
with the system of elroistical needs, while the former mediates be
tween particular anl unh-ersal interestS. setting the common spirit 
as its goal. Economics ignores the spiritual and human side of bour
geois society because it analyzes only the external relationships 
which exist between capitalists and workers. But Hegel also fails to 
recognize the spirit of bourgeois society when he omits the real 
universal class from his theory of the three classes. The working 
class includes both the first' and the third class, "because both 
theoretical learning and farming are included in the notion of work." 

3 l\larx: 
\Vork as l\lan's'Self-Alienation 
in a \VorId Not·His Own 

Marx concentrated his analysis of work upon the problem of 
economics, as the expression of the real conditions of life. At the 
same time, he based it criticallv upon the universal n.otion. of work 
in Hegelian philosophy. This leads to a twofold criticism: of classic 
national economics, and of Hegelian philosophy. "'bat remains for 
Ruge an hwnanitarian program is carried out by Mbx with scien-
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tific thorou{!hness. The best source for insight into the original con
nection bet~\'een his economic theories and Hegelian philosophy is 
his 18-+4 manuscript dealing with nation:]l economics and philoso
phy.3~ It, together with the Deutsche Jdcologie, is the most signiri
cant event in the history of post-Hegelian philosop.hy. 

a T be Criticism of tbe 
Abstract Classical Notiol1 of lVork 

Marx's criticism of classical econumics (A. Smith, ]. B. Say, 
Ricardo, 1\ lill r!3 hegins with the thesis that this liew science of 
economics is the the~recjcal expression of the actual movement and 
energy of capital and modern industry. On the other hand. it also 
accelerates and justifies the de\'Clopmenr of industry by making 
industry more conscious of itselfJ,It is the great discovery of Smith. 
the "Luther of Economics," that the essence of what is apparently 
objective pri\'are property is human work, which creates all value. 
But the more radically and cynically it reduces all values to the 
work which creates value, analyzing paid lahar from the standpoint 
of the profitable use of capital, the more it ~eads of neces.c;ity to a 
criticism based on the criterion of the wotking man in society rather 
tnancapiral and bbor as inde-pendent entitieS. \1arx acceptS Feuer
bach's view of man,S4 interpreting the essence of man as the ability 
to live and produce in society.35 It follows that in the system of 
capitalism the worker is a mail who has lost his own self. is alien
ated from himself, existing only as merchandise at capi~a1. As soon 
as it occurs to capital, as in the case of reduced demand, no longer 
to be "for the worker," the worker is no longer "for himself'; he 
is out of wotk and gets no pay, because hi; only existence is as 
worker. ttrhe exiStence of capital is his existence, his life, since it 
determines the content of his life in a completely arbitrary way."30 
Instead of achievin.g his own individual existence through the work 
which he performs, the worker, alienated from himself, produces 
not only merchandise but also a kind of depersonalized fonn of him
self. But it is the RCCC6iary paFadox of the capirolistieworld that it 
produces a devaluation of the human world proporti<mal to its 
utilization of the world of objects, reducing the major portion of 
mankind to the abstract status of "labor." Thus, for Man, work is 
no longer abstract in the Hegelian sense of a positive universality of 
the spirit, but in the negati\-e sense of an abstraction from' the 
totality of cancrete man, -who seeks to perform his work as ~n inte-
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grated human being. This abstraction reaches its extreme in the fact 
that the worker, iri':"read of express~llg (iiussenz) his life in produc
tive fashion. is compelled. if he i!, to find work at all. to sell ('t'l'Ttlli:>

sen.) himself, to alienate himself, in his work.3~ His life becomes a 
mcre li,'elihood; work sen'cs only to prevent the pri,'ation of bare 
existence, An animal is coextensive with its whole active life; but 
man. who deliberately and consciously produces a world, is reduced 
to a subhuman lc"e! when hc can understand his humanity only in 
the: animal functions of eating, drinking. and procreation, and con
sider himself an animal in his compulsion to work.3~ His spiritual 
esse:nce. freely willed activ!!},. becomes economic activity. a mere 
means \\'hcrcby the elemcntary necds of physical existencc can be 
satisfied, Instead of being truh' himself within thc context of his 
work, the worker is uul)~ himself, or frce, only olltside of this con
text. 

'Classical economics ignores what the worker is apart from his 
work, It relegates this portion of man to physicians and courts. to 
religion and politics. For it, the needs of the worker are reduced to 
the need to preserve his capacity for work so that he can produce 
merchandise. "rages. therefore, are part of the necessary expenses 
of capital, and must not exceed the bare minimum necessary. Classi
cal economics, the science of wealth, is also a science of S3\'ing. or. 
briefly, "economy." Its basic ascetic dogma is to relinquish e~·ery
thing that docs not serve to increase capital. It replaces what man 
concretely is and is capable of with abstract "means"311 and "credit."41) 
the only mode of acquisition in a system of pri,'ate ownership. This 
poverty of. needs is the result of the alicnated wealth of the economy 
which degrades human nature by increasing unreal needs. But this 
perversion of the meaning of production for the man who has pos
sessions can be seen only in reference to the man who has nodiing; 
for its expres~ion upwards is as refined. ambiguous. and disguised 
~s its 'expression downwards is coarse, direct, and undisguised. But 
10 actual fact. industry speculates upon the refinement of needs by 
effecting a coarsening of them, "rithin progressive civilization, it 
produces a progressiVe barbarization","l 

The connection between work and capital, as well as between 
poverty and wealth, is confirmed by the controversy between the 
tWo parries of c1assicat economics: the one (that of Malthus) com
mends luxury and deplores economizing; the other (that of Ri
cardo) seeks ecoIfomy in place of luxury. This contradiction is 
reconciled by the confession of the former that its only purpose in 
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promoting luxury is in order to encourage work. and of the latter 
that its support of economy is based on the desire to increase wealth. 
Both demonstrate that basically capital and labor belong together. 
like two hostile> brothers. If the worker is himself an item of capital, 
the capitalist is also a sla\'c to his work. which sen'cs to multiply 
profit. In both cases, the moral principle of classical economics is 
the utility of unconditional acquisition and production; virtue is 
ascetic work. 
. The capitalistic method of producing life gives the best demon
stration of its full consequences in the matter of money.4:': Money 
has the characteristic of being a universal medium by which a per
son can acquire anything which he does not alre3dy haye. It is therc
fore the disinterested imcrmedian' between needs and their satisfac
tion. betwecn life and its necessities, the mediator pure and simple. 
But because it is tbe means of life. it ceases to be a means and be
comes an end. Monev is too good for nothin!! and too bad for noth
ing; it substitutes lor and'" confuses all natural relationships by 
setting a fixed monetary value upon them. "Money is the real spirit 
of all things," while Hegel's logic presents merely the "money of the 
spirit," the spiritual value of -everything that has being.-I3 As the 
alienated wealth of mankind, it is the most universal means of bind
ing together and separating a world alienated from itself. Instead of 
setting hwnan abilities freely in motion and enriching them, every
one speculates upon the possibility of tempting his neighbor [0 eco
nomic ruin through the generation of new needs. E"ery new prod
uct is l\ new potencial for mutual deceit and pillaging. But the 
poorer man becomes, hwnanly speaking. the more he needs money 
to m:lSter his alienated being. The ani v real product of classical eco
nomics is the need for m'Oney.u This tendency (if production is 
necessarily boundless, because quantity is the only quality of money, 
and by its very nature it has no limit. By its very nature, this is most 
obvious in the c~se of money considered in the abstnct; but it is 
already present in (he work which is performed for money_ It is an 
acth;ty which abstraCts from the total man, making of an expres
sion of life an alienation of life, of objectification a (le-objecnnca
tion. and of realization an abstraction. It perverts all the hwnan 
sense. 

The task resulting from this system of capital and labor is the 
reunification of human nature through the ending of man's aliena
tion from himself, the two sides of which are the objectiye world 
and man objectifying himself in work. It is concerned not only with 
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economic life. hut with all the aspects of man'~ life. his si£?:hr and 
hearing. his fecling- and thought. his will and his love. because every 
way in which he behaves toward something is an hi~torical1y deter
mined way of appropriating the human wodd.·:' Marx's outline of a 
solution for ~his problem is completely detemlined by his disagree
ment ,,;th Hegel. 

b Criticis111 of tbe 
A bstr,7ct !\' otiOl1 of Work 
i11 Hegelia71 Pbilosopby 

He~cl was unable to soh-e the problem of alienation because he 
abstracted from the p.micu/,v' mode of production and contented 
himself with !!eneralities about common "needs:' In agreement 
with its theol~gical origin. the philosophy of the spirit -took no 
account of the natural sciences and the industries the,· had made 
possible, failing to recognize that man- becomes depersonalized 
through industrial work. without expressing himself positi\-ely. And 
yet it is industry that is the "open book" dealing with human abili
ties. depersonalized and alienated. It is the most conspicuous anthro
pology, the most accessible realm of history; hitherto it has been 
\'iewed onry superffcially, because it has not been seen in me context 
of the real nature of man.4G Because Hegel sees man as "spirit." and 
nature merelv as the otherness of the idea, he was able to define work 
only as a forinal spirirual beha\;or.47 His idealistic abstraction of the 
flesh and plood worker corresponds to the materialistic abstraction 
of classical economics. which deals with man merely as abstract 
labor. Both ignore the total humanity of man lIS he really is by 
nature. 

Since Hegel takes as his starting point the absohite acth'ity of 
the logos. the categories of the particular parts of his system are 
ontological categories. defining a universal essence of work. for 
example. at the expense of its'real forms of existence. Mere universal 
categories. they are indifferent to all particular content; they can 
d'lerefftre he applied to '8n~thiJlg.4S Crucial for 'an understanding of 
Hegel'S vie""l'oint on work is the phenomenology, in whose various 
forms one and the same movement appears again and againl the 
dialectics- of consciousness and self-consciousness. By means of this 
"intellectual construction:' whose principle is a double negation. 
Hegel ingeniously transcends real human expression and alienation, 
depersonalization and estrangement, The phenomenological move-
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ment therefore comes to an end with absolutc knowledge. "Thus 
the entire history of alienation and the entire withdrawaf of aliena
tion arc nothing1but the history of the production of abstract. that 
is. absolute, thought:'t~. Estrangement. which is the actual concern 
of alienation and its abolition, is concei\'ed as the differc:nce between 
per se and pro se, berwcen consciousness and self~consciousness. 
between object and subject, within which the real. material contrasts 
vanish. "All other contrasts and motions of these contr-asrs arc 
merelv the manifestation. the hull. the exoteric fornl of these con
trasts 'which alone are of intercst, which comprise the sense of the 
other, profane contrasts. It is not that human nature becomes de
personalized, in contrast to itself; rather. the fact that it becomes 
depersonalized in contrast to abstr:tcr thought should l,e considered 
that fixed nature of alienation. which must be abolished." From the 
standpoint of the spirit, depersonalization. as such, must be con~ 
side red behavior which does not accord with the spiritual namre of 
man.~O 

Like alienation, the appropriation of human abilities. considered 
as .mere objects, is simply a mO\'ernent of thought. The reappropria
tion of human nature, which alienation has depersonalized. abolishes 
the depersonalization, but not the alienation. "The vindication of 
the objecti\'t world for man ... therefore this appropriation. or 
insight into this process,· is brought forward by Hegel in such a 
fashion that materiality. religion, political power, etc. are spiritual 
objects; for only the spirit is the true essence of man. and the true 
form of the spirit is the thinkin~ spirit.'·~l 

Just as appropriation and ahenation are spiritualized and emptied 
of reality, 'What man appropriates through work and wbat alienates 
him from himself is nothing re.1l and inde.P~J1sl~nt .. but rather an 
abstraction whicb is derived from all particular" objects and is indif
ferent to them. which alienates self-consciousness from itself. "~h3t 
this self-consciousness knows is that the world of self-sufficient ob
jects which confronts man positi"eiy is of no v·alue. In this negation 
of positivity, self-consciousness proves to itself the nonobjecti\'ity 
of its .(lwn nature. Man-;is a nonobjective, spiritualistic being. In
stead of returning to man our historically determined world of real 
objects. as self -generated," Hegel dialectically equates the object of 
consciousness with self"lConsciousness. He considers self-conscious
ness the trut narure of man. and therefore the reappropriation of his 
alienated objectified nature appears as a return of the self to itself, 
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which can take place without much expense. once the "hostile 
estrangement" of the objeCtive worlel has been reduced to an "in
different strangeness." Hegel's self-consciom,ness flaners itself with 
the illusion that its acti"e '"knowledge in its otherness has reconsti
tuted the self,. because it knows nothing of any real externality; it 
knows onh- a recoverable alienation of itself.52 But the fact that 
self-consci~usnesg is at one with itself in its 0" .. :.,'11 otherness means 
that man possesses his true human nature in the existing order of 
la\\". politics. and economics. The merely theoretical abolition of 
alienation in practice leaves the alienated objective world exactly as 
it is. Hegel's apparent criticism, which fornlally denies the existing 
powers \\'hile actually assuming their content is a £als.c positi\;sm,5:: 
a philosophical dissolution and restoration of empirical reality. Hegel 
can view the process of alienation of the self as a gaining of the self 
because his conception of the entire process of negation is merely 
formal. For him, the movement of emanation and return is a circular 
autotelic process. \Vhat he describes is not a human process at all: it 
is a divine process within man, and its actual subject is absolute 
Idea.5~ 

A corporeal man, "breathing an atmosphere of natural forces," 
relates himself to a world of real objects. On the basis of his criticism 
of Hegelian "spiritualism." 'Marx de\'cloped this "mat~rialistic" 
view of history as the only true "natural history." "Material" in this 
context does not refer ·to an "economic basis," but rather the physi
cal, objective existence of real men and things.lill The first formula
tion of historical materialism as a. "naturalistic hl,lOlanism" is deter
mined by the criticism which takes as its starnng point, not the 
absolute spirit, but "anthropological narure."56· \\lithin this world 
of QW' nanJral .senses .. man, too,. is an objective being. Only as a 
natural, corporeal being can he incorporate real, physical objects 
into his being, using them as a means of expressing his life. "A being 
whi~h does not have its natUre external to itself is not a natural 
being, it does not partake of the essence of nature. A being which 
has no object e>..1:ernal t9 itself is not an objective being. A being 
~hic~ is not its~lf ~n ob~ct for a rli~rd hl'in~ lt~ ne rel~tioru:hip ~ 
lts object, that 1S, It docs not enter- mto obJecnve relaoonshlps, Its 
existence is not objective. A nonobjective being as a nonbei.ng."57 
ThUS' when man objectifies his natural abilities and makes them 
external to himself, he is ever so much under the influence of the 
given objective world and its forces. Therefore, real abolition of 
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alienation cannot come about in a nnnohjecti,·c or spiritualistic 
fashion, but onl~' through an "objective action'· which alters thc 
existing (onditions. 

In spite of this basic rejection of the "standpoint" of Hegel's 
phenomenology, !\larx's criticism is positi,·e. recognizing Hegel's dis
tinctions, retaininr! them. and furtherin~ their re:llizoltion. "Hc{!el's 
phenomenology rs . . . its own hidden. unpercei,·cd . . . criti
cism; to the extent that it portrays the alien:uion of man-enn if 
man appears only in the fom1 of the spirit-it contains within itself 
all the elements of criticism. frequently prepared and worked out in 
a manner which far uansc(:nd~ the Hegelian standpoint. The 'un
happy consciousness.' the 'honest consciousness: the struggle of the 
'magnanimous and abject consciousneis. etc., these indi,·idual sec
tions contain, thoug-h in alienated form. the critical elements of 
entire spheres. such ~as religion. the sme. bourgeois life, etc."..s The 
greamess of Hegel's phenomcnolQgy lies in its comprehension of 
"man's self-generation"5P as a process. of depersonalization as aliena
tion, and of appropriation as the abolition of this .alienation; in short, 
its understanding of the uni'·ersal nature of work and the human 
world as its result. "Hegel occupies the standpoint of modem 
economics. He sees work as the essence . . . of man. '>eo e\'en 
though he sees only the positi,·e side of alIenation and abolishes jtS 
negative side idealistically. Thus Hegel views work as man's develop
ment in "proseity," but within the context of alienation. Aside from 
this positivism of idealistic speculation. Hegel achie\'ed an abstract 
understanding of the essential action of Iijan as he generates himself 
in the world; within his speculative S\'Stem, he made "distinctions 
which reach the nub of the matter."6! He had an "estranged insight" 
into the real depersonalization. estrangement, and reappropriation of 
man. But a real reappropriation can come about only through the 
"desrruction"82 of the estranged condition of our objective world. 
This incidental modification, which turns "abolition" into desuuc
tion, differentiates Marx methodologically from Hegel, and to this 
extent represents a basic di\'ergence; for the rest, he takes over 
Hegel's categories and preserves them, in marerial form, even in 
DIU Kapital.63 

"Communism," too, is constructed accordinF" to the concepts of 
Hegelian philosophy. It is intended as the realiz2: on of the dialecti
cal unity between independent action and depersonalization \J.·hich 
is the outcome of Hegel's history of philosophy.'· It is the practical 
way in which man, living in society, keeps.the entue objecti\'e world 
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in subjection. as sc!f-!!enerated. and also rcm:tim him~cif in his other
ness. Thus ~ccordini to Marx's ide:t. it is nClt only the expropriation 
of pri\'ate properry. hut also the "vindic:trion of real human life as 
man's propert~· ,"0;:. a total return to himseli of man who has become 
a stranget to himseli within the objccti\'c world which he has gen
erated. The expropriation of privare property is only one conse
quence of the general appropriation oi the world. Thcrcfpre, ~larx 
Jistin~uishes a false and 3 true c(llllmunism,GG He criticizes the 
theories (such as tim of Proudhon)C~ which attack the existin~ 
distribution of wealch b~' equalizing differences through an increas~ 
in wages or seek to bring about egu3lit~, through equal distribution. 
Such p~Hial reforms do nothing to alter the basic relationship of 
man'to the world, the dc\'aluation of the human world thiou~h the 
high "alue attached to the world of things. Such a theory '\",ould 
destroy e\'erything that cannm be shared equally by everyone in 
the form of pri"ate property. Not only would it fail to abolish the 
definition of man as a "worker," it would extend this definition to 
all men and leave capital the onh- power dominatin~ society. True 
communism, on the other hand, as ~larx, the Hegelian, conceh'es it, 
is a reappropriation of human nacure at the stage of development 
which civilization has attained in capitalism. Within this context, it 
is the "genuine" resolution of the conflict between . . . existence 
and essence, between depersonalization and independent acti\'ity, 
between freedom and necessity, between individual and species. It is 
the riddle of histor,\, soh-cd. "6S Therefore communism, understood 
in its totality, alterS. not .. only the social aRd ecoRO!1lic situation of 
man, but also his political, legal, religious, ethical. and scientific be
havior. The man who li\'es in a communistic society does not pos
,stsS objecrh:e..r.cSllitr in the form of ownership common to private 
capital, but rather through the fact that -all objects are for him a 
posith·e. depersonalized objectification of himself, He is the man to 
whom the world indeed belongs. because its manner of production 
does not alienate him, but establishes him.jIII 

Marx developed these ideas in his 1844' manuscript, but they 
remained temputarilY'unpnblished; even in the fonn ~£ D4S KIRitJl 
they exerted nojnflucnce on German philosophy. Nevertheless, they 
made hist<?ry like no other theory ever has: .the Marxism of Lenin 
and the Russian worker-state have their spiritual basis in- Marx's ~
afeement with Hel?el. In the funher dC\'elopment of his analysis 
o appropriation an~d estrangement, Marx tteated the problem of 
work more and more in a narrowly econom~ fashion, defining work 
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in connection with wages and profit'l'o as the social substance of 
merchandise. This concept of work, limited to the specialized realm 
of econolllics.71 calcuhtes the "quantity of work" and out of its 
relationship to capital de:rivcs the notion of "surplus value." But we 
must not forget that the original basis of this much-discussed eco
nomic theory is the much-neglected disagreement of Marx with 
Hegel's philosophy of the spirit. 

After Hegel and ~brx. Gcmlan philosophy ne\'cr again dis
cllssed the rhl:lllc of work in its full scope and significance. The 
analysis of work LccallH.: the prerogative first of economics and then 
of sociulogy. which explored endlessly the particular relationships 
betwecn work and all concei\'able phenomena. such as knowledge;7Z 
in spite of its obligation to ~1arx,jt forgot its debt'to Hegel. Except 
for E. Diihring. no one made any anempt to prO\'ide a philosophical 
basis for the economic and social problem of work. Finally Engels, 
in his A11ti-Diibring and at the conclusion of his srudy of Feuerbach. 
drew the conclusion from Marx and Hegel that the labor movement 
was the true: heir of German philosoph~\ .. because the labor move
ment alone understood that work is the "creator of all culture and 
civilization," and its history is the key to the emire history of man
kind. However repugnant this statement might appear to bourgeois 
philosophy, it was not without"foundation. E~r since the rurn of 
the century it has been the basic weakness of bourgeois education 
that it has' been the education of an educated class, ~building a wall 
of separation against the working class ~md losing the spirirual hori
zon for tbe uni\'ersal problem of work.'3 

4 Kierkegaard: 
The i\Icaning of 
\York for the Self 

Kierkegaard was discussing the problem of work at the same 
time as Ma.rx, but in such a way that he kept the question within 
the framework of bourgeois-Christian ethics. He treats the problem 
of work in connection with the growth of the "personality"; but 
this individualism of the self should not be misconstrued. Even 
though every isolated individual may have his teleology within him, 
still the individual ~nnot be separated from his relation to bourgeois 
life, as though, in the. "absuact sense," he should and could be self-
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sufficient. His self is absolutely concrete; therefore, by conccmrat
in£!" on itself it can ne,'e1' relate n~tWelv to the surrounding world. 
Ir ~mn\es "awav from itself. throulZh the world. back to itself."; I 
This movement of alienation and- recollection is thus defined in 
Hegelian tenllS; its Christian reality consists in the fact that it is an 
"act of freedom," through which'rne individual may ~tQf1d above 
the conditions, such as marriage :Lld work, in which he nevertheless 
remains. As a concrete individual every man must first of all eat and 
drink find clothing and shelter. or. in a J,vord, "exist." Bur in order 
to exist, so and so much money is needed per year, the "nervus 
rerum gerendarum." "Money is and will remain the absolute condi
tion for'life." argues the aesthetician. egtinst the "moralist." But the 

, latter is not content; assuming that a person has neither income nor 
capital, scarcely a hat for his head-what then? The aesthetician 
shrugs his shoulders and says. 'That is of course another matter; 
ultimately there is no other wa\' than to find work." But what is the 

. sense' of 'placing a creature, intended to exercise dominion O\'er the 
v.'orld. in [his life, if he must work himself to death for his daih' 
bread? ';ls this human treatment of a human being?" Is the onl\' 
purpose of life to assure a miserable sustenance and then to impro,:e 
it ;l)1d so on, finally to, die. iust before attaining ample sustenance? 
"This consideration cou,Id be de\'eloped into a proof of human 
immortality. As follows: it is the destiny of every man to achieve 
ample sustenance; if he dies before this, he has not achieved his 
destiny and must therefore (say'S everyone's private suspicion) 
achieve it in morner world; if. on the contrary, he has achieved 
ample sustenance, ami thus achie\'ed his destiny, it cannot be his 
destiny to die and thus lose this ample sustenance; it must rather 
be that he amply enjoy it: ergo man is immortal. This might be 
called the Popular Proof or the Proof from Substance and Sus
tenance. "7:; 

Against this irony of the-acsthetician. the moralist replies: work 
is the duty of man. As such, it is not a burden, but an ethical mo
ment. It is neither a burdef\SOOlC compulsion, nor reward and 
pleaS\.lre, nei[lfe~ is it an- im~rftction of human -existence; it is ather 
a peculiar' form of human perfection, in contrast to animals and 
plants. which neither m~.~or CilIl work. "The lewer a human life 
stands. the less necessitV' there is to work; the higher it stands, the 
more this' necessity preSents it'Seli. The duty of working in order to 
live expresses the universal aspect of human nature, even in the 
sense that it is a manifestation of freedom. Through work, man 
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becomes free; throu\!h work. he becomes master o,'er narure; 
through work. he sho~\'s that he·is more th,u) nattlre."16 More beauti
ful than the si\!ht of a lily growin!! in the field" is the si[!hr of a man 
who gains what he needs through his own work. piesen'ing his 
hwnan dignity in the struggle for food. '" \ 'hat gives this struggle 
such a high educative value is the fact that the prize of ,'ictory is so 
small. in fact nonexistent: the struggle goes on only so that man 
may continue the struggle. The greater and more extrinsic the re
ward of the struggler becomes. the more surely he may rely on all 
the ambiguous passions that ha\'e their abode in man: ambition. 
vanity. pride. These are moti\'ations of enormolls power. which can 
carry a man far. "'hoenr struggles to earn his bread soon notice ... 
that' these passions lean him in ~t~he lurch: , , , when all his effort 
suffices merely to gain the bare necessities, ho\\' can the rC\\'ard 
stimulate him to continue his effortS? If he has no other source of 
strength. he is lost. You see. this is why the struggle for bread edu
cates and ennobles man: it gi"es him no possibility of being deceived 
about himself. If he can see nothing higher in this struggle. then it is 
really a wretched. miserable situation to have to continue the stru\!
gle so as to be able to eat by the sweat of one's brow. But for this 
very reason this strugg-le forces man to see something else in it. If a 
man does not want t~ ~bc discarded iIf thiS struggle. he must see in it 
a struggle for honor. a struggle, which brings greater honor the 
lesser the reward is, Thus. although one indeed struggles for sus
tenance. in reality he is struggling for himself. ".s Therefore it is not 
mere necessity which compels man to work; h~ does the necessary 
work because he seeks to work as a man. For this reason he seeks a 
"nobler name" for his work. one which will describe its relationship 
to his life and that of others. at the same time denoJing itllis joy and 
dignity. 

Thus \·iewed and performed. the work through which a man is 
nourished has at the same time a deeper significance for his per
sonality: it is the man's \'ocation, whose fulfillment brings satisfac
tion and through which he acquires all) essential relationship to his 
fellow human beings .. Work is-common to all mankind; its universal 
hwnan meaning causes the differences between various talents to 
vanish. Both the greatest and th~ least can prove themselves true in 
their vocation. The work of a man's vocation regolates his life. pre
venting him from emancipating himself from the rest of mankind. It 
relieves him of the effort of trying to buUd his life from the ground 
up, like the man with no vocation. The man who performs regular 
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work is not dependcnt upon a particular talent in ordcr to accom
plish somcthing in the world. E\'eryone can do his preper task; and 
to this cxtem i: is trUC that "in essence e\'er~ man accomplishes 
c<]ually much,":to \\'hoc\,er in this fashion makes work a part of his 
life. both spiritually and intellecrually. is far remo\'cd from the 
aesthetic "iew which "refuses to put a yoke upon Pegasus," prefer
ring to make work a pleasure through the dc"clopmcm of a particu
iar talcnt. The aesthetician. who sees in work onl\' the tri\'ial dcstim' 
of the crowd, is blind to its educati\'e importance' for mankind, ' 

Kierke{!aard. who had an inherited income, was clearh- awar~ 
of the problems im'ol\'Cd in his exceptional mode of nil-rence. "You, 
of coutse. ha,'e no cause to complain. since you do not han to work 
fol' your sustenance; nor would I ad"ise \,ou to discard your wealth 
so as to be placed in this necessity: all such experimentation 'is mere 
foolishness. and leads to nothing. In the meantime. in my view, you 
will ha,'e to acquire the necessities of life in another fashion. To be 
able to live. you must become master of \'our innate melanchoh·. To 
that extent. 'I can apply that statement of the old man to you': you 
were brought betimes to the school in which you must learn to \\'ork 
for your living."80 JUSt as man cannot li,'e on mere money. neither 
can he lh'e on melancholy alone; and Kierkegaard knew very well. 
with his "art of exisrin{!." that the inwardness of his melancholy 
~spirirual existence" was~ bound to something as external as mone):: 
"That there are publishers, that there are men whose entire existence 
expresses the fact that books are merchand.ise and an author a mer
chant. is a completely immoral state of affairs. To the extent that 
pecuniary interests enter into a spiritual relationship (such as that 
of an author), that he . . . receives honoraria, etc., the man who 
establisbes the spirirual relationship is also (orced to establish a 
monetary relationship. to invoh'e himself in pecuniary matters, not 
in the least for the sake of some potential pecuniary advantage •... 
but so that there can be some shame in the transaction. If the mone
tary relationship is established in such a way that it is the source of 
gain for another person only. 'it easily becomes insolence. . . . The 
insolence lies in viewing tho spiritual ·production . quite without 
reservations as merchandise. Thus the public. through m~ney. gains 
power over the pUblisher, the publisher, through the monetary rela
tionship, over the author .... "81 Thanks to this insight into the 
connection between spirit and money. Kierkegaard was able of his 
own accord to make the follo\ving remark. bOth serious and para
doxical: "For my becoming a writer. the blame must be laid essen-
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tially upon my melancholy and my money."6~ His innatc melan
choh' isolated him. turned him inward. and set him hefore the 
bOUlldary of the religious. but his money made possihle for him the 
life of a man of pri"ate wealth.sa Shortly before his death he made 
clear to himself the remarkable correspondence which exis~ed be
twcen the exhaustion of his spiritual existence and of its man:rial 
means: a few months before he collapsed. he withdrew frulll th~ 
bank the last installment of his inheritance. whid, had been de
posited there with om interest.~" Thus e\"Cn he. :\brx's exact oppo
site. proves the latter's insight into the connection between capit;l!' 
labor. and the totality of human existence. . 

5 Nietzsche: 

'"~ ork as the Dissolution of 
De\'otion and Contemplation 

In Nietzsche's occasional thoughts on the position of work in 
the life of man, work is no longer a power which contributes to the 
formation of the world and the education of man; it is felt onh- as a 
pressure~nd a burden: But if the basic characteristic of work'is its 
difficulty, ar.d if in spite of all will to accomplish it has no purpose 
of its own, then man will free himself from the burden and serious
ness of work by plunging into light pleasures whenever he no longer 
has work to do. In his flight from work to pleasure. the worker has 
no chance for recuperation; the pressure of work and the search for 
pleasure are merely m'o aspects of one and the same !iituation. By 
way of contrast. Niem;che defends contemplation, wlfich takes its 
time and allows itself leisure. "There is an Indianlike . . . wildness 
in the way the Americans strive for money: and the breathless pace 
of their work-the real vice of the New "'orId-has alrcad\' beQ1ln 
to inflame ancient Europe with the wildness. to spread (;ver it a 
thoroughly amazing lac1~ of spi.rit. Every man is ashamed to be calm; 
long reflection almost causes ,pangs or ..::onscience. Men think with. 
their watches in hand, the way one . ats lunch, with one eye on the 
exchange list. Everyone lives like a man about to be late for some
thing. Better ta be doing something than to be doing nothing: this 
principle is a noose to put an end to all culture and all good taste. 
And just as all manner of forms are destroyed by this pressure of 
work, so the feeling for form itself . • . is destroyed. . . . There 
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is no longer the time or thl' energy for ceremony. for the b)"\'"<lYs of 
cOllrtes~·. for all esprit of amtlSement, in short. for any nt;lIlJl. For 
life which is hot on the trail of profit always forces the spiiit to the 
point of exhaustion, in constant pretending, outwitting. or anticipat
ing. The rea~ virtue of today is being a.ble to do something in less 
time than it takes anyone else. And so only rarely are there hours of 
permissible honesty, but in them a man is tired; he wants not only 
to let go, but to lie down and collapse. This propC'nsity now influ
ences tbe writing of letters: the style and spirit of letters are alway!' 
the real index of the time. If there is still any pleasure in sncict\· and 
the arts" it is the pleasure of s!a\'es who have been worked lImil they 
arc wear~·. Oh. the restrictions on joy among Oll!' pcopit-. educated 
and uneducated! All clear conscience stands on the side of work. 
any disposition toward joy calls itself need for recuperation. and 
begins co he ashamed of itself. It is necessary to presen'c one's health 
-such is the excuse if one is disco\'ercd on a j:1Ullt in the country. It 
might soon reach the point that no one could gi\'e in to a disposition 
to the ,,:ira Co7lt(?1I1p/atj'VQ ••• without self-reproach and a bad con
science ... ~;. The inclination toward contemplation had its roors in 
both the ancient and the Christian ethos. In antiquity, it was con
sidered di£!nified and nohle to culti\,:tte leisure, and as Ion£! as the 
Church dCtermincd the norms of life. the ';.·jr.7 C011!L'1I11'/(I;i-.:I7 was 
assured of the precedence gin::n to meditation and de\'otioll. llhove 
aU secular activity. Only the tireless industry of the modem world 
dcstroyed the old proportion between otju1I1 and lahor. Christian 
recollection and the bustle of the secular world. until finallv Sun
day became a day of boredom. no onc having anything (0 do. The 
modern drh'e to "make the most of one's time" with the fetish of 
indusrriousness has done marc than anything cls~ .toJ~~d co lack of 
faith and the breakup of the religious life. "Among those who, for 
example. live their lives today in Gemlany apart from all religion, I 
find men of many sorts., .. : but particularly a majority whose re
ligious instincts have been destroyed by industri<?usncss: they no 
longer h.we any idea of what rcli~ons arc for, and only register 
. . . a kind of apathetic amazement at their own' presence in the 
world. They feel that there are already plenty of claims upon them 
• . . whether made by their business, their pleasur.c, not to mention 
their fatherland and the ne'wspapers ... "86 'The s:\me thing that is 
true of these enonnously busy people is also true of scholars.8T for 
even scholarly inve~igation has become one component in the ma
chinef)' of unceasing Tabor. 
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"'ork has IOH irs curse e,'Cr since the bOUT£!eois-Christian world 
-to llse the title of a much-read anth"I0f!Y o(Carlyle-began to do 
"work" in order to :;,-oid "desperation:' a:ld to speak of the "bless
in£! of work:' "In this glorification of work. in this inexhaustible 
talk of the 'blessing of ~-ork: I see the same thOll!!ht in the back
ground as in the praise of beneficial impersonal acti~iries on the part 
of the communin-: fear of e\"ernhin!! indj\·idllal. The basic feeling 
toelay is - . _ that such wor!, is the best police, that it keeps a check 
on e\'eryone and is a powerful restraint llpon the dc\-elopment of 
reason. cupidity. and the desire for seli-slIfficiency.'·t;, 

One of the classic eulo!!ists of work in 'the nineteenth century 
was E, Zola. who proclainled in an address to youth: "I had on~' 
one faith, one source of strength: work, ] was held up only b~' that 
immense task I had laid upon m~-self. , . , The work of which I 
speak is regular work. a lesson. a duty which I ha\'e assigned myself 
to make some progress in e\'cry day. e\-en if only one step fon\·ard . 
. . . "'ork! Consider, gentlemen: work-forms the only law of the 
world, Life has no other purpose. there is no other reason for exist
ence. we all come into being onl" in order to do our share of the 
work, and then yanish," Onl)' rare spirits like Nietzsche and Tolstoy 
recognized the false ardor and hidden nihilism which are charac
terized b,~ this estimation of work.~" 

In the course of the nineteenth centurv. work was ele"ated to 
the position of being an end in itself. By no means was it limited to 
the "industrial society" of the bourgeois epoch; it is eyen more char
acteristic of the '.'people" of the tOlalitarian state. which confronted 
them with an apparent goal which in actual fact could not be an~'
thing. but war. The German "labor front." which e\'en harnessed 
leisure rime for the purposes of work through "strength through 
pleasure,» created ~n organizational system of labor such as can be 
compared only with that of the army: The political purpose of this 
labor "front" was the construcrion of a totally martial state throug-h 
the complete militarization of life. This deveiopment, roo. was pre
mct~d by the author of the If.' iIle ZUT MQcht: "From the future of 
the w.oJ:ker~ workers should learn to feel. like soldiers: an hono
rarium. an allowance, but no wagcs.'>eO But Nietzsche sa~' the "train
ing" of the masses only as a means toward higher ends; for this 
reason he ~O\dd llsk, with reference to the "slavery of the present": 
""'here are-those fOT whom they work?" 



III The Problem 

of Education 

"That it might still be possible for a man to 
receh"c an educ~tion purely through his own 
moth"ation-that has long bcen out of the ques
tion" The demands of the time are too great, men 
cannot simply be left to themseh"es, they need a 
universal mold so that at least e\"ervone can fit 
into the turbulence called modern life." 

BURCKHARDT (to Kinkel. J8046) 

The humanistic ideal of education was outlined in Germam' by 
W. '-. Humboldt and realized in the uninrsities. Today it Is no 
longer in a defensi\'e position. Even the much-discussed question of 
the choice between humanistic or political education has long been 
a dead issue. The intelligentsia were made to realize that their non
political education was DO match for the attack of the state; and the 
state boasted of being able to do without the "intellectuals." which 
of course did not pre\'ent tile ne\v' political education -of the Reicb 
from living off the remnants of the old, as is demonstrated by every 
sentence and the entire. vocabulary of its manifestoes. speeches, and 
documents. For Hegel. the problem of a choice between humanistic 
and political gOlls was simply nonexistent; he still thought it obvious 
that "humanistic" education ""as just wh!1t. edu.cated the individual 
for his life in the poljs. 
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1 Hegel's 
Political Humanism 

From Mecel to "Imsche 

The five addresses' delivered by Hegel between 1809 and 1815, 
when he was Rector of the Niirnberg Gymnasium. present briefly 
:mJ simply a complete picture of his idea of eJucltion.1 It is as far 
remo\'cd from an external compulsion to bring.politics into educa
tion as from the aristocratic educational individualism of \'on HUIll
boldt. The flct that a man can only educate himself was the a!;sump
tion behind the fact that he must educate himself to take a share in 
the community. in the .context of traditional bnguagc 3rki custom 
which arc nor onh' mine, but c\,eryone·s. Seli-cducation is educa
tion bv which the individual raises himself to the universal nature of 
the sp1rit. This basic principle lies behind all five addresses. The first 
discusses particularly the study of the ancient classics and the signifi
cance of grammatical and linguistic studies for education as such. 
The second develops the concept of discipline. and discusses the 
connection between moral and scholarly education. The third places 
the school between the family life of the child and the public life of 
the adult. The fourth illuminates the stUd\' of the classics with re-
9JlCCt to the educarion of m:hi that makes him ;1Il integr:n:ed \\'hb~e. 
The fifth characterizes the problematic position of cOJ:ltemporary 
education as the struggle between the ancient and traditional, on the 
one hand, and the new on the other. 

As a t~sk of (he secondary school. education is limit~d at first to 
the study of what is tauglit: True studying is distinguished from 
mere passive learning and self-willed argumentation. The teacher 
must so educate his pupil that the latter ,may learn to think for rum
self in the learning of something else. "The restraint of idle chatter 
is an essential condition for all education and all learning. One must 
begin by comprehending the thoughts of others. renouncing his own 
ideas." This combination of learning with independent thought con
verts the fonner into genuine study. The tcst of whethcr a person 
has really made sometJUng his o\",n in the learning prQCeSS<Ss whether 
he can apply it in new and different cases.2 The achic\'cmcnr of this 
goal is the pedagogical Eoal of instruction. which must be educa
tional in itself and therefore Has no need of extcrnal pedagogy. 

Hegel explains the advantage of becoming Rt:ctor of a new 
educational institution by the fact that it is founded upon older insti
tutions, and thus continues a tradition which guarantees perma-
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nence. The principle of the older institutions, which forms the 
basis for faith in the new <me. is humanistic-education. "For se"era) 
millennia this has been the soil upon which all culture has stood, 
from which it has sprouted, and 'with which it has been in continu
OllS contact."· "The preservation of this soil is important; equally 
e~scntia) is the modification of the situation in which;t pre~iously 
was." \, 'hat is old must be put in a new relationship to the whole in 
order that its essential components may be preserved. Hegel uses 
Larin a5 an example. It has fallen into disfavor because it allowed 
important areas of learning of bourgeois life ro be neglected; but it 
does not follow that me~ srudy of current events can replace the 
stlld\' at the Greeks and Romans. The material studied is not \\lhat 
educates, neither in the case of Latin nor in the case of discussion 
of everyday affairs. It is the education of the man himself that is 
valuable. in and of itself. "Bur let us assume that what is excellent 
.is in general the proper point of departure: then the basis for all 
higher study is and must remain the literature of the Greeks pri
marily, and next, that of the Romans." Only in the study of the 
perfect works of antiquity does a man receive the "profane baptism" 
"which gi\'es the soul its first unforgettable feeling for good taste 
and knowledg~" A man mqst give himself completely to the an
cients, receive "bed and board" from them. in order to absorb their 
atmosphere, their ideas and customc;, even their errors and prejudices, 
and to become at home in this world, which is the most beautiful 
that has ever been? The ancient world provides the noblest sus
tenance in the noblest form for education; no other people produced 
as much that was original, excellent, and versatile as did the Greeks, 
whose plastic virtue was free from the "moral ambiguity" of the 
Christian world. 

Ie; wealth is incorporated inro its language, and so the study of 
th~ ancients must be above all a study of their languages. But a true 
acq.uisition of a strange language cannot take place directly. The 
acquisition of something strange demands an estrangement from 
what is one's own. A man must be able to achieve a cenain distance 
from himself if he is fo bring nearer to himself what is strange and 
different. Not only does education need a subject up6n which to 
work, but there must be something alien about this subject in our 
encounter with it. "Estrangement is a necessary condition for 
theoretical education; education demands, to this end, that the stu
dent occup" himself with something that is not immediate, some
thing alien.'f. This "demand for separation" is expressed by the drive 
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which is especially n'pica! (If youth: to break away from what is 
familiar and search (or one~eli far off. bcc311se what is distant and 
strange cxerciscs the most fascination on the le.lming cJpaciry of 
the indi,·idual. "Cpon this centrifuf!al dri,'c of rhc soul is ba.sed ... 
the necessirr that the soui make for ase!i that di\'(Ir<:c \\ hich it seeks 
by its very nature and condition. and gi,'c to the young spirit a 
strange. distant world. The dividing \\'all which ilccomplishes the 
separation for education ... is the world and language of the an
cients. But that which keep~ us apart :tl~(, contains all the starring 
points and threads which lead fO a return to oursc:l\"Cs. an amicable 
relationship. and the rediscovery of ourseh"es, but oursch·cs. accord
ing to the true uni"crsal narure of the spirit. ";, Thus true appropria
tion is not an assimilation of what is Stran2c. presen'in2 no distance; 
it demands, rather. that a person go forth from himself. The only 
educated man is he who appropriates thc other in its otherness. It 
follows that e,'en the "mechanical" aspect of learning a foreign 
languae:e is more than a necessan' e,·il. ""'hat is mechanical is what 
is (ore~n to the spirit; the spirit takes an interest in digesting what 
has been fed it undigested. in coming to understand this lifeless 
object that has been e:iven it. in making- it its own," The same is true 
for grammatical stuciles. which are an ~excellent means for educating 
the spirit precisely because 'of their abstraction. JUSt as the notion of 
"being" in general is already present in e"ery grammatical "is," so 
linguistic fon1)5 in general contain the logos of things.6 The edu
cated man must be able to think concreteh'; but only he can think 
.con~retely who can :mak~ dis~jnctions with'in th~ great mass of ideas 
and abstract from empirical material.':" The study of grammar is an 
"elementary philosophy" because it acquaints us with simple abstract 
entities, the "vowe~ of the spiritual." These three. strange things- . 
tbe ancient world. its language, and systematic grammar-comprise 
the educative force for humanistic studies by separating the human 
spirit from .itself and thus freeing it for its true .. end. But the basic 
principle of a' scholarly education is also the principle of behavi.or 
worthy of a human being; this latter demands equally that a man 
achieve a certain dismnce from himself. "A scholarly education in 
~neral has the effect .on the spirit of separating it (rom itself. lifting 
It above its inunediate natural existence, the sphere of bondage to 
emotions and drives; it places the spirit within the realm of thought. 
Thus the spirit achieves consciousness of its own reactions to exter~ 
nal·influences. reactions that are othel"\\ise constrained and instinc
tual This liberation means control over immediate impressions :md 
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emotions; it is the formal basi!': for all moral actions. "I.' Therefore. 
militar~' training also has an educati,'e influence Hpon the spirit: it 
counters narural distraction and laziness. forcing- a man to be alen 
and carry OUt the orders of others with precisi~n. Education is. in 
fact, not limited to this or that peculiar sllbject: a man who is "edu
cated in other areas" has the ability to gain an understanding of 
eyery knowledge or sl.;ll with which he is as yet unacquainted. Edu
cation is uni,'ersal. precisely because it is not a "general educ.uion" 
in the sense of superficial juxtaposition of many particulars." 

BlIt because the efi'ecti"eness of bour!!eois educational institu
tions docs not extend to the emire scope of human existence. limitiPg 
irs anennon, rather. to man as a pupil. it is the task of schools to 
mediate between the printe particularity and the public uni\'ersality 
of life. The school presupposes that the pupil comes to it already 
with a certain amount of kno\\'led{!e. and. on the other hand. that 
he must later establish himself in the world outside the school. It 
mediates between life in the family and life in the world. which is 
common to all.10 The world to whIch the pupils must be educated is 
not a private world. bur a res publica or polis. Man's place in it is not 
determined by his indi\'idual particularity, but by the ~xrenr of his, 
contribution to ane of its objecti,'e spheres. Thus the aim of educa
tion is to develop the indi"idual through renunciation of 1iis peculiari
ties and to incorporate him into the "objecu,'e element'" of the 
£ommon world, in contrast to the particular personal relarionshiy of 
the family, out of \,'hich it is the job of the central portion 0 an 
individual's edUcation to lead him. The world in which the educated 
man achieves a "uni,'ersal self-existence" is characterized b~' Hegel 
as a "system of universality," in which individuals COUnt only to the 
extent that they-· accommodate themselves to it. \Vhat is brought 
about by the schools is the capacity of the individual to participate 
in public life. l1 This was the purpose of that education according 
to whose example we called ours "humanistic." In the modem situa
tion, the great fublic conditions upon which the cohesion of. the 
hourge<>is mora order rests ha"e been remQved beyond our sight 
and participation. In the polis, they were present and inunediare 
because the absoluteness of the state rested upon the independent 
~a;ticipation of the individual:.. I~ our mo~ern c~ndition of isola
non, brought about by o\'ereducanon, the "lOner life of the whole," 
as an abstract spirit, is no longer a concern of the individual. "Every 
individual reccl\'es only a fragmented share; he is granteaa restricted 
sphere, over which stands the soul ... which brings all these .•. 
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particular movements into a unity. No one has a feeling for 
the whole, nor an acrl,'e "iew of it. "12 The vocational class to which 
we dedicate ou:seh'es is more exclusi,'e than among the ancients; but 
it is therefore all the more important for us to preseITe at least the 
idea and noriun of a "complete life." The best guide to this end is 
srud,' of the humanities. "The v e-i,'e us a familiar idea of man as a 
who'le, The kind of freedom \\:hich existed in the ancient states. the 
inner unity of public and pri"ate life. of public consensus and pri"ate 
(,pinion. implies a great familiarir~' with the great interests of 
inJi,·idual humanity. the most important pillars of pllblic and pri. 
vate action. the powers which bring ahout the ris.: and fall of 
llJrillT1s. These thoughts appear as nat{U-al reflections upon e\"Cryda~' 
objects of an ordinary present. thoughts which. in our educational 
!->ystem. do not enter into the circle of our life and action. Thus 
laws and duties appear to us in living fonn as customs and virrues: 
nm in the form of reflections and principles according to which we 
IIlUSt fr~l11e our lives as according to precepts imposed from abo\'e:'I~ 
In order to keep alive before him this basic idea of a noble life. con
sidered as a whole. in order to secure an "inner place" to which he 
can retire from the isolation of our real life. a man must srudy a 
classical curriculum ann learn from the Greeks :md Romans. . 

In Hegel's actual atrirude toward the \\·orld. however. the recog
nition of "'what is" Olmveighcd all critic~sm of the existing or&r 
according to the educational standard of the ancients. His feeling 
for reality repudiated the "eternal youths" who wanted ro oYer
throw the existint,! order. They proclaim their "lack of edl.lcati~n'· 
by their unwillingness to gi"e up their personal sel\"es and enter Into 

reality. If they belong to the upper classes, says Hegel-as though 
with a prcmonician Ilf his re"olutianary pupils-they band tog:cther. 
construct idle programs of how the world should go accordmg to 
their ,-iew, in order to smash a "hole in the order of the world." 

2 The Young 
Hegelians 

a Ruge's l'olitici:.tui071 
of Aesthetic Education 

Ruge drew the most definite conclusions concerning the conse
quences for education from the "politicizati.on of the age." He 
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utilized Hegel's political educational ideal as a basis for a self
sufficient education which would withdraw from public life. His 
thought is as follows. The politicization of education seems at first 
to be a destruction of the free domains of k'11owled!:!e and fine arts. 
But yet the Greeks were "political"' through and tl;rough. whil<: at 
the same time. poetic, philosophic, and free. But in their case, the 
arts and sciences did not possess that "ingenuousness" which is 
peculiar to our situation; die apparent freedom of our arts amI 
sciences rests upon pri\'ate isolation from the common life of the 
puhlic.14 The "O\'ereducation" which proceeded from this isolation, 
creating "Alexandrian" scholarship. demands a thorough rcfonna
tion. Tile only exception is the narural sciences: the~' do not ha\'e 
as their object of study any "historical modes of existence of the 
spirit." By contrast, the march of time means the death of existi!'.g 
philosophy, theology. and jurisprudence: history robs them of their 
former material. "\'\'ith the Greek gods, Greek theolog~' dies; with 
the Greek State, Greek jurisprudence; together with the Holy Ro
man Empire there perished an immense juristic world, a true para
dise ... for legal scholars." Likewise the poetic genre of scenes of 
nature, love, family, and village life vanishes as soon as the ne"lly 
awakened sense of politics gives literature historical themes. To out
moded educ~tion must also be reckoned the other side of popular 
literature, that is, romanticism. Together with it, classicisIT,l is con
demned by the verdict of history. As a consequence of their restric
tion to the historicopolitical situation in Germany, even Goethe 
and Schiller withdrew "egoisti~all}'" to their inne!;' 'Selv.es, Goethe in 
a spirit af renunciation, Schiller in a spirit of challenge. bur bdth 
unable to give political reality to their poetic ideals.15 That portion 
of "fonner" education which survives Ruge's radical criticism 'as 
belonging to the. "new" literature is limired to the names of a few 
political literati such as Herwegh and HoftJ'1ann von Fallersleben. 

It is stated one degree more plainly it:' the last volume of the 
Jahrbiicber16 that the age of "blase theoreticians" and the illusion of 
abstract philosophy are past. Faith, k'11owledge, and poetry, the 
"absolute" sphere of Hegel's !ry'stem, are not suspended in the air 
somewhere above the state; they are themseh-es a public concern and 
a necessary component in the spiritual organization of political free
dom. T~e true religious question does not lie in .reservations of 
"conscience" or in "good ,"iB"-which is as powerless as it is estima
ble-but in the secularizarion of religion. science, and art on the 
part of the state as the public totallry of our common life. A blase 
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education lacks (!reat historical (!oals. and is therefore self-satisfied. 
"The philosl')ph~~ which loses sif!\n of its radic:'l! go;;l. like the generai 
education of purcl~' rriya~e ind viduals. always rum into danger of 
condemning itself to dtstruction th!'ou£'h mere: sc-Jf-reflection and 
idle mm'emem within its own !.uLj<:cri\·it\·. Th,· jokc:~ a:1d s~ale: hu
mor of great cities which always lie in '\\'ait for a suitable oppor
tunity to break forth and ~parJde. the idolizarion of jll geniu~ and 
fame. empty enthusiasm for dancjl~g f'irls. gladiators. musicians. ath
letes-what does all thi5 provee. Nothing morc than a blase educ;l
tion. lacking all sense vf real labor toward !Treat £'03\5 .... nothins: 
more than the fri\'()lous:1es~ of formal knowledge and formal talent. 
:\. m:m must be able to dC'~pise all thest gift'- and all thj~ ski1lfuln~~~ 
if he is not to be caught up in this same senseless maelstrom. imip:d 
and lifelcss. :\mu~e ynursc!ve~ with your superclcnrness. pas~ the 
time away. if you ha\'c reached the point of be:ing able to join i!1 the 
game and shine at it; then reflect UpO!1 this dandelion conscious:1e~s. 
in which you han achie"ed e,·er~,thing. including the insight that 
you are unable to advance beyond this satiation and ennui. But do 
not eet the idea that YOU are "'hole human beinQ's. C\'en if YOU ha"e 
yourseh-es shot to relie"e the ennui. The same- phenomena which 
are produced b~' the oyereducation typical of life in the capital a!~~. 
ari!'c our of self-~llfficient phil(l~()ph\·. It!' illusion is the same a5- tha, 
of general education. that a fomlal theorizing is a foml of the-spi!'ir 
and an end in itself." Ru(!e's description of the blase conscious!!m 
simplifies Hegel's analysis of the world of "estranged education:"~ 
but without bringing the "spirit-fo~aken surf9~e" of this' merely 
m'ercle\'er education beyond itself to absolute knowled(!e. He does 
not abol~h it, but seeks to destroy it. politically. ~f it is to be de
stroyed. 't must become entan~kd III the .jiractlcal problems of 
political :1ctiYity, which seize each indi"idual by the scruff of the 
neck and tear him loose from his o\·ereducation. This reform of 
consciousness does not mean the ruin of the arts and scienct"!'. hut 
rather gi"es them popular roots. It beects first of all a "real 3:1d 

powerful" le~ming. The spirit of leami;g must acquire a trul~' .,·it31 
content in public Me, -so that self-consciousness bec()me~ consClOU5-
ness of the world. and liberalism "democratism." which erases the 
di"iding line between the educated and uneducated. "The problems 
of the age m.ust be in ·the pos!oessinn of the people. they mU!'t he 
problems fOr the people. if they are to h;lYe real life in thi!. ,,·o!"ld. 
The notion 'of the 'pcople' is the abo!irion of the: barrier!' between 
caste and class, not only the illusory ones between peasant and noble. 
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bour{,!cois and aristocrat, ... bur abo the rcal barricT5 hetween 
those~ who hayc kno,dedl!e Jnd those who do not have it. -'luch 
more can be accomplish;d in thi5 direction than appears at first 
glance." In place of the abstruse imellectual world of a lifeless edu
cation, of a police which stands remond from bourgeois life. of a 
judiciary which is suspended mysterioll<;ly above all. and a militar~' 
system completely isolated frolll the liie of the people. there must 
arise a community both spirirual and political. within which all the 
contradictiom of OUT\w,rn liberalism ,dl vanish. The fullowine
praccical problems result: "1. The Church must be transformed im~ 
a school. organii'cd into a real means of edllCatinf! the people which 
will abs6rb the entire mob. :. The milifar~' system must he merged 
comj1letely into this educational ~ysre\1J. 3. The people. educated and 
organized, must be all(,,\·ed to mil: themseh'es and administer justice 
themselves. in puhlic life and in public courts." 

Upon the accomplishment of this :-ef(!rm, eyen the caprice of 
frh'olousness embodied in Heine;~ will be reduced to a mere aspect 
of the real spirit. For true freedom is not the "spiritual freedom" 
which grew out of Protestantism and romaiuicism, but political 
freedom. which includes freedom of spirit and of education. "The 
spirit is a political spirit. and all men ... are political beings," The 
state is not a pri\'ate affair; it is a res public.?, it is "the conce;n which 
concerns e\'erythine-," 

Ruge saw 'his p;ogram as the German fulfillment of the French 
Reyoiution. EYen during the reaction. he set his hope upon Prussia. 
whose· mission in Europe was to bring into be~ng a Germany whic.l-, 
would be a great po~\·er. He prophesied that the political education 
which he preached would lead to an "attitude," then to a "charac
ter," and finally to polirical "action." 

b Stim"r's Redllctio71 of Humanistic 
(md Sciemi{ic EdllCtltioll to 
Self-Rc'i.'el.l:io71 of the Individual 

At the same time as Ruge.- Stirner took up the theme of the 
false principle on w~ich our education is based. in an essay on 
humanism and l'eali:.m.19 His point of \icw is not political freeqom, 
but the absolutely "personal" freedom of the indi\"idual "1."· Like 
Kierkegaard, Stirner formulates truth as nothing else than the "re,'e
lation of the self:' T~ includes the "di!'Ocovery of the self." In 
contrast to Kierkegaard, he understands this ~ro\\'th of the self as an 
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"extreme abstraction or exemption from all authority."21l In educa
tion, the authority structure h:l~ been expressed by the fact that 
dewn to the Enlightenment. higher education was the exclUsive 
property of scholars and priests. It was in the hands of the humanists 
and clergy because only the classics and the Bible were considered 
truly educational and edifying. _-\nd educatiun in Latin and Greek 
made one master over the ma!-ses of the lain'. E\-er since the French 
Revolution and the Declaration of Human Rights, this exc1usi\'e 
education came into conflict with the demand f~)r uniyersal educa
tion. An education was sought which would ha\-e real influence upon 
bourgeois lift:, which would abolish the humanistic distinction be
twee71 scholar and layman. "The comprehension of the past, as 
taught by humanism, and the apprehcminn of the present, which is 
the goal of realism, only leads buth to power oyer what is temporal. 
Only the spirit which comprehends itself is eternal," that is. the 
unity and omnipotence of the "I" which educates itself for its own 
ends. Neither ancient humanism nor modem realism had any idea of 
this freedom, Through the spread of uninrsal education, the scholar 
who had been through higher education was transformed into a man 
with a one-sided education; the man with the realistic, scientific 
education became a "practicer" ,,;thout ideas. an "uncultured in
dustrialist." The rewrse of this educated industrialism is dandyi!'m, 
In order to o\'ercome these contradictions. the educational system as 
such must die, to be resurrected as "will." For whocver secks to 
prescrve his knowledge will lose it. but whoc\'er surrenders his 
knowled~e will gain it. The end and. at the same time, the etemicy 
of kno\\ ledge consists in its once more becoming "simple and im
mediate," by begetting itself anew in e\'ery action as impulse and as 
,,;1I. It is then no longer an external possession of knowledge, but 
rather a knowin~ which has become one with me, which has per
sonal existence. instead of acquiring knowledge from without. a 
person,should achicve self-revelation: "Knowledge, however schol
arly and deep, or howe\'cr broad and intelligible, remains mcrely 
"a po!'.o;ession, like propen\', so long as it has not vanished into the 
i.m·isiblc point of the '1.; to break forth once more ... as will. 
Knowledge experiences thi:; transfomlation when it ceases to refer 
solely to objects, when it becomes a knowledge of the self, or, in 
case this seems clearer, becomes ... a self-consciousness of the 
spirit. It then is converted, so to speak. into the dri,·e. the instinct 
of the spirit, an unconscious knowlt:Jgc, E\'eryonc can have at least 
an inkling of this when he compan?s it with the way he himself 
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sublimates so many di~erse experiences into the simple feeling which 
we call a sense of rime: all rhe diffuse knrlwledge deri,·ing from 
those cxpericn~cs is concentrated into a momCntary kno~·lcdge, 
which detemlines his act;rlllS in an instant. ":!I This momentary. im
mediate, and vital knowledge today would be- called "existential." In 
it all estranged education '':'shrinks together." It corresponds to the 
cxistential concentratlun of the entire world upon the particular, 
indi,·idual "I:' 

c B.71Ier's Criticism of 
the ClicbJ of tl.,,, '·U7IiVers.l!"' 

.-\s a keen ooscr\"er who held himself above the ··mo,·cment,'" 
Bauer, from the very beginning, saw through the shallowness of 
both the personal and political involvement of education and knowl
edge with "life," making it the object of a critical historical srudy.:!:! 
The flood of philosophical periodica1s.:!3 pamphlets. and lccrures on 
the reform of the universities and thc necessity of a political educa
tion which filled the German classrooms between I S.p and 1846 hc 
described with thc pertinent formula of "pauperism" and the sub
sequent "simplification of concepts. ·'24 These two phrases say e,'erx
thing "that has been important (since Gurzkow)." The formulas in 
which this pauperism expresses itself are: the "organization" of 
education, man as a political "member of a clas.<;," "participation in 
the state." But Rugc'did not evaluate correctly this participation in 
the "cliche of the lJ,niversal." His impassione(h~hallenge. by "force 
of endless repetition," had already transferred the citizens of Ger
many into the realm of action. "Yhat Ruge "sought to pour out over 
the sinfuL world .in.one_ great-stream,': was illlowcd to trickle out 
"drop by drop upon the stone of the existing order," to hollow it 
out all the more surely.2~ 

"'hile everyone was procla-iming that philosophy and theoretica! 
education were finally permeating the actual conduct of life, Bauer 
established dlat the scientific education which had become so "vital" 
was not any education at alt. The uni\·ersities had long ceased to be 
the arena of historical conflicts. while the radicals-knowing less of 
the history of science than of anything else-proclaimed at~ the top 
of their lungs the appearance of a superficial compilation as an' event 
of decisive importance, and rejoiced over the stilted phrases ad
dresscd by a politically motivated professor tu students in a torch
light proce~'Sion, announcing the victory of the "popular interest."2G 



The reduction. particularly of history. to the "interests of the 
prcsem." with it:; gross \"iolatiom of documemary history. prO\-idcd 
a proof of the superiority which these simple concepts helped the 
new "popular philosopher" achie\'e O\"cr the "cry material" of his
tory.~~ "Those who were srudying spoke of a 'destiny' of the uni
versities when it was alread\- fulfilled. of the 'rinr of histon-,' when 
it no lon!!cr flowed through the canal of the uni\'ersities: ... of 
science. \~"hcn it h:ld been : .. dissipated and its particles dispersed 
... inro a V3!!UC !!as. "~F The talk was all of tht> "whole" which 
each must sen"-e, of the "political knowledgc" which no onc could 
endc" To llla\,e learnin!! come alin. an intellectual commerce wa~ 
demandcd bctwcen the -teacher and the lear~lers. ,,"ithour the rea!
ization th:n the medium of exchan!!e. learning itself. was no lon!!er 
prescnt.~~ ''The scholastics ... ,,~ere plainl~:- opposed to this doc
trine of p:trticipation in the state; all philosophic system£ were popu
lar in comparison to this universin-Iecture on the nature of the subject 
citizen .... The irigenious mystics must look with awe upon this 
transcendence of the theory of self-surrender. which far surpasses 
the edifice of their doctrine of the exaltation of the individual to the 
universal. ·,~u 

In reality, it was of no use at all to the "political monks" to offer 
art and science as a sacrifice to the state. seeking to please the sme 
by calling a political education the "only truly human" education. 
-'The state took no heed of their assurances, declared its dut\' to be 
the defense of itself and its own as;rainst the encroachments' of sci
ence, and g~arded against surrendering itself 2S common property 
to uni\'ersal education," Thereupon the radical intelligentsia ac
costed the state with even greater demancb, trying to embarrass it, if 
at all p()ssible. "But at this point. when the claims made upon the 
state had reached a maximum and the dependence of the indi\-idual 
had been exalted to an absolute principle, radicalism was finally Cllt 

off by the real state and transferred to !l new :lrea. where it could 
culth'ate exclusively" the ,·agueness which had condemned its politi
cal demands to sterility. without regard for political success, where 
it could honor dispassiortately the omnipotence , . , of the whole, 
and where it could preach selflessness to better effect than in the 
realm of politics."31 

Bauer's attempt to illuminate the origin and destiny of the mod
ern liberal mo,'ements in a series of historical studies remained an 
isolated undertaking; it ran into ,·jolent opposition not only fro:n 
Marx. but fron everyone. Then. as today, such criticism was called 
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"sterile." "abstract:' and "confused." because it did not become 
involnd in "real lifc:' The arrog:ance of Bauer's critici!'m. it was 
said. fell under the pO\\'cr of a sophistry which estran~ed it from the 
concerns of the people. The vital thing was not criticism. but rather 
a "recomullction" in which is realized the sum of e\"ernhing toward 
which hisiOry was tending:.3z • "" . "" 

3 J. Burckhardt on the Century 

of Education and G. Flaubert on 

the Contradictions of Knowledge 

In 1846. the same year in which Bauer wrote his critical history 
of the situation in Germam·. Burckhardt wrote a letter to G. K:inkel, 
who himself played a not'incompicuous parr in the radical mo,'e
ment. In it, he expressed the opinion that the nineteenth century 
would some day be called the "educated" century. for today. no 
matter how stupid an indi"idual might be, he was the target of so 
many sparks of widespread education that only a Hercules could 
cut off all the heads of this h,·dra. "A while back each man was a 
fool unto himself and left th~ world in peace; now. on the other 
hand, eyer)'one thinks he is educated. constructs a patchwork TVelt
Ql1scbaulIl1g, and preaches away 2t his fellow men. 1'0 longer is 
there any desire to learn. much less to keep silent, least of all to let 
someone else follow ° his own course of deyclopment. The whole 
thing is diabolical." This uniyersal education daily builds up a shell 
of conventional opinions. that is. errors. within which entire classes 
of society move in false enthusiasm.33 Feeling this hopelessness of his 
age. Burckhardt .decided to .flee to the South to escape them all: "the 
radicals, Communists. industrialists. intellectuals. pretenders, think
ers, abstractionists, absolutists. sophists. political fanatics, idealists, 
-ians and -ists of all kind<oat Forty years later he saw in the general 
condition of an education constantly becoming more inclusive and 
common the confirmation of his former com-iction that the educa
tion in modern cities was producing only "force-fed mediocrities.U35 

In opposition to this "compulsory b·e\ing." he defended. as the 
lesser e,·il. the breach hetween the educated and uneducated which 
came into existence with the breakup of the Middle A~es.30 

The real compendium of problems h:1\'ing to do \\;th education 
is Flauberr's unfinished masterpiece B01l" .. oJrd Cl peclItbcr.:17 'Vhile 
in Gem13ny the epigones of classical educatil.IIl \\ ere writing novels 
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after the pattern of lVi/helm Meister, ahout 1850. Flauoert con
ceived the plan llf laying out ;l "di(·tionnaire des idees re~ues,"3~ a 
documentary history of human stupiJit~· which would be an ironic 
"glorification historique de tout ce qu'on approll\'e.'· After he fin
ished the Temptation o~ St. Ambo11)', in which this saint was 
tempted by all the beliefs and superstitions that han eyer assailed 
mankind, he set about to arrange and analyze the present state of 
chaos in scholarly education. T·.n) kindh' and cautious townsmen. 
honestly concerned about their higher education. arc at their conn
try estate, which they were lucky ~enough to (lequire. The~' wander 
through the entire maze of collected knowbiQ-c-from !!ardenin!!. 
chemiStry. and medicine to hiswry, archacoiogy. politics. peda
gogics, and philosophy-only to rerurn finaliy to their writing amI 
produce extracts out of the books thn' studied in nin. In the styk 
of high comedy the whole work passes through the realm of 'es
tranged education, finally endin!! with the absolute knowledge. that 
our 'entire education is 'without foundation. "Doctrines th;t ha\'e 
li\'ed for centuries arc explained in ten lines, dc'\'eloped. and disposed 
of by confrontation with other doctrines which arc elucidated and 
destroyed with equal acuity and \·itality. On one page after another. 
in one line after 'another. an idea rises up; immediately there arises 
another idea which knocks the first to the !!rmmd. anI\' to fall mor
tally wounded b\· its neifl"hbor.";II' In a sk~tch at the conclusion of • •. t, 

the work. Pecuchet paints a dark picture of the future of man; 
Bouvard a bright pictQrc~. According to the fomler. the end of the 
human race, which has become more and more inferior. is approach
ing in a general pro celiS of decay and decomposition. There are three 
possibilities: "I. Pantheistic radicalism may destror every connec
tion with the P<lSt, with an inhuman despotism a~ a consequence. 
z. In the case of a victory for theistic absolutism, the lilKralism which 
has controlled mankind since the Re\'olution will perish, with a. 
consequent uph~a\'al. 3. The con\'ulsions which have been taJring 
place since 1789 may continue; without deciding between ~he twO 
alternati\'es, the oscillations will dra!! liS along-. Then there WIll be no 
more idealism. religion, or moralif)':. Then America will ~ave con
quered the world." In the vicw of the latter, Europe WIll be re
juvenated by Asia, undreamed modes of travel will come int~ beinr, 
with submarines and balloons, new sciences will grow up whlc:h'wlll 
enable man to place the forces of the lInin.'rse in the sernce of 
civilization and, when the earth is used up: mi3ratc to other planet.s. 
Evil will come to an end together with waTH, and philosophy will 
become religion. 
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4 Nietzsche's Cr:ticism of 

Education, Present and Past 

183 

The discoyeries which Burckhardt made at the beginning of the 
social moyements became the property of Nietzsche after ISio in 
the context of the national state. At a disrance of rhirty years, they 
both sa\\' the coming of a "civilized barbarism" which reached its 
full growth with the unification of these two tendencies of the 
ninet'Centh century.~o Even the Bildul1gsphilister (narrow-minded 
intellectual), whom Nietzsche saw and attacked in Strauss, is by no 
means extihct: he has. rather, become a wholesale phenomenon: the 
politically trained man with the prescribed world \·ie\\,.~l 

Under the heading "F omler German Education." Nietzsche de
scribes the "ddl gleam" which illuminated the "nobly distorted 
gestures" of education as incorporated in Germ:my particularly in 
Schiller, Humboldt, and Schlciermacher, but also Schelling and 
Hegel. The "galactic gleam" of this education. nevertheless, was 
immediately laid aside. "When the Germans began to become ob
jects of interest to the other nations of Europe . . . it 'was on ac
count of an education which they no longer possess, which. in 
fact, they shook off with a blind eagerness a~ though it 'were a dis
ease. and yet they had nothing better for which to exchange it than 
political and n<itionalistic madness. Of course this had the effect of 
making them objects of even greater interest to the other nations 
than they had been by virtue of their education: that may be their 
satisfactIon! ,,~~ . . 

He considered the Bismarckian State an "extirpation of the Ger
man spirit on behalf of the German Empire," Bismarck himself. a 
"fraternity student," and the "Era of Bismarck," an era of "Ger
man~"s increasing stupidity" Bismarck constricted the German 
spirit to a nationalistic spirit, forced the Germans into international 
politics. heaped up for them a monstrous empire and power. and 
caused the German people to sacrifice their ancient virtues. giving 
them instead a "parliamentary education" and making- a mockery of 
their reputation as a nation of thinkers.43 In Nietzsche's judgment. 
nevenheless, within the gi\'en situation of ~emlany. Bismarck was 
relatively "great," precisely because he did not cling to German 
education, but was in his own fashion more intelligent than the 
contemporary German scholars. The Germany which he created is 
not a picture of high culture and taste, b~t "a ~reat quantum of in
herited and acquired virtue," a large ponon of industriousness, pa-
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titncc. and willin£!"ness to obe\'-which, of course. docs not exclude 
the po!>sibility thar political power will spoil the Germans. The 
Germ::m~-()nce they were called the nation of thinkers: today do 
the~' think at all: Today the Germans are weary with imellectuai 
matters. today the Gem1aI15 mistrust the spirit, politics de\'our~ all 
serious interest in reall~' spiritual things. 'Deutschland. DcutscNan.i, 
tiber alld: I'm afraid that was the end of German philosophy .... 
Are there German philosophers? ,·he there German poets? Are there 
good German books? The!-c are the questions foreigners ask me. I 
blush. bur with the boldness characteristic of me in desperate strait~. 
I answer. ·Yes. Bismarck." "41 ~ietzsche's attitude toward Bismarck 
was of necessity ambig-uolb.~" because he himself sought to achieve 
a union of the "spirit" with "politics" and the will to power; when 
his madness finally erupted. he im'ired the leading statesmen of 
Europe to a conference in Rome. The concept of politics was to be 
absorbea in a "war of the spirits"; the criterion for the seriousness of 
a philosophy was to be the fact that statesmen could declare their 
allegiance to it.~'; Bur as long as the spirit is mere education, and 
politics is without thought, those philosophers are relati\'ely best 
who. like Schopenhauer, do their thinking apart from the state, and 
those statesmen are relatiYelv best who, like Bismarck; ha\'e no un
derstanding of philosophy. ' 

\\That Nietzsche saw in ISn were "symptoms of the atrophy of 
education." brought about by the fragmcntation of knowledgoe, the 
struggles for power among nations, the wealth and pleasure econ
omy of the educated classes. "E"erythil1g assists thc. coming bar
barism, art as well as science. "·hither shall we look? . . . Since we 
reall)· ha\'e no method of defense, and everyone is in the same posi
tion-what is to be done? Try to warn the forces that are still 
present; form an alliance with them; while there is still time, restrain 
the classes from which the danger of barbarism threatens. But all 
alliances with the 'educated' must be rejected. That is the greatest 
enemy because it hinders the physicians and seeks to deny the sick
ness."" The educated classes, \ve read further on. must be sur
rendered; the men who know what is necessary will have th<' best 
feeling for what can be their wisdom. But (he danger is that ~he 
uneducated classes will catch the fever of contemporar~' education 
and make this pseudo-education universal. No one is able truly to 
overcome the degeneration of education. which produces on the 
one hand scholarly speciali7.ation and on the other a joumalisric 
general education.4l!;Each complements the other in producing one 
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and the same lack of educaTion; scientific rigor get~ alon!! quite well 
with lack of judl!ment and harbatism of taste in all other maners, 
Both standpoint; are right to a certain degree because no one is 
c:lp,lbk of reaching the point where both are wrong, 

"Educatirm shrinks dJih- because hurn' increases dailv," is the 
theme of the lectures on the future of Ge~lllan educational instiru
tions (I Fl7 1-72) ,4" They are an attempt to describe the point from 
\\'hich, beyond jOllrnalism and specialization, the problem of educJ
tion c;m be solved, The thesis which l'ietzschr use~ to devdop hi~ 
treatment of the question is: "In the present. two tendencies domi
nate our educational instirurions. which were founded origin:llly 
upon other principles, They arc apparently divergent: their effecb 
are equally deleterious, and in the long run. ultimate:y the same, On 
the one hand, there is the dri\'e toward the greatest possible exten
sion of education: on the other. the dri,'c.ro reduce and weaken it, In 
agreement with the former dri,'e. education is to be prO\'ided for 
ever-widening circles; following the other tendency. education is 
expected to surrender its highest claims to glory, and subordinate 
itself to another form of life. that of thc state, These fatal tendencies 
of expansion and reduction should lead to hopeless despair if it is 
not sometime pos$ible to assist the ,-ictory of two contrary tend
encies that are truh' Gemlan: the dri\'e towards a restriction and 
concentration of education as the counterpart to enonnous expan
sion. and the dri,'c towards the strengthening and self-sufficiency of 
education as the couriterpart to its reduction:"~ The second Ul1:.eit
K£'11iiisSC Betl'Qcbtltllg is an application of this thesis: it discusses the 
limitless extension and weakening of education brou!!ht about b\
historical knowledge, Se,'eral chapters of ZaTJtbl!Stra~ are an echo 
of this carly criticism of education. "Of the Land of Education:' 
"Of U ndeflled Knowled!!e." and "Of Scholars": '" \ -ithout either 
faith or superstiti(ln. the~ ,irc a motley picture of all that has eycr 
been be!ieYCd; lih lllilb they 'labur to grind the grain that othcrs 
han sown," Bctween the education of today and that of ycsterda~-. 
Nietzsche sought ;l \\'ay back to the true requiremenrs of primiri\'e 
education. thar is. one which fonlls or educates man in the toralir\' 
of his corporeal humllnity,~1 Thus his criticism of the existing edu
cation is first and last a criticism of existing humanity, 



IV The Problem of I\lan 

1 Hegel: 

"An animal which was able to speak said. 'Being 
hUlllan is a prejudice which doC's not afflict us 
animab, ar least.· .. 

NUTZSCHE 

Absolute Spirit as 
the Universal Essence of l\1an 

The spirit is Hegel'~ basic -principle.1 As tbe "absolute." it is also 
the true uni,oersal essence of man. Only the presupposition of the 
"inner universal," the spirit. enables one to recognize the external 
particularities of men.:! But the "omnipotent age and its culture," 
that is, l:he epoch of the Enlightenment. led to man's disinclination 
to recognize "God or the absolute." Its absolute standpoint is. 
rather, "man and mankind." Philosophy. nevertheless. 'cannot halt 
at this empirical mankind and its superficial ideality, relinquishing 
the absolute "for the sake of its beloved mankind." \"'hat is usually 
called "man" is merely a "determinate finite object." ner "the spirit
ual focus of the universe." As a consequence of the di~tincrion be
tween the sensuous and supersensuous world, the latter is merely 
'~n escape from the former"; man is a material being, covered with 
an immaterial whitewash. "Suppose that the ideal of art were to 
bring a look of yearning into the eye of a common face, a timid 
smile Onto its lips, but it was a forbidden art to represent the gods. 

801 
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who are abo\'e all. yearning and melancholy, , . ,In similar fashion, 
philo!-(Iphy is supposed to represent. nor the ideal of man. bur only 
the au~rrclction of empirical manki:1d. with all irs limitJcions, It is 
supposed [0 bear d:~ stake: of absolute antithesis immo\'ably im
bedded within it, As it makes clear it~ limitation to whar is sensu

.ous .... it is to adorn its surface with a fa~ade of the supersensu-
ous. uy pointing in faith to somethiilg higher."3 The empirical and 
absolllte essence of man "should" coincide. bur cannot. so long as 
the phiiosophy of the Enlighrenme:1t pours the speclilati\'e idea of 
rcason in a "human form," The "perenni.il consideration of man" 
hJ~ th<: cffen oj !!i"in!! the word "humanit\''' the meaninl! of "what
ewr i~ "ulgar:'ln c~ntrast. HCfel emph';lsizes that it is only the 
spirit that "makes man man."; This sentence occurs on the first page 
of the philosophy of religion. gi\;ng an external indication of the 
fact t hat Hegel's notion of the spirit is nc~ intended anthropologi
cally. bur theolo!!1calh·. as the Christian Lo!!os. It is thus "super-
human.":' ... .. 

Hc!!el's criticism of the merck humanistic definition of man 
pre~upposes that anI), the Christian religion. which is the absolute 
religion, produced the absolute (i.e .. spiritual) definition of man. 
namel\'. through its doctrine of the incarnation of God.6 As "Son 
of God" and ~Son of ~tan." Christ belon!!s to the human race in 
general. not to "a particular' nation." h'er" since. there has existed, 
therefore. the uni\·ersal. true. spiritual notion of man. "The Greeks. 
otherwise so well educated. knew neither man nor God in truC 
unh'ersaliry; the gods of the qreek~ were mereJy the particular 
forces of the spirit. and for the Athenians the uni\'crsal God . . . 
was still the hidden God. For the Greeks. there was a si:-nilar chasm 
between them and the barbarians, and the\' 3S \'et had no knowledge 
of man as such. in his infinite \'~ue and infi'nite rights. . . . The 
Christian religion is the religion of absolute freedom; only the Chris
tion has a nlid conception of man as such. in his infinity ~nd uni
nrsality."1 Thus it follows from Hegel's definition of man that, for 

. him, man as a finite being was no problem at all. because the ultimate 
appeal of his absolute philosoph\' was to something more than 
merely finite and human, Only "at the name of the infinite does 
illumination come to the spirit." He claimed to know with absolutc 
certainty what makes man. man, because the Christian God. who is 
spirit, is included speculati\'ely in his notion of absolure spirit. Hegel 
brings to an end the truly metaphysical definitions of man. which 
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define him from the standpoint of something ab~oJute. Starting with 
Feuer-bach. man \\'3S con!'idercd 3mhiOpologic.llly. from the condi
tional s!andpoint of the finite indi,·idual. Only this individual man. 
based upon himseli. gives rise to an actual problem of mall. 

Bm if by his \'ery essence. man is divine spirit. what meaning 
can H('r!c\ see in the ordinar\". humanistic idea:which sees man as 
n(lthing~ morc than man? Hegel refers to it at one point in the 
ReclotspNlosopbie, in the context of an an31~"Sis of the spirit of 
bourgt.'ois society. "In ]aw. the obiect is the person; in ethics. it is the 
subiect; in the famih·. the memb("r; in bourgeois socie(\·. the citi7cn 
(conccin:d as bourgeois). Here, from the point of \'ic\~; of need~. it 
is the concrete object of descrip~i(ln th:tt is called 'man'; thus. only 
herC" do we speak of man in this sense."~ Thus. the only emiry 
defined b,' thc norion of ·'man." in the strict sense. is the bour'!cois, 
the subject of needs, a mere particularity in comparison to his 1nncr 
uni'·l!rs.llity. ~ lan. in the sense meant by later philosophy-F ellef
bach. Ruge. ~lan:. Stirner. and Kierkegaard-is discussed b,' Hegel 
01/1)' wirhln the framework of bourge01s society! Of course, he did 
not simply deny the "alidity of the concept of U man in general" and 
"as such" in the realm of law and society, bue his recognition of it 
was based on man as the possessor of cl\'il rights; precisely at this 
poinr, we see his eminently realistic outlook. He says that e\'ery 
human being is first and foremost a man, whate\'er his race, na
tionality, faith, class, or calling; this simple humanness is by no 
means a "superficial, abstract" quality, But the actual significance 
of this quality .consists ip the fact t~3t "bourgeois ~h'il rights ac
corded to an indi\'idual bring into being,. , . his personal feeling 
for his self-existence as a leg.71 person within bourgeois society"; 
they also producc t~e ~'necess:1-y cOJnpro,mise betwcen disposition 
and com'iction."!' He: nevertheless de'fends himself against any abso
lutizine: of this definition. which concerns man as man, For e\'en 
though every jndi\'idual m.3r be equal to e\'ery other simply by 
"inue of his "humanness" (quite apart from whether he is an Italian 
or a German, a Catholic or a Protestant), such self-consciousness is 
ne\'ertheless "defective" when it becomes estahlished-"for example, 
as cosmopolitanism"-and confronts the publi(,' life of the state as a 
fundamental, independent entity, In Hegel's philosophical theology, 
the uni"ersal definition ')f man's essence is, and remains, that man is 
spirit (Logos). undtrstood in the Christian seml', not mcrcl~' a hu
man being with earthly ne~ds.lO This OntO-"lo~ic31" definition of 
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man. on Christian postulatcs, is the "notion" (If man. To it is sub
ordinated the fact th"c as a subject of earthly needs, with particular 
civil rights. he is "ideall~'" a human heing. 

This traditional connection betwecn thc idea of man and the 
Christian doctrine of the incarnate God led al!;o to the exaltation of 
man as a self-sufficient being. in opposition to the Christian religion. 
But if the norion of man and hum:miry was originally connected 
with Christianity. then mere humanness is called into question as 
soon as it loses irs Christian foundation. At first, thc ninetcenth 
century believed it possihle to replacc Christianir~' with humanity 
and humanism (Fcuerhach. RllC"c. Marx). but with the result that 
faith was finally lost in humanity (Stirner. Kierkcgaard. ~icti'sche). 
A fU"rthcr consequence of thc doubt in ;l humanit~· emancipated from 
Christianity is the present "dehum:mization" of m:m.lI The inner 
logic of this de\'elopmem can be traced step by step in thc charac
teristic representatives of the historical movclllcllt of the nineteenth 
century. Its actual author was Feucrbach. 

2 Feuerbach: 
Corporeal ~1an as 
the Ultimate Essence of i\1an 

Feuerbach's entire work was directed toward com'erring the 
absolute philosophy of the spirit into a human philosophy of man. 
But th,e immediate task (1843) is not to "represem" man in positivc 
fashion. but first of all to "extract" him from his idealistic veil. The 
~essary task is: "to deri\"e from the philosophy of the absolute. 
that is (philosophical) theology. the necessity for a philosophy of 
man, that is, anthropology, and base the criticism of the philosophy 
of man on criticism of the philosophy of God,"I!! The important 
thing at th~ moment is to make man the object of philosophy, and 
philosophy the concern of mankind.Is 

In contrast to philosophical theology, whose b;lsic principle is 
.the infinite. Feuerbach demands the "true position" of finitude for 
the philosophy of the furore. The starting point of true philosophy 
is, therefore, no longer God or the absolute, but finite, mortal man. 
"All speculation about right, the will, freedom. personality, without 
man, apart from man, or even beyond man is speculation without 
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unity, without necessity, without substance, without foundation. 
withnur reality. l\1an is the existential form of freedom, of p"r
sonality, of right. 1\ tan alone is the ground and basis of rhe Fiche.:an 
'I,' the' ground and basis of the Lefbnizian monad, rhe ground and 
basis of the absolurc." H The term "man" means in general onlv 
man with his needs. perceptions. :md emotions. man a; a person in 
contrast to his spirit. A distinction should therefore he mad~ between 
what someone is "as a human being" and what he is, for example, as 
a philosopher, an artist, a judge. etc.-his social aspect in general. 
But by a theoretical dissociation of the characteristics of man from 
humanness as such, Hegel absolurized abstract quantities. Following 
the fundamental meaning of humanness. feuerbach criticizes Hegel'S 
particularistic definition of man. He takes up the previously cited 
passage from the Recbtspbilosopbie; where Hegel says that it is 
possible to talk of man "in this sense" only within the framework of 
bourgeois society, Feuerbach continues polemically: therefore, in 
reality, where Hegel speaks of the legal "person," the ethical "sub
ject," the family "member," he is always speaking of one and the 
same human being, though each time in a difference sense. For it is 
one of man's basic characteristics that he can be defined first in one 
way. then in another. The subject of all possible predicates is, and 
remains. man. as he li,'es a~d breathes.15 

Feuerbach associates this humanization of philosophy with the 
Protestant tradition, which, in the realm of reli~on, carried out a 
humanization of God. He himself goes one step further, declaring 
,he true essence. bf the Christian religion to be no longer God in
carnate as man, but man as such. For~Feuerbach. thi-s I;ads directl" 
to the complete dissolving of religious and philosophical theolog)' 
in the "universal sciencc" of anthropology. The Christian dogma of 
the Trinity and Hegel's dialectical trinity is rcplaced by the prin
ciple of rhe esscntial unit: between I and Thou, between man and 
his fellow 01:10.16 

But what makes this human being a man, what comprises the 
actual content of emancipated and self-sufficient humanity, Feuer
bach. with his abstract principle of concrete man, was unable to 
develop beyond sentimental cliches. Engels' statement in his work on 
Feuerbach is justified: "The same Fcuerbach who on the one hand 
. . . preaches immersion in thc concrete becomes abstract through 
and through as soon a~ hc comes to speak of any intcrcourse Lctween 
human beIngs at any level abo\-e the sexual. He sees only one side 
of this intercourse: ethics. And here we 3re struck once more by the 
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astounding poverty of F euerbach in comparison with Hegel. The 
hltter's ~thics or theory of morOility is his philosophy of righr. en
compassmg three parts: I. abstract right. 2. morality, 3, morals. the 
last including the family. bourgeois society. and the state, Here the 
content is as realistic as the form is idealistic. The entire area of 
right. economics. and politics is included here beside morality. "'ith 
F eucrbach. the exact re\'erse is true. He is realistic in form. using 
man as his point of deparrure. but he has nothing to say of the world 
in which this man lives. and so man remains the same abstract man 
that was rhe subject of the philosophy of f'eligion." 

What is the meaning. then. of Feuerbach's proclaimed emrhasj~ 
upon man "a.<; man:' if not merely that man, once raised to rhe lenl 
of being the basic principle of philosophy, is no longer subiect to 

any higher court of appeal which could help in defining him: Man 
hecomes of necessity relati\'e to man when the absolute has its 
"ground and basis" only in him. The next steps to a philosoph~' 
erected on Feuerbach's foundations were taken bv Rug-e and ~larx. 

Building on Feuerbach's foundation, Rug-e made ~of the senti
mental rel~nant of Christian humanity a "s,:stem" both ambitious 
and popular, pointing up the necessi~: for the destructive criticism 
of Stirner and the consrructi"l'e cri~cism of Marx.17 Instead of recog
nizing in Hegel's particularistic definition of man the implicit criti
cism of mere humant~', Ruge drew the opposite conclusion in his 
criticism of paragraph 190 of the philosophy of right: "of course" 
only bourgeois societ-.' is "human"· in it. c\'erv citizen is a worker.IF 
This is the actual. uru\'ersal state' of man. Rug-e sees the decisiye 
"progress" made by our world beyond the ancient polis in this uni
versal distribution of work. He gi\'es a sociopolitical content to 

Feuerbach's sentimental pri\:3te notion a£ hwna.nity. "Philosophy 
and ret'olution" are to bellet tog-ether the system of "humanism." 
"Out of the hea\'l!nly 'philosophy of the spirit,' philosophy de
\'eloped the earthh' freedom of living- men." Liberated man and the 
humanized world ':lre the realized philosophy of the spirit and free
dom of Hegel. The political form of rrue humanity is the Social
Democratic State, because it presupposes the unity and quality of 
men. no longer, it is true, before God. bur before the law. The proof 
of the system of humanism would be that even Ne(!roes are numan 
beift2'S! '''Do vou belie\'e that Neg-roes are humall~beings? You in 
Gennany probably belic\'e i~. for ~'ou ~o not have any ~eg:roes, but 
there are plenty of Illen who dtny Jt, namely, those who ha\'e 
Negroes."1P 
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3 ,tarx. 
The Proletariat as 
the Possibility of Collecth-e 1\fan 

Ar the ourser. \1arx wa~ a co!lea2"Ue of Rugc; in a letter to the 
latter. he stated that he considered IUs task to be "to make man oi 
man." For man. as he "walks and talks:' is a producer of merchan
dise, basically estranged from himself. In this plan for recapruring 
"true man," .\brx identifies himself at first with the "realistic 
humani,sm" of Feucrbach.Z .\ccordingly, D.ls K.1pit.1/ contains a 
polemic like that of F euerbach and Ruge, though only parenthetic. 
against Hegel's particularistic def.aition of man.::1 ~larx compares 
man in bourgeois society to merchandise. Like the laner, he Has a 
dubious. "ambic:uous character": a ''\'alue form" and a "natural 
form." As merchandise. somerhin!! is worth so and so much money; 
what it is by its natural constitution is indifferent in respect to Its 
mercantile ,·alue. Random items of merchandise can have com
pletely different Yalues, and yet the same natural constitution. Simi
larly. the indi"idual human being in this mercantile world. con
sidered in his bourgeois "\"alue for:n"-for instance, "as a general ~r 
a banker," a man defined and cIJssihcd according to his objecti'~ 
form of activity-is very important both to himself and to otherS; 
but the individual human being "simply" as such-in his natural 
foml, so to speak-is "insignificant." Here Marx refers laconically 
in a note to paragraph 190 of Hegel'S RecbtspbiJosopbie. This 
reference is to be interpreted as follows. Hegel makes much of man 
as such, as subject to certain needs and endowed with civil rights. 
This theoretical limitation reflects an actUal depri\'ation of spirit and 
dehumanization in the (~:isring: conditions under which mankind 
li"es at pre~ent, for this .hearenc!11 isolation corresponds to an actual 
abstraction from man as such.:!'~ Such nl9des of htmlan existence are 
abstract because they abstract from man per se; Marx thinks par
ticularly of the bourgeois or .proletarian. of the worker, whether 
engaged in mental or physic-al labor. and of the uni"ersal dh'ision 
of bourgeois society. into two complementary a nd contrasting modes 
of human existence: the pri\"'ate indi\;dual. with his pri,·ate ~norality, 
on the one hand; and citiz.cn of the state, with his public morality. on 
the other. All these fonns of human exisrence are partial; man as 
such, as a totality, is lacking in them. Since he achie\'es his identity 
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only in a particularity, he achieves this particularity only in respect 
to another: his professional existen~ Is distinguished from his family 
life, his pri\'a(c lif" is distinguished from it~ public circun.srances. In 
such a society, man "as such" lu~ nn h.isic parr to play. bur rather 
the particular definite "something" that a man is by virrue of his 
social position and achievement. This is essentially detcm1ined by 
economic conditions, which Hegel calls "nced<i.·· Thus the latter's 
definition of man in concreto, as a hourgt.:ois. is thc' appropriat~ 
theoretical expression of an acrual "dchumanizarion" of the existing 
conditiom. of life in the modern bourgeoi~-capitalistic world. a sign 
of man's estran!!emcnt from himself. 

Thus Feue~hach and Marx share the observation thar Hegel'S 
philosophy of the spirit contains man only as a particularity. but 
not as the human whQle which is basic to philosophy. But Fellcr
bach's "man," also, is in reality only a bourgeois. a private individ
ual without public social existence. In ConmlSt to Feucrbach and 
Hegel, ~tarx attempts to discover the full and complete meaning of 
that bourgeois particularity which, in He!!crs philosophy of the 
spirit, stands equally revealed and concealed~He seeks to explain the 
apparently obvious fact that-to the member of bourgcois socicty
the bourgeois is considered as a "hum:m being," while in realit" 
he is mt"~::; a bourgeois. In order to free this -p3rticubr historical 
human being from his particularity and abolish the estrangement of 
man, J\hrx demands an emancipation which will be nor only eco
nomic and political, but also "human." This does not consider man 
as an "ego" and "alter ego" (Feuerbach), bur rather tbe wotid in 
which man li,·es. Each man is the hilnlan world. becausc he is essen
tially a "member of a social species," a ":.0011 politikoll." For this 
reason, Marx's criticism of bou~geois man ,is d~"~loped as a criticism 
of bourgeois society an<f economIcs, without losing its basicalh' 
anthropological significance.::3 Ne"enheless, as long ;s the individ
ual is not a member of a social species or zoon politikoll, and th~s 
does nor participatc in the state as his res pub/iell, thc bourgeOIs 
private individual can appecv to be true man. If the mere pri"ate 
indi\'idual is to bc abolished at the same time as the mere citizen of 
the state, it will be necessary to carry through a radical revolution 
in the whole structure of private and public life. "Only when the 
real individual man reinc~~o~ates i~ himself the abstract ciriz~n of 
the state, when he, as an mdivldual man, becomes at the same tmle a 
generic man in his empirical'life, in his indi\'idual work in hi .. in
dividual condition, when he. recognizes that his 'forces propres' are 
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social forces and organizes them accordingly, no longer separating 
himselt from the power of society 1n the form of political power
only then will the emancipation of man be complete."~4 

Marx turns to the proletarian to bring about this final liberation 
of man from the merely political state of bourgeois society and to 
bring into being communistic man. who is identical with the society 
in which he lives. The proletariat is a society \\'hich has an absolute 
duty because of its absolute opposition to the existing order. Only 
the proletariat. the complete privation of humanity. is capable of 
achieving once more the unity and completeness of man. It is from 
this exception to bourgeois society that Marx creates his ideal of a 
new, uhiversal man. purely human.25 

The introduction to the criticism of the Hegelian philosophy of 
right already contains the statements: "The proletariat. as a particu
lar class, is the dissolution of society." It is a particuhr class, but not 
as one class within bourgeois society; it is a society ourside of existing 
society. This is what enables it to exert a positive influence on the 
dissolution. In the proletariat, so understood, Marx's philosophy 
found its natural weapon, while the proletariat found in Marxism 
its intellectual weapon. "The head of this emancipation is philoso
ph}:, its heart the proletariat." 

Considered objectively, the proletariat and propertied bourgeoi
sie both e\'idence the same estrangement, but the one class is happy 
and contented in its estrangement without being conscious of it, 
while the other represents estrangement which is conscious of itself 
and therefore abolishes itself. Only the proletariat develops a critical 
and re\,o)utionan' class consciou~ness our of the situation which is 
common to all. It is JUSt this fact which makes the proletarian class 
less dehumanized than the bourgeois: its dehumanization is obvious, 
not in a concealed form.~" The proletariat, in its own living condi
tions, "coll-iprehends within itself the dehumanized extreme" of the 
liviI~g conditions of the other social spheres. For this reason, it is the 
key to the problem of the whole of existing soCiety, which it must 
liberate together with itself. In the Deutsche Ideologie, the universal 
significance of the proletariat is developed in more detail, in the 
context of the extension of modern world trade. "Only the prole
tarians : of the present. completely excluded from all independent 
activity, are in a position to , .. achieve their open-minded inde
pendence of action, which consists in the appropnation of a totality 
of productive power .... In all previous appropriations, a mass of 
indi,·iduals remained subsumed under one single instrument of pro-
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duction; in the appropriation of the proletarians. a mass of inmll
ments of production must be subsumed under each individual. and 
property among all. There is no mher \\ ay to subsume th,· universal 
commerce of toda\' amon~ individuals than to subsume it under all 
of them.'·~7 . ~ 

Thus the proletariat has an historic role ((l pl<1y and a funda
mental significance for the whole proces!>. not becam.c they arc 
"gods," but because they incarnate the generic nature of man in the 
extremity of estrangemcm. The secular world has alienated the 
entire life of the wage earner; he il> no lon!!cr c\'en a human bein!!. 
bur the seller o~ his labor. This particuI3r eLm ha~ a uninrsal 
functiOn. The p:-oletariat i~ conscious that hc i$ merchandise; trad~ 
is thereby seen .0 be human dcstim', and economics becomes the 
"anatom~'" of bourgeois society. The proletariat is the "uni\'ersal 
class." representing no particular limited intcrests. \ \'hen it liberates 
itself, it will mean the end of the pri\'ate human existence of the 
bourgeois as well as of private property and private capitalistic 
economics: in short, all distinction between the pri,'atc and public 
spheres. This distinction will be replaced positi\'ely by the uni
versality 9f a mode of existence which is common to all, a com
munity with communal ownership and a communal economy. 
~larx's ideal of democracy is the polis which has been transformed 
into;) cos711opolis, a socien' of free men, whose individual member is 
not a bourgeois, but a ZOO;1 politiko". 

'But if we ask what it is that makes this indi\'idual a human being, 
we are shown no ne\\' essence of humanin·. but onh' a radical execu
tion of the principle of bourgeois society. It is siil1ply production 
as such (though in anticapitalistic fashion) which makes the indi\'id
ual human when his general essence consists merely in the fact that 
he is a "subject of needs:'::~ In contrast t~ this ~\'hole bourgeois
proletarian ~'orld, Srirner, in desperation, rashly "staked his life on 
nothingness," in order to replace man, still appearing in objecti\·e 
fonn, with his featureless "I." 

4 Stirner: 
The Indi\'idual c'r' 
as the Proprietor of Man 

Stirner's ultimate aim is to sho\\' that the exaltation of man to 
the status of a supreme creature is nothing but {.ne la)t disguise for 
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the Christian belief in a human incarnation of God. 'Toman. man 
is the supreme creature-so sa~'s Feuerbach. Only now have we 
di~covered man-so says Bruno Bauer. Let us take a closer look at 
this supreme crearure and this De'" discovery." This is the epigraph 
of the first section. entitled "Man:' whil.:! the second deals with 
the "I." 

Of course the Christian God, who is Spirit, has become: more and 
more tenuous; all that remains is the "spirit of mankind:' I 11 reality. 
howe\·er. the primitin starting point of Christianity returns in this 
complete humanization: man considered purely in himself. who. as 
Christ. was the superhuman origin and goa! of history ... \~ the claim 
for supremacy is transferred increasingly to man as stich. "I" am 
forced to disco\'er that this absolute man remains as foreign to me a.~ 
was the f0n11er absolute God or Spirit. 

But what is the "1" to do- once man. too. has died? Irs acti\'in' is 
norhing but a continual "squandering" and disposal of the self and 
irs own world. It is nor "mv" task to realize the uninrsal essence 
of man, but only to satisfy iuyself. As an "I," a man no longer has 
a "vocation" and a "destiny"; he "is" whate\,er he can be at an~
particular moment. no more and no less.~~ In the indi\-idual, the 
proprietor returns to the "creati\'e nothingness" from which he was 
born. "Ii I rely upon myself, as an indi\'iduaL I rely upon the transi
tory ... creator of myself, who is sdf-consuming." 

Feuerbach, Bauer, and Marx sought to establish man in generaL 
and ignored man as he really is; for rhe only.real man is rhe indi,-idual 
human being as he li\"es and breathes, here and now, in th~ <?r thar 
particular form. Like the high priestS of the French Re"0Iuti0I1, they 
believed in the truth of man in Q'eneral. and therefore followed the 
principle of beheading. some indi\-iduals for the good of mankind. 
The spirit which possesses .hese critics of the spirit is admittedly not 
an absolute spirir. the Holy Spirit. but rather the spirit of humanity. 
This completely generalized humanity. ne\"ertheless. is as different 
from the real "I" as is a universal ideal from the individual. rransitory 
existence which I am. -

To the disciples of universtli man. this nihilistic ''I'' must seem 
to be egoistical and "in-human." In actual fact. the indi,-idual egoist 
is e\'cryone, because everyone is concerned for hinlself abo\'c all 
else_ Stirner no longer "dreanlS" 9f freedom and emancipation, but 
"decides" for indi,;dualiry.80 As an indi\'idual "I" he lins neither 
in thc bourgeois state nor In communistic society-neither the hea,')" 
cords of blood nor the light threads of humaruty bind him-but in 
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the "association "of egoists. Only they, precisely because of their 
superi(,rit~·. are his equals. Tile ''I'' is the nihiils[ic e:ld oi Christian 
humanity, whose last man is "ill-human" just as its first wa:. "super
human." The ''l'' enjoys life, unconcerned with the idee fixe of 
God and mankind. 

5 Kierkegaard: 
The Solitary Self 
as Absolute Humanity 

Stirner's theory of the il1,li"illual is contemporaneous with 
Kierkegaard's basic idea of the "!>olitar\, indi"idllal" who "is unsatis
fied with himself before God." Both h;1\-C ce,lscd to believe that the 
mankind which they sa\\- about thl:l1l W<1:, fully human, and that the 
Christianity of the modern worlJ was fully Christian. Stirner's "I," 
which relies on nothingness, ic; an attempt to break out of the Chris
tian circle which began with the preaching of Christ and ended with 
the discussion of man. Kierkegaard, on the other hand, seeks _ to re
capture the beginning as though eighteen hundred years of Chris
tian history had never taken place; his goal is once more to be 
contemporary with the "absolute humanity" of primitive Chris
tianity which-humanly speaking-is "inhuman." 

To Ruge, humanism was the "consummation" of Christianity; 
fQr Stirncr, humanism was the ultimate fom) and end of Christianity; 
ior Kierkegaard, true Christianity is the \'ery opposite of what it 
had become in the course of time: humanitarianism and education. 
"Once the protest a~ainst Christiat:lity (and this was just at the mo-

-merit when it was plainest what Christianity is, and the protest was 
made by the heathen whose vision was most acute) was that it is 
misanthropic; but now_ Christianity is humanitarian!~!11' Once Chris
tianity was a stumbling block to the Jews, and to the Greeks, fool
ishness; now it is education!" -

Kierkegaard's notim. of the "indit'idual" is the basis of both his _ 
anthropology and his Cilristianity; for this reason. his criticism of 
the present is directed as much against the "mankind" exalted to a 
first principle by Feuerbach, Rug~, and Marx as against a "Christen
dom" emancipated from God. His indi,·id1131 is a "corrective" to the 
mankind of- Social Democracy and the Christendom of the liberal 
intelligentsia. In the face of ;the historical mO\'cment of the world, 

~ 
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whose goal is an undifferentiated leveling what is needed now is the 
resolute isolation of the individual, the exaltation of individuality 
above the extant social and Christian order. 

All universal systems-whether of the spirit (Hegel) or of man
kind (J\larx)-in their preocdupation with the great course of his
tory forget '·,\·hat it means to be a human being. Not human beings 
in gener;l, but what it means for you and me and him, each for hiri1-
self, to be human beings."31 "Pure mankind," on the contrary, is a 
purely "negative association," sen"ing to submerge the individuals 
who have their own existence in the uniform bustle of the cro\\·d. "It 
is our oJ the question that the ideal of socialism and community will 
be the salvation of our age .... In our time ... the principle of 
aSSOCiatIon ... is not affinnati\"e, but negati,"e, an escape, a distrac
tion. a mirage. Its dialectic is to enervate indiyiduals bv strengthen
ing them; it~strengthens them in numerical association, "but ethically, 
that is a source of weakness. "32 

K.ierkegaard's polemic is directed basically against Hegel'S "sys
tem" and the association of "mankind." On the other hand, he did 
not fall victim to Stirner's idea of a naked "I" which forfeits what is 
universally human in renouncing mankind as a uni'·ersaI. "If man in 
general is exrernal to me, in the course of my life I can follow only 
this one method: di\"est myself of e\'crything particular about me. 
This uncontrollable passion to abstract from oneself is not so very 
uncommon. A cert~in sect of the Hussites thought that a person can 
become a normal human being only by going naked like Adam and 
E"e in paradise. There are more than a few these days who preach 
the same doctrine in respect to spiritual and intellectual matters: a 
person becomes a nonnal human being by divesting himself of 
everything particular until. so to speak, he is completely naked. But 
that is not the real state of affairs."33 Instead, he assigns himself the 
task-.:withour himself being. able to carry it out-ot realizing as an 
"indi"idual self" the "uni\'ersality" of humanity.34 

The "I" which has become a self is not an isolated abstraction; 
its entire life is a concrete expression of what is universally human. 
I( makes of itself an apparently quite ordinary human being. who' 
realizes the ·'universal" in marriage, vocation, and work. The man 
who truly exists is a "thoroughly indi"idual human being without 
others like him, bur at the same rime he is man in general. "35 He is 
"aurodidact" and "theodidact" both. 

As a man who has his existence before God, who realizes the 
uninrsal. he docs not li\'e as "others" Ii",:. "It would be a deification 
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of the most tri\"ial kiI'd of mediocrity to see in life as it i~ ordinarily 
lind th:n which is uni\"ers~llJy human" The exceptior which realize~. 
with increased intensity. the uniyerSJI. at the poilH!> \\"here it is able 
to re:llize it. stands much hi(!"her" ... But the man who has become 
exceptional in the nobler se~se . , , will always admit that it would 
be far better to absorb the uni,"ersal completel~' into hili life:'~'" 

The mall who is considered exceptional is for the most part. 
Ilt',"errhelcss. only an insignificant exception ,to the general rule. a 
man who is c(lnsci(lus of himself as a person who can do somethinf! 
or other better than e,"eryone else, "One man can s\\'im the canal. 
another knows twenty-foi1f lan(!"u3!!es. a third can walk on his hands. 
etc. :\ 11 this. si pl,lai. can be aarni;ed, Belt if the individual in ques
tion is considered I!reat in an\" uni\"ersal sense . . . admiration is a 
delusiH :mirude, .~ .. "87 For this reason Kierke2"aard addresses him
stlf to ever\" man. but a~ an individual-just as ~~ietzsche addresses 
himscli to ':all and to none." 

Just as a dO\lble me:minl! attaches to the '·indi\'jdual." so also 
there art: t\,"O separate aspects to the problem of hqman equality. 
Men arc equai before the extramundane God. bur unequal in the 
world which the\" an share. which is the elei11ent of dissimilarit\". 
Within the- world. one l11:m is pn:ftrred :lhm"e another; before God. 
each man is a neighbor t,) his fellow man.'" 

rhus there are char~cterisricalh' thIee "exceptions" which de
termine the uninrs:!I essence of man in the midst of the disintegra
tion of the existing order: the mass of the proletariat ,,;hich is 
excluded from hourgeoi:-; society (\1arx), the ''I'' which excludes 
itself from all soci;l intercourse (Stirner), and ~he self ",h:ch 
exc!udes itself from Christendom (Kjerke~aard). Th~se Three excep
tions. in the mi:lst of the disintegration o(bourgeois humanity, con'-
tiilUc to determine thl uninrsaJ ~ssence of man.~ . 

There are, ne,·erthe1css. difficulrie<; whic!} stand in the way of 
am' restoration. whether of "true man" C\larx's ideal). the "naked 
1'" (Stime:-'s ideal), or the "true Christian" (Kierkegaard's ideai). 
These difficulties are an the greater becam.e e\'Cry man can belie\"(' 
that he i~ a "human hcing" jmt as he is. e"en though he is ~ere1y a 
hO\lr~eois; or that he is an ul" just as he is, although he 1S only a 
?13n. possessed (If the spirit of mankind: or. that he i!. a. "<;hristian" 
Just as he is, although he is onl\-" a worldly member of Chnstendom. 
Andemh·. 53\"5 Marx .. ir was still e"idem whethlr a 01:111 was free. 
~ecal1se there'were still slaves; in primitive Christianity, Stlys hier1,e
!:":1ard. it W.1.!l ')till dear whether a man dcsirt'd f(I be a follower (If 
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Christ, because there were stil1 Jews and pagans who resisted Chris
tianity. For the restoration nf man. Mar:'{ postubtes a generic man 
whose existence is absolurel~' social; Stimcr postulates an "1" who is 
absolutely egoistical; Kierkegaard postulates a religiously isolated 
self, who is said to represent "absolute humanity" in contrast to 
\larx's principle of association and Stirner's principle of isolation. 
,\tarx's end is communistic man who no longer owns anything as a 
printe indi\'idual; Stirner·s. an "in-human" man whose humanity is 
merely one attribute 3mOn!! others; Kierkegaard's end is Christ. the 
superhuman measure of man throughout aU-ages. 

This marks the end of the radical attempts at redefining man. 
a chain which beg-an with Hegel. The breakdown of the radicJI 
intenectual moycmCnt correspo~ded to the poSt- J 850 political reac
tion. during \\'hieh Sehopenhauer became influential. 

Only 1'ietzsche, with different presuppositions. restated the 
question once more: what is this "undetermined" being. "man"? 

6 Kietzsche: 

The Superman as 
the Transcendence of ,\1 an 

"This is our suspicion which keeps recurring •... our question 
which no one ... may hear, our sphinx beside- which yawns more 
than one abyss . . . : 1 beli'C\"e that e\'eryrhing which we in Europe 
today are wont to honor as the \'alucs of all those honorable things 
called 'humanity: 'humaneness,' 'sympathy: and 'pity' ma~' indeed 
ha\'e a certain immediate value as a moderation and weakening of 
cerrain basic dri\'es which are both strong and dangerous; but in the 
long run it means only the depreciation of the entire species ClUed 
'man '-its reduction to mediocrity ... "311 

~iet7_<;che dC\'eloped his crir'icism of modern man as a protest 
against this humanitarianism of a secularized Christianity. Wflich 
distorts thl' "measure of n1;1n." ,Irs conclusion- was a demand for a 
"transccndence of man" which would annul the entirety of Chris
tian humanitarianism; man seemed to him transcended by'the "super
man." This is the answer to the cn' of distress of the "most loath
some" man. who is the murderer of God. and of the "higher" man, 
higher becau!'e he can despise himself. while the "final" humani
tarian man of the present (',tIl no longer despise himself. being for 
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that reason despicahle. He is the 3ntipodc of the slJpenl)an. whom 
;\.::etzsche created "at the same lime:' "Thl: earth has grown small. 
and upon it skips th~ tlnal mall. \\'ho mahs all things mean. His 
race ~:lO no more he: extermin:ucd than can the flea: the final man 
lives longest. .•. No lcl!1~er is there wealth and pon:rry: both arc 
too btJ!densome. 'Vho still desires to rl1le~ \Yho to obey: Both are 
too burdensome. One herd, without a shephl:Td~ Ever~'onc \\"ants 
the same thing, e\'cryone is equal: if anyonc feels differently, he 
goes of his own accord to the madhouse:' 

But why is a transcendence of man nec"!-sarv in the first placc~ 
The answc'r-as in the case of Stirner-is l>a~ed on the traditional 
connectiun bct\\·cen Christianity and hUl11alliry. berwcen God .and 
man, Stirncr's indh'idual "I." which crean.:l> itself out of norhmg
ness, and Niet?~che's superman, who creo1lt!- the hammer of the 
theory of recurn:nce in order to rLulscend rill" purposdes~ existence 
of mankind-these t\\"o an.: thl' extreme conSl'qllence~ of the prob-
lems involved in Christian anthrop(llog~', ' 

The imern,ll connection hdwcen Cnrisri:min' and humanity is 
expressed in 1'iet7J;('he's case b~' the appearance of th(· sllpeni13n 
when God is dead, Th!<; death demands of rh:: llIat: who wills him
~clf. to whom no God says what ht must do, th:lt he tra!lScc'nd man 
ar the same time as hl" j's freed from (~od, Thus man forfeits his 
traditional place as:1 hung.ord('r(;'d between God and the brutcs, He 
must rely on himself as upon a rope stretched oycr the abyss ot 
noth~ngness. extendc~ into emptiness.. LJi~ existence-.like tha~ ~f 
the {\!=htn?pe \\':llker In the foreword to Z,/I',711,'lJstr,1-IS es..<;cnml.y 
in danger. dan~cr is his '\'ocation"; only in danger do we find the
"dcstiny" of man which' has bccome proi.)lematical~ H;!ppiness. rea
,on, \"irn.s. justic;!, ci,'ilization. cOllllxlSS!OnN-thc whoh.: essence (If 
traditional hOI11:lnitv' is no lon{!er reJc"ant for ~ierzsche's redefini-
tion of m:m's destin\'. ~ 

In spire of this criticism of human .. as "soit and degcnerate." 
!,-:ietzscht \\'as far Tl'!llo\'ed from lllldcn:aluin!!" man for the purpose 
of politic'll regimentation, "No\\" almost tveryrhing on earth is 
undtr the control of the most gross and evil powers. the eg'qism of 
profiteers arrd military dictators. In the lunds of these latter, the 
state, like the egoi!>m 'of the profiteers. makes at attempt to reor
ganize ev~r~·thing according to its O\\'n principles. to, restrain all 
these· hostile powers, That is. it wants men to engage 1Il the same 
idolatry t(,)ward it a!' the\' formerly did tow.lTd the Church, '''ith 
what success? "'c shall fi'nd out, at any rate we arc still living" in the . , ~ 
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full flood of the Middle .-\Q"es: the ice is melting, and the stream is 
sweeping all before it. Fl~e is piled upon floe: all the shon:s are 
flooded and endangered .... There is no doubt that there is mort: 
danger [0 e"eryth1ng human when such periods arc approaching 
than during the actual culhpsc: anJ ensuing maelstrom. Anxious 
expectation and greed~.- exploitation of thc moment call forth all 
the cowardly, self-seckin£ dri\'cs of the soul. ... '\'ho now. in the 
midst of these dangers ot our 3g-C, will dedicate himself to sen'e as 
watchman and ca~alier for hti;nanin', for the inviolabie. sacred 
temple-treasure graduall:-- accumulated- by all the race!. of man? \\'ho 
will support the image or nnIl when all feel ,,-ithin themseh'es only 
the wo'rm of sc:lf-seeki!'~ :,~-IJ ;'I cringing anxiety, and hayefallen so 
far' from that image tha: they are mere .:mimals or e,-en mechanical 
robots? "~l 

~ietzsche sought to Sl!P?ort such an image of man by combat
ing radicallv the Christian ide.1 of humanin-, as well as the ideal of 
uciry and equality of men: in order to do this he went back to 
antiquity, when the difference between the birth of a free man and 
of a sla\'e was made le~irimare "by the order of nature." But because 
it is impossible to dest~f():- the historical influence of Christianity by 
a retreat into the past. the question asked by Nietzsche remains
precisely on the basis of his criticism of humanity .i~ 

But do WI' have any c:-ireri(ln at all for the unity and equality of 
men, which would mt:ls\.!:-e more than relative similarities between 
the va-rious races, nations. and indi,-iduals? Arc we not completely 
without any standard l,f comparison by which we might set up a 
definition of man which would be uniycrsal, not merely "p:lrticuhr" 
o.r "indi\'idual"? The eccentric measure of Chnstian hum:min-. 
which destroyed the cosmos of the Greeks. seems to be giying \,-3\' 
to a new unifom) dis(:ipline of man, in the face of wJ1()~e co;:.}crere 
power what remains o{htlmanit~.- seems only to gin the appearance 
of being- a "man withom arrributcs.'·~·' And vet humanity is not a 
"prejudice" which can be discarded. It beJ~ngs to the "nature of 
man, _ e\'en thhu!!"h humanitarian "humanity" and its reactionary 
counterpart, . Int~ler3nce \\"hi~h assumes the air of heroism. both 
equally fail to understand th~ nature of man: his misery and hi~ 
grearness, his fallibilir:-' :lnd his steadfasmess. 

Goethe sa\"s of tolerance tJut it is a state of mind in transition 
to "reco!!I1itil1n"; the lam:r constimtes "true liheralirv."H He himself 
attained ~this maturin' of reco!!"nition to a greater extent than anv 
other Gennan. It is an arrirucl'e which is equally far remoyed frOll) 
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both forcible: appropriation and rejection of what belong~ to some
one cl!>c Confident in himseli. hc accepted thn~e "'ho thought anj 
acred differently, On(' of his Illaxim<> dc:tl: with association be.ween 
people: "Books' are like: new aC(juaimances, At first i~ gi,'es us gre.H 
t.:lcasure to enCOlilltcr general agreement. to feel a friendiy contact 
at some important point (If our existence, Bur with a closer acqulint
ance. diffc:rcm:cs btcome apparem, ~i1e important thing then for 
sensible conduct is not to retreat at once (as one is apt to do in one's 
youth). but to hold fast to the points of agreement and achie,'e a 
clear undemanding of points of di~pute. witll0ut seeking to come 
to an agrccmem on thcm: T Gocthe praised an Englishman, L. 
Sterne. a~ an extmplary expolH:nt of the recognition of all that is 
human, "This hiQ'h. bcne,'o!cm in'm', thi:. fairness of judQ'mtnt. t11is 
e\'en temper in ti,e face of offensi\·ene::s. this equanimity in all vicis
situdes, and ",haren'r other related \'irtues there may be were a 
commendable educarion for mc; in the laSt anal\'Sis it is these habits 
of mind which bring us back from all false steps along the wa~' of 
life .... '; To see wh:tt is human and to reco!!nize it seemed to him a 
middle course between attention to errors or to truths. which 
"wa\'er to and fro" amon!! men. One mi\!ht think here of "idiosyn
cracies." "This is what constitutes the ~ indi"idua! and makes 'the 
general specific. In the midst of what seems most strange and won
derful. there always appears 3 bit of undemanding. reason. 2nd good 
will which channs and fascinates us ... ·~ This "human side of m~n" 
was most sensitiveh' disco\'Cred and encoura~ed by Sterne. Goethe 
was eratcful for the edification he recei\'cd from obsen'in!! Sterne's 
"fre; spirit.'··s knowing full well ~hat it would not do to translate 
Sterne's Shandyism directh' into German. II' But e\'en his own final 
word on the meaning and'signific:mce oJ his life and \\;ork is. "the 
triu'!lph of the purely human:' which, of course the lll?rbid en
thuSIaStl1 of the high-flown poets of the German nation. who 
"droy,n him in cliches," cannot see. "-ithin the German nation. says 
Goethe in his con\'ersation with the Russian Count SlrO!!allOtf: a 
spirit of "sensual eX;lltation" holds s\\'a\'. which is forei~~ to him; 
therefore the Count is not far from ri~ht in assercin!! that Gemlaoy 
did not understand what Goethe W3S a~ttempting to do in his life and 
work: to bring the human side of nU!1 to reco{!llition, free of the 
distortions whIch disfigure it, particularly in Germany .~.o 

"Let us stop, therefore, at the word 'humanity. with which the 
best writers, both anciem and lllodern. ha\'e :lssociated su(:h noble 
idtas. Humanity is the.character of our race; but we: ha\'~ it only as 
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an hereditary potential. and must be educated to it, We do not come 
into the worH fully possessed of it. , , , Hllm:l11ity i" the treasure 
and prizl' of all human effort. the art of our rilee, Education to it is 
a bbor which must be continued without cease. or we sink back 
. , , into bruralin', Docs the word 'humanit\-' disti~ure our lan
guage? All civih/ed nations ha\'e appropriated it for" their speech; 
and if our lcner~ should come into the hand of a stranger. the\' 
would at least seem harmless: no honorable nl;1ll w(lllld ~\\"illingl\' 
have \\Tirren krtcrs for thc promotion of hrurality" (Herder. Briefe 
':..il,. Befordci"//llg .1.'r HUIIl.711itiit, Third Collection), 



v The Problcn1 of Christianitv . 
"All the po~sibilities for :1 Christi.lll liit, the· most 
singie-Illinded anJ the most supnhci,ll. the, . , 
silliest and the Lc\t thought out, hJve b(:CIl tried 
Out: it is time to di~co\'er sOI1lf:thinl! nl'\\ :' 

... 1'\ lETZKHE 

The historical world which gave rise to the "prejudice" that e\-cry
one with a human countenance has, simply by \,irrue of that fact, 
the "dignity" and "destiny" of being human is not in the first in
stance the world (now fading away) of mere humanin', which had 
its origin in the "U01110 u.nive;sale" "and also "terribile" of the Renais
sance; it is ratihe£ the world of Christianitv, in which the di\"ine man 
Christ is the measure of man's relationship to himself and to his 
neighbqr. The image which connned the h01ll0 of the European 
world into a. human being is basically determined by the idea which 
the Christian has of himself 3S the image and likeness of God. Thus 
the statement that we are "air' human beings is rt.stricted to the 
conception of humanity produced by Christianity in association 
with thc Stoics. Indirect evidence of this historical circumstance in 
regard to human nature is the fact that anthropology becomes a 
problet'i1 only when Christianity begins to nnish from the world. 
But the \'anishing of Christianity within the European world is not 
least a conseqm nce of the ctirical mo\"cmt. ~t which r.eached its 
extreme limit in the last century. 

Philosophical criticism o( the Christian religion began in the 
nineteenth century with Hegel and reached it:- clima..x with Nietz
sche. It is a Protestant mO\'ement, and therefore specifically G~r
man; this holds true of both the .criticism and the religion at which 
it was' directed. Our critical philosophers were all ~ theologically 

an 
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educated ProtCst:llm. and their criticism of Christianity presupposes 
hs Protestant m.lIliie~t.l~ion. Criticism. rh:tr ie;. discrimin:uinn. can be 
exercised with rdcrence to what u:1irl!> lhil1g~ 0:' what scpar:nc!> 
them. These t\\ 0 formal possibili~ies for critical di5-cri:nination also 
describe the conncte relationship between philos('phy and religion 
in this last pho15-<: of philosophical criticism of the Christian religion. 
The tWo extremes of unification and s<:p:trarion 3;(: represented by 
Hcgel\ philosophi<:al theology and ~i<:tzsche's :1:-•• i·ChristiJn phi
losoph~·. The deci~i\'c turning pnint from Heger .. rcconcili:ltion to 
~ietzsche'!- break with Christian in' is characrerinJ In' the criticism 
of religion which (".tme from the ic:r't-win!! He£(;h.a:lS. If we are to 

undersr:md this turning point in it~ hisrOricals.etting. we must be 
aware abu\'c all of thc :unbigui.y of the way it built upon Hegel. 

1 I-Ic£!el's Transcending of 
~ ~ 

Religion by Philosophy 

Hegel'S philosuphical \Hiring begins with his early theological 
works: VolksrcUgilm ulld Cbristellnnn. Leben J CS'll. Die Positi::it3t 
der cbristlicben Religiol1, and Der Geist des Chrirrennrms lmd setl1 
SCbic/..:S,li. Thcsc works do much £(l illuminate the course of Hc!!el's 
philnsophical dc\·elopment. ,,'rinen in the' last decade of the eight
eenth century. they remained unpublished until \\'. Dilthey's srudy 
of Hegel'S early life, Die Jug£'11d g.escbicbte H fgels (1905). led 
H. ~ohl to edit a,nd publish the manuscripts.in 190~; later (14; 29 
and 19~5), T. Harinp: WrOte a CO:1.mentar\, on them. The Young 
He!!elians kncw nothing of them. It is all 'the more remarkable t~ 
obs~n'e in retrospect the e~"tent to which Hegel himself as a young 
man anticipated the criticisms of the Young Hegelilns. 1 The content 
of these fragments is an exposition of Christianity. onl~' as a transla
tion of Christianity from the positiye foml of relirion into the fonn 
of philosophy can Hegel's interpretation be understood, in its -own 
tenns. as a criticism of the Christian reli!!ion. 

The duminant theme of this criticJf (i.e .. discrimin3ting) exposi
tion of the Christian re~i!!ion is the question whether it is possible to 
restore the "totaliry" of "life" which is estran!!eJ within itself. 
Hegel considers the historical task of Jesus to have been the restora
tion of inner totality in opposition to the "positi\'iry" (Ges£'t:tbcir) 
of the Jewish religion of I:IW (Gesft·:); this was t(J be accumplished 
through a religion of "lo\'e" which would overcome the <'law,": In 
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the '·Ii,·ing relationship'· of loye between man and God. but also 
between man and man or between I :mc Tho~l. this lc!!a!l\" deter
mined opp(l~itillIl is abolished. this separation of one ellt~re "life into 
hOHik opposites. This one life. once more unified within itself. is 
the only true- life because it is the only total life or mode of...being; 
life which is not uniti,·d is not genuine bein!r. Genuine being is 
alw.n·s unified he-in~. and the unihcation is br~u{!ht aboU[ throu2h 
the living relationship of Ion. in which each indi,·idual· bec()n~es 
him~df only through another. "Cnification and being arc equi,·a
lent··. then an: as mam· modes (If being as there are of unification. 
The linguistic c:\pressloll of this spec~fically Hegelian notion of 
heing'i5 rh(· (."oplib ··i~:··· Therefore the methodology of Hegel's 
Lch'ii /di{ i~ w attempt to demonstr:1te th;tt e,·ery form of "posi
t~,·ity:· that i~. e,"ery determinacy which is purely external and 
ohjective. call be abolished by the concept of the living relationship 
of l(lYe. a precursor of the mediating mo\"Cmenr of the spirit. Thus. 
Hegel pm a philosophical interpretation upon the miracle stories of 
the ~e\\" T eSt3mem by abolishing their positive miraculous demenr. 
that is. the miraculous aspect of Eucharistic doctrine. Viewed ob
jectinly or f rOI11 without. that is. apart from any living relationship 
w:ith it. the breJd distrihuted by Jesus is "mere ·bread" and the 
winc which is p;ls~ed, "mere wine"; bur "each is something more." 
This "something Illore" does not consist in a mere allegorical addi· 
tion to the real bread and wine; Jesus' body and blood are really 
indistinguishable ftom the bread and wine. It is not onl)l' as though 
both were the same, or somehow comparable; rather, whar at firSt 
appears so different is inextricably unitedo Only to the '''understand
ing." w~ich comes from without. to the "perception" of the senses. 
arc the bread and bod,·. the wine and blood, distinguishable and 
comparable: this docs not hold true for the spirituafapprehension 
of the bre:ld and wine. for the inner relation~hil'o ""hen both are 
recei'"ed not onl~· physicall~: and materiall~·. bur a ~o. in the presence 
and name of Jesus. arc recei,oed spiritually and inrellectually, these 
objects arc by their "ery nature morc thJn mere objects of physical 
enjoyment: the~" arc a spiritu:rl communion become objective. This 
"Io'·e become objective, this. suhjecti,·ity which has·5ccoml! an ob· 
ject ... becomes once more subjecti,oe through the act of c;lting." 
Thus in the eating of the bread and wine. \\'hcn the spirit really 
comes ro life. the ohjectiveness of the objects '''·anishes.'' gi,oing 
place to the su~jec(. Considered as objcct~. they arc "mystical." 
thjnf~ both sens~oll!- and superscnsllou~. 
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The mere "positivity" of the objccts ,-anishes; this means a re
turn to the "subjecti,-ity" or "idealtl}-" which originally constituted 
them_ This retrogression to primiti,-c origins Hegel later discusseJ 
systematically as the "subjecti\'ity" of "substantiality." These two 
basic concepts of Hegel's philosophy of the spirit correspond to the 
contrast between "ideality" and "positi"ity" expressed in his early 
theological writings, the abolition of mere positi\-ity by bcing raised 
to its subjective ideality. Thus religion is not spirirually real and 
philosophically comprehended as "positive" religion, but only in the 
abolition of its "mere" positivity .. All inflexible positiyity is "dis
gracefu1." whether in the realm of religious .ohjects and laws (Ir-as 
in the casc of Kant-of moral laws_ In every casc Hc(!crs aim is to 
transfoml IIdead contrasts" iiuo "li\'ing rel~ltionshirs,';' in order to 
restore thc totality originally present_ Thus he sees Jesus as a "man 
who sought to restore man in his totality" b~- combining within 
himself, thc God-man, both the human and the di\-ine. 

In his treatise, Glaubel1 lind I FiSS(,11 (1802). directed aga~nst 
Kant, Jacohi, and Fichtc, Hegel followed out the program of his 
theological writings: he attempted to almiish_th..e "positiye" contra~~ 
between faith and knowledge by. raising both to a unitr at once 
higher and more prinlitive. If we k!1OW nothing of God and can 
onl~- bclie\'e in him. if reason is incap:lble of "ha,-ing knowledge of 
God;" then neither genuine faith ~or true knowledge can exist, bur 
only the dead contrast (a product of the Enlightenment) betwee!l 
faith and knowledge. In Hegel's opinion. the "contemplative phi
losophy" deriving from Kam came to a halt with this inadequate 
conclusion. "Our civilization has brought our age so far beyond 
the old contrast between reason and faith. between philosophy and 
positin religion, that this.. opposition of faith and knowledge has 
acquired a totally new meaning; it has now been transferred to a 
position within-philosophy itself. Anciently. reason was claimed as 
the handm~id of faith; against this claim philosophy has indomitably 
asserted its absolute autonomy. ~ow these ideas or modes of expres
sion have vanished_ Reason, if the enrin- which g1\'es itself this name 
is indeed reason, has achieved a position of such~ power within posi
tive religion that even an attack b~' philosophy upon the positi\-e 
aspects of religion, su¢h as miracles, is considered outmoded and 
obscure. A further consequence of this power was that Kam's 
~tte~pt to re."i\·ify the positi\-e foml of religion by interpreting ~t 
m light of his philosophy was doomed to failure, not because this 
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attempt alrered the particular meaning of those forms, but because 
they no 10nQ'cr aopeared to deserve this honor .. ,~ 

'Thus H~gel ~rjtlci7.es religion, not tluongh a critical distinction 
between religIOus faith and philosophical knowledge, but through 
a criticism directed onl)" against .the ''posiu\'c form" assumed by 
religion enn within contemplative philosophy. The goal of this 
criticism is a radical abolition of an improvement upon thi~ po~itin: 
form through a philosophical tran$formation of "positi\'c" Christian 
religion. The outcome of this absorption of religion into philosophy 
is Hegel'S philosophy of religion. In his lectures. he expressly tre.ltS 
,religion and philosophy as one. True philosophy is itself "worship": 
~t is frequently " " . heard that eyer)' attempt to comprehend the 
plan of providence is presumptuous. This must be viewed as a conse
quence of th~ idea \"hich has almost become a uni"ersal axiom. that 
man can have no knowledQ'c of God. And if theology itself arriyes 
at thi~ desperate position. r~fuge must be taken in pl{iiosophy ii any 
knowledge of God is to be had. . . _If there is to be no knowledge 
of God. the only realm which remains to interest the spirit is the 
realm of the ll.igodly. the limited. the finite. Of course l11.an must be 
content with the finite; bur it l<; an even higher neceSsltv that he 
have a Sabbath in his life, in "'hich _he may transcend his \\'orkadar 
aff a!r~, in which he may deyote himself' to what is truly genuine 
and come inw awareness of it.":' 

At the "ery o'Jrset of his lectures on the philosophy <pf religion, 
He{!'el therefore States that there is somcthin{!' misleading about this 
exp'fcssion; it s:mulatcs an objective sit\!at;~I.1' a~. tho~gh religion 
wcre the obiect of philosophy in no other sense than that in which 
space is the objc,-, of geometry. "The content. the need, the inter
est" of philosophy is, howt'\"er, completely identical with that of 
theology. "The object of religion. as of philosophy, is ~hc eternal 
truth of its 0\\11 objecti,-ity: God, nothing bur God, and the expli:
cation of God. In exp.licating' relizian, philosophy only explicates 
itself; in expliC;lcing itself, it explicates religion. Like religion. it is 
definable as an occupation with this object; it is the thinking spirit 
which perme-.!tcs this object, the truth. Vitality and enjoyment. 
truth and purificatiun of subjective self-consciousness in and 
through this occupatiun."6 

The "difficulties" and reservations which stand in the way of this 
equation deri\"e. according to Hegel, only from the fact that religion 
and philosophy are fomls Of worship. bur each in its own particular 
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way. so that it can appear as though they wcre in fact different 
things. Their unity. an the contrary. has been sanctioned hi!-torically 
since time immemorial. The Church Fathers. Hc[!el ~how!'. \\"ere 
~eoplaronists and Aristotelians; some \\"ere even convened to Chris
tianity by their philosophic srudy. On the other hand. Christian 
systematic theology could come inm being only through the ac
ceptance of philosophy. :\11 of scholastic phiiosophy \\"as identical 
with theology; "natural theolog~'" was s~ill a proper object of 
"'olff's philosophy. The l-'roblem of the difference between them 
n-duccs from a problem of coment. which is the same for both, to a 
problem of form. 

Hegel distinguishes three furms. The same spirimal content can 
appear in the form of merel~' casual. subjective feeling. in the fonn 
(already more objecti\'e and :lppropriate) of senSllClll<; imagination. 
and finally in the philosophical form of thought. which is uni\'ersal 
by its yery nature. Thi!' fin.11 form is the form most appropriate to 
"spiritual" content. Only in this form is the contem (~od or the 
absulute) truly comprehended; only here does it ;mJin its proper 
form. "God is essentially in the process of thought:' A theology 
like Schleiermacher·s. on the other lund. which takes feelin~ to be 
the ~rol1nd of bclie\'ing- knowled!!c of God. and "mereh' describes 
e:morioi1s:' necessarih' ~remaim st~randcd in the fomlitolls realm of 
empirical C\"Cnts. ThiS is the "worst" form in which a comeRt can 
be gi\'en: "Of course e\'erything spirituJI. all coment of conscious
ness. eyerything that is the product or objl?ct of thought. particularly 
reli~ion and moralin', must also exist in man in the mode of feelin~; 
this~is its immediate ·form. But feelin~ is not the source from which 
this content comes to man; it is onh' the mode and manner in which 
man disco\'ers it within himself. It 'is the worst foml, a form which 
he shares 'with the brutes .... ',"hen content ~omes thr()u~h feel
ing. e\'er~'one is reduced to his own subjccti\"(: point of \·i, ~\". ... 
If someone san that there is reli!!ion in his feclin~ and S(lmWRe else 
S.1\·S that he cannot find a £l:od ~in his (eel:in~. c;ch i~ ri!!"hr. Ii the 
c(;ntenr of di\'iniry-the re\'~larion of God. the relationshIp between 
lllaR and God. God's being in irs relationship to man-is reduced in 
this fashion to mere feeling. it is restricted to the standpoint of 
indi\'idual subjecti\;f)', discrction, caprice. In fact, all truth which 
per se has existence has been done away with:"l 

E\'en as understood throuC'h imaies of the senses. this content 
does no~ genuinely attain its pruper f~m1; it is only im.1gined. rather 
than bemg understood and (,·omprchended. Only in the philosophy 
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of religion is the form of mere feclin~ and imagination transformed 
into that of conceptualizatior •. The foolilih obi~cti()ns to this neces
sary transformation of positiyc religion into philosophy car. be re
duced to [he statcment th:'lt philosophy discards the forms which 
belong to the realm of the imagination. Ordinary thought is not 
aware of this distinction; its llnderst:mding of the truth is bound to 
these limitations, and it assumes. therefor;. that the content is itself 
being taken awav.~ 

But in realit): this "transbtion" of religiouli content into another 
form does not mean irs destrllction, but r,uher a transfomlation 
which is at once an improvement. It i~ to rhe greatest ad\"anuge 
of religion that its spirirual contt m be- retransbred in this fashion, 
The -final sentences of Glallbcl1 lwd TriSSCl1 arc a culmination of 
this exaltation of religion to the le\'el of "philosophical cxistence"; 
they transform the death of God into a "speculati\'e Good Friday." 
The historicoempirical "feeling" that God himself is dead. this in
finite grief "which forms the basis for the reliQ"ion of the modern 
era:' rnust be comprehended as a "component" of the "ultimate 
ideal." namely as a component of absolute fre"edom!!I 

This distinction. and the consequent exaltation of religion ·out 
of the form of feelinQ" and imagination into that of the notion. are 
the means by which Hegel accomplishes his positi\'e iustifica~ion of 
the Christian religion. and at the same lime his criticism of it. The 
ambIguity of thIS distinction forms the background for all post
Hegelian criticism of religion; it e\'en produced the breakdo\\"11 of 
the Hegelian school into a left and right wing. The questions which 
were the bone of contention in the thirties had nothing to do with 
Hegel's attitude toward the state and toward his[or,~. but rather 
to,,':"ard religion: whet.her he viewed God as a person' or a process, 
and immortality as uni\'ersal or personal.10 Ecclesiastical orthodoxy 
declared Hegel's translation to be non-Christian because it destroyed 
the posiri\'e content of the faith; the Young HegeliaQs. on the con
trary. were offended by Hegel's retention of dogmat~c Christianity 
e\"en "in the f01"111 of his concept. Rosenkranz thought he could draw 
the conclusion from this opposicionlJ thar i he truth la,' in Hegel's 
mediating pusition. and that it was pre~·i,d.\" its attitude toward 
Christianity which ga\'e it "a special pron:i,e for the future .... This 
turned out to be the case, but in a ditfere: : wa\" than R(}senkranz 
supposed. The historical consequence of H. ;reI's' ambiguous "trans
lation" was an absolute destruction of Chr !>tian philosophy ·and of 
the Christian religion. 



2 Strauss's Re~'lction of 
Christianity to 1\1 yth 

From Hegel to NletZicha 

Strauss's life of Jesus, published in 1835,t!! was a product of the 
Hegelian philosophy of religion under the influence of Schleier
macher. It marked an application of this philosophy to religion, 
while Hegel, in contrast, had come to philosophy from theology 
and his own life of Jesus. Hegel's thesis fonned the mid-point of 
Strauss's theological thought: what religion in itself knows only in 
the form of imagination is raised by philosophy to the form of con
cept. The do.,gma of Christianity indeed contains truth. but the form 
is inappropriate to the content it expresses. But precisely this fact 
pre\'enrs its immediate translation from its historical setting in the 
church into conceptual form. On the other hand. whoever follows 
the Hegelian right wing in transcending the brute facts of hisrory 
to the idea only to retreat from the idea back to the brute facts 
merely makes a pretense of critical freedom. Together with this 
rejection of orthodox speculation, Strauss seeks to demonstrate from 
Hegel's own works that Hegel was himself by no means opposed to 
criticism of the Gospel narrath'c, Quite the contrary: Hegel's phi
losophy of religion itself contains such a criticism in its surrender of 
historical fact to the form of imaginati<",ll.13 The methodological 
difference between Hegel and Strauss consists in the fact that Hegel 
ele,'ates religious imagination to the le"el of a notion. while Strauss 
reduces it to a freely created m~·th. The end result of his mythologi-
~cal exegesisH of Christian doctrine was:- "mankind is the incarnate 
..God.::. This statement is already implicit in ·HegeL in that he, too, 
understands the incarnation .not as..an .isolated historical fact· but 
tath~r_~ a)na.ni£.esratiC!n o~ ~he absolute-that is to say. the spirit. 
The reduction of religion to subconscious mythopoeic fantasy sup
posedly ell:plained faith at the same time it was explaining the miracle 
s~ories of the Bible; for faith, to Strauss as to Feuerbach, is essentially 

- a faith in the miraculous-nor is this less true for Kierkegaard.l~ 
- In his last :work, Der alte rind der neue Glaube (1871), Strauss, 

influenced oy scientific positivism, pushed his conclusions to the 
lin:llt, gn;ng up Christianity together 'with Hegelian philosophy. 
His "new" faith is an ethics of "modern" man, tinged with religion. 
The first question put to the old faith, "Are we still Christians?" is 
answered negatively. The second, "Do we still possess a religion?" 
he answers half affinnatively. The third and fourth, "How do we 
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apprehend the world?" and "How should we order our liycs?" are 
answel"!d in the "modecn" spirit of scientific progress, and with two 
characteristic "supplements" ("by our great poets and musicians"). 
The "new" faith consists in a "further development" of Christi
anity in the diJ;ection of "humanism." Ha\·ing spent his entire un
happy life trying-to write a life of Jesus, Strauss concludes, when 
confronted by this insoluble problem, with skeptical enjoyment of 
ci\·ilizat~on.ltl "God" is replaced by the "cosmos" or the "universe." 
Strauss'S course of development from thcology tu philosophy, and 
thence to positivism, is signalized by the fact that in thc first volume 
of his work he still called himself Doctor of Philosophy and T uter 
at the Evangelical Seminary, but in the second volume only Doctor 
of Philosopl1)., although eYen in the process of writing'the first 
volume be realized that even"thin!! he wanted to do in the realm 
of theology could only bc "perilous lahor." 

Ir is difficult today to ha,·c more than a vague idea of the pas
sionate arguments pro and con that swirled about Stra'!lss's The
ologie; this self-dissolution of Protestant theology with the aid of 
Hegelian philosophy seems far remo,·ed from that which is going on 
today. In his period, howe,·er, the "old faith and the new faith" had 
the effect, according to contemporary v.·irnesses, of "a spark in a 
powder keg," an effect both enormous and liberating. 

3 Feuerbach's Reduction of 
the Christian Religion 
to the Nature of 1\lan 

The-sam-e-is thll!' of FeuerbachJs TVere7l dri-CJ;msrentums (1841); 
In his srudv of Feuerbach. F. Enl!els writes: "It is necessary to ha,Te 
expcrien.ced j>e~sonall~· the lib.e;ting effect of this book to haye 
any conception of it. The enthusiasm was uni''ei"sal: we all became 
disciples overnight. Marx's enthusiastic welcome of the new inter
pretation as. well as. the exten,r . ~ .' of i~ influence upon him can 
be read about in Die Heilige FamfJie."17 

In contrast to the criticism of B. Bauer in Strauss, Feuerbach's 
"essence" of Christianity is not a critical d~struction of Christian 
theology and Christianity, bur an attempt to preserve the essential 
part of Christianity, specifically in the form of a re1i~ous "anthro
pology." This corresponds to what differentiates Feue.rbach from 
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the other two: "Concerning my relationship to Strauss and Bruno 
Bauer. w{!ether with whom I am cominual'" bein{! named. I should 
like to p~im out ... that the diffenonce betwee; our works ... 
is alread,' indicated b\" the l:ifference between their subjects, The 
object of Bauer's criticism i~ the Gospel narratiyc, that is. Biblical 
Christianitv or rather Biblic.'l theolo{!,·. Strauss concerns himself 
with ChriStian doctrine and the life of "jesus, which can also be in
cluded under the heading- oj Chrisrian doctrine, thal is to S3'·. do{!
matic Christianit\, or rather do{!maric theolo!!\", i\h' concern' is \\ith 
Christianitv in general. that is. the Christian reli~ion. and conse
quently orily Christian philosophy or rheology. For this reason 1 
draw most of my quotations only from such writers who ap
proached Christiahity not Jl)c:rel~' as a theoretical or dogmatic object, 
nor merely rheolog~'. bur religion, ~ly chief object is Christianity 
as a religion. as the . . , immediate essence of man, "1~ 

He IS further remo\'ed from Bauer. howe\'er, than from Strauss. 
for only Bauer remained an Hegelian in his role as critic. Strauss 
and Feuerbach changed from being Heg-elians to being humanistic 
"materialists," thereb"y gh'ing up philosophy as they previously had 
understood it. Their criticism reduces to a more or less unsystematic 
anthropo!ogy. 

Feuerbach abolishes the "theological essence" of religion in fa"or 
of its true, anthropological essence, reducing it to precis~ly that non
spiritual form which Hegel attacked as being mere "feeling." This 
is what Feuerhach sought to restore as its f!ssential fonn-essential 
because immediately i~telligible to the senses. For him, the tran
scendence of religion is grounded upon the immanent transcendence 
of feeling. "Feeling is the human essence of religion." "Feeling is 
your inmost pawer, and yet at the same time a power distinct and 
independent of you. It is in you and beyond you: it is your most 
personal nature, which takes hold of you as though foreign to you, 
in shon, your God. How then' would you distinguish some other 
objective essence from this essence ,,;thin you? How would you 
transcend your fel'ling?"18 Feuerb.ach distinguishes himself accord
ingly from Hegel'~ criticism of 'the theology of feeling: "I do not 
censure Schleiermal'her . . . for making religion a matter of feel
ing, bu.t only becaase theolo~cal prejudice prevented him from 
dra\\ing the necessary concluslOns from his standpoint, for not ha,'
ing the courage to sec and fO admit that objectiveJv God is himself 
nothing but the essence of feeling, if, subjectively, (eelin~ is the cen
tral aspect of religion. Iil this respect I disagree so little with SchJeier-
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macher that he actualh- sen'es to confirm the statements I han made 
on the basis of thc nature of feel in!!. For this "en' reason He!!eI 
failed to penetrate the peculiar essence of religion'; as an abstract 
thinker. he did not penetrate the essence of feeling:':;u 

The most uni,'crsal axiom of F euerbach's criticism of rcliQ'ion 
is: "Anthropology is the secret of theology," that is. the prim1ti,'c 
essence of religion is the essence of man, Religion is an "objectifica
tion" of man's primitiye essential needs; it has no particular content 
of its own, Properly understood. the knowledge of God is man's 
knowledge of himself. but knowledge which is as yet unaware of 
its own nature, "ReliQ'ion is the first, indirect self-consciousness of 
man." a 'detour taken~br man on the way to finding himself. Man 
first transfers his own essence to a point externaho himself. before 
he finds it "oithin himself. "Reli!!ion, at least the Christian reli!!ion. 
is the conduct of man toward himself. or. more correctly. to~ard 
his own essence; but it is conduct toward his own essence as thou!!h 
toward a forei!!n essence, The divine essence is nothing else than 
the human essence. or. better stated, the essence of man. isolated 
from the limitations of the indi,-idual, that is, real, corporeal human 
being. that is. ,·iewed and re"ered as another. indi"idl1al essence. 
distinct from the ,·iewer. Thus all the attributes of the di,-ine e~~ence 
arc attributes of the es~ence of man."!!! The divine spirit which is 
percei"ed or belie"ed is the same as the percei,-ing spirit-~o we read 
in Hegel. 

The "de"e!opmem" of religion therefore consists po~iri\'e!y in 
the fact that man "denies more to God and accords more to himself." 
Protestantism is tr3,'elin!! in this direction. because it is the reli!!ious 
expression of the human1zation of God: "The God who is man~ that 
is to say, the human God: Christ-he alone is the God of Protes
tantism: No Ione'er. like Catholicism, does Protestantism concern 
itself with what God is in hinlself. but only with what he is for man. 
For this reason it no longer has any speculath'c or cont~mplariye 
inclinations. such as belong to Catholicism. It is no longer theology, 
it is essentiall~- only Christology. that is. religious anthropology.":::: 

The critical distinction between religion and philosophy. as-an
thropology, is based exdush'ely on the character of "imagcs," That 
is to say, religion itself rakes the objective images constructed ~y 
man as thoueh the v were not inla~cs. but rather seli-sufficient 
"things." Hegelian philosophy. on the other hand, takes them as 
mere constructs of the in13!!ination, im:u!es which as such are \\;th
OUt truth. But Feuerbach d~oes not, like Hegel, wish to translate the 
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images into "thoughts" (thereby philosophically justifying the dog
mas of reli~ion) ; neither does he wisH to leave them as Ui\trallslatcd 
imagelike ~bjects. Hc seeks instead to vicw these images "as images 
of the manifestation of the essence of man. Theology is transf onTIed 
thereby into "psychic path()logy." AU r~ligious ideas ate rtanslated 
back into tneir foothold 'in, the senses, from which they originally 
proceeded: tlae symbolic bread into palpable bread, the syinbolic 
wine into real wine. "In all truth I 'replace the sterile water of 
baptism with blessing of real water." This simplification of religious 
ideas to "their simplest elements, which are immanent in man," is 
admittedly trivial; but why shoul~ not the truth of reli£!"ion, like 
truth in general, be ultima'tely a complete triviality? \Vhile Hegel 
was still concerned with demonstrating- the inner a!!reement between 
philosophy and the dogmas of Christianity, F;uerbach seeks to 
demonstrate both more and less: that philosophy is in itself a religion 
when both are reduced to anthropological terms. "For this reason 
. . . modern philosophy, unlike the ancient Catholic philosophy 
and modern Protestant scholasticism, can no longer succumb to the 
temptation of proving its agreement with religio'O via its agreement 
with Christian dogmatic theology. Instead, begotten of the essence 
of religion. it has within itself the true essence of religion; in and of 
itself, as philosophy, it is religion."!!:l 

On the other hand, the historical dissolution of the Christian 
religion was as sure for Feuerbach as'it later was for Nietzsche. It is 
opposed to the entire situation of the modem world. Christianity 
is negated even by. those who continue to believe fini1ly in it. who 
deceive themselves into not seeing· that Christianity is no longer 
detemlined by the Bible' or the symbolic books and Church F atheJls. 
It is denied in Jife and in scieoce, in an and in .industry, "because 
man has appropriated everything human. with the result that Chris
tianity is deprived of all power to oppose."!!~ But if in practice, man 
an~ work have replac.ed the Christian and prayer, theoretically the 
essence of man must replace the divine. Christianity has been re
duced to a Sunday affair, it has \'anished our of the everyday life of 
man because it is nothing more than an idee fixe "which stands in 
glaring contrast to our fire and life. insurance companies. our rail
roads and stearn engines, our warehouses full of art and gems,. our 
war colleges and ~usiness colleges. "25 F euerbach perceived this con
trast in exactly the same way Kierkegaard did; but the latter drew 
the equally logical, but exactly opposite, conclusion: that science. 
and natural science in prtrticular, is simply irrelevant to the religious 
situation.20 Both agreed in recognizlIJg that the cDntradiction be·· 
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tween Christianity and the scientific, political, and social interests of 
the world were unreconcilable.21 

But the "hypocrisy" of c1 Christianity within the modcrn world 
did not have the same enormous significance for F euerbach as for 
Nietzsche and Kierkegaard. His attack upon Christendom is much 
less spirited.28 It does not resemble a deathblo\\', bur rather a well
intentioned effort to keep Christianity within the limits of "human
ity" by means of that critical "reduction" which made philosophy 
into religion: "I am far from ascribing ... merely a subordinate 
significance to anthropology, a significance ascribed to it only so 
long as a theology. stand .. above and beyond it. By degrading the
ology to -anthropology, I rather exalt anthropology to theology .... 
Therefore do not take the word 'anthropology' ... in the sense 
of Hegelian philosophy, or of any pre"ious philosophy whate\'er, 
but in an infinitely higher and more uni,-ersal sense."29 

Hegel still belongs to the "Old Testament" of philosophy. for 
his philosophy is still based on the standpoint of theology. His 
philosophy of religion is the last great attempt ever made to "re
solve" (ambiguously) the conflict between Christianity and pa
ganism, between Christian theology and Greek philosophy. Hegel 
is the culmination of the ambiguity of the modern age. which 
equates the negation of Christianity with Chrisci:mity. ";\11 previous 
philosophy comes within the period of the decline of Christianity. 
the negation of Christianity, which sought at the same time to be 
the establishment of Christianity. Hegelian philosophy disguised the 
negation of Ch;istianity under the contradiction between idea and 
~hought. that is, it negated Christianity by postulating it. It disguised 
the negation further behjnd the contradiction between the begin
nings of Christianity and its finished form. . . . A r~ligion is pre
sen·ed. only when it is preserved . . . in its original meaning. At' 
the outset. religion is fire, energy, truth; to start with. c,'cry re
ligion . . . is absolutely rig.orous; but in the course of time it be
comes dulled, loses its firmness •... falls prey to the fate of cus
tom. In order to mediate this practical contradiction between 
religion and bacUsliding. recourse is had . . . to tradition or modifi
cation. "30 In contrast to this seminegation, we now have a complete, 
conscious negation. It marks the beginning of a new age and the 
necessity foran absolutely non-Christian philosophy, which will be 
itself religion. 

But Feuerbach's very claim that philosophy is itself religion 
brands his "atheism"-as Stimer reproached him-as a "devout" 
atheism. But he did not consider this accusation true. His only aim 
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was to remove the "subject" of religious predicates, God; he had no 
designs upon the predicates them~e!vcs. when inrcrprcted in their 
proper human sense. 

"Therefore the on 1\' true atheist. that is. atheist in rhe usual 
sense. is the man for \~"hom the predicates of the di\"inc essence, 
such as love, wisdom, rie:hteousnc5s. etc .. mean nothinQ'. bUt not the 
man for whom only the subject of these predicatcs m~cans nothing. 
To deny the subject is by no means the same thing as denying rhe 
predicates in themscl\'Cs. The preoicate5 ha\"c their own. independent 
significance; their content forces man to recognize them: rhey show 
themseh'cs to be true immediatel\" throuQh their own existence; the" 
are self-\"erifvin{!. sclf-demonstratin!!. G-oodness. ri!!hteousness, wis
dom arc not m;dc chimerical simp\\- because G~d is a chimera; 
neither are they made truths by the truth of God. The concept of 
God is dcpendent upon the concept of righteousness, of goodness, 
of wisdom. A God who is not good. not righteous. not wise, is no 
god at all, but the reverse is not true:"': 

Thus Feuerbach was no "ordinary" atheist; or rather he was, 
to the extent that atheism is usually precisely what Feuerbach claims 
to stand for: a retention of the Christian predicates while discarding 
their subject! 

The fact that his criticism of relicion was accused of religious 
devotion is typical of the entire contused and paradoxical mO\'e
ment following Hegel: what one man thought to be atheism, his 
neighbor discovered to be theblogical. religious, and Christian. 
S~rauss thought :Bauer a :~parsot)," F euerbach was considered by 
Stirner to be a "de\'out atheist," Marx considered Bauer a critic only 
in the realm of theology. Stimer thou~ht he outdid them all, but-' 
to~ether with the "holv family" (Rluer)-Stirner wa:; gi\'en the 
appellation "Church Father" arid "Sr. ~lax" by Marx. In'" Stirner's 
"nothingness" Feuerbach stilll'crceivcs a "divinc prcdicatc," and in 
his "individual '1''' the "Chnstian sah-ation of .the jndj\·jduaJ."~:: 
E"eryonc seeks to point out a remnant of Christianity in everyone 
else, a circwnstance which holds true of all criticism of Christianin' 
which is still polemically determined by its opponent. Historicall~" 
Feuerbach derh'ed the possibility for this imerchat:\ge from the 
separation of the Gospel from the Jcwish religion of Law. In con
uast to the positi\ity of Judaism, Christianity is already a "religion 
of criticism and freedom." "In contrast ,,;th'the Israelite, the Chris
tion is a ... free spirit. Times change. What was still religion 
yest~da~ is no longer so today. and what is today considered 
athelSDl, 15 tomorrow considered religion.'·~ 
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F euerbach's humanization of theology belongs to the history of 
Protestantism -because he deri,'ed the principles of J1is criticism of 
religion from Luther, ]n the fourteenth chapter of D.l! We5C1l dtS 
Christe1lt1nIlS,84 which discusses faith, he quotes a statement made by 
Luther: "You recei,'e from God to the extent that '"OU believe in 
him. If you belic\'e it. it's yours; bur if you don't believe it, it's not 
vours.·' "J ust as we belieYe. so it befalls us, If ,\'e take him for our 
God, of course he won't be our Devil. But if we don't take him for 
our God, then of course he won't be ... our God." Interpreting, 
Feuerbach continues: "Thus if I bclie\"e in a God, I bJ-..'t? a God; 
that is, belief in God is the God of man." For "if God is the object 
and ma!lner of nn' belief. ",hat more is the essence of God than the 
essence of belicf?" In belie\"jn!! in God. man believes in himself. in 
the divine power of his belief. God is an essence for man. he is 
essentially 01/1" God.~:-' and belief in him is thus a religious expression 
of "the self-certainty of man," The world of faith is a world of 
"unlimited subjecti\'lty!" In a special treatise, V bel' dJS Wesen des 
GJaubens i111 Sil111e Lutbers (1844). 'Feuerbach acrualh" sou~ht to 
demonstrate the identity of Luther's concept of ,faith \\-ith the "es
sence of Christianity." The essential point of Luther's concept of 
God is the denial of Catholic positivi!)-; positi\'ely, it is the assertion 
that Christ exists onh- in so far as he exists for us. that he is onl\' 
real as the object of" our faith. "If God sat all alone in hea\'en:" 
Feuerbach quotes from Luther, "like a bump on a log, he would not 
be God." He continues, "God is a word whose meaning is only 
seen in mail." "In faith. God is the 'thou' of man." In this fashion. 
Feuerbach proceeds from Luther's internal or existential under
standing of faith to Ian anchoring of the Lutheran "correlation" 
between "what is Gtd's" and "wh;tt is man's" to the particular end 
which is man. and to the thesis _that God "presupposes" man because 
the theological essem't of religion is also its anthropological es
sence.Btl In principle; Fl'~lerbach's interpretation is already implicit in 
Hegel, who also sees the liberating event of the Reformation as be
ing Luther's victorious conclusion that man's destimo must come to 
pass "within man himself:' even theugh he still considered. its con
tent as being something gi\Ten from , ... ·ithout. by re\·e·lation.3' In 
ProtestantiS111Us und die R0711I171tik (1839-40). A:Ruge formulated 
the danger which, of ne(>essity. followed: "The priaciple of ro
manticism ... consists in the fact that. in the Protestant process of 
self-appropriation. the subject retains only what is properly its own. 
the 'I,' which carries out the appropriation; thus it comes to a halt at 
the stage of negating \\'hat is uru\'Crsal and objecti\'e." Feuerbach's 
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criticism of religion coUld not be, nor did it an.empt to be, conclu
sive, but merely somethi"g preliminary. whose consequc nces never
theless would follow immediately. Irs basic conceptions, he thought. 
would remain \'alid, but. "not in the way they are here spoken. the 
only way they could be spoken under the cooditions presently 
obtaining." 

4 Ruge's Replacement of 
Christianity by Humanity 

In his criticism of religion, A. Ruge starts from Hegel and CO\'ers 
much the same ground as that cO\'ered by Feuerbach. In Hegel 
(according to Ruge) we see a man stru!!{!ling with the faith he has 
been brought up ln, first justifying it, ~and then discarding it. He 
~mphasizes that in Christianity the absolute spirit is known after 
human fashion, but forgets his own insight in gi\'ing philosophical 
existence to Christian dogmatic theology and the God of the Jews.as 

The only proper procedure was pioneered by F euerbach, in his 
demonstration that theology is "nothing else than" anthropology. 
"Humanistic religion"SP alone sokes all the riddles. of the past, cul
minating the development from Hellenism to Christianity. "Popery 
and Lutheran dogmatics destroy the idea of Christianity. The re
ligiosity of the Reformation, the '!thical enthusiasm of the Revolu
tion, the serious-mindedpess of the Enlightenment, philoso»hy and 
socialism, on the other hand, arc real extensions of the Christian 
principle of humanity. "40 This principle is immanent and universal, 
whereas Christ remained transcendent and unique. The ultimate 
goal of religious de\'elopment is the replacement of Christianity by 
humanity. 

Ruge's popular System der Religion unserer Z~it is meant as a 
derivation of the religion of humanism from the historical religions; 
in its style, as in its content,. it is a precursor of Strauss's "new faith." 
Bur even in this humanistic attenuation Rugc's program is a direct 
consequence of Hegel'S spirirualiz.ation of Christian ideas by raising 
them to the level of notions. Not only the political journalism of the 
Left, but even such a scholarly Old Hegelian as Rosenkranz, ten 
years after Ruge's work, expressed the view that the Christianity 
spil itualized by Hegel was about to reach its "colbummation" in 
modem hwnanity and civilization!41 
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5 Bauer's Destruction of 
Theology and Christianity 

143 

The striking and significant personality of Bruno Bauer was the 
intellectual ccnter of the Berlin "free spirits."42 At first. even Marx 
and Stirner wcrc wlder thc influcnce of his radical criticism. Hc was 
an ascetic and stoic. His last works came into being in a cell which 
hc had made out of a stall in the country near Berlin; he was known 
as the "hennit of Ri:\':dorf." 

His theolocical work. which cannot be evaluatcd here, at once 
expired undcr "public judgment; evcn O,·crbeck fclt compelled to 
defend himself against it. A. Schwcitzer madc the following sum
mary of his impression of Bauer's achievement: ""Oe do not recog
nize as great those men who ironcd out problems, but those who 
discovered them. Baucr's criticism of the Gospel narrative is worth 
a dozen good lives of jesus, because-as we arc only beginning to 
recognize now, a half century later-it is the most brilliant and 
most complete repertory of the difficulties in the life of jesus that 
exists. Unfortunately, the superior, all too superior, attitude in 
which he developed the prbblems made his thought ineffectual for 
the theology of his day. He filled up behind him the passageway 
he had driven into the mountain, so that a whole generation was 
kept busy rediscovering the veins which he had already hit upon. 
They had no idea that the abnorroaJity of his solutions was grounded 
in the intensity with which he had grasped the questions, and that ~e 
had become blind to history because he had been too good an ob
server. And so his contemporaries thougnt him a dreamer. But in his 
dreams ultimately there lies hidden a deep insight. It had never 
dawned OR anyone elsc in tlUs grandiose manner that the history of 
primitive and early Christianity was not the simple consequence of 
the message of jesus, that it was more than a doctrine put into prac
tice, much more; that the life of the world soul entered into union 
with the lifc of that pcrsonality as its body, the citizens of the Ro
man Imperium. lay in its death throes. No one after Paul grasped 
so powerfully the mysticism of the suprapcrsonal soma rrisl JU. 

Bauer translated it into history, and made the Roman Imperium the 
'Body of Christ' ."43 

Bauer completed his early studies in Berlin under Marheineke 
(the first editor, of Hegel's RecbtspNlosopbie),44.Schleiennacher, 
and Hegel, in philosophy and theology. His literary career began 
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with a criticism of Strauss's Leben Jem. As editor of a journal for 
speculative theology. he was at first a rcprescnt;ltive of Hegelian 
orthodoxy. His critical artitud(- toward Hegel is rirst announced 
in two works which appeared anon~'mously: Die POSall11e des 
]iil1gsten Gericbts fiber Hegel de11 Atbeistel1 und Amicbristr?l1. Ei71 
Ultimatum (1841). and Hegels Lebre ... ·011 de,. Religion ulld KU11St 
( 184: ), which he wrote in collaboration with R ugc. Bauer's criti
cism of Christian thcology is characterized complctely by the man
ner in which he takes his departllrc: from Hegel. More radically 
than Strauss and Feuerbach. h(' quarrel5 with Hegel'S philosophy of 
religion. He conceals thc rest:!: ironically. making it all the more 
powerful. In the guise of an orthodox pietist. he shows. "from the 
standpoint of faith." with maO?' quotations from the Bible and from 
Hegel, that it was not JUSt the radical Young Hegelians who were 
"atheists": their father was one already. under the cloak of a philo
sophical justification of dogmatic theology. "Oh. the poor and 
wretched souls who let themseh'es be taken in when it was whis
pered to them that the objeCt of religion as well as philosophy is the 
eternal truth in their own objecth·ity. God and nothing but God 
and the explication of God; the poor 'souls who heard with joy that 
religion and philosoph,' coincide. who thought they could presen'e 
their God when they 'heard and accepted that religion is the self
consciou.sness of the absolute spirit." These poor souls have ears and 
hear not, eyes and see not. For what is plainer than the fact that 
Hegel's explanation of religion effects its destruction. although the 
Christian framework of the destruction makes it seem as though he, 
too, were talldng of the one li\-ing God who was before the world 
was, and who in Christ revealed his love to man. Hegel's passionless 
intellect is acquainted solely ",;th the universal of the world soul. 
which becomes conscious of itself in man. Ingenuous pupils like 
Strauss saw this as "pantheism"; but it is thoroughgoing atheism. 
which replaces God with self-consciousness. Hegel indeed speaks of 
this substance as a subject. but he does not mean an indiddual. par
ticular subject that created hea\'en and earth; quite the contrary. he 
requires a whole hierarchy of spirits, innumer<lble subjects. in order 
that in the course of time. this substance can finally become conscious 
of itself, in HegePG The conclusion of his train of thought is nor 
substance. bur "self-consciousness." ha\-ing as irs. essence the uni
versality of substance. To this irreligious self-consciousness H ege I 
ascribes the attributes of the di\-ine. But the credulous could nor see 
through his de\'ilish cunning. and ha\'e failed to rt"Cogniz.e that Hegel 
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is a re\·olutionary. a greater re\'olutionary than all his pupil!' pur 
to!!ethcr: he carries out a radical dissolution of all conditions of 
subtamialit\· .• ,; 

The dec'eption is compounded-Bauer scek~ to point om to the 
"de\'out"-by Hegel's polemic against SchJciermacher~ "theology 
of feelin!!." In realir\'. He!!cl's c!'iricism of feeling- was not in the 
least directed against subicc,i\'I'~ a!' stich. bur only aQ inadequate 
form of it. For Hegel, religion i, not less a product of spiritual self
consciousness than arc art and science. Therefore Bauer warns the 
"well-disposed" against Hegel'S magical "reconciliation" of the 
thinking spirit with religion: " ... how many have been bewitched 
by this magic word ... which was all the rage a few years ago • 
. . . di\'erred from the true God and brou!!ht into atheism! "'hat 
humbug! According to Hegel, the reconciliation of reason with 
reli~on consists in realizing th:u there is no God and that the 'I' is 
onl)' contemplating itself i~l religion. while it ... supposes that it 
is contemplating a li\·ing. personal God. Realized self-consciousness 
is a tour de force whereby the 'I" \·iews its double in a mirror and 
finally, ha"ing thought of the image for thousands of years as God, 
discovers that the image in the mirror is itself. The \\-Tath and 
puniti\'e righteousness of God are accordingly nothing more than 
the 'I' making a fist an~ thre~ening himself in the mirror; similarly, 
the grace and mercy of \God e nothing more than the'!' extending 
its hand to its mirror image. eligion considers this mirror image to 
be God, philosophy destroys he illusion and shows man that there 
is no one behirld the mirror. nd therefore that it is only the reRec
tion of the 'I' toward which the 'I' has directed its actions."" Bauer's 
next work was Hege/s Lebre V011 der Religion und der Kunst; in 
part, it is identical with the Posaul1£" but much of it dares to go e,'en 
further. In it he rouses the "de\'out" \\;th all the stylistic and tech
nical means at his command (italics. boldface, and pointing fingers), 
reinforcing the irony of I'ris attack upon Hegel with a warning 
against his~ own theological writings. ... 

Philosophy and religion cannot be combined. On the contrary, 
faith must banish the arrogance of the notion if it is not itself to be 
banished by the latter. The difference between Voltaire's arrack 
upon the Bible and Hegel's dissolution of religion is only apparent; 
basically they are both doing and saying the same thing, the French
man with wit, the German with pedantic seriousness. Hegel, indeed, 
surpassed his prototype. because he puts forth his blasphemies with 
calm deliberation, gi\'ing them a sustained force through philo-
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sophical arguments. He is imperturbable, because he no longer has 
any feeling for fairh. "Voltaire still feels the first passion . . . of 
hate. and ra'.!es when he . . . attacks the men who are intimate with 
God. Hegel. on the other hand. disposes of the matter in complete 
tranquility by means of a philosophical category; his transgression 
COStS him no more effort than drinking a glass of water."48 In 
Voltaire's school Hegel also learned that the Jews are a people 
disunited and rejected; the mythology of the Greeks seems to him 
much more human. more f rce. and more beautiful than the Bihle. 
Hegel's thoughts on the ~e\\' Testament correspond to what he 
has to say about the Old Testament; and Jehovah, who "being One 
seeks to be All." in his "iew docs not achie\'e the .spiritual uni
\'ersality which lies beyond "limit:ltion." Together \"ith Oriental 
religion, He!!el contemns the Christian revelation. because it has 
nor~ yet advanced to the atheistic self-sufficiency of the subject. He 
even \,entures to assert that culpability is the "glory" of noble 
characters, because he .is thinkin!! of the heroes of Greece rather 
than the Christian sain·ts. In place of martyrdom, he glorifies 
atheistic tragedy. whose major conflict is by no means Christian: 
the conflict between members of a famil\" or srate. According to 
Hegel, the Orientals were unaware that 'the spirit of man is ~free 
per se. This may he. but they did ,(ell enough for "all that. Accord
ing to Hegel. all the devout arc Orientals. Syrians, and Galileans
"but they are still quite right in not wanting to be free in this 
atheistic sense. "'c do not wam to be at one with ourseh·es. but at 
one with God."·{f The spim must yearn. hope. mourn, and lamem, 
bur Hegel savs. Hie Rbodus, bic SJ!rus, that is. he wants to dance. 
to dance right here in this world~ Hegel most clearlv reveals his 
hatred of Chrjstianity in his aesthe~~-in general. his attack on 
sacred 'histor:v ~s·froni the direction of aesthetics-where he blundv 
admits that he will not bend his knee before Christ and Mar),. He 
despises all humble adoration,. he seeks constantly to spread "self
consciousness," and make the whole world his possession. Self
consciousness and reason are everything to him; he negates 'e\'ery
thing else as being an "alien" power. not yet liberated and become 
a notion. To him, the freedom to be at one with oneself is the means 
and the end of history. For the Christian. however, there can be 
only one historical power: the power of God; only one end: the 
glorv of the Lord; and therefore only O1le means to this end: Christ, 
the one mediator betw~n God and man. 
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What will Hegel's mediation do about this unique, truly liber
ating mediator? In order to exclude him, Hegel must explain the 
Holy Scripture mythologically. At bottom he is even more radical 
than Strauss, for Strauss only assumes that individual myths are con
tained in the New Testament. while according to Hegel the whole 
thing is mythological simply because it is religion presented in reli
gious terminology and images.S/) l'or is that enough: in the Greek 
myths and epics he finds a work of creatin individuality which 
freely makes tradition its own, but in the narrative of the Gospels a 
restricted development of a preordained tradition, a "purely ex
ternal creati\"iry." 

Bur if mythology is the art which gi\'es the dhine human form 
and 'man his free ~liumanity. in anoth~er respect sacred history is 
not mythological, because its scope is limited to the deeds of God 
and the bondage of mankind. For this reason, according to Hegel, 
the biblical historians could never form a work of art, because the 
worthlessness and depra\'ity of man and the unifomuty of the 
activity of ~he One gave them no possibility for any spiritual move
ment involving real collisions and their free human resolution. 
"\\'here the One is All. and the others all sbves, all possibility of 
history and the historical point of view is radically excluded."51 On 
tht: other hand, sacred history must not be understood symbolically. 
because what is, divine, must retain its strict individuality; Jehovah 
experiences the fate of man. including death. This is symbolic only 
to the extent that aU natural and human phenomena are made sig
nificant in the Bible, nor for their own sakes, bl\t because of their 
relationship to the Lord. From Hegel's standpoint, the sacred nar
rative of the Bible is a hybrid of Oriental and Occidental ideas, a 
cloudy mixture of symbolism and m~'thology. If it should be asked 
whether the story is to be understood mythologically in the trivial 
sense meant by Strauss,$~ because the narrative docs not always 
correspond to the pretended tourse of evcmts, the master would oniy 
laugh at the wretched framing of the question, he, the great ;uggler 
witll the "two-edged sword" (Heb. 4: I z) of the word of God, 
which he appears to swallow so that it will no longer frighten any
one! 

In this fashion, Bauer reads. his own destruction of theology into 
his expositiQ.tl of Hegel, in order to demonstrate that it is the only 
legitimate consequence of his philosophy of religion. He himself 
points out to the "devout" that he is a much more dangerous pupil 
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of Hegel than is Strauss. Strauss made many concessions to the 
biblical narrati"e by making a distinction between pure myth and 
historical myth. seeing a basi~ of actual fact in the latter. In his 
"madness." Bauer goes much further: he asserts that the Gospc:ls 
themselves are an artificial product of theolo~y.~·:l "Strauss discusses 
the question whether the Gospel narrati,'cs are legendar~-.... 
Bauer searches in them for traces of deliberate reflection and theo
logical pragmatism. On account of the weakness of his principle. and 
since he still acknowledges the presence of much historical data in 
the Gospels. Strauss is finally compelled ... to ask whether the 
miracle described in the narratin is possible ... , Bauer. on the 
other hand. nenr asks this question , , , and belicyes he can do 
without it. because hc breaks up the narrati,-es ... by showing 
them to be a product of reflection, He is ~o positin of this that he 
e'-en recognizes the presence of more miraculous elements in the 
Gospels than does Strauss: these literary miracles are his fayorite 
topic. because he can dismiss thcm easily as mere creations of un
thinking pragmatism. "S~ 

At that time. Bauer was planning a "Journal for thc Study of 
Atheism and the hlortality of the Finite Subjcct.":'~· To him. eyen 
Strauss seemed "a Hen~tenber~" (i,e .. an onhodox reactionary) 
"within the realm of criti('ism~'- He. on the contrary, was that 
"Atheist .and Anti-Christian" as whom he describes his teacher to 
the de,'out. He makes ironic use of the ima~e of the theologian from 
Ecclesiasticus 14: 22-24 to describe himself: like him. he goes after 
her, pries in at her window, hearkens at her doors. lodges near her 
house, and sets his children under her shelter, in order finalh' to 
overthrow the i:memlOst sanctuary and compromise the eiltire 
edifice of theolo{!ic:l1 wisdom as thou~h it were an ordinary dwell
ing. He e,'en declares that theological exposition of the Bible 111USt 

be "Jesuitical," because the expositor presupposes- the eternal truth 
of Scripture, but also has his own educational background and 
human nature, which presume postulates which must be supported 
in the face of the fomler. alrhou~h the\' cOJ)tradict the biblical 
postulates. Besides his modern educ~riMl. the theologian has apolo
getic interests; he must harmonize the old-fashioned Bible with his 
modem barbarian education-soJ1lethin~ that is possible only when 
both are falsified. ~ 

Bauer's ideas had no effect upon contemporary theology and 
philosophy. e"en in the case of O,'erbeck it is qU'estionable whether 
Bauer's analysis of the "theological cunsciousness" was an immediate 
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int1Ut'nce upon his attitude toward theology, Only for one critical 
moment did B:1l1er's radicalism exert any influence upon his imme
diate contemporaries, After Bauer's overly violent criticism of his 
L, /leii ] em, Strauss withdrew completely from association with him; 
at tim, F eucrbach was thought to be the author of the Pos.lll11t?, but 
he rejected Bauer's work because it seemed to him to S1Ipport Hegel. 
whereas Ruge recommended it to him as the most complete break 
with Hegelianism,roc From the \'ery beginning, a gulf separated 
Feucrbach from the "Berlin sophists"; bur Ru~c compared Baller's 
critical accomplishment \\;m that of \. oltaire and ROllsse:lU, He 
declared Bauer to be a "messiah of atheism" and the "Rob('spi('rre of 
theolo·gy.":'~ But e\'en he soon began to ha\'c resen'ations, for Bauer's 
strength .only appeared in denial, 'because he failed to understand the 
social or political nature of human existence, Historically and politi
cally, his "s\'stem of fri\'olit\"" led nowhere, Later. in the .471ckd01,1, 
Ruge arremj)(ed to define Bauer's "negativity" more precisely, Bauer 
haB indeed succeeded in makin~ clear his own inconsistencv b\" 
banishing Hegel's atheistic consistency, but without being able to 
gi\'e a firm foundation to this new turn. "It is not enough to point 
out that the progress of today already existed in the past; what is 
new must stand on its 0"" ~eet; for all exegesis of something new 
on the basis of what is old is' a distortion. it is the error of Hegelian 
ambiguity and its double meaning, th~ error of the philosophy . . . 
which reads itself into the historical Christian world view, thereb\' 
misunderstanding 'both mat particular stage of spiritual progress and 
itself."5S Bauer's POSJlI11e is actually a.logical consequence of Feuer
bach, bur onc which appears to take a bad.-ward step for the sake 
of polemic. Ruge's final \'erdict, which dates from i 846, is basically 
identical with .that of ~1at.'\. and Stirner: Bauer is the "ultimate 
theologian," a total heretic who pursues theology with theological 
fanaticism, and for precisel)' this reason is not free of the faith 
against'which he. fights. lIP 

• 

Bauer's direct cri,ticism of the Christian religion is contained in 
Entdecktes Cbrist£'11t7nll, Eil1e Erimlenmg tl71 dar acbtubnte labr
b1l11dert ul1d eil1 Beitrag 11lr, Krise des 11eu11zebmel1 (1843).110 Its 
basic thesis, that C~rianity de\'eloped out of the decline of free
dom in the Roman world, looks backward to' He~el's early works 
and forward to Nietzsche's Gmea!ogie der Moral. He no longer 
seeks to humanize the "essence" of Christianity. but to demonstrate 
its ··inhumanit~·," its paradoxical contrast to 'all mat is natural to 
man.GI For him. Christianit), simply is the 'misfortune of the world." 
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It made its appearance when the ancient world could no longer hold 
itself tOl.!ther, exalted this misfortUne to the essence of man. and 
made suffering his sure fate. But man is by nature free. he can and 
must prove his freedom, even in the face of death. He is himself his 
own lawgiver, even when he makes himself believe that he must 
make himself subject to an external law. God is man estranged from 
man, but no longer in the same sense as F euerbach. For F cuerbach, 
this estrangement meant only a re\'ersible objectification of the' 
essence of man in the image of religion; for Bauer, it is a complete 
loss of the self, which can only be reversed by total de-Christianiza
tion. For this reason, comRlete liberation from religion is more than 
a mere liberation: it represents a complete and final break, a deliber
ate and conscious freedom from all religion. :!'ot the least expression 
of this freedom is that e\'en criticism of reii!rion brings itself to an 
end. "The French Revolution failed, among ~ther reas~ons, in letting 
itself be driven ... to employing the police power against religion 
and the Church, a power which the privileged classes had formerly 
emproyed againsc their opponents. . . . But things are different 
now: self-consciousness has achie\'ed assurance of its freedom, and, 
at the c;rucial moment, will even allow to those who are not free the 
freedom of remafning so. Freedom is not forced upon them. \Vith 
freedom the world will be O\'ercome. ,-\fter the crisis. historv will 
no longer be religious, will no longer be Christian; but toward those 
who stand at the outskirts of the cinlized world, desiring to retain 
their gods, it will exercise the generosity of scorn, After 'Tarentum 
had been taken, Fabius' soldiers asked him what should be done with 
the plundered statues of the gods, he answered. Let the T arenrinians 
keep their angry gods. . . . Let the Christians keep their angry 
gods!"02 

6 l\hrx's Explanation of 
Christianity as a Perverted \Vorld 

The criticism of Teligion which we have been studying took a 
new t;urn with Marx, and came to an end with Stirner. In Die 
Heili~e FamiJie, oder Kritik der kritiscb£'11 Kritik, geg£'11 B. Bauer 
find C01J.f()Tten (1844-45), written in collaboration with Engels, 
Marx turns against Bauer, with whom he had previously worked. 
In this polemic he ranges himself completely on the side of F eucr
bach's "realistic hwnanism," on the grounds that Feuerbach's com-
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munism of "I and Thou" has caught a glimpse of man as he really 
is, eyen though it has not yet recognized him in "practice" as a social 
generic being. Bauer's antithesis between "self-consciousness" and 
"mass" seems to him, on the contrary, to be a piece of bad Hege
lianism built upon Feuerbach. F orthe "self-consciousness" on whose 
basis Bauer criticizes the "mass" is no longer the total and absolute 
subject of Hegelian philosophy, but a finite, anthropological sub
jectivity which claims absolute significance. In l\1arx's eyes. Bauer 
remains a "theologian" and an "Hegelian," whose discussion of till' 
Jewish question was crirical only so long as this question was theo
logical, but became noncritical as soon as it began to become politi
cal. Jddged by the standards of social and political rcali!)'. Bauer's 
absolute "self-consciousness," like Stirner's "unique individual." is 
an ideological absolutization of the pr~pciple of bourgeois society. 
whose deternuning class is the individualistic middle class, and whose 
real principle is "egoism." \\"hat Marx attacks in Baller, and eH?l1 
more forcibly in Stirner, is therefore the sociopolitical posrulates 
and consequences of "self-consciousness." These are apparent in 
Bauer's antithesis; for his opposition to the "mass" is determinative 
for his "self-consciousness," just as the "crowd" is detemlinative for 
Kierkegaard's "self-being."63 

"Absolute criticism speaks of 'truths which are a priori sclf
\'alidating.' In its critical na"ivetc, it inv.cnts an absolute 'a priori' and 
an abstract, unchangeable 'mass.' In the eyes of absolute criticism, 
there is as little difference between the 'a priori' of the mass of the 
sixteenth century and the 'a priori' of the mass of the nineteenth 
century as there'is between these masses themselves, . . . Because 
tbe tru'th, like history, is an ethereal subject, divorced from the ma
terial mass, it does not address itself to empirical man, but to the 
'innermost soul,' it does not impose itself . . . upon the gross body 
of man, but 'infiltrates' throughout all his idealistic intestinal uact." 
"On the one side stands the mass, the passive, spiritless, nonhistori
cal, material element of history; on the other stands the spirit, criti
cism, Bruno & Co., the actiYe element frpm which all historical 
action proceeds. The act of transforming society is reduced to the 
intellectual activity of critical criricism."6. 

"'ith polenuc directed specificallv against Bauer's "last judg
ment" upon Hegel, 1\1 arx concludes his criticism of Bauer with a 
"critical last judgment" in the style of tbe POSallne, and with an 
"historical epilogue": "As we found out later, it was not the world. 
but the critical journal which perished:" According to Marx. 
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Bauer's self-sufficient, merely "critical" criticism had onl\- one real 
accompli!Ohment: it madc pbir through empirical application the 
idealistic nature of Hegelian ··self-consciousness." 

For the criticism of religion. more important th:,n the polemic 
against Bauer is..;\larx·s disagreement with Feucrhach s reduction of 
theology to anthropology. For \1arx, this is onl~' the preliminary to 
a further criticism of the conditions of human life themseh-es. From 
this point of vie,,'. he considered Feuerbach's criticism of religion an 
incontestable "outcome." "For German\,. criticism (If reli!:ion essen
tially has been brought to a close. and tllc criticism of religion is the 
prerequisite for all criticism," reads the first sentence of the introduc
tion to the criticism of Hegel's philosoph~' of right. In spite of this, 
Marx's advance to criticism of the political world is not content 
simply to accept the criticism of religion which h:ls already been 
accomplished; in this progress toward criticism of the earthly world. 
he also gains a new standpoint for criticism of the "hca,-enly" world 
of religion. Religion becomes a component of the theory. of "ideolo
gies."65 But religion can show itself to be an ideology only w~en the 
world as such has become secular. But under precisely these ClTcum-
stances there is need for a criticism of the existin~ world as such, 
that is, a distinction between how it is and how it ~should be. "The 
man who has found only the reflection of himself ... in the fan
tastic reality of heayen \vill no longer be inclined to find only the 
semblance of himself, a nonhuman, where he seeks and must seek 
his true reahtv."66 On the other hand. the existence of a world which 
transc$!nds this \\'orld is comprehensible only on the basis of the real 
deficiencies of this real world. -

If one assumes. , ... ·ith Feuerbach. that the religious world is only 
a shell surrounding the earthly kernel of the human world. one must 
ask: why is this kernel surrounded by an alien shell. how does there_ 
come to be any superstructure of'a relif!ious. ideologi~al .,,·or~d.? 
With this question Marx not only goes beyond Feuerbach s. crltl
cism Of religion, but also goes back before j~. Accordin~ to hl~:, all 
criticism of religion which does not ask thi, question IS uncntlcal. 
For "it is in actual fact much easier to find analytically tne earthly 
kernel of reli(!ious cloud-castles than to reverse the process and, 
examining particular, real (i.e., socio~istorical) conditi~n~ C?f life, 
develop their religious forms. The laneT is the only matenallStlC, and 
therefore the onh- scientific method." in con:rast to the abstract 
materialism of natural science. which excludes the historical process 
from consideration.GT Thus while Feuerbach's only concern was to 
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unco"er the so-called earthly kernel of religion. the important thing 
to ~1arx ill to proceed in the othcr directi )n. analvzin!! historicalh' 
the conditions of life on earth and diseoycriO!!' what needs an'd 
contradictions within thc secular circumstances ~make possible and 
demand religion. The !Z0al is to explain why the.secular basis comes 
into conflict with itsclf. g-i"ing- rise to a world which differs from 
this earthly world. This Fcucrbach was unable to explain. for he was 
still com'inced that it is the "cssence" of man. something- essential in 
man. which expresses itself in religion. albeit "indirectl~~." Marx had 
to be able to answer this question. which was no question at all to 
Feuerbach. if indeed this world \\'as to be basic in enf\' instance. 
and rHig-ion nonessential. This leads to the following-' criticism: 
"Feuerb;ch takes as his point of departure the fact of religious self
estrangement. the Lifurcation of the world into reli!!ious and secular 
aspects. His work consists in resoh-ing the religio~s world into its 
secular basis. Bur the fact that the secular basis comes into conflict 
with itself and defines for itself an independent kingdom in rhe 
clouds can only be explained on the basis of the internal di"isions 
and contradictions of this secular basis. Thus it is necessary to 
understand rhe contradictions of this world in itself as well as to 
re\'olutionize it. Thus. for example, once the earthly family has 
been discovered to be the secret behind the Hoh- Fami!,'. the 
former must itself be abolished both in theory and' in practice. "I~ 

As a consequence, ~Iarx goes beyond Feuerbach's statement 
that "man makes religion." but not com'ersely; he continues: "And 
further, religion is the self-consciousness ... of that man who has 
either not yet gained his true self, or already lost it." "His true self," 
that means his self in its secular social environment. For this reason. 
Marx does not see religiDn as a mere. "objectification" of human 
existence, but as a "reification" in the sense of "self-estrang-emenr." 
Religion is a pen'ersionof the world,GII a perversion which remains 
necessary so long as the st>cial aspect of human nature does not 
achieve true reality. Thus the struggle against religion of the be,'ond 
is indirectly a srni!!g-le ag-ainst th; ;"orld of hef~~ and now, a \~'orld 
so fa!'hioned that it aema~nds to be supplemented and transfigured by 
relig-ion. And com'erseh' hreIig-ious misery" (i.e., miser\' in the reli
gious sense) is "both the expr~sion of real misery . . ~ and protest 
against it." Religion is the "soul of a heartless world," the "spirit of 
unspiritual circumstances," and the "illusorv sun which moves about 
man as long as he does not mo\'e about 'himself." Therefore the 
abolition of the illusory "sal\'Jtion" of religion is positively the pro-
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motion of earthly "happiness."7o By means of the 'will to happiness. 
~larxi<;t Socialism leads to an "atrophy" of religion, but it does not 
allow itself to be sucked into the "adventure of a political war 
ag-ainst rcliuion."71 
- Thus the "positi,-e" element of'Marx's criticism of religion does 

not consist in the humanization of religion (Strauss and Feuerbach), 
nor in its mere repudiation (Bauer~, but in the critical demand that 
the circumst:mces be abolished which lead to the birth of 'religion. 
These circumstances belong to the uni"ersal social realm. "Once the 
beyond of truth has vanished, it is the task of history to establish the 
truth of the here and now." Once the "sacred imag-e of human self
estrang-cment" has been unmasked. criticism must ~unmask the same 
self-estrangement in its unholy. profane. economic. and social image, 
and revolution must transform it. This alone can transform what has 
up to now been a criticism of religion and theology into a criticism 
of right and of politics, that is, of the human commonwealth or 
polis. 

The meaning of "atheism" is similarly transformed. It ceases to 
be a theologicaC position and becomes really atheistic, that is, it dis
solves in a temporal shaping of earthly existence. The Marxist 
atheist does not believe in any god; he believes in man. His battle 
is no longer against gods, but against idols. In Das Kapital, Marx 
showed that one of these idols of the modern capitalistic world is 
the "fetish-nature" of merchandise. the mercantile form assumed by 
all modern commodities. The fetish of merchandise -denlonstrates 
the predominance of "things" over the "men" who _produce them, 
the degree in which creative man is dependent upon his own crea
tures. It is this predominance which must be destroyed, not any 
power which religion has over man. "J ust as in religion man is 
dominated by the product of his own mind, so in the capitalistic 
system of production he is dominated by the product of his own 
hand." Modern man no longer exercises immediate control over the 
world of his own creation; it encounters him with a kind of autoc
racy, because the work of his own hands has been lost to him be
cause of the private nature of the means of production in our eco
nomic system. The work of his own head and his own hands has 
grown over his head and out of his hands. And more~ the modem 
worl~ of man, which has become completely earthly, is once more 
creatmg myths. "Up to now, it was supposed that the growth of the 
C~ris.tian myth under the Roman Empire was possible only because 
pnntmg had not ~t been invented. Just the reverse is true. The 
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daily newspaper and the telegraph. which disperses ;t<; inventions in 
a moment oyer the entire surface of the earth. fabricate more myths 
... in one day than formerly could be constructed in a year."i2 
Therefore, more is necessary than a mere theoretical reduction of 
theology to "self -consciousness" or "anthropology"; what is needed 
is an eyer-renewed criticism of the human condition itself. 

i Stirner's Systematic Destruction of 
the Divine and the Human 

In his rcyiew of Bauer's POStlU1le. Stirner remarks that HeQ'el's 
pupils han done nothing really new. "Shamelessly enough." they 
had merely dra\\"O aside the transparent veil in which the master had 
occasionally wrapped his statements.73 Stirner considered Bauer's 
work to be such an unveiling; its radicalism was not anything 
unique. but a universal characteristic of the Germans: "The Ger
mans are the first and for~most exponents of the historical yocation 
of radicalism; they alone ar~ radical, and they alone justly so. There 
are no others so relentless and ruthless; not only do they bring about 
the collapse of the existing world so that they may the!l1sclyC5 stand 
fast, they also bring about the collapse of themselves. \Vhen Ger
mans demolish, a god must fall, a world must pass away. To the 
Germans, destruction is creation, the pulverization of the temporal 
is eternity."H In this fashion Bauer destroys th~ Hegelian world 
spirit. the Christia~ God. the church, and theology. He is "free 
and intelligent" in a fashion impossible for t~e religious man. 

Stimer s_eeks to outdo Hegel's pupils by discoyering once more 
something "religious." something that transcends man, in that to 
which Feuerhach. Bauer, and l\larx reduce the essence of religion: 
in man. in self-consciousness, in human nature. !:-Ie seeks an idee fixe 
which will transcend the real, individual human being represented 
Ly each unique "I." 

The positi~'e portion of his book discusses the ~I" and its 
"uniqueness." It has as its epigraph, "At the beginning of the 
modern age stands the God"-mari. At its end, will only the God in 
the God-man pass away. ruld can the God-man really die if only 
the God in him dies? This question was neither asked nor answered 
during the time that the work of the Enlightenment. the vanquishing 
of Gild, was being brought to a victorious conclusion, in our own 
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time. It was not noticed that man had killed God onl\' himself to 
become th~ sale God in he~l\·en. The beyond abow 'us has been 
done awa\' with, the great undertakin!! of the men of the Enli!!hren
mem has 'been completed. But the beyond ' • .:.:irbil1 us has bec~ome a 
new hea\'en ... : God ha~ been forced to make room. not ior us. 
but for man. How can you belie\'e that the God-man has died until 
not only the God, but aiso the man has died~" 

God has been ,'anquish~d by the religious criticism of Strauss, 
Feuerbach, and Bauer; but man remains to be vanquished. because 
God has always determined what man should he. But what concerns 
me is neither'the di"ine nor the human. nothin!! at all uni\·ersal. but 
only what is uniquely mine, because "I" am ai\nys an "indi,'iduaJ" 
with my particular "property." I may be a Christian or a Jew, a 
German or a Russian, have the consciousness of being a "citizen" 
or a "worker," or even merely a human being; as "I," I am more 
than all of this, because only' ''I'' can appropriate it for myself.~5 

In Hegel's philosophical theology. the incarnation of God means 
the unity existing between human and di,'ine natUre; F euerbach 
reduces the essence of God to man, the highest essence; for Marx, 
Christianity is a perversion of the world. Fi'j,aIly. Stirner recognizes 
that the "mankind" which has been exalted to the status of highest 
essence is the ultimate attenuation of the God-man: the God has 
died, but not the man. 

Strauss. Feuerbach, Bauer. and Marx all took as their basis the 
critical distinction between theology and anthropology; Stirner 
rransfonns this imo a more inclush'c distinction between unh'ersal 
definitions of the essence of man, both theological and anthro
pological, and the ability of the individual. The essential distinction 
is not whether trus or that is essential to man, bur whether a man 
~~li,es on nothing but himself. "Understandably, there can be mean
ingful argument over what is to be accorded the honor of being the 
highest essence only when even the most bitter opponents concede 
each other the major point, that there is a highest essence, desen'ing 
of cultic sen,ice. Suppose that a man were merely to smile sympa
thetically at the whole contrO\·ersy over a highest essence, as a 
Christian smiles at the verbal duel' between Shiites and Sunnites 
. . . . he would consider the hypothesis of a highest essence to be 
invalid, and on this basis the whole atgllment would be a pointless 
game. It makes no difference at all to him whether the One God or 
the Three-in-One, the Lutheran God or the hre supreme, or even 
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no God at all. but onh- man. is considered to be the highest essence. 
He denies the ven- existence of a highest essence: f~r in his eves 
these sen-ants of a'highest essence ar~-all religious men: the rantIn!:! 
atheist no less than the most de\-our Christian.l"·;~ -

Feuerbach still grasped at the entire content of Christianity, 
wirh the strength of despair. "not to discard it, no. rather to seize 
it for himself, to ... exert one last effort to dra!:! it from its hea\-en 
and keep it forever. Is this not a gesture of complete desperation. a 
gesture of life and death, and is it not at the same time the Christian 
yearning ... for the beyond? The hero's purpose is not to enter 
the beyond. but to draw the be\-ond to himself and force it to 
become the here and no,,-! And has not all the world cried our eyer 
since ... that the important thing is the here and now, that 
heaven must come down to earth and be experienced here; "7i 

This reduction to nonreligious man has been completed in 
political, social, and humanistic "liberalism"; but for Stirner this 
goal, once attained. is only the starting point for the process of over
coming the distinction between what man essentially should be and 
what in fact he is. For the ancient world, he says, the "world" was 
truth; for the Christian. "spirit" was truth, and this spiritualized 
world is brought to an end in the left-wing Hegelians. with their 
faith in the spirit of "mankind." But for the future world. as Kierz
sche says, "nothing is true"; e\-erything is permissible, because in 
this world the only truth is what the indi,·idual can appropriate for 
himself without, becoming estranged from himself. From this point 
of view, that of the "I." 'human truth is nothing more and nothing 
less than what the individual can in fact be. This also determines 

, Stirner's attitude toward the Christian reliltion: he does not attack 
it, neirher does he def.end it, but rather lcta;es it to the indi,idual to 
decide to what extent he can appropriate sucb an entity and 
"urilize" it for himself. 

In his reply to Stirner's attack,iS Feuerbach attempted to show 
that it is impossible to be a "human being" and say anything at all 
about human beings without mal..;ng distinctions: between essential 
and nonessentiaL necessary and -accidental, potential and real. For 
man is ne\'er a perfectly simple being. but always one with internal 
distinctions. The religious difference berwe( n God and man goes 
back to "distinctions which occur within man himself." In the very 
process of comparing ourseh-es with others, we also make distinc
tions within ourselves. At all times man is transcending himself 
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v.:itbil1 himself. Every moment of life has something transcen
dentallv human; "(herefore men always want to' oe and to have more 
than they ar.! and possess." And thus there is also an essential distinc
tion between the various things that I possess: "There is that which 
is mine and which can be gone without myself being gone, and ther-e 
is that "'hich is mine and which cannot be gone without myself 
being gone also." 

In his reply, Stirner sought to explain7P that his complete 
"egoiST" is not an "individual" determined by content, nor an 
absolute principle. but rather, considered in its content, an "absolute 
cliche." properly understood, the "end of all cliches." The "egoist" 
is a formal definition of the "potentialities of unique, individual 
appropriation," both of the self and of the worH From this point 
of yiew, the distinction between what is essential and what is non
essential to a person, who makes each his own in a different fashion, 
is itself. no longc~ essential. It can appear to be an essential distinction 
only so long as man remains fixed to the universal ideal of man. This 
is the only criterioI) by which the existing distinctions between 
various things that are mine can be distinguished as essential or non
essential. For example, Feuerbach considers that 100'e for a "s\veet
heart" is eo ipso superior to 100'e for a "courtesan." as wen as more 
human, on the grounds that a man c.m sarisf): his "full and com
plete" essence only with a sweetheart. He is not proceed,ng, Stirner 
says, from the particular j>otenrialities for appropriation open to the 
individual, but from a preconceived ideal: that of "true" love, of the 
"essence" of. love, cn the basis of which one woman is to be dis
tinguished from another, as courtesan or sweetheart. But in respect 
to hiS" uniqueness, as this particular man with this partiCUlar woman, 
a man can belong totally to himself, can sarisfy himself, as much or 
as little with a so-called courtesan as with a so-called sweetheart, 
'Vhat at any given moment can really become my own cannot be 
distinguished in ad"ance on the basis of a urj,~ers~ ide·al; it is only. 
shown by actual appropriation. But whatever can really belong to 
a man belongs to him neither essenrially nor accidentally, but 
uniquely and then-f, ,re by nature. 

By thus denying the substantiality of all self-differentiation, 
Srirner eliminated not only the theological distinction between what 
is human and what is divine, but also the anthropological distinction 
between what I am "intrinsically" and what I am "accidentally." 
For his own pan, be presupposes as an ideal only the "absolute 
cliche" of the "I." 
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8 Kierkegaard's Paradoxical 
Concept of faith and His Attack 
Upon Existing Christendom 

1&9 

Stirner's cliche of the "unique individual" and Kierkegaard's 
concept of the "indiyidual" bpth illusrrate the same question, asked 
in religious and profane terms. The proWem of th~.ir common 
radicalism is the nihilism which arises from extreme isolation. For 
Stirner. it is the careless nihilism of "I entruSt my cause to ,nothing" 
-namely, to nothing other than myself. For Kierkegaard. lit i" the 
melanch€lly nihilism of irony and boredom, of anxiety and ,despair.so 

Kierkegaard's analyses of these phenomena have all the same func
tion: to make man dependent entirely on himself, thereby con
framing- him with nothingness, and in this fashion to force him to 
take a ~st:lnd. to make a'- decision: "either" to despair (actively 
through suicide and passively through madness), "or" to dare to 
make the leap of faith. In this saito 7nortale, man comes to stand, not 
before nothingness, but before God, who created b~ing out of 
nothing'lless. Stirner, on the other hand, declares himself to be the 
notmnguess which is itself creative. 

In one passage in Either-Or.8! Kierkegaard says that today 
(1843) there are more than a few to be found who, with an un
bridled passion of abstraction, unclothe themselves ~o the point of 
complete nakedness in order to become no~al hwn," beings. This 

,. passage could refer to s~ch a mm as Stifner. It is doubtful. never
theless, whether Kierkegaard was acquainted 'with Stirner's book. 
Nor does he mention Bauer in his works. In spite of this, it is very 
improbable that Kierkegaard should have known nothing of him 
and of his circle, the more so since the left-Wing- Hegelians, during 
Kierkegaard's stay in Berlin, were carrying on their controversy 
with Schelling, \yh~ch was .also Kierkegaard's concern at that 
time.52 'Ve have concrete evidence only of ·his relationship with 
Feuerbach. 

Kierkegaard realized fully tl'Iat Feuerbach's dissolution of the
ology was a logical consequence of Hegel's inclusion of Christianity 
in the history of the world spirit. He cites Feuerbach's statement, in 
Das l-Vesen des Cbristenrums, that anthropology is the secret of 
philosophy. The occasion is a polemic against Hegel's transforma
tion of Christianity's "existential proclamation" into a metaphysical 
docrrine,sa and he ranges himself on the side of Feuerbach. Like 
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Feuerbach, he is persuaded that Hegel's equation of (he di,-ine and 
the Im.l1an is the contradiction of t;,e modem a!!e_ an ;l!!f which 
clenrly reconciles lack of f::.ith mth faith. and 'Christia~it\- wIth 
paganiSm ... l\lodern speculati,-e philosophy seems almost to ha\'e 
performed the feat of ha\'ing: gone so far beyond Christianity, or so 
far in its understandin!! of Christianity, that it has 'jUSt about re
turned to paganism. That no one prefers paganism to Christianity is 
not surprising at all; but to discover that pag:misl1' is the supreme 
expression of Christianity is an injustice. both to Christj:mit~·. which 
is made somethin~ other than it was, and to paganism. which is not 
made into anything that -it was. Speculation ha;; achieyed a com
plete understanding, of Christianit~·. and at the same time declared 
Itself to be the supreme manifestation of Christianity. In,the process. 
it made rhe remarkable discO\'en- thar there is no be\-ond, that 
'abo\'e' and 'beyond' are the dialectical narrow-mindedness of a 
finite intellect."64 Kierkegaard's relationship to Feuerbach is charac
terized not only by their conunon opposition to Hegel, .but also by 
a kind of sympathy Kierkegaard had toward Feuer~ach's attack 
upon existing Christianity. "Borne. Heine, Feuerbach, and similar 
writers are most interesting subjects for an expenmenter. They 
often are very well infonned about religious marcers; that is, they 
ate absoh:i1:ely sore that they want nothing to do with religion. They 
~how up thereby to advantage in comparison with the systematizers, 
who have no understandin!! of reli$!ious matters, . . . but are al
ways unhappily engaged in -trying- to explain them."85 On the other 
hand, the true nature of Christiamty can be percei,-ed no l~ss clear!y 
from an absolutely anti-Christian standpoint than from an abso
lutely Christian standpoint. To demonstrate this thesis, Kierkegaard 
im'okes Pascal and Feuerbach. ''Thus I ha\'e understood reEgion 
experimentally. That I ha\'e also understood it correctly I perceh'e 
from the fact that two experts who start from contrary principles 
have an identical conception of the relationship of religion to suffer
ing. Feuerba~h, who embraces the principle of health, says that the 
religious life (particularly the Christian life) is a continuous story of 
suffering; it is necessary only to obsen'e the life of Pascal-that is 
enough. Pascal says exactly the same thing: 'Suffering is the natu:-al 
state of the Christian' (lust as well-being is the natural state of 
sensual man) ..... ". The journals express the matter in funda
mental terms: writers like Feuerbach. who comprise a "final forma
tion of freethinkers," can be ~uire beneficial to Clyistianiry. Besi
cally they are defending it agamsr the Christians of today, who no 
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longer know that it is not humanitarianism an,i progress, bur a 
perversion of the ",odd. "Et ab hoste consilium." concludes a refer
ence [0 F eucrbach's significance for an understanding of Christianity 
in a world which calls itself Christian, bur is a negation of Chris-
~~~~ -

~:lo:e important than Kierkegaard's tactical ev,lluation of F cuer
bach is the return of both of them to Luther's criticism of Catholic 
posiri\"iry. from the standpoint of indiyidual appropriation. Just as 
Feuerbach im'okes Luther for his dissolution of the Christian faith. 
so Kierkegaard deri\'ed from Luther his concept~ of "training" and 
"recapitulation. " "Take away the appropriation of what is Christian. 
and what is left to Luther's credit? But open him up. and feel 
throbbing in e\'ery line the strong pulse of appropriation .... Did 
not the papacy possess objecti\'ity and objecti"e definitions and 
objecri\'c objects to spare? "'hat was missing? Appropriation. in
wardness:'~& From Luther's "pro me" and "pro nobi!'.'· F euerbach 
argues that the essence of faith is man trusting in himself; Kierke
gaard translates them as "appropriation" and "subjectiyity." Just as 
Feuerbach sees Protestantism as the religious mode of the humaniza
tion of God, says Kierkegaard. so the d~nger of Protestantism is that 
it will become a Christianity "in the interests of mankind." a "re
action of humanism against' Christianity." This is apt to happen as 
soon as it seeks to exist for itself, and become a "nonn" instead of a 
"correctt\'e."89 Kierkegaard wants to avoid this danger. while he 
himself pushes the 'principle of appropriation to its extrfme limit. 
He is. compelled therefore to de\rdop the "Christian ideality" as a 
"paradox." that is. within the extreme tension of a relationship with 
God in which the particular mode of appropriation retains the dis
proportion of his alien object.eo In this paradoxical relationship 
between the diyine and the human, the accent lies on appropriation 
on the part of subjective inwardness. God is truth. but this truth is 
present oRlv to the faith of a'man who has his existence before God. 
''\, nen a concrete indh-idual lacks faith, then neither does God 
exist. nor is God present. albeit God. eternalh' understood. is 
eternal. "VI Thus Kierkegaard ~kes Hegel's statement that God is 
essen~lJy present only "in the process of thought," because the 
spirit percei\-ed is the'same as the spirit which perceives. and trans
fonns it by means of Feuerbach's axiom of the anthropological 
essence of Christian truth. arri\'ing at the existential thesis that God 
~ 'present only in and to the subjectivity of a particular indh-idual 
"rdationship with God." 
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\"ith this basic concept of existential theology. Kierkegaard 
df'.stroyed the Qbiectivity of historical Christianity. His criticism of 
:'I Christianity which has become secularized in church and state, 
theology and philosophy, is a criticism of :l Christianity which has 
become "positive" and therefore estranged; his criterion is the in
wardness of individual appropriation through an existing subjec
tivity. 'Vith this thesis of the "subjecti,·ity of truth"-subjecti,·e to 
the point of complete negation of all obiective existence. and at the 
SIlme time true in a completely independent sensc-Kierkegaard 
stands exactly on the borderline of that correlation bem·een God 
and man which Feuerbach fixed upon man.~2 Historically consid
ered. therefore, Feuerbach's reduction of the Christian religion to 
the "feeling'· of sensual man is merely the prelude to Kierk;gianfs 
e,..istential experiment, through which he seeks to abolish historical 
distance by means of intern;lI "contemporaneity." and recover 
primitive Christianity, at the end of its process of decay. by means 
of particular indi,·idual existence.9~ His spiritual power exalts reli
gious feeling to an antirational "passion. "It; "To objective vision, 
Christianity is a res i71 facto posit,?; its truth then is questioned, but 
purely objectively. The modest subject is roo objecth·e not to take 
up an external position, or even autom:lticall~' to assume that it is 
itself among the believers. This objective understanding of truth 
can mean: 1. historical truth, 2. philosophical truth. Viewed as 
historical truth, truth must be disco,-ered through a critical exami
nation of various accounts, etc.; in short. in the same fashion as any 
other historical truth is discovered. If philosophical truth is in ques
tion, then the question concerns the relationship between a theory 
which has been posited historicOllly and recognized to be valid and 
eternal truth. Thus the subject, inquirul[: speculating, and appre
hending, is seeking after truth. but not after subjective truth. the 
truth of personal appropriation. This subject, which investigates, 
is interested, but not to an infiniteh- personal degree, not with 
passion. "\l~ • 

In spite of this emphasis upon "passion," the decisive contrast 
between Hegel and Kierkegaard is not in the polemic attitude taken 
by impassioned subjectivity toward objective reason, but rather in 
t~ei: concep;!on of the relatio~hip ~etween history and Chris
nanuy. To Kierkegaard, the relanonship between eternal trUth and 
p~ocess of history was a dilemma which he sought to resolve by 
dialectical paradox. Hegel located the absolute of Christianity in 
universal history, so that there could never be any disparity between 
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the two. Kierkegaard. on the contrary, considers the contradiction 
involved in bm;ing "eternal salvation" upon historical knowledge; 
therefore he must fa"or the subjecti\'ity of individual appropriation 
of Christianity in opposition to irs historical spread, erecting a con
cept of history which ignores the objective power of history and 
perverts the sense of history. This history, subjecti\'ized for the 
purpose of appropriation, lcads to two concepts of "historicity": 
the existential-ontological of Heidegger, and the existential-philo
sophical of Jaspers. 

Kierkegaard's appropriation has the task of "removing eighteen 
hundred years as though th(~' had ne\'er existed." of becoming in
wardly"cont<:mporaneous" with primiti,'c Christianity. But this is 
possible only if the Christianity which has existed for centuries 
ceases to become a uniyersal historical reality and becomes an indi
vidual possibility, a kind of "postulate." "In this fashion, of course, 
God becomes a postulate,. but not i!1 the popular idle sense of this 
word. It rather becomes clear that the only way in which an existen
tial human being can come into a relationship with God is for dia
lectical antithesis to bring passion to the point of despair, so that 
God may be grasped under the category of despair (faith). Thus 
-the postulate is by no means arbitrary: it is self-defense. Thus God 
is not a postulate; but rather, the existential human being postulates 
God-a necessity."91l 

It is not possible to come into possession of the independent, 
objective truth of Christianity, "absolute" in the literal sense. The 
."nodal point" of irs absoluteneSi rests ~ "absolute relationship" to 
it. In the moment of decision, the objective existence of Chrisnanity 
throughout eighteen hundred years is, as an "argument in favor," 
worth "precisely. nothing". but as a "deterrent against," it is 
"superb." For if truth resides in appropriation, the objective validity 
of Christianity merely shows that it is indifferent to the subject, to 
me as a person. 

In the framework of sucn a definition of truth, how can any 
distinction be made between madness and truth. if both can evidence 
the same "inwardness"?1l7 An impassioned anti-Christian would be 
no more and no less "true" than an imp:lssioned Christian; so, too, 
every other impassioned existential involvement would~ as such. 
have its own truth.IIS Kierkegaard took note of this dilennna. but 
gave voice to it only in passing. He assures his thesis through the 
restriction that a di.stinction must be made between the impassioned 
inwardness "of infinity" and merely • finite" inwardness. But can 
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inwardness as sllch he judged hr this criterion? The "infinity" of 
Christian inw;\rdnes~ is not s,.lf-\Oalidatin£!. on the basis of its own 
subjecti\Oiry; it i~ validated hy its object: the infinity of God Bur if 
this is the cas('·. the inwardness of "real" infinity, that is, impassioned 
relationship to God. can be distinguished from a relationship to 
something finite. which. as an impassioned relationship would be as 
madness. onl~o by rcf<.Tence to God; such distinction runs counter 
to indi\Oidual pa'\sion. "ohich is always finite. If. on the other hand. 
impassioned existence were really the "ultimate," and objecti\'ity 
merek "e,oanescenr:o then of necessit\° there would also ,oanish the 
possibility of any distinction between' finite an;! infinite inwardnes~, 
and thus between madness and trutho In fact. 1\:ierke!!aard drew thlS 
conclusion hy locating truth in the realm of in\\"a~dnes5: "\ \ 'hen 
one inquires objecti\"fly after truth. one reflects objectively upon 
truth as an object to which the inquirer stands in a relationship, It is 
not the relationship upon which one reflects, bur rather the fact that 
it is the truth. that which is true, to which he stands in a relationship. 
If that toward which he stands in a relationship is only the truth. 
that which is true, the subject is \\ithin this truth. "'hen one inquires 
~ubjecth'ely after truth. one reflects° subjectively upon the relation
ship of the individual. If only the 'how' of this relationship is rrue. 
then the individual is within tnlth, e\'en if it stands in relationship to 
an untruth."\I{O 

The question of God's existence remains indifferent if the "only" 
matter of importance is that the indi,-idual stand in relationship "to 
something," "that his relationship is in truth r ioeo, subjecti,-ely] a 
relationship to God." Thus the path to truth is itself truth;lM the 
maxinlUm objectivity attainable along this path is "objective un
certainty." '\nether his own relationship to God is obj~cti,oely 
(i.e .• from God's point of view) a true relationship. no man can 
ever be assured. For a human bein& whose "existence" is in faith. 
the "highest" truth is precisely this objecti"e uncertainty in his 
indi\idual appropriation. According to Kierkegaard. therefore, a 
man can pr,t)" to God "in truth" e\"en though he is actually wo~-· 
shiping a pagan idol; coR\·ersely. a man can pray to an ido~ "m 
truth" even though he is in a Christian house of God, worshiping 
the true Christian God. Truth is the "inward" bow, not the "ex
ternal"·~·bat. But Christian subjecti\-ity is concerned, not with "any 
object at all," but with true Christianity; this must be so if truth is 
nor to be madness. For this reason, the truth of faith consists in more 
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than mere subjecrin appropriation: this appropriation must also 
"hold fa~l to objecti"e uncertainty" as s Jch. Thus the obJecti,rity 
of faith is nElt g-roundcd in itself; as a deterrent, it is consciruti"e for 
the truth of individual appropriation. Both together make faith a 
"paradox." "If the subjecti"iry of inwardness is truth. then truth. 
objcctiH'ly defined is a paradox. The fact that truth. objeeti"ely, is 
a p,lfado\ shows in turn that subjeeti\"ity is truth; for objecti"ity 
repels. and this repelling. or its expression. is the tension anQ dyna
mometer of inwardness."lol Thus subjecti,·it~· is the true path to 
truth which is in itself eternal, but necessarily paradoxical to an 
existential human being; it anracts only by repelling. 

A consequence of the subjecti"iry of Christian truth is the form 
in 't"hich it is com·eyed. "\\ 'hen I realized this. it became clear to 

me at once that. if I were to com-ey anything of this, my pr~~enta
tion must remain in indirect form. If inwardncss is truth. then a 
conclusion is mere booty with which a man should not load anyone 
else down; to com'CY a conclusion is unnatural intercourse between 
man and man. Each man is spirit, and truth is precisely the inde
pendent act of appropriation whieh prevents a conclusion."lo2 The 
truth of Christianity is an existential miracle or a paradox, a man 
who is also God; therefore, in truth, this truth can be com'eyed 
only paradoxically. not direcdy. It must be com'eyed in such a 
fashion that the recipient is brought into his own relation~hip of 
appropriation toward what is com'eyed, but not to the one who 
conveys it to him. The truth of "Christian maieutics" rests upon the 
subjectivity of the existential human being. Its origin and goal is a 
truth which is transmittible only indireetl", because it must be 
appropriated independently. The 'process of ~om'eying it reduces to 
a mere "attention-getting," so that appropriation is made possible 
for everyone as an individual. "To attract attention, without au
thoritv, to what is relig-ious, what is Christian: that is the definition 
of all mv iirerarv acti,-ity. considered as a whole." 

Kieikegaard recognIzed that the same contradiction lies in the 
indirecmess of the process of com'eying as in the existentializatiol1 
of a nevertheless postulated truth.I03 He has this indirectnesS con
clude in direcmess: a "witnessing" to truth. ''The conveyance of 
what is Christian must ulrimateh' conclude with an act of wimess; 
rr.aieutics cannot be the ultimate' form. From the Christian point of 
"iew, truth does not reside in the subject (as Socrates conceived); 
it is a revelation which must be proclaimed. Maieutics has its pla'Ce 
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in Christianity precisely because most people live under the im
pression that they are Christians. Bur since Christianity is Chris
tianity, the maieutician must become a witnesS."M . 

Kierkegaard himself did qot appear as a "witness to the trmh," 
although it was his deepest ittc~tion "to haye himself martyred 
for the truth." But this was pennitted only to an "apostle," not to 
a "genius."105 His own ChrIs~an vocation was therefore to be a 
"religious writer," living on the borderline between poetry and 
religion. The religious discourses he published under his own name 
he viewed not as sennons, but as Ch,r~stian "discourses" in "edifying 
sryle."lo6 Tqerefore his attack upon existin'g Christianity should nor 
be seen as a consequence of his literary vocanon, hm as an eruption 
of his desire to become a witness. In a striking attack, he denied the 
representatives of the Danish Church the right to be considered 
witnesses to the truth without representing Christi;'!n truth with 
apostolic authority. Kierkegaard made his appearance only in the 
name of "human honesty": "I will risk my life for this honesty. 
On ~he o~er hand, I am not saying that I am risking anything for 
Christiaruty. Suppose for a moment, suppose that I should literally 
sacrifice my life: it would not be a sacrifice for Christianity, but 
only for my desire for honesty."lo1 

Like his attack upon Pastor Adler.J(\~ this attack remains ex
tremely ambiguous. It was launched from a position within Chris
tianity, a position which he represented throughout the attack as 
being true, even though he did so "without authority," 2S he never 
tires of declaring. Kierkegaard had already concei,'ed this ambigu
ous attack in his inquisitorial polemi~ against Adler, in deliberate 
contrast to other, less offensive possible attacks, such ~ that of 
Felierbach. '~In the total sense," to .be.a .critic like Feue~bach was 
"a bit stupid." Such angry men attack Christianity, "but they place 
themselves outside it, and for precisely that reason do no damage." 
''No, the angry man ~ust see to it that he has a different pLm of 
attack, that, like a mole, he may appear suddenly in the midst of 
Christianity. Assume that, instead of attacking Christianity, F eucr
bach had gone about his busines, more cunningly; assume tl,at he 
h~d made his plan in demonic silence. and had then appeare,t and 
proclaimed that he had received a revelation; and assum,e now that, 
as a criminal can stick to his lie, he had held to this unflinchingly, 
while at the s~me time cleverly spying out all the weakness of 
onhodoxy, which he was far from attacking, 'but rather sought 
only to hold up to the light with a certain candid naivete; assuPle 
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that he had done this so cleverly that no one had seen through his 
cunning: he would then have brought the most extreme embarrass
ment upon orthodoxy. In the interest of the existing order, or.tho
doxy fights to preserve the illusion that we are all Chrisrians, that 
the land is Christian, and that our congregations are made up of 
Christians. A man takes up a position outside of Christianity and 
attacks it. If he were to win, the congregation would ha\'e to pull 
itself out of its comfortable routine, ... would have to confront 
the decision to give up Chrisrianity."lo9 And-"howc\"er strange it 
may appear"-Kierkegaard recognized that he could participate in 
an impassi£>ped rebellion against Christianity. bur not in official 
compromise.lIo This e~'aluation of Feuerbach reflects the question
able nature of Kierkeg-aard's own attack. which admittedly did not 
im'oke a personal re~elation. but was deceitful in apparently at
tacking existing Christianity from without. while able to du so only 
because it had taken a position within Christianity, on tht borderline 
between anger and apology. 

Kierkegaard's own Christianity must be questioned on the basis 
qf this attack upon existing Christianity. It is as ambiguous as the 
c<!nsideration .of whether a man in pain should "take aspirin" or 
"have faith"!111 The phenomenon which led Kierkegaard to decide 
in fa\'or of the' Christian interpretation of suffering was his innate 
"melancholy," which he lmew to be an "unhappy affliction," 
brought about by a disproportion between the "psychic and the 
somatic," which come'into dialectical contact alone: a common 
border. "1 have therefore asked my doctor whether this dispropor
tion in my constitution between the physical and the psychic might 
be cured, so that I might realize the uni,·ersal. He expressed his 
doubts. I asked him whether he thought that the spirit was capable 
of transforming or transfiguring such a basic misproportion through 
the will. He expressed his doubts. He would n.ot ·eyen advise me to 
exert all my will power, of·wlrich he had some notion. since I might 
tear the whole asunder. From that very moment I made my choice. 
That sad disprop.ortion. togethet with all the suffering it occasions, 
(which doubtless would have drlJlen to suicide the majority of those 
who would have had spirit enough to comprehend all the misery of 
suffering), I have ~ewed as my thorn in the flesh, my limitation, 
my cross. . . . \\lith this thorn in my foot, I leap higher than any
one whose feet are whole."Il: This relationship of tension between 
soul and body gave Kierkegaard's spirit the enormous power with 
which he transcended his own nature. His Christianity was an 
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escape from despair. "eX:lcdy as Christianity was a desperate ex
pedient when it came imo tho:: world. and ",ill forew'r remain such 
for e\"Cry indi"idual who really accepts it:': I:, 

. ~he extent to which Ki("rkegaard's "decision" was a problem to 
hlm IS shown by the following statemem: "If my melancholy has 
somehow led me astray. it must be in making me "iew as sin and 
guilt what was perhaps or.ly wretched suffering and temptation. 
This is the most terrible of mi~takes. the signal for maddening tor
ture; bur e,'en if I h;l\'c gone too far. it has sen'ed me in good 
stead:'114 1\iet7'sche's criticism of Christianity began at precisely 
this problematical point of choice and decision, with moralistic 
Christian "value-interpretation" of suffering, 

9 Nietzsche's Criticism of 

Christian i\loralin' and Ciyilization 

According to NietzSche. sin and guilt are not phenomena proper 
to human existence as such; they are only what they signify. Their 
only existence is in the consciousness of sin and guilt; their being is 
a state of mind, and as such. an interpretation of being which can be, 
tither true or erroneous. There exist various "causalities of suffer
ing," dependent upon the conscious attitudes in which man is ac
customed to view himself. The Christian interprets his suffering on 
the basis of sin, that is, he searches for an intelligible basis for his 
discomfon; "reasons make things easier," and "if a man knows the 
why of his life, he can put up "with anr how." Follo\\'ing such an 
explanation of suffering, Christianity has produced a world of sin 
OUt of a world without lnv feelin!!S of sin. It- has made the "sick" 
man a guilty "sinner." "The appearance of the Christian God ... 
has produced the maximum of guilt feelings upon earth. Assuming 
th~t by now we are moving to the contrary direction, one might 
conclude • . • from the irre\'ersible decrease in faith in the Chris
tion God that there were alread" a considerable decrease in human 
consciousness of sin. Indeed, the conclusion is inescapable that the 
complete and final ,-ictor" of atheism should free mankind from all 
these feelings of being guilty vis-a-\'is their origin, their causa prima. 
Atheism and a kind of second innocence go together."1l6 Niet2SChe 
re\'erses once more the re\'aluation of tbe pagan world brought 
about by Christianity, viewing the consciousness of sin as the "most 
important event in the history of the sick soul" and the "rn.st disas-
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trous trick of reli{!ious interpretation." In contrast. he sou{!ht to 
r('cover the "innocence" of existence; Iw; goa1 wa.c; one!: more to 
unite ~ccentric human existence with the aatural cosmos of e\'er
recurring life. beyond {!ood and evil. But the "Dionvsian" view of 
life could be de\'eloped ot11y in the polemic fom1 o( a criticism of 
Christianin .. whose morality hI! declared to be "against nature." In 
order to give this criticisni an historical foundation, he made the 
parctdoxical attempt to recapture antiquity at the extremity of mod
ernism. The anti-Christian purpose of his "eneration of the Greeks 
is a consequence of his early study of classical philology; it is al
read~' implicit in the rough draft of H'ir Pbilo!ogm. 

If tHe Amic/.'riu is viewed in the context of ~ietzsche's tota.l 
de\'(~lopment, it is' far from being a primiti"e skalld.llor:: still less 
is it a "rediscO\'ery of primiri\'e Christianity."116It is the culmination 
of a line of criticism which began with the Ul1:eitge1l1iim BetTJcI.,
tu71gel1. In this final attack. ?"ietzsche is much more deeply im'olnd 
than in the earlier work because, in his isolation. he had worked 
himself further and further into a role in which he was forced to 
o\'erextend himself. 

Nietzsche's personal Christianity was shaped by his pietistic en
vironment. In his infonnath'e studies on Nietzsche. E. PodachllT has 
argued persuasively for the decisi\'e influence exerted by NietzSche's 
mother on his later attitude toward Christianity. The esS3YS and 
poems written by Nietzsche as a young man sho\\' that from the 
very beginning his religiosity had something secondhand and forced 
about it. Thl! Christianity which he first encountered within his 
family was too weak to do more than arouse antipathy and suspicion 
within him, a distrust which became intensified when directed later 
against "-agner's "Parzifal Christianity." lt was the "homeopathy 
of Christianity," its modest "moralism," which he originally ques
tioned and attacked. To him, Christianity was no longer an active 
faith. o\'ercoming and yet ru.1ing the world; it was only Christian 
civilization and moralitv. He fonnulated his criticism as a fi\'efold 
"No!" the second of which includes. all the others: "My recof!Tlition 
and isolation of rhe t-aditional ideal, the Christian ideal: e\'en~ where 
it has been degradec. bv the dogmatic fonn of Christianity. The 
danger of the Christian ideal restS in its sense of values. in what can 
do without abstract e:\l'ression: my stru~gle against latent Chris
tianit}, [e.g~, in music, in socialism] ."1:& He saw the Christian re
ligion as an "ebbing tide" after an enomlOUS innundation. "All the 
possibilitie!> of Christian life, the most serious and the most idle, the 
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. . . most frivolous and the most conside1ied, have been tried out. It 
is time to discover somethinQ' new if we are not to goo tnrough the 
whole cycle once more: obviously it is difficult to es~ape the ~\'hirl
pool once it has spun us around for a fe,," thousand years. EYen 
ridicule, cynicism, and enmity toward Chtistianity h:lVe lost their 
vitality. It is like an ice sheet during a thaw: everywhere the ice is 
broken, dirty, dull, full of puddles, treacherous. It seems to me that 
the only appropriate response' is a careful. considered withdra\\'al: 1 
honor religion thereby, though it is a dying religion .... Christi
anity will very shonly be ripe for a critical history. an autopsy."l!!' 
To Nietzsche's mind, the "death of God'" was a datum whose sig
nificance lay less in the fact itself than in its nihilistic consequenc;s. 
The essential elements of his criticism of this Christianity without 
God are already contained in the introductory sentences of an essay 
written in 1862, which otherwise fits complerel~r into the mold of 
the traditional humanization of the "essence" of Christianiry.12" The 
way in which Nietzsche's interest in Strauss manifested itself is also 
characteristic of his attitude toward Christianity. What attracts and 
occasions his criticism is not the Christianity of the church and of 
theology, bur its secular metamorphoses, the "amusing mendacity" 
represented by primitive Christianity within the modern world: 
<c ••• with m.elancholy caution I wander throug-h the ma(lhouslI 
world of centuries, now called Christianity, the Christian faith, th€! 
Christian church-I hesitate to blame mankind for its psychoses. BUll 
my sentiment changes suddenl~' and breaks forth as soon as I COIne 
to the modern era,. to our age. Our age knows ... r·"rhat yesterda): 
was merely sick, today is unseemly: it is unseemly today to be a 
Christian. Here my revulsion begins. I look about: there is not a 
hint left of what formerly was -called 'truth,' we can no longer 
stand to hear the mouth of a priest eyen mention the word 'truth.' 
Anyone with even the least claim to integrity today must know that 
with ~very sentence a' the~logian, a priest, .a pope speaks, he not 
only errs, he lies. It is no longer possible for him to lie 'innocently' 
or 'in ignorance.' .... Everyone knows this; and yet everything
stayS the same. What has become of our last feelings of decency, of 
self-respect, when even our statesmen, otherwise a very unpreju
diced sort and th<?roughly anti-Christian, still call themselves Chris
tians and ~ to communion? . . . lV hom then does Christianity 
deny? J.JThat is meant by the 'world'? Being a soldier, a judge, a 
patriot; defending .oneself; 'keeping one's word; seeking one's 0'''11 

advantage; being proud.,. . . 'Every action of every moment, every 
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instinct, every estimation which is acted upon today is anti-Christian. 
\Vh2t a monster of perfidy modern man must be not to be ashamed 
of peing called a Christian! "1~1 

Like Feuerbach and Kierke~ard, Nietzsche attacked Hegel as 
the last great representative of this separation between our secular 
world and the Christia,n faith. Two'things reach their culmination 
in him: the tendency toward a r~dical criticism of theology, which 
deri\'es from Lessing, and at the\ same time the romantic -desire to 
conserve it. Hegel was therefore the roadblock par exc'cllence in the 
way of "straightforward atheism," ':in accordance with the gran
diose attempt which he made,to persuade us of the dh'ine nature of 
existence with' the aid of our sixth sense, the 'sense of history: "1:~ 
In contrast to this roadblock in the \\;ay of straightforward atheism, 
Nietzsche considered his task to be "the prod~ction of a kind of 
crisis and ultimate decision in the problem of atheism."123 He be
lieved that the atheism of the future was prefigured in Schopen
hauer's "pessimism." 'Vith increasing urgency and fullness of detail 
he developed it as the problem of the self-vanquishing of European 
"nihilism. " 

This tendency toward "absolutely honest" atheism also typifies 
Nietzsche's criticism of German philosophy as being half theology. 
Kant, Fichte, Schelling, Hegel, but also Feuerbach and Strauss, are 
all (according to Nietzsche) still "theologians," "priestlings," and 
"Church Fathers." "The Germans immediately understand what I 
mean when I say that philosophy has been contaminated by theo
logical blood. The Protestant pastor is the grandfather of Genuan 
philosophy, Protestantism its· peccatu111 originate. . . . It is only 
necessary to say the words 'Ttibingen 'School' to understand what 
German philoS9'phy is at hellft: insidiQQs thc::plogy."124 

The reverse side of Nietzsche's insight into the Protestahtism of 
German philosophy was his quick eye for the philosophical atheism 
of Protestant theology. It had taken to itself the scientific atheism 
of philosophy, but only half way, so that it rem:lined half theology 
and half philosophy. Thus the "decline of Protestantism": "theoreti
cally and historically, it is not a. whole. Because of the actUal pre
ponderance of Catholicism -. .' . Bismarck understood that pf(ltes
tancism no longer works."121i As children of Protestant preachers, 
says Niew~he (describing himself also), too many Geiman phi
losophers and scholars have heeded rheir fathers, "and consequently 
no longer believe in G<?d," "and so German philosophy may be 
considered a pelperuation of Protestantism." 
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Nietzsche also \"icwed his own "immoral ism" as a perpetuation 
of the Protestant uaditinn of Chrisrianin': he. too. i~ a final fruit 
from the tree of Christian morality. "Of it~elf this tradition honestly 
compels a denial of moraliry"-the philosophical suicide of Christian 
morality is totaJiy self-willed. First, in the Reformation. Christianity 
perished as Catholic dogma: now it is perishing as morality, and we 
stand at the threshold of this e\"C:nt. But one final question of \"C

racity remains: u, Yh:lt is the meaninc of al1 will to truth? "1:<: For 
the present. the ultimate framework ;\ithin which t:he questio:1 o! 
truth can truly he asked is "absolutely honest atheism." "E"ery
\\·here else where thc spirit today goes about its work rigorously. 
powerfully. and without counterfeiting it has no use .for any idea! 
(the popular term for this abstinence is 'atheism'): the one excep
tion is its will to trurh. But this will, this remnam of idealism, is ... 
the ideal itsc1f in its most ri!rorous intellectual formulation, com
pletely esoteric, bare of all decoration. not so much a remnant as a 
core. Thus absolutely honest atheism ... is not opposed to this 
ideal . . . ; it is only one of the last ph~es of its development. one 
of its ultimate forms and internal consistencies; it is the awesome 
catastrophe of two thousand years of training for truth, which 6-
nally prohibits the lie of belief in God."m There can be no doubt: 
the growing self-consciousness of the will to truth is bringing the 
downfall of morality, "that great play in a hundred acts which is in 
store for the next two centuries of Europe, the most terrible, moo 
dubious, and perhaps also the most promising of all plays .... " 

In this breakdown of pre\'io\1s1y accepted \"alues, man is·forced 
into "unexplored" and "undisco"ered" territory, no longer pos
sessed of any land where he can be at home. Our apparent chiliza
tion has. no perm~.nence, because it is erected upon conditions and 
concepnons which have already almost ,cmished. "How could we 
be at home in this today! "'e arc ill-disposed toward all ideals which 
might furnish a home ... e\'en in this delicate rime of transition: 
as far as their 'realities' are concerned, we expect no permanence of 
them. The ice which still bears our weight today is already "ery 
thin: the south wind is blowing, we ourselves, we homeless ones. 
assist in breaking the ice and other aU (00 thin 'realities' .... V,e 
'conserve' nodurtg, neither do we seek to rerum to any past, we are 
not at all 'libera~' we do not work for 'progress,' we'do not e'-cn 
need to stop our ears against the econonuc sirens of the furore .... 
We modem men are too modey a bunch by race and descent, and 
are therefore little subject to the temptdtion • . . to participare in 
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mendacious glorification of our own race .... In a word, we are 
... grod Europeans. the ... onrabunu:mt and o\'erobligated 
heirs of thousands of rears of the Eur Jpean spirit: as such, we have 
also outgrown Christianity .... "1::!~ 

How littie ~ietzsche had outgrown Christianity is shown not 
o~ly by his Amicbrist. but also by its counterpart; the theory of 
eternal recurrence. It is an a\"owed suhstirute fo~ religion; no less 
than Kierkegaard's Chrisriar paradox, it is an escape from desp~ir: 
an artempt to lea,-e "nothing" and arri,-e at "something."l2Q 

1 0 Lagarde's Political Criticism 

of Ecclesiastical Christianity 

Contemporaneously with ~ietzsche, Lagarde and O,'erbeck 
were carrying on a criticism of Christianity which was less striking 
but no less penetrating: Lagarde, with an eye to politics; and Over
beck, with reference to theolo!!\'. 

In 1873, Nietzsche's first Dllzcitge111,zsse BetTacbnmg appeared, 
In the same year, Lagarde published his theologicopolitical pamphlet 
V ber das Verbiiimis d£'$ deutscbm Staates zu Tbeologie, Kircbe. 
fmd Religiol1; its outline! dates back to 1859. Like all of Lagarde'S 
Deutscbe Scbrifte'JI, this treatise is distmguished by its penetration 
into the internal connection between theology and politics, His 
rejection of existing Christianity is as scholarly as it is absolute; its 
radicalism surpasses that of Strauss, whose st~dy of the life of Jesus 
(the product of an "honorable demand for k-nowledge") was ex
pressly recognized by Lagarde.l3o 

Lagarde'S criticism denies that either of the branches of Christen
dom possess any portion whatenr of evangelicat ~Christianity, But 
it is directed primarily against German Protestantism, \i'hose his
tQrical instability is grounded on irs \'~ry n3:ture as a mere reforma
tion of Catholic dogma. "All the statements made by Catholic dogma 
about God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit, that is, everything that is 
most repugnant to the modern mind, remained untouched by the 
Reformation. The quarrel between the Protestants and the Church 
concerned solely the way in which the salvation.-of the human race 
from sin and its consequences, • . . which had been acoomplished 
in Jesus Christ. could be appropriated, and certain institutions which 
rendered more difficult the appropriation of this salvation in the 
way the Reformers considered. correct, and which the" frotestaht 
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side therefore felt compelled to do away with."ISI Even the "con
science" claimed by Protestantism has m_aning only within the con
text of the historical siruation of the Catholic Church. Luther's 
attack on particular points presupposes the existence of the whole. 
'Vhen Protestanrism finally was given complete recognition at the 
Peace of \\' estphalia in 1648, it lOSt the last remnants of its inner 
strength, which it had possessed only by virtue of its opposition to 
the dominanr Church: "it was given solemn permiSSIOn to live, 
thereby losing its last pretext for life." What today is called "Protes
tanrism" is neither evan¥elical nor refonning; it is merely a faded 
remnanr.13:! The "liberanon" which it is p'opularly supposed to have 
produced is not a product of irs excellence, b~t of its internal "solu
bility." On the othcr hand, the process of decomposition to which it 
fell prc)' resulted in the liberation of Protestant Germany from all 
the obstacles in the way of its natural development, which were con
tained in the Catholic system and those portions of it preserved by 
Protestantism .. 1he political reshaping of Gennany was not a conse
quence of the Reformation. It is ascribable solely to the circum
stance that in Brandenburg and Prussia the Hohenzollern set up a 
State which could stand on its own feet, whose "exigent existence"
"its need somehow to exist"-of necessity went beyond its own 
borders.1S3 By the same token, oUr classicists are not in the least 
Protestanr, if" we mean thereby the doctrines of the Refonnation.1s• 

A high priority attaches to the abolition of the Protestant clergy, 
because they have no sense for what is "spirirual"-Nierzsche says, 
for what is "holy." The clergy arc merely a "theologically tinged 
projection of political velleities." By the abolition of celibacy and 
the. denial of the priesthood, Protestantism made it impossible for 
sensitive souls and the sons of good familj~ to become clergy an,} . 
live in service of the Church.m 

The basic trouble with the Church is that it accepted for itself 
the basic principle of Judaism: 130 it took as the goal of its religious 
life something that had already take~ place in the past instead of 
something which continues to take place in the present. In its more 
primitive form, the Church "with an admirably correct instinct" 
rectified this evil through the sacrifice of the Mass, in which the 
historical fact is continually repeated. ~{The sacrifice of the Mass 
is the strength of Catholicism. The Mass alone makes Christianity 
(I do not say, 'the Gospel') a religion; and only a religion, not a 
surrogate for religion, can "absorb the hwnan heart. The eternal 
spirit of man is not content with something that has taken place. Im-
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mersion in the past is not religion but sentimentality. Consciousness 
of the immanent temporal life of eternal forms vanishes as the 
memory, growing every year weaker, of primeval unrepeated events 
is exalted to the status of ~ religion. Our religion then becomes an 
opinion, a judgment, a belief. an idea, rather thall a way of life; 
until we give up this deadly point of view, no improvement in our 
condition is possible. \:re need the presence of God and the divine, 
not their past. Therefore Oulcianity is no longer a live option for 
us: neither Protestantism. nor. because of the unacceptability of its 
doctrine of the Mass, Catholicism. can provide this presence for 
US."13. Both Churches are a distortion of the Gospel. Vis-a-vis the 
state, all the religious communities of today arc at the point of 
death. "The sooner they are let alone, the sooner they will die out; 
for their life, of whate,-er sort. is artificial, preserved only by the 
attention devoted to them and their own mutual antagonism. "138 In 
a.1ater treatise, written in 1878, Lagarde prophesied that the future 
would show that all of Protestant history after the Reformation is 
not a development of Otristianity, but rather an attempt to create 
something new, "to the extent that it was not based, on the one 
hand, on the universal principle of inertia and decay, or, on the 
other, upon the nationalisric drive of the Germanic peoples, freed 
from the oppression_ of the Roman Church." Protestantism is no 
more primitive Christianity than is Jesuitism. The future course of 
both is clear. "Jesuitism mu:.. seek to remake the Church whose 
business it conduCts, and Which has been destroyed by German 
nationalism, into a uni\Tersal Catholic -Chw;ch rather than a Roman 
Catholic Church. . . . The Gennanic peoples, on the other hand, 
must relate religion to their nationalism: for Protestantism has be
come what it is only through tl:te Germanic temperament of those 
who joined it, and hosomy to Rome is the natural position of those 
who fight, not as Christians.. but as Germans. Universal religion in 
the singular and national religions in the plural, those are the pro
grams of the-two oppon~"m 

Lagarde suppleinents his historical criticism of the Christian 
Ch urches and their theology '\\-ith his outline of a "religion of the 
future." The movement which is called upon to form a national 
religion has a twofold ask. It is to utilize the ethical and religious 
views. of Christianity, in particular of the Catholic Church, and to 
m2ke use of the "national idiosyncracies of the German people." In 
order to make the dogmas of the Church l'religiouslv practical," 
they must be purified of an "Jewish poison." On the other hand, the 
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dogmas contained in the fluid fonn of the sacraments must be re
tained, because in tilt sacram.:nts di"ine powt'f""my~tcriously efftcrs 
sah-arion under the veil of earthly things" Ufo But thought will ha\"e 
to be taken for a corporeal locus for the sacraments. within which 
they can work effect1\"Cly. This body, says Lagarde, will come into 
being of its own accord if the spirit is not prevented from doing irs 
work. Temporarily. the important thing is to prepare the way by 
remO\'in{! obstacles. 

He gives more definite expression to rhe negari\"(: side (Ii the 
"Germanic temperament" which is to be realized in the national 
church of the future. It is essentialh' anti-Jewish. but nor anti
Christian, so long as the pure Gospe"l is taken as the doctrint of 
Christ. Pure Gemlanicism cannot be found amOIl{! the educ:m"d 
classes of the present day. The (jiennany which is officially recog
nized is as un-Gennan as the classical literature tau!!ht in the schoob. 
which is either cosmopolitan or modded on Greek or Roman ex
amples. In contrast to Hegel's scholastic education, Germany is 
characterized truly by Grimm's Gennan mythology, independence 
of spirit, 100'e for solitude, and the uniqueness of the indi,-idual. 
"'Vhoe\'er knows the signature of the new Gennan Empire. will 
know when he reads this. with tears in his eves. how Gennan this 
Empire is."141 "-hat is "gooc" is not a Germ;n concept. bur rarher 
what is "genuine." But who can penetrate the profusion of ch"iliza
tion to reach the primitive le"el, since the life of the indi,"idual is 
more and more under the control of bureaucracy, and de')potism 
masquerades as freedom? 

The Gennan), which Lagarde longed to see "has never existed:' 
it is ·an ideal both ,'ain and powerful. If it is to be approached. aU 
illusions must be destroyed. all "Judeo-Celtic theorems" abolit Ger
many must be left behind. "The indispensable conditions for the 
existence of religion are honesty and ,-eracity. If, therefore. Ger
many is to ha\'e a religion. all the alien rags 'in which Ge~a~y. is 
wrapped must be put aside. They have done even more than mdl\"ld
ual self-deception to make Germany a liar to its own inmost soul. 
Palestine and Belgium, 151S, and 1189 and 1848 simply do not 
concern us. 'Ye have finally become strong enou{!h to hold the door 
of the house against aliens;'let us also disca~rd eye;ything alien which 
we have within the house. 'Yhen that has been done. the real work 
can begin."142 But this work demands" an "heroic deed. in the age of 
paper money, stock-market manipulation, party-controlled news
papers, and universal education." And· the question is whether it is 
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still possible in 18,8 to carry out what .•. should ha\"e been done 
in 8,8! 

Lagarde dCl-cribes thc rclifion of the furore as Gcrman "piety." 
As a "guide" for it, he calls for another kind of thcology besides the 
onc which already exists. a theology which will deal with the uni
\"ersal history of religion. "It will pro\;de an understanding of re
ligion as it gh'es a history of religions."Hs Irs goal is to discO\'er 3 

narional relicion, which can be neither Catholic nor Protestant. but 
exclusi\'ely Gennan: "a life of intimate relationship with the al
mighty creator and redeemer, majestic dominion m'er e\'erything 
not di .... ine." "'Ve should not be'humans, but children of God; not 
liberal. but free; not conscrYati\"e, but Gennan; not crt:dulou~. but 
de\'out; not Christians, but enngclicals; the di\'ine, li\'ing incarnate 
in 'each of us, and al1 of us united in one growing circfe."14~ This 
national Gennan religion corresponds to the "dh'incly willed essence 
of the Gennan nation." 

In its own time, Lagarde's criticism of Christianity Ilad only a
small sphere of influence. It subsequently became operative in 'the 
religious program of the Third Reich, which likewise sought to e~ase 
a thousand years of Gennan history and reduce Christianity to a 
specifically German "piety." 

11 O"erbeck's Historical Analysis 
of Primitive and Passing Christianity 

Because of his connection with the historical criticism of 
F. C. Baur, O\'erbeck coumed himself a member of the "TUbingen 
~hoQI," .although only "allegorically." "rith regard to the course 
of development of Gemlan criticism of religion from Hegel to 
NietzSche. the following attitudes can be isolated from his works: 

, toward, Nietzsche, whose first U71zcitgemlisse BetrQchnmg appeared 
at the same time as O\'erbeck's Cbristlicbkeit der Tbeologie'( 1873), 
toward Lagarde and Strauss. toward B. Bauer and Kierkegaard, and, 
indirectly, toward Hegel 

The 'first chapter of Die Christlichkeit der Theologie discusses 
the g~neral relationship between theology and Christianity. In con
trast to Hegel. it attemptS to show that, not only modem theology, 
but the science of theology from the \'ery beginning, has been op
posed to the primiti\'e meaning of the Christian faith. Primitive 
Christianity was a faithful expectation of the end of the world and 
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the return of Christ. As such, it had an "unambiguous antipathy" 
toward all scientific knowledge; this antagonism between faith and 
knowledge cannot be reconciled after the manner of Hegel, it :s 
"absolutely irreconcilable." "Thus aU theological activity. to the 
extent that it brings faith and knowledge into contact. is irreligious; 
no theology can ever arise unless mere are other interests present 
besides the religious."m The destiny of Christianity certainly gi\'es 
no occasion to conceive any more conciliatory relationship between 
faith and knowledge. A religion which lived in expectation of the 
Parousia, so long as it remained true to itself, could not seek to de
velop a systematic theology and a church. The fact that this took 
place so rapidly is l>ased not in Christianity itself, but in its emer
gence into the world of pagan culrurc, which it was unable to de
stroy and in which it therefore sought support, although until the 
time of the Refonnation it never lost sight of irs enmity toward the 
world and the state. 

The battle between faith and knowledge was fought in the very 
infancy of Christianity, when Gnosticism destroyed all the assump
tions of the infant faith. and transfonned it into a metaphysics. But 
the defeat of GnosLicism meant only a new covenant with the 
\\'orldly wisdom represented most pOwerfully by Alexandrianism. 
"The simple faith in redemption through Christ might h:1VC with
drawn within itself all the more enert;!etically; instead, a Christian 
theology was set up as true Gnosis beside the Gnosis . .'. which 
had been declared false. In this theology, particularly through the 
newly detemlined Christian Canon. at least a certain portion of the 
Christian tradition was protected by faith against the an.leks of 
knowledge; but it was considered imperative to rise from the level 
of faith to that of knowledge. A sure proof of the al)tagonism 
between knowledge and the purely religious interests of faith is the 
fact that even in this moderate fonn scientific knowledge gained a 
foothold in the Church only by force. It secured its position only 
under the keenest scrutiny, and' was always in danger of coming 
under accusation each time heresy reared its head. In fact, it re
Ipained the hotbed of .unceasint;!~ confliets \\-ith the faith of the 
community. The v~ry beginning is typical of the whole course of 
development, as represented at the turn of the third century first by 
Clement of Alexandria and then by Origen."uo The original con
trast bf'tween the Christian faith and theological l-nowledge later 
became clear with the vanishing of the iUusion that dominated the 
Middle Ages, that theology is the positive apologetic aspect of the 
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Christian faith. From the moment that Protestant theology bor
rowed the method:; of historical and philosophical ~ticism from the 
secular sciences, theology was doomed to become the grave digger 
of Christianity. 'Vhoever engages in theology for any purpose be
yond that of theology itself must recognize that it is "part and 
parcel of the secularization of Christianity. a luxury which it allows 
itself but which, like all Im,:uries, can be had only for a price."147 The 
only real task of theology is to make Christianity problcmatical as a 
religion, whether the theology is ctitical or apologetic and liucral. 
Critical and historical study can indeed destroy religion, bur not 
reconstruct it. Nothing- was further from O,"erbeck's mind than 
Hegel's "exaltation" o£ the Christian religion to the le\'cl of con
ceptual existence. His basic distinction between the history of th(: 
"origin" of Christianity and the histf,ry of its "decay" means that. 
with reference to the "de"e!opment' of Christianity" O,'crbecl.: is 
unalterably opposed to Hegel's progressi\'e and optimistic schema. 
To him, as to Lagarde. Protestantism does not mean the c.onsumma
tion of Christianity, but the beginning of its dissolution. The pro
ductivity of the Christian church comes to an end with the 
Reformation, which has in itself 1'0 religious meaning, but is defined 
totally in terms of protest against the Catholic Chur'Ch. It is an "ab
surd" consequence of disdain for the otherworldly nature of Chris
tianity to conclude that the first fifteen hundred years of the Chris
tian faith are a disguising of its real nature.148 But this IS precisely the 
conclusion of Hegel's schema, which sees Christianity as engaged in 
a progressive "realization." that is, secularization. In Overbeck's 
opinion, Pascal was the last real Christian in the modern world; he 
assigns Luther to the same category as Nietzsche and Denifle. 

Overbeck's attitude toward those like Vinet, Lagard~, and 
Kierkegaard, who turn against the existing order in ine name of 
Christianity, is as negative as his attitude toward Hegel. By denying 
theology the right to speak for Christianity, he denied himself the 
same right. "Thus I confront the situation quite differently than. for 
example, does Kierkegaard, who attacked Christianity a1though he 
spoke for it. I refuse to attack it even though I myself stand aside 
and speak as a theologian, even though that is just what I would 
rather not be. Kierkegaard speak~ under the paradoxical pretense- of 
being a reformer of Christianity; I would. not consider doing so, but 
neith~r would I consider ~ef orming theolo~y,. which I claim as ~y 
vocatIon. I acknowledge Its worthlessn~ m Itself, and am not m
clined to deny its present state of dilapidation; I am opposed to its 
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basic principles. For the moment, I would h2\'c no re~ervatiom: about 
letting ChrJstianity complftcly alone. "14P He rccognized the "vul
ncrable Spot" in Kierkcgaard's attitude toward Christianiry: "The 
manner of his attack i5 insincere, rhctorical. and plradoxical"; "he 
merely affects the disguise of an assailant." ·'It appears as though 
Kierkegaard were relying solely' on himself and letting fly hi!' attack 
upon Christianity. but he does so only after he has taken up a finn 
position within Christianiry. He has no excuse for attacking Chris
tianity; in a sense, even less excuse than those whom he atracks. An 
inferior representative of Christianity is always bener qualified to 
criticize it than one who is irreproachable, cvcn if only in his own 
c}'es."t~ 

O\'erbeck's attitude toward B. Bauer can be seen in his review 
of Bauer's Cbristus ulld die Ciisarel1. m In four long sections he 
analvzes the "incredible" theories which Bauer has once morc. after 
thmy-fivc years, laid before the public without the slightcst quali
fication. This represents a steadfastness which would be impressive 
if total lack of scientific support did not make it untenable. He con
cludes by stating that despite all criticism of Bauer's thcsis that 
Christianity and Stoicism derh'cd from one and the same source. 
Bauer's position is "not far from the truth." The total failure of his 
-",'ork is therefore all the more ree-renable. The extent to which 
Greco-Roman paganism contributed to the growth of the Church 
has been greatly underestimated; "a goodly number of paradoxes" 
are necessary to untangle the early history of the Church. These 
paradoxes must be put forward; but they must be given a {onn which 
makes it possible gradualJy to reach the point of well-founded con
\'iction, Instead of remaining at the stage of mere extra\·agance. 
Apart from these reservations, theologians should not be "dissuaded" 
from reading the book. It is an arbitrary assemblage of material that 
Bauer h~s given us, but it is ne\'ertheless material which should gh'c 
us frequ.mt occasion for fruitful reflection. The parallelism between 
Stoicism and Christianity can be' pursued a thousand times more 
pr\)du'~vely, more sensitively, and more profoundly than Bauer has 
done. This would gi\'e rise to ohsen'ations and problems of which 
Bauer had not the slightest hinL 

\Vhen these critical remarks are compared with O,'erbeck's own 
thoughts on the rclationship between ChrisJianity and the ancient 
world, more weight is gi\'en to the basically favorable conclusion of 
this criticism, ~o se\'ere in detail. Overbeck himself never ce:lScd 
to stress Ute "cl~ical" nature of Christianity, denying that it was 
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an absolute "inno\"ation." He contrasted both the ancient world and 
Christianity to the modem world.l~.~ He asserted indirecth' the 
"family relationship" between Christianity and the ancient world 
through the thesis that our understanding of Christianity has dimin
ished proporriona~cly ,as the ancient world has nnishcd from our 
lh·es.l~ In Die Cbrist7icbkeit der Tbeologie, he states that Christi
anity is the form in which the ancient world has been embalmed for 
presen'ation down '.to our own time. Because Christianity is itself a 
parr of the ancient world. a "modem" Christianity is a contradiction 
in temlS. The tics connecting O"erbeck's theological positiun with 
Bauer's are even closer than he himself realized. It was B:lUcr who 
had anticipated' Onrbeck's discovery of the necessary "Jesuitism" 
of the "theoloQ'ical mind."I~. the antithesis between the Bible and 
contemporary culture. 

O"erbeck several times defended the critical theolo{!'\' of Strauss 
against the presumptions and illusions of apologetic and' liberal the
ology. Strauss's declaration that secdar culture and Christianity are 
irreconcilable is irrefutable. It does not depend on the apparcHt cos
mopolitanism and ac:tual parochialism of the culture which Strauss 
in his old age supported as the "new faith." Strauss was also right in 
his recognition of the fateful significance inherent in the idea 'of a 
"life of Je~us." But it is erroneous to suppose that a truly critical 
theology must lead to a negation of Christianity. "'jthout support
ing Christianity. such a theology can protect it "agamst all the 
theologies which trunk they are supporting it by accommodating it 
to the world. Indifferent t~ its peculiar poir.t of "iew, they turn it 
into a dead, desiccated orthodoxy which remO\'es it from the world, 
or reduce it to the secular lc"el, where it vanishes. Critical theology 
can pre"ent such theologies from peddling :In unreal thing to ".he 
world under the name of Christianity, a thing from which the very 
soul has been remo"ed: the negation of the world."lG:I Strauss fails 
to recognize the excessi\'e hu~anity of Chrisri:mity. He seeks to 
PUt Christianity ~ompletcly out of mind; with all his talk of "human 
feeling." "national feeling," and "littleness," he forgets "that we are 
human"'Hi6 If we compare wh;lt Strauss has to say about th~ state 
and about war, about penal authority and about the working class. 
with the appropriate Christian parallels. for example, from Augus
tine, there is no doubt that we shall find the latter incomparably 
more profound and :1t the same time more human, and therefore 
more true. Christianity has dealt conclusively with the kind of cul
tUJle repreSented by Strauss. If Christianiry is to be overcome, it must 
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be by a culrure higher. not lower. than that which Christianity 
o,"ercame In a few sober sentences, this criticism of Strauss's 
Bckcl11Jf1I:s says everything that ~ietzsche in his U n:.(;itg''111.1SSC 
Betl'Pc/mmg said with the exuoerance of youth, and without a fair 
assessment of Strauss's historical achie\"ement. 

Through his early work, Sm!Uss did the science of theology a 
consideraole sen"ice. But it is wrong to suppose that Christianity 
consists of a series of dogmas and myths which must be either ac
cepted or rejected. in whole or in pan. Its heart and soul is faith in 
Christ and his return. and the end of the world as it now exists. "As 
is trlle of the apologetic and liber-al theologians whom we have 
studied in this respect, Strauss thinks that he has finished with Chris
tianin' when he has destroyed critically a series of its basic dogrn:ls, 
particularly the 'Church's conception· of its early history. B~t he 
skims over the ascetic outlook of Christianity with two or three 
disparaging and '"cry marginal remarks."':" Christianity is by nature 
eschatological, and therefore ascetic. Only the man who is well 
aware of this can achieve a proper Standpoint from which to evalu
ate the "way of lif~" which Strauss suggests after Christianity has 
been done away wiEh. 

Overbeck took issue with Lag-aIde's work as soon as it was pub
lished. Both possess the same disinterested scholarly arritud . That 
of Lagarde is permeated oy a desire for rhetorical effect, while 
Overbeck is characterized oy a ca.hn sobriety that is almost super
human. He neither wanted to nor could educate the Germans; but 
he wanted to be clear in his own mind with reference to theology 
and Christianity. . 

Oyerbeck discusses Lagarde's suggestion that the existing theo
logical faculties be reduced to denominational seminaries, and be 
replaced at theuniversicies by a theology 'A· hose .task is (0 teach the 
history of religion in order to prepare the way for a Gennan re
ligion. Overbeck objects that such a purely historical view of the 
history of religions is not a theology at all, and should therefore ·fall 
within the discipline of philosophy. U Lagarde wants his new the
ology to occupy an independent position, he can support it only 
on the basis of its practical task, which it shares with denominational 
thl'Ology. "But this is jri~1 what is dubious: whether a task of this 
kind can really be found for Lagarde's theology. He himself points 
to one by saying that the new theol~" should be the 'guide leading 
to ~ Ge~an religion.' But theologies have always followed after 
therr religIOns; and they have been further behind, me more ener-
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getic anfi undisputed werc the original forccs behind these religions. 
It is unexampled th:H thc~" should prccede :\ religion. arid hardl~' to he 
cxpectcd that something of thc sort might yct take placc,"I:,' In 
rcality. Lagarde's theology will not prepare the way for a new 
religion. The hopelessness of its ultimate goal and thc o"en~heijlling 
powcr of history in all scholarly pursuits of the prescnt will cause it 
,'cry rapidh- to lose sight of its goal and immcrse itself in thc histori
cal materiai-a prediction which has proven truc .for all dcnomina
tional th('olo!!\' wherc,'cr the content of what has bcen callcd "do£!
marics" has i71" fact bcen only comparative religion with a Protestant 
fla,'or. 

Thirn' \'Cars after writin£! Die Cbristlicbkcit der Theologi/?, in 
thc prefacc 'to the second edinon, Ovcrbeck discusscs his rclatj~nship 
to Nieti'_c;che, He says there that NietzSche's influcnce was the most 
powcrful he had cncountcred in the course of his life. Kicrz.c;chc 
himself is an "extraordinary man, extraordinary cvcn in hearing mis
fortunc." There is no better proof of Nietzsche's cxtraordinary 
quality than the fricndship of so circumspect and reserycd a man as 
Overbeck. O"crbeck states that he cannot actually say that e\'en in 
Basel he learned "wisdom" from Niet7..5chc; neither can he say that 
hc. " ho was se,'en vears older, followed him uncondirionallv on his 
"voyage ()f exploration." letting himself be dcflectcd from his own 
coursc. But his friendship to\\ .lrd NietzSchc was very much prescnt 
'\-'hen he penned his "abdication from the fraternity of theolOgians." 
This pamllcis Nie't7_c;chc's dedication of his first Unzeitgemasse 
Betrllclmmg to O,'erbeck. E,'cn in later ycars. Overbeck fdllowc~ 
:Kict'/..5che's voyage of exploration to the end with loyal attenth'c
ncss, unperturbed by the aspects of it that m'ust havc been terrifying 
and even rcpugnant to him. His posthumous notes and his corre,- .. 
spondence with Niet1..5che bear wi mess to the fact that, if hc did not 
join in Nietzsche's attack upon Christianir~', he at least wcnt along 
with it in his own way,- by furnishing his friend, with occasional 
scholarly references for the criticism of Christianity. Nietzsche's 
attempt to "ovcrcome God and nihilism" failed; but Overbcck never 
recognizcd this fact as an argument against thc attempt. Dcspair had 
seized Nictzsche on his journey, so that he desertedllis ship, This 
happencd long before his madnesS erupted. "No one ~as ever arrivcd 
at thc goal of voyage char I have in ~ind; Nietzsche's failure was no 
greatcr than that of aU the resr. '\\' hat forsook him was f(lrrunc, 
which has smiled more fa\'orably upon orhcrs I know. who ha\'c 
been more fortunatc He failed; but "is failure was such that he is 
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no berter and no worse an argument against t~e "oyage he under
took than are castawa,'s ae-ainst sailing the sea. A man who has 
reached his haven will be th~ last to den)' his shipwrecked precursor 
the name of an equal. "'ith reference to Nietzsche, the same is true 
of the more fortunate seafarers, who at least ha"e manae-ed to stay 
afloat in their craft on their aimless iourney."l~~ . ~ 

The question O"erbeck asked with reference to Christianity 
did not concern Christian "moralit\'." Unlike Nierzsche. he saw its 
ascetic character as a superior form" of human life. His ql)(:~,ion COIl

cerned the relationship between primitiH Christianity. which re
nounced the world, and the history of the world. The most interest
ing aspect of Christianity is its impotence. "the fact that it cannot 
rule the world" because the wisdom of its life is a "wisdom of 
dearh."Hlo If a serious historical stud,' is made of Christianin·. the 
onlv conclusion can be that it has undere-one a "decline" from its 
"nonhistorical" origin. although the decline is inextricably entangled . 
with "progress" throughout the course of history. Like transitori
ness, permanence is a basic concept of all historiography; similarly, 
all historical manifestation of life must be either old or young. In 
spite of Kierkegaard's deJ1)and for "contemporaneity," two thou
sand rea.rs of Christianity cannot simply be erased. least of all by a 
theology which is in.elf completely penetrated by the historical 
motie of thought. "Christianity has had a long life. It can no longer 
occupy the same position it occupied at the beginning. after all the 
e"ents that then lay before it, and now lie behind it! "1&1 Christianity 
existed originally as Gospel. denying all history and presupposi'ng 
an "hyperhistorica)" world-"neither Christ himself nor the faith 
which he founded ha\'e had historical existence under the name of 
Christianit~"18~-but this.."prehistoric embryo" has lived its -life in 
the history of a church. which is bound to the world. The world 
would not be com'inced that God loves man.163 ""'hen it lost its 
faith in the PtlTousia, primitive Christianity lost its faith in its own 
youth. It This contrast between the eschatology of primiti,'e Chris
tianit)· and the furure-orienred mood of the present is fundamental. 
"It is, perhaps. the basic reason behind the gulf separating Christi
anit)· from the present." Our present age wor.ks to prepare the 
future; nothim~ is further remo\'ed from it than belief in an imminent 
end of the w('~ld. Now that Christianity has grown old in the sense 
of becoming decrepit, its age is no longer an argument for,its perma
nence, but only its most dubious aspect.le4 The "eternal' eXIStence 
of Christianity can be defended only Sfll> specie aeternitatis: that is, 
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from a point of \'iew which has no concept of historical time, The 
eternity of Christianity can never be guaranteed by history. Purely 
historically, all we have is proof that Christianir~' is worn our. 1G

:, To 
the serious historical viewpoint, its age is a "deadly" argument. 
Christianity cannot control the course of history, which enr\"
where reaches out to its limits. Therefore hisror,' is an "abyss 'in 
which Christianity has been catapulted quite against its WJ11.'·;6" 
Before the ri.-ne of Constantine, it seemed "as thOl1~h Chrisn:mit\" 
would outlasr ci\'ilization; today the com'erse is trl1e~" "Prometheus 
seems to ha,e been proven right; the fire tQat he stoic from hean'n 
is not what he was supposed to have been given. "lG; 

The final conclusio,n of Onrbeck's historical vicwpoint is his 
comesting of the Christian chronology. His denial of its significance 
puts him in opposition to Hegel. who was the last person to maintain 
it seriously. But it does not place him on the side of ~ietzsche. whose 
Ecce Homo claimed to begin the "first day of the year One" with 
September 30. I 888. "acc~rding to the false chro~ology. "IC, Ac
cording to Overbeck, the Christian chronology would ha\'e been 
justified only if Christianity had inrroduced a "new" age. But this is 
not the case: "for originally it spoke of a new.age onl)' under cir
cumstances that never took place: the existing world must perish 
and yield to the new. For a moment, this was seriously expected; this 
expectation has continued to make its appearance. hut only fleet
ingly. It has ne,er become a permanent historical fact. This alon\! 
would have been able to furnish the real basis for a significant 
chronologY1 correspomvng to the facts of reali~·. It is the world 
that has preniled. not the Christian expectation. "169 The possibility 
of conceiving this moment as a turning point grew out of the earlier 
existence of an eschatological expectation of the end. This alone 
gives the Christian chronology a claim to be taken seriously. But in 
actual fact the old has not passed away, the new has not arri\·ed; it 
remains ('ne of the major problems of the history of Christianity 
how it came to tenns with this disappointment of its original ex
pectation. (h'erbeck attempts to answer this question by transform
ing the primitive Christian expectation of the return of Christ into 
an "ascetic theon" and practice of life." "which is in fact a meta
morphosis of the primiti\'e Christian faith in the return of Christ. It 
is based upon the continued expectation of this return. and therefore 
continues to "iew the world as ripe for destruction. It moves the 
faithful to withdraw from the worId in order to be ready for the 
appearance 1)f Christ, which threatens to come at any moment. The 
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expectation of Christ's return became untenable in its primitive 
form ....•. It was ttaosformcd into the idea of death, which as early 
as Iren~teus, is said always to accomp,my the Christian. It became the 
7J1CIJICJIlO 1I1ori, the Carthusian formula which gins a lIlorc- profound 
summation of the ultimate wisdom of Christianity than does the 
modern formula, 'let nothing intrude between man' and his primary 
source.' This seems to contain a hackneyed expression ... of nega
tion. until one remembe~ that. in the eyc~ (If Christianity. it is the 
world itself which 'intrudes.' "1~" 

~"hen Christianity was granted offici:11 recognition by the st~te, 
the Ideal of martyrdom was lost. It was replaced by the 1111lrtyrnnn 
quotidiamml of monasticism. From the fourth cenrur\" to the Refor
mation,. everything great and viral in th" Church l~roceeded from 
the clolsfer. But Catholic theology Ion!! ago lost the pureness of 
,;sion necessary for a proper c\:alu~1ti~ll1 of the: significance of 
monasticism; Protestant theologr ne\'er had it. 

The inner nucleus of Ovcaieck's own thcolo!!ical exi~tence is a 
conduct of life and wisdom of death which are ascetic in a broader 
sense. The ultimate purpose of his theology was to demonstrate 
scientificalhr that modern Christian it\" was the "finis Christian
ismi."I;j For him, too, the wisdom of death replaced the expectation 
of the future. For us men, death is the mOSt vexing of riddles. but 
far from being the key to its own solution. "Precisc:ly bec:mse 
death makes the riddles ot the world most \'Cxing to us. it should be 
the last thing in the world to serve to make life ~difficlllt for us. Let 
us rather respect death as the most unalllbig\10~lS s~mbol of our 
community. in the silence which he inescapably imposes upon us 
all as our common 10t."17:: To the Christian "iew of death he pre
ferred that of MontaiWlc and ~pino7.a. because it is less affected. A 
111e1I1C1lt0 1110ri can casilv be conceived which ·would benefit life by 
the light of day .by its ability to banish deception and disperse the 
shadows which lie upon life and distort it. But death, chO!;en by 
one's own free will, seemed to him to lie at the limit of "what can 
be discussed rarionallv amon!! inen." O"crbeck did not reject it. His 
refleccions mav sound un-Chrisri:m, but when he was concerned 
with ha"ing the proper attitude in thinking about death. the first 
thing that occurred to him was a reference to the resignation of the 
Thirtv:"'ninth Psalm. 

O~'erbeck did nor decide against Christianity or in favor of 
secular educatio; or "culture."nS' Any man who esteem!! the Either
Or for its own sake, confusing what Is radical with what is extreme, 
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will achieve only uncertainty in his attitude toward the world and 
toward Christianity. -And within this apparent external ambiguity 
there lies hidden a more uncquivocal radicalism than in l'ictzSchc's 
dogmatic attack. Nictzsche's antagonism can be reversed, just as 
Dionysus can become the Crucificd. Overbeck was fully aware that 
religious problems must be placcd upon a completely new founda
tion, "even at the cost of what has up to now been called reli
gion. "174 "The religious development of man down to the present 
da,- represents a disastrous aherration: it must he brou~ht to an end" 
-"at least so long as the solution to the religious confusion of our 
time is sought in the area of the Biblc and the theological conflict 
'fhich'rages about the Bible, and wc do not make up our minds to 
find that solution complctely apart .from the Bible! This will not 
happen until we humans recognize that we go forward only by losing 
our foothold from time ro time; we li'"e our lives under conditions 
which do not permit us to evade this experiment. Furthennore, the 
Bible itself should help us to see thi~. Its own narrative provides us 
with the supreme example of this phenomeno~. The transition from 
the Old Testament to the Ne" ... does not differ from such a loss of 
foothold. Its success was complete. but correspondingly slow and 
lahorious."1T5 This loss of foothold Overbeck took as his own posi
tion between culrure and Christianity. To perform his funcnon he 
lacked the necessary criticism of theology and Christianity. "the 
spur of a genuine hatred for Christians or religion"; but he also 
lacked the absolute affirmation of the secular world which makes the 
atheism of Strauss, Feuerbach, and Bauer so .superficial. This twO

fold lack is Overbc;ck's human and scholarly ad\'antage; it distin
guishes him from all the other assailants and apologists. like Nietz
sche and Kierkegaard .. His "caution" with regard ro Christianity 
consisted in avoiding the "twofold danger" of a sterile routine 
relationship or an unconsidered battle of extermination. "Either 
course must be avoided. Christianity must be given_ an end more 
worthy and less pemicious."110 He numbered himself among the un
belie\'crs by subordinating theology to philosophy and disputing 
its right to be called Christiarr. But he wa~ conscious that the cour
age and tenacity to qo so grow best out of a "iew of life such as that 
of Christianity: which increased the demand for honesty "probably 
at least as much as it reduced its acrual appearance among-. men."ln 
Even in his early writings he rejected the overhasty ruthlessness 
with which Strauss broke the fetters of the old faith. the more so 
because .the present gave no cause to think poorly of the Christian 
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view of life or to consider itself superior. It is rather of inestimable 
value "that ::.t least the name of 'Chri5tian' hover onr this whole 
calamitous period as a kind of categorical imperative, condemning 
it. "1 i6 

And so it is comprehensible that O\'erbeck's judgment upon 
Christianity. particularly German Chri5tianity,!~:' which condemned 
it to death, expressed neither satisfaction nor regret; it simply de
scribed the process as a matter of record. 18U His historical position is 
based on the fact that without Christianity,. Europe:m civilization 
would not be what it is, nor would Christianity, without its con
m~c(ion with .that ci\Oilizarion.m O\Oerbeck bel~ngs morc, not less, 
to the history of thejr union and conflict than do'" those who think 
to solve the ~roblem of Christianity by means of a simple "decision." 
The truly decisi\Oe contrast to their mere decisiveness is a critical 
analysis ,~'hich gi\'es neither a simple "yes" nor a simple "no." "The 
unique and significant aspect of O,oerbeck's elucidation of the rela
tiomhip between Christianity and culture is the fact that it does 
not give any solution. A~I solutions would corne into conflict with 
his basic axiom. Overbeck's merit consists in ha\'ing demonstrated 
the impossibility cf any solution, at least of any solution which man 
as he is today could contri"e b,' his own effoTtso"182 E,'en his admira
tion for NietzSche was not based on the latter's apodictic statements, 
but on the way in which he preserved his "courage to face the prob
lem," an attitude inconcei"able apart from the "skepticism" which 
goes hand in hand with historical knowledge.183 On the other hand, 
NietzSche prized O"erbeck's "eentle firmness" and balance. 

'Vhoe,'er will take the trouble to pursue O\'~rbeck's train of 
thought will perceh'e in the labyrinth of his sentences, so full of 
reservations, the straight and daring line of an' absolutely honest 
mind. He elucidated the problem which Christianity presents for 
USo In the typical figures of the nineteenth century, he made clear 
the abyss separatine us from Christiani~' .184 Since Hegel. and par
ticularly through the work of l\larx and 1'.ierkegaard, the Chris
tianity of this bourgeois-Chrisrcian world has come to an cnd. This 
does not mean that faith which once conquered the world perishes 
with its last secular manifestations. For how should the Christian 
pilgrimage in boc saec1lio e,'er become homeless in the land where 
u has ne\'er been at home? 
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and excerpted during h1s period as prh'ate lecturer at Marburg. Special 
thanks for the procuring of. important works is due to Professor 
K. Jshiwara and ProfeSsor S. Takahashi, of the Imperial Tohoku U~ 
versity in Sendai. 
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EDiTOR'S Non: References in the notcs. unless otherwise indi
cated, arc to editions or individual works cited in the Bibliography. from 
which quotations have been taken for this book. 

Part I Introduction: Goethe and Hegel 
1 In the course of the nineteenth century. the culture of Gennany, which had 

culminated in Hegel and Goethe. was dis(;overcd to present cenain problems. 
The purpose of this section is to give an introduction to Ole intellectual his
tory of the nineteenm cenrury by studying these problems. It differs in this 
regard from pre,·ious treatmellt$ o~ the same theme, whose authors still pre
suppose the validity of German Ide.uism. 

Cf. ~. F. Goeschel. Hegel lind seitze Zeit, mit Rucksicbt auf QG~>tbe (Berlin, 
1832); R. Honegger, "Goethe und Hegel," Jllbrbucb der Goetbe-GeselIscbll{l, 
XI (J915); J. Hoffmeister. Goetbr lind der detllScbe Idealismus (Leipzig, 
1932); J. Schubeii, Gaetl"rund Hegel (Leipzig, 1933); H. F~lke!1heim, Goetbe 
und Hegel (Tiibingen, 1934). 

2 Cf. Hegers account to his wife of his visit to Goethe, Briefe, II, 280. 
3 Heidelberger Ene., 211; Ene., 317 ff. 
4 Goetbe-/Ilbrbueb, XVI-{I89s). 68f. 
S Letter of January 5, 1832. 
6 Conversations wim Eckermann, March 21, and March 28. 1827. 
7 Gespraebe, III, 416 f . 

. 8 Briefe, iI. 31 f. 
9 Cf. Goetlte's letters to ZeIter of June 7, 1825 and January 27, IIJz; also the 

conversation wim Eckermann of March 12. 18:8. 
10 Gespraebe, III. 414. 
II Briefe, II, 249. 
h Vetter to Zeiter of August 13, t831. 
13 Letter to ZeIter of .March II, 1832. 
14 The first formulation of me principle of Hegelian philosophy is conLined ~ 

the Tbeologisebe Jug~!dscbriflen, p. 348, and me·Abband/rmg iiber die Dif,
fet'etn des Ficbteseben und Scbellingscben Slnems, 12, p. z.¢. On me concept 
of the "mean," d. /enet;l" Realpbilosopbie,ol. 103 fr. 

389 
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IS GesprJrl'c, III. 4:S. On the c(lr.ce?~ (.~ the "mean": lVi/helm ?feisters lJ'anJer
jahc.lI. I (Ccl"[a cd. :nn. XI.. IF-~ . ~·-.d Gescbid:te der Farbenlchc, X:·:XIX. 
4;~. Cf. G. S 1T::ncl. G(lL'II;( 'I,:: .;-:: c;r:' F.. 

16 Hegel's A·stl:ctil:. X 'I. :nd d -: :-... ~: 1'3 ff.; and Goethe's connTsarion with 
Eck('mlann of JanU3ry ~9. Il-:' .. 

17 Best discussion in Sim~lcr~ bot.;; 0:-. Goethe. 
18 Letters of Augu~t :3. and :\ug:;'~ ;1. 1-94; cf. Der S:mrmler fln.-J dir Seinigen, 

XX\'JI, 2". 
19 Bede7lh'71 ',ml Errc[.un':.. XL. ~:~ f. FOT Goeth,e's estimation of Kant, cf. 

Gcsf>r.i.-!;c. II. :(.; :;!",. the iute: ,( \'o:~ of December 19. 1798 and the letter 
tt· H(,Td(r oj JUi1l 7. 1-'),. -

20 Cf. Hct!d. Eli"., iO. on the third a:;:i:u..ie of thought toward objecti\'ity. 
21 Eiw.:.:irkulIg dcr 71.'tlere71 Pbi/osop;;;.:_ XL. 4:1. 
2: Amcl:.lilfl:lc r:rtdl.<krJft. XL. ~:.; ~ Cr. Hegel. 12, pp. 39 If. 
:3 G,'.rtr.i.-J.-.·. I\' . .g. ~::-; d. Gcgl:i:i::i JeT rltrBnUehre, XXXrx.:,87. 
2'; Brit"e, II . .;~; .11.uiJ/,.·/1 tlTlJ Rdlc"r.,;:~-;:, ~os. 261 and 80<}. 
=s Brief,·. n. I.H· 
26 Gesp"lcl.-f, II. 5:';: III, 31j ti. 
2i Bedctlt,'IlJ.' F ordcTIlis dureb ein ~m:.:gl!S geistTeiciJes IVon, >a., 444 f. Cf. 

Briere t'OIl 1md a71 Hegel, ~I, ! .. ~; GaprJcbe, I1I, 85; IV. 104; Max;men und 
Reflfxiolle71. Ko. 65j. 

28 Ene., 377, Zus. 
29 The most imponant of the relennt letters, in temporal sequence: G. to H .• 

July 8, 1817 (Briefe. II, j); H. to G_ Jt!ly 20, 1817 (Goethe-Jabrbllcb [18911, 
pp. 1666.); G. to H .• October 7.18:0 (Brkfe, II, 31); H. to G .. February 24> 
18:1 < Bric1f.'. II. 33); G. to H .. April r~. i8:1 (Brii!f'e, II, 47}i H. to G., August 
2, 18:1 (Goctbc-1Jl.'rbllcl.~ !J89.:·, r? 61 ff.>. 

30 Lette~ of March 5. and March :<;. IS:I to Graf Reinhard, and of March 10. 
1811 to Schultz. 

31 Com'ersatioA with Eckermann of October 18, 1817, 
P Letter of July 2~. 1817. 
33 It is not accidental that this express:o:!. like the preceding "transubstantiation," 

points to the Christian realm of ideas. ,,;th which Hegel was familiar through
OUt his life,. qoethe separated himsdi from this sphere. panicularly in the 
question of .re~.ification and tramformatioa. 

34 Briere, II, }6. 
35 Briefc, II, 37. 
36 Briefe, I, 9 . .., 

37 Com'crsation with Eckermann of September I, 1829. 
}8 Utter to seebcck, Nonmber 28, 18n: cf. GeSl"icb~, I; 457. 
39 See in the following Chap. V, par. :b. 
40 ZeIter's letters to Goethe of December 1. 1830, December 14> 1830, and Mar II), 

1831. 
41 This word deri\'es from the Latin conrign:tio. It means literally "a joining 

together of N'(' differeDt things b\" ~ of beams, conjoining." 
42 Goethe's lerier t" ZeIter of June i, 1l'~I. 
43 Goethe's letter to Zeiter of June I), 1131. 
44 Gespricbe, IV, 283. 
'IS ct. Xl, aOI (and edition, p, an). 
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46 Cf. Hegel, X"J, ::7,40). 
47 In hi, intcrprctarion. Lasson proceeci; on the Jalst SUppos\!lon that Hegers 

mcd:;1 ~lso dcrict~ a rtJsc in [hI: mic': 0: a cr'-'55. Thr error probably i! due to 
hi$ having seen neither thc angina! ~':': a copy of the medal. Funher, in his 
criticism of the statemenrs of Goe:hc aDd Hegel, he disputes the theological 
significance .of the cross. Irs philosophl~ significance o\'ershado\\"!' it!. religious 
·significance. This is understandable- IAsson ",,'as himself both II pastor' and an 
Hegdian. and therefore was auror.:.-:::a:!y attracted to He~1'5 philosophical 
Christianity. As a result, there is D{! ~on in his eyes that Hegel has the 
"more profound" conception of the re:monship between philusophy and the
o!o!.'\'. E\'cn if the cross -:;:ere a thel)!.:x-::::l! S\"lTlbol. the rose in the midst of the 
cro~~ of the present would signify ~: philosoph}' stands It the center of 
theology. glorifying and perfecting i:. Tl:e two female figures mentioned by 
Goethe can ha\'e only 'contrast' as tn~ mumal relationship." For Lasson, such 
a contrast is a priori a defect. beC"O:...~ I:c shares Hegel's ideal of mediation. 
Lisson is in error also when he asse:;:; ~t Luther's crest showed a rose "in the 
mi~st of a cross." This error is ob-;-ic.~y related to his similar error in regard 
to Hegel's medal. In both cases. Lasso:: R2d the statement from the preface to 
the F..r!cbtspbilosopNe into the m.~:-'..r. (G. Lasson, Beitr!igc ::lIr Hegelfor
sebu'lg [iC)091, PP' 43 ff.: "MUZ u::': Rose. ein Interpretations\·ersuch.'·) 

48 I!!;p. 153; XII, 235; XVII, III ff.; Er.:_ ~:. 
49 VITI!!, p. 19; of. IX, 416 ff. and p. 4;-: ~-y. :6::. 
50 VIII. :89. and the conclusion of parar-..pb. 551 of the Ene.; cf. Hegel's Rede ZUT 

Re{ormJt;onr(e;cr, XVII, 318 fi. 
51 Gespriiebe, IV, 443; d. his Gedi&ht ZIIr Fein der Ref0J?n4tion: Dem 3" 

Oktober 1817. 
51 Gespriicbe, 1\', 183. 
53 Gespriiche, IV, Z6h Cf. the brilliant iatupretation by F. Rosenzweig in Der 

Stern der Erlosung Jznd edition. Berim. 19JO), part III, pp. u f. and p. H. 
54 See H. A. Korff, Geist der Gor.h!-..m, I (19:3), z75 tf.; and E. Seeberg, 

"Goethes Stellung zur Religion," Ui;.s~i:r. f. KirdJ'"lgcscQiebte (19P), PP'.: • 
201 ff. 

55 Letter to Herder of Tltay li:-S; to LaQIU of June :::, 1781 (cf. letter to A. \'. 
_Stolberg of April 17, 18:3); to He:der of September 4, '788; Gespriehe, I, 

20Z; to Zelter of April ::8. 18:,.; to ~liilIer of, August 16, 18::8; to Zeiter of 
]anuar\" 18, 18::9; Gespriiche, n,6:. 

56 Gesprjcbc, 1\', 441 f . 
. 57 Gespriicbe, IV, 334· 
s:8 Gcspriiebc, IV, 435. Cf. Nietzsche's Wi"ie::zIT Mac/"t, Aph. 1051. 
59 On Goethe's Christianity, cf. F. Ot-erbe:ck. Cl,,;stentulll rmd Kultur (Basel, 

1919), pp. 1~1 ff. 
60 W. Nigl:!. F. Ot'erbeek (Munich. 19~1l~ p. 58. 
61 XVII, III.IT C;. K. Rosenkranz, Hi~f{"S Leben, pp. 400 f. 
6: See Pan 11 Chaprer V. 
63 Gespriiehe, V, 283. 
6.f Gespriiehc, IV, Ip. After the Co~ of Vienna. Mettemich stated e\'en 

more point. dIy, "I seeretly belie\ r tha; die old £uropC: is at 'the bc:ginning of 
ilS cnd. I ahl detennincd [0 perish ,.. ito rmall know how'to do my duty. 
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The new Europe. on the other hand, is still to come; between the end and the 
~eginning there will be chaos." 

6S Gespriicbe, IV, 317.351; also letter to Adele Schopenhauer of January 1,),1831. 
For a descnption of 1830. see Dilthey, Ges. Scbr., XI, U9. 

66 Cf. J. Burckhardt, Ges. Schr., VII. 410 ff.; and A. de Tocqueville, Autoritiit unci 
Freiheit (Ziirich, 1935>, pp. 169 ff. ' 

67 Gespriiche, IV, 191. 

'68 Letter to ZeIter of October 5. 1630' 
69 Mtuimm rmd Re(lerione7/, No. 961. 
70 CoRversatiCln wi~h Eckermann and Soret, July 1, 1830; Gespriiche, IV, 19o. V, I 

175· 
71 Lener to ZeIter pf June 18. 1831. 
?z' Letter to Zeiter of June 7, 181S; cf. Gespriiche, III, 57, 5ooff. 
73 "Youth Without Goethe" <the title of a lecture g;ven in 1931 by M. Kommes

ell) is a phenomenon a century old. As early as 1830 Goethe was attacked and 
suspected; rejected and reviled. by the "younger generation." This resistance to 
a consummate humanity unites contemporaries as f:lisparate as ,V. Menzel and 
Borne, Schlegel and Novalis, Heine and Kierkegaarrl. See V. Hehn's excellent 
discussion Goethe und das Publiklml; H. Mavnc, Geschichte der deutschen 
Goethebiographie (Leipzig, 1914); P. Kluckhohn, Goethe und die jungen 
Generationen (Tiibingen, 193%>. 

74 To Kicrkegaard, Hegel and Goethe remain only "titular kings." In the journal 
ef1try of August 1S. "1836, we rdd: "'Vhen Goethe had supplied a tranSition to 
the ancient world, why did hiS~ not follow him, why' ~id it not follow when 
Hegel did the same ••. ? Beca the\, both had reduced it to;an usthetic.and 
speculative developmen~; but liticai development also had itS romantic de-
velopment to undergo, ~nd so the wh . ..lc modem romantic school is made up 
of-politicians." H. O~, "Kietftcga~rd und Goethe," Deutsche VierteljDhrs
schrift fiir Literaturwi5S.' und G,istesgescbichte, No. I (1938). 

I The-Eschatological MEaning of Hegel's 
Consummation of the History of the 
W orId and the Spirit 

J See H. Marcuse, Hegels Ontologie U71d die Grtmdlegung ein~ Tbeorie der 
Gescbicbtlicbkeit (Frankfurt a. M .. 1932)' On Hegel's equation of philosophy 
with the history of philosophy, see particnIarly Pbilosopbie der Ges~hicbte, 
edt Hoffmeister h938), pp. 34£: 

a Scbriften Zfn' Palilik lind RecbtspbUosopbie, edt Lasson (Leipzig, (913),. p. 74' 
3 Ibid., p. 409· 
4 IX, 97, 10Z. 

S Ibid., p. 134. 
6. Ibid., p. 19o. 
7 Ibid., p. 148, 163. 
8 Die Gemumiscbe Welt, edt Lasson (Leipzig. 1910), pp. 761 f. 
9 IX, nl. 

JO Ibid., pp. 331, 346. 
II Ibid., p. 4.8. 
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n Cf. L. Michelet, pnt'Wjckll!11gj~eschjcbte der neuesten deutscben PbilosQpbie 
.. ~ (Berlin. I8.B). pp. 3°4£,: "The goal of (HC:h~lian) history is the stCul.ni
zati( n of Chrispanity." 

13 IX, HZ. 
14 XI; (lnd edition), pp. Z31 f.; XI}. pp. 5i9£.; see B. Croce, Ulti71li Sagg; <Bari, 

1935), pp. 147 fI. 
IS Ibid., p. Z3%. Cf. Goethe, Gespiiicbe, I, 409. 
16 XII (2nd edition), p. I]Z; d. Xh, p. 230. See also B. Bauer, Hegels Lehre tlon 

der Religion und Kunst, pp. Zll If.: "Die AufiOsung der Religion in der Kunst." 
17 Xlz, p. 236. 
18 Xh, pp. 13 if .. tiz. Cf. Pbiinomenologie, ed. Lasson (Leipzig, 1907), pp. 483 f. 
19 Xlz, pp. z33 1£. 
~o Xh, pp. 2lS, 139 f. Cf. Goethe, GcrpTiicbe. II, 51; rn, 106,49]. 
21 Vorl.errmgerl iiber die Pbi/osophie der Religion, cd. LassQn (Leipzig, 1919), m. 

~19 If. This pessimistic nmark is dated August 15, 18ll. about the same time as 
the letter to Y xkiill (R ')senl,ranz, H ege!s Lebe1l, p. ]04\. in which the same 
awareness of being at the end of an epoch is expressed openly. 

Zl XII, pp. 1Z9 fl. Cf. l\'1.arx, lIT, 165. 
2] XIr, p. 1]4. 
24 XV. z53 fl. (New edition, 1938, PP.'151 fT.) 
25 XV, 194. 
26 XV, 6c)o. Cf. F. Rosenzweig, Pan I, pp. 9fI. 
27 XV, 34. 95 f. 
28 Briefe, II, 51. 
29 Cf. Feuerbach, Grundsiitze, par. 19; L. Michelet.. liegel, der rm.underlegte 

Weltpbilosopb (Leipzig, 1870), p. 1. 

30 XIlI,67· . 
31 xm, 66 fl. (Italics are the author's.) 
32 ' XV, 689; d. XIr, p. 114. 

33 Aeneid, i. 33· 
~§ :Vorlesungen fiber die Philosophie der Weltgercbichte, ed. Lasson, pp. 100,779. 

Cf. A. Ruge. Au; friiberer Zeit, IV, 72, 84. Fichte was one of the first to con
sider-emigrating to :America (letter to his wife, May 18, 1807). 

35 Rosenkranz, HegelF Leben (Berlin, 1844), pp. 304 f.; and also in Protz, ~is
torisches TIISchen/jucb (1843). Cf.,D. Tschize~kij, Hegel bei den Slaven, 
P·148. 

36 Cf. Napoleo~, Memorial de Sainte-Helme, entry of November 6, 1816; A. de 
Tocqueville, Demokrarie in Arnerika, end of Part I; Heine, Lutezia, IX. 

37 See A. Ruge. Au; frii/Jerer Zeit, .IV, 431 fl.; also K. Fisc'ler, Gescbicbte der· 
neuern Philosophie, VII, 100. Cf. Dilthey, Ger. Scbr., IV, p. 1S6. 

38 xm, 70, 118; d. XIV, 176f.; Briefe, 1,. 194: "Theoretical work, I -became 
daily more and more convinced, accotnplishes more in the world: than does 
practical work; when the realm of ideas has been revolutionized, reality can 
no longer resist." 

39 B. Bauer interpreted this passage as an expression of revolutionary progress, 
criticizing the existing order (Die Posaune des Tiingsten Gericbts • , • , pp. 
79 f.); more moderately, in a cliscussion of one of Cieszkowski's works, L. 
Michelet dt"nved the fonn to be taken by the practice of history from Hegel's 
principles (W. Kiihne, Cier..kO'Wski, p. 64). 
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40 See Hegel's inaugural speech at Berlin. Ene., ed. Lasson, p. lxxii. An illuminat
ing anidc on "DIs historisc_h-stat.:..riscbe VerhaJrnis der Philosophie in :'reussen 
und Deurscitland," by Rosc~kranz.l\·cue Studiel1, U (Leipzig, 1875). 186 if. 

41 VIlI!!, pp. 7 ft.; XIV, 174 ft. 
41 Logik, cd. Lasson, ij, 156; Ene., 6. 
43 VIII:!. p. 20. 

44 Cf. Man: lh. pp. 612 f .. for the contrary view. 
45 VIII:!, pp. 18 f. 
¢ V1l12, p. 17; XI, 2OOf,; Ene., 6; E~., Z+ Zus. 2; Ene., 113. Zus.; Ene., 445, Zus. 
47 Ene., 552; IX. 440. 
48 XI, S. 15i Die Yernunft;'j der Gesehirbte, pp. 18 f. 
49 BTiefe, II, 377. 
50 Rosenkranz, Hegels Leben, p. 543. a. Hegcl's GeseIJiebte der Pbilosophie 

(1938). pp. 22of. 
5 I XII. 2286.; Phanomenoiogie, p. P9. 
s: XII. :09, u8. 235; I::.ne., 48:. CE. Michelet. Ent-.;ieklungsgesehirhte der neuesten 

dermehen Philosophie •.• , p. 304. For Hegel, all realms of the spirit are 
"onlv the forms in which God e\"er has and e\"er wi!! b!:'come man." 

53 >..'1::386. Cf. Kierkegaard. IX, 7; 6. for the contrary ,·iew. 
54 XII, 244. cr. also Kierkegaard's satiricai ,ketch of the "Kingdom of God," >..,., 

98. 
55 BTiefe, I, 13. 18. 
S6 Reehtsphilosophie, 2,0; Ene., 552. S, Rosenkranz, Hegels Lebel" p. 55'. 
S8 Hegel's polemic is din:cted agaimt Jacobi and Schleiennacher, but it also 

applies to Kierkegaard, "'ho cakes Sc+Jeiermacher's "feeling" and exaltlj it to 
"passion," opposing it to reasc>n. For Kierkegaard's polemic concept of (:heis
tianity. see particularly XII, 29, 4' If. 

59 ReehtspbJ1osophie, 2;0. -

60 Ene., 5S2. "Religious conscience" means to Hegel the Protestant conscience. 
which he 5ees as the union of 1J10rali~' and ~re1igion. 

~I "'Ober Phil9S0phie Und christentuin, in Beziehung auf den der Hegelschen 
P~i1osophie gemachfe!l Vor....'Wf der Unchristlichkeit" (1839), I, 426. 

62 "Ober Philosophie und Ouistenrum" (839). n, 1796. 
63 Br., I. 26c}. 
6t TagebUeher, ed. Ulrich, pp. u8 ff.; d. pp. 26f, <t63 f. 
65 "That God could create beings fnc with respP.ct to himself, that is the cross 

"'hicb philosophy cannot bear, on ~cb it has remajned suspended." This is 
Kier~igaard's evaluation of the'philosophy "f freedom from Kant to Hegel 
(Tagebiicbn, ed. Ulrich, p, 338). 

II Old Hegelians, 
Young Hegelians, Neo-Hegelians 

• StTeiuebrifte1l t:Ur Yenei4iglmg mnner Stl;trift iibn dllS Lden Jent, NO.3 
• (J837). Of. Th. Ziegler, D. F. StTlIJUI (SuassbUIg. 1908.\, p. 250 • -

I Ges&bicbte tIer 'emten Syn"," tIn Pbi/osopb;e in Dnustblmd, Pan n (Berlin, 
1838). pp. 654 If.; aIso.-Heaefpdn flirrNcm,U Weltpbilosopb (Leipzig. 18iO), 
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pp. So ff. Cf. Rosenkranz., Hegel Ills deutscbn NariD7Ul1pbilosopl) (Leipzig, 
1870), pp. 311 f; J. E. Erdmann, Grund,iss dl'~ Gescbicbt!' dt:r PNI(JSQphic 
(Bcrlin. 1870), 329.10, 336.1 , 337.3. _. 

3 Originally Bauer supponed the onhodox mterpretation of Hcgel's philosophy 
of religion; pace the Erlangen dissertation of M. K~cl (Leipzig, 1908), his 
transmon to thc radical criticism of rel.gion of the left-wing Hcgelians has not 
yet been explained. , ' ~: 

4 See the reference in "', Kiihne's monograph on CieszkoU"ski, pp. s.. if. 
5 The Initial impetus was given by Feuerbach's Gedm.kC1/ fiber Tod Imd 

Umterblichkeit (1830)'; Apan irom~wort~ by Strauss, the following appeared 
between 1830 and 1B40: f. Richter, Die Lehre 'Von den letzten Di7lgm (18H-
34); Die neue Umtnblichkeitslebre (1833), in which Feuerbach's Geda71km 
are derh'ed direedy from Hegel; J. E. Ei4m3Jln, Vorlesungen fiber Glilubm 
und Wissen als Einleitung ill d.ie D0[{11111tik und ReUgionspbiJosopbie (183i); 
K. F. Gocschel, Von den Be~'eisen fUr' die U7Iste)'blicbkcit (ISH); Beitr5ge 
ZUT spd.'Ulativen Pbilosopbie '!Jon Gott U71d den M('llScben find 'von dem 
Gottmenscben (1838); }. Schaller, Dn birtorirche Chrinw und die rbi/osopbit: 
(t838); K. Conrad~ Cbrirtus in der Gegem:;art, Vngangen/Jeir ulId Zuku7Ift 
(1839); L. Michelet, VorleStmgen aber die Personlichkeir Gotus unJ die 
Unrterblicbkeit deT Seele (1840); and Cieszkowski's criticism of the latter in 
Gott U71d Plllingenesie, Pan I (ls..%). Cf. J. E. Erdmann, op. cit., p. 33S; also 
Rosenkranz, Neue Studien, 11,4$4, 

6 Thus in Krug's J. Beitrag 2Ut' Gescbicpte der Pbilosopbie des '9. /am-hrmdms: 
Dn Hlllliscbe LiYwe (meaning Leo's attack on the "Hegelites"] und die 
manialiscben Pbilosopben, umerer Zeit (1838), p. S. See also Eisenhan's 
polemic, St. Georg, ~in Vnsucb zur BegriindunK de! Neubegelianinnus (1838). 

7 Hegels Leben (Berlin, 1B.w); Hegel als demscber Narionalpbilosopl, (Leipzig, 
1870)' On the following, see also, Neue St1{dien, IV. ''Zur- Ge..;chichte der 
neueren de\1tschen Philosophie, Ibesonders der .Hegelschen" (Leipzig, 18i8); 
New Studien, I and n (Leip'zig, ~8~); 4us emem Tagebucb 'Von 1833 bis 1846 
(Leipzig,' 18S4); Poliriscbe Briefh rm,d Auftiitze. ,848 bis 18r6, ed. P. Herre 
(Leipzig,1919). 

8 A "philosophy of action" was· contained in Cieszkowski's Prolegonlenll zur 
Hirtorioropbie ("1838); 6ee W. Kiihne's monograph. op. dt., pp .. 2$ if. 

9 Cf. Neue Studien, II. .¢o if.; also K. Fischer, "Fcuerbach und dfe Philoso
phie Unserer hit," which appeared in'Ruge's-sinall philosophical l;Ollection 
Die Akademie, pp. u8 if. 

~o Hegels Leben, pp. xixf .. 
I~ Marx also reproached ~er' for. the same thing: he uses the concret .. world 

only for examples to give an appearance of subStance to the abstract skeleton 
of his system-"just as in Hegel's Logik it makes no difference whether an 
atom or a human being is used to elucidate the concept of 'proseit)· II (V, 
261 f.). 

12· A. ~hwegler published the /am-biicbff' der Gegenwart (l8.u to .B48) in order 
to answer this need. The. C9ntributon: included E. Zeller and f. Th. Fi--cher. 
L Noar ; had the SURe purpose in publishing the J.m-biicber fiir speku:2ti'1le 
Pbilosopbie amd ilie pbilosopbiscbe BellTbeitung dn empiriscben Wi>sen
scbaften (.846 ~o 1s..8), later called Jam-biicber fUr Wislemcbll(t rmd Lt.:'en. 
Here were p .. liished the studies of the Pbilosopbilt'be GtJellscb6(t, fOWldl"d 
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in 1843 by Michelet. These two publications replaced the Jabrbiichn fUr 
'WiueTlSchaftlicbe Kririk, founded in ,8:7 by Heg~l and Gans. 

J) See P.osenlmtnt, AUf e;ncm Tagebuc1:, p. '16. Cf. also Marx, III, In ff; Kicrke· 
gaar.!, VII, 46; Feuerbach. X2, p. 141. 

14 Aus e;nem TagebllCIJ, pp. 140 f. Cf. ibid. the admirable descriptions of.Roge, 
Feuerbach, Bauer, and Stirner, pp. 101}, 114; 140; 110 f., 113; 112, 1I6, 13z. It is 
typical of them all that, as genuine sophists, they had mastered the an of 
"saying commonplaces in language which seems marked with genius," each 
outdoing the other (pp. IB, 141). 

IS Cf. Neue Stfldien, II, 124 fr.: "Die Metaphysik in Deutschland IB31 bis 18.;;." 
16 Hegel als deutscber Nat;o71.11pf,ilosopl" p. 317; also in the Michelet Jubilee 

Volume, which appeared at the same rime: Hegel deT unwiderlegte ·Welt
pbi{osopb. 

17 Rosenkranz, op. cit., pp. 316 f. 
IB Neue Studien, II, S6B. 
19 Neue Smd;en, I, H8. Cf. Burckhardt's remark on Rosenkranz' discussion: 

"Reading it is like being forced to go to church on a rainy Sunday afternoon" 
(Letter to Preen, October 3. 187%)' 

~o Neue StudiC1l, 1,4'3' 
11 Ibid., pp. 464 f. 
zz R. Haym, Hegel und seine· Zeit. (Berlin, IBS7); cf. Rosenkranz' cntJC1SIIl, 

Neue Studien, IV, 37S ff. See al~ Hay-m's Feuerbacb und die Philosophie 
(Hane, 1847), and F~uerbach's reply, aT., 1, 413 tI. 

Z3 See Rosenkranz, Kritiscbe Erliiuterungen des HegeJrcben Systems (.8.;0); Die 
Modifikationen der Logik (IB46); Syrre7n der Wirrenrebaft (IBso); Mew 
Reform der Hegelscben Philosopbie (1852). For a .~riricism of ·the Modifjk:J
ti01le1l, see Lass3lle, Die Hegelrebe unJ Rorenkrimzscbe Logik .(18S9). znd 
edition (Leipzig, 1928). 

14· Hegei fl'1Ui reme Zeit, pp. 4 tI. 
IS Haym, OPt cit., pp. 7, 444 tI. 
z6 See Dilthey, Oes. ScI'T., Xl, 224 tI. 
27· See F. Meinecke, Die Entrtebung der'Historirmus (Munich, 19~6), 1, S. 
28 See in what follows K. Fischer's· evolutionary theory. Cf. D. Sternberger, 

PImOTam.a oder· Anriebten '/Jom '9. ]abrbun4ert, Chap. 4t "Das Zautrerwon 
'EnAdcklung.' " 

29 Verrueb einer wtrleTlScbaftlicbi7i .Darstellmig der Oesebiebte der nerm-en 
Pbilosopbie, Vol. 111, ), p. SS7. . 

)0 See Part 1, Chap. II, Sect. z, b of this work for Rnge's goal of bringing Hegel's 
speculation onc~again to life by means of Fichu's energy. 

31 See Fischer's discussion of Feuerbach, loco cit., and also Ruge's JetterS to 
-Fischer. 

)2 O. Wigand'~ EpigontfJ (I¥), V. 177 fl.; Stirner's reply is in Kleirme 
Sebriften, pp. 401 If. 

33 See Ditthey, Oes . .scbr., IV. 403 tI. 
34 In his history of Gennan philosophy, E. Zeller says of the criti~. of Hegel's 

schematization of history: "U the bistoriognpl .., qf today is no ronger satisfied 
with scholarly research and evaluation of traditions, with the· compilation and 
pragmatic .explanation of factS, but is rather c :>ncemed primarily with under
standing the sweeping- principlt behind e\'ents with comprehending the iarge- . 



scale course of history and the spiritual powers which dctennine it, this prog
ress is due not least to the influence exerted by Hegel's philosop"y of history 
upon even tilose wh(, ne,'er belonged to t"e Hegelian scltoc>l." 

35 Inaugural address at Heidelberg. . 
36 See the article by E. Grisebach, "Interp:-etation oder Destruktion," Deutscbe 

Vierteljabrsschr. fiir Literil!UI"'.:-irs. ~lld GcistesgescbicbH~ .No. 1 (1930)., pp. 
t99 ff. 

37 Geschichte des Materialism71s, n (3rd edition; 1877). i: iI. 
3S K. Rosenkranz. Hegel als Deutscher Nationalpbilosopb, p. 3n. 
39 Sec W. KUhne, Cieszko'Wski, p. 349. For a picture of later Hegelianism,' see 

Michelet's periodical Dcr Gd.771ke (1860 to 18!4). 
40- . L. Michelet, Entwicklungsf;L'scWchte der neucrten deutscben Pbilosopbie, mit 

besonderer Riicksicht aUf den gege7l'Wiirrigen Kampf Schellings ,nit der 
Hegelscben Sclmle CBerlin, I8.B), pp. 246, 304. See also the. discussion of 
:'Das VerhaImis del' geschichtlichen Entwicklung zum Absoluten," published 
in Noack's Jabrbii.cber (1846). pp. 99 ff.; J 1847), pp. ISO ff., 213 ff. 

41 Noack's Jabrbiicber, No.2 (1146), pp. 90 ff: Cf. ibid., "Ober das Verhalmis 
der Sunde." No. I (1147). pp. 113 ff.; also Michelet's discussion of a socia
philosophical ueatise by Cieszkowski, referred to on pp. 179 ff. of W. KUhne's 
monograph. 

41 Ent'Wicklungsgescbicbte der 7leuerten deutseben Philosophie, pp. 315 iI., 397 ff. 
43 Gescbicbte der letwm SYfteme dfT Pbilosophie, II, 800 f. 
44 E72twicklungsgescbicbte a.er neuesten deutscben Philosophic, p. 398. 
45 See pages 106 ff. 1;Ielow. 
46 Goethe, Maximen, und Rl!{lerio7len, No.lI99. 
47 Scbriften ZUT Potitik unJ RecbrspNJosopbie, ed. Lasson (Leipzig. '913), pp. 

483 iI.; Ene., 396. Eus.; P/:t7no7nt'1lo1ogie, ed. Lasson (Leipzig. 1907>, p. 310. 
48 For a witty and iljaformattve description of the Young Hegelians, see the open 

letter to L. Feuerbach by von Reichlin-Meldegg, Professor of Philosophy at 
Heidelberg. Die AutolatTle oder Selbstanbettmg, em Gebeimnis der junghegel-
scbrn·Philosopbie- (Pforzheim. 1143). . 

49 See K~ Hecker. Mensch IIpd Masse, pp. 80 ff. 
So For the social history of lhe German literati, see W. H. P.:ehl. Die biirgerlicbe 

Gesellscbaft, Book 1, Chap. 3 (8th edition, 18St), pp. ~%9ff. Cf. 'also A. de 
Tocque\'ilJe, Das . aile StaatS".r:esen utui die Re'Voluti01l, Book. 3,. Chap .•. 1 . 
(Leipzig, (857); G. SoRI, Les illusions du progres (Paris. (917), pp. 83 ff .. 107. -
179· 

5J See Feuerbal:h's uea~ Der Scbri(tsteller und der Menscb (r8]4), rn3, pp. 
149 ff. . 

51 Rechtspbilosopbie, 6 Zus.; 7. Zus.; 207. Zus.; Pbilosopbiscbe Propideutik, pp. 
44 f .. in Sehr. Zllr Politik u. Recbtspbilosopbie, p. 475. 

53 XV. 175 ft. 
S4 F. Engels, Feuerbacb, p. S. 
55 Cf. M. Hess, op. cit., p. 9; also A. Herun, Erinnenmge,z, I (Berlin. JI}07). 171. 
56 Cf. Mic~elet, Entwicklungsgescbicbte der ·neuenen deutscben Pbi!osoplJie, pp .. 

31S ff .. 397 ff. 
57 See K. Fischer, Ftuef'bacb rmd die Philosopbic rmsern Zeit, pp. 14. ff: Accord

ing to Fischer. the only questiou js "whether the supcrmundane God should 
be buried in logic or anthropologi." 
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S8 Cf. F. Lombardi's study, L. Feutrbtlch <Florence, 1935), which presents the 

historical parallels in Italian Hegelianism (Sp'" ;:nta, Tommasi, Labri~ De 
Sanrtis). 

59 ScI' Lombarcii. op. cit., pp. 37 ft. 
60 Br., I, %IS. Schelling criticized Hegel for the wne reason: the latter's "notions" 

are an "insult" to images of the senses, because he never brings them down to 
the realm of sense perception (lJ'trkc:, Pan I, Vol. X. p. 162). 

61 lI,413' 
6: For Feuerbach's awareness of his epoch-ma1cing significance, see the introduc

tion to the Tcd.-sgclianken (r830): "\Vhoe\'er understands the language 
spoken by the spirit of history cannot a\"oid the realization that our present 
age is the capstunl.' of a great period in the -tUstory of mankind, and thus the 
point of departure for a.new life." 

63 Br., I. %14 ft. ' 
64 II. 18 ff. 
65 Hegel. XVI, 33 ti. 
66 Jbid., pp. 50ti. 
67 Strldim, Part V, 3rd series, p. 3%6. See Feuerbach, B" .. I, 238, 241. In his second 

mon01!raph on Hegel (p. 313>, Rosenkhnz states that Feuerbach's polemic 
against Hegel "had its greatest success among all those who had not got 
beyond the fiAt third of his Pbi71omenologie and the first , .. olume of his 
Logii.:." 

68 'B",. I, 390. 
69 B:-., I. 388 f. 
70 I, :56; B"., II, no. Cf. Rosenkranz' criticism in Snulien,,1Wt V, 3rd series, pp. 

3=5 ti.: "Hegel, der FakultiaPhilosopb. nod -£e!lerocr:t., der MenschheitSpbi1o~ 
soph" (184%), See also the description of Hegel's "pure proseity" in D. F. 
Strauss, Ausge'U.oii/Jlte Briefe, ed. E. Zener (Bonn, 1895), p. 8. 

71 Br., I, 407. On "need" as the root of both philosophy and religion, d. I, 207 ff. 
71 cr. K. Hecker, Mmscb rmd MtlSle, pp. 29 ff .. 77 ff. 
73 Dr., I, H9. 
74 'Br., 1. 365. 
75 Feuerbach's criticism of Hegel is CODtllined in the following works: Hegels 

GesclJicbte dtr Pbilolophie (II. 1 ff.>; Kritik tln Hegelscbm Pbilosophie m, 
sBs, ti.); V btr den Arr(lI7lg itr PbiJosopbie (II, m ff.); Y Df'14u(ige Thesen ZIIf'. 

f!;t!fDrtn de'/' P/JilosoplJie (n; iM ff.>; Gnmdsitrl dtr PbilosopNe dtr Zu/nmft 
(II, z69 ff.); Dtr Spiritwlimzus dtr sog. Idmrititspbilosopbie odtr Kritik dtr 
HegelsclJen Psyche·lilgie (X2, pp:,I)6ff.); Kritik des Idealinnus (X2, pp. 
I6.t ti.); Br., I, 38, if .. 

76 Cf. Kierkegaard, VII, 30 ff. 
77 II. 161; Grundsa~urcf. Br., I. 407 f. 
78 II •. 164 ff.; Grundsatz 54. 
79 Die Aktldemie, pp. IS8 ff. 
80 Grundsatz 24 ti.; cf. B,. .. I, 95 ff. 
81 X2, pp. 136 ti. For a ajtic:ism of Feuerblch's sensualism, see J. Schaller, 

D~rstellrmg,rmd Kritik'dtr PbiJosophie Fft4nbacbr (Leipzig. 18.t,>. pp. 28ti. 
8z ).,"2, pp. 164 ti.; Grundsatz 41, 59. 61 ti.; see also the author's DtIS IndNidUlltn in 

dtr Rolk detMitmmscben (Tiibingen, 19:8), pp. S ff. 
83 Br., I, 409. 
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84 Angriff II1If die Cbrinenheit, p. 457. 
85 Br., l, 410. Cf. Engels: ''The essence of the state, as ot reli~lor.. is manldnd'5 

fear af itsdf." -. ~ 

86 Br., I. 411. 
87 See Ruge. Br., 1. D\"W; B.r .. II. 31. 41 f~ 5S, 171 f .. 18S. 190. 350. 40+ 4'0 f.; 

Engels, Feuerbach, p. I; Engels' le~c:r to Marx of August IS. I8iO ~Wc?rkc. 
Ill/l. '349 f., 351). Cf. Laga:de, Deutscbe Scbriften CGottingcn. 1691 \, p. 
81; P. '\'entzke. 1641, Die u7l1lol/endne deutsche RC!'olrltion (Munich. I938). 

ell Br., n. 59. 
89 Br., I, 115 ff. 
90 Br., I. 116; Br., n. 165. 
91 Br., I, 186. 
91 Br., I. 300. 
93 HallesclJe ]alJrhucber fur deutsclu Trissenscb.1[t und Kunst (J840). p. Uli. 
94 Ibid:, p. 1143· 
95 -Unser Synern, loc. cit. 
96 Br., n. 51,68; Aus friiberer Zeit, IV. p. 116. 
97 Hallescbe /lIbrbiicber (lap), Foreword, p. 1. 
9B Cf. XII (lnd edition). 119; XIV, z-;,s (Xm' edition [1938], pp. 39 f., 72. 1:;. 

148 f.>. 
99 Cf. XV, 53;. 685. K. Korsch. MlITzismus tmd Pbilosopbie (lnd edition; Leipzig. 

1930), pp. 60 ff. 
100 AUf friiherer Zeit, IV, 11, 16. 
101 XV,686. 
101 Aus frUberer Zeit, IV, J99. 
103 See.Rugc. Aus (riiberer Zeit, IV. 4-136.; Rosenkranz. Hegel al. deutscber 

Nationalphilosopb, -p. 3'5; Am einern Tilgebucb, pp. 109 fl.; J. E. Erdma~ 
G1'U1}driss, II, 340; Reicbls pbilosopbiscbn Almmach (Darmstadt, '924). pp'-
37off. 

104 Aus einern Tagebuch, p .. 109; also Ruge. Br., 1,171 f. 
lOS This refen to Hegel's criticism of the Euglish Reform Bill. 
106 . Hallescbe Jabrbiicber (1840), pp. 1::09 if. 
10"] Recbtspbilosopbie, lS7 and 165, Zus. 
loS See note 30, Olap. 1. supra. For Rugr's return to Fichte, see W. KUhne, 

CienkO'Wski, p. 41. "IGerkegaard's rebtiooship to Fichte is discussed in E. 
H'IlSCb, KierkegllllTdstudim, II, 471 ff. Feuerbach's relationship to Fichte is 
discussed in R. Haym, ·op. cit., pp. %36. 

100Cf. Hegd".Recbtspbilosoplm, ~ i'~318. The ~tion' from Hegel 
to Ruge :aim reference to estimation of public opinion is discussed in an 
article by ROsenkranz, Struiien, Put n (Leipzig, 11lK). pp. 2U ff. The subject 
of public opinion is said to be the "spirit of th!: people" or the "free people." 

III ce. Marx on "spirit" and "the m:as:ses," m, 249ff., also Gutzkow. Die 
geistige Be-wegrmg (1851). The true course of the spirit of the age. served 
equally by the army' and the electorate, is the disciplining of the spirit of the 
tnasses. The"~ of subordination

w appean to become historical • 
.. ; Hallescbe ]abrbiJcbn C.B4z>, PP' 7S5 ff. <Reprinted in Aus frUb"er Zeit, IV, 

549 ff.) • 
.. : Aus friibererZeit, IV, 571 If.; ~f. Fcuerbach, Gnmdsiil2e, p. 28. 
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IIJ Am fwerer Zeit, IV, 575; cf. Hegel, IX, 439, and XV, SSZ f.; Marx, Ih, pp. 
608 if. 
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For the contrary "jew, seE Rosenkranz. Hegel als deutscber J:VationalpNlo
soph, VP. 148 ft. The progressi\'e chara~ter of Hegel's Rechtrpbilosophie is 
demonstrated with reference to contemporary conditions in Germany. 
Recht/philosophie, Sections 4-7. 
Am friiberer Zeit, IV, SSI f. 
Ibid., pp. SSO ff. 
Ibid., pp. 559 ft. See also Dilthey, Ges. Scbr., IV, 18S ff. 
Cf. also Marx's criticism in V, 17S if .. 
See Hegel's inaugural addresses at H~jdelberg and Berlin. 
Deutsche /abrhiicber fur JVissenscbaft und Kunst, V (litH), 6. 
Aus friiberer Zeit, IV, 570. 
Die Aka~e?l1ie, p. 12S. 
See the anicle on "Kritik und Panei," Deutsche Jahrbiicher, V (1841), 
1177 ff.' 
Ruge, Br., I, J43 f.; cf. Feuerbach, Br., '" ;S8, 36z. 
1/1, p. 13. 
Jh, p. J32. 

1/1, pp. 132 ff.; cf. Hegel, XII, 2%4. 
Like Marx, Immermann also used the image of "twilight" to describe the 
crisis: "It is still twilight, and the boundaries of the forms of knowledge are 
critically indistinct.·When illumined by the light of day they will show their 
cm-rinct shapes, each in its own place" (Memorabilien, Die Jugend 'Vor 25 
Jahren: Lehre und Literatur). But as early as 1815, in his Almung und 
GegenwaTt, Eichenrlorfl' used the image of an uncertain twilighr to describe 
his age: "Our age seems to me to resemble a vast, uncertain twilight. Light 
and shadow assume strange shapes and battle each other violently. The out
come is uncertain. Dark clouds interpose ominously, uncertain whether they 
bring death or grace. Below them the world lies spread in silent expectation. 
Comers and strange signs in the heavens are seen once more. Spirits v,"llIIder 

ont:e more wough our nights. Fabulous sirens, as before a thunderstorm, 
appear again above the surface of the sea and sing. Our children take no 
pleasure in careless. easy play. in happy relaxation. as did our fathers; the 
seriousness of life has gripped us early," 
1/1, pp. 63 ff.; d. 1lI, 164. 
V, sn (first thesis on Feuerbach). 
V~ 31 ff. 
For Marx's evaluation of Feuerbach, ct. m, lSI ff. From I-'euerbach's point of 
view, the difference between Marx and Feuerbach consi.~ iB Marx's re
assertion of Hegel's doctrine of the obj~\'e spirit against Feuerbach's 
anthropology. He repudiates Feuerlnch because ~I! laner took'aS the basis 
of his philosophy an abstract man. that is, man apart from his world. Hegel's 
Recbtspbiloropbie brought to light this world of political and economic con
ditioDS. Feuerbach"s only uncontested merit lies in his reduction of the abso
lute" spirit to human urms. But Feuerbac~'s~concr~te definition of human 
nature, as a naturalistic generic entity, indicates to Marx that he ''pushed 
Hegel aside" withOUt "overcoming him critic8lly." Feuerbach constrUcted a 
"'man" whose reality reflects only me life of the bourgeois private indilidual. 
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Like the actual life of the bourgeois private individual, his theory of "I and 
Thou" reduces tv the private relationship benvee,n jsolated indh'iduaJs, He 
docs not reali7.e that not only the circumstances of life that an: apparenrl~ 
"purely human," but also the most primith'e objects of sense perception. are 
predetemlined by the universal social and economic conditions of the world. 
Marx destroyed Hegel's concrete analyses on the basis of their philosophical 
claim; but he was able to make use of them against Feuerbach, and conversel~' 
he was able to understand Hegel's principles from Feuerbach's' anthropologi
cal point of view. He defends Hegel against Feuerbach because he has grasped 
the decisive significance of the universal; he attacks Hegel for casting a veil 
of philosophical mystery o\'er the universal relationships of history. 

134 See K. Korsch. Mllr.'timms rmd ,~biloropbie, pp, 102 fi.; also E, Lewaltcr. 
"Versuch einer Interpretation des' I. Teiles der Deutschen Ideologic," Arcbi:.: 
fib. Soziahl:iss. rmd Sozialpol., No. I Ct930), pp.63 fI. 

135. F.'Engels,-'·Vier Bride iilW: ,den historlsChen Materialismus." Marx-Engels. 
, Vber 'bistorircM, MateriaUsmu.s, ed. H, Dunckel', Part z (Berlin, 1930), pp. 

138 fI. , ' 
136 See the author's ~M, 'Veber und K. Marx," Archiv fiir Souai'UJirr, fmd 

Sozialpol., Nos. I and 10 (1931), especially pp. 207 ff. 
137 Iii. pp. '10,51; d. pp. Sof .. lIof£. against Plutarch's "theologizing' mentality", 

in his polemic against Epicurus. On the history of modern materialism. see 
rn, 301 ff. 

138 VI, p. 608. 
139 Ih, pp, 608 f, 
140 See Engels, Der deutschi Btirrem1trieg; ed. H. Duncker (Berlin, 1930)' 
141 Ih,FP' 611 't.~ 
141 A"V, 535. 
143 XV, 553. 
144 VI, p. 614. 
145 See below, Pan II. Chap. t, Section 3. 
i46 V,7· 
147 V,7 f . 
148 V,8.' 
149 V,9f. 
150 -V; 'l6.,oQn criticism of..Hegel's concept of "self-presupposition," ,d.,Y.,~5 ff .. 
lSI See K. A. Mautz., Die Pbilosopbie M. Stimers im Gegensm %lml Hegelscben. 

Jdea!imnlJ (Berlin, 1936), Remarkablr, this work treats Mane's analysis of 
Stirner's Hegelianism as though it did not exist, although it is the only work 
whiCh provides documentation for the thesis of the author. 

1;1 V, 109 fi .. 118. 
153 DeT Einzige rmd rein Eigentrlm, p. III. 
1S4 Kleinere Scbriften, p. 369, 
155 The inspiration for StiI1ter's motto probably was Goethe's poem "V:mit:as 

~itatum 'Varut:as.'!'Kierfregurd. too, was aGquaintc!d with it. In his Journals 
(ed, Ulrich, p. "IS), he describes it as being "very inrerestiDg," because it is 
the nihilistic "summation of life" of a very great indiViduality. 

156 V,343· 
157 \Ve know of the foll~ works by Bauer: 

Theological and philosophical!works: 
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Zeitschrift fiir spekulath:e Tbeologie, 5 \"ols. (Berlin, 183~37). 
Herr Dr. He1/.gstC1lberg, Ein b"itrag zu, K,irik des 1'eligiiisen B~ .. :usme;ns 

( 1839). 
Die e':Jangeli!!'he Landeskirche P1'eu!!£'7Is und die WissclIscbolft, anon. (1640)' 
K1'itik der e--"an~discben GescNcbte de! Johl11lnes (1840)' 
Die Posaune des tungsten Gericbu ube' Hegel . •• anon. (1841). 
Hegels LebTe 't'on der Religion und Klmn ... :uron. (18.;:). 
Die gurt Solebe deT Frei"eit und 7I1eint cigene Angclegenbeit (18.;:). 
Kritik der e~:angeliscbm Gescbicbte der Synoptiker, 3 \"ols. (1841-42). 
Das mtdeckte Christmtum .•• h8.H~' 
Die ApostelgeseNchte, eine Ausgleidnmz des Paulinis11lus und des Judentums 

imle1'balb der cb1'inlicben Kirche (1850). 
K1'itik der PauJimscbC1l Bryefe, 3 parts (J851-Sz). 
Pbilo, StrIZUSS, lind Renmimd das U1'chrinentu771 (18i4). 
Cbrinus und die Ciisaren, der Urspnmg des Chrinentums am dC111 ,ii1l1isciJen 

Grieebmtu11J (18n). 
Dar U1'e--olangeliu711 u1Id die Gegner der Scbrift C/Jristus und die Ciisaren 

(1880) • 
Political and historical works: 

Die Denk't:..'iirdigkeiten :ur Gescbicbtt der neueren Zeit seir der Franziisiseben 
R~'o/ution (l8.n). 

Die Seprembertage 1792 und die crstm Ki7tlpfe der PlITteien der Republik 
( 1844). 

Geschichte der Politik. Kultur una Aufkliirung des 18. Jabrbtmderts, I-II 
(18.0-45)' 

Geiehicbte der konnitutioneUen und re;:olutioniiTm B~.J}egullgen ;m siii
ucbm Deutscbland in der. Jahrm 1831-54.; \"ols. (184 .. ). 

Gescbicbte Deutscblands 'Wiihrend der Fr.m'"..omcbm Re--Jolution (1846). 
YoUniindige Geschichte der PllrU:ikii7l1pfe in Deutschland owiihrend der Jahre 

1642-46, 3 ,·ols. h8.t7). . 
Der Fall und Untergang der l'Ieuene1l R .. ·::olution (1B4~50). 
Die biirgerlicbe Rn;o/ution in DeutscHrn.:J seit denl Anfang der deutscb-
~atboliscben Bt"Wegung bis:llT Gegm-.:m (1849). 

Der U71tergang des Frankfurter Par/aments h8.t9). 
_Russland zmd das Germmentzml (lis}). .' 
Einfluss des eng/iscben QtUikertrnlU auf die deutscbe Kultur lind auf du 

engliscb-russiscbe P,o;ekt ein~ Weltkircbe h8;8). 
2u1' Orientienmg fiber die Bimtttrckscbe AToJ.(I8S0) • 

. IS8 Russland und d4S Germmerztrmt, pp. If: 
159 Ibid., pp. :, f. 
160 I~i~., Section II, pp. 83 f. 
16,· Ibid., pp. 44ff. 
16z 1bid., pp. 45 f. 
163 ·Cf. the sections on "pauperism" aDd the ~\'crsity mo\'C.~ment" in the 3rd 

portipn of Bauer's "·oUniindige Gescbicbte .Iler Parteikiimpfe. 
t6.t Russllmd lind il., Gemummtrnn, pp. 47 fl. Cf. also the author's Burckbardt, 

pp. 159 ff~ z33 fl . 
• 65 Ibid., Section n. -p. 76 . 
• 66 Ibid., p. n. 
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J67 Cf. Kierkegaard's posith'e exposition of "absolute neg:atinty" in Der Begriff 
der Iro7lie. 

J68 Russ/a7/d z/7/d dRS Germilnentum, p. UI. 

16c) See E. Niekisch and O. Perras. Post CbnstU71l (\\'idemands-Verlag, "932-35). 
J70 XI, 6, f. (Angriff auf die Cbriszenbeir, pp. 76 f.) • 
.17' X,93 (Angriff auf die Cbriszenl:-c';', p. 473). Cf. \'11, 59; Tagebiicber, I, 59 fT. 

and II, 367; Kririk der Gege1l'l;}ilTt. See also J. Wahl, &udes KierkegailTdiennes 
(Paris, J938), pp. '72 f.; the description of this epoch in Cieszkowski. Ope ci:., 
p. 444· 

J72 Der Begriff der /ronie, pp. 104 fie 
J73 VI, 2 '4 f. 
'74 VII,7,30 f .. 5Iff• 
17S VII, Sd.; cf. pp. 4d . 
'76 VIl. note 6 .. 
177 Tagebiicber, L 3:4- pS; Der Begriff des Auserwiibiten, p. 30; Angriff allf diL' 

• Cbr:uenIJeit, p. 4iS. . 
178 D,u Eine 'Was 1Iot tut, p. 4; Der Begriff deH4userwab/ten, pp. 2i3 ff., '70 If. on 

the nature of authority. 
179 Ibid., p. 6. 
ISo See also N. Berdaye" Wabrbeir und Luge des Komnnmin1n1S (Luzem, 1934)' 
181 Kierke,gaard, Tagebiicber, I. J6c) ff.; Marx-Engels, Ges. Awg., liz, '7) ft.; 

Burckhardt's letter to Kinkel of June '3, J~2. 
,81 On Kant, Kririk der reinen Vemzmft (Reciam, pp. 468 ff.), cf. Schelling, 

Werke, Part II. Vol. I. pp. 2SS If., and Vol. m. p. 46. 
183 Werke, Pan I, Vol. X, pp. 212 6.; d. Part II, Vol. III, pp. So If. 
IB4 X. u61f. 
ISS ~ the single year 18+3 the fonowing ap?Cared: L. Michelet,' Entu:icklungs

gescbicbte der neueszen deutscben Pbjlo~opbie mit bes01lderer Ruckricbt auf 
den gegenu:arrigen Kampf Scbellings mit der Hegelscben Schule (Berlin); Ph. 
Marheineke, Zur Kririk der ScbeUingscben OfTenbarungspbilosopbie (Ber
lin); K. Rosenkranz. .VbeT Schelling und Hegel, ein Sendscbreiben tm P. 

, Leroux (Konigsberg); ScbeUing (Danzig); tf. also Am .mem Tagebucb, pp. 
80 ff .. 97 If.; Chr. Kapp (anon.), Schelling, em Beitrag :tIT Gescbicbte des 
Tages (Leipzig). 

J86 Trenddenb\lS'g, Logiscbe Untersuchungen, I (Leipzig. 1840), z3 ft, On 
Trendelenburg's attitude toward the Hegelians, see the data in W .. Kuhhe, 
Cierz.kowski, pp. 128 f.; cf. Kierkegaard, VI, 67, 190\; VII, I, note; Tagelnkber, 
I, 314 f.; Pap. \1 A, p. 145. ~~ also Rutrenbeck;KierkegjlilTd (1919), pp. 79 If. 
Ruttenbeck's admirable reference to Kieikegaard's position "'ithin the circle 
of Hegel's opponentS (pp. 57 If.) does not make full use of the assembled 
material; the historical uniqueneSs of this mov'fDent cannot be piDned doll"D 
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tation of the Hegelian philO5(\phy of religion according to the principle of 
subjecttivitr· 

119. Ibid., pp. Z45 H. 
130 Ibid., p. 342. 
131. Ene., Sect. 552. 
131' Briefe, I, pp. 13. 18. 
133 Theolog. /ugendsebr., pp. 125,71. 
134 Rosenkranz. op. cit., p. 557. 
IU XIll, '171 H., XVI, 139. 

IV Nietzsche as Philosopher of Our 
Age and of Eterility 

1 See A. Baumler. ]I.'ierzscbe der Philosoph rmd Politiker (Uepzig. 1031); the 
author's Nier..scbes PbiJosoplM der r'lDigm Wiederkrmft des Gleicbt:. (Berlin, 
1935); K. Jaspers, NietzSche, Einfiibrrmg in diu Verstindu semt:s Pbiloso
phierens (Berlin, 1936); K. Hildeb~t. "Ober Deutung und Eiilordnllng von 
NietzSches S~'SttIJl," Klmtnudien (1936). 

z Hints of the historical connection betwec : Nietzsche-ma Marx can bt found 
in H. Fischer. Nie~be Aponfltll (Eriurr, 1931), pp. 13 H.; see also E. 
Troeltsch, Dcr HistorimlUS rmd seme Problemr (r9U), pp. z6, 497 6., and 
W. Schuharr. Ez¥o/h3 wd die Stele des Onem' .J..uzern, 1938). pp. 19S f. 

3 See Overbeck's recnark in Cbris:mtum und XuJrur (Basel, 1919), p. 287. 
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4 X. 153. 264i XV, 3S' 
5 XV. 111 f. 
6 X\', 1I8i d. XIV, 178; X, l79t1. 
7 I. 426 f.i d. Ill, 264i XI1I, ns. 
8 1,510f. 
9' X, %50 ; VIII, 119. 

10 VIII, 13. 
II III, 128, 265 f. 
II m.89. 
13 1\'. 179 f.; VIII, II I tI. 

IDt .. 

14 \'m, 163 f., and also "Beschreibung der \Vohlgeratcnhcit," XV, n f. 
15 See the: ~r to ZeIter ,of 'December 25. -Rl29; on Goethc's irony, see E. Franz, 

Goetbe air religiosn Denkn (Tiibingen, 1932), pp. 6: ff. 
16 XV. 272; vrn. So, 165. _ 
17 VI. 428tf.rd~ XII. 38)i vn, 315, ffnd the early poem "Vor dem Kruzi1ix." 
18 Letter to Zelmr of july-'" 1828, 
19 Gespracbe, Ill, 504. 
10 NietzSChe, m, 90. 
11 V. 300ff. 
Il! JY., f. 
1) See the author's book on NietzSChe, p. 81i jaspers, Nietzscbe, pp. 317. 315. 
24 XV. 439 f., 442. 
15 V.301 . 
16 1. 353 tI. 
27 nn Hegel's influence on'R. Taine, see \Tn, U5i also Rosca, L'in(luence de 

.ugel sur'i"ai71e (Paris, 1918)'. 
18 Yll.oI4;. 
29 ScbopenbJUeTS Briefe, ed. Griesebach <Uipzig), p. 300. 
30 Ibid .. p. 77. 
31 Ibid., p. 78, note, and p. 81. The review appi!.ared in Vol. IV, No.2, pp. 29ff. 

Schopenhauer mentions here also an essay which- appeared in the Pilot in 
May, 1841, Ujiingstes Gericbt iiber die Hegelsche Philosophic," whose author 
speaks of him'''with most appropriate approbation." This presumably refers to 
an article on Bauer's PoslZU7Jt. As another "very well stated" presentation of 
his teaching"Ol1 the ])art of IItrHegelian, Schopenhauer mentions De -sanCtis' 
work. ScbopenlJtIUeT tmd uoptlrdi (18S8-s9)' 

31 S,·bopenbaun.s Briefe, p. 266; d. p. u8. 
33 Il:id;, p. 185. 
34 Sec: K. Hildbrandt. Wagner rmd Niet=.rcbe im Kampf gegen d41 '9· /ahT

brmder-. (Breslaa, 1914): p. 9. 
3S O. F. Engels' appreciation of Oarlyle's P.m tmd Present (1143), Marx-Engels. 

G~s. Ausg., II, 405 tI. 
36 Quoted by K. Hildebrandt. op. c.it ... p. 44; d. R. Hach, M. Bakrmin (Leipzig, 

1923), pp. 101 f .. Ij)ff .. 1161;, 119f. 
37 Wagner, was living in ZUrich at the time as a political exile, and attempted to 

ha\'C Feuerbach called there. He dedicated to Feuerbach D41 Krmm.onk der 
Zuiunft (1!ls0) i d. ~ieasc:he's criticism of Wagner's Musik olme Zukrmft, 
vm. 191 tI. 

31l IX, 412• ct. Ruge's remark thi.t he.had' beeD:told "quae drily"-1bat all his 
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writings Stemmed only from the fact that he had had no success at the Uni
versity! (Br •• I, 1.89) 

39 I. 150. 
40 VITI, 197 tf.; cf. VII, 403. 
41 JOV, 168-
41 VIII, 33 f. 
43 Ges. BT., Ill, 201, 274; likewise in P. ~ Br., IV, 81 f. On Nietzsche's first 

Um.eitgemasse Betracbtung, see Bauer's Philo, Strarlss und Renan lII,d dar 
UTcbristentu111 <Berlin... I 874) , particularly pp. 16 tf. On G. Keller's relation
ship to Feuerbach. .wqiCb brought about his rejection of NietzsChe's attack 
upon Strauss, d. A. Kohut, Feuerbach (Leipzig. 1«)09>, pp. 130 fr. 

44 Ges. BT., IV, 54; d. p. 9+ and the lett~ Jrom P. Ga~ to Nietz.~che (Ml.nich. 
1913",14). I, :no, ZlS; II, 16z. 

45 Cf. ~ A. Bernoulli, Overbeck tmd Nietzsche (jena. 19(8). I, 441. 
46 .See the present work, -Pan II, Chapter 5. Cf. D. Tschizewsldj, "Hegel et 

Nietzsche," BroNe d'bistoire de la philosophic (Paris. 1929), pp. 338 fr.; 
E. Benz., "NietzSChes Ideen zur Geschichte des Cluistentun1s." Zeitschr. fiir 
Kircbengesch., Vol. LVI, Nos. 1/3 (1937). 

47 C. A. Bernoulli, op. cit., I. l35f .. 148tf .. 138tf., 417tf.; d. Ch. Andler, Nietz-
sche, IV, 166 tf. 

4B Thus E. Bamikol in his new edition of Bauer's Entdecktes Chrinmr'71l, p. 79. 
49 See Tschijewskij, "Hegel et NietZSChe," pp. 331 tf. 
So Zeitscbr. ,fUr die deutscbe WortfOTSCbtmg, Vol. I. No. I ( 1 cp» I pp. 3 fr .. 

369 tf. 
SI M. Hess, &nitIlistiscbe Aufsane, pp. 149, 188 tf. 
S1 Das entdeckte (hristentUm, Sect. 12. 

53 See- the author's book on Nierzsche, pp. 36 fr. 
S4 A family relationship has also been discovered through a stuHr of cQrr;:spond

eoce with Rilge: Ruge's wife was born Agnes Nietzsche, belonging, like 
Nietzsche. 'to the third generation of Gotthelf Engelber: Nietzsche (1714-

- 11lo4). ~ Ruge, Br., 1, .190 23,43. 
55 . Hegel. P, p. 153; Pbiinomeno(ogie, ed. Lasson, p. 483; XI, 3SI fr. 
S6 VI, 4S6 •• 
S7 XIV,348. 
S8 D'Annuozio, Per la rnorte di un distruttore; A. Gide, "Nierzschet Jabr/Jucb 

der 1t{in:scbe-GeseJlschaft (Munich, 1915); R. Pannwitz., EinfUlmmg in 
Nietzscbe (Munich-Feldafing, 1920); G. Benn. Nacb dem Nibilismus (Stutt
gart, 1932); R. Thi~ G~ation obne Miinner (Berlin, 19P), panicularly the 
chapters on Thomas Maim' and St. George. See also G. Deesz, Die Ent'UJick
lsmg IksNietzscbebiHes in -Deutscbland, Bonn dissertation (J933). 

S9 Frobl. Wils. Apb. 377; d. letter to (h'erbeck of March 140 J88i: "Enclosed 
a strange fact. which comes more and more to my attention. I have gradually 
come to have sOme 'inftuence'-all underground, of cOUJSe. Among all the 
radical parties (Socialists, Nihilists, Anti-Semirists, Christian-Orthodox. Wag
neriins) I enjoy an amazing and almost rnYl>'terious esteem. • • • In the Anti
smririscbe Korresptmdenz (which is only sent privately. only to 'trusted party 
memberS). my name appears ~. almost every issue. i'~thustra, the divine 
bunian being .. has' bewitched the anti-Semites; they have their own anti
Semitic interp'i:etation of him. which has given me II good laugh. In passing: i 
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made the suggestion to the 'competent authority' that a careful list be made 
up of al\ Gennap scholars, uri. ~, wr~ters, actors. and musicians o~ Jewish or 
partially Jewish' descent. This Woua! be an outstanding contriburi.:m to the 
history of Gennan ch'ilization, and also to its criticiml." 

60 XIV, 420; d. Ges. Br., I, B4. 
61 Ges. Br., I, SIS' 
61 On the following, sce the author's book on NietzSChe, pp. 36 If. 
63 XVI,42:· 
6.J \1.20] ff .. 210; XV. 80; XVI, SIS, 401 f. 
65 \'1, 295 f. . 
66 VI, 206 f.; d. xvi, 101, 409; XI\', 219; W;".'I' :ur MilC!;t, AFIa. 617 and iOS. 
67 VI, 18, 304; XV, 96. 
68 XV. 48. and the poem "Letner \\~ille." 
69 \1, 294 f. 
70 Vorrt'ie zur Morgnzrote, para. 3 and 4- On ~ietzsche's theory of recurrence, 

cf. the remarkable parallel 'in the Russian philosopher StrachO\', cited in 
Tschizewskij, Heger bei den S/~:'en, pp. ;:; ff. 

71 See H. Ball, Die Flucbt alls. der Zeit (~lunich. 1931); Th. Haecker, Scbiipfer 
umJ ScbOpfung (Leipzig, 19H); ~1. Scheler, l' om E-.:;gt'1l i1ll MmscbeJl 
(Leipzig, 1913); L. Klages. Der Gein a!s :~·j.l:?rsa('ber der Seele (Leipzig, 
19!9); K. Jaspers. Pbilosopbie, Vol. III (Berlin, 193%). 

71 VI, 41 f. 
7J X, 233 ff.; see the aumor's work on NietzSChe, pp. 83 ff. 
74 Maximen und Reflexionen, No. 542; cf. the beginning and conclusion of the 

letters to Zelter of January 15. 1826 and January 11, 1816. 
75 Lerter to Zeiter of NO\'ember :1, 18~~. 
76 Letter to Zeiter of November 14- 18~6. 
77 See also the Shakespeare Address of 1771, in which he says that all Shake

speare's pieces "rnolve about the secret point which no philosopher has yet 
seen or defined. in which the indh'iduality of the ego. the pretl;nded freedom 
of our will, collides with the necessary course of the wbole" (Weimar Edi
tion, lin. p. '33). 

78 r. Schlegel's letter to his brother of February 17, 1794. 
79 WilIe:ur Macht, Aph. 749; cr. Nietzsche's self-criticism in Gel., Br., IV, 7S If .. 

34S, 355, 
80 XV. 85 • 

. V. The Spirit of the Age and the 
Question of Eternity 

I Bri~e %II' Befirdenmg'd" Humtmitiit, l. II. 
I cr. Herder'S essa~' of 1795. Homtr tin GiinsrJi"g drr Zeit. 
) Britfe %tIT B~iirdmmg drr Hum",,;riit, n. 14-
4 Ibid., II, IS. 
S Tbtolog./ugnulscbr., p~ ISO; d. pp. us, 129. 

6 Fic:hte, lVrrkt. 6 vols .. ed. MedicllS, Vol. IV, pp. 407 f. 
7 Ibid., p. 639. 
8 On the ~uatiOD of "all-powerful rime" 'aim "eternal tiestiny," see also, 
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Gocthe's "Prometheus" fragment (1773' and ~egcrs work on the Gennan 
Co mirution (t80:). SCM. %fIr Polirik find Rubl1pNlos .. p. i4. In HolderIL"l's 
pt .. ::m "Zu lang schon waltest iiber dem Haupt mir .. .'. the "God of timc" is 
said both to awaken the spirit of man and also. e\'en more. to make it tremble. 

9 Immennann. Die Epigonen, Pan I. Book I. Chap. 8; Book II, Chap. 10. Cf. 
F. Gundolrs lecture on Immennann in Rommlik£,!" n. f. (Berlin 1931); also 
K. Hecker, Mensch zmd Masse, pp. 72 if. 

10 See also Epigonen, Pan 1, Book n, Ch~p. 4 ("Die Wchgcschichte ist das "'elt
gericht"). 

II Marx-Engels, Ges. Ausg .. Pan 1, Vol. II. pp. III if ~ n6 if. See also the articles 
OD lmmennann in HaJlescbe /al'rbiic/)er, II 11839). and III (Ia..o). 

n Kapir,,', IllIz, zDdedition. p. 355. 
13 Briefe, I, 13. 
14 Angrlff IIfll die Cbristenheir, p. 4S8. 
IS ",cber die"Geduld und die Erwarrung des [wigen." ,REligiose Reden, trans

fated by Th. Haecker (Leipzig. 1938). pp. 65 if .• 181 if. 
I~ V. 781f.; VII, 48. Cf. the author's work on Nietzscbe. pp. ~1f., 153 fl. OD 

NietZSChe's concept of "noon and eternity:' 
17 V .. 79, Dote; p. 84> note. 
18 See G. Kuhlmann, "Zum theologischen Problem der Existcnz." Zeitscbr. fUr 

Tbeologie und Kirc1.·(' (1919>, pp. 49 if.; also the author's article in Theol. 
Rundschllfl, NO.5 (1930), pp. 3H fl. 

19 See Kierkegaard. m. 180. 
zo On.Heidegger's ~n~cipation of death, ef. Kierkegaard, VI, 242 fl. 
n ef.}. WahI:£tui'es KierkegolllTdiennes, pp. 465, 468 470. 
Z2 Sein'und Zeit, Sect. 53. 
23 KIm, und das Problnn der Metllpbysik (80M. 1929), pp. 231 f. 
24 lenmser Logik, ed. Lasson (Leipzig, 19z3). pp. ~1 fl. 
:&S Ene., Sect. 259> lus. 
:&6 Preface to Rechtsphi/osopbie. 
27 XI,,.. 
z8 Erzc., Sect. zS8. 
29 Die Vemunft in der Gescbkhu, edt Lasson. p. 166. 
30 See Heidegger's reversal of the Hegelian thesis at the end of Section 8: of 

Sein fJntl Zeit. ,I Sein rmd Zeit, Sect. 81. 
3~ Ibid., sect. 681, and conclusion of Sect.81. 
)3 Ibid., Sect. 74· 
34 In c:ontraSt to Heidegger's tenninology, in ordinary Gennan usage (1$ PI 

Hegel and Goethe), Dasein means precisely what Heidegger means it Dot to 
be. namely, cCbeing present." 

35 Gespriche, III, 36 f. On the following. d. F. Rosenzweig. ner Stem der 
crliisrmg, Part m, pp. 36 fl.; also E. Staiger, Die Uit .Is Einbildrmgsltrllft des 
'Dicbters "(ZUrich, 1939), pp. ·101 fl .. 

56 Fr4gnnnn iiher die Natuf'. 
37 See stanza five of the poem "Vennichtnis." 
38 Mc:imm rmd Rtflexionm, No. 388. 
39 ct. Goethe's correspondence Vti1:h M. WiUemer, edt Hec:ker (J.eipzig. 19I5). 

pp. 4Z f .. 31zl, 
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40 See Gespriirbe, m, 446; cf. IV, 160 f. 
41 Gesl!riicbe, 1'1, 411. 
41 Letter of April 17. 1823i d. stanza five of "Vcrmachmis." 
43 Gespriicbe, I, 495. 
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44 See J. Henning. "Die Geschichte des \\'ortes Geschichtc. Deutscbe Viertel
jal'trsscbr. fur Literaturwiss. und Gesitesgescb., NO.4 (1938). 

45 Die Vermmft in der Gescbicbte, ed. Lasson, p. 11)1; also A. von Humboldt's 
ironic remark: "Of course this Hegel is for me a forest of ideas. ... but to a 
man like me, who crawls like an insect on the ground and is held in check by 
his own differing nature, an abstract statement of completely false factS and 
views sbom America and Indies Seems only repressive and alarming ..•• 
I would forgo the 'European beer which Begel on page 77 says is so superior 
to the American, and li"e among the weak, po~erless (unfortunately twenty
five feet long1"'C:rocodiles." A. '11071 Humboldu Briefe an Varnbagen'l1on Eme 
(860). pp. 44 f. 

46 Rechtspbilosopbie, SectS. 337, 345. 
47 Vide supra, n, 1, b. 
48 B. Croce, U/tin,i Saggi (Bari, (935), pp. 146 ff. on "antistoricismo." 
49 It is significant for the historical connection between the tWO theories that an 

Hegelian like Marx could see in Darwin a materialistic dialectician. and dedi
cate Das Kapital to him. 

50 Cf. Nietzsche, 1,1:3,353 f.; X, 273 f. The best example of the theory of histori
c:aJ success is the tictory of Christianity o\'er the ancient world. Not only 
Hegel, bm almost _all historian~ accept the facts that the historical success of 
Cliistianity, its expansion throughoUt half the world, its permanence and its 
power furnish at least indirect proof of its spiritual superiority. For the con
trary ~e'!V, see Nietzsche, I, 340, 368; X. 401. Also Kierkegaard, VI, 140 if. 
Precisely because they took Christianity seriously, both of them rejected the 
~C\'idence of centuries." 

51 See J. Burckhardt, VII, 16, 198; 205. 
52 See L. Klages, Die psycb%gilcben Emmgt71Schaften Nietzsches (Leiprig, 

1916), Chap. 6. 
- 53 ~e the chapter on "Historische GrOsse" in Burckhardt's W eltgescbicbtlicbe 

BetTacbnmgm. 
54 .Goethe, Gespriicbe, n. 159. 
55 See the author's Meaning in History: The Theological Implicati07lS of the 

Pbilosophy of History (Chicago. 1949). 
56 Gespriicbe, Ill, 74. . 
57 Letter of Match 3, 1790; d. Amwm, Vol. XXVIl, op. cit., pp. 9. 19 f .; 

Gespriicbe, m, 61 f. 
58 Goethe, XL. 446. 
59 Letter to Zeln:t·of JlIDuary 1, 1819; see rJeCk, Goetbe und seme Zeit (1828); 

also Gutzkow, Obn Goetbe im U!t 'depunkt zweier Jabrbtmder.e (I8H)' 
60 Goethe, XXV, p. 61. 
61 Ibid., p. l1S; d. Vol. xxvn. 46. 116. 
61 Letter to 2elttr of July 27, 1807: cf. Gupriicbe,l, 491 ff. 
63 Gespriicbe. I, 449. 
6t Letter to Gnf Reinhard of November Lf, 18Ui c!.lener to 01. L. F. Schultz 

of May )1. 182S' Gespriebe, m, 4fl9. 
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65 Lener to Schiller of March 9. ,80zj d. Gespricbe, I, 494 f. 
66 Gesphicbe, I, 546 f.; d. m, 4q if.; IV, 94 f.; also ''Timur'' in lVert..onlit1:>es

D;".van. 
67 . Cf. Hegel's statement: "But if you are awake, you \1.ill see everything and 

call everything by name. This is reason, this is domination of the world" 
(Rosenkranz, Hegels Leben, p. 540)' 

68 Gespracbe, IV, 476; d. lI, 49; Ill, C)6 f .. 49z; lenerto Beulwitz of July 18, 1818. 
6c) Des Epirnenides Erwacbel1, epigraph. 
70 Gespriicbe, I, 434 f. 
71 Gespriicbe, I, 435; d. letter to Zelter of September 4. 1831, to ReinhllI'd of 

September 7, ,831. 
71 GespriicIJe, IV, 11}Oj V, '75; conversation with Eckennann of August z, 1830. 
73 GespTiicbe, IV, 6cJj d. II, 40. 
74 Gestn;~cbe, II, 571 • 

75 Gespriicbe, II, 6. 
76 GespTiicbe, II, 419; d. p. 416; III, 155; IV; 175; letter to F. Mendelssohn-

Banholdy of September 9, 1831. I 
77 Gescbichte der FarbenlelJTe, XXXIX. 59. 
78 Ibid., I; d. Gespriicbe, n, 632; IV, 51. 
79 See Burckhardt's characteristic regret that Goethe "was preoccupied with 

botany" at the expense of his tragedy of Nausicaea (XIV. '176), and that he 
set limitS to the nature of the spirit (VII, 18); cf. Dilthey, Ges. SchT., VII, 88 ff. 

80 F. Meinecke, "G<>ethes Miss\"ergniigen an der Geschichte," Berliner Sit'ZU11gs
benchte (1933); Die Entrtebtmg des Hirtorismus, n (1936), 480 ff. Meinecke's 
ability to include Goethe in the origins of "historicism" is comprehensible only 
when one realizes th3t hi, theme is not the historicism which derives from 
Hegel, but the indi\'idualization of man's attitude towlird life. On what fol
lows, cf. E. Cassirer, Goethe rmd die gescbicbtlicbe Welt (Berlin, 193%); 
H. Cysarz, Goethe und das gercbicbtlicbe If' eltbild (Briinn, 1932); A. 
Schweirzer, Goethe (Munich, 1932). 

81 GesPTiithe, Ill, 489. 
81 Gerpriicbe, m, 13i. 
83 Lener to Zeiter of March 17. 1814; d. Gespriicbe, II, 571; Mazimen und 

Re(lenonen, No. 271; letter to F. H. Jacobi of July 7, 1793. 
__ _ 8-igesp!..iicbe, I, 433 ff . 

. 85 Cf. the section on "Geschichte und POllOK" in Gundolfs Goethe, where he 
assertS that history had merely "symbolic .trqth4

' for Goethe. ItS only value was 
. to coovey "images" of events, to. arouse the imagination, and develop characre~ 

through great deeds and figures, an without regard to "empiric2l accuracy." 
Hi~orica1 and philological criticism was mistrusted. But it is. only necessary to

refer to Goethe's con\'ersations with L,den, to his relationship with .F. A. 
Wolf and his estimation of Niebuhr 4lener to Niebuhr of April 4.1817). to 
realize that this explanation of history according to the criterion of "poetS 
and heroes" does not agree at all with Goeth~'s seriousness and sense of 
realitY. 

86 Wei~ar Edition. IV/n, p. 28; cf.T.gebiic6er, IV; 183f., and the letter to 
Zelter of October II, 1816. 

87 Good examples of rewriting of Germfn "history (besides the publications of 
the Reicbsinstitut fur die Gc:scbicbte dCJ "cuen Deutscbltmds): H. Schwan, 
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Gnmd:uge eintT Gescbicbu der IITtdt1Jtsd~en Philosophie (Berlin, 1937); 
E. Seeberg. MeisttT Erkbm (Tiibing-en. 1934); H. Mandel. Deuts:btT C?tt
g1:ml>e ~'on dCT dellt.<.bm At) tik tis ::.uT Gegen-;:;art (Leipzig. 1930); etc. 

88 I. 3)6. 
B9 I, 330 ff. 
90 See ~e symptomatic address of H. Freyer, DIu g"schicbtlicbe Selbstbe-

'WUssfsein"iles 2o./aMbundms <Leipzig. 1937). 
91 Geschicbte dt!r rarbenlel"e, XXXIX, 4. 61. 
91 Lener to Zeiter of January 1. 18:9; cf. the lener of March 23-%9. 1827. 
93 R. Oehler, Die Zukunft dtT Nier-scbebe-;:;egung (Leipzig. 1938). 
94 Immermann. MemoTilbilien, "Friinkische Reise: Goethes Haus": 

"A Jove principium. in Jove finis" 
In an open space, brought to life by a foun:ain, there can be seen a two-story 

house" CO\'ered with a Coat of reddish-grey paint, the windows surrounded by 
black frames. It seems spacious. but no more so than the a\'erage residence of a 
well-to-do townsman. \\'e step through the doorway. and stand in an entrance hall 
made bright and cheerful by a yellowish paint. \\' e climb up the steps. which are 
provided with side pieces of massi\"e masonry; broad treads lead upward on the 
gentlest of inclines . . • 

In the upper hall, the figures of Sleep and of Death. as-well as a colossal head 
of Juno. stare at us OUt of niches in the wau. \'iews of Rome .. hanging above the 
steps, recall that land after lea\"ing which, as he used to say, he had Dever again 
been truly happy, 

A narrow little room, painted yellow, appears. Here he dined. with his guests. 
1qe walls are covered with Me>-er's drawings of antique or Poussinic objects; 
behind a green curtain he kept the water color of Meyer's ""'edding of Aldo· 
brandini," "'hich he considered his m9St nluable treasure. The rooms to the right 
and left, also, are furnished solely "ith articles which belong to this artistic period 
and mo\'~tntnt. There is , .', DOthing that was not devoured in the period of his 
education, aDd nothing of a later period was permitted to enter. Moved, we survey 
th~ poor. small obje~. ~ith which tin! great man grew up. 

To tJ1e right, off this room, we look into the so-called Deckenzimmer. , , , 
To Pte left lies his blue reception room, ~d beyond it the so-called Urbina 
room, named after the picrure of • Duke of Urbino which he brought from 
Italy, , . ". At fhe- door-·to his reception room. we are greeted by his friendl) .. 
"Salve!" .•• 

These are the rooms to which others ,,'ere admitted during his lifetime. To his 
workroom, with the exception of his most indmate friends, toudray, Riemer, 
Miiller, Eckermann, he admitted no one , . , 

Death removed the ban laid by the master; we could go at will through the 
tiny communicating chambers, directly througb 'he house. to the-stUdy and work
room._ We st<tl'ped for a moment in ODe of the small chambers; it is the one in 
which he took his meals when he was alone with his children. A leafy canopy in 
front of this room gi"es it a green tiR!,re;_ one stel takes the ,isitor to the garden 
ill which Goethe used to enjoy " .. tching the sun during his free hours. In me 
.comer stands a slltTlJTlerhouse in which he kept his !<Cientific appararus. 

In the entrance hall to the museum, in cabinets and under glass, I saw sttps. 
ItCJDe, c:onchylia, petrifacu-in shCJrt, everything that \\ IS the object of his scientific 
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studies. I found e\'erythinI! kept "ery clean. and arranged with a certain elegance. 
A door opeut:d on the right; I looked into the libra.}'. It might appear rather small 
in comparison tO,the resources that were ~l"ai1able. here. Goethe purposely did not 
collect many books, since the libraries of \\'cimar and Jena were open to him. In 
order to prel"ent the accumulation of whate\'er objects might seem to him un
necessary, he ga"e away most of the things sent to him from far and near as soon 
as he had read them. 

Now the secretan- of the Enran', Kr2urcr, who had been Goethe's scribe .... 
opened the door to the workroum.· anll , ~a\\' a mO\'ing sight. , .. This small. low, 
tasteless green room. '\'lith dark serge window shades, shabby "indow sills. frames 
beginning to decay. was the place from which such a stream of brilliant light had 
poured forth! I "'2~ deeply mond; 1 had to compose myself in (lrder not to fall 
into a re\'erie which would ha\-e robbed me of my power of ,·ision. 

Nothing has been mo\'cd from its place; Krauter insists religiously that el"e!)' 
scrap of paper, el"e!)' pen sha\-ing remain in the place where it lay "'hen the master 
passed away ••• 

Every spot here is holy (mlund. The thousand obiects ",ith which the room is 
ffiled bespeak the nature and acth'iry of the spirit. Round about the walls run low 
cabinets with drawers, in which \'anous pieces of writing were kept. Abo\'C them 
are repositories in which Goethe placed whate\'er occupied him at the mo
ment ..•. He read standing, he wrote standing. he even dCl"oured his breakfast 
Standing at a high table. He recommended similar behavior to everyone in whom 
he took an interest; it would lengthen a man's life. as would holding the bands 
behind the back, so that, as he PUt it, the chest was kept from all narro\\-ing and 
compression. . 

Let us examine more carefully this venerable work-place! Left. by the door. 
hangs a kind of historical diary. Each year Goethe placed in the first column the 
personages and institutions which in his opinion showed promise of making his
tory; in the following columns he noted whether and to what extent mey ful
ffiled their promise. He had great expectations of Jackson; but his beiu,ior toward 
me Indians was subsequendy gi\'en a black mark. 

A cardboard pyramid which he made himself, ""hich now stands in a reposi
tory, is remarkable as a monument to a psychologic:al game. Goethe wanted to 
determine more closel)' the relitionship berweeu the. v.atious tac\1lti~s. (If th~ $9~. 
The world of the senses seemed to him to be the basis of all the -rest; he therefore· 
showed it as the base of the pyramid, which he colored green. FantaSy was gi\'en 
a dark red side, reason vello\\': wisdom blue. 

Beside it lies a hem~here of cardboard, painted black. on which Goethe IOl"ed 
to make bright sunshine light up with all the colors of the rainbow by means of a 
gklss sphere full of water. He could occupy himself with it for hours on end, 
particlllarl~ . after the death of his $Oni it was ODe of his greatest pleasures to 
produc •• his brilliant spectrum so energetically. 

He '\\"15 completely happy ",henel'u he encountered I natural phenomenon. 
There stands a small bust of l'apoleClrl, made of fused opal. which Eckermann had 
brought him from S'\'Iitzuland; it confirmed aspects of his theory of color. and 
gave him real delight. He rejoiced like a child over the bottle mat is shown us in 
the other table. It had been full of red wine; it had been lying on its side, and 
""hell Goethe accidentally held it to the light he saw in it the most beautiful 
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crystalline pmems of precipitate, in the shape of Rowers and foliage. He called his 
friends .ogcther enthusiastically. showed t • .!Dl the phenomenon. had a burninr 
candle brought, and ceremoniously impressed his device in sealing wax upon the 
cork., lest any accident disturb the bottle. The bottle remained in the room ever 
since. 

Napoleon ga'·e him information in the realm of light; but he ako "as to 
Goethe a demon in that dark region into which no ray 'of light from the 'opper 
world penetrare~, On the day of the battle qf Leipzig. a plasrer figure fell from the 
nail that was holding it; a piece of the edge broke off. without any daImge to the 
countenance of the hero. In a niche there still hangs the damaged fi~; parodying 
Lucian, Goethe inscribed on the imlige in red letters thc verse: 

Scilicet immenso supeTest ex 7lrmnne mWtu71l. 

Here .is also the original manuscript of the Roman Elegies ... also the fust 
\'ersion of GOtz .•. 

Goethe had an immoderate love for De2tness. It disturbed him that the little 
perpetual calendar which he used would not stay clean through the year, and so 
with his own hands he made a cardboard case for it. 

In the midst of the room stands a large round table. At it sat the copyist to 
whom Goethe dictated while walking ceaseless1 r about the table. \Vork began 
It eight in the morning. and often lasted until two in the afternoon, with DO 
interruption. 

In the evlening. when Goethe withdrew (as always in his latter years) 'to th.is 
qUiet room. his servant would look-at his eyes, to see whether ~ey were friendly 
and alen. If he sensed in them a desire for infOnJ12rioD and companionship. he 
woulp siiendy move the easy chair to the cable. lay a cushion upon it. set a 
bask~t at thq side in which Goethe might lay his shawl. Goethe would then sit 
down. waiting to see whether a friend would visit him. His associates wol1ld have 
been inform,d in the meantime, and who 'Would Dot gladly come when it ,was 
possible! ThJ:n he would sit with his small circle until ne2rly eleven, in' fjUniliar 
conversarion~ and have wine and cold dishes brought for them.· For years be had 
himself taken nothing in the evening. 

Now I was to see his deathbed. He did Dot die lying down; if DOt, as befits the 
Empe~r, sta'nding. at least sitting. To the left of the workroom is the bedroom. 
It, too, is quite small, without decoration, even shabbier than the workroom. Only 
in his last years did Goethe look to his health to the extent of hanging a woolen 
blanket on rings 1x:tween the bed and the wall. immediately next to it. as :I shield 
against the coldness of the waH. Besides this arrangement, and a narrow rug before 
the bed, there is here no sign of sofmess or comfolUble living. The bed itself is 
low, covered with an old blanket of red si.l.k. so narrow that I cannot undersund 
bow his large body could find room in it. 

In all these details one sees the image of a 'Wise man, a gre2t .m~. for whom 
decoration and fancywork had their place. but who wanted only absolute sim
plicity in his immediate ,environment, because he "'25 ,his oy;n finest ornament. 

There at the head of the bed stands the .:hair in ~hich this majestic life 
bte2thed its w,'t. All ue completely agreed tNt bis d~th came without strUggle, 
without pain, without ,outward sign of its approach. that no one' even Doted the 
acmal moment of its coming • • • 
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Young people should be brought here, that they may gain an impression of a 

secure, honorable wa}' of life. Here ~ey should be requitwd to take three oaths: 
that of diligence. of truthfulness, of consistency. 

Pan II I The Problem of Bourgeois Society 

I Emile, c6ap. r. 
2 Cf. in the First Discourse. especially the speech of Fabricius in praise of Roman 

virtucs; the Second Discourse sketches the problem of .the Contrat SClcia!, 
although it is a eulogy of prepolitical life. Rousseau dedicned it ~ the Coun
cillors of Geneva, as the governors of a true polis. He acknowledged the 
consequenccs f(>~ himself by once more becoming Protestant for the sake of 
political a1legbnce. . . 

3 On what follows, see the Marburg dissemcon of K.· D. Erdmann., Das 
I: "rhil!wis t'011 Staat rmd Religion nacb der SozialpiJllosop/)ie ROllSSellUS 
(195;)· 

4 IV. 8. A summarv of the Contra! Social is contained in the fifth book of 
Emile and the sixth letter of LettTes de la Montagne. 

5 See Napoleons Gesprjd)e, edt Kircheisen., m (Stuttgart, 1913), 195 f., 2S6, z6z. 
6 G. Jellinek. Die ErkIarung der Menscben- rmd Biirgerrecbte (4th edition; 

Munich, I9Z7). • 
7 IX. 438 H.; ef. XV, 534 f.; Pbiinomenologie, cd. Lasson., pp. 378 tf. 
8 Ene., Sect. 163, Zus. I. 
9 Recbtspbilojopbie, Sect. 184' _ 

10 Ibid., Preface (znd edition), p. 7, Sect. z68, Zus. 
11 Cf. H. Freyer. Einleitlmg in die Str.i%g;e CUipzlg. 1930. pp. 63 ff. 
12 Reebtspbilosopbie, Sects. 4 to 7; also the application of the analysis of the will 

to Rousseau and the French Revolution., Sect. zS8. 
I} Ibid., Sect. zoo, Zus. 
14 Ibid., Sect. ISS; ef. Preface (znd edition), p. J6; Sect. 46. Sect. :..60. Zus. See 

also F. Rosenzweig, Hegel und der Staat, II (Munich, 1910), nlf. 
IS Recbtspbilosoplne, Sect. ISS and Zus. 
16 Enc., Sect. 4Sz; ef. Sect. 16" Zus. I; also XIV. Z7Z H. 
17 L. v. Stein., Der Begriff der Gesellscbaft, cd. G. Salomon (Munich, 1921), pp. 

sz. SOZ f.; see also S. Landshut, Kritik der Soziologre (Munich, 1929), pp. 8: If. 
18' Rousseau's ideal man was not the prolet:Uian, but rather the plebeian., whom he 

ennobled. He distinguishes him from the upper c~ the rich and aristocratic. 
"Le peuple," that is, the middle. class of craftsmen and peasan~ around Lake 
Geneva, the simple, common man who gains his living dirough the work of 
hi~ own hands, to whom thl: father is the highest ideal. As the son of such a 
Cl':lftsman he was prpudly aware of being nobl)" -born. (Dedicati!,Jn' of the 
Sewnd Discourse. "and letter to Dand HmiI~ "of ~ugust_ ... 1766.) , ~'his was 
alS<.. the view of t(te Assembly. \\'hen Rousseau's remains were ,_.ought into 
the Pantheon., the Assembly had upresentlltives of various ·trades march in 
pJ'O('cssion carrying a tablet on ,,:hich ~as written., "To the man who restored 
the h"nor of USeful indUstry." It is precisely this "natural" and "good" man., in 
sociol<Jgica1 terms the petit bourgeois, "'ho is the perpetual object of attack 
by Marx. Marx sought.to demonstnfte to "bourgeois socialism" that this mi,ddle 
clas.~ is !tY no mcms the entire nation. nor even the best part of it. but rather 
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the reactionary mass of petit-bourgeois mediocrity. See £. Scillere. Dtr dt'11lo
J-.-"'iscbe 1711pmalis'mus (lnd cidition; Perlin, 1911). pp. Hi ff .. 119. 163 f. 

19 Th. p. 593· 
20 V,. pp. 595 If.; d. V, '75 If .. 3881f.; DIU' ko"mtU7IinisdJe Malliffst (9th eJi

tiQni Berlin, 1930), p. 28. 
11 Cf. G. Sorel, Reflex;o7ls Itlr I" dole7/C"l' (7th t"didon; Paris. 1930). p. 114; Lts 

illusions du progres (4th edition; Paris, 1917), p. 6;. 
u Das k071m1U7liniscbe Mtl7/ifest. op. cil., pp. ]J, ]5. 47. 
23 V, ]8q. 
14 Das eille 'UJaSJ'lot tut, op. cit., p. 5\ II. u4; d. VI. 1.040 108. 
25 II. uS· 
26 Das eine 'Was not. tut, p. 7; cf. Kritik der Gege71':!lart. p. 57; Tagtbiicber, 32j; 

Angriff allf dit Clmstenbeit, p. '5. 
1j Address on dictatorship, January 40 1B4CJ. quoted in H. Barth's article on 

D. Cortes in Scbweizerisl'lJe RII1l.:ischafl (August. 1935). p. 40'. 
18 Der Staat GOltes, ed. L. Fischer (Karlsruhe, 1935), Inuoduction. p. 58. 
19 Ibid., Chap. 4. 
30 De la creation de rordrt dans rhzmumM, Oeu'Uf'tS compl. (nou\'elle ed.; Paris, 

1927), pp. 73 f. 
31 Tome X. pp. 105 f., 187 f. 
]1 De Tocque\'iUe, AUtorital U1Id Freibeit. ed. A. Salomon (ZUrich, J9JS), pp. 

193 f .. IS; cf. pp. 51, 207. 
33 Ibid., pp. SBf .. J30, "32; cf. pp. 440 J340 1J3, 2]0, 2]1; Das alte. StaatS".::esen und 

die Rwo/ution, translated by A. Boscov.itz (Leipzig. 1857), pp,. 94> J18. 
44 See G. GUS\\itSCh, "Kant und Fichte als Rousseau-Interpret,"''' Kan:rtudien, 

of freedom; it is II combination of a Rnse of freedom .. nd sucqess." 
].~ Das alte SWlS"oJJesen . • •• p. n. 
36 Autoritat rmd Freibeit, p. 154. 
37 Dar mre Stllatl'lDtsen ••. , p. 138; d. Goethe's letter to ZeIter of June 6, 1825. 
38 Afltoritit und Freiheit, p. 197; d. M. IV ehers P?litiscbe Scariften (Munich. 

1911). p. '51· 
39 Lttter to B. Croce. LA t:ritiCII, n~'IIl (1930), p. 44-
40 Rtflezions sur 1.1 tnolence, pp. 3SS fl. 
41 Ibid .. pp. 345 fl.; us i1lusioJu du progr~s, p. 285 • 
.p us illusions du progris, p. 3]6, note 2; pp. 378 If. 
43 ~ same 'problem is presented in Sorel's first work. Le ,"oces de So~ate 

lrlll9), in which he takes the side of Aristophanes against Socrates and Plato. 
Socrates, he St.)'s, destroyed the old foons of society without la)ing the foun
datio!: for IIJJ~' new fann; in the ideal State of his pupil, the state has become 
• church, since, as in the Frenc:h Revolution, it represents II particular world 
view. 

44 See G. Gurwitsch. "Kant und Fic:hte als. Rousseau-Interpreten," Kantstudien, 
XXVII (1919), pp. JJ81f.; E. Cassiru, "Das Problem J. J. Rousseau," A.rcmu 
f1ir Gescbicbte der PbilosDptM (J9Jz), pp. 177 If .. 479 If. 

4S X. ~90-
~ xu. 417; d. XIV, 4JJ. 
47 XVI, 336 f. 
,.s XV; 'M- . 
19 XVI. air. d. XIV, lafi XV, J+9 f.; XVI. .po. 
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II Th .. Problem of "'ork 

I 0. M. '''cber, Wirtscl)a!t lind Gesellsc11afr ,(Tiibingen. 1915). p. !ioo: "It is 
simplr a myth that new dignity "'as gh'en to labor, e.g .• in the X:\\' Testa
ment." 

1 Pnisle,s, ed. L. Brunsch"igg (Paris, 1909), pp. 390 If. 
3 See B. Groethuysen, IVe Entstebur.:: .i~-r burger/icbm H,'clru11d Lebe'lwls

cbltUU~g in Frankr~.;.", 11 (Halle. 19301. 80 If. 
4 See the article on work in Voltaire's Di~o1l1unre·Pbilosopb;que. 
5 "In the older la~age, the dominant meaning of 'Arbeit' (work) was 

'molestia,' 'labor'; the mF!ni.ng 'opus' or 'opera' was !:econdary. In today's 
speech. howe'~r. the latter meaning is more commnn. the former less frequent. 
But beth meanings p:ere contained in the word itself. Man's acth'iry has 
gr::aduallr become less and Jess se1\'ile, more free; it W3~ natural to e:\1:end the 
concept of 'work' to the easier and more noble foons of business." Grimm. 
Deutscbes IV iirterl>lIcb. 

6 See H. Marcu~e. "Ober die phiJosophischen Grundlagen des wimchafts
wissenschaftlichen Arbeitsbegriff," Arcbit· fur Sozi:II'i,;)iss. und Sozi?lpol., Xo. 
3 (J933)· 

7 ]ener.ser Realpl1ilosoplJie, ed. J. Hoffmeister, I (Leipzig, 1931). 19i ff .. 110 ff .. 
236 ff.; n, 197 If., 2l31f.i ct. Scbr. =uT Politik rmd Recbtspbilos., pp. 411 ff., 4i8. 

8 Cf. XII, u8. 
9 ,]enemer R~alpbilosopbieJ I., 103 ff .. 211_ 

10, -In the Pbinomenologir, in the analysis of the consciousness of "master and 
sen'ant," Hegel makes a similar distinction between work and appetiteo "'ork 
is a "restricted appetite," which prevents the vanishing of the objeL'!' of appetite 
by creating it or jiving it form. ::me worker gi"es recognition to the object on 
which h~ wqrks by ~ing in a negative relationship to\\'ard it. 111.15 fonnative 
activity is a "negati,·~ mean". because: i~ mediates self-being with other-being 
through a . positive act of negitioD. In It, the consciousness of the 5eI'\'ant be
comes "pure pioseity." wl}ich achiC'°es the element of pennan:nce in the
object on which he works for his master. "Thus die working conscioumess 
achieves I)erepy , ~°isionm independent being in the form of itself," that is, in 
,working on something! else. the serrant objectifies ftis' own se1{ in something 
other, which rema!ns permanent and gains more indcprndence the more the 
worker puts of himself in the object on which he wor};~, In forming a~ object. 
the proseity of a subject becomes object vis-i-vis ir.-elf. The master 'only 
enjoys the finished fruits of the work of others; in contrast. the servant fm
Dishes the world with form. Through this rediscovery of the self in the object 
on which he works. I.e acqUired indiriduaJ, personal me;:ning, ...ar-wiD,~ and 
thus a kind or-freedom witliin his SCJTitude. The sen·iJe Ct·nsciousness ~mes 
''self-(:onscious,"' throurJI this work in the sen'ice of otht rs, it finally remms 
to itst;lf, .although it can never fully appropriate·the objl'ct of its. yo·ork. bur 
mUSE sUrrender it to dIe master to enjoy. On the other hand. the master bas 
dte "dispensation" of the object, but only imperfectly, because his enjoyment 
.f it is bound up only with the aspects Of it which are nor independent. He 
must surrender the in,kpendenl aspects of the object ro the Ie :vant who worb 



on it. At the level of consciousness, WOR and enjoyment remain without com
plete mediation. 

1\ ]men:.cr R.calpIJilosophie, 11, 197 f. 
IZ Ibid., I, 137; d. Ene., Sect. 526. 
13 Ibid., I, 139, with reference to Adam Smith's famous eDmple of needle manu

facture; d. Reehtsphilosopbie, Sect. ll}O. Zus.: "The need for clothing and 
shelter, ~e necessiry for not leaving food in its unprepared state, but, rather. 
making it suitable for nourishment by destroying its natural state, in which it 
cannot be used-these result in man's having less ease than aninWs; ~e he is 
spirit, this ease is prohibited him. The mind, which comprehends ~ differ
ences, multiplies and diversifies these needs. Taste and utility become criteria 
of judgment. to which the needs themselves become subject. Finally, -it is no 
longer the need. but rather the opinion, which must.be satisfied. Pan of the 
task of education is to analyze the concr~ into its particular ~." Cf. 
Sect. 191. Zus. 

14 Cf. Rechtsphilosophie, Sect. 191, Zus. E'en so natural a need as that of nourish
ment cannot be satisfied at will in the "system" of needs, but only at definite, 
customary mealtimes. with provision made for hours of business. In this respect 
each man is ~adc equal to his fellows; at the same time, each man begins to 
strive to distinguish himself in particular ~'ays, with the result that work done 
for the satisfaction of needs is particuUrized once more, and becomes more 
abstract, that is, spiritual. 

IS Jenmser RealphiiosoPhic, 1, 139 {.; d. Recbtsphilos. Sect. 63; Zus. Besides Hegel 
and Marx, only G. Simmel produced a philosophical analysis of money; see 
Philosophic des Gelder (Leipzig. 1900). 

16 Jenenscr Realphilosophie, H. 154 ff.: In Rethtsp];:IJsopbie, Seas. ::01 ff~ 
Hegel includes the class of craftsmen. factory warkers, and tradesmen in one 
class, the "busin~ class." Irs basis js the "substantial" class of peasants; at its 
head stands the "universal" class, dedicated to the universal interests of the 
state. This latter class must be freed from working for its needs either by 
independent wealth pr compensati.on by the ·state. _ I, See Recbtsphi/osophie, Sects. 4. S, Zus.; and also the "marginalia" (ed. Lasson; 

.. Leipzig. 1930). pp. 7 f. 
18 Reehtsphilosophie, Sect. 196. 
19Imd.., Sect. 197,2ns.; d. Ene.., Sect. 52S. 
20 Ibid., Sect. 198; d. Ene., Sect. S26. 
11 Ibid., Sect. 11}O. Zus.; Sects. 301 to 303. 
:u Ibid., Sects. 195 and 140 to z4S. 
23 Ibid., Sects. 146 to z48. 
14 See Rosenkranz, Hegels uben, p. 86-
as Constantin Roessler; System dtT Stutslebre (1851), pp; ISSff.; also Rosen

kranz' discussion in Neue St Idim, IV, 3S3 ff. On the problem of work, d. alsO
L von Stein, GueUschaftsj.:i:re (J8S6), p. 99. and Dcr Begrlff dcr Gese/lscbafr, 
ed. G. Salomon (Munich. 19U). pp. 17 ff. F. ~e, Ges. Reden rmd 
Scbr;ften, ed. E. Bernstein (I-erlin, 1919), VoL y, pp. 31 ff. 

26 Cf. L. von Stein, Vcr Begn,T der Gesellscbaft, pp. 88ff .. on the connection 
between education and the p"txluaion of material goods. 

&7 -tftu·friJbww Zftt, op. en.., IV. ?Off .. 101ft. 3S9-ff. Sec alsq,Ruge'lj leuq to. 
Roesskr: lIT., I, 416 ff., 44Di U. 6, II. 



28 . Aus friihcr£'r Z!'ir '., 8olf. 
~9 Ibid., p. 101; c: ?P' 356 ff. 
30 Ibid., pp. 105 fi. 
31 Ibid., p. 360. 
32 Marx, llI,33-1- 1 • 

33 Ibid., pp. 139 fi . _ 
34 Ibid., pp. lSI fl. Marx's entire discussion is determined b~ Fcue.rbach's theses 

and propositions, bur the actual problem with which he deals is defined by his 
disagreement with P _·gcl. 

~S'. Ibid" pp. 116f. 
36 Ibid., p. 97. Kapit.71 is also a "system of work," the only one of its kind. This 

has been shown decisively by K. Dunkmann in his Stnioll!g;e der Arbeit 
(Halle, 1935), iI ft. This is all the more reason why Dunkmann, in his criticism 
of the. "a~stract" concept of work should have taken note of the' or~inal 
m~aning. in order to undemand it properly. 

37 Vide rupra, Pan 1, Chap. II, Sect. I. In the Communist Manifesto, Pan II, we 
read: "In bourgeois society human labor is only a means of increasing accumu
lated labo .. In a communistic society accumulated labor is only a means of 
extending. enriching. and promoting the life of the worker." 

38 Kapital, Ill, 85. 
39 Ibid., pp. 129£'; cf. M. Hess, Sozialistiscbe Au{siitze, pp. 140 ff. 
40 Ibid., p. lJ8. 
41 Ibid., pp. 13~ ff. 
42 Ibid., pp. 145 fr.; cf. KapieaJ, 16, pp .. 59 ff.; n. Iff.; ml , pp. 150 ff.; m2, pp. 1-

153· 
43 Ibid.,1 p. I54-
44 Ibid., p. 127. 
45 Ibid., p. u8 . 
.¢i Ibid., p. 111 • 

. J7 Ibid., pp. ISS!f .. 170ff. 
48 .1bid.j: P: 168. 
49 Ibid., p. 154· 
;;0 Ibid .. pp. ISj. 157. 
51 Ibid., p. ISS. 
52 The absorption of the object of consciciuSJle5$ into th_~ SQperio.r .~~-co~ious

ness proceeds as follows: " •. The object ~ su~ presents itself to th& consciouS
ness as vanishing. 2. The alienation of self-consciousness produces reification. 
3. This ali_enation has a positiv~ meaning, as well as negative, 4. It has this 
meaning not . only for us or in 'itself, but for its own self. S" The .negative 
aspect of the object.. or its self-removal, has the positive meaning, or comes to 

know the worthlessness of the same, -through its alienation of itself; for in this 
alienation it confronts itself as an object or as- the object for the sake of =he 
inseparable unity of proseity. 6. This also implies the converse aspect: it like
wise abolishes and retracts this alienmon and objectification, thus keeping its 
otherness as such" (Ibid., pp. 158 f.). 

53 Ibid., pp. ISS, 164-
54 See Ibid., pp. 169 ff.: a criticism of the Hegelian ~tiotl £rom "idea" to 

"nattlJ'C," and from ,·abstraction" to "observation." 
ss Ibid., pp. 159 f. 



S6 Ibid .. pp. m if., 160if. 
S7 Ibid .. p. 161. 
(1\ 't:".; r .5~. 

1I0tes 

59 IN': .. r· 156: d. pp. 114 f., the ~tant criticism of the theory of creation. 
6\. lid., p. 157. 
61 V.531. 
6! Rapi:"I. Ill. 166. This reduction of dialectical negation to a one-sided con

cep: of simple destruction is typical of the radicalism of all the left-\\'ing 
Hegelians. The same simplificatior takes place in regard to Nietzsche when 
hi~ "O'o·trcoming·· of nihilism is taken as its elimination; for Nietzsche himself, 
ni!;;';,:;1, e\'(~n when overcome, remaim true. 

63 Ci. the analysis of the process of work in lUpital, 16, pp. 139 if. 
64 Hegel. XV, '689.· 
65 Kapital, 1lL 16; cf.,the second pan of the C017ImU!'ist Manifesto, and also 

DCT B:irgerkrieg .in f.rQ1l!.~cicb (8erf.io. 1931), p. 69. where the Paris Com
mune is ~d to .baV!! sought!-o make individual property a "truth" by means 
of expropriation, by uansforming the means of production, the soil. and 
capital into mere tools of free and assoc:iat~ labor. 

66 Ibid .. pp. I II if.; d. M. Hess, Srr..ialirtircbe Aui.riit:e, pp. ISO if., 100 if. , 
6; q .• lll pp. 111 f .. in opposition to Proudhon's idea of an abolition of uneqll!il 

ownership ''v.ithin the estrangement of the national ecoDomr," so that the 
reappropriation of the objective worM ·~ .. ould come abOut under the form of 
ownership, '\\ithout lIly transfonnarion of the manner of appropriation itself. 

68 Ibid .. p. 11+ . 
69 Ibi.:l., p. 119; on the deliberate renunciation~of any possible solution to the 

problem as stated by MGl'K, d. G .. Simm!:1, "Der Begriff und die TragOdie der 
Kulrur." in Pbiloropbiube Kultur (Potsdam, 1913), pp. 136 if; also M. 'Weber, 
"Ocr Sozfalismus," in Ges. Aufsiit=e mr So=iologie rmd Soozialpol. (Tiibingen. 
19: .. ). pp. 491 if.; also Ges. politiscbe Sd:riftcn (1\1unich, 1911), pp, 139 if. See 
also the author's "1\1. W~ber und K. Maa," ATcbkt fUr. Sozialws. rnul 
So=i.z1pol. (19P), Nos. 1 and z. 

70 Lolm. Preis; rnuI Profit, ed. H. Oimck.-:r (Berlin, 1930)' 
71 0:. F. Engels. Anri-Diibrir;g, II. 6, on "simple and compound "'ork," and m, 

3, on the di,ision of labor. 
7). M._ Scheler, Scr.ri/,en zur So=ioltWe rmd tv eltll7ZScbauungslebre, h9zJ-~); 

Vrrmcht UI riner Soziologie des Winms (1914); Die Wissensformen rnul die 
Gesellsrbllft Cr9z6); K Mannheim.· ",\'issenssoziologie." in H tmd-;;;orterbucb 
drr So::io~ogie, edt A. Vierkandt; K. Dunkmann, So:iolog;e der Arbeit (1933)· 

73 In Heidegger's S,;;, rmd Zeit, .. ~ .. is a kind of equivalent for the concept of 
work.. It has the twofold meaning of "being ~ous·· and "taking care of one's 
needs." This existrnrial-ontological "care, to in accordance with its theological 
origin in Augustine's CUTII, has no cream'e oTUtoDes. 

74 II, 136-
'IS Ibid .. P. 241; d. I. ISSif. 'on the "'cycle of alternation", between ,,'01'k and 

boredom. 
'76 Ibid., p. 143. 
17 a. Drei PfIfIIIIM /Uden, eeL A. Barthold (Halle), pp. 8 if., and AlUgrJJiblte 

'cbristlicbe Redm, ed. Reineke lGiesseu. 1909), pp. '9if. 
78 ~U.24Sf. 
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79 Ibid., PF .' 26-;
.) Ibid., p. :. ,d. E 
Ii; TJ.gc-b: .. l.fT, I 

.: F.. 0', 1\.. -:It., p. 97. 

82 Ttlgebiie/Jer. I. .i. Bueb des lUel:: ~. 8S. 
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8} For a 5Ocio1 _ a.:W\"sis of Kierkl 1"5 "inv:ardness," see Th. \\'iesfn· 
grund, Kier~ i,.urd (Tiibingen. 193;!' Pt'. '" if. 
See TQgc! .• rber, ed. Ulrich, pp. 23f. • 
FrolJlicbe Wiss., Aph. P9; d. Aph. 41, 280~ 1. 119 f .. 344 f. 
]enseif' -;"071 Gut :rr.:i Bose, 4Ph ~S. 

Frtd. W iss., .!.jJIl- 346. J49. 373· 
Morgenrote, Aph. 173; d. ZW Gef'wBogie der MOT.1/, m. Aph. 18. 
See Tolstoy', replr to lor.. U! the Tolstoy I~ue of Neue BiicbeTsbllU (Sept .. 
. 1928); also Was slIlina dr dmn am, Olap. 38. 

C)O XVI,,197. 196· 

III The Problem of Education 

I lVerke, X\"1. Inti .• d. PbilDsopbiscbe Propiideutik, Sects. 41 ff.; Red.':!' 
-pbilosopl:ie, Sects. 18;, :68. On Hegel's concept of education, see G. Thaulow. 
Hegels Ansic1:ter. fib" die Er::iebung rnuJ Unrerricbt (Kiel, 1853 ff.); also 
K. Rosenknm, 1M P~dJJgogik Ills System <Konigsberg, ~148). 

2 XVI, 153 f.; for the I!?plication of this principle to philosophic instruction, see 
XVII, 342 f .. · m. 

3 Ibid., pp. 1}4-13C). . 

4 Ibid., p. 142; cf. Pbi/os. PropJdnltik, Sect. 42. 
5 Ibid., p. l43· 
6 Ibid., pp. 143 f .. d. the preface to the 2ud edition of the Logik. 
7 Cf. Hegel's essay "Wer denl.."1: abstra1."1:," XVII, 400 ff. 
S Hegel, 01'. cit., XVI, 170-
9 Ibid., pp, ISd. 

10 Ibid., pp. 171 E. 
J 1 Ibid., pp. 1'-4 t 
u Ibid., p. 188. 
13 Ibid., pp. 188 f. 
14 On the refomi2tioo of art according to the political principle of public com

munity, see R. Wagner'S Die Krmst rmd die R'e'l!o/ution (1849), 
IS Echtenneyer an~ lluge.:"Der·Protestantism~ und die Romantik, ZUI" Ver

stindigung fiber die Zeit und ihre Gegensitze," HAUescbe ]lIhFbucber, II 
(1839),. 1953 ff.; oa criticism of Goethe, d. pp. 65 ff., 153tI .. 2313 fl. 

16 Deutsche ]abrbfldJn, V (J8.n>: ''Eine Selbstkritik des Liberalismus." 
17 Phiinomtn%gie, eel. Lasson, pp. 316 ff. 
18 Hllllescbe ]abrltWher, I. '193 ff.; V. 61 fl. 
19 "Das unw-ahrt Priazip UllSClU Erziehuitg oder der HWIIIDismus and Realis-

mus,;' Kleinne Scbrifrm, PP- 237 ff. 
20 Stirner, op. cit., P- 2.fC). 
II IbiJ .. p: 'H; d. p. J69. 
II B. Bauer, YoJi:tiIIIUp- Gne,,"bte Iln- P.,-Mltiimpf •• 
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23 On the Zeitscbrift fUr Wissmschaft und Leben, founded at this time, see 
Vollstiindige Geschichte der Partcikiimpfc, Ill, III if. 

24 Ibid., m, 13 ff., 88, 12'. 
25 Ibid., m, 173. • 
16 Ibid., m, u8. 
27 Ibid., m, 119. 
28 Ibid., m, 83. 
29 Ibid., m, 1}2 f. 
30 Ibid., m, 87. 
31 Ibid., D, 78 f. 
32' Ibid., m, 182 f. 
33 Briefe 1m q. und J. Kinkel (Basel, 1911), pp. Sd. 
34 ~tter to Schauenburg of February 28, 1846; d. Briefe /I1l Kinkel, pp. 137 f. 
35 See the author's book onJ~urckhardt, pp. 133 ff .• 
36 Ges. t1usg., V. 12S; 

37 The'first publication was after Flaubert's death in 1881. Oeu'llTes c011lpl. (Paris, 
1923). 

38 See the letter to L. Colet of December 1852 in Correspondence, n. 185. FrQm 
the same period hSsl), d. Baudelaire's Fus~es and his plan of composing a 
poetic "End of the World." 

39 Guy de Maupassant, "G. Flaubert," contWied in In Memorillm GF. (Leipzig, 
19(3). 

40 See Burckhardt, VI~ 476, 478 f. 
41 It is significant for the origin of the system of education of National Socialism 

thatl;L St.._Qwnber~'s Gnmdlagen des 19. Jahrhunderts was reprinted in a 
popular edition by A. Rosep.~rg, For a description of Chamberlain, see F; 
Overoeck, Chrirtentum find KultuT (Basel, 1919), p. 11)8: he was a "rare 
specimen of the species of narrow-minded intellectual." 

42 Morgenroti, Aph. 190. 
4} JmseitS'llon Gtlt rmd Bose, Aph. 241; cf. XIII, 347ff. From the same period 

COnles a remark by K. Rosenkranz, to the effect that there is a general -mis
coneeption 'that philosophy is an important elemedt in the popUlar educatic;m 
of the Germans, a national ~dy of general interest. In reality the epoch of 
Gt.tman philosophy was of very short duration: down to the time of Leibniz 
and Wolff, we could surely not be considered a philosophi.c people, ""out only 
warlike, diligent, and religious" {Neue Studien, 11, ;67 fl.). 

44 VIII, 101}; d. IV, 16) f.; VII, 20; f.; XVI, 297 f. 
45 See H. Fischer, Nietzsche Aporttml, pp. 18 if.; also A. Baumler, Nietzsche, an 

Philosoph rmd Politikn, pp. IJ4 ff• 
!f6 xv, 117; cr. I, 491 f. 
47 X. 288ff. 
48 In its baSic tendencies, Nietzsche's criticism of education gl'es back to Herder 

and Fichte. See Herder's Brlefe %ZIT BefiiTdervng ier HrmliJ/liriit, 8. Sammhmg, 
7· F.rtlgment (1796), on "Schrift, und Buchdriickerei"; Fith'e, Die Gnmdziige 
ties gegemvinigen Zeiialrm (11104-0,), 6. rmd 7. Yof!nmg. Cf. Goethe, 
Gespricbe. m. 57 (l8z4') , his letter to ZeIter of June 6, 1815 aqd his convem.
tion with Eckermann of March 12, 1818. 

49 A criticism, both radi<:al and concrete, of educational InstitutiOns (which 
NJetzscbe IIleDtious only.in his tide) is contained in two articles (1878 and 
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18lh) ~ ,P. de Lagarde on the Education Law, contained in Deutsche 
Scbriftl"'l (Gottingen. 1892), pp. 168ft'., 264 if. 

50 IX. 301 f. 
51 On the original meaning of "Bildung," see P. de Lagarde, op. pt., p. 171. 

IV The Problem of Man 

I Ene., Sect. 3114. 
2 Ene., Sect: 377. 
3 12, p. 15; cf. pp. 31,~, m XVI, 46, 205· 
4 XI,3· 
S See also Theolog. Jugendscbr., p. 57. 
6 Enc., Sect. 377, Zus. 
7 .Ene., Sect. 163, Zus.; cf. Sect. 482. 
8 V1ll, Sect. 190. 
9 VIII, Sect. 109, 270, note. 

10 In his Religionspbilasapbie (XlI, 117), Hegel calls Christ'the Son of Man the 
"second Adam"; by the "first man" he means "man as man," or "according to 
his proper notion," in contrast to one man who happens to be first among 
many others. 

II See N. Berdayev, Das Schicksal des Menschen in unserer Zeit (Luzem, 1935). 
11 Foreword to the Grrmdsiitze der Pbi/ofapbie der Zukunft. 
13 ll,413' 
14 U, 167· 
15 n, 166. 
16 Grundsatz 54 and 63· 
17 Unser System, oaeT die Welt'Uh;heit qnd 'Weltbe'J)egung unseTer Zeit (1850)' 
18 Aur friiherer Zeit, IV, 359 ff also U7$er System, nI, I if. 
19 Unser System, m, 85 f. 
20 ~nl, 151 f.; V, 53S~" 
11 16, p. II. 

12 Cf. Ruge's letter to l\larx (11, p. :558), where Ruge quotes Holderlin's 
"Hyperion" as the ''motto of his state, of mind": ''You sec :.:raftsmen, but not 
human beings; tbnkers, but not human beings; masters and sen'an-s. but not 
human beings"; ~nd also Marx's concurring reply. 

23 On the c~)Dcept of a· "generic being," see particular m, 11, 116 f .. 307 f.; Zur 
Kritik der polito Okonomie, p • .xiv; la. These Ubcr Feuerbacb. 

Z4 11, p. 599; ·d. pp. 591, 595; Ill, Ill. 

15 II, pp. 619 if.; Ill, 206 f. 
26 See G. Lukacs, Gescbicbte und Klassenbewusstsein (Berlin, 1923>, pp. 188 if. 
27 V,57£' 
a8 For Marx, the "realn. "f freedom" begins on the far side of material produc

tion. the principle of which remains need and necessity, even unde~ socialism. 
(Kapital, Ill::, pp. 315 f.) 

29 Der Einzige rmd rein ·Eignuum. pp. I¢ ff .. U7 if .. 420, 423, .pS; also K: -mere 
Scbriften, pp. 366 if. 

30 Der.Eiftzige rmd sein Eigentrml, p. 193· 
)1 VI;%04; d. p. w8. 
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31 Kritik d" Gegen-:.r.·art, pp. 54 56 f. 
33 n.1%4· 
34 n. :85 ff.; m. 199 f.; Tageburi:e" 1. H .... 
35 n.220. 

36 lIt :88 f. 
3; Vll. 51. 
38 J'07ll Lebm ulId Walten der Uel-e (jen •. 19:4). pp. 19ff., 48tf. 
39 Xl\".66. 
40 \1. 14 f. (Preface to Z3rarJ~us:r"l. 
41 1. 4:, f. 
4% Set· Goethe. Gorr.irT: .. I. 4~'" ~,..~. 
43 R. ~Iusil, Dcr Mall1l oJ:1/(' Eige7;."J.'.lfra: ,Berlin. 1930). 

I.tas 

44 Maximcn WId Rtfle:rio71C71. ~OS. 8:'5 i.; d .. Jooios. 216-219. See also Hegel's 
"Grundbegriff "on der Anerkennu!U!.- /enenseT Realpbilosopbie, 1. 226 fl.; 
20<) If.; r/;il11om.·7io/O~'" ed. Lasson. - r? 43! fi. .• on the still uneqUJ.l ~lf
recognition-in-the-othcr. in the relation.shill bern'cen master.,and serrant, see 
pp.I:8f. 

45 Maxime71l171.i Rc(le:rionen. ~o. 2;2; cr. Vol XXV. p. 169. 
46 Letter to Zelter of December 25, 1829. 
47 \\'eimar edition. Section 1. ,.11:. P.'lS:· 
48 Cf. Nietzsche, 111. 6: If. . 
49 Muimen rmd Refiexionm, 'Xos. 773 ff. 
So Gesf"ikiJe, IV, 410; t:f. letter to Carlyle of July 20. 1827; Muimen und Re

fie:rionen, No. 214; on interpretation.of Goethe's humanism. see Hegel, XI:. 
p. 235; G. Simmel. Goetbe (5th edition; 1923). p. 16). 

V The Problem of Christianity 

I Yide supra, Pan I. Chap. III, Sect. 4. d. J. Wahl, &wUs KinlteglUlTtien72es, 
pp. lSI ff. 

2 Tbeolog./ugendscbr., pp~ 378 If. E"en SpinOla hid set up an antithesis between 
th~ "fleshly" attitude of fear and the "spiritual" attitude of love, the irrecon
cilability of the fear of God and the Ion of God. See also Leo Strauss, Die 
1ieliJ:irmslmrik $piURuv ;(Berlin. 1930). p?.J.99 4.-

) Theolog. Jugendscbr., pp. )83 f.; cf. No~' fragment: "The logician takes the 
predicate as his point' of departure, the mathematician the subject, the philoso
pher the copula." 

.. 12. p. ). 
S Dje Yermmft in aer Gescbicbte, e-J. l..aDoo. pp. t8 f. 
6 XI. s. 
7 Dw V nmmft in der Gescbicbte. ed. Lm:oa. pp. 20 f. 
8 Xl. 80. 
9 12. p. 153; cf·. Xll. 23S; Pb.inommologie, ed.l..a!son. p. 48); 

10 Sec Michelet, Gescbi~bu der Kt:lm SySl~e. aer Pbilosopbie, 11. 638 ff. 
11 H,·gel.u aeutscber Nllii01Ulfpbilosopb. P. nl. 

u On what follows, see Th. Ziegler. D. F. Srr(IU.Ss, .IIII (Strassburg. If1011); E. 
Zeller. Vb" tIM Wesen a" Re1i~o" (a8.t~). 

I) Sec StTe;ucbri!un ....,. YeneUtlgtmg meiIItr Scbrift fibn aIlS Leben lelll, m.· 
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(Tiibingen, 1938), S7 If .. 76 If. For his dissolution of the "empirical aertairay" 
of "theological phenomenology," S~uss appeals to the following ~ 
from Hegel's works: XII. 14~2S0. ~n-156; zoo f.; 163-:66; XI. 8:; >."V, Z{9 f. 
Th. Ziegler remarks appositel) that Hegel's Tbeolog. Jugt1l.:1scbr. are no" 
an even better basis for Strauss's radical atension of Hegers views on the 
historical reality of the Gospels (Th. Ziegler, Strauss, p. 149). " 

'4 See E. Volhard, Z"Jliscbtn Hegel UM Nin-Jcbe. Dn Anberiker F. TI:. 
Yiscber (Frankfurt a. M., 1932). 

IS See Feuerbach, \"lJ~. pp. 189 if.; I, I If.; Kierkegaard, IX. 81 If .. Pllp. VIlli, 
pp. po f. Cf. the discussion of the concept of "miracle" Oil the part of 1\. 
Daub, an Hegelian, whose lectures Feuerbach heard and 'whose work Die 
Fonn der cbriSlli:bt1l Dogmen- und Kircbt1lbistorie (1836-37) Kierkegaard 
h3d srudied (E. Hirsch, KinkegaiITd-Studitr.. II, 9i). On the problem of 
criticism of miracles, see Leo Strauss, Die RtIigior.skri:ik Spmo::.n, pp. 104 if. 

16 Cf. S. Freud's Unbebagt1l in der Kultur (1930) and Dit ·Zukunft einer 
Illusion (.917): man has become a kind of "prosthetic god:' 

17 Cf. Strauss, Ges. Scbriftefl, ed. E. Zeller, V (1878), 181 f. Not only the Young 
Hegelians, but also J. E. Erdmann, R. Haym, K. Fischer, and F. Th. Fischer 
are under the influence of Feuerbach. 

18 vn", p. 19: I, :,.&, referring to Bauer. 
19 Ibid., p. 47· 
ao I, 149. . 
u Feuerbach, VII4, p. So; Hegel. XIII, 88 f. Cf. Bauer's Poszzme. Clap. XI, and 

J. Schaller, op. c;t., p. 16S. 
21 GruMsiitu dn Pbilosopbie dn Zukunf'. p. 1. 
23 VIIf, p. 31. 
24 Br., I, 408. 
2S VII4, p. 32. 
16 "Furthermore, the conflict wiri die objections made bv the natural scien~ 

and the ensuing struggle has ..n analogy to that ·"ith the (Hegelian) system. 
In themselves, the objectior are not particularly significant; but a powerful 
opinion, a 'secular educati~n will be an embarrassment to·the theologians. 
They will have to give an appearance of being themselves a bit scientific, etc.; 
they will be afraid of being behind the times, 115 was fonned)" trUe in respect 
to the system. , .• TI,us the conftict between God and 'man' will probably 
conclude with 'man's' retreat behind the natural sciences. ••. Starting with 
the natural sciences. there will be an exte!isiOD of that wretched distinction 
between the simple with their simple beliefs, and the schoWs and semi
scholars, :who .have looked thrOugh the microsccpe. It ~ DO longer possible. 
IS in days gone by, to discuss at will the simple 'Suprane Being' with all 
men. regardless of whether they are black or ~ whether they have large 
or small heads. It will be nece5Sar)' to see first whether they have enough 
brains to belie\'e ill God. 1;" Christ had known about tm microscope, he would 
ha\'e subjected til<" Apostles to an examination" (Kitrkegurd, Bucb des 
Ricbfns, pp. 1131"',. 

27 I, lB· 
28 0. J. Ebbinghauc;, "'L, Feuerbach,1' Dnllscbe Yimtl;mrucbr. ffir Li'~atuT

':'::;Sl. rmd GeisJesge:cb., Vol. VIII, No. I,.pp. 28} fl. 
29 VU4, p. &4. 
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30 Br., I. 408. 
31 VII·. p. 60. 
31 I, 341 ff.; also Srirner's reply. in Kleinere Scbrift~J, pp. 343 If.; cf. Bamikofs 

edition of Bauer's Entdecktes Christennnn, p. 740 note. 
33 V1I4. pp. 73 f. On the question of the connection between criticism of religion 

in general and the diffeJ;ence between Judaism and Christianity, see Leo 
Strauss. 01'. cit., p. 199. 

34 Cf. Das lJ' esm der Religion, lectUre 10; also Br., II, 136 ff., on Zinzendorf. 
35 In Luther's sermon on Isa. 9:5. we read, "Make the two letters 'u s' as large as 

hea\'en and earth." \ 
36 See K. Banh's criticism of Feuerbach in Z'tDiscben den Zeiten (1917), Vol. I; 

also the aurhor's aniclc in Theol. Rundscball, NO.5 (1930). pp. 341 ff. 
37 IX, 437; XV. 153 ff. In a Catholic polemic by G. Miiglich againsr "Die Hegel

weisheit und ihre Friichte oder A. Ruge mit seinen Genossen" (Regensburg, 
18.t9), we read: In Luther, God'achie\'ed consciousness, in Hegel self-con
sciousncss-prior to 1517 no one had any idea of the "spirit"-only in the age 
of Protestantism has God appeared as the spirit of the age, to be present ever; t 
since Hegel. 

38 AUI friiherer Zeit, IV, IZI If. For proof of this contradiction. Ruge refers to 
Hegel. XV, IJ 4-1J 7. 

39 Die Akadnnie, pp. I ff .. reprinted in the second volume of Unler System. 
40 Umer System, n, 13. 
41 Neue Studien, I (Leipzig, 187S), 317 ff. In his study of the "religious world

process" of the present, Rosenkranz explains the universal significance of 
Christianity for the modem world as the product of the education which it 
has acquired through science. The Christianiry of today i~ the religion of 
self-conscious reason and humanism. There can be no doubt thar in our epoch 
of technological civiliZ!ltion the religious process is e\'erywhere also at work. 
changing the world in its very depths. 

41 For a description of Bauer's personality. see K. Rosenkranz, Aur emml 
Tagebllcb (Leipzig, 1854), p. 1J3; J. H. Mackacy, M. Stirner (md edition; 
Treptow bei Berlin, 19Jo). p. 211, Th. Font2Jle, Britfe, 2. S.mnnillng, n (Berlin. 
1909), 391; P. Gast, Briefe .m NietZScbe, n (Munich, 1914), .61; E. Bunikol, 
Bauerl Entdecktel Cbristentum, pp. 67 f. . 

43 Gelchichte der Leben-Jesu-Forschung (Tiib~ngen, 1911), p. 161; cf. W. Nigg, 
'Oe1Chiehfe del religiiilen l.rberalismus (Zfu1ch, 1937), pp. 166 ff. 

44 The 2nd edition was prepared by Bauer; cf. POli1U7le, p. 149. 
45 . In· Entdeclttes Christentrml, p. 156, Bauer defended just this thesis of "self

consciousness" which realises itself in history as the "only creative pewer in 
the universe," in opposition to Ouistianity. In Die Heilige Familie,. Marx's 
criticism is directed against Bauer's Hegelian principle of "self-consciousness." 

4li cr. the discussion of Bauer's POI/lime in HIIlZelChe }abrbUcber (IS.I), Pan II.; 
p·594· 

47 Dk POlllUne, p. 148. 
48 Hegels Lebre "on der Religionlmd Kunst, p. 100. 

49 Ibid., p. 163. 
SO Ibid., p .• 80. 
51 Ibid., p. 106. 
51 Even before his cooversion to the left wing of Hegelianism, Bauer had ahudy 
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discarded Stralm'S mythological view in principle, although for different 
reasons. 

53 Hegels Lebre von der Religiei1Z und Kunst, pp. 11)0, 204. 

54 Ibid., p. 59· 
H Ruge, Br., I. 243; d. p. 239· 
56 Feuerbach, Br., 1,330,364; d. p. 337. 
57 Ruge, Br., I, 247; d. pp. 255, 281, 21)0 f. 
58 A71ekdota, n (Ziirich and 'Vinrerthur, l8.n), 8. 
59 Ruge, Z'U,'ei lahre i7l Paris. Studien rmd Erimzeru71gen (Leipzig. II!.¢), pp. S9if. 
60 Bamikol. DaJ entd.:cktc CI.'Tiste71tlml ;711 Vomz.irz. In what follows, grateful 

use is made of Bamikol's "ell-documented material. For an explanation of the 
title of Bauer's 'Work, see Bamikol's intrllduction, Sects. 78ft. Qn Bauer's.rela
tionship to Edelmann. referred to in the $tIbtitle, d. his Geschicbte dn Politik, 
Kultur und Aufkliinl7lg. I, 204-236. 

61 • Hegels Lebre 'i:or. dCT Rdigio7l und Kunst, p_:uS~-. 
62 E. Bamikol, op. cit., p. 164. ..' . 
63 Cf. the alternatives presented by Existentialism: Heidegger's "Selbstsein" and 

"Manscin" (personal being and impersonal being), }aspers' "Selbstsein" and 
"M.assendascin" (personal being and existence as part of a mass), 

~ m, 151 f .. %5i f.; d. Y, 75 ft .. 
65 V, 531 if. 
66 III, p. 60,. 
67 Kapital 16, p. 336, note; d. K. Korsch, Mar:asmus rmd PbiJosopbie (Leipzig. 

1930), p. 98. • 
68 V, H4 (4- These uber Feuerbacb). 
69 VI, p. 607; d. Bauer's Entdccktes C.z..ristrntum, Sect. 13. 
70 VI, pp. 607 f.; d. Feuerbach. lIP pp. ,64 a:. 
71 Cf. m, (lS; d. Lenin, Vber .• eligio71 (Vienna. 19%6), p. %4; as lID extended 

example of Marxist critici ... of religion. see Lenin and Plechano\', Tolstoi im 
Spiegel.des MaTxif71!llS (V·"nna, 1928). 

71 Marx. letter· to Knge4manr. of July 27. 1871. 
73 Kleinere Scbriften, pp. 16, 23· 

74 Ibid., p. 19·. . 
•. ~s-.JJer.Eill;i~e. ~l.t:-'irL Eig~tu1!!, pp.lJ7 ff.\ Kleinere Scbriften, .pp. 343 if. 

76 Der Ei7lzige und sl'm Eigmtum, pp. So f.; d. Bauer's 'criocism of the "nligion 
of humanity" in' l' olJst1i7l:lige Gescbicbte der Partejklimpfe, n. 170 if. 

77 Der Ein:ige rmd sm Eigenttl;71l, p. 43. 

78 I. 342 ff. 
79 Kleinere Scbriften, Pl" 343 if.; see also the author's. DIIS Individuum in der 

Rolle des Mit11Zenrcber.. Sect. 45. 
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IJ7 Ibid., p. 6;. 
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unh·elSal. 69. 9S-96. 104. US-lB. 139. 
145. 181 

estate. fourth. see class, proletarian 
rhird. se,' class. bourgeois 

eternity. see-time. philosophy of 
ethics. Si. 111-13.3 11.334 
Eucharist, Hegel's ,·iew of. 319 
Euripide~. :4 
Europe, eighteenth-cenrury, 138-39; see 

IIlso re,·olution, French 
nineteenth-cenrury. 26-18, 41. 111-11, 

1.13-140 134. 177. 1119-90. 203-S. us-
16. ::0, 150. 160. 262. 401. 410; see 
Illse Fr.rnce. nineteenth-century; 
Germanv. nineteenth-cenrury 

e,"olution, 61. 63. 118-19 • 
Ewige Tude. Dei (Goethe), 21. Z4 
existencll. eternal, 16. 107 

historical (real). 88-89. 9S-¢. 100f. 
uS-18. 137-40. 145, 14B-sz, 181. 

e~en~.46.so.SS, 141, 148-SI. IJ~ 
299.361-63.365,444 

faith, 19-20. So; see tUro knowledge. 
faith and; reason, faith and 

FallerslFben, Hoffmann von, 195 
Fascism, u8 
fate, 33. 1940 196. 199. 226 
FIIUSt (Goethe), 3. IS. 18, 32• 177. ZOI. 

2U 
Feuerbach, Ludwig Andreas, 10. 25,45, 

49. 50, SSt 60. 62, 67, 68, 69.71-8s, 
83. 85. 86. 91. 9.2. 96, 100. 101, 10), 

.109, JlO. Jl6. ·u8, n6, '139-40. Iso. 
163, 166, 176. 181, 183. r8.t, 186. la" 
2740 28z. 309. 310-n , 313. 31+ 1 17. 
J18. 3340 XS-.... 343. 349, 350, 35 1-

S4- 355. ::' • 366-67, 37 1, 38;. 408. 
410.43S . 

Ficbte. Johanr. ';Ortlieb, 3. 6. 43, 540 62,. 
87. 1240 80·1 260, 311, 330• JiI, ... )8 

rJSCher. Karl. It-I ' 
FDcher. Kuno, 540 60, 61, 6a-&.1, ~, 

120. In 
Flaubert, GUSta. e, 2S9t 301-308 
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France. nineteenth-century. 43. 44t 9). 
101. z)I. %54-55 

Franklin, Benjamin. :6-+ 
freedom, 18. 19"""%0. 83. 88, 99, I I:. 1:-5. 

179. 198, %06. %10, H40 :Ii. %18, ="r:>. 
:r43. %45, 25%. %54. z55. ZiZ, :83. :9:-. 
298.3 17.350 

absolute. 340 85. 87, 308• 333 
concept-of. 8. 10.141 
Marxian. 147 
of ind,h'idual, 6~. 8.s. go, 91 

of spirit. "3 1-340 35. 3i' 
relatin-.89 

Freiscbiit:,. Der ("·eher). 183 
Friedrich Barbarossa. 168 

Gam. Eduard. S. 43. 53. 138• 144 
Gast. P., 186. 191 
Geburt der Tragiidie, Die (XienscheJ. 

18z, 184. 185 
Gedtmken fiber Tod rmd U7Jsterblich. 

ken (Feuerbach). 69 
"Geheimnisse, Die" "(Goethe), IS. li-i8 
Gtist des Christentrrms UTld sem 

Scbicksal, Der (Hegel):,28 
Geist der Zeit (Arndt). 204 : 
Genealogie der Moral (Niensehe). 341} 
Gentz, Friedrich ,"on. %54 
George, Stefan. 205 
German)" nineteenth-centuIY, .3-45· ~,~, 

91, 98-103. 107, 119"""%0. 1%6. 164h 
166-68. 178, 179-Bo. l86r"~91. 19~, 
n:r, u8. 147-48," z6S: 288:':9i' 299. 
301 , 303-5, 3140 327-28• 35Z. 355, 
376-77,381,399 

Young. 64. 175, 18<J, 103, 23 1 
see tUSO Prussia; spirit. national 

Gescbicbte der FlITbenJebre (Goethe), 
12 

Gescbicbte. der Philosopbie (Hegel), 
lee Vorlesrmgen mT Gescbicbte 
der Pbilosophie 

Gescbicbte deT JJnleren PbiloSDphit 
(Fischer). 62 

Gelcbicbte der Religicm rmd Pbiloso-
"bie in Deuucbltmd (Heine), 43 .... 5 

Gibbon. Edward, 31 

Gide. Andre. 191 
GlItuben lind Wissm (H~e1). 330 , 333 
G1lCJSticism, 378 
God. 47 • .s. 56. 78, 81, ]10, 318, ]19. 

3zo, 33 1-13. 340 • HI, 344. 356. 361-
64- 373, 404- 440 

as absolutc ~r=rit. 117. 161. 30;. 31i; 
see also absolute 

as Father, 36 
as first principle. 8 
as object. IiI 
as process. ';i 
as rational principle. 137, 139"""40 
as self, 145. 3440 345. 346 
Biblical. 347 
Christian. 34 
death of. 188. 193. 1940 312, 333, 355-

56. 370 
essence of, i 
Kingdom of. 47-48, lil, zoo 
personality of. 53 
proofs of, 13. 115. 148 
relationship to world, 45, So 
transcendence of, 47 
see also man. relationship to God 

Goethe. %5. 26-27. :8-29. 37. 59. 83. 173. 
176-80. 181. 197-SOO, 201, 208, 116. 
257, 195. 31 3-140 399. 401, 402, 415. 
4:7.428-31 

anticlericalism of. 21-22 

color theory of,- 4-5. II, 11, 13. u8-
29. 130 

historical philosophy of. SI9-31 

Kant and.7~ 
opinion of dialectics, II. U-14 
relationship with Hegel, H, 1}-140 8J 
see tUSO Christianity. of "Goethe; 

cross, Goethe's. interpreta~ion of; 
humanism, of Goethe; idea. Goe· 
thr's conception of; nature. ~
the's conception of; Nietzsehe, 
evaluation of Goethe.bY> P~otes-" 
tlmtism, of Goeth~; ~ity, ~
the's conception of 

Gospels, S3. lOS. 19i""98. 329, 3340 336• 
340 , 343. '347. 348• 374-7$.376, 38.J 

Gott rmJ WeIr (Goethe), 211 

Grimm, Jacob. 8S 
Grimm, Wilhelm, 8S 
Gnmdlinien der PbJ10sDpbie des 
. Rechts (Hegel). 4%, i3. 4S, 46• 8<J, 

86, 137. iofO, 140, Z4i, 26S, 269"""70, 
313,343.401.410 

Grundriss tier Gescbicbte der Pbi/OID-
"bit (Erdmann). 61 

Gnmtlriss der Gelcbicbte tier Phi[Pfp
tiJie <Uebil:rweg), no 
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Grundriitze der Philosophie der ZIl
Inmft (Feuerbach). 45. 75-'17 

Grnndtvig. Nicolai, 410 
Gntzkow. Karl. 64 

HaJlerche ]ahrbiic/,er, 63. 8S, 120, 181 
Haranann. Eduard von, 63. 119 
Haym. Rudolf. 54- sg-6o. 63. 64- 65. 

Ill. 114- 117 
Hegel. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich. 18-

19. 540 57. 59. 65-7 1 passim. 72,73. 
740 76-81 p.JSSi11l, 92, 93. 1:0. 124. 

l1i. 13 1-35. 148• liS, 176. 180-81. 
14 186. 187. 188. 108. 2%3. 117. 139. 
IiI. 17 2• li3. 30 3. 341• 35 1• 371 • 379. 
388• 399. 401. 404. 405. 4 10• 418, 410. 
4340 439 

absolute system of. 39--40 • 45. 57. 59-
60. 63. 640 68-69. 740 85. 90. 95. 100-
I. III. "5. Ill-H. 119. 15<r52. 162. 
295. 319. 441; see also philosophy. 
Hegelian 

aesthetic theory of. 36-3i, 38, 39. 87. 
118-19.346 

death of. 40 18. 135 
definition of man of. 307-10, 311. 

312.3 13-14.3 19 
definition of thought by. 38• 39. 41; 

see also idea, Hegel's notion of; 
notion, Hegelian 

doctrine of essence of. see Hegel. 
ontology of 

historical· philosophy of. 31-36. 60-
61. 6:-<15. 8~. 14~5. 103. 109. III, 

113. 1140 121-34 pa"im, '45. 161, 
180. 203-4- 211-13. sI4-1S, 125. 116. 
141.180.406.416 

eschatology of~ 31. 39-4S, 106. 126, 
n8-~, 1;0-"3'. f44~S:1~9 

Jena lectures of, see ]enenser Ab
bandlungcn 

mediation theon' of. 6. 11-13. 16, 15. 
19. 45. 56. 61: fJ5. 97. u6. 135. 139. 
146• 149. lSI. 158, 161, 162-73. 141. 
166. 269. 170, 183. 347, 401. 433; see 
Q/SQ dialecQ.c; dialectics 

metaphysics of, 59.60. 63, 70. 78-80. 
102. 113. 1140 lOS. see alro cate
gories, Hegelian 

moral system of, 66. 1440 HI 
notion of reality of. see reality. 

Hegel's notion of 
ontology of. 6, 9-10. 12. H-36. 48, 

SSt 56. 495, 115-17, 118, 113, 137. 

ladex 

139-40. 148-49. 161, 309-10; see Q/so 
absolute. Hegelian 

philosophy of riFht of. 70 • 71• 309, 
311, 3;1. 315, HI; see also Hegel. 
political philosophy of 

philosophy Of time of. s08-tO 
philosophy of -work of, s6S-7o, 

173. 271-82. 433 
political humanism of. 290-J294. 295 
political philosophy of, 4<r41, 4S-51 , 

540 85. 86-90. 91~1. 95-¢, 97-100• 

133-340 137, 139, '45-47. 163-68, 
2IS-16. J240-45, 147 

pupils of, 45. SO-Sl, 54- 61, 65-<)6, til, 
91. "3. 11<r11, 168. 176• 179. 209. 
1/0. 117. 2440 344"""45. 355, 446; see 
-aJs:o-H~eIians. Old . 

rationalism of. 37"'38• 39 
relationship to Goethe of, 4-7, 9-14-

81 
nligious philosophy of. 31-38. 45-

51, 53.71. 77-78• 104- 1I7, 111. 133-
340 137. 158-60. 168-71 , 176• 188. :u6. 
308, 318-n. 334-39 passim, 341 , 344-
47, 349. 356, 351)-00. 361 • 361..()3. 
3i l , 377, 378• 379. 385. 40 1• 4°5. 
444; see also Christianity, pf Hegel; 
cross. Hegel's mteryi'etaoon - 'of; 
falth. Hegef's conception of; Prot
estantism. of Hegel 

lentalization of philosophy of, _ see 
Neo-Hegelians 

school of. 4. 106; see Q/so Hegel. 
pupils of 

S\'5tCtn of wants of. 69. 152-53 
theory of philosophy of, 38-45. 94-

95. 119-}0 
~ of philosophy ~f. 121, 114-

%6; -spe aha Neo-Hegetians 
see mro education, Hegel's theory 
of; kno~-ledge. Hegel's theory of; 
Niettsche. evaluation of Hegel by 

Hegelians, 'Old. 50. 53'-fiS, 66. 86, 100. 

lOt 

Hegelians. Young. SO-5 1• 53, 540 SS, 56. 
61, 6S-uo, 1140 119. 13 1, 163, 175. 
li6. 183, 188. 203. IDS, 2(06. 209-10, 
217. l440 ll94-301• 318• J;J3. ·344 

Hrgels Lebre '!Ion ifer Religion rmd 
KtmS1 (Bauer, RUge), 344> 34S 

Heidegger. Karl \\'ilhelm, 4 75. 118. 
so,-S, 109-10• J63, 4140 436 

beilige, familie,' Die (Marx, Engels), 
s6, HS, 350 
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Henning. Ludwig \"On. 40 144 
Herbart, Johann Friedrich, 58 
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130 ,201-4> 325,438 
Herwegh, Georg, 295 
l1erzen: Alexander, 143, 181 
Hess. l\1oses. 187 
Hinrichs. Hennann, 4. S4 
history, 140 60,213,411 

as ab50\utC. 124 
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consciousness of. 83-84 
economic determinism of. 92 
evolutiunary \'iew of. 61, 86, 88 
imagination and, 334 
Marxist: 97-99, 101-3. lOS. 1790 181 
modem, 134-35 
of indivi"dual, 21Z, 113-15, u8, 121-11, 

214-%5. %,0 

of philosophy, 39-40, ~,61-64, 68-70. 
75, 83, 103. 116. no, 122, 1Z7. 119. 
181, 272-73, 206 

of religion .. 377 
process of, 70. 87-90. 105-10• 112, 1140 

122,. % 16, u8, 36: 
pr<.'f!'RSS in. 218-19 
world, 31-36, 41 , 59, 62. 85. 103, 111-

13, In, 209.213-31.384 
see also Christianity, lJistory an'~. 

Christianity, history of; conscil'-ls
ness, historical; epistemology, ills
torieal; Hegel, historir;al philosophy 
of; G~the, historical philo!\o
phy of; law, of history: philoso
phy, history and; philosophy, of 
hist9ry,. relati\'~, historical; spirit, 
historical; spirit, history of 

History of Civilization in England 
(Buckle),91 " 

History, of Romtm lAw in the-MIddle 
Ages (Sa\igny>, 5 

HoUnch, Paul d'. 86 
Holderlin, Friedrlcp 161, 163, 14 171, 

439 
Holy Alliance, 44' 
Holy Spirit, 104. UIC, 155,317. 37J 
Homer, 11. 240 36-3' 
Horace, 102 

Hotho, Heinrich G:L'tav, 54,144 
humanism. 17-18, I~. 4-25, 237-38, :40, 

148. 2f1cr94, 19 .• 198. 309. 310-U , 

318, 335. 341, 3S5-S~ 381~4;9. 
W 

atheistic.. 86. 3"0 
of Fcuerbach, 80-8:&, 96. 335-4:&' 

35D-5 I. 3540 361 
of 'Goethe. '7-18. t9 
see also education, humanistic; He

gel, political humanism of 
Humboldt, \Vllhelm vail. Baron, 140 

2.8, 24%. ~ 
Hume, Tobias. ~ I 

idea. 25.49,7:. 119, ISo 
Goethe's conception of, 11, ~u 
Hegel's norian of, 9. 140 40. 56. 77. 

8:. J1i. l~i,..179 
subjectiYt. i. 8. 39; ree also subjec

. tivirv 
idealism.," S. 43-+40 60, 64. 7 1, 76, 79. 80, 

96, u6, 199, 420 
ideologies. \Iarxist theory of, 351 
fIlusionr du Progr~r, Let (Sorel), 157 
lmmermann. Karl, 16, S05~, 410, 418-

31 

immortality, 333 
Incarnation. 340 40. 47. 71, u8, 133. 188, 

, 308.310. 517, 334. n 6, 404 
incarnation, ot ilie idea. 71f 78-79 
indh'idualism. 10. :2, 33, 93. 94. 103-5, 

108. 110-140 118, uS, 1440 147. 149. 
15 1;;. 158. 160. 161, 162. 130, 14:, 
If6.=4;;1.155,28z-83.%97-99;3 16-
''X 3S"'r58, 3S9. 363. 411 

intelleCt, IT. 13. 105~ 
intelligentsia. no. :60-61.'263, 300. 318 
intuition, 8 
Irenaeus, St., 386 

Jacobi. Friedrich Heinrich. no, 330,404 
JabrbUcMr (ed. Ruge). see Deutsche 

Jabrbiicber fUr WisserucblJ[t und 
Kunst 

/abrbik-ber fiii' wJetucblJ[tlicbe Kri
tik, S 

J~ Karl. 191.363 
Jenenser Abbandlungm ,(Hegel), 65, 

:65-69. :71 

Jews. 1700 100. 351.413 
J~pbus, Flavius, 11 

J~daism, 11, 168. 171, 340. 3740 375. 376, 
411 

judgment.. 8. 9 
!ugenappciJi&bte Hegels. Die· (Da-

they).-m, liB ' 
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Kapital, Das C,\larx), 63. 91, 95, 1540 
156• :80. :61. 31;.35-40 416 

Keller. Gottfried. 185 
Kierkegaard. Sorell. :0. 15. 18-19. 45-50 

1JJSsim, 56. 58. 60. 68. 69. 71.75. 76. 
81. 109, 110-14, "5. 116, 118. 119. 
no, 135. 137. 138, 140-41, 144. 145. 
147-52, 158-62, I;:. Ii), 176. 104. 
1.06-7. 210. 14-40 249-51, 282-&;, 
29:'· 309. 310. po. 334. 3;8, 339. 351, 
359-65. 3il, 373. m, 379-80, 3&.J, 
387.388.4°:.4°+ 4 11 , 4 140 444 ". 

Kinkel. Gottfried. 301 
Kirejewski. J. ". ~ 141-42,416 
knowledge. 56, 298, 199. 331>-31 

absolute, 32 
Christian, 4crso 
cultural stages of, 31-31 
faith and. 47. H1-34 .. 3i8-79 
Hegel's definition of, 41, 43 
history of. 43 .. 
reflective. of self. 10; see also man, 

self<onsciousness of " 
Kritik der reinen Vern/mit ("<ant). 

7-8 
Kritik d" Uneilskraft (lunt), 7:-8 
Kroner, R., 1l&5-s9 
Kulturpbilosopbie (Kroner), ns 
Kunst und die Ret'olutirm, Die (Wag

ner), 18:-83 

labor,.see work 
labor mo\'ement, 2S2 
Lachmaun, Karl, 62, 85 
Lagarde. Paul Anton de. 373-71, 3,s, 

3~1-83, 445 
Lamarck, Jean de "Monet, Che\'alier 

de, 6: 
Lange, Friedrich Alben, 64-65, 67, IS., 
Lassa\le. Ferdinand, 43, 540 63,81, 144 
Lasson, A., 16, 65 
Lasson, G., 115-26.401 
ta'·ater. Johann Kaspar, 21 
law, natural, 88,131 

of histo.}" 60, 126-27 
unil'ersal, 58, 198 

Ltbtn Jem (Hegel), 328, 321}. 3J4 
Ltbtn /em (StrallA), 6ft 31S, 344- 349, 

381 

II:ler 

Leibniz, Gottfried "'i!helm ,'on, Baron, 
"5,130, ISo, lSI 

Leninism. ZSI •• 116 
Lessing. Gotthold Ephraim. Ii. 11. 740 

178• 197,371 
Lettres de la Mom.zgllL· (Rousseau). 

138 
liberalism. 19Z~3 
List, Friedrich. 67.134 
"Literan' Announcement" (Kierke

gaard), lSI 
logic, 57. 86.·88. 140, 2i6 

deductive. i8 
Logik (HegeI>, see lJ'issens("bafr der 

Logik 
logos, 16, IS, H, 40, il, 1!3. 14400 1';7, 

308, 309-10; see also Christ 
Louis XIV, King of France. 106 
love. 80-81.140. 171.211-1:,319.358 
Lucian.. 36 
Luther, Martin, 18-19, 20. 34, 1040 168. 

19S• 250, 341• 379, 401 

Malthus, Thomas Robert. 17S 
man, alienation of, So. 151. 154-56, IS8, 

160, 162. 1~-6S, 172-i3. 273-82, 
313-140 3 I S-16• 353 

as image of God, 340 ~ l~ 
as worker. 266-68. z6y. 2;(>-73. li4-76, 

177-78,281, z83-8S. 433. 434 
collective, 313-16 
en masse, Z6I>-61. 35 I 
equality of. 1.40, zS4- 155. 3 Il. 3= .. 
essence of, So, 356-57 
natural, 19. 158. 140 
narurc and, see nature. man -and 
narurc of, 22, 78-80, 10-40 ZIl, 160. 

307-140 316-zl, 3;5-42.410 
relatioIiship to God, 10, 65. 83, 133. 

243, 249, 31crlO, 312, 318-11}, 331 • 

337.341,361,362, ;64- 34441 

relationship to state. IJ5-40, 241-47 
relationship to ,,'orld, 181" " 
self-consciousness of, S8-S9. 78. So, 81. 

83, 85. 97. 178, 179, 144-46. 350, 35 I, 
351, 353. 355,433, 435.442 

sentient. So. ¢ 
subordinate to whole. 9, I~, 111-

13. 166, 215. Z4400 Z93~ 
transcendence of, see superman 
~. with man, So, 319 
see .Iso humanism; NietzSChe, philos

ophy of man of 
Mann, ThallUS, 191 
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marriage. 21 
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Marx. Karl. 28-:9. 43- 46• 4i. SQ. 54. 55. 
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. ist theory o( . 

A{~.95.97. 135 ' 
materialism, ninereenth-cenrury. 6.J, 8z. 

88. ¢, 97-98. 102. 105. 279. n6. 
35Z-n.416 
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gel. mediation theory of 
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metaphysics, 13. J7. 59 •. 60, 62. 165. 208; 
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concepr of. 8 
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.240 29. 179. 2Il-IJ, ~I4. Z23. 22$-z6 

man -and, 7,-490 In, 266-68. %7~71. 
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Newton, Isaac. 13. 117 
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6s . 
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